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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE, 

THE Tranalator avails himself of hi privilege of offering a 
few prefatory words, chiefly in order to express the deep obli- 
gation under which he lies to the Rev. JOHN L~um, Librarian 
in the New College, Edinburgh, for the valuable assistance 

which he dorded to him in the translation of this work. Any 
observation on the work itself or its Author would be superfluous, 
if not presumptuons, considering the high position which Dr  
HENQSTENBEB~ holds as a Biblical Scholar. High, however, 
as this position is, the Translator feels confident that it will be 
raised by the present work, the Author's latest and j t 8 t ;  and 
not only revering Dr  HENWTWBEBQ as a beloved Teacher, 
but being under many obligations to him for proofs of personal 
kindness and friendship, the Translator sincerely rejoices in thia 

PW- 
As regards the translation itself, it was the Translator's aim 

to bring out fully the Author's meaning. This object, which 
ought to be the first in every translation, has been kept steadily 
in view, and preferred to all others. In  rendering Dr  Elwa- 
STENBEEQ'S translation of Scripture-passages, the expressions 
in our Authorized Version have, as far as possible, been retained. 
Wherever the division of the text in the latter differed from 
that of the original text, it has been added in a parenthesis; an 
exception in this respect having been made in quotations from 
the P d m a  only, in which this difference is almost constant, the 
inscriptions not being counted in our English Version, while 
they are in the Hebrew Text. 





T H E  AUTHOR'S  P R E F A C E .  

!&m first edition of the Ohristology, although the impression 
was unusually large, had been for yeam out of print. It was 
impossible that the work could appear a second time in ita ori- 
ginal form. The first volume of i twr i t t en  twenty-five years 
ago-was a juvenile performance, to which the Author himself 
had become rather a atranger; and the succeeding volumes 
required references to, and comparisons with, a large number of 
publications which subsequently appeared. But for the remodel- 
ling and revising which these circumstances rendered necessary, 
the Author could not find leisure, because new taaks were ever 
and anon presenting themselves to him ; and these he felt him- 
self, as it were, involuutarily impelled to undertake. But now 
he is led to believe that he could no longer delay. A powerful 
inclination urges him to comment on the Gospel of St John ; 
but he thinks that the right to gratify this inclination must first 
be purchased by him by answering a call which proceeds from 
the more immediate sphere of his vocation, and which he is the 
leas at liberty to disrsgsrd, as manifold facta give indication that 
the Chrietology has not yet completed its course. The Author 
disliLea to return to regions which have been already visited by 
him. He prefera the opening up to himself of paths which are 
new. It c a t  him therefore, at first, no little struggle to devote 
himself for years to the work of mere revision and emendation; 
but very soon, even here, he learned the truth of the pmverb : 

I f  there be obedience in the heart, love will soon enter." 
The arrangement in the present edition differs from that 

which was adopted in the former. I t  bema a closer resem- 
blance to that which h8e been followed in the Commentaries on 
the Psalms, ~e&istion, and the Song of Solomon. The work 
opens with a discmion and commentary on the particular Mtw 
aianic propheciei, in their historical order and connection. The 
general investigatiom with which, in the first edition, the work 
commenced, are, in the present edition, to appear in the form 



of comprehe@ve treatises, at the close. The latter have thns 
obtained a more solid foundation; while the objections which 
might be raised against thii arrangement will have force only 
until the completion of the whole, which, if it please the Lord, 
mill not be very long delayed. The reader wil l  then, of course, 
be at liberty, before he enters upon the particular portions, to 
go over, cursorily in the meantime, the closing treatisee,-the 
proper study of which will be appropriate, however, only after 
he has made himself acquainted with the particular portions of 
the main body of the work. 

The matter of the two sections of the first part has been 
entirely rewritten. That of the two last parts appears more as 
a revisal only,-+ executed, however, that not a single line has 
been reprinted without a renewed and careful examination. 

The Author shall take care that the new edition shall not 
exceed the former one in size. The space intended to be occu- 
pied by the enlarged discussions, and by the new investigations, 
will be gained by omissions. These, however, will be limited to 
snch mattera as now clearly appear to be wpeduous ; so that the 
old will not retain any value when compared with tjls neur edition. 
The Author, had he p m e d  his u s 4  method of representation, 
wonld have curtailed many points, particularly the history of 
the interpretation. But the mode of treating the subject which 
he had previously adopted, is not without ita advantages, and 
has a certain right to be retained. The former character of the 
work, in so far as the avoidance of everything properly ascetic 
is concerned, has been, in the present edition, also retained. 

Scientific Theology is at present threatened by serious dan- 
gers in our Church. Works of an immediately practical interest 
more and more exclusively occupy the noblest minds, since the 
problame which present themselves in this field are indeed un- 
fathomable. But the Lord of the Church will take care that 
an excellent gift, which He has bestowed upon German Chris& 
endom especially, shall not, for any length of time, continue to 
be neglected. If snch were to be the case, a more general decay 
wonld be gradually. brought on ; and even tho= interests would 
be injured to which at present, with a zeal, noble indeed, but 
little thoughtful, solid th6ologica.l learning ia wri6ced. 

" Not unto us, 0 Lord, not unto 9. but to Thy name give 
glory!' 



THE 

MEMIANIC PROPHECIES IN THE PENTATEUCH, 

Lu the Messianic prophecies contained in Genesis we cannot 
fail to perceive a remarkable progress in clearness and definite- 
nee& 

The first Messianic prediction, which was uttered irnme- 
diately after the fall of Adam, is also the most indefinite. 
Opposed to the awful threatening there stands the consolatory 
promise, that the dominion of sin, and of the evil arising from 
sin, shall not last for ever, but that the seed of the woman 
ehall, at some future time, overthrow their dreaded conqueror. 
With the exception of the victory itself, everything is here 
left undetermined. We are told neither the mode in which it 
is to be achieved, nor whether it shall be accomplished by some 
pectiliarly gifted race, or family of the progeny of the woman, 
or by gome single individual from among her descendants. 
There is nothing more than a very slight hint that the latter 
will be the case. 

After the destruction of a whole ainful world, when only 
Noah with his three eons had been left, the general promise is, 
to a certain extent, defined. Deliverance is to come from the 
descendants of Shem ; Japhet shall become a partaker of this 
deliverance ; Ham is passed over in silence. 

The prophecy becomes still more definite when the Lord 
begins to p r e p  the way for the appearan& of this deliver- 
ance, by separating from the corrupt mass a single individual- 
Abraham-in order to make him the depositary of His revela- 
tions. The Lord, moreover, according to the good pleasure of His 
will, further specifies which of the descendants of Abraham, to 
the exclusion of all the reat, is to inherit this dignity, with all its 
accompanying bleseing. From among the posterity of Shem, 
the Lord sets apart firat the family of Abraham, then that of 
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Isaac, and lastly that of Jacob, as the family from which salva- 
tion is to come. Yet even these predictions, distinct though 
they be when compared with those previously uttered, are still 
very indefinite when compared with those subsequently given, 
and when seen in the light of the adnal fnlfilment. Even in 
theae, the blessing only ia foretold, but not ita author. I t  still 
remained a matter of uncertainty whether salvation shonld be 
extended to all the other nations of the earth through a tingle 
individual, or through an entire people descended from tbe 
Patriarchs. The former is obscurely indicated; but the mode 
in which the blessing wae to be imparted was left in darkness. 

This obscnriq isgartially removed by the last Messianic 
prophecy contained in Gen. xlix. 10. After what had previ- 
ously taken place, 'we might well expect that the question as to 
which of Jacob's twelve sons should have the privilege of becom- 
ing the source of deliverance to the whole earth, would not be 
left undetermined; nor could we imagine that Jacob, when, 
just before hie death, and with the spirit of a prophet, he trans- 
ferred to his sons the promises which had been given to hi 
ancestors and himself, shonld have passed over in silence the 
most important part of them. On the contrary, by b e i i  trans- 
ferred to Judah, the promise of the Messiah acquires not only 
the expected limitation, but an lmexpected increase of clearness 
and precision. Here, for the first time, the person of the 
Messiah is brought before us ; hem also the nature of His king- 
dom is more distinctly pointed out by His being represented as 
the peaceful one, and the peacemaker who will unite, under 
His mild sceptre, all the nations of the whole earth. Judah is, 
in this passage, placed in the centre of the world's history ; he 
~ h d l  obtain dominion, and not lose it until it has been realized 
to its fullest extent by means of the Shiloi, descending from 
him, to whom a l l  the nations of the earth shall render a willing 
obedience. 

The subject-matter of the last four books of the Pentateuch 
would naturally prevent us from expecting that the Messianic 
prophecies should occupy so prominent a place in them as they 
do in Genesis. The object contemplated in these books is rather 
to prepare effectually the way for the Messiah, by laying the 
theocratic institutions on a firm foundation, and by establishing 
the law which is intended to produce the knowledge of sin, and 



to settle diecipline, and by means of which the image of God is 
. to be impressed on the whole national life. If the hope.of the 
Messiah was ta be realized in a proper manaer, and to produce 
ib  legitimate dect, it was necessay that the people should h t  
be eccnetomed to this mw order of life ; that, for the present, 
their regards should not be too much drawn away from this 
their proximate and immediate vocation. Ye$, even in the last 
four books there are not wanting allusions to Him who, as the 
end of the law, was, from the very beginning, to be set before 
the eyes of the people. 

In Num. xxiv. 17-19, Balaam beholds an Ieraelitish king- 
dom raised absolutely above the kingdoms of the world, extend- 
ing over the whole earth, and all-powerful; and he sees it in 
the form of an ideal king, with reference to Jacob'e prophecy 
contained in Gen. xlix. 10, according to which the kingdom 
rising in Judah shall find its full and final realization in the 
person of one king-the Messiah. 

We have hem the futnre King of the Jews saluted from t&3 

midst of the heathen world, compon+g to the salutation of 
the manifested one by the wise men from the East: compare 
Matt. ii. 1, 2. 

From the whole position of Moeea in the economy of the 
revelatiom of &&,it is, a priori, e d y  conoeivable that he 
should have contented himself with communicating a prophecy 
of the M&ah uttered by a non-Israelite, We expect that, as  
a prefiguration of the testimony which, in the presence of the 
chief among the apostles, he bore to the Measiah after He  
had appeared (compare Matt. xvii, 3), he should, on hie own 
behalf, W y  hi faith in Him, and direct the people to Him. 
!l!his testimony we have in Dent. xviii. 16-19. I t  is natural 
that M d  attestation should have reference to Christ in m far 
as He is hie antitype. He bears witnew to Chriet as the trne 
Prophet, as the Edediatar of the divine revelation-thna enlarg- 
mg the slender indications of Chriat'a prophetical office given in 
Qen. xlix. 10. A new and important feature of Megeianic p m  
phecy is here, for the first time, brought forward; and because 
of this, the chamdm of the prophecy is that of a germ. Behind 
the parson of the future Prophet, which is as yet ideal, the real 
person of Him who is the Prophet in an absolute sense, is, in the 
meamtime, .mncealed. It is reserved for the future develop 
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ment of the prophetic prediction to separate that which is here 
beheld as still blended in a single picture. 

Rtl(lUy, the docbrine of the Divine Mediator of the UnBeen 
God, of the Angel of the Lord, or of the Logos, which forms 
the theological foundation for the Christology, is already found 
pervading the Books of Moses. 

After this survey, we now proceed to an expition of the 
particular passages. 

Bs the mission of Christ was rendered neceasay by the fall 
of man, so the first dark intimation of Him was given immedi- 
ately after the fall. I t  is found in the sentence of punishment 
which was passed upon the tempter, Cfen. iii. 14,15. A correct 
understanding of it, however, can be obtained only after we 
have ascertained who the tempter was. 

I t  is, in the first place, unquestionable that a real serpent was 
engaged in the temptation ; so that the opinion of those who main- 
tain that the serpent is only a symbolical signification of the evil 
spirit, cannot be admitted.' There must be unity and uniformity 
in the interpretation of a connected passage. But the allegorical 
interpretation of the whole is rendered impossible by the following 
considerations :-The passage stands in a book of a strictly his- 
torical character; it is connected with what follows, where the 
history of the same pair who, in this sectiou appear M actors, is 
carried forward ; the condition of mankind announced to them 
in this passage as a punishment, actually e h ;  there is the 
absence of every indication from which it might be inferred that 
the author intended to write an allegory, and not a history; 
there exkt various passages of the New Testament (e.g., 2 Cor. 
xi. 3 ; 1 Tim. ii. 13, 14 ; Rom. v. 12), in which the context of 
the passage before M is referred to ss a real historical fact ;- 
and there are the embarrassment, ambiguity, and arbitrariness 
shown by the allegorical interpreters whenever they attempt to 
exhibit the truth intended to be conveyed ; whereas perspicuity 
is a characteristic essential to an allegory.-The subtlety of the 

So, e.g., Cra~ner in the Ncbe~rbeikn tar TheoIogtchen Literatur, St. 2. 



"pent, pointed out in chap. iii. 1, is a natural attribute of that 
animal ; and the comparison, in this respect, of the serpent with 
the other beasts, clearly indicates that a real serpent is v k e n  
of. To such an one the denunciation of the punishment must 
necessarily, in the first instance, be referred. The last two 
reasons also exclude the opinion that Satan assumed merely the 
semblance of a serpent. 

The serpent itself cannot, however, have acted indepen- 
dently; it can only have served as an instrument to the evil 
spirit. The position which the serpent would occupy, in the 
event of our considering it aa the self-acting, independent se- 
ducer, would be in direct contradiction to the position assigned 
to the animal creation throughout Holy Script-pecially in 
the history of the creation-and would break down the limits 
which,'according to it, separate man and beast. By such an 
assumption we should be transferred from the Israelitish terri- 
tory-which is d i e d  by the most sharply defined limita- 
tions of the respective heres of God, angels, men, and beasts 
-to the heatheeolh, 6 these are all mixed up together, and 
where all the distinctions disappear in the confusion. Such a 
fact would be altogether isolated and without 8 parallel in Holy 
Scripture. Nor is it legitimate to adduce the argument, that 
the conditions and circnmstancea of the paradisaic period were 
different from those of subsequent timea. I t  is indeed true, 
according to the statements contained in the Mosaic account 
itself, that the animal world of that time was different from that 
of the present; but whatever, and how great soever, this dif- 
ference may have been, it had no reference to the fundamental 
relation of the beasta; and hence we cannot, from it, explain 
the high intellectual powers with which the serpent appears 
endowed, and by the abuse of which it su&eded in seducing 
men. Man, aa the only being on earth created in the likeness 
and image of God, is, in Gen. i., strictly distinguished from all 
other living beings, and invested with the dominion over them. 
Into man alone did God breathe the breath of life (i. 7); and, 
according to ii. 19, 20, man recognisea the great gulf which 
is fixed betwixt him and the world of beasts. This gulf would 
be entirely Wed up, the serpent would altogether step beyond 
the sphere appointed by the Creator to the world of beasts, if 
there were no back~ound in Gen. iii. 1-5. firther, The words 
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of the serpent are an effect of Sckedness: they raise in man 
doubta as to the love of God, in ordw thereby to durn him to 
apostasy, and bring about the emcution upon him of the fearful 
threatening, '6 On the day that thou eatest thereof thon.'shalt 
surely die!' The eerpent doea not stand in the .tmth; it qwh 
lies; it mpmenta to man as the hi@ good, that whiih in truth 
is the highest evil. Such language cannot p d  spontane- 
o d y  from a being, the creation of which falls within the work 
of the six days during which the whole animal creation was 
made. For everything created within th i~  space of time was 
goad, according to the remark constantly repeated in the history 
of c d o n .  To this we mu&, add the nature of the curse itself, 
in which a higher reference to an invisible author of the temp 
tation shines clearly through the lower reference to the visible 
one ; and, fnrther, the remark in id. 1, " Now the serpent was 
more subtle," etc, evidently points to something beyond the 
natntrrl subtlety of the eerpent, as the d t  of which the snb- 
sequent words cannot be understood, but behiid which we may 
disoovw the intimation: let him who reads, understand. 

The view, that the serpent was the' sole independent agent 
in this tramwtion, is thns refuted by internal reasons. It is set 
aside by the testimony of tradition also. It was an opinion 
universally prevalent among the Jewg that Satan himself had 
been d v e  in the temptation of the first man. It is found in 
Philo; and in the Book of Wisdom, ii. 24, it ia said, " By the 
envy of Sokwr, death came into the world." In the later Jewish 
writings, ,Summael, the head of the evil spirits, ia d e d  m a  
mrnm " the old serpent," or aimply m serpent," because in 
the form of a aerpent he tempted Eve. (See the passage in 
Eismm~ngcr'u mtdechu Judtntlrum i. S. 822.) I n  the sacred 
books of the Pemhs also, the agency of Satan in the fall of 
our first parents ia taught. According to 'the ,Zh&vedtesta (ed. 
by Ehkm, Th. 3,s. 84,85), the first men, keshia and Meshi- 
aneh, were crested by God in a state of purity and goodness, 
and destined for happiness, on condition of humilitp of heart, 
obedience to the requirements of the law, and purity in thoughts, 
words, and actions. But they were deceived by Ahriman, "this 
mischievous one who from the beginning sought only to deceive, 
were i n d u d  to rebel against God, and forfeited their happiness 
by the eating of fruits." According to the same book (Th. iii. 
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5. 62), Ahriman in the form of a serpent springs down from 
hemento earth; and another evil spirit is called (Th. ii. S. 
217) the serpentDew. (Compare Rhodc, dis iuilige Sage dcs 
Zendvolkeu, S. 392.) These facts prove that at the time when 
the Persian religion received Jewish elements (compare Stuhr, 
die Rel;9;0~dsystems des OTientes, S. 373), and hence, soon after 
the captivity, the doctrine of Satan's agency in the temptation 
of om first parents was prevalent among the Jews. 

But of decisive weight npon this point is the evidence fur- 
nished by the New Testament. We must here above all con- 
sider the important testimony supplied by the fact of the history 
of the first and second Adam being parallel (Rom. v. 12 sqq. ; 
i Cor. xv. 45 aqq.),-a testimony, the weight and importance of / 
which have, in modern times, been again pointed out by Hdtn 
in his Dogmutik. The necessity of Christ's temptation by the 
prince of this world, in order that He, by His firm resistance, 
might deprive him of his dominion over mankind, indicates that 
Adam was assailed by the same tempter, and, by being over- 
come, laid the foundation of that dominion. 

Among the express verbal testimonies of the New Testament, 
we must first consider the declarations of the Lord Himeelf ; and 
among these the passage John viii. 44 requires, above all, to be 
examined. In that passage the h r d  says : 6p% d~ 706 TUT& 

703 &436xov JUT&,  KC^ TAT J 1 ~ l e ~ p h ~  TOG warP& G+Y Be'Xrn~ 
TOM;;. a F o m h m  + AT' ctpx;l~, hr rrj aTe+ 
o k  do-qncw && 0th &TLV &h jAu l  b ah#. "OTW h X j j  rh  
+i&, & T&V islwv &L +&mq~  JUT^ m i 6  a h o L  
There is, indeed, an element of tmth in the opinion, that Satan 
is in this passage called the murderer of men from the beginning, 
with reference to the murder by Cain-an opinion lately brought 
forward again by Nitmch, Lticke, and others. This is evident 
from a comparison of 1 John iii. 12, 15, and of Rev. xii. 3. 
(See my commentary on this passage.) Moreover, the words 
in ver. 40, " Ye seek to kill Me," have a more direct parallelm 
in Cain's murder of his brother, than in the death which Satan 
brought npon our first parents ; although it is altogether wrong 
to maintain, as Liicke does, that Satan at that time committed 
only a +ritual murder, which could not have come under 
notice. Bodily death a h  came upon mankind through the 

B 
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temptation. (Compare Gen. ii. 17, iii. 19 ; Wisd. ii. 24; %m. 
v. 12.) But when the reference to Cain's slaying his brother is 
brought forward as the sole, or even as the principal one, we 
must ahlntely reject it. Cain's murder of his brother comes 
into consideration onlyas an effect of the evil principle which 
was introduced into human nature by the h t  temptatioa; as, 
indeed, it appears in the book of Genesis itself as the fruit of the 
poisonous tree, the planting of which is detailed in chap. iii. 
The same marderona spirit which impelled Satan to bring man 
under the dominion of death by the lie, "Ye shall not surely 
die," was busy in Cain also, and seduced him to slay his pious 
brother. The following reasons forbid an excluciive reference 
to the deed of Cain :-1. The murdering of man by Satan is. 
brought into the closest connection with his lie. In connection 
with Cain's deed, however, there was not even the appearance 
of falsehood ; while, in the case before us, lies, false and deceit- 
ful promisea of high blessings to be attained, and the raising of 
suspicions against God, were the very means by which he 
seduced man, and brought him under the power of sin. The 
words of Jesus, when they are understood according to their 
simple meaning, carry us back to an event in the primitive 
times, in which murder and the spirit of faleehood went hand in 
hand. 2. The moperation of Satan in Cain's deed is not ex- 
pressly mentioned in Genesis. That there was any such we can 
with certainty infer, only if this event be viewed in close con- 
nection with what Satan did against our first parents,-if, be- 
hind the serpent, Satan be concealed. Whensoever Jesus has 
to deal with Jews, He does not teach any mysterious doctrines, 
but makes an open appeal to the events narrated in Scripture. 
3. The words, " Ye are of your father the devil," point to the 
seed of the serpent spoken of in Gen. iii. 15. 4. The words, 
" From the beginning," direct to an event which happened at 
the first beginnings of mankind, and in which our first parents 
took a part. Whatever this may be, the event in qnestion must 
be the first in which the devil manifested himself as the mur- 
derer of man. Now, as by the Jews of that time the tempta- 
tion of the first man, in consequence of which death entered 
the world, was attributed to sin--and this appears not only from 
what has been already said, but also from a passage in the 
Sohar Ciradaair, referred to by Tholuck, in which the wicked are 
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called The chiidren of the old serpent which has slain Adam 
and all who are descended from himm-it is evident that, by 

the murderer of men from the beginning," Jesus can mean 
only the &st tempter of men. That the words, "from the . 
beginning," refer to the fall of the fint man, is also clearly 
ahown by the parallel passages 1 John iii. 8, and Rev. xii. 9, 
xx. 2. 5. Jesus says : Satan stand8 not in the tmth, does not 
move in its element, because there is no truth in him. This 
points to a well-known event, in which Satan displayed his lying 
nature; and such is found only in the account of man's fall. 
6. Jesus calls Satan not only a liar, but, by way of emphasis, 
He designates him as the father of lies. But Satan can be de- 
signated thus, only with reference to a lie of his which is 
charged against him by Scripture, and which preceded all lies 
on d. NOW that is the lie of which we have an account in 
Glen. iii. 4, 5. The words, " and the father of it," correspond 
with the words, " from the beginning." 

Another declaration of our Lord is found in St Matthew xiii. 
38 : ~ c i  68 &%vd &LV oc' vlol 706 ~ o v q p o G  (i.e., mali, masculi- 
num, according to Bengel), compared with ver. 39 t d 82 dX8pdr 
6 om* ahL i u r w  d ~ C L P O X O F .  The children of the wicked 
one, or of the devil, who are spoken of in this passage, are the 
seed of the serpent who is mentioned in Gen. iii. 15, and to 
whom allusion is made in the words 6 o-&pa~ a;& also. Less ' 

incontrovertible is the passage in St Matthew xxiii. 33, where 
the Lord addressed the Pharisees as 8+, 7Nvrl'pra 6p6vi iv .  
(Compare Matt. xi. 34, iii. 7.) Ohhawen, in his commentary 
on Matt. iii. 7, gives it as his opinion that the serpent designates 
the diabolic nature. But, according to Matt. 6. 34, the point 
of comparison is only the wickedness (?rovqpo2 im), and it is 
quite aufljcient to refer it to Ps. cxl. 4, where David says of the 
futwe enemies of his dynasty and family foreseen by him, 

They have sharpened their tongues like a serpent ; adders' 
poison is under their lips" (compare also Ps. lviii. 5 ;  Dent. 
d. 33; laa lix. 5),-a passage to which special allusion is 
made in the words, r% 86;vacTBe &ydci Xahiv, Matt. xii. 34, 
and in the connection of serpents with vipers, which would be 
strange when referred to the history of the fall of the first man. 

Let  ns now turn from the Lord to His disciples. Just as is 
done in the account of the transaction itself, Paul, in 2 Cor. 
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xi. 3 (& 4 d+w EGw 2t i l l . thpcv  b 71j m w o u p y ~  ahoc), places 
the invisible cause of the temphtion in the background, and 
speaks of the visible one only. But that behind the serpent he 
beholds Satan, appears immediately from ver. 14 and 15: &ci 
06 BwClaa7dv a&& 7dp 4 Xaraviir pmaqqp~l(erccl ek +E- 

Xov +69. 0; &a o b  d a d  oi 8ubvol ah& pmaqqpr i -  
Covra~ 3F S u b v o ~  8LKo1]F, where the p e r a q q p a r & u  is 
eqlained by Bengel : " Tramfonnat se: P r~sem,  Ce., solet us 
trunaformare. Fecit icZ jam in P d w o ! '  The Apostle dudea 
to an event narrated in Scriptuq where Satan ahows himself 
in thia character. But such an occurrence is not found any- 
where else than in Gen. iii. 4, 5, the only passage where Satan 
represents himself as the friend and saviour of men. We have 
here the explanation of the 2 b & m p c v  in ver. 3.-In Rom. 
xvi. 20, the words, '0 Sh 8& + t;pliwp awrpl+ rdv Xu- 
r w  &;  TO^ && +&v, contain an allusion to Gen. iii. 15, 
too plain to be mistaken. The Apostle recognises, in the pro- 
mise of the victory over the m p n t  given there, a-pledge of the 
victory over Satan. The words of Paul to E l p a a  in Acta xiii. 
10, " 0 thou child of the devil," likewise contain a distinct 
reference to that which, in the history of man's fall, is written 
concerning the serpent. In the charge of subtlety, mischief, 
and enmity to all righteousnew which he brings against him, 
there is an evident allusion to Genesis. 

In 1 John iii. 8, '0 ~ocijv .njv 6-Iw, & 706 sc4s6Xov 
Zm& &I dcd i& d 8~490b9 cipzp&r, allusion ia made to a 
most heinom sin committed by Satan at the first beginningspf 
the human race. But of such a mn there ie no account, unlese 
Satan be concealed behind the serpent.-In Rev. xii. 9 (comp. 
xx. 2), Satan i called the great dragon, and the OM s q e n t ;  the 
last of which &pations refers to the passage now under con- 
sidenition. 

The agency of Satan in the fall of man haa been contro- 
verted, on the plea that, had such been in operation, it ought to 
have been mentioned. But the absence of any such mention 
map be explained on the p u n d  that it is not the intention of 
the holy writers to give any information respecting the eida- 
tence of the devil, but rather to give an account of hia real 
manifestation, to which, afterwards, the doctrine connected 
itself. The judgment of the reader should not, as it were, be 
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anticipated. The simple fact is communicated to:llim,-id order 
that, from it, he may form his own opinion. I . . 

firther,-It has been asaerted that in the entire Old Testa- 
ment, and until the time of the Babylonian captivity, not &co 
of an evil spirit is to be found, and that, hence, it cannot be 
conceived that his existence is here presupposed. But this 
assertion may now be regarded as o b l e t e  and without f&n- 
dation. Closely connected with the &mation, to which 
allusion has just been made, is the opinion which assigns the 
h o k  of Job  to the time of the captivity, an opinion which is 
now almost universally abandoned. This book must necessarily 
have been written before the time of the captivity, because 
Jeremiah refers to it, both in his Prophecies (e.g., Jer. xx. 
15 aq, which pawage evidently rests on Job iii.) and in his 
Lamentations. (Compare, for a fuller discussion of this 
subject, Ktilpe~"s u J m k a  libror. Sacrorum interpres atque 
V&.'') The reference in Amos iv. 3 to Job  i.. 8, aud 
several allusions occurring in the Prophecies of Isaiah (e.g., 
chap. XI. 2 and Ixi. 7, which refer to the issue of Job's history, 
which is here viewed as a prophecy of the future fate of the 
Church ; the peculiar use of ~ 2 s  in xl. 2, which alludes to 
Job vii. 1 ; chap. li. 9, which rests on Job xxvi. 13), lead us still 
farther back. . .The assertion of those also who feel themsel\-es 
compelled to &knowledge the pre-exilic origin of the book, but 
who maintain, at the sage- time, that the Satan of .this book is not 
the Satan of the later books of the Old Testament, but rather 
a good an@l only'holds an odious office, is more and more 
admitted to .be .futile;. .so.thst we must indued wonder how even 
Beck (Leitrwia~?ahafi i. S. 249) could be carried away by it, 
and could make tbe:&tempt to support this pretended fact by 
the supposition;'~hiit the apostasy of part of the angels from 
God, and their kingdom of. darkness, are ever advancing and 
p r o w i n g .  The principal ,evil spirit is, in Zech. iii. 1, intro- 
duced aa the adversary of the holy ones of God ; and this very 
name is d c i e n t  to contradict such a supposition, for the name 
is descriptive of the wickedness of the character. H e  who, 
under all circumstanceg is an a adversary," must certainly carry 
the principle of hatred in hi heart. H e  moves about on the 
earth for the purpose of finding materials for his accusations, 
and grounds on which he may raise suspicions. It is a c b  
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racteristic feature, that he whose darkness does not comprehend 
the light, knows of no other piety but that which has its origin 
in the hope of reward. I t  is quite evident that it is the desire 
of his heart to destroy Job by sufferings. The only circum- 
stance which seems to give any countenance to the supposition 
is, that he appears in the midst of the angels, before the throne 
of God. But this circumstance is deprived of all its signi- 
ficancy, if the fact be kept in view-which, indeed, is most 
evident-that the book is, from beginning to end, of a purely 
poetical character. The form of it is easily accounted for by 
the intention to impress this most important thought : tha t  
Satan stands in absolute dependence upon God ; that, with all 
his hatred to the children of God, he can do nothing against 
them, but must, on the contrary, rather subserve the accom- 
plishment of the thoughts of God's love regarding them.-- 
Isaiah likewise points to evil spirits in chap. xiii. 21, xxxiv. 14. 
(Compare my Comment. on Rev. xviii. %.)-But even in sonle 
passages of the Pentateuch itself, the doctrine regarding Satan 
is brought before us. I t  is true that it has been erroneously 
supposed to be contained in Deut. xxxii. 17 (compare on this 
opinion, my Comment. on Ps. cvi. 37) ; but only bigoty and 
prejudice can refuse to admit that, under the Asael, to whom, 
according to Lev. xvi., a goat was sent into the wilderness, 
Satan is to be understood. (The arguments in support of this 
riew G l l  be found in the author's "Egypt and the Books of 
Mbaes," p. 168 ff.)' 

But we must advert to two additional considerations. F k t ,  
-To every one who is in the least familiar with the territory 

The poaitive reasone by which I there proved the reference to Satan, 
have not been invalidated by the objections of Hofmann in hie Schnyt- 
beweis i. 379. He ssys : Be an adjective formed in a manner similar to I 

$353 (Num. xxi. 6) must have an intmmitive signification, it cannot mean 
" mparated," but sccording to ite derivation from $U = htt, i t  m- : 
"altogether gone away." But thin argument has no force. The real im- 
port of the form of the word is gradation, and frequent repetition. In- 
stances of a paseive signification are given in Ercald'a Lehrbuch cler He&. 
Sprache, 5 157 c. : compare, e.g., Deut. xxxii. 6. There is ao much the 
stronger reason for adopting the passive signification, that in Arabic also, 
-which alone can be c o d t e d ,  aa the cornpariaon with the Hebrew & 1 
has no sure foundation on which to reat,-the root has the aignif icat i~~:  
remotw, beM& fui t ,  and the participle : a cetm's se seju-. Compare 
Egypt and the B. M., p. 169. 
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of divine revelation, and who has any conception of the relation 
in which the Books of Moses stand to the whole succeeding 
revelation, it will, a be inconceivable, that a doctrine 
which afterwards occupies so prominent a position in the re- 
vealed books should not have already existed, in the g e m  at  
least, in the Books of Moses. SecondZy,-We should altogether 
Iwe the origin and foundation of the doctrine concerning Satan, 
if he be removed from, or explained away in, the history of the 
fall. That the first indication of this doctrine cannot by any 
means be found in the Book of Job, has already been pointed 
out by Hofmann, who remarks in the Schrifibeweis i. S. 378, 
that Satan appears in this book as a well-known being, asmuch 
SO as are the sons of God. Kor is Lev. xvi. an appropriate 
place for introducing, for the first time, this doctrine into the 
knowledge of the people. T h e  doctrinal essence of the sym- 
bolical action there prescribed is this :-that Satan, the enemy 
of the Congregation of God, has no power over those who are 
reconciled to God ; that, with their sins forgiven by God, they 
may joyfully appear before, and mock and triumph over, him. 
The whole ritual must have had in it something altogether 
strange for the Congregation of the Lord, if they had not 
already known of Satan from some other source. The ques- 
tions : Who is Asael ? What have we to do with him ? must 
have forced themselves upon every one's mind. I t  is not the 
custom of Scripture to introduce its doctrines so abruptly, to 
prescribe any duty which is destitute of the solid foundation of 
previous instruction. 

If thus we may consider it as proved, (1) that the serpent 
was an agent in the temptation, and (2) that it served only as 
an instrument to Satan, the real tempter,-then we have also 
thereby proved that the curse denounced against the tempter 
must have a double sense. I t  must, in the first place, refer to 
the instrument ; but, in its chief import, it must bear upon the 
real tempter, for it was properly he alone who had done that 
which merited the punishment and the curse. Let us now, upon 
this principle, proceed to the interpretation of our passage. 

It is said in rer. 14 : And Jehovah Ehhim said unto the 
serpent, &awe thou hast done this, thou shalt be cumed above all 
caltle and above every beast of the jield; ripon thy belly altalt thou 
yo, and dust thou shalt eat aU the days of thy life!'-If we do not 
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look beyond the serpent, these words have in thew something 
incomprehensible, inasmuch ae the serpent is destitute of that 
responsibility which alone could justify so severe a sentence. 
There is no difficulty attached to the idea that the serpent must 
suffer. I t  shares thia fate along with all the other irrational 
earthly creation, which io made subject to vanity (Rom. viii. 20), 
and whlch must accompany man, for whose sake it was created, 
through all the stages of his existence. But the question here 
at issue is not about mere suffering, but about well-merited 
punishment. The serpent is not, like the whole remaining 
earth, cursed for the sake of man (Gen. iii. 17), but it is cursed 
because bb it has done this!' Punishment presupposes being 
created in.the image of God, and, according to chap. i., such a 
creation is peculiar only to man. But aa soon as we assume 
the co-operation of an invisible author of the temptation, by 
whom the serpent was animated, ev4ything which is here 
threatened against the visible instrument acqnires a symbolical 
meaning. The degradation inflicted upon the latter, - the 
announcement of the defeat which it is to sustain in the war- 
fare with man,-represent in a figure the fate of the real tempter 
only. The instrument used by him in the temptation is at the 
same time the symbol of the punishment which he is destined 
to endure. 

Although it be said that the serpent should be " cursed above 
all cattle," etc., thia does not necessarily imply that the other 
animals are also cursed, any more than the words, g b  subtle akwe 
all the beasts," imply that all other beasta are subtle. I t  is 
certainly not always necessary that the whole existing difference 
should be pointed out, The sense is simply : Thou shalt be more 
cursed than all cattle. In a similar manner it is said, in the 

\' 
song of Deborah, concerning Jael, " Blessed above women 
shall Jael be," Judges v. 24; for this does not imply that all 
other women are blessed, but means only that, whether they be 
blessed or not, Jael, at all events, is the most blessed. 

The eating of .dust must not be interpreted literally, as if the 
serpent were to feed upon dust; but, since it is to creep on the 
ground, it cannot be but that it swallow dust along with its food. 
Thus we find in Ps. cii., in " the prayer of the aillicted," ver. 10, 
"For I have eaten ashes l i e  bread," wid of occasional swallow- 
ing of ashes. AB an expression of deepest humiliation, the 
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licking of dust is used in Mic. vii. 17, where it is said of the 
enemies of the Church, " They shall lick dust like the serpent' 
In Is. xlii. 23, compared with Ps. lii. 9, the licking up the dust 
of the feet is likewiae inflicted npon the humbled enemies. If, 
undoubtedly, there be, even in these passages, a slight reference 
to the one before us, the allusion to it is still plainer in Is. lxv. 
25, where it is said, " And dust shall be the serpent's meat." 
Of the denunciation in Gen. iii. 14, 15, tse eating of dust alone 
shall remain, while the bruising of the heel shall come to an 
ad. And while all other creatures shall escape from the doom 
which has come npon them in consequence of the fall of man, 
the serpent-the instrument used in the temptation-shall, 
apxably to the words in the sentence of punishment, "A11 the 
days of thy life," remain condemned to a perpetual abasement, 
thus prefiguring the fate of the real tempter, for whom there is 
no share in the redemption. 

The opinion which has been again of late defended by Hof- 
m a n  and Baumga~tm, that the serpent had before the fall the 
same shape as after it, only that after the fall it possesses as a 
punishment what before the fall was its nature, stands plainly 
opposed to the imntext. Even uprim; and in accordance with 
Satan's usual mode of proceeding it is probable that he, who 
loves to transform himself into an angel of light, should have 
chosen an attractive and charming instrument of temptation. 
This view loses all that is strange in it, if only we consider the 
change of the serpent, not as an isolated thing, but in connection 
with the great change which, after the fall of man, affected the 
whole nature (comp. Gen. i. 31, according to which the entire 
animal creation had, previously to the fall, impressed npon it the 
image of man's innocence and peace, and the law of destruction 
did not pervade it, Ben. iii. 17 ; Rom. viii. 20) ; and if only we 
keep in mind that, before the fall, the whole animal world was 
essentially different from what it is now, so that we cannot by 
any mean8 think of forming to ourselves a distinct image of the 
serpent, as Luther and others have done. 

The serpent is thug by its &gusting form, and by the degra- 
dation of its whole being, doomed to be the visible representative 
of the kingdom of darkness, and of its head, to w h m  it had 
served as an instrument. But the words, when applied to the 
head h i i l f ,  give expression to the idea : " extreme contempt, 
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shame, and abasement shall be thy lot." Thus Calmct remarks 
on this passage : This enemy of mankind crawls, as it were, on 
his belly, on account of the shame and disgrace to which he is 
reduced." Satan imagined that, by means of the fall of man, he 
would enlarge his kingdom and extend his power. But to the 
eye of God the matter appeared in a totally different light, 
because, along with the fall, H e  beheld the redemption. 

Ver. 15. And will Put enmity between thee and the toomun, 
and hetween thy seed and her seed; and it shaU b r u h  thy head, 
and thou shalt bruise its hd ."  Irf the two other passages where 
the word rl\w occurs (Ps. cxxxix. 11 [compare my commen- 
tary on that passage] and Job ix. 17), it undeniably signifies : 
" to crush," " to bruise." This signification, therefore, which is 
confirmed by the Chaldee Paraphrast, and which Paul also fol- 
lows in Rom. xvi. 20 (mpl+, whilst the L X X .  have mp+reb), 

must here also be retained. I t  is only in appearance that, in the 
second passage referred to, the signification to crush" seems to 
be inappropriate ; for there, " to crush" -is used in the sense of 
" to destroy," " to annihilate," just as in Jonah iv. 7, '' to strike" 
is used of the sting of an inaect, because ita effect is similar to 
that produced by a stroke. The words prm aud zpy are a 
second accusative governed by the verb, whereby the place of 
the action is more distinctly marked out. That by head" and 

heel"-a m j m  and a minus-a victory of mankind over the 
seed of the serpent should be signified, was seen by Calvin, who 
says, " Meanwhile we see how graciously the Lord deals even 
in the pnnishment of men, inasmuch as He does not give the 
serpent power to do more than wound the heel, while to man is 
given the power of wounding its head. For the words ' head' 
and ' heel' point out only what is superior and what is inferior." 
That these words are by no means intended to describe the 
mutual antipathy between men and serpents, is rendered evident 
by the consideration, that, if such were the intention, no special 
punishment would be denounced against the serpent, while, 
according to the context, wch denunciation is certainly designed 
by the writer. The words treat of the punishment of the ser- 
pent ; it is only in ver. 16  that the sentence against man is pro- 
claimed. It is true that the bite of a serpent is dangerous when 
i t  is applied even to the heel, for the poison thences penetrates 
the whole body ; but to this fact in natural history there is here 
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no ellusion, nor is the biting of the serpent at all the point here 
in question. The contrast between head and heel is simply 
that which exists between the noble and less noble parts,-those 
parts of which the injury is commonly curable or incurable. 
The objection : The serpent creeps, man walks upright ; if 
then an enmity exists between thein, how C8n it be otherwise 
than that man wounds its head, and that i t  wounds his heel ?"  
entirely overlooks the consideration, that, according to ver. 14, 
it is in consequence of the divine curse that the serpent creeps 
in the dust. I n  this degraded condition-a condition which is 
not natural, but inflicted as a punishmenti t  is implied that 
the serpent can attack man at his heel only. This plain con- 
nection between ver. 15 and 14 is evidently overlooked by those 
who hold the opinion, that this mutual enmity is pernicious 
equally to man and serpent. The very circumstance that the 
serpent is condemned to go on its belly, and to eat dust, whilst 
man retains that erect walk in which the image of God is re- 
flected, paves the way for the announcement of the victory in 
ver. 16. . 

Experience bean ample witness to the truth of the divine 
sentence, that there shall, in future, be enmity between the seed 
of the serpent and mankind, in so far as this sentence refers to 
the instrument of the temptation ; for abhorrence of the serpent 
is natural to man. Thus Calnin remarks: " I t  is in conse- 
quence of a secret natural instinct that man abhors them ; and 
as often as the sight of a serpent fills us with horror, the recol- 
lection of our apostasy is renewed!' 

But, in the fate of the serpent which is here announced, 
there is an indication of the doom of the epiritual author of the 
temptation. It has been objected that any reference to Satan 
is inadmissible, because the seed of the serpent" here spoken 
of cannot designate wicked men, who are "children of the 
devil;" for these, too, belong to the seed of the woman, and 
cannot, therefore, be put in opposition to it. But against this 
objection.Storr, in his treatise, de Protevangelw, remarks: " W e  
easily see that marry of the seed of the woman likewise belong 
to the seed of the serpent ; but they have become unworthy of 
that name, since they apostatized to the common enemy of their 
race." I t  ia quite true that, by the seed of the woman, her 
whole progeny ia designated ; but they who enter into commu- 
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nion with the hereditary enemy of the human race are viewed 
as having excommunicated themselves. Compare Gen. xxi. 12, 
where Isaac alone is declared to be the true descendant of 
Abraham, and his other sons are, as false descendants, excluded. 
Bforeover, not only wicked men, but also the angels of Satan 
(Matt. xxv. 41; Rev. xii. 7-S), belong to the seed of the serpent. 

The greater number of the earlier Christian interpreters 
were of opinion that, by the seed of the woman, the .Messiah is 
directly pointed at. But to this opinion it may be objected, 
that it does violence to the language to understand, by the seed 
of the woman, any single individual ; and the more so, since we 
me compelled to understand, by the seed of the serpent, a plu- 
rality of individuals, viz., the spiritual children of Satan, the 
heads and members of the kingdom of darkness. Further,-Bs 
far as the sentence bas reference to the serpent, the human race 
alone can be understood by the seed of the woman ; and to this, 
therefore, the victory over the invisible author of the temptation 
must also be adjudged. The reference to the human race is 
also indicated by the connection between her seed" in this 
verse, and the w.ords, " Thou shalt bring forth sons," in ver. 16. 
Fillally,-h the person of the Messiah does not yet distinctly 
app'esr even in the promises to the Patriarchs, this pa* can- 
not well be explained of a personal Messiah ; inasmuch as, by 
such an explanation, the progressive expansion of the Messianic 
prophecy in Genesis would be destroyed. 

If, however, by the seed of the woman we understand the 
entire progeny of the woman, we obtain the following sense : 
" It is true that thou hast now inflicted upon the woman a severe 
wound, and that thou and thine associates will continue to assail 
her: but, notwithstanding thine eager desire to injure, thou 
shalt be able to inflict on mankind only such wounds as are 
curable; while, on the contrary, the posterity of the woman 
shall, at some future period, vanquish thee, and make thee feel 
all thy weakness." 

This interpretation is found as early as in the Targum of 
Jonathan, and in that of Jerusalem, where, by the seed of the 
woman, are understood the Jewg who, at the time of the Mes- 
siah, shall overcome Sammael. Thus, too, does Pan1 explain it 
in Rom. xvi. 20, where the promise is regarded as referring to 
Christians as a body. I t  has found, subsequently, an able de 
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fender in Calmn,' and, in modern times, in H d m ?  The trea- 
tise of Storr, too (in the Optlac. ii.), ie devoted to its defence. 

Even according to this interpretation, the passage justly 
beam the name of the Ptotmangelium, which has been given to 
it by the Church: I t  is only in general terms, indeed, that the 
future victory of the kingdom of light over that of darkness is 
foretold, and not the person of the Redeemer who should lead 
in the warfare, and bestow the strength which should be neces- 
sary for maintaining it. Anything beyond this we are not even 
entitled to expect at the first beginnings of the human race ; a 
gradual progress is observable in the kingdom of grace, as well 
as in that of nature. 

It is certainly, however, not a matter of chance that the pos- 
terity of the woman is not broken up into a plurality, but that, 
in order to designate it, expressions in the singular (PI and 
ml) are chosen. This unity, which, in the meanwhile, it is true, 
is only ideal, was chosen with regard to the person of the Re- 
deemer, who comprehends within Himself the whole human 
race. And it is not less eignificant, and has certainly a deeper 
ground, that the victory over the serpent is assigned to the seed 
of the woman, not to the posterity of Adam ; and though, in- 

' He cays,-This, therefore, ia the =nee of the paeeage : " The human 
race, whom Satan had endeavoured to destroy, &all a t  length be victori- 
ous Bgt, meanwhile, we munt bear in mind the mode in which, according 
to Scripture, that victory is to be achieved. According to his own plea- - Satan hati, through all centuries, led captive the mns of men, and even 
to thin day he continues that sad victory. But, einw a stsonger one hae 
come down from heaven to eubdue him, the whole Church of God shall, 
under h a  Head, and like Him, be victorious." 

B&fe dar Studium der Tkologk betr. .ii. 5. 225 (Tib. 1808) : " The 
serpent had injured them ; it had become to them s aymbol of evil, of ae- 
duction, and a t  the same time of W e  curse, of mntampt and paniahment. 
To men the encouraging proepect wue held out, that they, the eeed of the 
woman, were stronger and nobler than the serpent, and all evil. They 
sbould tread upon the head of the serpent, while the latter should be able 
to avenge itself only by s alight wound in their heel. In short, the good 
&odd gain the aacendsncy over the evil. Such wan the pmepect. How 
clear or how obecure it w& to the h t  human pair, it ie not our present 
pnrpoee to inquire. It is enough that the n o h l 2  warrior agaht e h ,  the 
most &t bruiser of the 8erpent1e head from among the deecendante of 
Eve, asll oomprehended in thie pro~pect, and indeed pre-eminently referred 
to. Thue, then, only an outline, aa it were, waa given to them in a figure, 
the import of which only future t i m a  saw more clearly developed." 
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deed, the circumstance that the woman was first deceived may 
have been the proximate cause of it, yet it cannot be exclusively 
referred to, and derived from, it. By these remarks we come 
still nearer to the view of the kcient Church. 

T H E  BLESSIhTGS O F  NOAH UPON SHEM AND 
JAPHETH. 

Ver. 20. "And Noah began'and becanw arb husbandman, and 
planted vineyards!'-This does not imply that Noah was the 
first who began to till the ground, and, more especially, to cul- 
tivate the vine; for Cain, too, was a tiller of the ground, Gen. 
iv. 2. The sense rather is, that Noah, after the flood, again 
took up this calling. Moreover, the remark has not an inde- 
pendent import ; i t  m ~ e s  only to prepare the way for the com- 
munication of the subsequent account of Noah's drunkenness. 
By this remark, a defence of Noah on account of his drunken- 
ness is entirely cut off. Against such a defence Luther ex- 
pressed himself in very strong terms : " They," says he, it who 
would defend the Patriarch in this, wantonly reject the consola- 
tion which the Holy Ghost considered to be necamy to the 
Church-the consolation, namely, that even the greatest saints 
may, at times, stumble and fall."' 

Ver. 21. " And he drank of the wine, and was drunken ; and 
1~ was uncovered m2hin his tent." 

Ver. 22. And Ham, the f d w  of Canaan, saw the naked- 
ma8 of his father, and told hie two brethren without."-David is 
reproved in 2 Sam. sii. 14, for having given occasion to the 
enemies of God to blaspheme. The same reproof might justly 
be administered to Noah also. Ham rejoiced to find a naked- 
ness in him whose reproving earnes'tness had often been a 
burden to his sinful soul. Luther remarks : tt There is no doubt 

The object of thie event, aa pointed out by Calvin, viz., that God in- 
tended to give to all coming ages, in the person of Noah, a warning and an 
exhortation to temperance, would likewiee befrPetroted by thin pnwanmt- 
able apology. 
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that he (Nd) must have done much which was offensive to 
his proud, high-minded, and presumptuous son. . . . For 

reason we must not regard this deed of Ham as mere child's 
play, aa an action destitute of all signXcance ; but as the result 
of the bitterest hatred and resentment of Satan, by which he 
prepares and excites his membem against the true Church, and 
specially against those who are in the ministry. Let  them, 
therefore, give earnest heed as to whether, either in their per- 
sons or in their offices, they give any occasion; for blasphemy. 
We have in this history an example of divine terrors and judg- 
ment, that we may take warning from the danger of Ham, and 
not venture to be rash in judging, though we should see that a 
secular or ecclesiastical authority, or even our parents, do err 
and fall." 

Ver. 23. '!And Shem and Japheth took the garment."- 
Lufl~er says : " Such an outward and lovely reverence they 
could not have shown to their father, if they had not, inwardly 
and in their hearts, been rightly disposed .towards God, and 
had not considered their father as a high priest and king set 
over them by divine appointment." The mode of expression 
indicates that the real impulse proceeded'from Shem, and that, 
as a prefiguration of what was to takeplace, Japheth only 
showed susceptibility for the good, and a willingness to join 
with him. It is true that the singular n p  is not, by itself, de- 
cisive. When the verb precedes, it is not absolutely necessary 
that it should agree with the d j e c t  in gender and number; 
but the use of the singular is, nevertheless, remarkable. If 
Shem and Japheth had been equally active, the latter also 
would, at once, have been present to the mind of the writer. 
Under these circumstances, there is the less reason for suppos- 
ing that the use of the singular can be 'merely accideutal, 
especially as the words, "and he told his two brethren without," 
immediately precede. But all doubt is removed by a second 
ailusion, which goes hand in hand d h  the first, and which is 
contained in the following verse. 

Ver. 24. 4' And Noah awoke fm his wine, and h e w  wkat 
his youngm eon had dons unto him."-That Ham was older than 
Japheth, appears from the circumstance that the order in which 
the sons of Noah are introduced is uniformly thus: Shem, 
Ham, Japheth ; or, beginning, as in chap. x., from the youngeet, 
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Japheth, Ham, Shem,-where,. however. in ver. 21? the words 
added immediately after Shem-" the elder brother of Japheth," 
expresdy indicate that, for a certain purpose, the writer haa 
proceeded in order from the youngest to the oldest. I t  is alto- 
gether in vain that some have attempted to prove from chap. 
xi. 10 (according to which Shem was, two yeam after the flood, 
only a hundred years old), compared with chap. v. 32 (accord- 
ing to which Noah began to .beget when he wis five hundred 
ye- old), that Shem was not the first-born. The words in 
chap. v. 32 are : And NO& was five hundred yeara old, and 
Noah begat Shem, Ham, and Japheth." That the chronology 
can here be determined in a way which only approximates to 
the t~uth,  is implied, as a matter of course, in the statement, 
that all the three sons were begotten when Noah was five 
hundred years of age; nothing more is meant than that Noah 
begat them after he had finished his fifth, or at the beginning 
of his sixth, centuv. (Compare &&a CTntersuchungen.) It 
is just an indefinite statement of time which points forward 
to another genealogy, in which the details will be given with 
greater precision. Ham everywhere stands between the two ; 
but that, nevertheless, he is, in this passage, called the younger 
son, can be explained only on the ground that, in the case be- 
fore us, Shem and Ham are the two more especially noticed- 
Shem as positively good, and Ham as positively evil, while 
Japheth only takes part with Shem. We have thus laid ah 
excellent foundation for the right understanding of the subse- 
quent prophetic utterance of Noah-for the announcement, 
namely, of Japheth's dwelling in the tents of Shem. 

. 

Ver. 25. "And he aaid, Cursed be Canaan ; a servant of ser- 
manta shall he be to his brethren."-Luther says : "Good old 
Noah, who is regarded by his son as a foolish and stupid old 
man, deserving only of mockery, appears here in truly prophetic 
majesty, and announces to his sons a divine revelation of what 
shall come to pass in future days ; thus verifying what Paul says 
in 2 Cor. xii., that God's strength is made perfect in weakness." 

According to the opinion now current, Canaan is said to 
mean 'tlowland," and to be transferred from the land to the 
people, and from the people to the pretended ancestor. But 
this opinion is shown to be untenable by the considerations, 
that, according to historical tradition, Canaan appears 5rst as 



the name of the ancestor ;-that the verb ym is never used of 
natural lowness, but always of humiliation ;-that in our paasage, 
where the name first occnrs, it stsnda in connection with semi- 
tude;-that the masculine form of the noun (on the adjective 
terntination an, compare EwaMs Luhrb. d. Hsb. Spr. 163, b.) 
is not applicable to the country ;-that the country Canaan ia 
so far from being a lowland, that it appears, everywhere in the 
Pentateuch, as a land of hills (see Deut. xi. 2, iii, 25, where the 
land itself is even called, "that goodly mountain") ;'-and, 
finally, that, from all appearance, Canaan is primarily the name, 
not of the country, but of the people-the former being called 
p a  ptt, the land of Canaan. 

The real etymology of the name ia almost expressly given 
. in Judges iv. 23 ; PJSI, rL and God bowed down, or humbled, on 

that day Jabin the king of Canaan." Compare also Dent. ix. 3, 
where, in reference to the Canaanites, it is said, D ~ U ?  my, " He 
will humble or subdue them ;" and Nehem. ix. 24 : " Thou 
bowedest down before them the inhabitants of the land-the 
Canaanites." Our passage a h  proceeds upon this interpreta- 
tion of the name. We are the rather induced to assume a con- 
nection betwixt the name " Canaan," and the worda, " s ser- 
vant of servants shall he be," as in the case of Japheth also 
there is certainly an allusion to the signification of the name, 
and probably in the case. of Shem also. Perhaps even the 
name h, id., "the blackish one," may be connected with the 
character which he here displaym suggestion which we do 
not here follow up. We refer, however, for an analogy, to what 
has been remarked in our Commentary on the Psalms, in the 
Introduction of Pa. vii. 

Canaan means : " the submissive one." It is a name which 
the people themselves, on whose monuments it appears, would 
never have appropriated to themselves (just as in the case of the 
Egyptians also, on which point Gesenius in the Tllesaurus, and 
my work E&jpt, etc., p. 210, may be compared), unless it had 
ken proper to them from their very origin. Ham gave this 
name to his son from the obedience which he dema~ided, bnt 

' The reveree is the cam with reference to A m ,  which is essentially a 
lowland, while them oritice w d d  have ns to believe that it means high- 
hd." (Compare Baur on Amos, s. 229.) 
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did not himself yield. The son was to be the servant of the 
father (for the name suggeata ervile obedience), who was as 
despotical to his inferiors as he was rebellious againat his 
superiors. When the father gave that name to his eon, he 
thought only of submissiveness to his orders ; but God, who, in 
His mysterious providence, disposes of all these matters, had 
another submissi veness in view. 

But why is Canaan cursed and not Ham ? For an answer 
to this question, we are at liberty neither to fall back upon the 
sovereign decree of God, as Calvin does, nor to say with Hof- 
mann : " Canaan is the youngeat son of Ham (Gten. x. 6) ; and 
because Ham, the youngest son of Noah, had caused so much 
grief to the father, he, in return, is to experience great grief 
from his youngest son." Thii latter view resta upon false his- 
torical suppositions. We have already proved that Ham was 
not the youngest son of Noah; and it by no means follows 
from Gen. x. 6, that Canaan was the youngest son of Ham. 
Canaan's name is mentioned last among the sons of Ham, be- 
cause the whole account of Ham's family was to be combined 
with the detailed enumeration of Canaan's descendants, who 
stood in so important a relation to Israel. The boundary line 
as regards Shem is formed, quite naturally, by that branch of 
Ham's family which stood in so important a relation to the 
main branch of the family of Shem. But, as  little reliance can 
be placed upon the theological grounds of that conjecture ; for 
the question at issue is not the withdrawal of outward advan- 
tages. Canaan is c u r ~ d ,  and it is just the sting of his servi- 
tude that it. is the consequence of the curse. I t  would indeed 
sadly affect the biblical doctrine of recompense, if cursing and 
blessing were dependent upon such external reason8 as, in the 
case before us, upon the circumstance that Canaan was .so un- 
fortunate as to be the youngest son. 

The right answer to the question is without doubt this :- 
Ham is punished in his son, just as he himself' had sinned 
against his father. He is punished in tlcb son, because he fol- 
lowed most decidedly the example of his father's impiety and 
wickedness. To this view we are led by the whole doctrine of 
Holy Scripture concerning the visitation of the guilt of the 
fathers upon the children. (Compare the author's " Dis43e 
tdions on the Genuinenea of the PenlateucJr, voL ii. p. 373.) 



To this view we are also led by the passage in Gen. xv. 16: 
" But in the fourth generation they shall come hither again, for 
the iniquity of the Amorites is not yet full." According to 
this passage, the curse on Canaan can be realized upon him, 
only when his own iniquity has been fully matured. This his 
iniquity is presupposed by his curse. If he were to be punished 
on account of the guilt of the father,-a guilt in which he had 
no share,-then indeed no delay would have been necessary. 
To this view we are farther led by what is reported in Genesis 
concerning the moral depravity of Sodom and Gomorrah, which, 
in the development of the sinful germ inherent in the race, had 
outrun all others, and were, therefore, before all others, over- 
taken by punishment. To this view we are further led by 
what is reported in Genesis concerning the moral depravity of 
Sodom and Gomorrah, which, in the development of the sinful 
germ inherent in the race, had outrun all others, and were 
therefore, before all others, overtaken by punishment. To this 
view we are led, further, by Lev. xviii. and the parallel pas- 
sages, where the Canaanites appear as a nation of abominations 
which the land spues out ; and, jinally, by what ancient heathen 
writers report regarding the deep cormphon of the Phcenicians 
and Carthaginiane. 

The remainder of Ham's posterity are passed over in silence ; 
it is only in the sequel that we expect information regarding ' 
them. But the foreboding arises, that their deliverance will be 
more difficult of accomplishment than that of Japheth, although 
the circumstance that Canaan is singled out from among them 
10rds us decided hope for the rest. 

But not even the exchion of Ham is to be considered as an 
unavoidable fate resting upon him. Heathenism alone knows 
such a curse. The wbjective conditions of the curse imply the 
possibility of becoming free from it. To this, there is an ex- 
press testimony in the circumstance, that the promise to the 
Patriarchs is not limited. David received the remnant of the 
Canaanitish Jebuaites into the congregation of the Lord. (Com- 
pare remarks on Zech. ix. 7.) And, in the Gospels, the Ca- 
naanitish woman appears as a representative of her nation, and 
as a proof the possibility, granted to them, of breaking through 
the fettere of the curse. (Compare also the remarkable pas- 
spge, b k .  xvi. 46.) 
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" The curse is , contrasted with the blessing pronounced on 
Shem and Japheth, and the second member of ver. 25 is, in 
vers. 26, 27, used as a reptition in reference to each of the two 
brethren, who were, in it, viewed together."-(Zhh.) 

Ver. 26. " And he said : Bhsed be Jehovah, the God of 
Shem ; and Canaan shall be a servant to them."-The Patriarch 
Noah,-a just man, and one who walked before God (Gen. vi. 
9),--a man raised on high, as David says of himself in 2 Sam. 
xxii. 1,-a man whose utterances are not mere individual wishes, 
but, at the same time, prophecies,-sees such rich blessings in 
store for his son, that, instead of announcing them to him, he 
immediately breaks out into the praise of God, who is the 
Author of them, and from whom the piety of Shem,' the foun- 
dation of this salvation, was derived, just as Moses, in Dent. 
xu. 20, instead of blessing Gad, blesses him by whom Gad is 
enlarged. The manner in which God is here spoken of indi- 
cates, indirectly, what that is in which the blessing consists. 
fist,-God is not called by the name Elohim (which -is ex- 
pressive of merely the most general outlines of His nature), 
but by the name Jehovalr, which has reference to His mani- 
fested personality, to His rerelations, and to His institutions for 
salvation.' Secondly,-Jehovah is called the God of Shem,- 
the first passage of Holy Scripture in which God is called the 
God of some person. Both these circumstances indicate that 
God is to enter into an altogether peculiar relation to the de- 
scendants of Shem ; that He will reveal Himself to them ; estab- 
lish His kingdom among them, and make them partakers of 
both His earthly and His heavenly blessings. Thus Lutlitr 
says : " This is indeed perceptible and clear, that he thus binda 
closely together God and his son Shem, and, as it were, com- 
mite the one to the other. In  this, he indeed indicates the 
mystery of which Paul treats in Ram. xi. 11 sq., and Christ, 
in John iv. 22, that salvation cometh from the Jews, but that, 
nevertheleas, the heathen shall become p d e m  of it. For 

Bochort remarh : " He c d  the guilty one in his own pereon, 
because the aource and n d m e n t  of evil ia in man himself. But, re- 
joiced a t  Shem'e piety, he rather bleased the Lord, becauee he h e w  h t  
&d ie the Author of everything which ie good." 

With reference to the difterence between theae two names, compare 
the disquisitions in the author'e " Genuineness of the Pent.," vol. i. p. 213 ff. 
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although Shem alone be the real root and trunk, yet into this 
tree the Gentiles are, as a strange branch, @ed, and enjoy 
the fatness and sap which are in the elect tree. This light 
Noah, through the Holy Spirit, sees, and although he speaks 
dark words, he yet propheeies very plainly, that the kingdom of 
the Lord J a m  Christ shall be planted in the world, and shall 
grow up among the race of Shem, and not among that of 
Japheth." Bs yet Shem and Japheth were on an equal foot- 
ing. In the preceding part of the narrative, nothing had been 
communicated by which God had, in His relation to Shem, 
given up His nature as Elohim, and had become his God. I t  
is only by anticipation, then, that God can, in His relation to 
Shem, be designated arr Jehovah, and as the God of Shern. 
The thought can, when fully brought out, be this alone: 
" Blessed be God, who will, in future, reveal Himself as Je- 
h o d ,  and as the God of Shem." 

If it be overlooked that, in this appellation of God, there ia 
implied the indirect designation of the blessings which are to 
be amferred on Shem (just as in Gen. xxiv. 27 the words, 
" Blessed be Jehovah, the God of my master Abraham," imply 
the thought : because He has manifested Himself as Jehovah, 
and as the God of my master ; which thought is then further 
carried out in the subsequent words : And who hath not left 
destitute my master of Hi mercy and His truth ?--and just 
as it ia sleo in the utterance of Zacharias in Luke i. 68, where 
the words, Bletwed be the Lord [Apw], the God of Israel," 
imply the thought : because He has manifested Himself as the 
Lord rm the New Testament, Apm is used where the Old has 
Jehovah], the God of Israel),-if this be overlooked, we obtain 
only a weak and inadequate thought, very unsuitable to the 
contest, the purport of which evidently is to celebrate Shem, 
and to mark him out as worthy of his name. So it is according 
to Hofmamm, who, in the words, u Blessed-Shem," finds only 
an expression of gratitude for the gift of this p d  son$ and 
who limits the announcement of blessings to the single one- 
that Canaan shall be Shem'e servant. Against this feeble in- 
terpretation we must adduce them considerations also : that 
nowhere does the gift of the good son form, even indirectly, 
the subject in question ;-that thus we should lose the opposi- 
tion of the curse and the bleseing (which requires that, under 
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I the " Blessed be Jehovah," we should have concealed the 
" Blessed be Shem"), just as we should, the contrast between 
Jehovah here and Elohim in the following verse;-and, lastly, 
that what, in the following verse, is said of Japheth's dwelling 
in the tents of Shem, would thus be deprived of ita necessary 
foundation. 

I t  is said : " Canaan ahall be a servant to t h ! '  The d x  
bT, which cannot be used for the singular, any more than 
can the suffix e, for which it is only the fuller poetical form 
(the instances of a different use, adduced by Ewald, 5 247, d., 
can easily be explained in accordance with the rule), indicatea 
that the announcement has no reference to the personal relation 
of Shem and Ham, but that they come into view solely as the 
heads of families. 

Ver. 27. May God enlarge Japheth, and may he dwell in the 
tents of Shem ; and Canaan 8?1all be a servant to tlrmz."-These 
words, in the first instance, contain the blessing pronounced 
upon Japheth ; but they entitle us to infer from them, at the 
same time, a glorious blessing destined for Shem, which the 
some of blessing to Japheth also. They thus complete the 
promise of the preceding verse, which directly refers to Shem. 

The first clause of this verse has received a great variety of 
interpretations. The word n?, which refers to, and is explana- 
t o y  of, the name nB: (i.e. ~ i ~ h e t h ) ,  is the future apoc. ElipAil 
of F!. The Pie1 of this verb has in Hebrew commonly the 
signification : " to persuade, or prevail upon any one to do 
anything!' Hence numy interpreters translate with Calvin: 
" May God rillure Japheth that he may dwell in the tents of 
Shem." Luther also, in his Commentary, thus explains it : 
" God will kindly speak to Japheth ;" while, in his translation, 
he has : " May God enlarge Japheth."-But to this interpre- 
tation it has been rightly objected, that the verb NID is found 
ody in Piel, not in Hiphil, with the signification bL to per- 
suade ;" that, commonly, it signifies " to persuade" only in a 
bad sense ; and that, in this sense, it is never constrned with 5, 
but always with the accusative.-All interpreters now agree 
that (in conformity with the LXX. [ u X a 7 k  d 8dr r$ 
' I e q ,  the Vulgate [dilatet Dew Japhet], and Onkeh) Fa! 
must be derived from ; I ~ D  in its primary signification, to be 
wide, large," in which it is found in Prov. sx. 19 (&a, - ITIEW 
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is accusative denoting the place), and which signification is the 
common one in Aramaic. But they then again disagree, inas- 
much as some think of a local extension : God shall give to 
Japheth a numerona posterity, which shall take posse~aion of 
extended territories ; while otbera find here expressed the idea 
of general prosperity : God shall prosper Japheth, shall bring 
him into a free and unstraitened position. 

Both of these views partake of a like mistake from regarding 
the words per se, and as disconnected from the following an- 
nouncement of Japheth's dwelling in the tents of Shem. I t  
must a h  be objected to tbem, that in the' case of Sbem, only 
one featare of the blessing is pointed out, viz., that God will be 
to him Jehovah, his God ; and so, likewise, only one feature of 
the cum in the case of Ham. When those words are Mated, 
separated from what followq and understood of extension, this 
di5culty arises, that Ham enjoys this extension in common with 
Japheth, as is shown by a glance at Gen. x. If, on the other 
hand, we understand them as expressive of prosperity (accord- 
ing to Hofmnn : " general prosperity in the affairs of outward 
life"), this explanation is destitute of a sufficient foundation, 
and there is nothing reported in the sequel regarding the fulfil- 
ment of such a promise. To this we mnst further add, that the 
rerb m* is, on account of its immediate nearness to the proper 
name, too little expressive, and that, hence, we mnst expect to 
find its meaning more fully brought out in what follows. 

Bot if it be acknowledged that the extension appears here as 
a blessing, in so far only as it leads to the dwelling in the tents 
of Shem, mentioned in the subsequent clause of the verse, and 
that the blessing can consist in nothing else, there is then no 
essential difference betwixt the two interpretations. But we 
decide in favour of the latter view, because the corresponding 
verb rmn, " to make wide, to enlarge," when construed with 5, 
is always used in the signification : to bring into a free, un- 
straitened, easy, happy position." (See, e.g., Gen. xxvi. 22 ; Ps. 
iv. 1;  Prov. xviii. 16 ; 2 Sam. xxii. 20.) Even when followed 
by an accusative, the verb is found with this signification in 
Dent. xxxiii. 20 : "Blessed be H e  that enlargeth Gad." (In 
this passage, too, the word has been understood ss denoting 
extension; and Deut. xii. 20, xix. 8, have been appealed to in 
support of the opinion ; but this appeal is inadmissible, b u s e  
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extension of the borders is the thing which is there epoken of. 
The allusion to the signification of the name Gad-good luck 
[Gen. xxx. 11 : And Leah said, For good luck;' and she 
called his name Gad"], is favourpble to our view, as well as the 
circumstance, that in this case the subsequent words are only 
an expansion of the general thought, and more closely determine 
the happiness. Jehovah, who enlargea Gad, according to the 
words which follow, " He dwelleth like a lion, and teareth the 
arm with the crown of the head," is contrasted with the enemies 
who wish to drive him into a strait. I f  mom be made for him, 
he becomes happy, w it were, by enlargement.) To ~ d e r s t a n d  *: of prosperity and happiness, is countenanced also by the 
&sideration that, in such circumstances, the name Japhetb 
appears much more appropriate in the mouth of Noah, by 
whom it was uttered at a time when extension could be but 
little thought of, and that it corresponds much better. with the 
name Shem. 

Elohim is to enlarge Japheth. Elohim here stands in strict 
contrast with Jehovah, the God of Shem. I t  is only by dwell- 
ing in the tents of Shem, that Japheth passea over into the 
territory of Jehovah,-up to that time, he belongs to tbe terri- 
tory of Elohim. But Elohim leads him to Jehovah. I t  is a 
contrast in all respects similar to that which we have in Glen. 
xiv., where, in verse 19, Melchizedek speaks of bL the most high 
God," whoee priest he is, according to verse 20 ; while Abraham, 
on the contrary, speaks, in verse 22, of " Jehovah the most high 
God." 

There is a diiTerence of opinion regarding the determination 
of the subject in the second clause of the verse : " and he shall 
dwell in the tents of Shem." According to a very ancient in- 
terpretation, Elohim ie to be supplied as such ; from which the 
following sense would be obtained : " God ehall indeed enlarge 
and prosper Japheh, but He shall dwell in the tents of Shem." 

Our Englieh authorized vemion tranebtes the Brat clap88 of this mma 
thua : And G h  wid, A troop cometh,"-s rendering which cannot be 
objected to on etymological grounds, and which receives some mpport from 
Gen. xlix. 19. The ancient vereions, however, are quite unanimous in 
assigning to the '1) in '132 the dgnification of fortune," La good luck ;" and 
render it either : LL in or for good luck ; " " luckily," happily" (no the 
LXX. et etulg.), or, following *lor and the h r e t a :  " good luck has 
come."--(Tr.) 
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The inferior blessing of Japheth would thus be contrasted with 
the superior one of Shem, among whose posterity God should, 
by His gracious presence, klorify Himself,-first in the taber- 
nacle, then in the temple, and lastly, should, in the highest 
sense, dwell by the incarnation of Hia Son. Thus Onkelos : 
"God shall extend Japheth, and His Shechinah s h d  dwell in 
the tents of Shem!' The ancient book BresAitlt Rabba remarks 
on this passage: "The Shechinah dwells only in the tents of 
Shem." (See SduXlgen, de Mea&, p. 441.) ThodOret also 
(Interrog. 58 in Genesin) advances this explanation, and ably 
brings out this ~ense. I t  has of late been again defended by 
Rof;M.n and Bawnga~tm. But against this view there are 
decisive argumente, which show that Japheth alone can be the 
subject. To mention only a few :-It cannot be doubted that 
it is on purpose that Noah, when speaking of Shem, has chosen . 
the name Jehovah, and that, as soon as he comes to Japheth, 
he makea use of the name Elohim. We cannot, therefore, 
mppose that here, where, according to this interpretation, he 
would just touch upon the essential point in the peculiar relation 
of Jehovah to the descendants of Shem-the hel i tes ,  he 
should have made use of the general name of Elohim, as in the 
case of Japheth. The subject-Jehovah-could not in this 
case have been omitted before p ~ .  Further,-By such an 
interpretation we are involved in inextricable di5culties aa 
regards the last clause of the verse. The words, " And 
Canaan ahall be a servant to them," can neither be referred to 
Shem alone-for, in that case, they would be an useless repeti- 
tion, aa in ver. 25 Canaan had been doomed to be a servant to 
his btctlirm-nor can they be referred to Shem and Japheth at 
the esme time; the analogy of the in the preceding verse, 
where the plural referred to the plurality represented by the 
one Shem, forbids this. If, then, the last clause can refer to 
Japheth only, the c l a w  in which the dwelling in the tents of 
Shem is spoken of, must likewise be referred to Japheth. TO 
these arguments we may further add, that there is something 
altogether atrange in the expression : "God shall dwell in the 
tents of Shem." There is, in Holy Scripture, frequent mention 
of G d s  dwelling in His tabernacle, on Hh holy hill, in Zion, 
in the mi& of the children of h l .  Believers also are mid 
to dwell in the tabernacle or temple of God ; but nowhere is 



God spoken of as dwelling in the tents of Israel. firther,- 
If we refer the second clause to Shem, the first, in its detached 
position, wonld be too general, too indefinite, and too loose to 
admit of the blessing of Japheth being concluded with it. We 
must not, moreover, lose sight of the consideration, that when 
we refer the second clause also to Japheth, there springs up a 
beautiful connection between the relation of Shem and Japheth 
to each other in the present, and during their future progress. 
As the' reaction against the corruption of Ham had originated 
with Shem, and Japheth had only joined him in it;  so in 
future also, the real home of piety and salvation will be with 
Shem, to whom Japheth, in the felt need of salvation, shall 
come near. Finally,-The analogy of the promise made to the 
Patriarch, according to which all the nations of the earth s l i d  
be blessed by the seed of Abraham, is in favour of our referring 
the second clause to Japheth. And if the Lord, alluding to OW 

passage, says, in Luke xvi. 9, Make to yourselves friends of 
the mammon of unrighteousness, that when ye fail they may 
receive you into everlasting habitations" ( u d  = $;IN), He 
expresses the view which we are now defending. For, in that 
passage, it is not God who receives, but man: they who, by 
their prayers, are more advanced, come to the help of those who 
have made less p r o p s ;  those who have already attained to 
the enjoyment of salvation, mske them partakers who stand in 
need of salvation. 

Of those who correctly consider Japheth to be the subject, 
several (J. D. Xwhaelis, Vater, Gesenius, Winer, Knobel) give 
the translation : a and he shall dwell in renowned habitations." 
But it is quite evident that this sense is admissible only as a 
secondary one : as such, we must indeed admit i t  in a context 
in which the appellative signification of the proper names is 
never lost sight of. That aw is here, howevel; primarily a 
proper name, is shown by the preceding verse. 

The translation, " Japheth shall dwell in the tents of Shem," 
is, then, the correct one. But now the question is,-How are 
these words to be understood ? According to the views of many 
interpreters, it is intimated by Japheth's dwelling in the tents 
of Shem, that the true religion would be preaemed among the 
posterity of Shem, and would pass over from them to the 
descendants of Japheth, who should be received into the com- 
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munity .of the worshippers of the true God. So Jonathun 
explaided its meaning : a The Lord shall make glorious the end 
of Japheth ; his sons shall be.proselytes, and shall dwell in the 
schcdi of Shem.". So also-Jerome : " Since i t  is said, And he 
shall dwell in the tents of. S h g  this is a prophecy concerning 
us, who, after the rejection of Israel, enjoy the instruction and 
knowledge of the Scriptures." Avgustine also (c. Faustum xii. 
24) understands by the tents of Shem, "the churches which the 
apostles, the sons of the prophets, have built up." 

But although this explanation be, in the main, correct, it 
cannot, per 8e, satisfy us. I t  must be reconciled with that other 
explanation given by Buchart (Piualeg. iii. 1 c. 147 sqq.), Calmet, 
Clericus, and others, according to which the passage is to be 
understood literally, as foretelling that the posterity of Japheth 
should, at  some future time, gain possession of the county b+ 
longing to the descendants of Shem, and should reduce them 
to subjection. 

The phrase, and they dwelt in their tents," is, in 1 Chron. 
T. 10, used to express the relation of conquerors and conquered. 
There is no parallel passage which could indubitably prove that 

dwelling in the tents of some one " could ever, by itself, denote 
spiritual communion with him. If Shem had come to Japheth 
with the annomcement of salvation only, it is not likely that a 
dwelling of Japheth in the tents of Shem would have been 
spoken of. Even the last clause of the .verse-" and Canaan 
ehall be a servant to them"-wrhenkompared with the preceding 
verse, according to which 'Canaan is, in the first place, to be 
Shem7s servant only, sup- that Japheth will step beyond his 
borders, and mill invade the territory naturally belonging to 
Shem. If Japheth assume the dominion of Shem over Canaan, 
he must then dwell in the tents of Shem in a sense different 
from the merely spiritual one. Finally-Even in other passages 
of the Pentateuch, an invasion of Shem's territoy by Japheth 
is foretold. I n  Num. xxiv. .24, Balaam says : "And ships 
shall come from the coast of Chittim and shall afflict Asshur, 
and shall a a c t  Eber, and he also shall perish." "We have here 
(compare my monography on Balaam) the announcement of a 
future conquest of the Asiatic kingdoms by nations from Europe;. 
such as was historically realized in the Asiatic dominion of the 
Greeb and Bomans!' 
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On the other hand, however, it must not by any means be 
supped  that Noah should, in favour of Japheth, have weakened 
the power of the brilliant promise given to Shem by the announce- 
ment of such a sad event; for it is evidently hia intention to 
exalt Shem above his brethren, as highly as he had excelled 
them both in his piety towards his father. 

The difficulties which atand in the way of either explanation 
are easily removed by the following consideration. The occu- 
pation of the land of Shem by Japheth is the condition of 
Japheth's dwelling in the tents of Shem Why this dwelling is 
a blessing to Japheth-"God shall enlarge Japheth, and he shall 
dwell," etc.-appears from what precedes, according to which, 
God reveals Himself to Shem as Jehovah, and becoma hb  Gtod. 
To be received into the fellowship of Jehovah-to find Him in 
the tents of Shem--oonstitut& the blessing promised to Japheth. 
But if such be the case, &ere can be no more mom for speaking 
of an announcement of any event adverse to Shem. Under- 
neath the adversity, joy is hidden. I t  will here be fulfilled 
in its highest sense, that the conquered give laws to the con- 
querors. 

" And Canaan ahall be a servant to them." The servitude 
of Canaan was completed by Japheth, among whose sons 
(Gen. x. 2) Madai also appears ; so that even the Medo-Persian 
kingdom is one of Japheth's. Phaenicia was completely over - 
thrown by him. Haughty T-yms fell to the ground. Zech. ix. 
3, 4, when announcing the Greek dominion (compare ver. 13), 
s a p  : " And Tyrue did build h e d  a stronghold, and heaped 
up silver like dust, and fine gold as the mire of the streets. 
Behold, the Lord will cast her out, and He will smite her power 
in the sea, and she shall be devoured with fire!' 

The objection raised by 22ccA and Hofmann, that-the Greeks 
and Romans made Shem also their servant, is, after what has 
been remarked, destitute of all weight, inasmuch as the semitude 
then had reference only to the lower territory. Shem and Judah 
were not injured in that which, in ver. 26, had been pointed at 
as their chief and peculiar good. On the contrary, it shone out, 
on that occasion, in its highest glory. Cantian, however, lost 
that upon which he set the highest value. In  the case of 
Canaan, the servitude was the consequence of the curse ; but in 
the case of Shem, the outward servitude was a consequence of 



the blessing, the most emphatic verification of the words: 
"Blessed be Jehovah, the God of Shem." 

It must indeed fill ns with adoring wonder when we see how 
clearly and distinctly the outlines of the world's history, as well 
as of the history of Salvation, are here traced. " Thii" says 
Calm'n, "is indeed a support to our faith of no common strength, 
that the calling of the Gentiles was not only predestined in God's 
eternal decree, but also publiclp proclaimed by the mouth of the 
Patriarch ; so that we are not required to believe that by a sudden 
and fortuitous event merely, the inheritance of eternal life was 
proclaimed to all men in common." 

It is not a matter of chance that thii prophecy waa given 
immediately after the deluge, which stands out as so great an 
event in the history of the fallen human race,-the first event, 
indeed, subsequent to the fall, with which the Protmangelium waa 
connected. A new period begins 6th the calling of Abraham, 
and in it we obtain another link in the chain of the prophecies, 
-a link which fits as eqctly into that which is now under con- 
sideration, as did this into the Protmangeliu9n. The import of 
this prophecy is : "The kingdom of God shall be established in 
Shem, and Japheth shall be received into its community!'-The 
meaning of the prophecy which is now to engage our attention 
is : "By the posterity of the Patriarchs all the nations of the 
earth shall be blessed." The promise to the Patriarchs differs, 
however, from the prophecyupon which we have just commented, 
not only in the natural progreaa-that from among the descend- 
ants of Shem a narrower circle is separated-but in this circum- 
stance a h ,  that in the former the blessing is extended to all the 
nations of the earth, while in the latter Ham is passed over in 
silence. This difference, however, has its main foundation in 
the historical circumstances of the latter prophecy ; although, it 
is true, the complete silence which is obeerved regarding him, 
calls forth apprehensions about his being less msceptible of sal- 
vation, or, at leaat, of his not occupying any prominent position 
in the development of the kingdom of God. Here, where the 
object was to punish Ham for his wickedness, not the prOBperous, 
but the adverse events impending upon him in his posterity, are 
bught prominently out; while, on the.other hand, to Shem and 
Japheth blessinge alone are foretold. 
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THE PROMISE TO THE PATRIARCHS. 

A GREAT epoch is, in Genesis, ushered in with the history of 
the time of the Patriarchs. L& s a p  : "This is the third 
period in which Holy Scripture begins the history of the Church 
with a new family." I n  a befitting manner, the representation 
is opened in Gen. xii. 1-3 by an account of the first revelation 
of God, given to Abraham at Haran, in which the way is opened 
up for all that follows, and in which the dispensations of God 
are brought before as in a rapid survey. Abraham is to forsake 
everything, and then God will give him everything. 

Gen. xii. 1. "And the I;ord said unto AhIuzm, Get thee 
out of thy county, and from thy home, and from thy f&s 
house, into a land that I will show thee. Ver. 2. And I wiU make 
of thee a great nation, and I wiU b h s  thee, and nu& thy nam 
great; and thou ulmlt be a blcsaing. Ver. 3. And Iroill bless them 
thut b h  thee, and him who curseth thee I will curee: and in thee 
all the- families of the earth shall be bkaued." 

Into a land tlmt I will show tl~e.'' From what follows, it 
appears that, in the very same revelation, the country was alter- 
wards nwre dejnitely pointed out ; for Abraham, without having 
received any uew revelation, p a s  to Canaan. For the sake of 
brevity, the writer gives the detmls only afterwards, when he has 
occasion to report how they were carried out. The land which 
God will show to Abraham, stands contrasted with that in which 
he is at home,-in which he and his whole being had taken root. 
This contrast points out the greatness of the sacrifice which God 
demands of Abraham. . With a like intent we have the accumu- 
lation of expressions-" out of thy l a n v  etc.-correspondiig to 
a similar one when the command was given to sacrifice Isnnc 
(Gen. mrii. 2), and forming the condition of the promise which 
follows. This promise is intended to make the sacrifice a light 
thing to Abraham, by pointing out what he is to receive if he 
give up everything which stands in the way of his living to 
God. A similar d comes to all who feel impelled to renounce 
the world in order to serve God. This call to Abraham is pecu- 
liar only as to its form ; as to its easence, it is ever repeating 
itself. This will appear the more distinctly, when we inquire 
into the true reason of the outward separation here demanded of 



Abraham. I t  can be .ii@nded only as a means of the intcl.nal 
separation. . Ip the circle in which he lived, sin had b y  
made a mig;hty progress; as appears from Josh. xxiv. 2,-a pas- 
sage which shows us, that idolatry had already made its way into 
the family of Abraham. I n  order to withdraw him from the 
influences of this c o n q t i ~ n ,  Abraham is removed from the 
circle in which he had-grown up, and in which he had hitherto 
moved. That the specid thing here demanded is only the result 
of the general duty of.renunciaGon and selfdenial, which is he*, 
in Abraham, laid upon. the whole Church, appears from the cir- 
cumstance, that the promise was renewed at  a subsequent period, 
when, with a willing heart, he had offered up his eon Isaac as a 
spiitual sacrifice to his God. The carnal, ungodly love to Isaac 
is thne placed on a level with the attachment to the land, etc., 
which came betwixt him and his God. The general idea, that 
self-renunciation lies at the foundation, is brought out in Psalm 
dv. 11. 

The words, "And thou shall be a blessing," imply more than 
the words, I w i l l  bless thee : " they are intentionally placed in 
the centre of the whole promise. Abraham shall, as it were, be 
an embodied blessing-himself blessed, and the cause of blessing 
to all those who blesa him-to all the generations of the earth 
who ehall, at some future pried, enter into this loving and 
grateful relation to him. On. the ground of Abraham's self- 
denial, and unreserved surrender, blessing is 'pured out upon 
him, blessing also on his account and th~wglr him. The blessing 
connected with him begins with himself, and extends over all 
the families of the earth. 

"And I will bless them that bless thee, and him that curseth 
dtee I will cume." The blessing is based upon the turning to 
Him who has appointed Abraham for a blessing, as we may 
b from the example of Melchizedek, Gen. xiv. 19. They 
who bless are themselves not far from the kingdom of God; 
blessing, therefore, is the preparatory step towards being blessed. 
(Compare Matt. x. 40-42.) 

" And in thee shall all the families of the earth be blessed." 
Luther says : "Now there follows the right promise, which 
ought to be written in golden letters, and proclaimed in all 
knds, and for which we ought to praise and glorify." 
The promise stands here in close connection with the Mosaic 
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histoy of the creation. According to that, man, as mch, beam 
npon him -the impress of the divine .image, Geo. i. 26, and is 
the depository of the divine breath, Gen. ii. 7. From such a 
beginning, we cannot conceive of any limitation of salvation 
which is not, at the same time, a means of its unived extension. 
I t  most. therefore be in entire accordance with the nature of the 
thing, that even here, where the setting apart of a particular 
chosen race takes its rise, there ehould be an intimation of its 
universally comprehensive object. There is, in the circumstance 
of families being spoken of, a distinct reference to the history of 
creation ; f i n m  everywhere corresponda exactly with our word 
"family? It is everywhere used only of the subdivisions in 
the greater body of the nation or tribe. The expreemon, then, 
points to the higher unity of the whole human race, as it has its, 
foundation in the fact that all partake in common of the divine 
image. 

The announcement of the blessing in this passage leads ne 
back to the curse pronounced in consequence of sin, Gen. iii. 17: 
"Cursed is the ground ( A d a d )  for thy sake." (Compare Gen. 
v. 29.) This curse is, at some future time, to be abolished by 
Abraham. We can account for the mention of the families of 
the Adamah" only by mPPoBing that a reference to this 
passage was fully Intended ; for it was just the "Adamah" 
(primarily, "land") which had there been designated as the 
object of the curse. 

In announcing that all the families shall be blessed in Abra- 
ham, the writer refers also to the judgment described in Gen. 
xi., by H-hich the family of mankind,-which, according to the 
intention of God, ought to have been united,-was dispersed 
and separated. When viewed in this connection, we expect that 
the blessing will manifest itself in the healing of the deep wound 
inflicted npon mankind, in the reestablkhment of the lost unity, 
and in the gathering again of the scattered human race around 
Abraham as their centre. 

Beyond this, no other disclosure about the nature of this sal- 
vation is given. But that it consisted essentially in the union 
with God accomplished through the medium of Abraham, and 
that everything else could be viewed as emanating only from 
this source, was implied simply in the circumstance, that ali the 
blessing which Abraham enjoyed for himself had its origin in 
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this, that he could call God his God; just as, in Gen. ix., it 
bad been declared as the blessing of Shem, that Jehovah should 
be his God, and as the blessing of Japheth, that he was called 
to become a partaker of this blessing. The blessings which 
were either bestowed upon or promised to the Patriarchs and 
their descendants, had for their object the advancement of 
knowledge and the practice of true religion, and had been be- 
stowed or promised only under this condition (compare Gen. 
xvii. 1, xvii. 17-19, &i. 16-18, xxvi. 5) ; they could not hence 
expect anything else than that their posterity would, in ao far, 
be the cause of the salvation of the heathen nations, that the 
latter should, by means of the former, be made partakers of the 
blessings of true religion. 

With re.@ to the manner in which this blessing was to come 
to the Gentiles, no intimation was given by the words themselves. 
The person of the Redeemer is not yet brought before us in 
them ; the indication of that was reserved for a later stage in 
the p r o p  of revelation? 

The last clause of ver. 3 cannot, by any means, take away 
from the import of the preceding one ; the announcement of the 
blessing which, through Abraham, is to come upon all the farni- 
lies of the earth, does not repeal the foregoing one, according to 
which all shall be cursed who curse him. This view is confirmed 
by an allusion to this announcement in Zech. xiv. 16-19, where 
the words, the families of the earth," must be regarded as a 
potation. I n  ver. 16, the prophet says that all the Gentiles 
shall go up to Jerusalem to celebrate the Feast of Tabernacles ; 
but then, in vers. 17-19, he intimates the punishment of those 
who should refuse to go up. Luther says: "If you wish to 

Herder nays, in his Briefe dm Studiurn der Theol. betr. ii. S. 278: 
"If, in Abraham's descendante, all the nations of the earth were to be 
b l e d ,  Abraham might and ahould have conceived of this ble~sing in ail 
ik generalit.y, eo that everythiig whereby hi nation deeerved well of the 
W~OM of the earth, was implied in it. If, then, Christ aleo belongs to the 
number of thoee noble individuele who deeerved eo well, the bleasing refem 
to Him, not indirectly, but directly ; and if Chrkt be the chief of dl thie 
number, it then most directly, and in preference to all others, refers to Him ; 
--although, in this germ, Abraham did not distinctly perceive Hi person, 
did not, nor could, except by apecial revelation, in this bud, so plainly dis- 
anw the full growth of Hie meritam 

D- 
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comprehend ia a few yordathd hitory of .thb Church from the 
time of Bbfaham .down :&I OF: days, then: consider -tly 
these four .verses.. . Fof in !them yon a 6 n d  the bl&g ; but 
yon will eee ah, t b t  t&se who curse tk church am cursed, 
in turn, by God: sa that they mnet perish, while .the eternal 
seed of the Chur& s t a u d  unmoved and uxishaken. For which 
reason, tl& text agrees with the f h t  promise given in Perodise, 
concerning the seed which is to brnise the earpent's head For 
&e Ch&h is not without enemies, but is asuaUed and harassed 
so that she groans under it.; but yet, by this she is i n k -  
'cible, and ahall at length be victorious, and triumphant over all 
her enemies, in eternity!' 

References to this fundamental prophecy are found in other 
parts of the Old Testament, beaides the paseage jnst quoted from 
Zechariah. In the 28th verse of Ps. xsii., which was written by 
David, it is said : '!All the end0 of the world shall remember, 
and turn unto the Lord; and all the f m ' h  of the Gentiles 
shall worship before Thee." The realization of the bleaaing an- 
nounced in Genesis, to dl the families.of the eacth, appears in 
this psalm as being mnected with tbe wonderful deliverance 
of the jast. Another reference ia inPe. lxxii., which was written 
by Solomon. I n  ver. 17 of this psalm it is said of Solomon's 
great Antitype : " And they shall bless themselves in Him, all 
nations shall bless Him!' In these words the realization of the 
Abrahamitic bleesing is distinctly connected with the person of 
the ftedeemer. 

Among the New Testament referencee, the most remarkable 
ia in John viii. There, in ver. 53, the Jews say to Christ: 
" Art. thou greater than our father Abraham, which ie dead? 
Whom makest thou thyself?" Jeans, in ver. 56, answers: 

' " Your father Abraham rejoiced to see My day; and he saw it, 
and was glad." In ver. 57 the Jews reply: " Thou art not yet 
fifty years old, and hast thou seen Abraham?" I n  ver. 58 
Jesus thne says to them : "Verily, verily, I say unto yon, 
Before Abrahani was, I am!' 

Let us here, in the fimt place, consider only the declaration of 
Jesug that Abraham rejoiced to see His day, and was glad. I t  
is altogether out of the question to thiik of any such explanation 
of this as the one given by Liicke, after the example of Lamps 
namely: "that Abraham, in the heavenly life, aa a blessed 



spirit with God, saw the day of the Lord, and in heaven r+ 
joiced in the fulfilment." For it is the cnstom of Jesus to argue 
with the Jews from Scripture; and He cannot, therefore, here be 
appealing to an assumed fa& which could not be proved from it. 
The answer of the Jews, in ver. 57, is likewise opposed to such 
an explanation, in88much as it proceeds from a supposition which 
J e w  had acknowledged to be true, namely, t.hat the question at 
im was a meeting of Christ with Abraham not mentioned in 
h i i  ry; and in ver. 58 Christ sets aside their argument, Thou 
art not yet fifty yearn old." But Lcrcke must himself bear testi- 
mony against his own interpretation, inasmuch as, according to 
it, he is obliged to speak of "the very foolish question of the 
adversaries."' 

Jeans saw Abraham, and Abraham saw Jeaus. Not the 
person, but the day of Christ, was future to Abraham. And 
this can be explained only by Jesus' being concealed behind 
Jehovah who appeared to him, and gave him the promise, that 
in him and his seed all the nations of the earth should be 
blessed. This blessing of all the families of the earth is the day 
of Jehovah,-the day when He will be glorified on the earth. 

The key to the rightunderstanding of this is furnished by the 
doctrine of the Angel of the Lord, which meets us as early as in 
Genesis. From the passages in which, at the appearances and 
revelations of Jehovah, the mediation of the Angel is expressly ' 

mentioned, we infer &at it (the mediation) took place even when 
Jehovah by Himself is spoken of; and the more so, since, even 
in the former aeries of passages, the simple name of Jehovah is 
commonly varied by that of the Angel of Jehovah. The Evan- 
gelist John's whole doctrine of the Logos points to the pemnal 
identity of Jesus with the Angel of the Lord. p o t  less so does 
the passage, John xii. 41 ; and there is unquestionably a purpose 
which cannot be misunderstood in the fact, that, throughont the 
discourses of Jesus, as reported by John, the declaration that 
God sent El11 occurs with such frequency and regularity. But 
we can scarcely conceive of any other pnrgcwe than that of 
marking out Jesus as the Angel or Meesenger of Jehovah spoken 
of in the writings of the Old Testament. Compare, e.y., xii. 44, 

Even in this he was prmded by L u m p ,  who remarks : LL Christ had ' 
spoken of eeeing the day ; the Jews epeak about seeing the person. He 
~ ~ ~ 0 f d b s a b a m ' B ~ ;  tbeyBpk0fahriet1&@g." 
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45 : u Jesus cried and said, He that believeth on Me, believeth 
not on Me, but on Him that sent Me ; and he that seeth Me, seeth 
Him that sent Me!' So also iv. 34, v. 23,24,30,37, vi. 38-40, 
6 . 1 6 ,  28, 33, viii. 16,18, 26, 29, ix. 4, sii.49, xiii. 20, xiv. 24 
xv. 21, xvi. 5. , . 

Let  us now, in addition, turn to the words, "Abraham re- 
joiced to see (literally, that he might see) My day." I t  cannot 
be liable to any doubt, that them words express the heartfelt, 
joyful desire of Abraham to see that day, and that Bengel cor- 
rectly explains it by the words : gestivit cum desiderio. I t  is true, 
&ya&Ccac sipifies, by itself, only "to rejoice ;" but it has 
added to it the idea of joyful desire by its being connected with 
n wa. The words now under consideration are expressive of 
Abraham's joy and longing in the spirit for the manifestation of 
the day of Jehovah and of Christ, while those in the last clause 
of the verse express the gratification of this longing, which was 
produced by his receiving the promise that all the families of the 
earth should be blessed. 

The ardent desire of Abraham to sec the day of Christ implies 
that he already &to Christ, which can be the case only on the 
supposition of Christ's concealment in Jehovah. This longing 
desire is not expressly mentioned in Genesis, but it is most in- 
timately connected with all living faith, and must necessarily 
precede such divine communications. The seed of the divine 
promises is everywhere sown only in a well prepared soil. That  
the promise in 2 Sam. vii. was to David, in like manner, a 
gratification of his anxious desire-an answer to prayer-we are 
not, it is true, expressly told in the historical record ; and yet, 
that it was so, is evident from the words of Ps. xxi. 3 : "Thou 
h t  given him hi heart's desire, and hast not withholden the 
request of his lips." There is here, then,.express mention made 
of that which is a matter of course, and which forms the neces- 
sary condition of that which was reported in Genesis. 

W e  are furnished by the Book of Genesis itself with the right 
explanation of what is meant by the day of Christ, about which 
interpreters have so frequently erred. I t  is not the time of His 
first appearing, but, in accordance with the New Testament 
mode of expression (e.g., Phil. i. lo), the time of His glorification. 
The day of Christ is the time when the promise, "In thee shall 
all the families of the earth be blessed," shall be fulfilled. 



OEN. XIL I d .  

Peter quotes thii promise in Acts iii. 25, 26. Among the 
families of the earth he enumerates, first and chiefly, the people 
of the Old Testament dispensation ; and he does so with perfect 
propriety, aince there is no warrant whatever for limiting it to 
the Gentiles. 

Paul probably refers to thia promise when, in Rom. iv. 13, 
he speaks of a promise given to Abraham and .his seed that he 
should be the heir of the world. A blessin'g imparted to the 
whole world is a spiritual victory obtained over the world. The 
world is, in a spiritual sense, conquered by Abraham and his 
Peed. Epresa references are found in Gal. iii. 8, 14, 16. 

The same promise is repeated to Abraham in Gen. xviii. 18. 
Instead of the miNn n m m  (the families of the earth), the 
pm q (the nations of the earth) are there mentioned; the 
family-connection is lost sight of, and the comprehensiveness 
only-the catholic character of the blessing-is prominently 
brought out. This promise is a third time repeated to Abraham 
in chap. xxii. 18, on a very appropriate occasion, even that on 
which, by his endurance of the greatest trial, and by his willing- 
ness to sacrifice to God even what was dearest to him, he had 
proved himself a worthy heir of it. I t  is certainly not a matter 
of mere accident that this promise is just three times given to 
Abraham. There is in this a correspondence with the three 
individuals to whom the same ~romise ia addressed. Abraham, 
however, aa the first of them, and as the father of the faithful, 
could not be put on the same footing with the others. Instead 
of "in thee, or a by thee " (7$, we read in xxii. 18, " in " or 
"by thy seed" ('lylr,). The same promise is confirmed to 
Isaac in chap. xxvi. 14, and it is transferred to Jacob in chap. 
&ii. 14. Bat while, in the first and second passages, it is 
said, u by thee," and in the third and fourth, "by thy seed," 
we read, in the passage last mentioned, "by thee and thy ~eed." 
This evidently shows that, in those pasaages where we find "by 
theen atanding alone, we are not at liberty to explain it as. 
meaning simply: "by thy seed." I t  is not only the seed of 
Abraham, but Abraham himself also, who is to be the medium 
of blessing to the nations, as the foundation-stone of the large 
building of the Church of God, as the father of our Lord Jesus 
Christ according to the flesh, and aa the farher of all believers. 

There is a deep reason for the fact that, wherever the pos- 
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terity of the Patriarchs are spoken of as the instruments of bless- 
ing, the singular is always 4. This circumstance is pointed 
out by P a d  in Gal. iii. 16. The Apostle does not in the least 
think of maintaining that, by pit "seed," only a single indi- 
vidual could be signified. Such an opi*ion, no one who under- 
stood Hebrew could for a moment entertain; and Rom. iv. 13 
shows that P a d ,  was indeed very far from doing eo. The 
further developmeht of the promise (which took place within 
the limits of Genesis itself, in chap. xlix. lo), as well as its ful- 
filment (it is, indeed, with reference to the promise now under 
consideration that the lineal descent of Christ from Abraham is 
established at the commencement of Matt$w's Gospel), showed 
that the real cause of the salvation bestowed upon the Gentiles 
was not the seed of Abraham as a whole, but one from anlong 
them, or rather He, in whom this whole posterity was compre- 
hended and concentrated. Now, all to which Paul intends to 
draw our attention is the fact, that the Lord, who, when He gare 
the promise, had already in view its fulfilment which He had 
~ i & e l f  to accomplish, &d not unintentionally chow an expres- 
sion which, besida the comprehensive meaning which would 
most naturally suggest itself to the Patriarchs, admitted also of 
the more restricted oiie which was confirmed by the fulfilment. 
In  the ProtevangeZitq and in the promise of the Prophet in 
Dent. xviii., we have a case quite analogous to this; and in 
2 Sam. vii. there is likewise a case which ig to a certain extent, 
parallel. 

In two passages out of the five-in chap. xxii. 18 and m i .  4 
-the Hithpael of the verb 773 instead of the Niphal is found. 
We meet with it also again in the derived passage in Ps. lxxii. 

. . 17, where it is said of the great King to come, "And they shall 
bless themselves in Him, all nations shall bless Rim." I n  xxii. 
18 and xxvi. 4, we shall be allowed to translate only thus: 
" They shall bless themselves in thy seed." For the Hithpael 
of 773 always signifies " to bless oneself ;" and the petson from 
whom the blessing is derived (Isa. lxv. 16 ; Jer. iv. 2), or 
whose blessing is desired, is connected with it by means of the 
preposition z (Compare Qen. xlviii. 20 : "In thee shall Israel 
bless, saying, Bd make thee as Ephraim and as Manasseh.") 
From the nature of the case, it is evident that only the latter 
can be meant hem. This is shown also by the derived passage 



in Ps. lxxii. 17, where the words, " they shall bless themselves 
in Him," are e x p b d  by the wbseqnent expression, '6 they 
shall bless Him." 

Bnt it is certainly not accidental that the Hithpael is on 
both sides incloaed by the Niphal, and that the latter stands 
not only twice at the beginning, but also at the end. Hence we 
are not at liberty to force npon the Hithpael the signification of 
the Niphal; but the paseagas in which the Hithpael occurs 
must be mpplemented from the real fundamental passages. 
" To bless oneeeif in is the preparatory step to being "blessed 
by." Tbe acknowledgment of the blessing calls forth the wish 
to be a partaker of it. (Compare Isa. xlv. 14, where, in conse- 
quence of the rich blessings poured out npon Israel, the nations 
make the request to be received among them.) Oftentimes in 
the Psalms ntterance is given to. the expectation that, through 
the blessing resting on the people of God, the Gentiles will be 
allowed to eeek communion in it. See my Commentary on Ps. 
voL iii. p. b i i . )  But especially in Ps. lxxii. does it clearly 
appear how blessing oneself inn is connected with " being 
bleased by." The very same people who bless themselves in . 

the gloriom King to come, hasten to Him to partake in the fnl- 
ness of the bleainge which He dispenses. He has dominion 
from sea to sea; they that dwell in the wilderness bow before 
Him ; all kinge worship Him ; all nations serve Him. 

Several commentators (Clen'cw, Geseniw, de Wette, Haurer, 
Kmbel, and, in substance, Hofiann also) attempt to explain 
the fandamental passage by the derived ones, and force upon 
Niphal the signification of Hithpael ; eo that the sense would be 
only that a great and, ae it were, proverbial happiness and 
pmiperity belonged to Abraham r " Holding np this name a8 a 
pattern, most of the eastern nations will comprehend all bless- 
ings in them or similar words : ' God bless thee ss He blessed 
Abraham."' But this explanation is, according to the wua 
ropuCnni, incorrect, inasmnch as the Niphal is used only in the 
signification " to be b l e d , "  and never means " to bless one- 
self," or '' to have or find me's blessing in something." To r 
difference in the significations of the Niphal and the Hithpael, 
we are led also by the circnmstance that the Hithpael is con- 
nected only with the seed-" they shall bless themselves in thy 
seed,"-and the Niphal only with the person of the Patriarch: 
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" they shall be blessed ia thee," and " in thee and thy seed." 
The Patriarchs themseives are the so- of blessing, but, if 
these nations blessed tlremdelves, they wish for themselves the 
blessing of their descendants exhibited before their eyes. The 
reference in Zech. xiv. 17, 18 to the promise made to the Pa- 
triarchs presupposes the Messianic character, and the passive 
signification of urn. In  like manner, all the quotations of it 
in the New Testament rest on the paasive sigolscation. I t  is 
from this view of it that the Lord says that Abraham saw His 
day ; that, in Rom. iv. 13, Paul finds, in this promise, the pro- 
phecy of His conquering the world; and that, in Gal. iii. 14, he 
speaks of the blessing of Abraham upon the Gentiles through 
Christ J&us. Gal. iii. 8 and Acts iii. 25 render in3 by 
2 v ~ u ~ O ~ a o m .  The explanation, they shall wish prosperity 
or happiness to each other," is destructive of the gradation, so 
evident in the fundamental passage,-blessing for, on account 
of, and by Abraham ; it cannot account for the constant, solemn 
repetition of this proclamation which everywhere appears as the 
acme of the promises given to the Patriarch; it destroy5 the 
correspondence existing between this blessing upon all the fami- 
lies of the earth, and the curse which, after the fall, was in- 
flicted upon the earth ; it does away with the contrast, so clearly 
marked, between the union of the families of the earth effected 
by the blessing, and their dispersion, narrated in chap. xi. ; it 
demolishes the connection existing between the prophecy of 
Japheth's dwelling in the tents of Shem (i. 27), on the one 
hand, and the Ruler proceeding from Judah, to whom shall be 
the obedience of the nations (xlis. lo), on the other; and it 
severs all the necessary connecting links which unite these pro- 
phecies with one another. . 

Another attempt to deprive this promise of its Messianic 
character-that, namely, made by &rthoMt (de ortu tlieol. Vet. 
Hebr. p. 102) and others, who would have IW to understand, by 
the families and nations of the earth, the Canaanitish nations- 
does not require any minute examination, as the weakneaa of 
these productions of rationalistic tendency are so glariigly 
manifest. 



THE BLESSING OF JACOB UPON JUDAH. 

(GEN. xlii. 8-10.) 

Per. 8. LC Judah, thou, thy brethren shall praise thee ; thy 
hand shall k on the neck of tlrine enemies; before thee shall tow 
dorm the .sow of thy fatlrer. Ver. 9. A lion's whelp is J& ; 
from theprey, my son, thou goest up ; he stoopeth down, he coucheth 
as a lion, and as a full-grown lion, who shall rouse him up? 
Ver. 10. The sceptre sirall not depart from Judah, nor lawgiver 
from between his feet, until S d o h  come, and unto Him tk peopb 
uhall adhere!' 

Thus does dying Jacob, in announcing " what shall befall 
his sons in the end of the days" (ver. I), speak to Judah, after 
having dismissed those of his som to whom, in the name of the 
Lord, he mast tell hard things-things which did not, however, 
ednde them from the salvation common to all of them (ver. 28), 
although their shadow made the light of Judah shine so much 
the more brightly? 

In ver. 8 everything depends upon a right determination of 
the meaning of the name Judah. Being formed from the Future 
in Hophal, i t  signifies : " H e  (viz., God) shall be praised." This 
explanation rests upon Gen. xxiu. 35, where Leali, after the 
birth of Judah, says, " Now will I praise the Lord ;" and then 
follow the words : " therefore she called his name Judah." It 
rests likewise on the common use of the verb ;n*, the Hiphil of 
which is, according to Maurer, almost constantly used of " prais- 
ing God;' and is, aa it were, set apart and sanctified for that 
purpose. After having enumerated a multitude of passages, 
Geaeniw aayq in hi Thesaurus : " In all these pssages it refers 

L u h r  sap: LL NO doubt the  om of Jacob will have waited with 
anxiom desire, and with weeping and p a n i n g ,  for what their father had 
yet to my ; for, atter having heard cunree an hard and severe, they were 
very much oonfomded and afraid. And Judah, too, will certainly not 
have been able to refrain from weeping, and will have been afraid, when 
thinking of what should now become of him. There will have arisen in 
bie heart verg sad mllectiom of hie m q  of hi whoredom with Thamar, 
and of the advice which he had given to nell Joeeph. Certainly, I ahonld 
hove died with mrmw and teara But there m n  follow a fine dew and a 
hl;v balm, mfmhing the heart again." 
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to the praise of God, and it is only rarely (Gen. dix. 8 compared ~ 
with Job xl. 14) that it refers to the praise of men." Even these ~ 
few exceptions are such only in appearance. In Job xl. 14, he 
whom God will praise ia not an ordinary man, but a god-man. 
By the subsequent words in Gen. xlix. 8, "Before thee shall bow 
down," eomething divine is ascribed to Judah ; we need not there- 
fore be astonished that, by the word m, he is rnised above the 
merely human standing. They only who do not know the Lion 
of the tribe of Judah, have any reason to explain away, by a 
forced exposition, the slight allusion to a superhuman dignity of 
the tribe of Judah. The greater number of expositors, refer- 
ring to the subsequent words, " thy brethren shall praiae thee," 
explain the name by the expression, " blessed one." But, even 
though we should retain the sure explanation which has -been 
given above, the idea now mentioned falls very naturally in wit11 
it. He who, in the fullest senee, is a God's-praise" (Gottbl), 
whose very existence becomes the cause of aclaiming, 8& 
r$ &+, praise be to God, will aasuredly receive praise from 
the brethren.-" Judah thou " stands (according to Qen. xxvii. 
36 ; Matt. mi. IS) either for, "Thou art Judah," i-e., thou art 
rightly called so, or, according to Gen. xxiv. 60, for, "Thou 
Judah," i.e., I have something particular to tell thee (compare 
the emphatic "I" in Gen. xxiv. 27)AOn the expression, 
" Thine hand shall be in the neck of thine enemies," ie., thou 
shalt put to flight all thine enemies, and press them hard while 
they are fleeing, compare Exod. xxiii. 27, I will make all 
thine enemies (turn their) backs unto thee," and Ps. xviii. 41, 
where David says, in the name of his family, in which Jndah 
centred, as did Israel in Judah, "Thou hast given me mine 
enemies (to be) a back." If, however, we inquire how this 
prophecy was fulfilled, we must not overlook the circumstance 
that the subjects of it are sinful men, and that, for this reason, 
Qod could never give up the right of visiting their iniquity,- 
a right which has its foundation in Hia very nature. Three 
sentences of condemnation precede the blessing upon Judah, 
and this indicates that Judah too will be weighed in the balance 
of justice. " The excellency of dignity and the excellency of 
power," which, in ver. 3, were taken from Reuben, am here 
adjudged to Judah. The circumstance of his being the first- 
born could not protect the former against the lase of his privi- 
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leges ; and just as little will the divine election deliver Judah 
from a visitation for his sins, although, by that election, the 
total loss of his privilegee is rendered impossible. These two 
ordinations-the election and the Fisitation of sin in the elect 
--stand by the side of each other ; and the latter could not be 
stayed, even at the time when Judah'had reached its height in 
the Lion from out of his nibe ; for although the Shepherd was 
blameless, yet the flock was not so. The ordination of elmtion 
is, however, far from being thereby darkened; it only shines by 
a brighter light. Often painful indeed were the defeats which 
Judah had to sustain ; often enoogh-as during the centuries 
which elapsed between the destrnction of David's kingdom and 
the coming of Chrieewaa the promise, "Thy hand shall be 
in the necks of thine enemies," reversed. But when we behold 
Jndah ever and anon returning and rising to the dignity here 
bestowed upon him,-when the advance then always keeps 
equal pace with the preceding deptha of humiliation (we need 
think only of David's time, and compare it with the period of 
the Judges),-then indeed it appears all the more clearly, that 
the hand of God is ever active in Bringing this promise to a 
enre and firm fulfilment. In the history of the world there is 
only one power-that of Judah-in which, notwithstanding all 
defeats, the promise, "Thy hand shall be in the necks of thine 
enemies," is ever, after all, fulfilled anew ; only one power, the 
victarious energy of which may indeed he overcome by sleep, 
but never by death ; only one power which can speak as does 
David in the name of his family in Ps. xviii. 38-40 : "I pursue 
mine enemies and overtake them, I do not return till they are 
-ed ; I mush them, and they cannot rise : they fall under 
my feet. And Thou girdest me with etrength for the war, Thou 
bowest down those that rise against me!'-Luther remarks on 
this pa.ssage : " These promises must be understood in spirit 
and faith. This may be seen from the hiitoy of David, where 
it often appear8 as if God had altogether forgotten him, and 
what He had promised to him. After he had already h e n  
elected, he was, for ten years, not able to obtain a fixed place, 
or residence in the whole kingdom ; and when at last he took 
hold of the reins of government, he fell into gnat, grievous, 
beino& i n ,  and wm sore vexed when he had to bear the 
pomishment of it, Therefore thew two thinp-promise and 
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faith-must always be combined; and it is necessary that a 
man who has a divine promise know well the art which Paul  
teaches in Rom. iv. 18) to believe in hope even against hopa- 
The kingdom of h l ,  too, was assailed by so great weakness, 
and pressed down by so many burdens, that it appeared as if 
every moment it would fall ; and this was especially the case 
when sin, and punishment in consequence of sin, broke in upon 
them, as, for instance, after David's adultery with Bathsheba, 
and oftentimes besides. Yet, even in all such temptations, it 
always remains, on account of the promise."-It must be care- 
fully observed that the words, "Thy hand shall be in the neck 
of thine enemies," are placed between, '(Thy brethren shall 
praise thee," and " Before thee shall bow down the sons of thy 
father," and that, immediately after this, Judah's victorious 
power against the enemies of God's people is again pointed 
out. This teaches us that the exalted position which Judah, 
when compared with his brethren, occupies, rests mainly on 
this :-that he is their fomchampion in the warfam against the 
world, and that God has endowed him with conquering power 
against the enemies of His kingdom. The history of David is 
best calculated to show and convince us, how closely these two 
thing are connected with each other. That he was called to 
verify the truth of the promise given to Judah, "Thy hand 
ahall be in the neck of thine enemies," was first seen in his 
victory over Goliath the Philistine, fore-champion of the worlds 
power. After David's word had been fulfilled, " The Lord who 
delivered me out of the paw of the lion, and out of the paw of 
the bear, He will deliver me out of the hand of this Philistine," 
and the Philistines had fled, w i n g  that their champion was 
dead (1 Sam. xvii. 37-51), then also were fulfilled the other 
worda : " Thy brethren shall praise thee, the sons of thy father 
shall bow before thee!' And it came to pass as they came, 
when David was returned from the slaughter of the Philistine, 
that the women came out of all the cities of Israel, singing and 
dancing, to meet King Saul, with tabrets, with joy, and with 
instruments of music. And the women answered one another 
as they played, and said, Saul has slain hi thousands, and David 
hia ten thousands."-And in Sam. xviii 16, it is said : "But all 
Israel and Judah h e d  David, beeawe he went out and came in 
before them;"--and in 2 Sam. v. 2, when the ten tribes ac- 
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howledged David as their king, they said : " Also in time past, 
when Saul was king over us, thou waat he that leddest out and 
broughtest in Israel." David Plould never have succeeded in 
overcoming the jealonsy and envy of the other tribes, u~iless 
the promise, Thy hand shall be in the neck of thine enemies," 
had been fulfilled in him.-Before Judalr shall bow down the 
s a e  of his fa&. I have already remarked, in my commentary 
on Rev. rix. 10, that there is very little ground for the common 
distinction between religious and civil ~ r p o u K ; q a ~  (bowing 
down, worship). The true distinction is between that .npou& 
~ U K  which is given to God, either directly or indirectly, in 
those who bear Hi image, in the representatives of His gifts 
and offices,-and that ?rPOQ&qa~v which is exacted apart 
from, and against God. "The God of Scripture demands to 
be honoured in those who bear His image, who hold His 
offices,-in father and mother and old men (Lev. xb. 32), in 
princea (Eod. rxii. 28), in the office of the judge (Dent. i. 17; 
bod. xxi. 6, xxii. 7, 8). I t  is wicked to refuse this honour, 
and its natural expression in the bowing of the body, under the 
pretext, that i t  is due to God done. I t  is to be refused only 
where there is some danger that, thereby, any independent 
honour would be ascribed to the mere vessel of the divine 
glory." I n  what the 7rpoaK;vrla~v consists, which Judah is to 
receive from hi brethren, we see distinctly from Isa. xlu. 14, 
where the heathen, at the time of the salvation, fall down before 
Israel : Thus saith the Lord, The labour of Egypt and mer- 
chandise of Ethiopia, and the Sabeans, men of stature, shall 
come over unto thee, and be thine : they shall go behind thee; 
in chains they shall walk; and thy shall fall down hefo~e thee, 
and thy slcall make aup lh t ion  unto thee (saying), Only h thee 
is God, and t h e  is no God else." The ground of Judah's 
adoration on the part of his brethren is this :-that God's glory 
is visibly upon him, that by glorious deeds and victories the 
seal is impressed upon him : with us is God" (Immanuel). 
And this found its most glorious fulfilment in the Lion of the 
tribe of Judah, in Christ, of whom it is said in Phil. ii. 9-11 : 
''merefore God has highly exalted Him, and given Him a 
name which is above every name ; that at the name of Jesus 
every knee should bow, of all those who are in heaven, and on 
earth, and under the earth; and that every tongue should 
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confess that Jesns Christ is the Lbrd, to t&e glory .of God the 
Father." That, in its final accomplishment, thki prophecy 
referred to Christ, wan known to Jacob aa certainly as he 
makea Judah centre in the Shiloh. This Solomon also knew, 
when, in Pa. Irxii. 11 (compaie Pa. xlv. 12), he ascribes to hi 
great Antitype what is here ascribed to Judah: "811 kings 
ehall worship Him, and all nations shall serve Him." The  
consequence of the worship u by kings and nations" is the 
worshipping by the sons of the father." Jacob thns transfer! 
to Judah that which Isaac had promised to him : " People shall 
serve thee, and nations shall worship thee: be lord over thy 
brethren, and thy mother's .sons shall wonhip before thee :" 
Gen. xxvii. 29. 

In ver. 9 Judah is first designated a young lion,-a namewhich 
is intended to indicate,that the victorions power ascribed to Judah 
exists, as yet, only in the gem. I t  required that centuriee should 
pass away before he grew up to be a lion, a full-grown lion. 
By the long period which thns intervened between the promise 
and its fulfilment, the divine election is the more strikingly 
manifested. ($eved interpreters have been of opinion that 
there is no difterence between the young lion, the lion, and 
the full-grown lion. But it is shown by Ezek. xix. 3-" And 
she brought up one of her D ~ U ,  and it became a ~ m ,  and it 
learnt to tear prey,"-that m n  w is a young lion not yet able 
to catch prey.') In  the words, "From the prey, my son, thou 
art gone up," the prey is the terminus a quo : for :1$9 with fD is 
always used of the place from which it is gone up (see Josh. iv. 
17, x. 9 ; Song of Sol. iv. 2) : the terminus crd quem is the usual 
abode, aa is shown by what followa, The residence of the con- 
queror and ruler is conceived of aa being eboated. Joseph, 
according to Gkn. xlvi. 31, goes up to Pharaoh, and in ver. 29 
of the same chapter he goes up to meet his father. The expres- 
eion "to go up" is commonly used of those who come from 

1 h h r t  asye : " When the whelp of a lion is weaned, and begins to 
go out for prey, and to eeelr bii own food without the help of his mother, 
h e t h e n - t o b e a ~ , a n d m d e d a ~ m . "  h t .  xxxiii. 2 2 m W  
therefore, not be tmdstad, " Dan is e lion's whelp leaping from Ruhrrnn 

he M leap (G., after he M h s v e  groan up) fkm B b . "  Dan is &I 
that pboe styled a lion's whelp, joet M ie Judah in C k .  xlix. 9, became, an 
yet, he in only e amdidate for future victarisa 



other countries to Canaan, But the " going upnin the passage 
under review implies a h  the " going down" into. the lower 
+(YLB to seek for prey, jpet ss in Pa lxviii. 19, where it is said 
of the Lord, after He had fought for His people, and had been 
victoriong Thou hest ascended on high, Thon hast led capti- 
vity captive: Thou hast w i v e d  gifts for men; yea, for the 
rebelliolls also, that the Lord God might dwell among them." 

To dweZl" means there, that, after having accomplished all 
thiq thou mayest dwell gloriously, and be inaccessible to the 
vengeance of the conquered, in thy usual place of abode. The 
sense is the m e  in the passage before us. Luther is therefore 
wrong in explaining it thus : " Thon hast risen high, my son, 
by great victories,"-ss are others also who translate it, "From 
the prey thou groweat up." Such a view of this clause would, 
moreover, break .up the connection, and all that follows would 
appear without preparation? 

The words, " He stoopeth down, he croucheth as a lion, and 
as a fnll-grown lion ; who ahall rouse him up 1 " contain a tran- 
sition and allusion to what we are subsequently told concerning 
Shiloh. Even here we are presented with a picture of peace,- 
P peace, however, which is not to the prejudice of victorious 
power, as in the case of Iasachar (vers. 14,15), but which, on the 
contrary, pre%emes it undiminished. If the promise, '' From 
the prey, my son, thou art gone up," found its first glorious, 
although only preliminary, fulfilment in the reign of David 
(compare the e~~nmeration of his victories in 2 Sam. viii.), the 
words, " He stoopeth down, he coucheth," etc., are the most 
appropriate inscription for the portal of Solomon's reign. But, 
in Christ, the pre-eminence in the reign both of war and peace 
is united-That ~ 3 5  is not 'L the lioness," but only the poetical 
designation of the lion, appears from just the very passage 
which is ao commonly adduced in support of the former signifi- 
cation, viz., Job iv. 11 ; for the eons of the lion spoken of in that 
passage are the sons of the wicked (compare Job mrvii. 14). 

A parallel to the words in ver. 10, " The sceptre shall. not 
depart from Judah," is formed by the departing of the sceptre 
from Egypt, in Zech. x. 11 : a And the pride of @ria shall 

The LXX. tsrnela@ iz ph-o', viJ pov dd&r, '' from a shoat, my 
thou hast grown up." They explain Tit) by an inappropriate refer- 

cneetolhk. xvii. 9, ~hemitiaudofafreahgreenleaf~ 
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be brought down, and the sceptre of Egypt shall depart away? 
All dominion of the world over the people of God is only tem- 
porary ; and so also, the dominion of the people of God over the 
world, as it centres in Judtlh, can sustain only a temporary 
intequption : its departure is everywhere in appearance only ; 
and when it departs, it is only that it may return with enhanced 
weight.-The sceptre is the emblem of dominion. The words, 
"A sceptre rises out of Israel" (Num. xxiv. 17), are explained 
in chap. xxiv. 19 by the words, Dominion shall come out of 
Jacob." The question as  to the subjects of this dominion must 
be determined from the preceding words; for there shall not 
depart from Judah what Judah, according to these words, pos- 
sesses. Hence they are (1) the brethren of Judah, and (2) 
the enemies of Israel. The latter can the less properly be ex- 
cluded, because of these alone the whole of the preceding verse 
treated. I n  the words of Balaam, in Num. xxiv. 17 (which 
refer to the passage under consideration), "There cometh a 
star out of Jacob, and a sceptre riseth out of Israel, and smiteth 
the territories of Moab, and destroyeth all the sons of the 
tumult," there is viewed, in the sceptre, only the victorious and 
destructive power which he shall display in his relation to the 
world; but the subjects of dominion are, in that passage, ac- 
cording to ver. 19, the heathens also. The sceptre is pre-emi- 
nently an ensign of kings. Hence, to the sceptre and star out 
of Israel (Num. xxiv. 17) corresponds, in ver. 7, his king: And 
his king shall be higher than Agag, and his kingdom shall be 
exalted,"-i.e., not merely a single royal person, but the Israel- 
itish kingdom. But we can here the less legitimately separate 
sceptre and kingdom from each other, because, even in the 
earlier promises made to the Patriarch, there is the prophecy of 
the rising of a kingdom among their descendants,--of a k i n g  
dom, too, that shall extend beyond the boundary of that posteritj- 
itself. (Compare Gen. xvii. 6, " Kings shall come out of thee;" 
ver. 16, " And she shall become nations, kings of nations shall 
be of her." See also Gen. xxxv. 11.) I n  vol. ii. of the Dis- 
sertations on the Genuineness of the Pentateuch, p. 166 f., we 
detailed the natural foundations which there existed for foresee- 
ing the establishment of a kingdom in Israel. I t  is evident that 
the promise which was formally given to the whole posterity of 
the Patriarchs, is here appropriated specially to Judah, who, for 



the benefit of the whole people, is to have the eceptre.' From 
what has been remarked, it appears that the fulfilment of thh 
prophecy began first with David ; up to that time Jndah had 
been only '' a lion's whelp." " In  the person of Saul," as Cal- 
vin remarks, there was an abortive effort ; but there came 
out at length in David, under the authority and legitimate 
arrangement of God, the sovereignty of Judab, according to the 
prophecy of Jacob." I t  also appears, from what has been ob- 
served, that Reinkc, S. 45 of his Monography? Die Weissqung 
Jmobs liber Schilo, Miinster 1849 (a work written with great 
diligence), is mistaken in determining the sense to be,' that 
Jndah as a tribe would not perish, and his superiority not ceaae, 
~ t i l  out of him Shiloh, etc. ; and that he is wrong, too, in 
maintaining, S. 133, that the continuance of the royal dignity, 
and the superiority over all the tribes until the time of Christ, 
were not required by these words. From the remarks which we 
have made, even more than that is required,-the continwnce, 
namely, of J&'s dominim mm the Gentiles ; for otherwise it 
would be necessary to make a violent separation of these words 
from the preceding ones. That which has given rise to such 
interpretations and assertions, viz., the apparent &Eculty en- 
countered in pointing out the fulfilment~ is by no means 
removed by such an explanation. For, if we look to the s u p  
face only, what had been left of the superiority of the tribe of 
Judah, at the time when Christ appeared? But if we look 
deeper, we shall find no reason for such feeble interpretations. 
The fulness of strength which, notwithstanding the deepest 
humiliation, still dwelt in the sceptre of Judah at  the time 
when Christ appeared, is made manifest by the very appem 
ance of Christ-the Lion of the tribe of Jndah. Although 
faintheartedness, perceiving only what is immediately before 
the eyes, might have saict, "The sceptre has departed from 

Calvin mya : " Thii dignity i bestowed upon Judah only with a view 
tobenefit the whole of the people." 

In the first edition of this work, the author had likewise maintained 
that view. 

a It WM thia difliculty which led Grotiuu to adopt the feeble expottition, 
"That teachers out of Judah'e poeterity would lead the people until the 
times of the Meesiah, who would be the highest leader and commander of 
Jere and G e n h n  

E 
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Judah," to every one who was not blinded i t  must have been 
evident, a t  the very moment when Christ appeared, that the 
sceptre had not departed from Judah. W e  must not allow our- 
selves to be perplexed by any events and arguments adduced 
to prove that the sceptre h departed from Judah ; for the very 
same events and arguments would militate against the eternal 
dominion of his house which had been promised to David, and 
would therefore make us doubtful of that also. All these events 
and arguments lose their significancy, when we remark, that 
.this departing is only an apparent, not a &)nitice one ;-that 
God never, by His promises, binds the hands of His punitive 
justice ;-that His election goes always hand-in-hand with the 
visitation of the sins of the elected ; but that, in the end, the 
election will stand in all its validity? To Judah applies ex- 
actly what in Ps. Lxrixix. 31-35 is said of David : " If his chil- 
dren forsake My law, and walk not in My judgments ; if they 
break My statutes, and keep not My commandments ; then will 
I visit their transgression with the rod, and their iniquity with 
stripes. Nevertheless, My loving-kindness will I not utterly take 
from him, nor sufferMy faithfulness to fail. My covenant will 
I not break, nor alter tho thing that is gone out of My lips." 
But the greater the degradation that had come upon Judah, 
the more consoling is this promise. If we see that neither the 
decline of David's and Judah's dominion after Solomon, nor 
the apparently total disappearance of David's kingdom which 
took place after the Chaldee catastrophe, and continued for 
centuries; nor the altogether comfortless condition ( d e n  

' l  Calvin mys : " Jf my one should object, that the words of Jacob 
convey a different meaning, we would anawer him, that whatever pronlises 
Ood gave concerning the outward condition of the Church, they were so 
f;u limited that God might, in the meantime, exerciee Hie judgments in 
the punishment of mcnle sins, and prove the faith of His people. And indeed 
it wss not a light trial when, at the third successiou, the tribe of Judah Was 
deprived of the greater part of his territory. A more severe one followed 
when, before the eyes of the father, the sons of the king were slain, his own 
eyes put out, and himself was ccuried to Babylon, and given over to servitude 
and exile along with the whole royal family. But the heaviest trial of all 
came, when the people returned to their laud, and were so far from seeing 
their expectations fulfilled, that they were, on the contrary, subjected to 8 

ead dispersion. But even then, the eainta beheld with the eye of faith the 
sceptre hidden under p n d ;  neither did their hearb fail, nor their 
courage give way, so that they desisted not from continuing their course." 
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looking only at what is visible) which Jeremiah describes in 
the words : L C  Judah is captive in d ic t ion  and great servitude : 
she dwelleth among the heathen, and fiudeth no rest. The 
anointed of the Lord, who was our consolation, is taken in their 
pits, he of whom we said, Under his shadow we shall live among 
the heathen. Slares are ruling over us, and there is none to 
deliver us from their hand ;"-if we see that all these th ing  
did not prevent the fulfilment of the words, "The sceptre 
shall not depart from Judah until Shiloh come ;"-that, not- 
PFithstauding all these things, it most gloriously manifested 
itself in the appearance of Christ, that the dominion remained 
still with Judah ;-why should we be dismayed though the 
river of the kingdom of God should sometimes lose itself * 

in the sand ? Why should we not be firmly confident that in 
due time it shall spring forth again with its clear and powerful 
waters ?-But the Jews are not benefited by this distinction 
betwixt the dejinitive departing of the sceptre, and one which is 
merely hnpora y. The latter must necessarily be distinguished 
from the former by this :-that even in the times of abasement, 
there must be single symptoms which still indicate the con- 
tinuance of the sceptre ; and this was evidently the case in the 
times before Christ. In Jehoshaphat, Uzziah, and Hezekiah, 
the sceptre of Judah brought forth new leaves; after their 
Mum from the captivity, the place, at least, was pointed out ' 

by Zernbbabel, which the Davidic kingdom mould, at some 
future period, again occupy. The victories of the times of the 
hccabees, though they themselves were not of the tribe of 
Judah, served to manifest clearly that the lion's strength aud 
the lion's courage had not yet departed from Judah. I t  is not 
~rithout significance that Judas Hmcabeus had his name thus. 
And under all these events the family of David always re- 
mained diitinct,.and capable of being traced out. But nothing 
of all this is to be found with the Jews during the 1800 yean 
after Christ ; and hence the vanity of their hope that, in some 
future time, it will be made evident by the appearance of 
Shiloh, that the supremacy and dominion of Judah are not lost. 

Along with the scepire which shall not depart from Judah, 
the lawgiver is mentioned, for whom many would, quite arbi- 
trarily, substitute the cmmandegs sta$. Is. wudii. 22 is ex- 
1':mtory of this passage : " For the Lord our Judge, the 
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Lord our Lawp;iver, the Lord our King, H e  will save us"- 
where the lawgiver is put on a level with the judge and king. 
Gesenius translates it by : our commander. 

The lawgiver shall not depart u from between hie feet." 
This is a poetical expression for from him!' He is, as it wen+ 
to have the lawgiver wherever he moves or stands. Eplana- 
tory of this is the passage in Judges v. 27, where, in the Song 
of Deborah, it is said of Jael, "He bowed between her feet, 
he fell, he lay down!' That which any one has between his 
feet, is accordingly his territory on which he moves, that within 
his reach. In thc latter passage the prose expression would 
have been, " beside her," and in the passage under considera- 
tion, "from him!" 

Sceptre and lawgiver shall not depart from Judah until 
Shiloh come. Here everything depends upon fixing the deri- 
vation and signification of this word. There cannot be any 
doubt, and, indeed, it is now almost universally admitted, that 
i t  is derived from &, "to rest." I n  the tint edition of thii 
work, the author gave it as  his opinion, that its formation was 
analogous to that of ' IW~, Litumult of war," from 173, " to be 
troubled," 'ID'?, "smoke," from lop, &J from &J ; and many 

. (Bofmann, Kurtz, Reinke) have stedfastly maintained this .opi- 
nion even until now. But 'the author must confess that the 
objections raised against this derivation by Tuclr are mell- 
founded. "In the first place," Tuch remarks, a it is well 
known that forms like 'ID'? do not constitute any special class in 
the etymology, but have originated from Piel forms (Ewakl, 
Lehrb. d. Hebr. Spr. 5 156 b), as is very clearly shown by 
mtsp, being found by the side of HDP. But the o in the final 
syllable of these words is not an o unchangeable, according to 
the rules of etymology, and could, therefore, not remain in a 
root n$; and there is not found, in general, any fm of a root 
;I$ analogous to l~p"  But far more decisiveis another reason. 
"The nomina Gentilia 9152 (2 Sam. xv. 12), r>$a (1 Kings 

Many expoeitors, following the WIX. (ix r& p+b airroc), the 
Vulgate (dc fernore cjus), and the Chaldee Pmphraet, underetand thin 
expression ss a deeignation of origin and production. But in that cam, 
we mu& assnme a very hard ellipis, viz., " he who is to proceed." More- 
ever, this explanation is destructive of the psrallelism, ~ccordiig to which, 
" from between hie feet" mu& correepond with " fmm Judah." 
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xi. 29, xii. 15), lead us from the supposed form to the substan- 
tive termination fi- which a liquida may drop, and express the 
remaining vowel r by a!' (Compare Ewald, 5 163.) Now 
that Shiloh is an abbreviation of S h i h  is proved, not only by 
the normn gentile, but also by the fact, that the rnins of the 
tom which received its name from the Shiloh in our passage, 
are, up to the present moment, called Seilun, and that Josephus 
u-rites Silo as well as Silun, Z~hoib (compare Robinuon, 'Ihvels 
iii. 1, p. 305) ; and, finally, by the analogy of the name mk, 
which is formed after the manner of a$w, and likewise shortened 
from pk. W e  must confess that Tuch is right also when he 
asserts: That it is quite impossible to give the word the 
siimlification of an appellative noun, since it is only in proper 
names, in which the signification of the suffix of derivstion is 
of less consequence, that on is shortened into 0." The only 
exception is that of ;n>~, hell," in Prov. xxvii. 20 ; but even 
this is only an apparent exception, and is quite in accordance 
with the rule laid down, inasmuch as "hell" is, in this passage, 
personified,-ae is frequently the case in other passages. (Com- 
pare Rev. ix. 11.) But this case very plainly shows that we 
are not at  liberty to apply, as Tuch does, the measure of our 
proper names to those of Scripture, which are used in a more 
comprehensive sense. The Samaritan translation is, therefore, 
right in retaining the u Shiloh!' A s  the passage under review 
is the firat in which the person of the Redeemer meets us, so 
Shloh is also the first name of the Redeemer,-a name ex- 
pressive of His nature, and quite in correspondence with the 
nmea in Is. ix. 5, and with the name Immanuel in Is. vii. 14. 
With respect to the dgnijcation of the name, the termination 
on, according to Eurald, 5 163, forms adjectives and abstract 
nouns. The analogy of the name n ~ b ,  which is formed after 
the manner of n$v, indicates that it has here an adjective signi- 
fication, and, like Solomon, Shiloh denotes "the man of rest," 
corresponds to the a Prince of Peace" in Is. ix. 5, and, viewed 
in ite character of a proper name, is like the German Fried- 
rich" = Frederick, i. e., " rich in peace," a the Peaceful one." 

To Shiloh the nations shall adhere. The word nap is com- 
monly understood as meaning " obedience."' But it does not 

The aignIcation, LL expectation," given to thin word by the LXX. 
(4 ah& ~ ~ v L I L ~  ihGw), Jerome, and other trandatoq ie founded upon 
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denoti every kind of obedience, but only that which is sponta- 
neous, and has its root in piety. This is clearly shown by the 
only passage in which, besides the one under consideration, the 
word nnp is found, Prov. XKX. 17 : " An eye that mocketh at 
Ilia father, and despises the nap of his mother."' To this view 
we are led also by the Arabic, where the word 4j, doe. not 
denote obedience in general, but willing obedience, docility, in 
the \Ti. sq. 5 dicto adientem se prc~buit more discipuli. (Com- 
pare Carnus in Schtclten, on Prov. 1. c.) Cognate is j, " to 
take care," to guard oneself," specially of the conflict with the 
higher powers of life, in the viii. semet custodivit ab aliquu ve, et 
ahsolute timuit coluitque Deumn, piua fuit. From it is derived 
np pius in Prov. xxx. 1, where the son of Jakeh speaks to 
" With me is God, and I prevail" (Heb. I thed and Ucal.) 

Luther, although he has misunderstood the right meaning 
of Shiloh, has yet beautifully comprehended the sense of the 
whole passage. This is a golden text," he says, " and well 
worthy of remembrance, namely : that the kingdom of Christ 
will not be such a kingdom as that of David was, of whom it is 
said, 1 Chron. xxviii. 3, that he was a man of war and had shed 
much blood. The kingdom of Shiloh, which succeeded. it, is 
not a kingdom so powerful and bloody, but consists in this,- 
that the word, by which it is ruled or administered, is heard, 
believed, and obeyed. All will be done by means of preaching ; 
and this will just be the sign by which the kingdom of Christ 
is distinguished from the other kingdoms of this world, which 
are governed by the sword and by physical power." To this 
point also Luther draws attention, that our prophecy affords a 
powerful support to the ministers of the Word : I t  will be 
done by the proclamation of the promise, and Shiloh will be 

the erroneons derivation of the word from ;It?. In the other paasage 
(Prov. rxx. 17), where the LXX. translate, "the age of hia mother," they 
have confounded the root n,y with ;lap, "to be blunted." 

Gowset mys : The w o k  can eignify something good only, on account 
of the passage. Prov. x u  17, namely, eomething which adom the rek- 
tion of the son to hia mother, the despising of which ie a crime on the part 
of the son, and which deserves that he should be sent t ic Jpxrs. And 
not leae so from its being used in Gen. xlix. 10 in reference to the Shiloh, 
where, thereby, not one or a few, but all the n a t i o ~  without m p t i o n ,  
are bound to Him by a tie similar to that which e x h  betwixt mother 
and son. 
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present with it, and will be efficient and powerful through our 
tongue and mouth." 

That by the nutians are not meant either the Canaanites in 
particular, or the tribes of Israel, hut the nations in general, 
appars, partly, from the connection with what precedes-those 
who now willingly obey are evidently the enemies spoken of in 
vers. 8, 9,-and, partly, from the reference to the earlier pro- 
mises of Genesis, all of which refer to nations in general. If 
a limitation had been intended, an express indication of it 
would have been necessary. The analogy of the parallel Mes- 
i i i c  passaga likewise militates against such a limitation ; 
cg, Ps. lxxii. 8 : H e  shall have dominion from sea to sea, and 
from the river unto the ends of the earth." (Compare also Is. 
xi. 10.) 

In the Shiloh, the whole dignity of Jndah as Lord and 
Ruler is to be concentrated. It hence follows, that the nations 
who will not willingly obey Him as Shiloh, must experience 
the destnictive power of His sceptre (Nnm. xsiv. 17 ; Pa. ii. 9), 
and that behind the attractive kingdom of peace, there is con- 
cealed the destructive dominion of the lion. 

Several interpreters have determined the sense as follows :- 
The dominion of Judah should continue until the appearing of 
Shiloh; but that then he should lose it: We, on the contrary, 
conceive the sense to be this : " That the tribe of Judah should 
not lose the dominion until he attain to its highest realization 
by Shiioh, who should be descended from him, and to whom all 
the nations of the earth should render obedience." 

Againat this interpretation no difficulty can be raised from 
thea 7p. I t  i3 true that this term has always a reference to 
the terminw ad quem ody, and includes it ; but i t  is as certain 
that, very frequently, a terminus ad quem is mentioned which 
is not intended to be the last, but only one of special import 
ance; so that what lies beyond it is lost sight of. (Compare 
the author's fisert. on & Genuin. of Daniel, pp. 55-56.) If 

Thne Luther says : " This mptre of Judoh ahall continue, and shall 
not be taken from him, till the hero come ; but when He comes, then the 
bqtre also shall depart. The kingdom or sceptre has fallen ; the Jewe 
are 6e~ttered throughout the whole world, and, therefore, the Messieh has 
Oertainly come ; for, at His appearing, the aceptre should be taken from 
J n w *  
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only sceptre and lawgiver were aecurql to J u d h  up to the 
time of Shiloh's coming, then, as a matter of course, they were 
so afterwards. That, previous to the coming of Shiloh, great 
dangers would threaten the sceptre of Judah, ie indicated by 
Jacob, since he laya so much stress upon the sceptre's not de- 
parting until that time. Hence we expect circumsbncea thd will 
almost anwunt to a departing of t?te uceptre; 

But the positive reason for thia interpretation is, that if, 
according to the other opinion, Judah were told that the d+ 
minion of his tribe were, at  aome future period, to cease, this 
would not be in harmony with the tone of the remainder of the 
address to Judah, which is altogether of a cheerful character. 
And then,-Jacob would, in that case, not have allowed the 
Messianic promise to remain in its indefinite state ; from former 
analogies, we should have been induced to expect that he would 
transfer it to one of his sons. And jinally,-from the analogy 
of the other Messianic prophecies, as well as from history, it 
seeme not to be admissible to contrast the dominion of Judah 
with the kingdom of the Messiah. The dominion of Judah 
does not by any means tenninatc in Christ; it rather centrcs 
in Him. 

W e  are not expressly told that the Shiioh will be descended 
from Judah ; but this is supposed to be self-evident, and is not, 
therefore, expressly mentioned. If it were otherwise, the Shiloh 
would not have been alluded to in connection with Judah at  all. 
A mtriction of the promise to Judah, auch as would take place 
if the Shiloh did not belong to him, is the less legitimate, inas- 
much as, in vers. 8,9, victory and dominion, without any limita- 
tion, are promised to Judah. 

Having thus adduced the positive arguments in support of 
our view of this passage, let us now further examine the 
opinions of those who differ from us. Here, then, we must 
first of all consider those which are at  one with us in the ac- 
knowledgment that this passage contains the promise of a per- 
sonal Messiah. 

1. Some interpreters ( J d n ,  Luther, Calvin, Kmpp, 
Dogm.) are of opinion that h a  is compounded of the noun $07, 

child," and the suffix of the third person : Until his (i.e., 
Judah's) son or descendant, the Messiah, shall come." (Luther, 
somewhat differently.) But this supposed aignifkation of $w 



is destitute of any tenable foundation. That by such an ex- 
planation, moreover, th$re is a dissolution of the connection 
betwixt the Shiloh in this passage, and Shiloh the name of a 
place, which is mitten in precisely the same manner, is decisive . 
against both the view just given forth and that which follows. 

2. Others (the last of them, Sack in the second edition of 
his Apolog.) suppose the word to be erroneously pointed. They 
propose to read a$?, compounded of v for WR, and the suffix n 
for 1. They suppose the language to be elliptical : " Until 
He come to whom the dominion or sceptre belongs, or is due." 
The principal argument in support of this exposition is, that 
most of the ancient translators seem to have followed this 
pnnctnation. I t  is true that this is doubtful as mgards Onkclos 
and the Targum of Jerusalem, which translate, '' Dmc  at 
M&, cujus eat rcgnum for we may well suppose that here 
d~ is aimply rendered by N ~ V D ,  while the following clause 
adds a complement from Ezek. xxi. 32, which ia founded npon 
the passage now under review. But it is certain that the LXX. 
supposed the pnctuation to be a*. They translate : 8bs &IJ 
r6iOy TA i ~ o a ~ i p v a  ah@.  (Thus read the two oldest manu- 
scripts-the Vatican and Alexandrian. The other reading, $ 
c ; l r & e ~ ~ ~  has no, doubt crept in from the later Greek transla- 
tio119, notwithstanding the charge which Justinus [Dial. c. 
Typh. 5 1201 raises against the Jews, that they had substi- 
tuted the TA i ? r o ~ I v a  ah@ for the earlier $ d7~6aa~ac. 
Cornp. Stroth in E i c h h ' s  Repert. ii. 95 ; Holme's edition 
of the LXX.) Aquila and Symmachus, who tnnslate, + d 7 ~ b  
m~ar, as well as the Syriac and Saadias, who translate, llle 
cujlrs est, follow the same reading. But the defenders' of ' 
this exposition are wrong in inferring, from the circumstance 
of the ancient translations having followed this p~ctuation, 
that it was generslly received. Had such been the case, how ' 
auld it be explained that it should no more be found in 
any of our manuscripts? For the circumstance that forty 
manuscripts collected by de Rossi have it% written without 
a 9, cannot be considered as of great weight; since it is 
merely a defective way of writing, occurring frequently in 
similar words. But if we consider the fact, which may be estab- 
lished npon historical g r o ~ d s ,  that the Jews watched with 
moat anxious care the uncorrupted preservation of the received 
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text of Holy Scripture, according to it: consonante and pronun- 
eiation ; that they did not even venture to receive into the text 
any emendation, though i t  should have recommended itself as in 
the highest degree probable ; , while, on the other hand, the an- 
cient Jewish and Christian translators took great liberties in this 
respect, and, in the manifold perplexities into which, owing to 
their insufticicnt resources and knowledge, they fell, helped them- 
selves as best they could;-it will certainly appear to us most 
probable, that even the ancient translators found our vocalization 
of the word as the received one, but felt themselves obliged to 
depart from it, because they conld, in accordance mih  it, give 
no suitable derivation ; whilst the punctuation adopted by them 
agreed perfectly with the traditional reference of the p- to 
the Messiah. But if this be the case, the authority of the ancient 
translations can here be of no greater weight than that of any 
modern interpreter; and, in the case under review, we are at 
liberty to urge all those considerations which are, in general, ad- 
vanced against any change in the vocalization, unless there be 
most urgent reasons for it. The ancient translators, moreover, 
can have less weight with us, because we can distinctly perceive 
that a misapprehension of Ezek. xxi. 32 ( 2 7 ) G n  which passage 
we shall afterwards comment-gave rise to their error. Against 
this explanation it may be further urged, not only that the w 
yrejx occurs nowhere else in the Pentateuch-an objection 
which is not in itself snfficient, since it occurs so early as in 
the song of Deborah, Judgea v. 7-but also, that the supposed 
ellipsis would be exceedingly hard. (Compare Stunge, Theo2. 
Symm. i. S. 238 ff.) 

Before we pass on to a consideration of the non-Messianic 
interpretation, we shall first state the reasons which bear us out 
in assuming that the passage under review contains a prophecy 
' of a personal Messiah. 

I t  is certainly, with respect to this, a matter of no slight im- 
portance that, with a rare agreement, exegetical tradition finds a 
promise to this effect here expressed ; and this circnmstance has 
a significance so much the greater, the less that this a-pement 
extends to the interpretation of the particulars, especially as 
regards the Shiloh. How manifold soever theae differences may 
be, all antiquity agrees in inte~preting thia passage of a pmsml 
Messiah; and we could scanly conceive of such an agreement, 
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unless there had been some objective foundation for it. As 
regards, first, the exegetical tradition of the Jews,-how far 
soever we may follow it, it finds, in'ver. 10, the Messiah. Thus 
the LXX. esplained it ; for, that by '' what is destined to Judah" 
(&IS hv 6% rh &ro~elpt-ua ah$) they nnderstood nothing else 
than the sending of the Messiah, is shown by the words follow- 
i n g - u d  ah& ~~ou8onL.x iOvcjv,-which can refer only to the 
Messiah. (Compare Is. xlii. 4 according to the LXX.) I n  
the same manner the passage was understood by Aquila, the 
Chaldee Paraphrasts, the Targum of Onkelos, of Jonathan, and . 
of Jerusalem, the Talmud, the Sohar, and the ancient book of 
Breshith Rabba. ~ e v e k  even of the modern commentators, 
z.g., Jarchi, have retained this explanation, although a strong 
doctrinal interest, to which others yielded, tempted them to 
give another interpretation to this passage, which occupied so 
prominent a place in the polemics of the Christians. (Compare 
the passage in Raim. Martini Pug. Fid. ed. Carprov; Jac. 
Alting's Shiloh, Franc. 1660, 4to [also in the opp. t. v.]; 
Sch~t~en, hor. Hebr. ii. p. 146 ; and, most completely, in Jac. 
Patriarch. de Schiblr vatic. a depravatione Clerici asserturn, op. 
Scb. Edzardi, Londini 1698, p. 103 sq.") The Samaritans, 
too, understood the passage as referring to the Messiah. 
(Compare Samavit. Brieftcechsel, commur~icated by Schnuwer 
in Eiclthorn's Repert. k S. 27.) I t  is true that from other 
passages (" Epist. Samarit. ad Jobum Ludolfum," in Eickhorn's 
Repert. xiii. S. 281-9, compared with de Sacy "de Veru. 
&marit. Arab. Pentatemhi in Eichhorn's Bibliotk." x. S. 54) it 
appem that, in accordance with their doctrine of a double 
Messiah--one who had already appeared, and one who was 
still to come-they referred our passage, partly to the former, 
and denied its reference to the real Messiah. But this is of no 
importance. For, as Gesenius also has remarked (Carmini 
Saman'tana, p. 75), the doctrine of a double Messiah is of 
recent origin with the Samaritans as well as with the Jews; 
and hence, it is very probable that the reference to the real 
Messiah was, formerly, the generally prevailing one, which was, 
even afterwards, to a large extent retained, as is shown by the 
passage first quoted.-Finally, I n  the Christian Church the 
Jfessianic interpretation has been the prevailing one ever 
since the earliest times. We find it as early as Justin Martyr. 
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The Greek and Latin Fathers agree in it. (Compare the 
statements in Reinkc.) Even Grotius could not but admit that 
this passage referred to the Messiah ; and Clcricua stands quite 
alone and isolated, in his time, as an objector against the 
Messianic interpretation of it. 

But even in the Canon itself, this passage is understood of 
a personal 'Messiah. David, Solomon, Isaiah, Ezekiel, look 
upon it in thia light. (Concerning this point, compare the 
inquiries in the subsequent portions of this work.) 

The entire relation of the Pentateuch to the succeeding 
sacred literature, and the circumstance that the former con- 
stitutes the foundation of the latter, and contains, in the germ, 
all that is afterwards more fully developed, entitle us to expect, 
that the Messianic idea has also found its expression in those 
books. The more prominent the place occupied, in the later 
books, by the announcement of a personal Messiah, the more 
unlikely ~t will be to him who has acquired right fundamental 
views regarding the Pentateuch, to conceive that this announce- 
ment should be wanting in i ~ t h e  announcement, especially, of ~ 
the Messiah in His kingly office; for it is this office of the 
Meaaiah which, in the Old Testament, generally takes a p m  
minent place, and is, before all others, represented in the 1 
subsequent books. But there cannot be any doubt, that the 
promise of a personal Messiah in His kingly office, if it be 
found in the Old Testament at all, must exist in the passage 
which we are now considering. 

The promises which first were given to Jacob's parents, and 
thereafter transferred to him, included two things :---rut, a 
numerous progeny, and the possession of Canaan for them ;- 
and secondly, the blessing which, through them, was to come 
upon all nations. How, then, could it be expected that Jacob, 
in transferring these blessings to his sons, and while in spirit 
seeing them already in possession of the promised land, and 
describing the places of abode which they would occupy, and 
what should befall them, should have entirely lost sight of the 
eecond object, which was much the more important, and as often 1 
repeated? Is it not, orl the contrary, probable that, as formerly, 
from among the sons of Abraham and Isaac, so now, from , 
among the sons of Jacob, he should be pointed out who should, 
according to the will of God, become the depositary of this I 



promise, which wm acquiring more and more of a definite 
shape? The contrary of this we can the less imagine, because, 
according. to ver. 2, Jacob is to tell his sons that which shall 
befall them "at the end of the days!' The expression, the 
end of the days," is always used of that only which lies at the 
end of the c o m e  which is seen by the ~peaker. (Compare my 
work on Balaam,' p. 465 f.) Accordingly, it indicates, in this 
passage, that Jacob's announcement must comprehend the 
whole of the future sphere which was accessible to him. But 
if we do not admit the reference, in this passage, to the Messiah, 
then a whole territory of future time, notoriously accessible to 
Jamb, is left untouched by his announcement.-From the 
beginning of Genesis, we find the expectation of an universal 
salvation ; and at every new separation, the depositary of this 
salvation, and its mediator for the whole remaining world, are 
regularly pointed out. A t  first, salvation is promised to the 
whole human race, then to the family of Shem, then to 
Abraham, then to Isaac, then to Jacob. "Now that the 
patriarchal trim, since Jacob, has extended into a d o d e h  
forming the historical transition from the family of the promise 
to the nation of the promise, the question arises, from which of 
the twelve tribes salvation, ie., the victory of .mankind, and the 
blessing of the nations, is to come!' (Delitach, PropIietia~Jte 
Tkeologie, S. 293.) Should Genesis become to such a degree 
inconsistent with itself as not to answer a question which itself 
has called forth ? But that answer is contained in the passage 
under consideration, only if Shiloh be take11 for the personal 
name of the Redeemer. Unless we have recourse to artificial 
explanations, the announcement of Judah's being the bearer 
of salvation is to be found in our passage, only when, at the 
same time, the first indication of the person of the Messiah is 
perceived in it. 

If the reference of the passage to a personal Messiah be ex- 
plained away, we should certainly be at a loss to discover where 
the fundamental prophecy of such an one could possibly be found. 
We should then, in the first place, be thrown upon the Messianic 
Psalms, especially Pa. ii. and cx. But as it is the ofice of pro- 
phecy only to introduce to the knowledge of the congregation 

In the volume containing the Dissertations on the Genuinenesr of 
ctc. Edinburgh, T. and T. Clark. 



truths absolutely new, it would subvert the whole relation of 
psalm-poetry to prophecy, if in these psalms we were to seek 
for the origin of the expectations of a personal Messiah. These 
psalms become intelligible, only if in Shiloh we recognise the 
first name of the Messiah. The passage in question, in combi- 
nation with the prophetical announcement of the eternal do- 
minion of the house of David, afforded the complete objective 
foundation for the subjective poetry of the Psalms. The eternity 
of dominion here promised to Judah was, as we learn from 
2 Sam. vii., transferred to David. .The exalted person in whom, 
according to our passage, the dominion of Judah was to culmi- 
nate, must then necessarily belong to the home of David 
Furtksr,-If the passage under review be understood of the 
?dessiah, we have an excellent fountainhead for all the pro- 
phecies of a personal Messiah; in its significant, enigmatical, 
and espressive brevity, it is most suitable for such a purpose. 
But if its reference to the Messiah be explained away, we am 
deprived altogether of a suitable starting-point. In the Davidic 
psalms, the biessianic prophecy already more strongly resembles 
a stream than a fountain. 

So great is the weight of these reasons for the Messianic in- 
terpretation, that we might reasonably have expected that such 
expositors at least as stand on the ground of positive Christianity 
should abandon it only from overwhelming r w n s ,  or, at 1-5 
from such only as are in the highest degree probable. But in 
this expectation me have been disappointed. The most super- 
ficial objections have been considered sufficient by Ilojmann, 
Kiirtz, and others, to mduce them to disregard the consenslls of 
the whole Christian Church. W e  cannot, indeed, but be aston- 
ished at this. . 

Kwtz, following the example of Hofnnlann, says : The 
organic pro,mss of prophecy, and its correlative connection with 
history, which must be maintained in all its stages, forbid us, 
most clecidedly, to assign to the expectation of a personal 
hfessial~, a period so early as that of the Patriarchs. The 
clearly expressed aim of the whole history of this period is the 
espauaion into a p e a t  nation; its whole tendency is directed 
towards t l ~ e  growth of the multiplicity of a people from the unity 
of the Patriarchs. As long as the suhject of the history was the 
ixrease into a nation, the idea of a single personal Saviour 
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cbuld not, by any means, take root. Such could occur only 
after they had actually expanded into a great hation in history, 
and the necessity had been felt of concentrating the multiplicity 
of the expanded, into the unity of a single, individual, Le., after 
one had appeared as the delirerer and saviour, as the leader 
and ruler of the whole nation. It is therefore only after Moses, 
Joshua, and David, that the expectation of a personal Messiah 
could arise.''-Do you mean to teach God wisdom 9 we might 
ask, in anawer to such argumentation. To chain prophecy to. 
history in such a inanner, is in reality nothing short of destroy- 
ing it. How much soever people may choose to varnish it, 
f is is bnt.another form of Naturalism, against the influence of 
which no one is secure, because it is in the atmosphere of our 
day. Men who occupy a ground of argumentation so narrow- 
minded and trifling,-who would rather shape history than 
heartily surrender themselves to it, and find out, meditate upon, 
and follow the footsteps of God in it,-will be compelled to erase 
even the promise in Gen. xii. 3, " In  thee all the families of 
the earth shall be blessed," yea, even the words, " I will make 
of thee a great nation," with which the promise begins; for 
even that violates the natural order. But the historical point of 
connection for the apnouncement of a personal Messiah, which 
here at once, like a flash of lightning, illuminates the darkness, 
is not at all wanting to such a degree as is commonly asserted. 
On the contrary, if the blessing upon the heathen be allowed to 
stand, the expectation of 8 personal Saviour must necessarily 
arise from a consideration of the known events of history, and 
meet the immediate revelation of such an one by God. The 
whole history of the time of the Patriarchs bears a t i opp l&al  
character. Single individuals are, in it, tlie depositaries of tlie 
divine promises, the channels of the divine life. All the bless- 
ings of salvation which the congregation possessed at the time 
when Jacob's blessing was uttered, had come to them through 
single individuals. Why, then, should the highest Salvation 
come to them in any other way ? Why should not Abraham be 
as fit a type of the Jicssiah as Moses, Joshua, and David,- 
Abraham, of whom God, in Gen. sx. 7, says to Abimelech, the 
heathen king, "Sow therefore restore the man his wife, for he 
is a propl~et; and if he prays for thee, thon shalt live?" O r  
why not Joseph, who, according to Gen. xlvii. 12, "nourished 
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his father and his brethren, and all I& father's household," and 
whom the grateful Egyptians called "the Saviourof the World?" 

Just as untenable is a second argument against the Messianic 
explanation,-namely, that there is no parallelism between the 
two clauses, until Shiloh comes," and to Him shall be the 
obedience of the nations," but only a pure progress of thought. 
The laws of parallelism are not iron fetters ; and, moreover, the 
parallelism in substance fully exists here, if only it be acknow- 
ledged that nnp does not signify any kind of obedience, but only 
a willing surrender. The words, "until Shiloh comes, and to 
Him shall be the obedience of the nations," are identical in 
meaning with, until H e  cometh, who bringeth rest, and whom 
the nations shall willingly obey." The second member thus 
serves to explain the first ; the sense would be substantially 
preserved although one of the members were wanting; The 
parallelism is slightly concealed only by the circumstance that 
the words run, " to Him the obedience of the nations,"-instead 
of, "He to whom shall be the obedience of the nations." 

Let us now take a survey of the principal non-Nessianic 
interpretations. A suspicion as to their having any foundation 
at all in the subject itself must surely be raised by their variety 
and multiplicity, as well as by the circumstance, that they who 
object to the Messianic explanation can never, in any way, s u e  
ceed in uniting with each other, but that, with them, one inter- 
pretation is sure to be overthrown by another. Such is, in every 
case, a sure indication of error. 

Moreover, it is possible, in every case, to trace out some in- 
terest, apart from the merits of the question, which has led to the 
objections against the Messianic interpretation. With the Jews, 
it was because they were driven to a strait by the argumentation 
of the Christians, that the Messiah must long ago have come, 
since sceptre and lawgiver had long ago departed from Judah. 
The rationalistic interpreters have evidently been determined by 
their antipathy to any Messianic prophecies in the Old Testa- 
ment. Hofmann and his followers do not in the least conceal 
that they are guided by their principle of a concatenation of 
prophecy with history. 

The opinion, according to which it is maintained that Shiloh 
is the name of the well-known locality in Ephraim, has found 
not a few defenders. Among these, several, and last of all 



Bled, in the 06sA.;  HitAg, on Pa. ii. 2; Dbtel ,  "der Segen 
Jacobs," translate : ' l  Until he or they come to Shiloh." The 
sense is thus supposed to be : a Judah will be the leader of the 
tribes, in the journey to Canaan, until they come to Shiloh." 
There, in consequence of the tribes being dispersed to the boun- 
daries assigned to them, he would then lose his leadership.' 
But such an explanation is, in every point of view, inadmissible. 
It is very probable that the town Shiloh did not exist at all, 
under this name, at the time of Jacob. The name nowhere 
occurs in the Pentateuch ; and the Book of Josliua (as we shall 
show at a gubsequent time) contains traces, far from indistinct, 
that it arose only after the occupation of the land by the Israel- 
ites. But even supposing that the town of Shiloh already existed 
at the time of Jacob, yet the abrupt mention of a place so little 
known would be something strange and unaccountable. I t  
would be out of the range of Jacob's visions, which nowhere 
regard mere details, but have everywhere for their object only 
the future in its general outlines. Furtheq-The temporary 
limitation thus put to the superiority of Judah would be in glar- 
ing contradiction to vers. 8 and 9, where Judah is exalted to be 
the Lion of God without any limitation ss to time. And,jinalZy, 
-Up to the time of their arival in Shiloh, Judah was never in 
posemion of the sceptre and lawgiver;-and this reason would 
alone be s&cient to overthrow the opinion which we are now 
combating. W e  have already proved that, by these terms, royal 
power and dominion are designated, and that, for this reason, 
the beginning of the fulfilment cannot be sought for in any period 
previous to the time of David. But even if we were to come 
down to the mere leadership of Judah, we cauld demonstrate 
that even this did not belong to him. . His marching in front of 
the others cannot, even in the remotest degree, be considered as 
a leadership. Moses, wha belonged to another tribe, had been 
solemnly called by God to the chief command. Nor was Joshua 

Delitach (who bad formerly been a defender of the explanation of a 
personal M d h )  differs, in hiis Cqmmentary on Geneeis, from this view, 
only in so far, that he suppoees that, while Judah's dominion over the tribes 
comes to an end in Shiioh, his dominion over the natione datee from that 
&od. But this explanation must be objected to on the ground, that the 
dominion beetowed upon Judah is not merely a dominion over the tribes, 
but ova the world. 

F 
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of the tribe of Judah. In  him, on the contrary, there appeared 
the germ of Ephraim's superiority, which continued through 
the whole period of the Judges, aud which came to an end only 
by David's having been raised to the royal dignity. (Compare 
my commentary on Ps. lxxvii.) 

Others (%h, Maunr) give the explanation : "As long as 
they coma to Shiloh." This, according to them, the "poet" 
meant to be ideutical with : a in all eternity!' They think that 
his (the a poet's ") meaning was, that the holy tabernacle, which 
at his time (Tuch assigns the composition of Jacob's blessing 
to the period of Samuel) was at Shiloh, would remain there to 
all eternity. To thii exposition it would be alone sdc ien t  to 
object that, according to it, the phrase 9 79, which uniformly 
means only 6' until," is taken in the .signification " as long as." 
fi&,-History plainly enough shows how little the sanctuary 
was considered to be bound to Shiih; to which place it had been 
brought, not in consequence of an express divine declaration, 
but only in accordance with Joshua's own views. When the 
ark of the covenant was carried away by the Philistines, this 
was considered as an express declaration of God, that He would 
no longer dwell in Shiloh. How different was the case as regards 
Jerusalem ! Notwithstanding the destruction by the Chaldees, 
the city continued to be the seat of the sanctuary. Further,- 
This view implies a strange blending of p s s  error-vie, the 
supposition that the sanctuary would remain for ever in Shiloh 
-and of true prophecy, viz., the announcement, uttered at the 
time of Ephraim's leadership, of the dominion of the tribe ef 
Judah, which was first realized in David's royalty. The only 
ground in eupport of the Ephraimitic Shiloh-the fact, namelj, 
that Shiloh, wherever else it occurs in the Old Testament, always 
signifies the name of the place-we hope to invalidate by and 
by; when it will be seen that the town received its name only 
on the ground of the passage now under consideration. 

Other opponents of the Messianic interpretation take Shiloh 
as a nomen appellatiuum, in the signification of rest. They trans- 
late either, "Until rest comet11 and people obey him" (thus 
Vater, Gesmius, Knobel), or, " Until he comes (or, they come) 
to rest" (thus Hofmnn,  Kurtz, and others). By "rest," they 
understand either the political rest enjoyed under David and 
Solomon, or they find here expressed the idea of eternal rest in 
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the expected Messianic time. Thus do Geeenius, Hofmnn, 
and Kurtz understand it. The last-named determines the sense 
thus: " Judah shall remain in the uninterrupted possession of 
a princely position among his brethren, until through warfare 
and ly victory he shall have realized the aim, object, and con- 
summation of hi sovereignty in the attained enjoyment of happy 
rest and undisturbed peace, and in the willing and joyful obe- 
dience of the nations." But this explanahon is to be suspected, 
simply from the circumstance, that, in. whatever other place 
Shiloh occurs, it is used as a n o m  p M u m ;  while it is en- 
tirely overthrown by the circumstance, that, according to its 
form, as already deduced, Shiloh can be nothing else than a 
nomenpropiurn.' W e  here only remark, by way of anticipa- 
tion, that David, Solomon, Isaiah, and Ezekiel bear testimony 
against this explanation. An interpretation which dissevers the 
connection betwixt Shiloh and Shiloh, betwixt Shiloh and Solo- 
mon, betwixt Shiloh and the Prince of Peace, betwixt Shiloh 
and Him '' whose is the judgment," must be, thereby, eelf-con- 
demned. Against the explanation, '' Until he comes to rest," 
it may also be urged, that the Accusative could not here stand 
after a verb of motion ; it was too natural to consider Shiloh as 
the subject. If it had been intended in any other sense, a p m  
position would have been absolntely requisite. 

We further remark, that vers. 11 and 12, which ancient and ' 

modern interpretera, e.g., Kurtz, have attempted to bring into 
artificial connection with ver. 10, simply '' h i s h  the picture of 
Judah's happiness by a description of the luxurious fulness of 
his rich territory" (Tuch). Their tenor is quije different from 
that which precedes, where a pre-eminence was assigned to 
Judah; for they contain nothing beyond a simple, positive 
declaration. What is in them assigned to Judah, belongs to 
him only as a part of the whole, as a fellow-heir of the country 
flowing with milk and honey, and corresponds entirely with the 
blessings upon the other sons, which are, almost all of them, only 
individual applications of the general blessing. I t  is evidently 
parallel to what, in vem. 25, 26, is said of Joseph, and in ver 
20 of Asher. That which Jacob here assigns to Judah, was 

Knobel knows of no other expedient by which to eecape from the force 
of thi argument, than by changing the punctuation. He p r o p  to read 
*f, a word which nowhere occurs. 
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formerly, in Gen. xxvii. 28, assigned by Isaac to Jacob, and in 
him to the whole people : God give thee of the dew of heaven, 
and the fatness of the earth, and plenty of corn and wine." 
Hence, it is not at a11 necessary to examine history for the p u r  
pose of ascertaining whether Judah was distingnished a b e  the 
other tribes, by plenty of wine and milk. 

W e  need not lose much time in discussing the attempts which 
have been made to assign the blessing of Jacob to a later period. 
The futility of all of them is proved by the circumstance, that 
we have not here before us any special predictions, such as are 
peculiar to vaticinia post eumtum, but general prophetical out- 
lines, individual applications of the general blessings, exem- 
plifications. Whatever seems, at first sight, to be different, 
melts away while handling it. Thus, for example, the bless- 
ings which Israel enjoyed by his dwelling on the sea-side, are 
pointed out in the blessing upon Zebulun, becanse he had hi 
name from the dwelling, Gen. xxi. 20. That Zebulun is here 
viewed only as a part of the whole, appears from the fact that, 
aftemards, he did not live by the sea at all. In the case of 
Issachar, it was the individuality of the a~~cestor Jacob which 
gave him occasion to describe, from his own example, the 
dangers of an indolent rest. History does not say anything of 
Issachar alone having yielded to these dangers in a peculiar 
degree. I n  the case of Joseph, the events personal to the son 
are transferred to the tribe, and in the tribe, to the whole 
nation. I n  an inimitable manner the tender love of the father 
towards his son and provider meets us here. The only thing 
which goes beyond the human sphere of Jacob, is the prediction 
by which Judah is placed in the centre of the world's history. 
But it is just this which, even in its beginnings, goes beyond 
the time at which this pretended vaticinium post euentum is 
placed by rich, Bleek, and Etoald; for, by this assumption of 
theirs, they are necessarily limited to the time before David, if 
they wish to avoid the insurmountable difficulties which arise 
from what is said of Levi and of Joseph. But to the man who 
looks deeper, vers. 8-10 are just the seal of the divinity, and 
hence of the genuineness also, of this prophecy, and, with all 
his heart, he will hate such miserable conjectures.' 

1 The rationalistic objection, that at so great an age, and on the brink 
of the grave, man ia not wont to compose poem% may be refuted by a 
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Let us now follow through history Jacob's blessing upon 
Jndah. From this inquiry it will appear how deep has been 
the impression made by it upon the pedple of the covenant. 
On this occasion also, it will be seen still more distinctly what 
the right is which rationalistic criticism has to declare this 
fundam~ntal ptwphecy to be the recent production of an obscure 
poet. The chain-lie character of Holy Scripture will be seen 
in a very striking light. 

In Num. ii. regulations are laid down respecting the order 
in which the tribes are to encamp about the tabernacle, and in 
which they are to set forth. " On the east side, towards which 
the entrance of the sanctuary is directed, and hence in the 
front, Judah, as the principal tribe, is encamped ; and the two 
sons of his mother-Isaachar and Zebulun-who were born 
immediately after him, pitch next to him. On the south side 
there is the camp, with the standard, of Reuben ; and next to him 
are his brother Simeon, who was born immediately after him, 
and Gad, one of the sons of his mother's maid. The west side 
is assigned to the sons of Rachel, with Ephraim at their head. 
And,jitlaUy, on the north side, the three other sons of the maids, 
vi?;., Dan, Asher, and Naphtali, have their position. I n  the same 
order as they encamp they are also to set forth." (Baumgarten.) 

Judah is the chief tribe on the chief side. This distinction 
reference to the history of the ancient -4rabic poetry. The AraBc pdete 
before the time of Mohammed often recited long poems extempore,-so 
noturd to them was poetry. (Compare Tharaphs Mnallakah, ed. Rewke, 
p. xl.; Antars Moallakah, ed. Menil. p. 18.) The poet Lebid, who 
attained to the age of 157 y e .  (compare Reiske prokgg. ad  Thar. MoaU. 
p. m. ; De S a y ,  Memoires de PAcademie des immptions, p. 405 ff.), 
~ p a e d  a poem when he was dying; compare Herbelot Bibl. Or. p. 513. 
The poet Hareth was 136 years old when he recited extempore him M d -  
law, which is still extent ; compare Reiskc 1.c. The objection, too, that it 
in inconceivable how the blessing spoken by Jacob could have been handed 
down wbatim to Moeea, h d e  ita beat refutation in the history of Arabic 
poetry. The art of writing wee introduced among the Arabs only a Bhort 
time before Mohammed. (Compare dc S a y  1.c. pp. 306,348 ; ArnruUzltein' 
Mod. ed. Hcngstenbcrg, p. 3.) Up to that time, even the longest poems, 
of which aome consisted of more than a hundred venm, w m  preserved by 
mere oral tradition. (compare Nuweiri in RosenmiUler, Zoheiri MoaU. p. 
11) ; and the internal condition of t h m  which have been preserved to M 
bears the beat testimony to their having been faithfully handed down. 
Bat in the sea before q mmething altogether dZeoenb from a poem war 
E Q ~ d  
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is not based on the deeds hitherto performed by Judah, nor is 
i t  the result of any revelation which Moses received upon the 
subject. It is regarded as a matter of course. And yet, there 
must necessarily have been some foundation for such a distinc- 
tion, because, otherwise, it would have called forth the opposition 
of the other tribes, especially of that of Ephraim. Such a 
foundation, however, is afforded only by the blessing of Jacob, 
in which the tribe of Judah appears as the leading one. The 
complete realization of this prediction is left, indeed, in the 
hand of God ; but the bearer of honours so great, even although 
future, must, in the prospect of that future, enjoy, even in the 
present, a certain distinction ; such distinction, however, as does 
not at d l  imply sovereignty. 

But we are compelled to have recourse to Genesis, and espe- 
cially to chap. xlix., the more because the whole arrangement of 
the camp has evide~tly its foundation in Genesis, and the key to 
s whole series of facts in it can be found only in chap. xlix. If 
we ask why it is that the tribes of Issachar and Zebulun are 
subordinate to Judah;  that Reuben, Simeon, and Gad, that 
Ephraim and Benjamin, that Dan, Ashe< and Naphtali are 
encamped by each other; it is in Genesis alone that we are 
furnished with the answer. 

The position which Reuben occupies specially points to Gen. 
xlix. As the first-born, he ought to stand at the head ; but here 
we find him occupying the second place. In  Gen. xlix. Jacob 
says to him, on account of his guilt, "Thou shalt not excel ;" 
and " the excellency of dignity, and the excellency of power," 
which up to that time he had possessed, are transferred to 
Judah. Yet Moses has so much regard to his original dignity, 
that he places him immediately after Judah ; the utterance of 
Jacob did not entitle him to assign to him a lower position. 
Further,-The reason why Dan stands at the head of the sons 
of the maids is explained only in Gen. xlix. 16-18, where Dan 
is specially distinguished among them, and where it is specially 
said of him, Dan shall judge his people." 

If the blessing of Jacob be the production of a later time, 
then the order of the encampment, which rests upon it, must 
necessarily be so also ; but such an idea will at once be discarded 
by every man of sound judgment. Even they who refuse to 
acknowledge Moses as the author of the Pentateuch, admit that 
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those regulations which bear reference only to the condition of 
things in the wilderness must have originated from him. 

But exactly the same order which Moses in Num. ii. pre- 
m i  for the encampment and setting forth of the tribes, is 
found again in chap. vii., where there is described the offerings 
which the princes of the tribes offered at the dedication of the 
altar. Every prince has here a day to himself, and here also 
does Judah occupy the first place: "And he that offered his 
o f i n g  the first day was Nahshon, the son of Amminadab, of the 
tribe of Judah."-If any one should venture to set down this 
chapter also, with all its details, as a fabrication of later times, 
he would only betray an utter absence of all scientific judgment. 

According to Num. x. 1'4, Judah led the march when they 
set forth from Sinai. 

Balaam's prophecies, the genuineness of which is proved by 
so many weighty arguments (compare the enumeration of them 
in my work on Balaam), rest, in general, on 'the fundamental 
prophecies of Genesis, but especially on the blessing of Jacob 
upon Jndah. 

In Num. wiii. 24, Balaam says : a Behold, a people, like a 
full-grown lion he rises, and like a lion he lifts himself up. Not 
shall he lie down until he eat of the prey, and drink the blood 
of the slain." This conclusion of Balaam's second prophecy, 
which at once demolishes Balak's vain hopes of victory, by 
pointing out the dreadful power of Israel, unconquerable by all 
his enemies, and crushing them all, has an intentional reference 
to Gen. xlix. 9,-a reference specially suitable for such a con- 
clusion. What was there ascribed to Judah is here transferred 
to hae l ,  whose fore-champion Judah is. " Dost thou think," 
says Balaam to Balak, "of being able to overcome them, to 
stop them in their course towards the mark held out to them? 
Behold, according to an old revelation of their God, they are a 
people destroying their enemies with the lion's strength. There- 
fore, get thee out of their way, lest such a fate befall thee;' 

In Num. xxiv. 9, Balaam says, " He couches, he lies as a 
lion, and as a great lion, who shall atir him up ?" As in the 
preceding prophecy he had ~ointed out Israel's dreadful power 
which s e e m  to him victory in the battle, sb here he shows 
how, even after having 6nGhed the battle, this power so intimi- 
dates his enemies, that they do not venture to disturb his peace. 
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That  which Jacob had said of Judah, is, with intended literality, 
here transferred to Israel. 

I n  Num. xxiv. 17, we read : " I see him, but not now ; I 
behold him, but not nigh : a star goetli out of Jacob, and a 
sceptre riseth out of Israel, and smiteth the borders of Moab, 
and destroyeth all the sons of the tumult."-As the two preced- 
ing utterances carry us back to Gen. xlix. 9, so this one refera 
to ver. 10, where the sceptre, the emblem of dominion, denotes, 
just as it does in this passage, dominion itself, and where to 
Judah, and in him to all Israel, the kingdom is promised which 
shall at last be consummated in the Shiloh. The meaning of 
the words, "A sceptre riseth out of Israel," is explained in ver. 
19 by the words, "Dominion shall come out of Jacob." Jacob 
has in view the internal relations among his descendants, and 
hence he speaks specially of Judah ; but Balaam, in accordance 
with his object, speaks of Israel only. Jacob points, a t  the 
close, to Shiloh's just and peaceful dominion ; but Balaam, who 
has to do with the enraged and obstinate enemies of Israel, 
points out, from among the effects produced by the star and 
sceptre, only the victorious might, and destructive power which 
these will display in the conflict with the enemies of Israel. 

In the blessing of Moses, Deut. xxxii3.7, it is said of Judah: 
"Hear, Lord, the voice of Judah, and bring him unto his 
people ; with I& hands he fights for himself, and be Thou an 
help to him from his enemies." Even the remarkable brevity 
of this utterance points back to the blessing of Jacob. With 
this brevity, the length of the blesiing upon Levi, who had been 
treated too summarily by Jacob, forms a striking contrast. I n  
the case of Reuben also, the attempt to pour oil into the wounds 
then inflicted is visible. The whole announcement is based 
upon the supposition that Judah is the fo rdampion  of Israel; 
and this aupposition refers us back to Gen. xlix. This appears 
especially in the words, " Bring him to his people," on which 
light is thrown only by Gen. xlix. I t  is for his people that 
Judah eng8geJ in foreign wars, and the Lord, fulfilling the 
words, " From the prey, my eon, thou goest up," bring him 
safely to his people? 

Onkebs p a r a p k  these wordn very correctly, thus : '' Hear, 0 Lord, 
tbe prayera of Judah when he out to war, and bring him safely bsJ; 
to his people." 
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There can be no doubt that in Shiloh, as the name of a 
place, there is a reference to Gen. xlix. 10. They who rightly 
denied that Shiloh could, in that passage, be understood as the 
name of the place, could, nevertheless, not feel satisfied as long 
as they allowed a twofold Shiioh to exist unconnected with each 
other. The agreement in the ve y rare and peculiar form, which 
nowhere else occurs, cannot well be a matter of accident. 

In the Pentateuch, Shiloh does not occur at all as the name 
of a place. In  the passage where Shiloh is first mentioned- 
in 'Josh. xvi. 6-another.name is beside it, and prefixed to it. 
According to that passage, the former name was Taanah. (They 
who are of opinion that this place was different from Shiloh, can 
find no support from the authority of Ewebius ; it is not said 
Taanah by Shiloh, but Taanath-Shiloh.) After that place had 
become the seat of the Sanctuary, the holy name Shiloh took 
the place of the former natural one. The reason why this name 
was given to i t  is indicated in Josh. xviii. 1 : And the whole 
congregation of the children of Israel assembled together at 
Shiloh, and set up the tabernacle of the congregation there ; 
and the land wos subdued before them." Compare also xxi. 44, 
xxii 4, where i t  i$ remarked that at that time " the Lord gave 
them rest round about." (See Bachiene, Paleetina ii. 3, S. 409 
ff.) In the subjection of the country,-in the rest which the 
Lord had given them from all round about, they saw an earne'st 
of, and a prelude to, the obedience of the nations in general, 
and to the state of perfect rest which should take place at some 
future time with the appearing of Shiloh. Victory, peace! 
(Sk$riedl) such was the watchword corresponding to the 
elevated consciousne+s of the people. I t  is an elevation quite 
similar to that which we so often perceive in the Psalms. 
"Sometimes there rises the hope that the Gentiles shall, at 
mme future period, be received among the people of God-a 
hope based upon the experience of the Lord's victorious power 
in the present, in which faith perceives a pledge of the future 
subjection of the world's power under His sceptre. Thus, in 
pen. 29-32 of Ps. Mi., which mas composed by David on the 
occasion of his having, by the help of the Lord, conquered his 
most dangerous enemies, the Aramites and Ammonites; in 
Pa. xlvii., written on the occasion of Jehoshaphat's victory over 
several heathen nations; and in Ps. lxxxvii., composed on the 
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ground of the joyful events under Hezekiah, the germ of the 
hope for the conversion of the heathen, which had all along lain 
dormant in the people, was developed."' 

After the main power of the Canaanites had been broken 
by the expeditions of all Israel under Joshua, Judah begins, at 
the command of God, to expel the Canaanites from the terri- 
tory assigned to him. I n  Judges i. 1, 2, we read : " And the 
children of Israel asked the Lord, Who shall go up for us 
against the Canaanites at the beginning to fight against them? 
And the Lord said, Judah shall go up ; behold, I deliver the 
land into his hands." They were concerned to find out the 
tribe who, by the decree of God, had been destined to be the 
fore-champion for his brethren, and with whom they might be 
sore of a happy commencement of the war. The short answer, 
" Judah shall go up," would scarcely have been justified, had 
it not had a foundation in a previous declaration of God's will. 
I t  indicates that Jacob's blessing upon Judah still possessed its 
power. 

In like manner, in the war against Benjamin, according to 
divine direction, Judah goes up first to the battle, forms the 
vanguard, Judges xx. 18. The intentional identity of the ex- 
pression used here and in chap. i., leads us to the supposition 
that the words, " Judah shall go up," have, in both passages, 
the same foundation. 

From both of these events, we are led to expect that Judah 
may be called to occupy a still more important position. The 
announcement of Jacob regarding Judah, to which the words, 
" Judah shall go up," refer, finds, in these events, evidently but 
a poor beginning of its complete fulfilment. All, however, 
which was required in the meantime, was the indication, bygentle 
touches, of the position which Judah was called to occupy in 
future times. I t  is just God's way to take time in carrying out 

It ia probable a h ,  that in the passage, Josh. xvi. 6, where Shiloh 
occurs for the first time ss the name of a place, and which we have already 
d i s c d ,  there ia not, ae we asaumed, a connection of the former name 
with the latter, but the complete appellation, of which the Iatk-Shiloh 
-is only an abbreviation. From the well aemkbed and common mgnifi- 
cation of the verb NK, we are entitled to explain Taanath-Shiloh : 'L the 
futurity, or the appearance of Sbiloh." Shiloh shall come l Such was 
the watchword at that time. The word 8 3 ~  would then correspond to 
the K 3  of the fundamental pannag% 
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His elections ; all human conditions must first disappear. After 
these two intimations, at  the end of the time of Joshua (for 
Judgea i. 1, 2, belongs to that period ; the words, " And it 
came to pass after the death of Joshua," do not refer to what 
follows immediately after, but only to the contents of the book 
as a whole), and at  the beginning of the time of the Judges, 
Judah retires out of view. During the whole period of the 
Judges, Ephraim held the supremacy. 'Under David, the 
validity of the election suddenly appeared, and the announce- 
ment of Jacob found a glorions fulfilment ; but again, snch an 
one only as pointed to a atill more glorious fulfilment in the 
fntnre. Before this took place, however,-before Shiloh came, 
to whom the obedience of the people was promised, the lamp of 
Jndah was once more to be extinguished, so that, to human 
eyes, it should be invisible for many centuries. 

In 1 Chron. xxviii. 4, David says : "And the Lord God of 
Israel chose me out of all the house of my father to be king 
over Israel for ever ; for H e  hath chosen Judah to be the ruler, 
and in the house of Judah, the house of my father, and in the 
house of my father, He liked me to make me king over all 
Israel." David here pointa to an event by which Judah was 
m i d  to be the ruling tribe ; and such an election is nowhere 
else to be found than in Gen. xliu. We cannot for a moment 
auppose that Judah was elected only in, and with, the election 
of David. Against snch a supposition militates the fact, that 
even the election of David's house is represented in history as 
being distinct from the election of David himself ; for in 1 Sam. 
xvi. the decree of God is first made knorn, that one of Jesse's 
sons is to be king; and it is only afterwards that we are told 
which of them is to be chosen. The expression too, " He hath 
chosen Judah to be the rub," is decisive against it ; for this 
expression has an evident reference to the sceptre and lawgiver 
in Gen. xlix. But if any doubt should still remain, it would be 
entirely removed by the ~arallel passage in 1 Chron. v. 2, where, 
in the words, "For Judah was mighty among his brethren, 
and of him the prince was to come," there is an allusion, which 
cannot be mistaken, to Gen. xlix. . 

There cannot be a doubt that David gave to his son the name 
Solomon, because he hoped that, in his just and peaceful reign, 
he would be a type of the Shiioh whom the nation should will- 
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ingly obey, just as, in his own reign, there had been the first 
grand fulfilment of what Jacob had ~rophesied of Judah's lion- 
coumge, and lion-etrength,-of Jndah's sceptre and lawgiver. 
We have here the counterpart of the fact, that the children of 
Israel, after the first occupation of the country, gave to the seat 
of the sanctuary the name of Shiloh. In  the case of Solomon, 
both the name and the substance point to Shiloh. With regard 
to the mme, three out of the four letters of which the name 
no& consists, are common to it with Shiloh. The signification 
is precisely the same ; so also is the form. In ;ID& as well as 
in $rw we meet with the very raxe case of the 1 at the end 
being thrown off. In EwaMs Grammar, 5 163, these two names 
are, for this reason, pointed out and placed immediately beside 
each other. And, with regard to the agreement in the substance, 
we refer to 1 Chron. xxii. 9, where Nathan says to David: 
"Behold, a son shall be born to thee, who shall be a man of 
rest, and I will give him rest from all his enemies round about; 
for his name shall be Solomon, and I will give peace and quiet 
ness unto Israel in his days!' We refer, fUTther, to 1 Kings 
r. 4, where Solomon says to Hiram : "And now the Lord my 
God hath given me rest round about ; there is neither adversary 
nor evil obacle!' We refer, finally, to 1 Kings v. 4, 5 (ii. 
24, 25) : "He had dominion over all the region on the other 
side of the river, from Sphsah even to Gaza, over all the kings 
on the other side of the river, and he had peace from all his 
servants round about. And Judah and Israel dwelt safely, 
every man under his vine and fig-tree, from Dan even to Beer- 
sheba, all the days of Solomon!" 

But if any further doubt should remain as regards the typical 
relation in which Solomon stands to Shiloh, it would be removed 
by Ps. lxxii., which discards the very idea that Solomon cmld 
be anything more than a type,-that any hope had ever been 
entertained of his being himself the Shiloh. Even David's 
Messianic Psalms bear witness against such an opinion. In 
harmony with the words of our Lord in Matt. xii. 42, "A 

That there exista a connection between Shiloh and Solomon hsa often 
been g u d  at and expreseed; but expoeitors have not succeeded well in 
determining it  more cloeely. The Samarit. Arab. Translation here says 
expressly : L' Until Solomon cometh." (Comp. Lib. Genes. rcc. Arab. Pncl. 
samrit. wrr.  cd. Kunzm. Leyden, 61.) 
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greater than Solomon is here," Solomon in this Psalm points 
beyond himself. I n  his own just and peaceful dominion, he 
beholds a type of the kingdom of the Prince of Peace, who, 
by His justice and love, shall obtain dominion, over the world, 
and whom all kings shall worship, and all the heathen shall 
serve. How closely this Psalm is connected with Gen. slix. 
is pointed out by Ezekiel, in a passage of which we shall imme- 
diately treat. 

In ver. 9 of Pa. Ix., which was composed by David, the 
words, " Judah is my lawgiver"-equivalent to, Judah is my, 
Lr, Israel's ruling tribe-point to Gen. xlix. 10, according to 
which the lawgiver shall not depart from Judah; just as ver. 13, 
"Give us help from the enemy," alludes to Deut. xxxiii. 7, where 
it is said of Judah, "Be thou a help to him from his enemies," 
and ver. 14, to Num. xxiv. 18. 

That the Prince of Peace spoken of in Is. ix. 5, under whom 
there is " no end to the increase of government and of peace," 
refers to the Peaceful One, to whom the nations render obedience, 
will not be doubted by those who have recognised the connection 
in which Solomon and Ps. Ixxii. stand to the Shiloh. Nor will 
such fail to recognise an allusion to the Shiloh in dl-the other 
passages of the Prophe+, in which the Messiah is described as 
the Author of rest and peace; e.g., Mic. iv. 1-4; Is. ii. 2-4; 
Zech. ix. 10 ; and the less so, the more clearly it appears, from 
passages of Ezekiel, what influence Gen. xlix. exercised over 
the prophetic consciousness. Isaiah significantly alludes to it in 
other passages also. In chap. xxix. 1, 2, he says: "Woe to 
Ariel, (i.e., Lion of God), the city where David encamped I Add 
ye year to year, let the feastv revolve. And I distress Ariel, 
and there shall be heaviness and asction, but it shall be unto 
me as Arie1;"-the meaning of which is: Jerusalem will, in 
times to come, endure heavy d ic t ion  (through Asshur), but the 
world-conquering power of the kingdom of God will manifest 
itself in her deliverance. The name Ariel is emphatically placed 
at the beginning, and, in it, the Prophet gives to the congrega- 
tion of God a guarantee for her deliverance. That which Jacob . 
had said of Judah, who, to him, appeared as the invincible lion 
of God, is here applied to Zion, the city where David encamped, 
the centre of the kingdom of Judah. 

Ezekiel, in his lamentation over the princes of Israel who, 
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in his time, were standing just at the brink of the abyss, sap 
in chap. xix. 2 : "Thy mother was a lioness, who lay down 
among lionesses, and brought up her whelps among young lions." 
The mother is the congregation of Judah. The image of the 
lion points to the blessing of Jacob, and its fulfilment in history. 
" Judah once couched in a threatening position, endangering his 
adversaries,' in the midst of lions, La., among the other powerful 
kingdoms fond of conquests." (H~vernick.) 

I n  Ezek. xxi. 15, 18 (10-15), the Lord, with an evident 
allusion to Gen. xlix. 10, announces the (temporary) destruction 
of the sceptre of His son (i.e., Israel or Judah), a sceptre which 
despises all other sceptrea. 

I n  vers. 30-32 (25-27) of the same chapter, Ezekiel foretells, 
in the name of the Lord, a complete overturning of all relations, 
a total revolution, in which the Davidic kingdom especially 
is brought down, a condition of affairs in which rest and safety 
will not anywhere be found. Thii state of things is to continue 
"until H e  comes to whom is the judgment; to Him I will 
~ V O  it!' - 

The reference of this paasage to Gen. xlix. cannot be mis- 
taken. I t  was recognised, indeed, by the ancient translators; 
only that most of them erroneously found in it an explanation 
instead of an allusion. 

Instead of the words, "to whom is the jud,pent," we 
should, from the expression used in Gen. xlix. 10, "Until 
Shiloh cometh," have expected, "to whom is peace;" but 
Ezekiel has filled up Glen.-&x. 10 from Ps. lxxiii 1-5, where 
judgment and righteousness appear as the basis of the peace 
which the Anointed One shall bring. And pence occupies the 
hackground in Ezekiel also. The advent of Him to whom is 
the judgment, in contrast with the injustice and wickedness of 
those who were hitherto the bearers of the sceptre, puts an end 
to strife, confusion, and destruction. That, in like manner, in 
Gen. x l k ,  the judgment occupies the back&ound, we see plainlp, 
from the commentary upon that passage furnished by Ps. lxxii., 
as well as from Is. ix. and ii. I n  Ps. lsxii., peace comes into 
consideration, only in so far as it is a product and consequence 
of justice, which is an attribute of the King, and is'by him 

Kimchi says : " Aa long ae the Jews were doing the will of God, they 
could lie down like the lion without fear." 
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infused into the life of the nation. In  vers. 1-50, the thought 
is : " God gives righteousness to His King, and in consequence 
of it, righteousness and the fear of God become indigenous to 
the people, and these again bring peace in their train." 

Every word in Ezekiel is taken from Gen. xlix. and Ps. E i .  
From the latter are taken the words, "judgment," and "I will 
give it." (Compare Ps. lxxii. 1 : "Give the King thy jndg- 
ments.")e combination of these two passages points out 
their close connection, and indicates that Pa. h i i .  is to be viewed 
as a comment. Onkelos, who thus translates the passage in 
Gen. xh., " Until Messiah comes, to whom the kingdom is due, 
and Him the people shall obey," has very properly only supple- 
mented the declaration of Jacob from Ezekiel, or, at least, has 
taken thence the explanation of Shiloh. 

But, at the same time, the words r;wm (J 3m, which, on 
the basis of Ps. lxxii., Eze&el pdts in the. place of &a, allude 
to the letters of the 1qtt.q ;word which. fol'ma the initials of 
the words in Ezekiel. That is 'the. main letter in ~ m ,  is 
shown by the common abbrevia~on of if into v ; and 'that the ' in 
h is unessential, is proved by the circumstame that the name 
of the place is often written fib, and that even in Gen. xlix. 10, 
a number of manuscripts have this orthography. 

"From the allusion to a prophecy so well known, and so 
frequently used, the brevity of the. prophecy in Ezekiel is to be 
explained. I t  forms a most powerful conclusion and resting- . 
point for the prophetic discourse." (Hdvernkk.) 

There cannot be any doubt that Ezekiel found in Gen. xlix. 
10, the prophecy of a personal Messiah. They, therefore, who 
assert that no such prophecy is contained in our passage, must, 
at the same time, assert that Ezekiel misunderstood it; yea, even 
more, that, even as early as at that period, a false view of that 
passage was generally prevalent. For, the manner in which 
Ezekiel alludes to it presupposes that, at that time, the view 
which found in it a personal Messiah was generally held. If we 
observe still further, that Ezekiel connected the allusion to Ps. 
h i i .  with that to Gen. xlix., we cannot hesitate for a moment 
to admit that he understood the name Shioh to be Rest-maker, 
Peac+maker ; only, that on the ground of Ps. Luxii., he mentions 
the cause instead of the effect. He had, moreover, the stronger 
m n  for designating the bearer of peace as the bearer of judg- 
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ment, because, in his time, the want of judgment had evidently 
produced the absence of peace, and the general confusion, misery, 
and destruction. 

" As in Gen. xlix. the Patriarch sees a light rising at a far 
dishce,  and spreading its brightness over the darkness of cen- 
turies, so in Ezekiel also, the same ray of glorions hope lightens 
through the dark night of confusion and unutterable misery in 
which he sees himself enveloped." 

Kurtt, S. 266, has altogether denied the copnection of the 
passage in Ezekiel with Gen. xlix. These two passages are, as 
he thinks, altogether different, inasmuch as Ezekiel announces 
destruction and desolation which shall continue until H e  comes 
to whom is the judgment, while Gen. xlix., when understood of 
a personal Messiah, announces dominion which shall continue 
until Shiloh comes. But Ezekiel does not contradict Gen. xlix. 
10. He gives only the supplement necessary for preventing 
this passage from being considered as a permission to sin, and 
from becoming a support of false security. Ezekiel, too, assumes 
a continuation of the dominion. If that were not concealed 
behind the destruction, how could u the coming of Him to 
whom is the judgment" be pointed out as the limit of that de- 
struction? The tree indeed is cut down, but the root remains 
in its full vigour. 

When Jacob announces that the sceptre shall not depart until 
Shiloh, the prince of peace, cometh, he can thereby mean only 
that it would not depart definitively ; for, otherwise, he would 
have belied his own experience. From the way by which the 
Lord had led him, he had sufficiently learnt that God's promises 
to sinful men must be taken cum grano salis ; that they never 
exclude the visitation of the elect on account of their sins, and 
that it is only in the end that God will bring all to a glorious 
fulfilment. When he went to Mesopotamia, God had said 
to him, " I am with thee, and I will keep thee in all places 
whither thou goest," Gen. xxviii. 15 ; and yet the deceit which 
he had practised upon his father and brother was recompensed 
to him there by the deceit of Laban, and he was obliged to say, 
" In  the day the drought consumed me, and the frost by night, 
and my sleep departed from mine eyes," Gen. xxxi. 40. When 
he came from the land of the two riven, God blessed him and 
g w e  him the honourable name of Israel, (3en. xxxii. ; and yet 
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he had soon thereafter to experience grievous distress on 
want of Dinah and Joseph; and in chap. xxxvii. 3435 ,  we 
are told concerning him : "And Jacob rent his clotheg and 
put sackcloth upon his loins, and mourned for his aon many 
days. And all his sons and all his daughters rose up to com- 
fort him ; but he refused to be comforted, and he said, I shall 
go down into the grave unto luy son in sorrow." I n  the king- 
dom of God there are no other promises than such as resemble 
those rivers which flow alternately abovo aud below ground. 
since it is certain that all the subjects of the promises are affected 
by sin. 

Ezekiel xliii. 15  likewise refers to the blessing of Jacob upoil 
Judah. The altar for the burntrofferings in the new temple is 
first called Hare1 = the mountain of God, and afternards Ariet 
= the Lion of God,-indicating that what had been promised 
to Judah in Gen. xlix., viz., the-Lion's nature and invincible 
power, victorious over all enemies, has its root in the altar,-in 
the circumstance that the people of God are a people whose sins 
are forgiven, who dedicate themselves to God, and give Him 
thanks and praise. 

A very remarkable reference to Gen. xlix. meets us at the 
very threshold of the New Testament. I n  Luke ii. 13, 14, the 
heavenly host praise God, saying: " Glory be to God in the 
highest, and on earth peace." The words, " glory" or " praise 
be to God," are an allusion to Judah, and to the glorious things 
foretold in Gen. xlix. of him who centres in Christ. Christ is 
the true Judah,-He by whom God is glorified, John xiv. 13. 
The words, "on earth peace," contain the explanation of the 
name Shiloh, the first name under which the Saviour is cele- 
brated in the Old Testament. 
As the words with which the Saviour is first introduced into 

the world allude to Gen. xlix., so the Lord Himself, before His 
departure, alludes to this fundamental Messianic prophecy in 
John xiv. 27 : " Peace I leave with you, My peace I give unto 
you ;" and in xvi. 33 : " These things I have spoken unto you, 
h t  in Me ye might have peace." So also, after His resurrec- 
tion, Christ says, in the circle of His disciples, "Peace be unto 
JOU,'' John xx. 19, 21, 26. 

The last book of the entire Holy Script-the Apocalypse 
0 
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-likewise points back to the remarkable prophecy of Christ at 
the close of its first, book. I n  Rev. v. 5, we read : " And one 
of the elders saith unto me, Weep not : behold, the Lion of the 
tribe of Judah, the Root of David, hath prevailed." " The d e  
signetion of Christ as the Lion of the tribe of Judah, rests on 
Gen. xliu. 9. Judah appears there as a lion, in order to denote 
his warlike and victorious powers. But Judah himself, accord- 
ing to the blessing of dying Jacob, is at some future period to 
centre in the Messiah. As a type;. he had formerly centred 
ahead J in David, in whom the lion-xaatuie of the tribe of Jndah 
was manifhd." This allusion sliows that even what is aaid in 
vers. 8, 9, found its complete fulfilment only in Christ, and that 
vers. 8, 9, are parallel to the entire ver. 10, and not to its first 
half only. 

&ye1 remarks on Rev. v. 6 : " The elder had pointed John 
to a  ion, and yet John beheld a Lamb. The ~ o r d  J- is 
called a Lion only once in this prophecy, and that, at the very 
beginning, before the appellation Lamb appears. This indi- 
cates that ae often as the Lamb is remembered, we should also 
remember Him as the Lion of the tribe of Judah." 

As the designation of Christ as the Lion refers to what, in 
the blessing of Jacob, ie said of the lion-nature of the tribe of 
Judah, so, in the "Lamb*-the emblem of innocence, jw 
tice, silent patience and gentleness-the name Shiloh is em- 
bodied. 

BALMWS PROPHEOY. 

CARRIED by the Spirit into the far distant future, Balaam eees 
here how a star goeth out of Jacob and a sceptre riseth out of 
Israel, and how this sceptre smiteth Moab, by whose enmity the 
Seer had been brought from a distant region for the destruction 
of Israel. And not Moab only shall be smitten, but its southern 
neighbur, Edom, too shall be subdued, whose hatred against 
Israel had already been prefigured in its ancestor, and had now 
begun to display itself; and in general, all the enemies of the 



people of God shall be cast down to the ground by the Ruler 
out of Jacob. 

Ver. 17. " I see him, but not now; I behold him, but not nigh. 
A star goeth out of Jacob, and a sceptre riseth out of Israal, and 
m&h the border8 of M i b ,  and dcstroyeth all the eons of th8 
tumult. Ver. 18. And B h m  shall be a possession, and Sair 
sluaU be a possession-iris enemies, and I m e l  aequireth might. 
Ver. 19. And a Ruler shall ~ o m e  out.of Jacob, and destroyeth 
wha# r m ' n e t h  out of the city." 
The star  is, in Scripture, the symbol of the splendonr of 

power. . The aceptre leads us back to Glen. xlix. 10; and, in 
general, ,the announcements of B a l m  have, throughout, the 
promisee and hopes of the Patriarchs for their foundation. As 
in the fundamental passage, so here also, the sceptre, the symbol 
of dominion, stands for dominion itself. The substance of the 
two &ratbe expresions is briefly stated in ver. 19, in the 
words, " They shall rule out of Jacob," which are tantamount 
to, " A Ruler shall come out of Jacob." 

A difference of opinion exists regarding the glorious King who 
is here annoanced. From the earliest times, the Jews u n d e ~  
stood thereby the Messiah, either exclusively, or, at least, princi- 
pally, so as to admit of a: secondary reference to David. Onkelos 
translates : "When R King shall rise out of Jacob, and out of 
Israel Messish shall be anointed;"-Jonathn: "When a valiant ' 

Kmg shall rise out of the house of Jacob, and out of Israel, 
Messiah, and a strong Bceptre shall be anointed." The Book 
of Sohar remarks on the wards, '' I see him, but now :" " This 
was in part fulfilled at that time ; it will be completely fulfilled 
in the days of Messiah." (Compare the passages in Jos. de 
Foiuin, in the Prmern. on R. Madn i  Pugio jid. p. 68 ; R. 
Marti~ri iii. 3, c. 11; Scndltgen, Jesus Messius," S. 151.) How 
widely this opinion was spread among the Jews, is sufficiently 
apparent fr6ril .the circumstance, that the renowned pseudo- 
Ilessiah in the time of Hadrian adopted, with reference to the 
passage under review, the surname Barcochba, Le., Son of the 
Star.-From the, Jews, this interpretation ve y soon passed over 
to the Christians, d.ho rightly found a warrant for it in the 
narrative of the s tnr .~f  the h e  men from the East. C y d  of 
Jerusalem defendad'the Messianic interpretation against Julian. 
(Compare Juliun, ed. S'ad. p. 263 c. See other passages 
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from the fathers of the Church in Calov.) According to l3.m- 
&wet (Quest. 44 in Numb.), there were, indeed, some to whom 
"Balsam appeared to have foretold nothing concerning our 
Saviour;" but this opinion was rejected as profane. The 
Messianic interpretation has, in a narrower and wider sense- 
ie., as referring in the first instance to David, but in the highest 
and proper sense to Christ-become the prevailing one in the 
Evangelical Church also. I t  was defended even by such inter- 
preters as Calvin and Clen'cua, who, as to other passages, differed 
from the prevailing Messianic interpretation. (Compare espe- 
cially Mieg, de Stella et Sceptro Baleamitico in the Thes. Nw. p. 
423 sqq., and Boullier, Dissert. SyU. Amsterdam 1750, Dws 1.) 
On the other hand, the Messianic interpretation found a zealous 
and ingenious opponent, first in Verschuir in the Bill. &em. 
nova, reprinted in his Opzlsc. He was joined by the rationalistic 
interpreters, who maintained an exclusive reference to David. 
But IZosenmilller and Battmgarten-CM'W (bibl. Theol. S. 369) 
returned to the Messianic interpretation. 

The question at issue is chiefly this :-Whether by the star 
and sceptre some single Israelitish king is designated, or rather, 
an ideal person-the personified Israelitish kingdom. The latter 
view I proved, in my work on Balaam, to be the correct one, for 
the following reasons :-1. The reference to a certain Israelitish 
king is against the analogy of the other prophecies of the Penta- 
teuch. A single person, especially a single king of future time, 
is nowhere announced in it,-except the Messiah, whose an- 
nouncement, however, is different from that of David. But, on 
the other hand, the rise of the kingdom in Israel is announced 
as early as in the promise to the Patriarchs, on which all of 
Balaam's declarations rest throughout. I t  is only to this that 
the words, " A  star goeth out of Jacob, and a sceptre riseth 
out of Israel," can refer,-according to the analogy of Gen. 
xvii. 6 : " Kings shall come out of thee ; " ver. 16 : "And she 
shall become nations, kings of people shall be of her; " and 
xxxv. 11 : "Kings shall come out of thy loins." 2. The refer- 
ence to a single king would be against the analogy of Balaanis 
prophecies, inasmuch as these nowhere refer to a single indi- 
vidual. 3. The sceptre does not, in itself, lead us to think of an 
individual, since it does not designate a ruler, but dominion in 
general. But that which especiallymilitates against the reference 
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to an individual is the comparison with the fundamental passage, 
Gen. xlix. 10, in which Judah, and in him all Israel, does not 
receive the promise of a single king, but of the kingdom which 
shall at last be. consummated in the Shiloh. 4. In favour of 
this general interpretation is also ver. 19, in which the words, 
"And dodinion shall come out of Jacob," or literally, "They 
shall rule out of Jacob," may be considered as just a commen- 
tary on the words, t~ A sceptre riseth out of Israel!' So also 
is ver. 7, "More elevated than Agag be his king-here the 
king of Israel is an ideal person-the personification of the 
kingdom. Agag, i.e., the fiery one, is not a proper name, but 
a surname of all Amalekite kings. The Amalekite kingdom- 
which here represents the world's power, opposed to the king- 
dom of God, because at the time of the Seer the Amalekites 
were the most powerful among the people who were hostile to 
Israel (compare ver. 20, where they are called the beginning of 
the heathen nations, i.e., the most powerful of them)-is here put 
in opposition to the Israelitish kingdom, and the latter will show 
itself superior to all worldly power. 

The arguments which thns prove the reference of Balaam's 
prophecy to an Israelitish kingdom, disprove also, not only the 
exclusive reference to David, but also the exclusive reference to 
Christ; although they imply at the same time that the prophecy, 
in its find reference, has Christ for its subject. The Israelitish 
kingdom, indeed, attained to the full height of its destiny only 
in and with the Messiah ; without the Messiah, the Israelitish 
kingdom is a trank without a head. The.prophecy thns centres 
in Christ. W e  are, however, not entitled to suppose that the 
prophet himself wss not aware of this; on the contrary, we cannot 
but assume that Balaam must have known it. I t  is with in- 
tention that he does not speak of a plurality of Israelitish kings. 
The Israelitish kingdom, on the contrary, appears to him in the 
from of an ideal king, because he knows that, at some period, it 
~ 1 1  find its full realization in the person of one king. For the 
same reason, Moses also describes the propbetic order, in the first 
instance, as an idcat prophet. That Bdaam knew that the 
hel i t ish kingdom would centre in theahdessiah, is shown by 
the reference which his prophecy has to that of dying Jacob, in 
Gen. xlix. 10, from which the.fignre of the sceptre is borrowed. 
According to the latter passage, the whole dignity of Judah as 
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ruler and lord over the whole heathen world is to centre in one 
elevated individual-the Shiioh. As to the letter, Balaam's 
prophecy falls short of the prophecy to which i t  refers, and on 
which it is founded, in two points. Instead of Judab, it men- 
tions Israel ; and instead of the invincible kingdom which is at 
last to centre in the Messiah, it represents the invincible king- 
dom only in general. But in both cases, this generality is easily 
accounted for by the external d ic t ion  of Balaam's prophecy : a 
more definite tendency was of importance only for those who 
were within. W e  are fully entitled to suppose that Balaam 
himself knew &at was contained in the fundamental passa,ne. 
To the same result we are led by the contents of the prophecy 

'itself. Balaam here brings into view an Israelitish kingdom, 
all-powerful on earth, and raised absolutely above the world'e 
power. He does not stop with the victory over Moab and Edom 
--even this victory appears to him aa an nbsolute and lasting 
one, and hence, essentially different from the temporary submis- 
sion to David-but, from the pal-ticular, which oldy series to 
exemplify the idea in reference to the historical relations exist- 
ing at the present, he passes on, in ver. 19, to the general, the 
total overthrow of the whole hostile world's power. Indeed, 
such a progress is probably found even in ver. 17 itself. I f  at 
the close of it we read, "And destroyeth all the sons of the 
tumult," the word all, which is wanting in 'Jer. xlviii. 45, indi- 
cates that by the sons of the tumult we are to understand not 
only the Moabites, but the whole rpccies to which they belonged, 
the whole heathen world, whose nature is restlessness, desire for 
strife, and the spirit of conquest,-the opposites of meekness and 
gentleness, which are the virtues characteristic of' the subjects of 
the kingdom of God. I n  ver. 18, the particular is likewise 
followed by the general. But while ver. 17 and 18 contain, in 
each of the two particular features, a previous short allusion to 
the general, ver. 19 most expressly and intentionally reduces the 
particular to the general. The absolute elevation above the 
world's power, attributed by Balaam to the Israelitish kingdom, 
leads not only beyond the idea of a single king of the ordinary 
stamp, but also beyond that of the entire ordinary kingdom. 

The objections urged against the Messianic interpretation are 
based either on a misunderstanding, or upon a superficial view of 
the passage. They who maintain that the judging activity of 



the Messiah is here brought forward in a manner too one-sided, 
forget that this part only could here be treated of. As Balaam's 
discom formed the answer to Balak's message-" Come, curse 
me this people ; peradventure we shall prevail to smite them and 
drive them out of the land,"-its natural subject was : I'eCs 
podion towards th&r enemies; and Balaam had e x p d y  stated, 
in ver. 1 4  that he would treat of that subject. Balaam had to 
do with an enemy of Iarael, and his chief aim was to represent to 
him the vanity of all his hostile efforts. The partial view arks, 
therefore, from the nature of the case ; and only in tlcat case could 
doubts arise as to the ultimate reference to the Messiah, if the 
other view were altogether denied. But such is by no means the 
case ; for the words in rer. 9, "Blessed is he that blesseth thee," 
distinctly point it out. They who object to the Messianic inter- 
pretation on the ground that, at the time of Christ, the Moabites 
had disappeared from the stage of history, overlook the circum- 
stance, that the Moabites here, as well as in Is. xi., where the 
complete destruction of Moab is likewise assigned to the times 
of the Messiah, are viewed only in their character as enemies 
to the congregation of God. If the prophecy were fulfilled 

1 upon the Moabites, even at the time when they still existed a3 
a nation, not as Moabites, but as the enemies of the people of 
God; then the limit of their national existence cannot be the 
limit of the fulfilment of the prophecy. A case quite analo- 
gous is found in Mic. v. 4, 5, where the prophet characterizes 
the enemies of the kingdom of God at the time of the Messiah 
by the name of Asahur, although i t  appears, from other pas- 
up ,  that he distinctly knew that Asshnr must, long ere that 
time, have disappeared from the scene of history. 

The Messianic character of the prophecy being thus estab- 
lished, it will be impossible to misunderstand the internal relae 
tion between the star of Balaam and the star of the wise men 
from the East. The star of Balaam is the emblem of the king- 
dom which will rise in Israel. The star of the Magi is the 
qmbol of the Ruler in whom the kingly power appears con- 
centrated. Tbe appearance of the star embodying the image 
oP the prophet, indicates that the last and highest fuElment of 
his prophecies is now to take place. 
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MOSES' PBOMlSE OF THE PROPHET. 

(DEUT. xviii. 15-19.) 

Ver. 15. " A prophet from the midst of h e ,  of thy brethren, 
l& unto me, Jelimah thy God will raise up : unto him ye shall 
hcccrh. Ver. 16. According to all that thou desiredst of Je- 
Irovai, thy God in Horel, in the day of the assembly, when tirou 
didst say, I will not hear any fader the voice of Jehovah my 
God, and u d l  not see this great jire any more, that I d i c  not. 
Ver. 17. Then Jehovah said unto me, They have well spoken. 
Ver. 18. A prophet I d l  raise them up from among their 
brethren, like unto thee; and I will put My words into his moth, 
and he shall speak urrto them all that I shall command him. 
Ver. 19. And it shall come to pass, that whosoever will not 
hearken unto My words whiclb he shall speak in My name, I will 
require it of him." 

If we leave out of view the unfortunate attempts of those 
who mould understand by the prophet here promised, either 
Joshua-as is done by Abenezra, Bechai, and won Ammon 
(Christol. S. 29)-or Jeremiah-as is the case in Baal Hatturim 
and Jalkut out of the book Pesikta, and in AbarbaneZ-we may 
reduce the expositions of this passage to three classes. 1. 
Several consider the prophet" as a collective noun, and M- 

derstand thereby the prophets of all times. Such was the 
opinion of Origen (c. Celsum i. 9, 5, MosA.), of the Arabic 
translator, and of most of the modern Jewish interpreterg- 
especially Kimchi, Ahhech, and L i p a n  ( N i b  137) ; while 
Abenezra and Bechai conjoin this view with that according to 
which Jeremiah ie meant. Among recent expositors, it is 
defended by Rosenmaller, Vatcr, &rumgarten-Crumrumus (BibL 
Theol. S. 369), and others. 2. Some see in it an exclusive 
reference to Christ,-a view which has been held by most in- 
terpreters in the Christian Church, and from the earliest times. 
I t  is found as early as in Justin Martyr, Tmll ian,  Atlml~ds'us, 
Eusebiw (Demmstr. iii. 2, ix. ll), Lactantiw (iv. 17), Augas- 
tine (c. Fawtum, xvi. c. 15, 18, 19), and I d m e  of Pelua'wn 
(c. ii. ep. 49). I t  was held by Lutlier (t. 3. Jen. Lat. f. 133), 
became the prevailing one in the Lutheran Church, and was 
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approved of by most of the Reformed interpreters. Among its 
earliest defenders, the most eminent are Deyling (Mbc .  ii. 175), 
Frischmutir (in the Theeaunrs theol.~ldol. i. 354), and Hascrew 
(in the Thes. theol.-philol. nov. i. S. 439.) In recent times it 
has been defended by Pareau (in the Iturt. interpr. V. T. p. 506), 
by K ~ p p  (Dogm. ii. 138). 3. Others have steered a middle 
course, inasmuch as they consider the " prophet" to be a col- 
lective noun, but, at the same time, maintain that only by the 
mission of Christ, in whom the idea of the prophetic order was 
perfectly realized, the promise was completely fulfilled. Thus 
did Nicolaulr de Lynr, Calvin, several Roman Catholic inter- 
preters, 'Groti&, C h ,  and others. 

In favour of the Messianic interpretation, the authority of 
tradition has been, .first of all, appealed to. It is true that 
modem Jewish interpreters differ from i t ;  but this has been 
the result of polemical considerations alone. It can be satis- 
factorily proved that the Messianic interpretation was the pre- 
vailing one among the older Jews. 1 Mac. xiv. 41-" Also 
that the Jews and priests resolved that Simon should be com- 
mander and high priest for ever, until a credible prophet should 
arise))'-has beeu frequently appealed to in proof of this, but 
erroneously. For, that by the "credible prophet," i.e., one 
~nfficiently attested by miracles or fulfilled prophecies, we are 
not to understand .the prophet promised by Moses (as was done 
by Luther, and many older expositors d o  followed him), is 
shown, partly by the absence of the article, and partly by the 
circumstance that a credible prophet ie spoken of. The sense is 
rather this : S i o n  and his family should continue to hold the 
highest dignity until God Himself should make another ar- 
rangement by a future prophet, as there was none at that time 
(comp. Ps. lxxiv. 9 : There is no more arty prophet"), and 
thus put sn end to a state of things which, on the one hand, 
was in contradiction to the law, and, on the other, to the pro- 
%-a state of things unto which they had been led by the 
force of cirmmstances, aqd which could, at all events, be only 
a provisional one. (Compare J. D. Miciraelia on that passage.) 
It is not on the passage under review that the expectation of a 
pmphet there rests, but rather on Mal. iii. 1, 23, where a pra- 
phet is promised ae the precursor of the Messiah. But thc 
New Testament furnishes sufficient materials for proviug the 
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Messianic interpretation. The very manner in which Peter 
and Stephen quote this passage shows that the Messianic inter- 
pretation was, at that time, the prevailing one. They do not 
deem it at all necessary to prove it ; they proceed on the sup 
position of its being universally acknowledged. It was, no 
doubt, chiefly our passage which Philip had in view when, in 
John i. 46, he said to Nathanael : b +pa+ Mmwijp iy T+ 
&pQ, e6p.prjtcapq 'IquoGv. For, besides the passage under con- 
sideration, there is only one other personal Messianic prophecy 
in the Pentateuch, namely, Gen. xlii. 10 ; and the marks of the 
Shiloh did not so distinctly appear in Jesus, as did those of the 
Prophet. The mention of the person of Moses1 (which'in Gen. 
xlix. 10 is less concerned), and of the law, clearly point to the 
passage under review. After the feeding of the five thousand, 
the pcople say, in John vi. 14: " O m  o h &  & ~ L V  6 
~po+rjnlc, 6 CPXdWw ek d v  d q w v .  The Messianic inter- 
pretation was, accordingly, not peculiar to a few learned men, 
but to the whole people. Even with the Samaritans the Mes- 
sianic esplanation was the prevailing one,-based, no doubt, 
upon the tradition which had come to them from the Jews. 
The Samaritan woman says, in John iv. 25 : oi8a &L Meuuiix 
ipxma, 6 hy6pwop Xpwr6c &av eWg ~ Z E ~ V O F ,  &a.yyeki ir;l 
mha.  Now, as the Samaritans acknowledged only the Pen- 
tateuch, there is no other passage than that under review from 
which the idea of the Messiah aa a divinely enlightened teacher, 
which is here expressed, could h&e been derived. The last 
words agree in a remarkable manner with Dent. xviii. 18 : And 
he shall speak unto them all that I shall command him!' That 
too great weight, however, must not be attached to tradition, is 
shown by John i. 21, and vii. 4 4 4 1  ; for these passages clearly 
prove that there were also many who thought it poasible that 
Dent. xviii. contained not only the announcement of the Mesaiah, 
but of some distinguished prophet also, besides Him, who should 
be His precursor or companion. A t  the same time, we nmst 
not overlook the circumstance that, in both passages, the people 
are at a loss, and are thereby induced to deviate from the pre- 

L a m p  eaya : He hae preserved to ne not only what, in P d i ,  and 
afterwards to and through the Patriarchs, had been told about thie Re- 
deemer; but he h i ,  under divine inspiration, bas pmph* of Him, 
-eqecUy in Dent. xviii. 16-18. 
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d i n g  opinion. Their uncertainty and wavering, however, is 
only about the person. In  this they agree, notwithstandin& 
that in Deut. xviii. they find the announcement of one dis- 
tinpkhed person. 

But the Messianic interpretation may appeal, with still greater 
confidence, to the direct evidence of the New Testament. The 
declaration of the Lord in John v. 45-47 is here to be noticed 
above all : BGj &K&E S ~ L  ~ ~ r q y o p + ~ w  6pi)u ~ $ 9  rhu rarCpa* 
ZWLV d ~ ( ~ n ] r y o +  6fiu, Mwk-+, el9 8u 6piv j X w i m .  Ei 
743 h w r d m e  MwirQlj, i ~ ~ m d m o  du Epob mpi yhp d p i r  b~ivop 
€-ypa+. El 82 70% 2rntYOv ypdppm~v 06 ~ m d m e ,  mk j roi~ 
IpR ~~~G ~m;Qer~;-It is clear that the Lord must here 
have had in riew a distinct passagg of the Pentateuch,-a clear 
and definite declaration of Moses. Dexterous explanations 
(Bengel: N u n p m  non ; Tholuck : The proplietical and typicd . 
element implied in the whole form of warship) are of no apolo- 
getic value, and it is not possible summarily, on such grounds, 
to call the enemies before the judgment-seat of God. I t  was 
not enough to allude, in a way so general, to what could not be 
at once perceptible ; greater distinctness and particularity would . 
have been required. But if a single declaration-a direct Mes- 
sianic prophecy-form the question at issue, our passage only 
can be meant ; for it is the only prophecy of Christ which Moses, 
on whose person great stress is laid, uttered in his own name. 
Moreover, Christ would more readily expect that the Jews 
wo.dd acknowledge our prophecy to be fulfilled in Him, than the 
prophecy in Gen. xlix., which refers rather to the Messiah in 
glory. The preceding words of Jesus likewise contain references 
to the passage now under consideration. Ver. 38-"And ye 
have not His word abiding in you; for whom H e  hath sent, Him 
ye believe n~t,~~-contains an allusion to Deut. xviii. 18 : "And 
I will put My words into his mouth, and he shall speak unto 
them all that I shall command him ;" so that whosoever rejects 
the Ambassador of God, rejects His word at the same time. 
John v. 43-"1 am come in My Father's name, and ye receive 
Me not,"-acquires both its significance and earnestness from 
its reference to ver. 19 of our passage : "Whosoever will not 
hearken unto My words, which he shall speak in My name, I 
will require it of him." F t r ~ t i t w , ~ T h e  point at issue in this 
discourse of Christ is an accusation of the Jews against Christ, 
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that He,  had violated the Mosaic law. (Compare John v. 10-16, 
and v. 18, which states the second apparent violation of the 
law.) I t  was thus highly appropriate that Jesus should throw 
back upon the Jews the charge which they brought against 
Him, and should prove to them that it was just they who were 
in fatal opposition to the enactments of the Mosaic law. Finally, 
-It is this same Moses in whom they trusted, whom they.con- 
d e r e d  as their patron, and whom to please the more, they were 
so zealous for hi law against Jesus,-it is this same Moses 
whom Jesus represents as their accuser. Bnd he is such an 
accuser as renders every other superfluous, so that Christ did 
not need specially to come forward in such a character. The 
accusation of Moses must, then, according to thii declaration, 
and in accordance with what follows, refer to the cause of 
Christ. But the passage under review is the only Messianic 
prophecy of a threatening character which the Pentateuch con- 
tins,-the only one in which divine judgments are threatened 
to the despisers of the Messiah,-the only Mosaic foundation 
for the denunciation : " Woe to the people that deapiseth thee!' 
If it be denied that Christ refers to it,-if its Messianic character 
be not acknowledged, the first words of Christ are destitute of 
foundation. But if it be thus undeniable that Christ declared 
Himself to be the prophet of our passage, it must be considered 
an indirect attack npon His divinity to say, as D r  Lt7cke does, 
that Cllrist did so by way of " adaptation to the interpretation 
of that time." I t  is just thii appeal which forms the pith of 
Christ's discourse ; it is the real death-blow inflicted by Him 
npon Hi adversaries. If this blow was a mere feint, His honour 
is endangered,-which may God forbid !-The Lord further 
marks Himself out as the prophet announced by Moses, and 
that, too, in a very distinct manner, in John xii. 48-54-4 
passage which is evidently based upon vers. 18 and 19 of the 
text under review. (Compare John xiv. 24-31.)-To this we 
may add, further, that, according to S t  Luke xxiv. 44, the Lord 
Himself explains to His disciples the prophecies in the Penta- 
teuch concerning Him ; and we cannot well expect that Christ 
should have made no reference to a passage which one of the 
Apostles points out as being of greater weight than all others. 
This is done by Peter in Acts iii. 22, 23. The manner in 

i which he quotes it, entirely excludes the notion that Moses was 
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speaking of Christ, only in so far as He belonged to the collective 
body of the prophets. Peter says expressly, that Moses and the 
later prophets foretold d v  ++ 7aha.9; and the words, 706 
R~+TOU 2~&0v ,  show that he did not understand the singular 
in a collective sense. The circumstance that Stephen, in Acts 
Gi. 37, liiewiee refers the passage to Christ, would not be, in 
itself, conclusive, because Stephen's case is different from that 
of the Apostles. But we must not overlook the passage Matt. 
XFii. 5, according to which, at Christ's transfiguration, a voice 
was heard from heaven which said: 01% 2mw 6 vi& pov 6 
&pzmrrbv, dv 3 &&qua. ah05 dtr06e-n. Be the first part of 
this declaration is taken from the Messianic prediction in Is. 
xlii., so is the second from the passage under consideration ; 
and, by this use of its words, the sense is clearly shown. I t  is 
a very significant fact, that our passage is thus connected just 
with Is. x1ii.-the first prophetic announcement in which it is 
specially resumed, and in which the prophetic order itself is the 
proclaimer of tAe Prophet. And it is not less significant that 
this reference to our text, with which all the other announce- 
ments by Isaiah concerning the Great Prophet to come are so - 
immediately connected, should precede chapters xlix., I., and lxi. 
It thus serves as a commentary upon the declaration of Moses. 
The beginning and the ontlinee receive light from the progress 
and completion. 

He, however, who believes in Christ, will, after these details, 
expect that internal reasons also should prove the reference to 
Christ ; and this expectation in  fully confirmed. 

That Moses did not intend by the word cpx, " prophet," to 
designate a collective body merely, but that he had at least some 
special individual in view, appears, partly, from the word itself 
being constantly in the singular, and, partly, from the constant 
use of the singular suffixes in reference to it ; while, in the case 
of collective nouns, it is usual to interchange the singular with 
the plural. The force of this argument is abundantly evident 
in the fact, that not a few of even non-Messianic interpreters 
have been thereby compelled to make eome single individual 
the subject of this prophecy. But we must hesitate the more 
to adopt the opinion that nvx stands here simply in the singular 
imtead of the plural, because neither does this word anywhere 
ebe occur as a collective noun, nor ia the prophetic order ever 
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spoken of in the manner alleged. The expectation of a Messiah 
was already at that time current among the people. In what 
way, then, could they understand a promise, in which one in- 
dividual only mas spoken of, except by referring it, at least 
chiefly, to the one whom they expected?-Hofmanrr (Weissa- 
gung und Erfirllung i. S. 253) objects that the prophet h r e  
spoken of was, in no respect, different from the kng in Deut. 
xvii. 14-20. But the king mentioned there is no collective 
noun. An individual who, in future times, should first attain 
to royal dignity, forms there the subject throughout. This a p  
pears especially from ver. 20, where he and his sons are spoken 
of. The first king is held up as an example, to show in him 
what was applicable to the royal dignity in general. On the 
other hand, it is in favour of our view, that, in the verses im- 
mediately preceding (vers. 8-13), the priests are, at first, spoken 
of only in the plural, although the priestly order had much 
more of the character of a collective body than the prophetic 
order. 

A comparison between this prophecy and that of the Shiioh 
in Glen. xlii. 10 is likewise in favour of the Messianic intmpre 
tation. Even there, His prophetic office is alluded to in the 
kingly office. The ruler out of Judah is the Peaceful One, to 
whom the nations yield a spontaneous obedience, an obedience 
flowing from a pious somcg-and H e  rules not by compulsion, 
but by the word. 

The prophet is moreover contrasted with a single individd 
-with Moses ; and this compels us to refer the prophecy to some 
distinguished individual. I n  ver. 15, Moses promises to the 
people a prophet I& uttto himeEf; and thus dso does the pard 
say, in ver. 18 : " A prophet like unto thee I will raise up." We 
cannot for a moment suppose that this likeness should refer to 
the prophetic calling only,-to the words: "1 will put MF 
words into his mouth, and he shall speak unto them all that I 
shall command him." I t  must at the same time be implied in 
it, that the 'future prophet shall be as thoroughly competent for 
his work, as Moses was for that which was committed to him. 
If it were not so, the promise would be deficient in that consola- 
tory and elevating character which, according to the context, it 
is evidently intended to possess. I f  we were to paraphrase thus, 
" m e  Lord will raise up a prophet, inferior, indeed, to myself, 
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hnt yet tho bearer of divine revelations," we should at once 
perceive how uawitable it were. Further,-It is quite evident 
that the Prophet" hew is the main instrument of divine 
agency among the covenantpeople of the future,-that He is 
the real support and anchor of the kingdom of God. But now 
the difficulties of the future were, aa Moses himself saw, so great, 
that gifta in any way short of those of Moses would by no means - 
have been s&cient. Moaea foresees that the spirit of apostasy, 
which, even in his time, began to manifest itself, would, in future 
times, increase to a fearful extent. (Compare especially Deut. 
xxrii.) Against this, ordinary gifts and powers would be of no 
avail. A successful and enduring reaction could be brought 
about only by one who should be, for the more difficult circum- 
stances of the future, such as Moses was for his times. But- 
and thii circumstance is of still greater weight-it forms the 
task of the futare to translate the whole heathen world into the 
kingdom of God. In it, Japheth is to dwell in the tents of - 
Shem ; all the nations of the earth are to become partakers in 
the bleasing resting on Abraham. I n  the view of such a task, 
a prophet of ordinary dimensions, as well as the collective body 
of such, would dwindle down to the appearance of a dwarf. 
They would have been less than Moses. In  Dent. xxxiv. 10, it 
is said, "Thew arose not a prophet since in Israel like unto 
?doses, whom the Lord knew face to face ;"-a passage which 
not only plainly refers to the experience acquired at that time, 
but which expresses also what might be expected of that portion 
of the future which was more immediately at hand. When 
bIiriam and Aaron said, "Doth the Lord indeed speak only by 
Moses, doth H e  not speak by us also 1" the Lord immediately, 
Num. xii. 6-8, reproves their presumption of thinking themselves 
likG unto &sea, as respects the prophetical gift, in these words : 
"If ~ome  one be your prophet,"-ie., if some one be a prophet 
according to your way, with prophets of your class,-"I, the 
Lord, make myself known unto him in a vision, in a dream I 
speak unto him. Not so my servant Moses ; in all My house he 
is faithful. Mouth to mouth I speak to him, and face to face, and 
not in dark speeches ; and the appearance of the Lord he be- 
holds." Moses, as a prophet, is here contrasted with the whole 
order of prophets of ordinary gifts. A higher dignity among them 
is claimed for him on the ground that not some special mission, 
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but the care of the whole economy of the Old Testiment, was 
entrusted to him ; compare Heb. iii. 5. His is a specially closc 
relation to the Lord, a specially high degree of illumination. The 
collective body of ordinary prophets cannot, therefore, by any 
possibility be the "prophet" who is lika unto Moses, as completely 
equal to the task of the future as Moses was for that of his day. 
But the greater the work of the future, the more necessary is it 
that the prophet of the future, in order to be dike unto Moses, 
should, in his wl~ole individuality, and in all hi gifts, be far 
superior to him ; compare Heb. iii. 6. 

Finally,-The common prophetic order itself refuses the 
honour of being the prophet like unto Moses. The prophecies of 
Isaiah, in chapten xlii., xlix., 1.) and lxi., are based upon our 
passage, and in all of them the Messiah appears as the prophet 
mr' dEoX4v. I t  is to Him that the mission is entrusted of being 
the restorer of Jacob, and the salvation of the Lord, even unto - the end of the world. 

Whilst these reasons demand the reference of this prophecy 
to Christ, there are, on the other hand, weighty considerations 
which make it appear that a reference to the prophetic order of 
the Old Testament cannot be excluded. Theae considerations 
are, 1. The wider context. Deuteronomy is distinguished from 
the preceding books by this, that provisions are made in it for 
the time subsequent to the death of Moses, which was now at 

. hand. From chap. xrii. 8, the magistrates and powen-the 
superiors, to whose authority in secular and spiritual affairs the 
people shall submit-are introduced. First, the civil magistrates 
are brought before them, xvii. 8-20; and then the ecclesiastical 
superiors, chap. xviii. Ven. 1-8 treat of the priests as the 
ordinary servants of the Lord in spiritual things. Everywhere 
else, offices, institutions, orders, are spoken of. In such 8 

connection, it is not probable that the prophet should be only an 
individual; and the less so, because evidently the prophet, as 
the organ of the immediate revelation of God, is placed by the 
aide of the priests, the teachers of the law (compare rvii. 10,11, 
18 ; xxxiv. lo), as their corrective, as a thorn in their flesh, to 
make up for their inability. I t  is true that this wider connection 
is also against those who would here exclude Christ. If it be 
certain that Moses already knew the Messianic promises (compare 
the remarks on Gcn. xlix.), then, just in this context, the refer- 



ence to Christ, the head of the authorities d the future, could 
uot be wanting. ' 

2. An exclnsire reference to Christ is opposed by the more 
immediate context. This connection is twofold. In ver. 15, 
Moses first utten the promise in his own name, and here it 
stands connected with what precedes. Moses had forbidden to 
the people the use of all the means by which those who were 
given to idolatry endeavoured to penetrate the boundaries of 
human knowledge: "Thou shalt not do so," is his language; 
for that which these are vainly seeking after in this sinful 
manner, shall, in reality, be granted to thee by thy God. Here, 
it was not only appropriate to remind them of the Messiah, in- 
asmuch as His appearance, at3 being the most perfect revelation 
of God, satisfies most perfectly the desire after higher commu- 
nications ; but it would hare been very strange if here, where 
so suitable an opportunity presented itself, the founder of the 
Old Economy had omitted all reference to the founder of the 
Xew Economy, and had limited himself to the intervening, more 
imperfect divine communications. But, on the other hand, it 
would have been as strange if Moses hud taken no notice of 
them at all,-if, eupposing that a series of false prophets would 
appear, he had been satisfied to lay down in chap. xiii. 2 sqq. 
the distinctive marks of true and false prophets, and had then, 
in the passage nnder review, referred to the divine revelations 
to be expected m the distant future, without noticing those to 
be expected in the more immediate future,-thus neglecting to 
employ means peculiarly fitted for gaining admission for hie 
exhortations. The word pu in ver. 14 is especially opposed to 
mch a view. "And thou (shalt) not (do) so, Jehovah thy God 
qaae thee," J. D. Yiclmlis says : " What He gave to the 
kelites is spdfied in vers. 15 and 18." The past tense mg- 
gesta the idea of a gift which had already taken its beginning 
in the present.-!he promise stands in a different connection in 
ver. 18. Moses had already given it in his own name in ver. 15. 
In order to give it greater authority, he reports, in the following 
verses, when and how he had received it from God. It was 
d e l i v d  to him on Sinai, where God had directly revealed 
Himself to the people at the promulgation of the Law, partly in 
order to strengthen their confidence in Mom the mediator, and 

11 
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partly to show them the folly of their desiring any other mode 
of divine communication. But the people were seized with 
terror before the dreadful majesty of God, and prayed t h d  God 
would no longer speak to them directly) but through a mediator, 
as H e  had hitherto done ; compare Exod. sx.; Deut. v. The 
Lord then said to Moses, " They have well spoken ; a prophet," 
etc. The words here, in ver. 17, agree ve y well with Deut. v. 28. 
The agreement in the words indicates that here we have an addi- 
tion to that which is there communicated regarding what was 
spoken by God on that occasion. T h e ,  we are told only what 
had an immediate reference to the present-viz, the appoint- 
ment of Moses as mediator; he~e, we are told what was at that 
time fixed in reference to the futnre of the people. W e  cannot 
fail to perceive that here, if ever, a divine revelation was appro- 
priate concerning the coming of Christ, 'who, as the Mediator 
between God and man, veiled His Godhead, and in human form, 
brought God nearer to man. But we ehould, at the same time, 
expect here an allusion to the inferior messengers of God, who 
were to precede Him. 

3. The exclusive reference to the Messiah is inconsistent 
with vers. 20-22. The marks of a false prophet are given in 
them. If, however, that which precedes had no reference at 
all to true prophets, it would be almost impossible to trace any 
suitable connection of the thoughts. 

4. If the passage were referred to Christ exclnsively, the 
prophetic institution would then be without any legitimate 
authority; and from the whole character of the Mosaic legisla- 
tion, as laying the foundation for the future progress and 
development of the Theocracy, we could not well conceive that 
so important an institution should be deficient in this point. 
Moreover, the whole historical existence of the prophetic order 
necessarily presupposes such a foundation. Deut. xiii. 2 sq. 
was not fitted to afford such a foundation, as it refers, only 
indirectly and by implication, to true prophets. 

5. Finally,-There are not wanting slight hints in the h'ew 
Testament that the reference to Christ is not an exclusive one. 
These are found in Luke xi. 50, 51: "Iva irc&pr,dg 76 alpu 
~ & m v  riiv ~po+iiv . . . d c ~ h  T l j ~  YEYE& r a ; n l ~  . . . 
GO 6@v &c{qrq8&rma~ dcrh r1jr y ~ y r i i ~  7ah-q~. The emphatic 
repetition of ~ K { ~ T E %  in that passage shows plainly ita connection 
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with the words, "I will require it of him," in the passage under 
review ; just as the mv, which, according to 2 Chron. xsiv. 22, 
the prophet Zechariah, who was unjustly slain, uttered when 
dying, alludes not only to Gen. ix. 5, but to our passage also. 
But here we must remark that, in consequence of the sin com- I 

mitted against the Prophet aa~' QtbXju-Christ-vengeance for I 

the crimes committed against the inferior prophets is executed at  I 

the same time, so that, in the first instance, His blood is required, 
and, on this occasion, all the blood also which was formerly shed. , 

I 

But how can these two facts be reconci1ed:that Moses 
I 
I 

had, undeniably, the Messiah in view, and that, notwithstanding, 
there seems at the same time to be a reference to the prophets 
in general? The simplest mode of reconciling them is the 
following. The prophet here is an ideal person, comprehending . 

all the true prophets who had appeared from Moses to Christ, 
including the latter. But Moses does not here speak of the 
prophets as a collective body, to which, at  the close, Christ also 
belonged, as it were, incidentally, and as one among the many, 
-as Caloin and other interpreters mentioned above suppose ; 
but rather, the plurality of prophets is, for this reason only, 
comprehended by Moses in an ideal &ity, that, on the authority 
of Gen. xlix. 10, and by the illumination of the Holy Spirit, he 
knew that the prophetical order would, at some future time, 
centre in a real person,--in Christ. But there is so much the ' 

more of truth in thus viewing the prophetic order as a whole, 
since, according to 1 Peter i. 11, the Spirit of Christ spoke in the 
prophets. Thm, in a certain sense, Christ is the only Prophet. 

THE BNGEL OF THE LORD I N  T H E  
PENTL~TEUCH, AND T H E  BOOK OF JOSHUA. 

The New Testament distinguishes between the hidden God 
' and the revealed God-the Son or Logos-who is connected - 

I with the former by oneness of nature, and who from everlasting, 
and even at the creation itself, filled up the immeasurable di+ 
tance between the Creator and the creation ;-who has been the 
XIediator in all God's relations to the world ;-who at all times, 
andeven before He became man in Chriet, has been the light of 



the world,--and. to whom, specially, was committed the direction 
of the economy of the Old Covenant. 

I t  is evident that this doctrine standa in the closeat con- 
nection with the Christology,-that it forms, indeed, its the* 
logical fonndation and ground-work. Until the Christology 
has httained to a knowledge of the true divinity of the Saviour, 
its results cannot be otherwise than very meagre and unsatis- 
factory. Wheresoever the true state of human nature is seen 
in the light of Holy Scripture, no high expectations csn be 
entertained frbm a merely human Saviour, although he were 
endowed even with as full a measure of the gifts of the Spirit 
of God as human nature, 'in its k i t e  and sinful condition, is 
able to bear. But d e s a  there esist in the one divine Beiig 
itself, such a distinction of persons, the divinity of the Saviour 
cannot be acknowledged, without endangering the unity of God 
which the Scripturea so emphatically teach. If, however, there 
be such a distinction,-if the Word be indeed with God, we 
cannot avoid ascribing to God the desire of revealing Himself; 
nor, in such a case, can we conceive that H e  should content 
Himself with inferior forms of revelation, with merely transitory 
manifestations. W e  can recogniee in these only preparations, 
and preludes of the highest and truest revelation. 

The question then is, whether any insight into this doctrine 
is to be found aa early as in the Books of the Old Testament. 
Sound Christian Theology has discovered the outlinea of such 
a distinction betwixt the hidden and the revealed G M ,  in mmy 
paessgee of the Old Teshment, in which mention is made of 
the Angel or Messenger of God. The general tenor of these 
passages will be best exemplified by the first among them,-the 
narrative of Hagar in &n. mi. In  ver. 7, we are told that 
the Angel of Jehovah found Hagar. In ver. 10, this Angel 
ascribes to Himself a divine work, viz., the innumerable increase 
of Hagar's posterity. I n  ver. 11, He says that Jehovah had 
heard her distress. H e  thus asserts of Jehovah what, shortly 
before, He had said of Himself. Moreover, in ver. 13, Hagar 
expresses her astonishment that she had seen GOD, and yet had 
remained alive.-The opinion that these pssssges form the Old 
Testament foundation for the Proemium of S t  John's Gospel, 
has not remained uncontroverted. From the very times of the 
Church-fathem i t  has been asserted by many, that where'the 



Angel of the Lord is spoken of, we must not think of a person 
cohnected with God by unity of nature, but of a lower angel, by 
whom God executes His commands, and through whom He acts 
and speaks. The latest defendera of the view am Hofinann in 

W'eismpmg.und ;ETfcillung," and in the " Schrifibeweis? and 
Delitzsch in bis commentary on Genesis.-Others are of opinion, 
that the Angel of Jehovah is identical with Jehovah Himself, 
-not denoting a person distinct from Him, but only the form 
in which H e  manifests Himself. W e  shall not here discuss the 
question in its whole extent ; we shall, in the meantime, consi- 
der only what the principal passages of the Pentateuch and of 
the adjacent Book of Joshua teach upon this point, and how 
far their teaching coincides with, or is in opposition to, these 
various views. For it is only to this extent that the inquiry 
belongs to our present object. 

In Gen. xvi. 13, these words are of special importance : "And 
she called tJae name of the Lord who spoke unto her, Thou a& a 
God of +hi : for she said, Do I now (properly here, in the place 
where such a sight was vouchsafed to me) still see after my 
seeing?" Do I see" is equivalent to, "Do I live))) because 
death threatened, as i t  were, to enter through the eyes. (Com- 
pare the -pression, "Mine eyeb have seen," in Is. vi.) '@ is , 
the pamud form for 'c ; see Job xxxiii. 21, where, however, the 
accent is on the penultimate. Then follows ver. 14: Thy 
caUed the well, " WeU of tire liailrg sight;" i.e., where a person 
had a sight of aod, and remained alive. 

Hagar must have been convinced that she had seen God 
~ & o n t  the mediation of a created angel; for, otherwise, she 
could not have wondered that her life was preserved. Man, 
entangled by the visible world, is terrified when he comes in 
contact with the invisible world, even with angels. (Compare 
Dan. viii. 17, 18 ; Luke ii. 9.) But this terror rises to fear of 
death only when man comes into contact with the Lord Himself. 
(Compare the remarks on Rev. i. 17.) In Gen. xxxii. 31-a 
passage which beam tho closest resemblance to the one now 
under review, and from which i t  receives its explanation-it is 
said: "And Jacob called the name of the place Peniel, for I 
have seen GOD face to face, and my life has been preserved." 
In Exod. XX. 19, the children of Israel said to Moses, " Speak 
thou with us, and we will hear ; and let not GOD speak with UB, 
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lest we die ;" compared with Deut. v. 21 : " Now therefore why 
'should we die ? for this great fire will consume us ; if we hear 
the voice of the Lord our God any more, then we shall die.'' 
(Compare also Deut. xviii. 16.) And it is Jehovah who, in 
Exod. xxxiii. 20, says, " There shall no man see Me and live." 
Israel's Lord and God is, in the absolute energy of His nature, 
a "consuming fire," Deut. iv. 24. (Compare Deut. is. 3 ; Is. 
xxxiii. 14: Who among us would dwell with the devouring 
fire? who among us would dwell with everlasting burning?" 
Heb. xi. 29.) It is not the reflected light, even in the most 
exalted creatures, nor the sight of the saints of whom it is said, 
" Behold, He puts no trust in His servants, and His angels He 
chargeth with folly,"-but the sight of the thrice Holy One, 
which makes Isaiah exclaim, "Woe is me, for I am undone; 
for I am a man of unclean lips, and dwell in the midst of a 
people of unclean lips." 

So much then is clear,-that the opinion which considen 
the Angel of the Lord to be a created angel is overthrown by 
the first passage where that angel is mentioned, if the exposi- 
tion which we have given of vers. 13, 14-an exposition which 
is now' generally received, and which was last advanced by 
KnobeGbe correct. But Delitzsch gives another epposition : 
" Thou art a God of sight," Le., one whose all-seeing eye does 
not overlook the helpless and destitute, even in the remotest 
corner of the wilderness!' Against this' we remark, that w 
never denotes the act of seeing, but the sight itself. "Have I 
not even here (even in the desert land of destitution) looked 
after Him who saw me 8" 6' Well of the living one who seeth 
me," i.e., of the omnipresent divine providence. In  opposition 
to this exposition, however, we must remark, that God is no- 
where else in Genesis called the Living One. But'our chief 
objection is, that these expositions destroy the connection which 
so evidently exists between our passage and those already quoted, 
--especially Gen. xxxii. 31 ; Exod. xxxiii. 20. (Compare, more- 
over, Jud. xiii. 2% : "And Manoah said unto his wife, We shall 
surely die, because we have seen GOD.") 

I t  has been asked, Why should the Logos have appeared 
first to the Egyptian maid? But the low condition of Hagar 
&not here come into consideration ; for the appearance is in 
reality intended, not for her, but for Abraham. ~rnrnediatdy 



before, in chap. xii. 7, it is said, "And the Lord appeared unto 
Abraham ;" and immediately after, in chap. xvii. 1, "And when 
Abraham was ninety years old and nine, the Lord appeared to 
him ;" the appearance of the Lord Himself is mentioned in order 
that every thought of a lower angel may be warded off. The 
passage under consideration, then, contains the indication, that . 

such appearances must only be conceived of as manifestations 
of the Deity Himself to the world. Just  as our passage is pre- 
served from erroneous interpretations by such passages as Gen. 
6 . 7 ,  xvii. 1, so these receive from ours, in return, their most 
distinct definition. W e  learn from this, that wherever appear- 
ances of Jehovah are mentioned, we must conceive of them as 
effected by the mediation of His Angel. There is no substantial 
difference betwixt the passages in which Jehovah Himself is 
mentioned, and those in which the Angel of Jehovah is spoken 
of. They serve to supplement and to explain one another. The 
words, " In His Angel," in chap. xvi. 7, furnish us with the s u p  
plement to the succeeding statement, "And Jehovah appeared 
to him" (so, e.g., also in chap. xviii. I), just as the writer in 
Gen. chap. ii. iii. makes use of the name Jehovah-Elohim, in 
order that lienceforth every one may understand that where 
only Jehovah is spoken of, He is yet personally identical with 
Elohim. 

Let ns now turn to Qen. xviii. xix. According to Delitzach, 
dl the three men who appeared to Abraham were u finite spirits 
made visible." Hofmnn (Schrzftb. S. 87) says : " Jehovah is 
present on earth in His angels, in the two with Lot, as in the 
three with Abraham!' We, however, hold fast by the view of - 

the ancient Church, that in chap. xviii. the Logos appeared 
accompanied by two inferior angels. 

Abraham's regards are, from the very first, involuntarilj 
directed to one from among the three, and whom he addresses 
by ?t'r*, 0 Lord (xviii. 3) ; the two others are considered by 
him as companions only. But Lot has to do with both equally, 
and addresses them first by Yhgj my Lords.-In chap. xviii., 
it is always one only of the three who speaks ; the two others 
are mute ;' while in chap. xix. everything comes from the two 

1 The worde in ver. 9, "And they mid to him," are to be understood 
only thns :-that one spoke at the same time in the name of the others ; in 
the question thus put, it ie, in the firet instance, only the general relation 
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equally. H e  with whom Abraham has to do, alwcys, and with- 
out exception, speaks as God Himself ; while the two with whom 
Lot has to do speak at first, as ~ e r ~ o v p y d  d w a ,  distingnish- 
ing themselves from the Lord who sent them (compare ver. 13) ; 
and it is only after they have thus drawn the line of separation 
between themselves and Jehovah, that they appear, in vers. 21, 
22, as speaking in His name. They do so, moreover, only after 
Lot, in the anxiety of his heart and in his excitement, had pre- 
viously addressed, in them, Him who sent them, and with whom 
he desired to have to do as immediately as possible. The scene 
bears, throughout, a character of excitement, and is not fitted to 
afford data for general conclusions. W e  cannot infer from it 
that it was, in general, customary to address, in the angels, the 
Lord who sent them, or that the angels acted in the name of 
the Lord. In chap. xviii., from ver. 1, where the narrative 
begins with the words, "And Jehovah appeared unto him," 
Moses always speaks of him with whom Abraham had to do as 
Jehovah only, excepting where he introduces the three men. 
(He with whom Abraham has to do is died, not fewer than 
eight times, Jehovah, and six times '$K.) But in chap. six., 
Jehovah, who is concealed behind the two angels, appears only 
twice in the expression, " And He said," in vers. 17,21, for which 
ver. 13 snggeats the supplement : " through His two angels!'- 
Even in ver. 16, the narrative distinguishes Jehovah from the two 
men,--and all this in an exciting scene which must have influ- 
enced even the narrator. If he who spoke to Abraham' was an 
angel like the other two, we could scarcely perceive any reason 
why he should not have taken part in the mission to Sodom ; but 
if he was the Angel of the Lord ~ a 7 '  iwv, the reason is quite 
obvious ; it would have been inconsistent with divine propriety. 
-In chap. xviii. Moses speaks of three men ; it is evidently on 

of the gueata to the hostei~ that comes into coneideration. That such is 
the case, appears from ver. 10, where the nee of the plural could not be 
continued, because a work was on hand which was peculiar to the one 
among them, and in which the othm were not equally concerned. If the 
worde in ver. 9 were spoken by all the three, then the one in ver. 10 ought 
to have been aingled out thoe : " And one from among them thns 8poka1' 
On account of the s u l k  in ivnu, "And the door was behiid him," the 
I I D ~ ~  in ver. 10 can be referred only to the one, and not to the Jehavah 
concealed behind all the three. This &owe how the preceding, " And they 
mid," ie to be mderetood. 
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purpose that he avoids speaking of three angels. I n  chap. xix. 
1, on the contrary, we are at  once told: "And there came the two 
angels." (Compare ver. 15.) The reason why in chap. xviii. the 
nse of the name angels is avoided ws only be, because it might 
easily have led to a misunderstanding, if the Angel of the Lord 
had been comprehended in that one designation along with the 
two inferior angels, althongh i t  would not, in itself, have been 
inadmiiib1e.-If we suppose that he, with whom Abraham had 
to do, was Bome created angel, we cannot well understand how, 
in chap. xviii. 17 seq., the judgment over Sodom could, through- 
out, be ascribed to him. He could not, in the name of the Lord, 
speak of that judgment, as not he, but the two other angels who 
went to Sodom, were the instruments of its executian. Hence 
it only remains to ascribe the judgment to him as the causa 
p'ncap0Eis.-If the three angels mere equals, it would be impos- 
sible to explain the adversative clause in chap. xviii. 22 : "And 
the men turned from thence and went to Sodom ; but Abrcrlrurn 
st& yet befme the Lad." Jehovah and the two angels are 
here contrasted. It is true that, in the two angels also, it is 
Jehovah who acts. This is evident from xviii. 21 : "I will go 
down and see"-where the going down does not refer to descend- 
ing to the valley of Jordan, the position of which was lower 
(thus Delitzsch) ; but, according to xi. 7, it refera to a descent 
from heaven to earth. That Jehovah, though on earth, should 
declare Hi resolution to go down, as in xi. 7, may be explained 
from the 6 bv & 7 $ 0 6 p a ~ 9  in Jolin iii. 13. God, even when 
He is on earth, remains in heaven, and it is thence that He 
manifests Himself. Noreover, the words immediately following 
show in what aense this going down is to be understood,-that 
it is not in His own person, but through the medium of His 
mesdngers. The resolution, " I will go down," is carried into 
effect by the p i n g  down of the angels to Sodom. 

By the Jehovah who, from Jehovah out of heaven, caused 
brimstone and fire to rain upon Sodom and Gomorrah (xix. 24), 
we are not at  liberty to understand the two angels only,' but, 

Dclitzseh anye : " Be the two are really e a t  to datroy Sodorn and 
Gomorrah, it ie evident that Jehovah, in ver. 24, who caueea brimstone 
and fire to rain from Jehovah out of heaven, in viewed as being present in 
the two on earth, but in ~uch a manner that, nevertheless, Hie real j u d i d  
throne is in heaven." 
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a,-hly to the views of sound Christian expositors generally, 
Christ,-with this modification, however, that the two angels 
are to be considered as. His servants, and that what they do is 
His work also. I t  is true that the angels say, in xis. 13, "We 
will destroy," etc. ; but much more emphatically and frequently 
does he with whom Abraham has to do, ascribe the work of 
destraction to himself. (Compare xviii. 17, where Jehovah 
says, " How can I hide from Abraham that thing which I am 
doing 9" vers. 24-28, etc.) If in xix. 24 there be involved the 
contrast between, so to speak, the heavenly and earthly Jehovah, 
-between the hidden God and Him who manifests Himself on 
earth,-then so much the more must we seek the latter in chap. 
sviii., as in ver. 22, compared with ver. 21, the angels are 
distinctly pointed out as His Messengers. 

Delitzsch asserts that in Heb. xiii. 2, the words, eW6v TLW 

feuhump &$%ow, clearly indicate that " all three were finite 
spirits made visible." This assertion, however, which was long 
before made by the Socinian Crellius, has been sufficiently re- 
futed by Ode de Angelis, p. 1001. The author of the Epistle 
to the Hebrews intends to connect the events which happened 
to Abraham and Lot equally-dvep ; and for this reason he did 
not go beyond what was common to them both. Moreover, the 
Angel of the Lord is likewise comprehended in the appellation 
" angels," for the name has no reference to the nature, but to 
the mission. 

Of no less importance and significan~e is the passage Gen. 
xxxi. 11 seq. According to ver. 11, the Angel of God, luk 
amhm, appears to Jacob in a dream. I n  ver. 13, the same 
person calls himself the God of Bethel, with reference to the 
event recorded ia chap. xxviii. 11-22. I t  cannot be supposed 
that in chap xxviii. the mediation of a common angel took place, 
who, however, had not been expressly mentioned ; for Jehovah 
is there contrasted with the angeh. In ver. 12, we read : "And 
behold the angels of God ascending and descending on it.." In 
ver. 13, there is another sight : And behold Jehovah stood b , ~  
him and said, I am Jehovah, the God of Abraham thy father, 
and the God of Igaac ; the land whereon thou liest, to thee sill 
I give it, and to thy seed!' 
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This passage is also in so far of importance, became, a p e -  
ably to what has been remarked in p. 119, it follows from it 
that even there, where Jehovah simply is mentioned, the media- 
tion through His Angel is to be assumed. 

He with whom Jacob wrestles, in Gen. xxxii. 24, makes 
himself known as God, partly by giving him the name Israel, 
i.e., one who wrestles with God, and partly by bestowing a 
blming upon him. Jacob calls the place PenieZ, i.e., face of 
Go4  because he had seen God face to face, and wonders that 
his life was preserved. The answer which Elohim gives bere 
to Jacob's question regardiig His name, remarkably coincides 
with that which in Judges xiii. 17, 18, is given by the Angel of 
the Lord to a similar question. In Hosea xii. 4 (comp. the 
remarks on this passage in the Author's Genuineness of the 
Po~tuteuclr," vol. i. p. 128 ff.), he who wrestled with Jacob is 
called Elohim, as in Genesis ; but in ver. 5, he is called q&, 
a word which is more distinctly defined by the preceding Elo- 
him ; so that we can, accordingly, think only of the Angel of 
God. As it was certainly not the intention of the prophet to 
state a new historical circumstance, the mention of the Angel 
must be founded upon the supposition, that all revelations of 
God are mad6 by the mediation of His Angel,-a snpposition 
which we have already proved to have its foundation in the 
book of Genesis itself. 

Delitzach says, S. 256, "Jehovah reveals Himself in the 7rz5r1, 
but just by means of a finite spirit becoming visible, and therefore 
in a manner more tolerable to him who occupies a lower place of 
communion with God." And similarly, Hofmann expresses 
himself, S. 335 : I t  is quite the same thing whether it be said, 
he saw God, or an angel, as & testified by Hosea also ; and no- 
where have we less right to explain it as if it were an appearance 
)f God the Son, in contrast with the appearance of an angel!' 

But since it is an essentially different matter, whether Jacob 
m t l e d  with God Himself, or, in the first instance, with an 
ordinary angel merely, we have, as regards this opinion, only the 
choice between accusing the prophet Hosea, who brought in the 
angel, of an Euhemerismus, or of raising against sacred history 
the charge that it cannot be relied on, because it omitted so im- 
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portant a circumstance. The name Israel, by which, "at the 
same time, the innermoat nature of the covenant-people was 
fixed, and the divine law of their history was established" 
(Delitzech), is, in that case, a falsehood. Jacob has overcome 
omnipotence, and, in thie one adversary, all others who might 
oppose him,-as he is expressly assured in ver. 29 : " Thon hast 
wrestled with God and with men, and hast prevailed." Can God 
invest a creature with omnipotence? Jacob would certainly 
not have gone so cheerfully to meet Esau, if in FIim over whom 
he prevailed with weeping and supplication, he himself had 
recognised only an angel, and not Jehovah the God of hosts, 
as Hosea, in ver. 6, calls the very mne, of whom in ver. 5 he 
had spoken as the angel. The 'consolatory import of the event 
for the Church of all times is destroyed, if Jacob had to do with 
a created angel only. With such an one, Jacob had not to 
reckon on account of his sinfulness, and i t  is just the humiliating 
conscionsness of this his sinfulness which forms the point at 
issue in his wrestling. Moreover, with such a view, the New 
Testament Antitype would be altogether lost. Jesus, the true 

' Israel, doea not wrestle with an angel,-such an one only 
appears to strengthen Him in His struggle, Luke xxii. 43--but 
with God, Heb. v. 7.-The occurrence would, according to this 
opinion, furnish a strong argument for the worship of angels: 
"He wept and made supplication unto llim," Hos. xii. 5 (com- 
pare Deut. iii. 23). The &ywult~udac Ev ~rpoufvx&, men- 
tioned in Col. iv. 12, in allusion to our passage, would, in that 
case, besides God, have the angels for its object. 

I f  an ordinary angel were here to be understood, we must 
likewise believe that an angel is spoken of in Gen. xxw. 9 seq. 
For, of the same angel with whom Jacob wrestled, Hosea sap 
that Jacob found him in Bethel : "And he m t l e d  with the 
Angel and prevailed, he wept and made supplication unto hi ; 
he found him in Bethel, and there he spake with ue." (Tarnoo: 
" Nobiscwn pi in lumbis Jacobi hmebamw:') Then, it ~uust 
have been a common angel, too, who appeared to Jacob in Glen. a 

xxviii. 10 ff. ; for chap. xxxv. 9, compared with ver. 7, does 
not allow us to doubt of the identity of him who appeared 
on these two occasions. But such an idea cannot be enter- 
tained for a moment ; for in chap. xxviii. 13, Jehovah is con- 
trasted with the angels ascending and descending on the ladder. 
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In Gen. xlviii. 15,16, we read of Jacob : " And We blessed 
Jo+ and said, The God befme whom my fathers Abraham and . 
Isaac did walk, and th God which fed me all my life long unto . 
this day, the Angel which redeemed me f m  d l  evil, bleas the 
la&." 

In this passage, God first appears, twice in the indefinite- 
ness of His nature, and then, specially, as the Angel concerned 
for Jacob and his posterity. 

t By the Angel, we cannot here understand a divine emana- 
tion and messenger, because no permanent character belongs to 
such ; whiie here the whole sum of the preservations of Jacob, 
and of the blessings upon Ephraim and Manasseh, is derived 
from the Angel. And just as little can we thereby understand 
a created angel, according to the view of Hofmann, who, in 
S. 87, says: "Jacob here makes mention of God, not thrice, 
but twice only ; first as the God of his fathers, and then as the 
God of his own experience, but in such a way that in ver. 16 
he names, instead of God, the Angel who watched over him ; 
and he does so for the purpose of denoting the special provi- 
dence of which he had been the object." 

The analogy of the threefold blessing of Aaron in Nnni. 
~. 24-26 would lead ns to expect that the name of God should 
be three times mentioned. No created angel could in this 
manner be placed by the side of God, or be introduced as King 
independent of, and coordinate with, Him. Such an angel 
can only be meant as is connected with God by oneness of 
nature, and whose activity is implied in that of God. The 
iigalar Tr  is here of very special significance. I t  indicates 
that the Angel is joined to God by an inseparable oneness, and 
that his territory is just as wide as that of Elohim.1 If  by the 
angel we understand some created one, we cannot then avoid the 
startling inference, that God ia, in all His manifestations, bound 

Thb m@mce of the eingular waa pointed out aa early aa in the 
third centmy by Novatianus, who, de Trinitate 0. xv. (p. 1016 in Ode), eap : 
"So amebnt ie he in mentioning that Angel whom he had called Qod, that 
men at the cloee of his epeech he again retm, in an emphatio manner, to 
the same person, by eaying, ' Qod bleae these lads.' For had he intended 
that mme other =gel ahodd be undmtood, he would have naed the plural 
nunbar in order to oomgwehend the two pereone. But since, in his bleaeing, 
he made ase of the singular, he would have us to understand that Ood and 
the Angel are quite identicaln 
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absolutely to the mediation of the lower angels. In the history 
upon which Jacob looks back, the inferior angels do not appear 
at all as taking any part in all the preservations of Jacob. 
Twice only are they mentioned in his whole history,-in chap. 
swiii. 12, and xxxii. 2. Lastly,-The angel cannot well be a 
collective noun ; for we nowhere meet with the ideal person of 
the angel, as comprehending within himself a real plurality. 
(Compare remarks on Ps. xxxiv. 8.) W e  should therefore be 
compelled to think of Jacob's protecting angel. But this, again, 
would be in opposition to the fact, that Scripture nowhere sap 
anything of the guardian angels of any individual. More- , 
over, it is a plurality of angels that in xxviii. 12, xxxii. 2, serves 
for the protection of Jacob, and we nowhere find the slightest 
trace of one inferior angel being attached to Jacob for his pre . 
tection. 

In Exod. xxiii. 20,21, Jehovah says to the children of h e 1  : 
a Behold, Isend an angel before thee, to keep thee in the way, and 
to bring thee into the place which I have prepared. Beware of 
him, and obey lib voice; do not rebel against him, for hc will not 
pardon your transgressions : for My nama i s  in him!' 
. As the people are here told to beware of the Angel, because 
he will not pardon their transgressions, so Joshua xxiv. 19 warns 
them as regards the most high God : "Ye will not be able to 
serve Jehovah. : for H e  is a holy (i.e., a glorious, exalted) God ; 
He is a jealous God; H e  will not forgive your transgressions nor 
your sins." The energetic character of the reaction proceeding 
from the angel against all violations of His honour, is founded 
upon the words, " For My name is in him." By the " name 
of God " all His deeds are understood and comprehended, His 
glory testified by history, the display and testimony of His nature 
which history gives. (Compare the remarks in my commentq 
on Ps. xxiii. 2, xlviii. 11, lxxxiii. 17-19, lrwurvi. 11.) 
name is him;" i.e., according to Calvin, "My glory and majesty 
dwell in him." Compare here what in the New Testament is 
said of Christ : & &v &K&VOP m~lj, ra%a ~ a i  d vi& 6pk 
TOKG John v. 19 ; &a ? r d v r e ~  r'l(i;w' rAv vidv d ; F  r~p&rn 7b 
rardpa, John v. 23 ; &y& tca l  d ~ra.n?p &r dupev, John x. 30; 
hur y v t h  tcal am&ul / re  ii7' Zv ;pol d .rra~+p tcf;y; b ah6 
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John x. 38 ; 06 TUJT&LF &I j31; iv 76 r a r p l  d. r a 4 p  iv 
ipi &TL, John xiv. 10 ; ~ ~ 6 t h ~  a6 &rep iv d p o l  iv roi, 
John x~ii. 21 ; b ah$ aaro~ue i  ?r2v ~ i i  ~ h . $ p o / * ~  r i j ~  ~ E & T O P  

ao~par&, Col. ii. 9.-It is impossible that the name of God 
could be communicated to any other, Is. rlii. 8. The name of 
God can dwell in Him only, who is originally of the same nature 
with God. 

After Israel had contracted guilt by the worship of the golden 
calf, He who had hitherto led them-Jehovah=the Angel of 
Jehovah---%ays, in Exod. xxxii. 34, that He would no more lead 
them Himself, but send before them His Angel, a& : "For I 
(my&) will not go up in the midst of thee, for thou art a s ty-  
neekedpeople, kst stconsume thee in the way: xxxiii. 3, compared 
with xxiii. 21. The people are quite inconsolable on account of 
this sad intelligence, ver. 4. 

The threatening of the Lord becomes unintelligible, and the 
grief of the people incomprehensible, if by the Angel in chap. 
xxiii. an ordinary an$ be understood. But everything becomes 
clear and intelligible, if we admit that in chap. xxiii. there & an - 
allusion to the Angel of the Lord xar' ifox+, who is connected 
with Hi by oneness of nature, and who, because the name of 
God is in Him, is as zealous as Himself in inflicting punish- 
ment as well as in bestowing salvation ; whilst in chap. xxxii. 
34, the allusion is to an inferior angel, who is added to the 
highest revealer of God as His companion and messenger, ' 

and who appears in the Book of Daniel under the name of 
Gabriel, while the Angel of the Lord appears under the name 
of Michael. 

On account of the sincere repentance of the people, and the 
intercession of Moses, the Lord revokes the threatening, and 
says in xxxiii. 14, ('My face shall go." But Moses said unto 
Rim, ('If Thy face go not, carry us not up hence." 

Thst avq face, signifies here the person, is granted by Gese- 
nius : cc The face of some one means often his personal presence, 
-hiinself in his own person." A similar use of the word occurs 
in 2 Sam. xvii. 11: (LThy face go to battle" (Michaelis: "Thou 
thyself be present, not some commander only"); and in Deut. iv. 
37, where V J D ~  means in, or with, Itis pe~sonal presence : " H e  
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brought them out with Hi face, with His mighty powel out of 
Egypt." 

The state of things h p  in xxxiii. 14 15, evidently kecome 
again what it was in xxiii. 20, 21. The face of the Lord in the 
former passage, is the Angel of the Lord in the latter. Hence, 
we cannot here admit the idea d some inferior angel ; we can 
think only of that Angel who is connected with the Lord by 
oneness of nature. 

The connection between the face of the Lord in xsxiii. 14, 
15, and the Angel in whom is the name of the Lord, in xxiii., 
becomes still more evident by Is. lxiii. 8,9: "And H e  (Jehovah) 
became their Sariour. In all their d ic t ion  (they were) not 
afflicted, and the Angel of His face saved them ; in E love 
and in His pity He redeemed them, and He bore and camed 
them all the days of old!' The Angel of the face, in this text, 
is an expression which, by its very darkness, points back to some 
fundamental passage-a passage, too, in the Pentateuch-as 
facts are alluded to, of which the authentic report is giren in 
that book. The expression, " Angel of the face," arose from a 
combination -of Exod. xxiii. 20-from which the & e l "  is 
taken-and E x d .  xxxiii. 14, whence he took the "face." To 
explain "Angel of the face" by " the angel who sees His face," 
as several have done, would give an inadequate meaning; for 
by the whole context, an expression is demanded which wodd 
elevate the angel to the height of God. Now, as in Exod. 
xxxiii. 14, " the face of Jehovah " is tantamount to "Jehovah in 
Hi own person," the Angel of the face can be none other than 
H e  in whom Jehovah appears pareonally, in contrast with in- 
ferior created angels. The Angel of the face is the Angel in 
.whom is the name of the Lord. 

When Joshua was standing wlth the army before Jericho, in 
a state of despondency at the sight of the strongly fortified city, 
a man appeared to him, with his sword drawn; and when he 
was asked by Joshua, "Art thou for us or for our atlversaries?" 
he answers, in chap. v. 14, " Nay, for I am the Captab of the 
host of Jehovah, m;v KX i v  ; now I have come." This Captain 
claims for himself divine honour, in ver. 15, precisely in the 
same manner as the Angel of Jehovah in Exod. iii., by corn- 



mmdmg Joshua to put off his shoes, because the place on which 
he stood was holy. In  chap. vi. 2 he is called Jehovah. For it 
is evident that we are not to think of another divine revela- 
tion there given to Joshua in any other way-as some inter- 
preters suppose; because, in that case, the appearance of the 
Captain, who only now gives command to Joshua, wonld 
hare been without an object. In  chap. v. the directions wonld 
be wanting; in chap. vi. we should have no report of the a p  
pearance. 

There can be no doubt that, by the host of the Lord, the 
heavenly host is to be understood ; and Hofmann (S. 291) has 
not done well in reviving the opinion of some older expositors 
(Calt-in, Mawius) which has been long ago refuted, viz., that the 
host of the Lord is 'LIsrael standing at the beginning of his 
warfare," and in asserting that the prince of this host is some 
inferior angel. The Israelites cannot be the host of the Lord, 
that explanation is excluded by the comparison with the host of 
the Lord mentioned at the very tl~reshold of revelation, in Gen. 
ii. 1 ; that which is commonly (Gen. xxxii. 2 ; 1 Kings xxii. 19 ; 
Xeh. L. 6 ; Ps. ciii. 21, cxlviii. 2, compared with 2 Kings vi. 
2 i )  so called, infinitely surpasses the earthly one in glory, and of 
it the Lord has the name JEHOVAH ZEBAOTH. I t  is only in two . 
isolated passages of the Pentateuch that the appellation which 
properly belongs to the heavenly hosts of God is transferred to 
the earthly ones; and that is done in order to point out their 
correspondence, and thereby to elevate the mind. In the first . 
of these passages, Exod. vii. 4, the host of the Lord" is not 
spoken of absolutely, but it is expressly said what host is in- 
tended : " And I bring forth My host, My people, the children 
of Israel." The second passage, in Exod. xii. 41, is similarly 
qualified, and refers to the first. According to this view of 
Hofmann, the words, "now I have come," are quite inexplic- 
able? The Captain of the host of the Lord expresses Himself 
in such a manner as if, by His coming, everything were accom- 
plished. But if he was only the commander of Israel-an in- 

Seb. Schmid says : " I have now come with my heavenly host to attack 
the Canaanites, and to help thee and thy people. Be thou of good cheer ; 
prepare thyself for war along with me, and I will now explain to thee in 
what manner thou mu& carry it on :" vi. 2 ff. 

I 
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ferior angel--his coming was no guarantee for success, for his 
limited power might be checked by a higher one. But if the 
Captain of the host of Jehovah be the Prince of angels, we 
cannot by any means refer the divine honour which He demands 
and receives, to Him who sent Him, in contrast with Him who 
is sent ; the higher the dignity, the more necessary is the limi- 
tation. If the honour be ascribed to Him, He must be a par- 
taker of a divine nature. 

Jesus not at all indistinctly designates Himself as the Cap  
tain of the Lord's host spoken of in our passage, in Matt xxvi. 
53 : 'H & K E ~  2171 06 % h a p a  lipm q m u a A d u a ~  rhv Iraripa p v ,  
Kal ~apaomiua p r  d i o w  4 hyeiivar &yye"Xo,v ; This 
passage alone would be sufficient to refute the view which con- 
ceives of the Angel of the Lord as a mere emanation and mes- 
senger. I t  also overthrows the opinion that he ia an inferior 
angel, inasmuch as the Angel of the Lord here appears as 
raised above all inferior angels. 

Thus there existed, even in the time of Moees, the most 
important foundation for the doctrine concerning Christ. He ~ 
who knows the general relation which the Pentateuch bears to 
the later development of doctrine, will, a eri, think it i m p  
sible that it should have been otherwise ; and, instead of neglect 
ing these small beginnings, appearing, as it were, in the shape 
of germs, he will cultivate them with love and care. 

I t  is only at a late period, in Malachi iii. 1, that the doctrine 
of the Angel of the Lord ia expressly brought into connection ~ 
with that of Christ. But a knowledge of the divine nature of 
the Messiah is found at a much earlier period ; and we can cer- I 
tainly not suppose tha't the doctrine of the Angel of the Lord, 
and that of P truly divine Saviour, should have existed by tbe ~ 
side of each other, and yet that manifold forebodings regarding 
their close obvious connection ~hould not have been awakened 
in the mind. I 

TKE PROMISE I N  2 SAMUEL, CHAP. VIL 1 
The Messianic prophecy, as we have seen, began at a time 

long anterior to that of David. Even in Genesis, we I 



it, increasing more and more in distinctness. There is at first 
only the general promise that the seed of the woman should 
obtain the victory over the kingdom of the evil one;-then, 
that the salvation should come through the descendants of 
Shem ;-then, from among them Abraham is marked out,-of 
his sons, Isaac,-from among his sons, Jacob,-and from among 
the twelve sons of Jacob, Judah is singled out as the bearer of 
dominion, and marked out as the person from whom, at length, 
should proceed the glorious King whose peaceful dominion is 
destined to extend over all the nations of the earth. 

Whilst, hitherto, the tribe only had been pointed out, in the 
midst of which an imperishable dominion should be established, 
and out of which the Saviour was at last to come,-under 
David another feature was added by the determination of the 
family. This was done in the prophetic announcement which 
the Lord, by the prophet Nathan, addressed in 2 Sam. vii. to 
David, when he had adopted the resolution of building to the 
Lord a fired temple, instead of the moveable tabernacle which 
had hitherto been used. 

Ver. 1. "And it happened when the king sat in hw house, 
and the Lord I d  giuen him rest fim all his eaemies round about. 
J7er. 2. And the king said unto N a h n  the prophet, See, now, I 
dwell in a houee of cedar, and the ark of God dweUeth within 
cllrtatrtatns.)' 

The question here is :-To what time is the occurrence to 
be assigned? The answer is:-To the time not long after 
David had obtained' the dominion over all Israel. To this 
opinion we are led by the position which the report occupies in 
the Books both of Chronicles and of Samuel. The supposition 
is so very  roba able, that nothing ahort of very cogent reasons 
could induce ns to abandon it. A narrative, in which David's 
accession to the throne is followed by the conquest of Jerusalem, 
and this by the bailding of his palace,-and this again by the 
bringing up of the ark of the covenant,--and this, still further, 
by David's anxiety for a fixed sanctuary, evidently agrees with 
the order in which these events followed each other. W e  can 
the leas entertain any doubt concerning it, because we are ex- 
pressly told, that the wars and victories of David reported in 
chap. viii. were subsequent to what is r+rted in chap. vii. ; 
compare viii. 1. That the conquest of Jerusalem and the 
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building of his palace belong to the p d o d  soon ' after his 
accession to the throne; is*both evident, and generally acknom- 
Idged;  but that David's anxiety for a fixed sanctuary ~2~39 
awakened in 'him soon after the completion of his palace, is 
express1y.stated in 1 Chon. wii. 1. Instead of xp $3 in ver. 1 
of our passage, we find there 3~ 'I=, u when," or "as soon 
as" he dwelt. W e  cannot well think of any later period, 
David's zeal for the building of the house of the Lord was 
closely connected with the question regarding the duration of 
his own family, which was so readily suggested by the fate of 
Saul, and which must necessarily have engaged his attention 
at a very early period. If he obtained the divine sanction for 
the building of the temple, that question also was thereby 
answered. Further,-It appears from ver. 12, that Solomon 
was not yet born at the time when David received the promise. 
The circumstance, too, that there are so many allusions to it in 
the Psalms of David, proves that this promise had been dread: 
given to him at the beginning of his reign.-One circumstance 
only has been adduced against assigning to it so early a period, 
viz., that the event is here placed within the time when the 
Lord had given David rest from all his enemies round about. 
But there is not one word which affirms that this rest was a 
definitive one; while, on the other hand, the c~ntrary is alluded 
to by the circumstance that the Books of Chronicles make no 
mention at all of David's rest from his enemies, and is distinctl~ 
indicated by viii. 1. I n  1 Chron. xiv. 17 it is said, after the 
account of David's victory over the Philistines (on which event 
the Books of Samuel report previous to chap. vii., viz. in v. 
17-25) : "And the name of David went out into all lands, end 
the Lord gave his fear upon all the heathen." This previous 
result was so much the more important, as the Philistines had 
been, for a long time, the most dangerous enemies of Israel, 
and David himself may have considered it as a defhitive one, 
-may have imagined this truce to be a peace,-may not hale 
been aware that he had yet to bear the burden of the most 
trying wars. Looking, then, to the passage in Dent, xii. 
10, 11-in which the choice of a place where the Lord d l  
cause His name todwell, is connected with the giving of rest 
from all enemies r o ~ n d  about-he might think that the present 
circumstance formed a call upon him to erect a sanctuary to 
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the Lord.' But the issue (compare viii. 1) soon made it 
manifest to him, that the supposition on which he proceeded 
was an erroneous one. W e  have a tacit correction of David's 
mistake in 1 Kings v. 17, 18 : " Thou knowest how that David 
m father could not build an house unto the name-of the Lord 
l i i  God, for the wars with which they surrounded him, until 
the Lord put them under the soles of his feet. And now the 
Lord my God hath given me rest on every side, and there is 
neither. adversary nor evil occurrence." I t  was only under 
Solomon that the period provided for by Deut. xii. really 
arrived. (Compare 1 Chron. wii. 19.) 

Ver. 3. " A n d  Nathan said to the king, Go, do all that is b 
thine kar t ,  for the Lord is with thee. Ver. 4. And it came to 
pad8 that nigkt that the word of the Lord came unto Nathan, 
myiy: Ver. 5. Go and tell M y  sen*aat David, Thue saith the 
h d ,  Shalt tlwu build Me a house to dwell in?" 

In ver. 5 the question is stated, the answer to which is the 
point at issue. In  ver. 6, the exposition begins with 93, which 
refers to the whole of it, and not merely to the clause which 
immediately follows. Hitherto, the Lord has not had a fixed 
temple (ver. 6), nor has any such been wished fqr or desired by 
Him (ver. 7). By the grace of God, David has been raised to 
be rnler over the people (ver. a), and the Lord has helped him 
glorionsly (ver. 9), and, through him, His people (ver. 10). 
This mercy the Lord had already bestowed upon him, that, 
since the beginning of the period of the Judges, it was through 
lrim, first of all, that the people had obtained rest from all 
their enemies round about; but to this favour the Lord is now 
adding another, by announcing to him that He would make him 
an house (ver. 11). When David dies, his seed shall occupy 
the throne, and be established in the kingdom (ver. 12). I t  is 
he who shall build an house for the Lord who will establish for 
ever the throne of his kingdom, vers. 13-16. 

David's zeal for the house of the Lord is thus acknowledged 
(compare Ps. cxxxii. I), and so also is the correctness of his 
supposition, that the building of the fixed temple is intimately 

1 Seb. Schmid sap: LL He thought that this duty was imposed upon him 
by t.he Word of God. For, aa the &ate enjoyed peace, the royal palrrce 
was finished, and hie family established, there seemed to be nothing want- 
ing but to build a temple to the Lord." 
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connected with his being raised to be ruler over Israel. The 
first answer of Nathan remains correct ; it is only more distinctly 
and closely defined and modified. David is to build the house, 
-not, however, in his own person, but in his geed, and after the 
Lord has begun to fulfil His promise, that He would make him 
an house. 

But why was it that David himself was not permitted to 
build the house to the Lord? In  this passage we obtain no 
answer. In  Solomon's message to Hiram (1 Kings v. 17) an 
external reason only is stated-viz., that, by his numerous wars, 
David had been prevented from building a house to the Lord. 
There was a deeper reason than this ; but the heathen could not 
comprehend it. I t  is contained in the words which, according 
to 1 Chron. xxviii. 3, David spoke to the people : "And God 
said unto me, Thou shalt not build an house for My name, 
because thou hast been a man of war, and hast shed blood;" 
and in the words of the Lord which, according to 1 Chron. 
xxii. 8, David repeated to Solomon : " Thou hast shed blood 
abundantly, and hast made great wars ; thou shalt not build an 
house unto My name, because thou hast shed mnch blood upon 
the earth in My sight,"--a disclosure which David conld have 
obtained only at a later period, and as a supplement to the 
divine communication which had been made to him through 
Nathan. For it is only after the revelation in 2 Sam. vii. that 
David had to carry on his most bloody wars. W e  must not, 
by any means, entertain the idea that these words express an?- 
thing blamewortAy in David, and that the permission to build 
the temple was refused to him on account of his 
unworthiness. David stood in a closer relation to God than 
did Solomon. His wars were wars of the Lord, 1 Sam. m. 28. 
I t  is in this light that David himself regarded them ; and that 
he was conscious of his being divinely commissioned for them, 
is seen, e.g., from Ps. xviii. : it was the Lord who taught his 
hands to war (ver. 35) and who gave him vengeance, and 
subdued the people unto him, ver. 48. The passages 1 Chron. 
xxii. 8, xxvii. 3, do not, in themselves, contain one reproachful 
word against David. On the contrary, the words, in My sight, 
in the former of these passages, rather lead us to suppose that 
David is, in his wars, to be considered only as a servant of the 
Lord (Zchaelie:  I n  My sight-i.e., who am, as it were, the 
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highest judge, and the commander "). The reason is rather 
of a symbolical character. How necessary soever, nnder cer- 
tain conditions, war may be for the kingdom of God, - as 
indeed the Saviour also says that (in the first instance) He 
had not come to send peace, but a sword,-it is after all only 
something accidental, and rendered needful by human cor- 
ruption. The real natnre of the kingdom of God is peace. 
Even in the Old Testament, the Lord of the Church appears 
as the Prince of Peace, Is. ix. 5. According to Luke ix. 
56, the Son of Man is not come to destroy men's lives, but to 
save them. In order to impress upon the mind this view of 
the nature and aim of the Church, the Temple-the symbol 
of the Church -must not be built by David the man of 
WC, but by Solomon, the peaceful, the man of rest, 1 Chron. 
xxii. 9. 

Ver. 6.  "For  I have not dwelt in any house from the day 
I brought up the children of I&ael out of Egypt even to this 

dQy, and have waLEed in a tent and in a tabernacle. Ver. 7. I n  
all drat I have walked among the ciiklren of Israel, have I spoken 
om word with any of the tribes of Israel whom I commanded to 
feed My people Israel, saying, W7ry build ye Me not a house of , 
cedar ? " 

According to several interpreters, these words are intended 
as a consolation to David for the delay in building the temple, 
and convey this souse : that God did not require the temple, 
that the building of it was of no consequence,-as sufficiently 
appears from the circumstance of His not having hitherto 
urged it. But such a view would ill agree with the p a t  
importance which David continues, even afterwards, to ascribe 
to the building of the temple,-with the grand efforts of 
Solomon towards it,-and with the exulting words which are 
uttered by the latter, in 1 Kings viii. 13, after the work has 
been accomplished : "I have built Thee an house to dwell in, a 
settled place for Thee to abide in for ever." A comparison of 
1 Kings viii. 16-20 fuhishes us with a clue to the right inter- 
pretation. In that passage, the period before David is con- 
trasted with that during which David lived. (Compare the 
;vrp, now, in ver. 8.) Hitherto, everything in the government 
had borne a provisional character, and, hence, the sanctuary 
also. But now that, after the unsettled state of things under 
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the Judges and Saul, the definitive govmment has been called 
into existence with David, to whom the Lord will make an 
house, the definitive sanctuary also shall be built,--only, that it 
shall not be founded by David, but by his seed? The words, 
I have walked-literally, I have been walking, I have continued 
walking-in a tent und i n  a tabernacle, indicate not only that 
the Lord dwelt in a portable sanctuary, but also, that the place 
of this sanctuary was oftentimes changed, from one station to 
another in the wilderness, then to Gilgal, Shiloh, Nob and 
Gibeon. This changing of the place of the tabernacle is still 
more distinctly pointed out, in the parallel passage in 1 Chron. 
xvii. 5 : '; And I have been from tent to tent, from tabernacle 
to tabernacle;" ie., I went from one tent into the other, e.g., 
from the dwelling-place of Shiloh into that of Nob,-a mode 
of expression which pays no attention to the circumstance 
whether or not the tent was materially the same. Instead of, 

With any of the tribes of Israel," we find in. 1 Chron. xvii. 
6, '' With any of the judges of Erael,"-a parallel pasagg 
which very well explains the main text. The tribes come into 
consideration through their judges, who, in the Book of Judges, 
always appear as judges in Erael, and procured a temporary 

In 1 Kings viii. 16, Solomou thus reports what, in 2 Sam. vii., had 
been spoken to David, in reference to the house of the Lord : " Since the 
day that I brought up Ny people Israel out of Egypt, I chose no city out 
of all the tribes of Israel to build an h o w  that My name might be in i t  ; 
and I choee David to be over My people Israel." The comment on this 
passage is given by the parallel one, 2 Chron. vi. 6, 6 : "I did not c h o w  
any man to be 8 ruler over My people Israel. And I have chosen Jerusalem 
that My name might be there, and I have chosen David to be over My 
people h e l . "  Since David raided in Jerusalem, the election of David, 
mnouncod in 2 Sam. vii., implies also the choice of Jerusalem as the place 
of the sanctuary. Hence, we must add to 1 Kings viii. 16, the supplement : 
" And in connection with this choice, David (the Davidic dynasty) is to 
build Me an house a t  the place of his midenoe." The Vulgate translates 
very correctly : Sed elrgi. Solomon then continuee, Ver. 17 : " And it was, 
in the heart of David my father (namely, before he received this divine 
revelation) to build an house for the name of the Lord, the God of .Israel. 
Ver. 18. And the Lord said unto David my father, Whereas it was in 
thine heart to build an house unto My name, thou didst well that it was 
in thine heart. Ver. 19. And thou shalt not build the house ; but thy son 
that ehaU come forth out of thy loine, he shall build the house unto N y  
name." 
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superiority to the tribe from which they proceeded.' The *mv, 
which has been doubted, is rendered certain by 1 Kings viii. 16. 
(Compare, moreover, Ps. Ixwiii. 67, 68.)-The reason why no 
such word came to any one of these tribes is, that the superiority 
of none of them was permanent; the election of all of them 
was merely temporary. The continuance of the tent-temple 
nas intended to indicate that the state of things was, in general, 
pro~isional only, and that a new order of things was at hand. 
The creation of a settled sanctuary was to be coincident with 
the establishment of an abiding kingdom, to which the grace of 
God was vouchsafed. It was an evil omen for Saul that the 
erection of a fired sanctuary was not even mooted under him. 
The close of Ps. Ixsviii. likewise points out the intimate con- 
nection of the kingdom and the sanctuary. 

Ver. 8. " A n d  now, t ? ~  shalt thou say unto David Ilfy 
w m n t :  Thus saith the Lord of hosh, I took thee from the 
sheepcote,l from behind the sheep, to be mler over My people, 
ore  1mu.d. Ver. 9 .  And I was with thee tohithersoever thou 
wentest, and have cut o f  all thine enemies from before thee, and 
have made thee a great name like unto the name of the great men 
that are t i p  the earth. Ver. 10. And I gave room unto My  
people Ismel, and planted them, and they dwell in their place, 
and thy shall no more be frigitened, and the sons of wickedness 
shall a&t them no more as Ireretofore." 

Seven divine benefits are here enuwerated,--one in ver. 8, 
which forms the foundation of all the others, and three in each 
of the two following verses,-in ver. 9, what the Lord has 
giren to David,-in ver. 10, what, through him, He has given 
to Israel. These benefits are SO many symptoms that a de- 
pnitive order of things has now taken the place of the pro- 
cisiml one, and that, hence, the moveable sanctuary will now 
be soon followed by the settled one. I n  the first member of 
ver. 10, there is an enumeration of the benefits which the 

1 Scb. Sdimid mys : " He rightly conaidera the tribes and the judges as 
one. For the tribes are viewed in the judges who had sprung from them, 
and r+ce versa, the judge, in his paternal tribe. And that the matter is 
thoa to be undmtood, is clmr, because, in Chronicles, where the judge ie 
wken of, he ia introduced in the plural : 'Why have ye not built Me an 
how,' etc.? viz., thou, judge, with thy tribe." 

'That ;ly, properly "habitation," "abode," is used here, as frequently, of 
the ti&p-c~% bshown by Pa. Mi. 70, which ie based upon our paage. 



people. have already received though David; in the second 
and third members, an enumeration of the benefits to be con- 
stantly bestowed upon them through him. A commentary 
upon it is formed by Ps. Ixxxix. 22-24, in which it is said of 
David : " With whom My hand shall be continually, Mine a m  
also shall strengthen him. The enemy shall not exact upon 
him, nor the son of wickedness af£lict him. And I crush his 
enemies before him, and will smite those who hate him!' 

Ver. 11. And since ths day that I commanded judge8 OW 
My people Israel, I have given thee rest fiom all thine enemus. 
And the Lord telleth thee, that the J m d  will make thee an house." 

The first part of this verse comprehends all the benefitn for- 
merly enumerated ;-the second adds another, which, however, 
is closely connected with the previous ones. The circumstance 
that the Lord first gave rest to David, and, in him, to the 
people, was a sign of his election which could not but manifest 
itself afterwards in the care for his house. The promise, 
"The Lord will make thee an house," was to David an answer 
to prayer, as is,shown by Ps. xxi. 3, 5, Ixi. 6, cxxwiii. 3. Even 
the thought of building the temple was a question put to the 
Lord, as to whether H e  would, in hannony with His past con- 
duct, give a duration to his house, different from that of the 
house of Sad .  

Ver. 12. " And when thy days befiljZled, and thou s h l t  sleep 
math thy fathers, I shall cause thy seed to &e up aftcr thee which 
shall proceed out of thy bowels, and I will establish his kingdom." 

The n+pn does not signify the beginning of existence, but 
the elovation to the royal dignity. nr, seed, denotes the pas- 
terity, which, however, may consist of one only, or be repre- 
sented by a single individual. In the parallel passage, 1 Chron. 
xvii. 11, the words run thus : "Thy seed which shall be of thy 
sons," i.e., who shall be one of thy sons (Luther). The truth 
of the promise, "I shall establish his kingdom," became mani- 
fest, e.g., in the vain machinations of Adonijah. That  the 
fulfilment of this promise must be sought in the history of 
Solomon, in whom the difference between the house of David 
and that of Saul first became evident (instead of, "1 establish," 
in ver. 12, we find, in the second member of ver. 13, ''I 
establish for ever"), is seen from 1 Kings viii. 20, where 
Solomon says, " And the Lord hath performed Hie word which 
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He spake ; for I am risen up in the room of ~ a v i h  my father, 
and sit on the throne of Israel, as the Lord promised." (Com- 
pare 1 Kings ii. 12: "And Solomon sat upon the throne of 
David his father, and his kingdom was established greatly.") 

Ver. 13. He uhaU build an house for My name,and I estab- 
l i d  the drone of h b  kingdom fo? earn." 

The general establkhment which was spoken of in ver. 12 
precedes the budding of the temple ; the eternal establishment 
mentioned in ver. 13 follows the building of the temple, or is 
coincident with it. I t  is evident, that the fint clause of the 
verse refers, in the fint instance, to the building of the temple 
which was undertaken by Solomon. (Compare 1 Kings v. 19, 
where Solomon says, "Behold, I purpose to build an house unto 
the name of the Lord' my God, as the Lord spiike unto David 
my father, saying, Thy son whom I will set upon thy throne in 
thy staad, he shall build the house unto My name.") We shall 
not, however, be at liberty to confine ourselves to d a t  Solomon, 
as an individual, did for the house of the Lord. The building 
of the house here goes hand in hand with the eternity of the 
kingdom. W e  expect, therefore, that the question is not about 
a building of limited duration. If a building of only a limited 
duration were meant, such, surely, might have been erected long 
ago, even in the period of the Judges. The contrary, however, 
ir quite distinctly brought out in 1 Kings viii. 13, where, at the 
dedication of the temple, Solomon says, "1 have built Thee an 
house to dweU in, a fixed place for Thee to abide in for ever." 
If, then, with the eternity of the kingdom of David's house the 
eternity of the temple to be built by him be closely bound up, 
the destruction of the latter can be only tempomy, and the 
consequence of the apostasy and punishment of the Davidic race, 
--of which vets. 14 and 15 treat Or, if i t  be definitive, it can 
concern the fm only. If the building of the temple fall into 
ruing it is only the Davidic race from which its restoration can 
proceed ; the local relation of the royal palace to the temple 
pdgured their close union. Hence, the building of the temple 
by Zerubbabel was likewise comprehended in the words, " H e  
shall b d d  an house for My name!' It was impossible that 
the second temple could be reared otherwise than under the 
direction of David's family. But we must go still farther. The 
essence of the temple consists in its being a symbol, an outward 
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representation of the kingdom of God under Israel. The real 
import of our passage then is,-that henceforth the kingdom of 
David and the kingdom of God should be closely and insepa- 
rably linked together. As the third phase, therefore, in the 
fulfilment of our prophecy, John ii. 19 must come under con- 
sideration : X h a r e  riiv vahv roihov, K ~ Z  i v  rPwZv +dpacp &yep& 
a h d v .  (Regarding the sense of this passage, and the symbolical 
meaning of the tabernacle and temple, compare Dissertations 
on the Genuiwness o j  the Pent.,'' vol. ii. p. 514 ff.) " House of 
God" is, in ver. 14 of the parallel text, used of th; Church, and 
in parallelism with " kingdom of God,"-a sense in which it 
occurs as early as in Num. xii. 7.' This wus loquendi is quite 
common in the New Testament; compare 1 Tim. iii. 15; 2 Cor. 1-i. 
16; Heb. iii. 6. In the first two phases of the temple of Solomon, 
the house consists in the first instance of ordinary stones,- 
although, even at that time, the ~piTitual is concealed behind 
the material; but in its third phase, the material is altogether 
thrown off, and the house is entirely spiritual-consisting of 
living stones, 1 Pet. ii. 5.-That the expression, " for ever," in 
the second clause of the verse, is to be taken in its strict and 
full sense, is proved not only by the threefold repetition, but 
also by a comparison with the numerous secondary passages, in 
which the duration of the Davidic dominion appears as abso- 
lutely unlimited. I n  Ps. lrxxis., for example, where the p m  
mise is repeated, " for ever " corresponds with, " as the days of 
heaven" in ver. 30,-with " as the sun" in ver. 37,-and with 
" as the moon" in ver. 38. The final fdfilment'of this promise 
is pointed out by the words of the angel to Mary, in Luke i. 32, 
33 : o h o p  Zura~ h a p  (compare uer. 9 here), ~ a 2  vi& + h o v  
~AqBrjumcu (compare ver. 14), K ~ Z  6;uer ah$ &prop 6 e&p r i v  
Bpdvov A a v l 6  703 warp& ahoG.  Kal / 3~rXf i ;ua  kl TAU o'ucov 
'Iax&@ eR r o k  a & v q  tcal r+ /3arrcXrhp a h o f  O&K & ~ a c  r b .  

Ver. 14. " And I will be a father to him, and Re shall be a 
son to Me. I f  he commit sin, I will chastbe Rim with the rod of 
men, and with the str+es of ih children of men. Ver. 15. And 
My mercy shall not dipart away from Jiim, as Icauaed it to depart 
away from Saul, whom I p t  away before thee." 

Yichaelis says : "Just as in the precedipg verses also, the house of 
David did not mean a heap of atones aud wood brought together, but a 
congregation of people." 
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Wheresoever God is, in the Old Testament, desijpated as 
Father, there is a reference to the deepest intensity of His love, 
-a love which is similar to that of a father towards his son. 
(Compare remarks on Ps. ii. 7.) Sonship to God has this sig- 
nificancy here also, as is shown by what immediately follows, 
where, in explanation of it, the of indestructible love is 
connected with it. But this relationship, in its highest and 
closest form, cannot exist betwixt God and a mere man. It is 
only when the Davidic family is viewed as centring in Christ, 
that the words can acquire their full truth. To this, the quota- 
tion in Heb. i. 5 points : T l v ~  yap elwE m r e  7% &yeAwv, Ti& 
p v  d a, +& q'ppov yeybaq~d U E ;  Kat? ?rdkv- 'Ey& Zuot~ ;1  

ah@ ek w a ~ i p a ,  xal a h &  Co-rcu p r  ek vi6v ; The depth of 
meaning which is contained in these words appears plainly from 
their expansion in Ps. lxxxix. 26: "And I place his hand on 
the sea, and his right hand on the rivers. He shall call Me 
thus: Thou art my Father, my God, and the rock of my sal- 
vation. And I will also make him My first-born, the highest of 
the kings of the earth." The sonship accordingly implies the 
dominion over the world, which in Ps. ii. 7-9 appears, indeed, 
as inseparably connected with it.-If the race of David commit 
sin, it shall be chastened with the rods of men, and with the 
stripes of the children of men. Ps. xvii. 4 distinctly and unam- 
biguously designates corrupt actions-walking in the ways of 
transgressors-as "the works of men." (Compare 1 Sam. xxic 
10 ; Hos. vi. 7 ; Job xxxi. 33, xxiii. 12.) Hence, the rods of 
men, and the stripes of the children of men, are punishments 
to which all men are subject, because they are sinners, and at 
which no man needs to be surprised. Grace is not to free the 
Davidic family from this common lot of mankind, is not to 
afford to them the privilege of sinning. The mitigation only 
follows in ver. 15, in which the close resumes the beginning: 
"I will be a father to him." But this mitigation must not be 
misunderstood by being conceived of as referring to the indivi- 
duals. Such a codception of it would be opposed to the nature 
of the thing itself, would be in opposition to 1 Chron. xxviii. 9, 
where David says to Solomon, "If thou seek Him, He will be 
found of thee ; and if thou forsake Him, He will cast thee off fm 
am;"  and would be against history, which shows that the rebel- 
lions members of the Davidic dynasty were visited with destroy- 
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ing judgments. The contrast is rather thns to be understood : 
sin is to be visited upon the individuals, while the grace abides 
continually upon the race,-so that the divine promise is raised 
to an absolate one. The commentary on it is furnished by Ps. 
Ixxxix. 31 seq. : " If his children forsake My law, and walk not 
in My judgments . . . then I will visit their transgression with 
the rod, and their iniquity with stripes. But my loving-kindness' 
will I not withdraw from him, nor will I break My faithfulness." 
-The words from if he commit sin" to 'cchildren of men" are 
awanting ih the parallel passage. This omission is intended to 
make the continuance of the mercy appear the more distinctly, 
and to show, a8 indeed is the case, that the main stre88 is to be 
laid upon it. We cannot for a moment conceive that any un- 
worthi motive prompted this omission ; for the ~bn ic l&were  
written at a ~ ime  when the chastening rod of the Lord had 
already fallen heavily npon the Davidic race. There would 
have been stronger reasons for adding the words than for omit- . 
ting them, inasmuch as, under these circumstances, they were 1 

fullof consolation. I t  is just npon these words that the penman 
of Ps. lxxiv. dwells at particular length. 

Ver. 16. " And thine houae and thy kingdom uhaU be suw fm 
ever before thee, thy throne shall bejrm fw ever." 

The extent to which this prophecy of Nathan bears the cha- 
racter of a fundamental one, appears from the circumstance that 
almost every word of the verse under review has called forth an 
echo in later times. pw, unre, certain, conutant, occurs again in 
Ps. Ixxxix. 29, compared with ver. 38, and in Is. lv. 3. The 
sure (constant) mercies of David, spoken of in the last of these 
passages, shall be bestowed npon the people of the covenant, in 
the coming of Christ, by which the perpetuity of the house of 
David was most fully manifested. The px, conutant,finn, occurs 
in Mic. iv. 1, and the a$& for ever, in Ps. lxxii. 17, ltxxix. 37, 
xlv. 7, and ex. 4. The saying of the people in John xii. 34, 

~ao4uapu dK TOG v&v &I 6 X P m t h  &EL EIC T ~ V  &ha, 
refers, in the first instance, to OF passage, and all the other 
texts quoted may be considered as a cornmen*. 

It is certainly not the result of mere accident, that the twelve 
verses of Nathan's prophecy are divided into two sections of 
seven and of five verses respectively, and that the former again 
is subdivided into sections of three and four versea. Its closing 
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aonls, '' The Lord will make thee an house," are further ex- 
paaded in vers. 12-16. 

We subjoin to the exposition of Nathan's prophecy, that of 
David's prayer of thanks, because, by means of the thanks, the 
promise itself is more clearly brought out. 

The Lord has done great things for His servant in his low 
estate, and has promised things still more glorious, vers. 18-21. 
By doing such glorious things to His servant, H e  has manifested 
Himself as a faithful God, in harmony with His revelations in 
ancient times, ven. 22-24. The thanksgivings for the promise 
are followed in vers. 25-29 by a prayer for its fulfilment, inter- 
mingled with expressions of hope. 

h the promise was expressed in twelve verses, so are the 
thanks. These twelve verses are again divided into seven and 
five, and the seven into four and three. 

The name of Jehovah occura twelve times. Ten times is 
, the a d c t w  directed to Jehovah. Once H e  is addressed by the 

simple name of Jehovah, six times by that of Adonai Jehovah, 
twice by that of Jehovah Elohim, and once by that of Jehovah 
Zebaoth. The address, Adonai Jehovah, occurs at  the begin- 
ning and the close. The third division first takes up the name 
of God which is used in the second, and returns, at the close, to 
that which is used in the first division. In the parallel passage 
in Chronicles, Jehovah occurs seven times, and Elohim three 
times.-Ten times the servant of the Lord is mentioned in 
David's prayer, and seven times, the house of David. The 
servant of the Lord occurs three times in vers. 18-21, and seven 
tiules in vers. 25-29 ; the house of David twice in 18-21, and 
five times in vers. 25-29. In vers. 22-24, where the manifesta- 
tion of the mercies to David are brought into connection with 
the glorious revelations of God in ancient times, neither the 
servant nor the house is mentioned. 

Ver. 18. " A n d  King David c a w  and sut before the Lord, 
and said: W3o am I, Lord Jehovah, and wJ1~1t my house 
(literally, w h  my house,-the house being conceived of as an 
ideal person), that T h  hast &ought me hitherto 3 " 

Moses also was sitting in long-continued prayer, Ed. xvii. 
12. David, as a true descendant of Jacob (Gen. xxxii. lo), 
acknowledges his tmwqrthiness of the great mercies bestowed 
upon him. The comparison of Ps. cxliv. 3 is still more striking 
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than that of Ps. viii. 5 ; for, in the former, the words, gLLord, 
what is man, that Thou takest knowledge of him ; the son of mortal 
man, that Thou hast regard to him? " were uttered in praise of 
the adorable mercy which the Lord had shown to his house. 

Ver. 19. "And this is yet too little in my sight, Lord Jehovah; 
and lhou speakst also to the house of Thy servant of thingsfar 
distant; and this is the law of man, J ~ r d  Jehovah." 

The word ~ V I  has only the signification of lam Gesenius, 
in assigning to it the signification of mos, consuetudo, has no 
other warrant for it than our passage. The law of any one is 
the law which has been given for him, or which concerns him; 
compare Lev. vi. 2 (9) : " This is the law of the burnt-offer- 
ing ;-" Lev. xiii. 7 : h i s ' i s  the law for her that hath born;" 
Lev. xiv. 2 : This shall be the law of the leper," etc. Hence 
the law of man can only be the law regulating the conduct of 
man. Man is coinmanded in the law-  " ~ h o u  shalt love thp 
neighbour as thyself ;" compare Mic. vi. 8 : "He hath showed, 
0 man, what is good; and what doth the Lord require of thee 
but to do justice, and to lore kindness, and to walk humbly 
before thy God? " The fact that God should, in His conduct 
towards poor mortals, follow the rule which He hath given to 
men for their conduct towards one another, and that He shows 
Himself to be full of mercy and lore, cannot but fill him who 
knows God and liimself with adoring wonder. The words in 
Ps. xviii. 36 are parallel: "Thou givest me the shield of Thy 
salvation, and Thy right hand holdetli me up, and Thy meekness 
(the parallel passage in 2 Sam. has : 'Thy being low') maketh 
me great." I n  the parallel passage in Chronicles the words 
are these : And Thou hast regarded me according to the Ian- 
of man (concerning vn= mn compare remarks on Song of 
Sol. i. lo), Thou height, Jehovah God." The essential agg- 
ment of the sense of the parallel passage with that of the 
fundamental passage, may be applied as a test to prove the 
correctness of our exposition. " To regard some one " is usctl 
for "to visit some one," "to have interco6rse with some one ;" 
compare 2 Sam. iii. 13, xiii. 5, xiv. 24, 28 ; 2 Icings viii. 29. 
The words, 'g Thou height" (Clod is represented ns 
height in Ps. xcii. 9 : And Thou art a height for evermore, 0 
Lord"), bring out still more prominently the contrast with 
human lowncss, which was already implied in the names of 
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God, Adonai Jehovah, and Jehovah Elohim, and serves there- 
fore to show still more distinctly the condescension of God, 
whose revelation on this occasion was a prelude to d u p t  
q w o .  Lutlrer has introduced into the main test a direct 
allusion to the ,incarnation of God in Christ. He translates, 
" This is the manner of a man who is God the Lord ;" and adds, 
in a marginal note, the following remark : "This means, Thou 
speakest to me of such an eternal kingdom, in which no one 
can be king unless he be God and man at the same time, be- 
cause he is to be my son and yet a king for evermore-which 
belongs to God alone." But this single circumstance is sufficient 
to overthrow this view :-that in the preceding, as well as in the 
subsequent context, Adonai Jehovah is always used in the 
vocative seuse. 

Yer. 20. "And what shall D d  say mwe unto Thee ? (In 
the parallel passage : ' As regards the honour for 'IXy servant.') 
Snd Thou bourest Thy aemant, Jehovah." 

I t  i3 not necessary that David should make many words, in 
order to express hu  thank, as his thankful heart lies open before 
God. In  Ps, xl. 10, David also appeals to the testimony of the 
Omniscient as regards his thankful heart : "1 preach righteous- 
nesa in the great congregation ; lo, I will not refrain my Eps, 0 
Lord, Thou knowat,"-knowest how with my whole heart I 
am thankful for Thy great mercy. I t  is, in general, David's 
practice to appeal to God, the Searcher of hearts ; compare, e.g., 
Ps. xvii. 3. 

Ver. 21. For Thy words sah, and according to Thine own 
liecrrt, h t  Thou done all these great tlrings to make Thy servant 
know them." 

In 1 Chron. xvii. 19, the words run thus: "Lord, on 
account of Thy servant, m d  according to Thine own heart, hast 
Thou done all these great thing, to make known all the glorious 
things." Hence, by the t L  word," a promise given to David can 
alone be intended,-a word formerly spoken to David, which 
contained the germ of the present one. There is, no doubt, a 
special allusion to the word in 1 Sam. xvi. 12 : " And the Lord 
said, Arise and anoint him, for this is he!' (Compare 2 Sam. 
xii. 7 ; Ps. lwxix. 21 ; Acts' xi%. 22.) According to Thine 
heart : (' The Lord is merciful and gracious, slow to anger and 

K 
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plenteous in mercy," Ps. ciii. 8. All these great tlriflgs,-i.e. 
the promise of the eternal dominion of his hoase. nk?! and a*! 
-words in which David takes special delighknever mean 

greatness," but always " great things." (Compare remarks 
on Ps. lxxi. 21, cxlv. 3.) The words, "To make know," etc, 
indicate that the making refers, in the meantime, only to the 
divine decree. 

Ver. 22. '' Wirerefore Thou art great, God: for t h e e  ir 
none l i b  Thee, ncithm is &re any God besides The, aceording to 
all that we have heard with our ears!' 

Wherefwe-in. the f h t  instance, on account of the great 
things which Thou hast done unto me. According to all, etc., 
ie., as this ie confirmed by all, etc. Of this David has been 

. reminded anew by his personal experience. Just  as he does 
here, David, in Ps. xl. 6, rises from his personal experience to 
the whole series of God's glorious manifestations in the history 
of His people. As to the words, "There is none l i e  Thee, 
neither is there any God besides Thee," compare the funda- 
mental passages Exod. w. 11 ; Dcut. iii. 24, iv. 35. 

Ver. 23. " And where is there a nation on earth l& !l'hy 
people Israel, for whose a& God went to redeem &m for a 
people to Himeelf, and maks Him a name, and to do for you 
gmat thinp, and terrible things for Thy land, putting away from 
befm Thy people, whom Thou redemedat to T h e  out of Egypt, 
h t A e n  and ddr god8 t" 

W e  must here compare the fundamental passages, Deut. iv. 7, 
34, xxxiii. 29, in which that which Israel has received from hi 
God is praised, as being without precedent and parallel. In 035 
and WK$ the address is, with poetical liveliness, directed to 
Israel. For you pea t  things-instead of, To do for them 
great things, as the Lord has done for you. The phrase m u  
p p  means, literally, only, "away from before Thy people;" 
" putting" muat be supplied from the preceding mi&, and from 
a comparison of the fundamental passages, Esod. xsiii. 28, 29, 
xxxiv. 11  ; Deut. xxxiii. 27, to which the concise expression 
refers. The text in Chronicles, which expressly adds what we 
have here to supply, *JDD m5, " to drive out before," is, in thia 
case also, merely a parallel passage which, by the addition of a 
word, serves as a commentary. 

Ver. 24. " And T7um h a t  conjnned to Thyuelf Thypeop!d 
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Iaasl to be a popk f w  ever, and Thou, Lord, art become their 
God." 

Ver. 25. " And now, Jehovah God, the wo~d  that Thou hast 
pkm concrming Thy s m n t ,  and concerning his house, establish 
it fw ever, and do as Thou hast said!' 

Praise and thanks for the promise are followed by the prayer 
for its fnlfilment. 

Ver. 26. " And let Thy name be magnz~W for ever, so thut it 
may be said) J h a h  Zebaoth (is) God over I'wl.  A d  the 
house of Thy setpant shall be jrna before Thee." 
Let Thy name be magnijed, instead of, Give cause for its being 

glorified ; compare Ps. xxw. 27, XI. 17.-Is God over Israel, i.e, 
proves Himself to be such, by protecting the house of the king, 
on whom the salvation of Israel depends. In Chronicles it is 
thus expressed: " Jehovah Zebaoth, the God of Israel, is God 
for Israel," ie., He fulfils to Israel what H e  promised (Jarchi). 
The prayer for the establishment of David's house is expressed 
in the form of confidence, in the conviction based upon the 
word of God, that snch is according to the will of God. 

Ver. 27. " For Thou, Jehovah Zebaoth, God of Israel, h t  
opened the ear of Thy servant, saying, I will build thee an h e .  
Therdfore Thy servant found (in) his heart to pray thb prayer 
ullto Thee!' (Otherwise, his heart would have failed him ; he 
would have had neither the desire nor the courage.) Ver. 28. 
"And now, Lvrd Jehovah, Thou art God, and Thy words are truth, 
and Thou h t  prmiaed unto Thy servant these good things. 
Ver. 29. And now kt it please Thee to bbss the hoture of Thy 
servant, that it may continue for ever before Thee; for Thou, Lvrd 
Jehovah, h t  spoken, and, by Thy blessing, the house of Thy 
servant shall be blessed for ever." 

To whom does this promise refer, which David received 
through Nathan? Some Rabbins, and Grotiw, would fain 
restrict it to Solomon and hi more immediate posterity. This 
opinion, however, is refuted by the single circumstance, that 
they are compelled to assume merely a long duration of time, 
instead of the eternity which is here promised to the home of 
David. And that snch cannot be the meaning of the words 
"for ever," is abundantly confirmed by a comparison with 
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Ps. lxxxix. 80, "And I place his seed for ever, and his throne 
as the days of heaven." In these words of the Psalm there is 
a reference to Deut. xi. 21, where the people of the Lord are 
promised a duration as the days of heaven and of earth." An 
absolute perpetuity is everywhere ascribed to the people of God. 
If, then, the home of David is placed on the same level as they, 
its perpetuity must likewise be absolute. Further,--with such 
a view, it is impossible to comprehend what David here says in 
his prayer, regarding the greatness of the promise, and a h  what 
he says in Ps. cxxxviii. 2: " For Thou hast magnified Thy word 
above all Thy name!' The giving of the promise is there placed 
on a loftier elevation than all the former deeds of the Lord. 

Othe- Calmiua--would refer the promise to Christ 
done. But vers. 14, 15  are decisive against this view; for, 
according to them, God will not, by a total rejection, punish 
the posterity of David, if they commit &,-from which the re- 
ference is evident to a posterity merely human, and hence sinful. 
According to ver. 13, David's posterity is to build a temple to 
the Lord,-a declaration which, with reference to David's plan 
of building a temple to the Lord, can, in the first instance, be 
understood in no other way than as relating to the earthly temple 
to be built b.y Solomon. To this consideration it may be added, 
that, 1 &n. xxii. 9 seqq., David himself refirs this a; 
nouncement primarily to Solomon, and that Solomon, in 1 Kings 
v. 5 seqq., and in 2 Chron. vi. 7 seqq., refers it to h i i l f .  

Nor is there entire soundness in the view of thoee who, fol- 
lowing Arcguatine (de Ciwitate Dei xvii 8,9), assume the existence 
of a double reference,-to Solomon and hie earthly successors 
on the one hand, and to Christ on the other. Thus Brmtius: 
" Solomon is not altogether excluded, but Christ is chiefly 
intended." I t  is true that these interpreters are substantially 
right in. their view; but they err as to the manner in which 
they give expression to it. The promise has not a reference 
to two subjects simultaneously.' I t  views David's house as an 
ideal unity. 

This mistake wee corrected by Seb. Schmid. He 8 8 ) ~ s  : " The pro- 
miaea here given to David have, of courae, s reference to Solomon ; but 
not mch aa if they were be fulfilled only in the person of Solomon, and 
not elao in his poeterity, and, moet of all, in the Memiah to lie d-ded 
from Devid and 8010mon.~' 
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The promise is given to the house of David, vers. 11,16,19, 
25, 26, 27, 29; to his seed, ver. 12. I t  is to the house of 
David that the absolute perpetuity of existence, the unchange- 
able possesion of the grace of God-a relation to God similar 
to that of a son to his father-and the inseparable connec- 
tion of their dominion with the kingdom of God in Israel, are gua- 
ranteed. 
There is no direct mention of the person of the Messiah ; 

and yet the words, when considered in their full import, point, 
indirectly, to Him. The absolute perpetuity of the race can be 
conceived of, only when at last it centres in some superhuman 
person. But still more decisive is the connection in which this 
promise stands to Gten. xlix. The dominion which is there 
promised to Judah is here transferred to David. I t  is then to 
David's race that the exalted individual must &long, in whom, 
according to Gen. xlix. 10, Judah's dominion is to c e n b  at 
some future period. That David really c o ~ e c t e d  the pro- 
mise which he received with &n. xlix. 10, is shown by 1 Chron. 
~v i i i .  4 (compare p. 91), and also by the name, Solomon, which 
he gave to his son ; compare ibid. That Solomon also founded 
his hopes regarding the future upon a combination of Gen. xlix. 
and 2 Sam. vii., is shown by Ps. kxii., ~ h i c h  was composed by 
him ; compare pp. 91, 92. 

But, as respects this combination, David was not left to hi- 
self. He received further light from the source from which the 
promise had come to him. Although his mission was not pro- 
perly a prophetic one,-although, in the main, it belonged to 
him to d&-be poetically what had come to hi through pro- 
phetic inspiration, yet prophetic inspiration and sacred lyric are 
frequently commingled in him. The man who is '' the sweet 
psalmist of Ierael" claims a in 2 Sam. xxiii. 1, and, in ver. 2, 
e a p ~  that the Spirit of (30d spake by him, and His word was 
upon his tongue. In  Acts ii. 30, 31, Peter declares that, by 
the divine promise, David received, first the impulse, and after- 
wards further illumination, by the prophetic spirit dwelling in 
him. The latter declaration, moreover, reste on the testi- 
mony of the Lord Himself, in Matt. wii. 43, where He says 
that in Ps. a, David had spoken hr d p m ,  i.e., seized with 
the Holy Spirit. 

I t  ia trns that, in a aeries of Psalms, David is not any mwe 
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explicit and definite than the fundamental prophecy, but speaks 
only of the grace which the Lord had conferred upon the Da- 
vidic race by the promise of a dominion which should outlast all 
earthly things. Thus it is in Ps. xviii., where, in the p* 
sence of the .congregation, he offers those thanks which p* 
viously he had, as it were, ~rivately expressed, for the glorious 
promise made to him ;-in Ps. xi., where, in the name of the 
people, he expresses thankful joy for this same promise;-in 
Ps. 1x5. and in the cycle of Psalms from Ps. cxxxviii. to cxlv.- 
the prophetic legacy of David-in which, at the beginning, in 
Ps. cxxxviii., he praises the Lord for His promise of eternal 
mercy given to him, and then,' with the torch of promise, light- 
ens up the darkness of the sufferings that are to fall upon this 
house,-Psalms with which Ps. I d .  and cxxxix., which ,were 
composed at a later period, and by other writers, are closely 
connected. 

But there are other Psalms (ii. and cx.) in which David, with 
a distinctness which can be accounted for only by divine reve- 
lation, beholds the Messiah in whose coming the promise in 2 
Sam. vii. should find its final and complete fulfilment. Whilst 
David, in these Psalms, represents the Messiah as his antitype, 
as the mighty conqueror, who will not rest until H e  shall have 
subjected the whole earth to His sway, Solomon, in Ps. lxxii., 
represents Him as the true Prince of Peace, and His dominion 
as a just and peaceful rule. The circumstances of the time of 
Solomon form, in a similar way, the foundation for the descrip 
tion of the Messiah in Ps. xlv., which was written by the sons 
of Korah. 

A personal Messianic element is contained in some of those 
Davidic Psalms also which refer to the ideal person of the riykt- 
e m  one, whose image we at  last find fully portrayed in the 
Book of Wisdom. In these the sufferings of the righteous one 
in a world of sin are described, as well as the glorious issue to 
which he attains by the help of the Lord. After his own expe- 
rience, David could not have doubted that, notwithstanding the 
glorious promise of the Lord, severe sufferings were impending 
over his family, and over Him in whom that family was, at 
gome future time, to centre. But his own experience likewise 
promised a glorious issue to these sufferings. The Psalms in 
which, besides the reference to the righteous one, and to the 
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people, the alI&on to the dict ions of the Davidic race, and 
to the d e r i n g  Messiah, most plainly appear, are the xxii., the 
cii, and the cix. 

There cannot be any doubt that the Messianic promise made 
considerable progress in the time of David. I t  is, in itself, a 
circumstance of great importance that the eyes of the people 
were henceforth directed to a definite family; for, thereby, 
their hopes acquired greater consistency. Further,-The for- 
mer prophecies were, all of them, much shorter, and more in 
the shape of hints ; but, now, their hopes could become detailed 
descriptions, .because a substratum was given to them in the 
present. The Messiah had been foretold to David as a suc- 
ceasor to his throne,-as a King. Hence it was, that, in the 
view of David himself and of the other psalmists, the earthly 
head of the Congregation of the Lord formed the Bubstratum 
for the future Saviour. The naked thought now clothed itself 
with flesh and blood. The hope gained thereby in cl4arness 
and distinctness, as well as in practical significance. 

The slight hint of a higher nature of the Messiah, given in 
Gen. xlix. 8, forms the main ground for the advancing and 
more definite knowledge, which we find in the days of David 
and Solomon. Grand and lofty expectations could, henceforth, 
not fail to be connected with the promise in 2 Sam. vii. 14, "1 
will be a father to him, and he shall be a son 'to Me," and 
with the prophecy of the absolute perpetuity of dominion, in the 
same passage. I n  Ps. ii. 12, the Messiah appears as the Son of 
God mr' Pfo&,-as He, in whom to trust is to be saved, and 
whose anger brings destruction. In  Ps. cx. 1, He appears as 
the Lord of the Congregation and of David himself,-as sitting 
at the right hand of omnipotence, and as invested with a full 
participation in the divine power over heaven and earth. In. 
Ps. lxxi. eternity of dominion is ascribed to Him. In Ps. xlv. 
7, 8, H e  is called God, Elohim. 

Among the offices of Christ, it is especially the Regal office 
on which a clear light has been shed. The Messiah appears 
prominently as H e  who has dominion from sea to sea, and from 
the river unto the ends of the earth," Ps. Iwii. 8. I n  Ps. cx., 
however, the office of the Messiah as the eternal High f i s t  is 
first revealed to the congregation. He appears as the person 
who atones for whatever sins cleave to His people, as their In- 



terceasor and Advocate with God, and as the Mediator of the 
closest communion with God. We have here the outlineq for 
the filling up of which Isaiah was, at a later period, called. The 
Prophetic office of the Saviour does not distinctly appear in the 
Psalms. I t  was reserved for Isaiah to bring out into a clearer 
light the allusion given, on this subject, by Moses, after it had 
been taken up again, for the first time since Moses' day, by the 
prophet Joel. 

I t  was quite natural that David, who himself was exercised 
and proved by the cross, should be the &st to introduce to the 
knowledge of the Church a mfering Mk(rsial1. But the doctrine 
has with him still the character of a germ; he still mixes up 
the references to the Messiah with the allnsions to His types. 
I t  was from these that David rose to Him ; it was from their 
destiny that David, by the Holy Spirit, inferred what would 
befall Him. Nowhere, however, has David d i i y  and esclu- 
sively to do with a suffering Messiah, as had, afterwards, the 
prophet Isaiah. 

In all that respects the Psalms, we must content onrselves 
with merely a passing glance, lest we encroach too much upon 
the territory which belongs to the Commentary on the Psalms. 
But '' the last words of David," preserved to us in the Books of 
Samuel, we shall make the subject of a more minute considera- 
tion, inasmuch as they form a connecting link between the two 
classes of Paalms which rest on the promise in 2 Sam. vii, viz., 
those referring to David's house and family, and those relating 
to the personal Messiah. The '' ruler among men" whom we 
meet in these "last words,)) is, in the first instance, an ideal 
person,-viz., the Davidic race conceived of as a person ; but 
the &a1 points to the real person, in whom all that had been 
-foretold of the Davidic family should, at some future period, 
find its full realization. I t  is with a view to this person, that 
the personification has been employed. 

2 SAMUEL XXm. 1-7. 

The last words of David are compre$knded in seven versea; 
and these, again, are subdi~ded into sections of five and two 



verses I.espectively. First, there is a description of tho fulnesa 
of bleseinga which the dominion of the just ruler shall carry 
along with it, and then of the destruction which shall overtake 
hostile wickedness. 

It is not by accident that these last words are not found in 
the coUection of Psalms. The reason is indicated by the ow 
There is a prophetic element in the lyric pocky of David 
wheresoever it refers to the futnre' destiny of his house ; but 
this prophetic element rises, here, at the close of his life, to pure 
prophetic inspiration and utterance, which stand on an equal 
footing with the prophecy of Nathan in 2 Sam. vii., and claim 
an equal authority. 

Yer. 1. "And h e  are b e  last wwch of D a d .  David, the 
Son  ofJes8e,pr~e8i%8, and tlre man prophesie8 who was mbed 
up on high, the anointed of b e  God of Jacob, and sweet in the 
Psalms of Iwael." 

I t  is substantially the same thing, whether we understand : 
" the last words of David " or " the latter words of David "- 
later in reference to wi.1. For even Ps. xviii., which precedes 
in chap. xxii., belongs, according to ita inscription and contents, 
to the last times of David; it is, as it were, 6c a grand Hallelujah 
with which he withdraws from the scene of life." But, at all 
events, there is a closer connection with that Psalm ; in it, too, 
David has in view the future destiny of his race, and we have 
here, in the last words, the prophetic conclusion of the lyrical 
effusion there. From this connection with chap. xxii., the 
closer limitation of the " words" follows. We learn from it 
that holy words only can be meant. The solemn introduction, 
and the parallelism with the blessings of Jacob and Moses, fully 
agree with and confirm this our introductory remark regarding 
the chronological position of these " words."-There can be no 
doubt that, in this introduction, there is a reference to Balaam's 
prophecy in Num. xxiv. 3,-and this goes far to prove how 
much David was occupied with the views which men of God 
had formerly opened up into future times :-"And he took up 
his parable and mid: Balaam the eon of Beor prophesies, and 
the man who Lad his eyes shut, prophesies : He prophesies who 
heari the words of God, who sees the vision of the Almighty, 
falling down and having hi eyes open." The remarks which 
we made on that passage find here also a strict application: 



L'Balaam begins with a simple designation of his person, and 
then, in the following members, adds designatiom of such 
qualities of this person as here come into consideration, and 
serve for affording a foundation to the a a  with which he opens 
his discozuw." As DN, always has the signification, " word of 
God," u revelation," it can here be ascribed to David, as it was 
in the fundamental passage to Balaam, only in as far as the 
word has been received by,'and communicated to, him. The 5p, 
" upon," "over," stands here for "on high;"-those over whom 
David has been raised up being omitted in order to express the 
absolute sovereignty bestowed upon David, more, however, in 
his posterity, than in his own person. (Compare Ps. xviii. 44 : 
" Thou makest me the head of the heathen ;" and in ver. 48 : 

God who avengeth me, and subdueth people undw me.") 
He who was miaed up on high-With the exception of the 
bodily ancestor and the lawgiver, of none under the Old Testa- 
ment could this be with so much truth affirmed, as of David, 
the founder of the royal house, which, in all eternity, was to be 
the channel of blessings for the Congregation of the Lord, and 
to which, at last, all power in heaven and on earth was to be 
given. The anointed of the God of Jacob-Such is David, not 
only as an individual, but also as the representative of his race; 
compare Ps. xviii. 51. He is pre-eminently the anointed, the 
Christ of God.-v~r, plur. nli-Dr, signifies, according to deriva- 
tion and usage, not song or hymn in general, but the hymn in 
the higher strain, the skilful, solemn song of praise ; compare 
my commentary on Song of Sol. ii. 12. David's Psalms are 
called n l l * ~ ~  of Israel, because he sang them as the organ of the 
congregation, and because they were appointed to be used in 
public worship ; compare Comment. on Psalms, vol. iii. p. vi. 
Sweet in Psalm of Israel here finds it8 place only on the sup 
position that David, in his Psalms, spoke in the Spirit, Matt. 
xxii. 41-46; compare Commentary on Psalms, vol. iii. p. vii. 
viii. The most distinguished excellence in poetry which is 

n ~ ,  LL Mow," " beneath," under," ie often used adverbially, e g ,  
&XI. .1L. 26. b, in the eignification " on high," occnrs,al~~ in H- xi. 
7,-lees certainly in Hca. vii. 16. For, according to 2 Chron. xu. 9, h t  
y g e  may be explained : " they return, not to," i.e., them is the mere 
commencement of &wemion, but not the attainment of the end. On apl 
Deut. xxviii. 36 ie to be compared. 
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merely human cannot form a foundation for the assertion in 
ver. 2. But if, on the other hand, David be an often times 
tried organ of the Spirit for the Church, i t  cannot surprise us 
that in ver. 2 he even declares that, in the Spirit, he there 
foretells the future. Thus the om in our verse also has a good 
foundation. 

Ver. 2. a The Spirit of tire Lord spake to me, and His word 
ia upon my tongue." 

That y n  refers to the communication which David promul- 
gates in the sequel, and not to other revelations which he had 
formerly received, appeaxs from its relation to the ow in ver. 
1. We should lose the new revelation announced in ver. 1, if 
Ter. 2, and, hence, ver. 3 also-for the ~ D H  there evidently 
resumes the in-refer to divine revelations which David, or, 
as T h i u s  supposes, even some other person, had formerly r s  
ceivd-92 is not " through me," for in that case the Participle 
would have been used instead of the Preterite ; nor " in me," for 
that is contradicted by the parallel passagea in which 131 occurs 
with 3 ; but c4 into me," which is stronger than to me," and 
marks the deeply penetrating power of the revelation by the 
Spirit ; compare remarks on Hosea i. 2. Such being the case, 
the Preterite is quite in its proper place ; for the inward reve- 
lation, the nn* ow, precedes the communication-the 111 ow. 
(On the whole verse, 1 Pet. i. 11,2 Pet. i. 21, are to be compared.) 

Ver. 3. " The God of I8raeI said, the Rock of Israel p k e  to 
me : a Ruler over men-just; a R u b f e a r  of God!' 

The omission of the verb, will be or rise," is quite suited to 
the concise and abrupt style of the divine word. The mention 
of God, the Rock of Israel, shows that the revelation lias a refer- 
ence to what is done for the good of the people of God,--of 
His Church. For her good, the glorions Ruler shall be raised. 
(Compare the words, civrd@ero 'Iupa4~ ?ra& a h o Z ,  in 
Luke i. 54, as also ver. 68, and ii. 32.) The appellation, Rock 
of Israel, indicates God's immutability, trustworthinesg and 
inviolable faithfulness ; compare my comment. on Psalm wiii. 
3, 32-47. The connection betwixt Ps. xviii. and the l6 last 
words of David" here also clearly appears. The fundamental 
passage is Dent. xxxii. 4.-That men must be conceived of as 
the subje'cts of dominion, is proved by Ps. xviii. 44, where David 
b made the head of nations, and people whom he has not knorn 
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serve him,--and by ver. 45, where the som of the stranger do 
homage to him,-and by ver. 48 : "Who subdues people under 
me."-A Ruler-fear of God, i.e., a Ruler who shall, as it were, 
be fear of God itself-personified fear of God. We must here 
compare the expression, This man is the peace," Mic. v. 4, 
and, as to the substance of the expression, Is. xi. 2, And the 
Spirit of the Lord m e  upon him . . . the spirit of knowledge 
and of the fear of the Lord!' We might be dieposed to refer 
this exclusively to the person of the Messiah, especially when 
those Psalms are compared which refer to a personal Messiah. 
But Ps. xviii.-which here receives, as it were, its prophetic 
seal-and especially the relation of ver. 3 and 4 to ver. 5, 
where David epeaks of his house, prove that the Ruler here 
is, primarily, only an ideal person, viz., the seed of .David 
spoken of in Ps. xvii. 51. Things so glorious can, however, be 
ascribed to it only with a reference to the angust personage in 
whom that seed will centre at the end of days,-the righteous 
Branch, whom the Lord will raise up unto David (Jer. xxiii. 
5), who executeth judgment and righteousness on earth, Jer. 
xxxiii. 15. David knew too well what human nature is, and 
what is in man, to have expected any such thing from the col- 
lective body, as such. 

Ver. 4. " And as the ligltt of the morning when the sun ria& 
a morning without clouds; by brightness, by rain,--grass out of 
the earth." 

In  the h t  hemistich we have to supply: will be His 
appearance in its loveliness and saving importance. The morn- 
ing elsewhere also, especially in the Psalms (compare remarka 
on Ps. lix. 17; Song of Sol. iii. I), is used as the emblem of 
salvation. The condition of men before the appearance of the 
Ruler arhong them, is, in ita destitution, like dark night.-The 
lnz'ghtncss is that of the Ruler, as the spiritual Sun, the Sun of 
Salvation. (Compare Mal. iii. 20 [iv. 21, where righteousness 
is represented as the sun rising to those who fear God) The 
rain-the warm, mild rain, not the winter's rain which, in the 
Song of Sol. ii. 11, and elsewhere, occurs as an emblem of 
aj3iction and judgment-is the emblem of blessing (compare 
Is. xliv. 3, where "rain" is explained by a blessing "). The 
gram, which springs up out of the earth by means of aunahine 
and rain, is emblematical of the fruits and effects of salvation. 



(Compare Is. xlv. 8, where, in consequence of the rain of salva- 
tion pouring down from the skies, the earth brings forth salvation 
and righteousness.) The pwage in Ps. lxxii. 6 is parallel, where 
Solomon says of his Antitype, '' H e  shall come down like rain 
upon the mown grass, as showers watering the earth!' The 
figure of the rain making fresh p s  to spring up is there like- 
wise employed to designate the blessing of the Messianic time. 

. 

Ver. 5. "For & not thus my howe with God? For He IIns 
made with me an etrmhting cozrenant, &ed in all things and 
kt; for all my salvation, and all pLmre,-ahould He not 
make it to grow ?" 

The special revelation which David received at the close of 
his life (compare the remarks on a a  in ver. 1) is here connected 
with the fundamental promise in 2 Sam. vii., which was thereby 
anew confirmed to him. Those who, like De Wette and Theniua, 
mistake the correct sense of vers. 3 and 4, are not a little per- 
plexed by the " for" at the beginning of this verse, and attempt 
in rain to account for it.-Thzcs, i.e., as it had been told in what 
precedes.-nr~y, " prepared," " ordered," forms the contrast to 
what is only half finished, indefinite, depending upon circnm- 
stances and conditions, admitting of provisions and exceptions. 
The extent to which all interposing obstacles were excluded, or 
rather, had been considered and calculated upon beforehand, 
appears especially from 2 Sam. vii. 14, 15, according to which, 
even the most fatal of all interpositions-the apostasy of the 
h of the covenaneshoald not destroy the covenant,- 
shonld not annul the gracious promise made to the race. Kept, 
i.e, firm, inviolable, because given by Him who keepeth cove- 
nant and mercy, Dent. vii. 9; Dan. ix. 4. In 1 Kings viii. 25, 
Solomon prays, And now, Lord God of Israel, keep with Thy 
servant David my father what Thou promisedst him when Thou 
midst, There shall not be cut off unto thee a man from My 
sight to sit on the throne of Israel!' The second "for" points 
out the cause of kept. All pleamre, i.e., all that is well-pleasing 
to me, aU that my heart desires. The preceding *w serves the 
purpose of qualifying it more definitely. The object of David's 
desires is, accordingly, his salvation, the glory of his house. 

Ver. 6. "And wickedness, like thonzs, they will all be driven 
away; for not will any one take them into his hamla!' 

The subject treated of in this wree is : the Ruler among men 
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in His relation to His enemies. To those He is as formidable 
as His appearance is blessed to those who surrender themselves 
to Him. In Ps. xviii. also, there is a celebration of the indomi- 
table power which the Lord grants to David, His anointed, and 
to his seed against all their enemies ; compare ver. 38 : "I pur- 
sue mine enemies and overtake them, and do not turn again till 

' they are consumed; ver. 39, I crush them and they cannot rise, 
they fall under my feet." In the cycle of Psalms from cxmviii. 
to cxlv., David likewise speaks of the dangers which threaten 
his house from elemies, and the leading thought of Ps. ii. is: 
thk Messiah as the conqueror of His enemies. The eyes of 
David were the more opened to this circumstance, the more he 
himself had had to contend against adversaries.-$ph always 
means unworthiness in a moral point of view, "wickedness," 
" vileness." Wickedness is here used in the concrete sense = the 
nicked ones, the sons of wickedness, Deut. xiii. 14. The wicked 
ones, the enemies of the Church, are compared to the thorns, 011 
account of their pricking nature ; and therefore their end is like 
that of thorns, they will be thrown aside like them. In Ezek. 
xsiv. 28, after the judgment upon the neighbouring people has 
been proclaimed, it is said, And there shall remain no more a 
pricking brier everywhere round about the house of Israel, where 
their enemies are, nor a grieving thorn ;" compare Num. xxxiii. 
55 ; Song of Sol. ii. 2 ; Is. xxvii. 4 ; Nahum i. 10.-.r~q the 
Partic. Hoph. of m, " t h m t  out," '(put to flight" (compare 
Ps. xxxvi. l2), cannot be applied to the thorns, but only to the 
men. Like thorns, i.e., so that they become like thorns, of 
which the land is cleared. For not will any one tctke them into 
his hands-ddichaelis : I&actabiles an t .  

Ver. 7. "And if any one toucheth them, he jilled udh  im, 
and the s t~ f  of a spear; and t.4 y shall be utterly burnt with fire 
where t h y  dwell." 

The two members of vers. 6 and 7 stand in a .  inverted 
relation to each other. I n  ver. 6, we have, first, the punishment 
described, and then their hostile nature, by which the punish- 
ment was called forth. In  ver. 7, we have, first, the cause, and 
then the consequence. The thought in the Grst member is: 
every touch of them bears a hostile character. Ikon-instead 
of weapons fabricated of iron; comp. 1 Sam. xvii. 7;  Job 
XX. 24, xli. 19 compared with vem. 18, 20; Jer. SY. 12. 
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nxn, l i t d l y ,  "in d e  dwelling" (compare Ps. d. 6, xrrvii. 4; 
Dent. XJM 20) instead of "where they dwell," shows that in 
their own borders they shall be visited and overtaken by retri- 
bution. rn cannot have the sigdkation, "without delay," 
ascribed to i t  by Thcniue. 

THE SONG OF SOLOMON. 

An important lid in the chain of the Messianic hopes is 
formed by the Song of Solomon. I t  is intimately associated 
with Ps. lxxii., which was written by Solomon, and represents 
the Slesaiah as the Prince of Peace, imperfectly prefigured by 
Solomon as His type. As in this Psalm, so also in the Song of 
Solomon, the coming of the Messiah forms the subject through- 
out, and H e  is introduced there under the name of Solomon, 
the Peaceful One. His coming shall be preceded by severe 
afflictions, represented under the emblems of the scorching heat 
of the sun, of winter, of rain, of dark nights, and of the desert. 
Connected with this coming is the reception of the heathen 
nations into His kingdom, and this, through the medium of the 
old Covenantcpeople. 

Thus far the first part, down to chap. v. 1. The subjects 
contained in the second part are, the sin of the daughter of Zion 
a,&st the heavenly Solomon and the judgment; then, repent- 
ance and reunion, which will be accomplished by the co-opera- 
tion of the daughters of Jerusalem, i.e., of the very heathen 
nations who had formerly received salvation through them ; the 
complete re-establishment of the old relntion of love, in conse- 
quence of which the daughter of Zion again occupies the centre 
of the kingdom of Clod; and the indissoluble nature of this 
covenant of lore now anew entered into, in contrast with the 
instability of the former. 

The Song of Solomon does not, strictly speaking, possess a 
pmphetical character. I t  does not communicate any new reve- 
lations; like the Psalms, it only represents, in a poetical form, 
things already known. I t  sufficiently appears from ouiformer 
statement, that, in the fir& part of this book, not one feature 
occm which did not form a part of those Messianic prophecia 
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which we can prove to have been known at the time of Solomon. 
In  the second part, however, it is somewhat different. No cor- 
responding parallel can be adduced from any former time to the 
view, that a great part of the people would reject the salvation 
offered to them in Christ, and, tbereby, draw down judgment 
upon themselves. Yet, all that the book under consideration 
contains upon this point, i e  only the application of a general 
truth, the knowledge of which the covenant-people had received 
at the very beginning of their history. A consideration of 
human nature in general, and mom especially of Israel's cha- 
racter, as it had been deeply and firmly impressed upon the 
people by the Mosaic law, joined to the ample experience which 
Bistory had afforded in this respect, suficiently convinced those 
who were more enlightened, that it could not be by any means 
expected-that, indeed, it was even impossible-that, a t  the 
coming of the Messiah, the whole people would sincerely and 
heartily receive Him, and do homage to Him. And there existed, 
on the other hand, at the time of Solomon also, the foundation 
for the doctrine of the final restoration of the people. For, 
even in the Pentateuch, the election of Israel by God is repre 
sented as irrevocable and absolute, and which, therefore, must 
at  last triumph over all apostasy and covenanbbreaking on the 
part of the people. 

The Song of Solomon, then, is no apocalypsis, no revelation 
of mysteries till then unknown. There is in it no such disclosum 
as is, e.g., that in 2 Sam. vii., on the descent of the Messiah from 
David; or, as is that in Mic. v. 1 (2), on His being born at Beth- 
lehem; or even as is that in LP. 1%. on His ofice as a High Priest, 
and His vicarious satisfaction. 'But, nevertheless, we must not 
imagine the case to have been thus, that the contents of the 
Song of Solomon could have originated merely from reflection 
on the part of Solomon. The truths hitherto revealed had too 
much of the character of mere germs to allow us to suppose that 
from them, and in such a way, we could account for the clear- 
ness and certainty with which they have been blended into one 
whole. Another element, moreover, must be joined to the 
historical ground-viz., an elevated condition of the sod, a 

being in the Spirit,"-a breathing of the divine Spirit upon 
the human. History bears witness that such prophetic states, 
in the wider sense, were not strange to Solomon. I t  twice 
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reports about the Lord's having appeared to him, 1 Kings iii. 5, 
ix. 2. From such an elevated state of soul, hi dedicatory 
pmyer, in 1 Kinga viii., and Pa. Ixxii., also originated. 
We must content ourselves with these hints as regards Solo- 

mon's Song. As it moves throughout on Messianic ground, the 
Author must consider his commentary on this book (Berlin, 1853) 
ae an appendis to the Christology. 



MESSIANIC PREDICTIONS IN THE PROPHETS, 

k ~ a  the time of Solomon, the Mqianic prediction was for a 
considerable time discontinued. I t  was first resumed, and farther 
expanded, by the Canonical prophecy which began under Uzziah. 
There cannot be any doubt that that which appeam as an inter- 
val was really such. There is no ground for the supposition 
that any important connecting links have beem lost. The Mes- 
sianic prediction in the oldest canonical prophets ia immediately 
connected with that which existed previously at the time of 
David and Solomon. 

I t  is not a matter of chance that, w h i t  the blossom of pro- 
phetism appeared as early as Samuel, the canonical prophetism 
took its rise at a much later date. Nor is it the result of m i -  
dent, that we do not possess any written prophecies, either by 
Elijah, who, at the transfiguration of the Lord, appeared as the 
representative of all the Old'Testarnent prophets, or by Elisha. 
Nor is it merely accidental that, at the time of Uzziah, there a p  
pears all at once, and simultaneously, a whole series of prophets. 
All these things are connected with the circumstance, that it ~ o a s  

only at that time that great events for the Covenantrpeople were 
in preparation,-that, only then, those cat&trophes were impend- 
ing which were to be brought about by the Asiatic kingdoms, 
and which kept equal pace with the sin of Israel, the measure of 
which was being more and more f l e d  up. Canonical prophecy 
is closely linked with these catastrophes. I t  is called to disclose 
to the Church the meaning of these judgments, and, thereby, to 
secure to them th&r effects in all time coming. The Messianic 
predictions uttered by the prophets are likewise closely connected 
with &e announcement of these judgments. Whilst false secu- 
rity was shaken by the threatenings, despondency-which is as 
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hostile to true conversion-was preventad by pointiflg to the 
future coming of the Saviour. 

The prophets do not deliver the Messianic prediction in its 
whole compass, any more than do the writers of the Messianic 
Psalms. On the contrary, it is always only certain individual 
aspects which they exhibit. The writem of the Messianic 
Psalms take up those features which presented points of con- 
tact with their own lives and their own experiences, or at least 
the circumstances of their times. Thi is quite in keeping with 
the more subjective origin of Psalm-poetry. Thna David d e  
mi the sdering Messiah surrounded by powerful enemies, 
and who, after severe struggles, at length obtains victory and 
dominion. To Solomon, He appears as the Ruler of a great 
and peacefnl kingdom, and he beholds the most distant nations 
reverentially offering preaente to Him and doing Him allegi- 
ance. But the Prophets, in pointing out this or that feature, 
are not so much guided by their own experience, disposition of 
mind, and peculiar circumstances, as by the wants of those 
whom they are addressing, and by the d e c t  which they are 
anxious to p d u c e  on them. When they have to do with pnail- 
lanimity, desponding at the sight of the heathen world as it 
seema to be all-powerful,-they then represent the Messiah as 
the invincible conqueror of the heathen world, who shall sub- 
ject the whole earth to the kingdom of God. When they 
have to deal with pride, trusting in imaginary prerogatives of 
the Covenantqeople, and boldly challenging the judgments of 
God upon the heathen,-they then represent the Messiah as Him 
who shall make a great separation among the Covenanbpeople 
themselves, and who shall be a consolation to the godly, while 
He brings inexorable judgments upon the wicked when they 
have to do with those who mourn ii Zion, who through the 
hflicted judgments.of the Lord have been brought to a deep 
sorrow on account of their sins,-they then represent the Messiah 
as Him who shall one day take away the sins of the land, who is 
to bear their griefs and carry their sorrows. Now, as canonical 
prophecy extends over several centuries, during which circum- 
stances, wants, and dispositions the most diverse, niust have 
taken place, and as the Messianic prophecy is in harmony with 
these, it displayed, more and more fully, its riches, and did so in 
a manner far more effective and vivid than it could possibly have 
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done had it been proclaimed in the form of a discussion ar 
treatise. As the Messiah was thus represented from the most 
various points of view, and in the way of direct perception, and 
divine confidence,--as He was thus everywhere pointed out as 
the end of the development, He could not but become more and 
more the sod of the nation's life. 

In the Messianic announcements by the prophets, no mch 
gradual progress in clearness and distinctness can be traced, as 
in those of the Pentateuch. The assertion that there existed 
with them at first, only a general hope of better times, uncon- 
nected with any person, rests on the unfounded hypothesis that 
Joel is the oldest among all the prophets,-and at the same time 
on the erroneous assumption that he was ignorant of a personal 
Messiah,-and, furthm, on the incorrect supposition that the 
prophets, who write only what presents itself immediately to 
their view, have not in their creed all that they omit to say. It 
is, moreover, opposed by the prospect of a personal Messiah held 
out in the Pentateuch, the Psalms, and the Song of Solomon. 
How very slender is the ground for inferring,that, because many 
essential poiuhaze not touched upon by Hosea, Joel, and Amos, 
they, therefore, did not know them, is shown by the fact that 
neither do several among the later prophete--as Jeremiah and 
Ezekiel-touch upon them, although the previous more distinct 
prophecies of Isaiah were certainly known and acknowledged by 
them. We must never forget that it ia from above that each of 
the prophets received his share of the prophetic spirit, and that 
this depended partly upon the measyre of his receptivity, which 
might have been greater with the former than with the latter 
prophets,-and, partly, upon the wants and capacities of those 
for whom the prophecy was destined. 

A central position, as regards the Messianic predictions, is 
occupied by Isaiah. Even his Messianic prophecies, however, 
when viewed detached and isolated, bear the character of one 
sidedness. He nowhere gives us a complete image of the ME- 
siah. But, whilst the other prophets mere permitted to give 
only single disclosuies, he gives us, in the whole body of his 
Messianic prophecies, the materials for a full and entire imsge, 
although not the image itself. The Fathers of the Church 
have, therefore, rightly designated him as the Evangelkt among 
the propheta, But the transition to him from the Psalms and 
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the Song of Solomon could not be immediate. Hosea, Joel, 
Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, and Micah form, as it were, the con- 
necting links. Proceeding from the Messianic promise, in 
the shape which it had received at the time of David and 
Solomon, they give it a standing in the prophetic message, 
and infuse into it new life by means ef the connection into 
which it is brought by them, and supplement it by adding single 
new features. 

I t  is our intention to give an exposition of the Messianic 
passages in the prophets, according to their chronological order. 
In placing Hosea at the head, we follow the example of those 
who collected the Canon, and who, regarding not so much the 
succession of years as that of the governments, may have as- 
signed the Grst place to Hosea, because he is the most impor- 
tant among the prophets at the time of Jeroboam in Israel, and 
of Uzziah in Judah, or because he really appeared first, and the 
prophecy in chap. i.-iii. is the beginning of written prophecies. 
The latter supposition most naturally suggests itself ; the analo- 
gies are in its favour, and no decisive argument has been brought 
f o m d  against it. 

THE PROPHET HOSEA. 

QENEBBL PRELMINABY REMILRES. 

That the kingdom of Israel was the object of the prophet's 
ministry is so evident, that upon this point all m, and cannot 
but be, agreed. But there is a difference of opinion as to 
ahether the prophet was a fellow-countryman of those to whom 
he preached, or was d e d  by God out of the kingdom of Judah. 
The latter has been asserted with great confidence by Maurer, 
among others, in hia O b s m .  in Eos., in the Commentat. Theol. ii. 
i. p. 293. But the arguments by which he supports this view 
d l  not stand the test. He appeals (1) to the inscription. The 
circumstance that, in this, there ie mention made of the kings of 
Judah under whom Hosea exercised his ministry,-that they 
are mentioned at all,-and that they are mentioned j r s t  and 
completely, while only one of the,kings of Israel is named, 
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proves, ac~ording to him-pecially on a comparison with the 
' 

inscription of Amos-that the prophet acknowledged the kings 
of Judah as his superiors. But this mode of argumentation en- ~ 
tirely overlooks the position which the pious in brael generally, 
and the prophets especially, occupied in reference to Judah. 
They considered the whole separation-the civil as well as the 
religious-as an apostasy from God. And how could they do 
otherwise, since the eternal dominion over the people of God 
had been granted, by God, to the house of David? The close- 
ness of the connection between the religions and the civil s&- 
ciently appears from the fact, that Jeroboam and all his suc- 
cessors despaired of being able to maintain their power, unless 
they made the breach, in religious matters also, as wide as 
possible. The chief of the prophets in the kingdom of the ten 
tribes-Elijah-by taking twelve stones according to the num 
ber of the tribes of Israel (1 Kings xviii. 31), plainly enough 
declared, that he considered the separation as one not consis- 
tent with the idea of the Jewish kingdom, and that therefore, in 
reality, it must at some future period be done away with ; that 
he considered the government in Israel a existing de facto, but 
not de j w e .  

By none do we find this view eo distinctly brought out as b j  
Hosea " They have 'set up kings, and not by Me "--says the 
Lord by him, chap. viii. 4-a they have made princes, and I 
knew it not.'' In  his view, then, the whole basis of the govern- 
ment in Israel is ungodliness. Because they have chosen'kings 
and princes without God, and against the will of God, they 
shall be taken from them by God, chap. iii. 4. Salvation 
cannot come to the people until Israel and Judah set over 
themselves one head, ii. 2 (i. ll), until the children of I s 4  
seek Jehovah their Lord, and David their king, iii. 5. These 
two things are, in his view, intimately connected ; no true re- 
turn to the ihvisible head of the Theocracy is possible without, 
at the same t h e ,  a return to the visible one-the house of 
David. What, at some future time, the mass of the people, 
when converted, were to do, the converted individual must do 
even now. He even now recognised the kings of the tribe of 
Judah as truly his sovereigns, although he yielded civil obe- 
dience to the rulers of Israel, until God should again abolish 
the government which He gave to the people in wrath, and set 
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up in opposition to the government of the house of David in 
His anger, on account of their apostasy. From all this, it 
clearly appears that, in order to account for the peculiarity of 
the inscription, we need not have recourse to the conjecture, 
that Hosea was a native of Judah. One might, with as much 
-n, maintain that all the prophets in the kingdom of Israel, 
who rejected the worship of the calves-and hence all the 
prophets without exception-were natives of the kingdom of 
Jndah. For the worship of the calves is quite on a par with 
the a m  from the anointed of God. Hosea mentions, first 
and completely, the kings of the legitimate family. He then 
further ad& the name of one of the rulers of the kingdom of 
Lsrael, under whom his ministry began, because it was of im- 
portance to fix precisely the time of its commencement. Uzziah, 
the h t  in the series of the kings of Judah mentioned by him, 
survived Jemboam nearly twenty-six years ; compare Maurer, 
1. c p. 284. Now, had the latter not been mentioned along with 
him, the thought might easily have suggested itself, that it was 
only during the latter period of Uzziah's reign that the prophet 
entered upon hi office ; in which case all that he said about the 
overthrow of Jeroboam'a family would have appeared to be a 
clatieinium poet menturn, inasmuch as it took place very soon 
a€te Jeroboam'a death. The same applies to what was said 
by him regarding the total decay of the kingdom which was so 
flourishing under Jeroboam; for, from the moment of Jero- 
b o d s  death, it hastened with rapid strides towards its destruc- 
tion. If, therefore, it was to be seen that future things lie 
open before God and His servants " before they spring forth" 
(Is. xlii. 9), it waa necessary that the commencement of the 
prophet's ministry should be the more accurately determined ; 
and this is effected by the statement, that it happened within 
the period of the fourteen years during which Uzziah and Jero- 
boam reigned contemporaneously. That this is the main reason 
for mentioning Jeroboam's name, is seen from the relation of 
ver. Z to ver. 1. The remark there made,-thai~osea received 
the subeequent revelation at the very beginning of his prophetic 
ministy, cormponds with the mention of Jeroboam's name in 
ver. 1. But this is not all ; nor can we say that, had it not 
been for this reason, Hosea would not have mentioned any king 
of Israel at all, in order that, from the outset, he might exhibit 
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his disposition. There was a considerable difference between 
Jeroboam and the subsequent kings. Cocceiue remarked ve y 
strikingly : "The other kings of Israel are not considered as 
kings, but as robbers!' Jeroboam possessed a qw'legitimacy. 
Tne house of Jehu, to which he belonged, had opposed the ex- 
treme of religious apostasy. It was, to a certain degree, ac- 
knowledged, even by the prophets. Jeroboam had obtained the 
throne, not by usurpation, but by b i i .  He was the last king 
by whom the Lord sent deliverance to the people of the ten 
tribes ; compare 2 Kinga xiv. 27 : "And the Lord would not 
blot out the name of Israel from under heaven ; and He saved 
them by the hand of Jeroboam, the son of Joash!' (2.) The 
internal reason adduced by Maurer (S. 294) is equally insigni- 
ficant. "The mwum nzagistri," he says, "are wont more slightly 
to reprove, in the case of strangers, that which they severely 
condemn in their own people ; but Hosea rebnkes with as much 
severity the inhabitante of Judah, when he comes to speak of 
them, as he does the Israelites!' But no certain inferences can 
be drawn from such commonplaces ; for, in thia way we might 
as reasonably infer, that Isaiah and the writer of the Books of 
Kings were natives of the kingdom of the ten tribes, because 
they censure the sins of the Israelites as severely as they do 
those of the inhabitants of Judah. To this commonplace we 
might as easily oppose another equally true, viz., the "9norutn 
mugbtri, from a partiality for their own people, are wont to 
judge more leniently of their faults than of those of strangers." 
Such maxims require to be applied with the utmost caution, 
even in the territory to which they belong, because one con- 
sideration may be so easily outweighed by another. Here, how- 
ever, its application is altogether out of the question. The 
prophets, as the instnunents of the Spirit, spoke pure and plain 
truth without any regard to persons. Whether Hosea was a 
native of Judah or of Israel, he would express himself in the 
same way concerning the inhabitants of Judah. He would 
severely rebuke their sins, and at the same time readily acknow- 
ledge, as he does, their advantages,-for " Salvation cometh of 
the Jews!' 
If, then, these be the arguments in favour of the Judean 

origin of Hosea, it readily appears that the probabilities of such 
an origin, compared with that of his Israelitish descent, am no: 
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even in the proportion of one to a hundred. The prophets we& 
almost more numerous in the kingdom of Israel than in that of 
Judah; and yet the entire hitory knows of only two instances 
of prophets being sent from the kingdom of Judah to that of 
Is&, viz., the prophet spoken of in 1 Kings xiii. and Amos. 
And the former of these even scarcely belongs to this class, inas- 
much aa he received only a single mission into the kingdom of 
Israel, and that, at a time when the prophetic institution was not 
as yet organized there. In the case of Am09 likewise, it ia 
manifest not only that he was only an exception to the rule,- 
as appears from the transactions with the priest Amaziah, 
reported in Amos vii. (compare especially ver. 12),-but still 
more plainly, from the mention in the inscription of his having 
been a native of Judah. 

With regard to the time of the prophet, the inscription places 
his ministry in the reigns of the kings Uzdah, Jotham, Ahaz, 
and Hezekiah. A long period is, no doubt, thus assigned to it, 
-a period embracing at least twenty-six years of Uzziah's reign, 
and, in addition, the sixteen years of that of Jotham, the six- 
teen yeam d&g which Ahaz reigned, and at least one or two 
years of the reign of Hezekiah, making, at the lowest calcnla- 
tion, a period of sixty years in all. 

This exceedingly long duration of the prophet's m i n i i  
might easily excite suspicion regarding the genuineness and 
correctness of the inscription ; but such suspicion is at once set 
at rest by the fact, that the statements contained in the book 
itself lead us to assume a period equally extended. The begin- 
ning of the prophet's ministry cannot be assigned to any late 
period ; for, in chap. i. 4, the fall of Jeroboam's house, which 
took place soon after his death, is annonnced as a future event. 
M M ~ O I I ~ ,  the condition of the kingdom appears still, through- 
out the whole first discom, as a very flourishing one. Nor 
can the GRd of hi ministry be assigned to any earlier period. 
For in chap. x. 14, an expedition of Shalman or Shalmaneser 
against the kingdom of Israel (Vitn'nga, Roleg .  in Is. p. 6) 
is described as being already past, and a second invasion is 
threatened. But the first expedition of Shalmaneser, reported 
in 2 Kings wii. 1 aeqq., is almost contemporaneous with the 
beginning of Hezekiah's reign. For it was directed against 
Hoshea, king of Israel, who began his reign in the twelfth 
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year of that of Ahaz, which lasted Bixteen years. The exact 
harmony of the passage in Hosea with that in 2 Kings xviii is 
very evident. In 2 Kings xvii. 3, it is said : "Against him 
came up Shalmaneser, king of Assvria, and Hoshea became 
his servant and gave him tribute." This was the first expedi- 
tion of Shalmaneser. Then followed the second expedition, 
which was caused by the rebellion of Hoshea,-in consequence 
of which Samaria was taken and the people carried away. I .  
Hos. x. 14, 15, it is said: "And tumult ariseth against thy 
people, and all thy fortresses shall be spoiled, as Shalman 
spoiled Beth-arbel in the day of battle ; the mother mas dashed 
in pieces upon (her) children. So shall he do unto you, Bethel, 
because of your great wickedness in the dawn of the morning, 
destroyed, destroyed shall be the king of Israel." Hosea here 
declares that the beginning of the destruction by Shalmaneser 
is the prophecy of the end of the kingdom of Israel. The 
'' morning dawn " is the time of apparently reappearing pros- 
perity, when, according to Cocceiw, a time of peace begins to 
shine. In Amos iv. 13, v. 8, the prosperity again dawning 
upon the kingdom of Israel is 1ikewise.expressed by "morning" 
and " morning dawn!' The identity of Beth-arbel and Arbelah 
in GaIilee can the less be doubted, because recent researches 
have rendered it certain that this place, now called Irbid, was 
an important fortress. (Compare Mihehenm geleh* Anzeigen 
1836, S. 870 ff.; Robinson, iii. 2, p. 534; u. .Raumer, S. 108.) 
The use of Beth-arbel, instead of the more common Arbelah, 
aa well as that of Shalmm instead of Shalmaneser, belongs to 
the higher style. At the first expedition, the decisive battle 
had, no doubt, taken place at Brbelah. They who disconnect 
this passage from 2 Kings xvii. do not know what to make of 
it. Simon complains of the darkness resting on the passage 
under consideration.-But Hos. xi. 2 (1) likewise leads ua 
to the very last times of the kingdom ef Israel,-those times 
when Hoshea endeavoured to free himself from the Assyrian 
servitude by the help of Egypt. " Ephraim feedeth on wind, 
and followeth after the eastmind; he daiiy increaseth lies and 
deeolation ; and they do make a covenant with Bssyriq and oil 
is carried into Egypt." Their sending oil to Egppt, notwith- 
standing the covenant made with Assyria, is the lie, which goes  
hand in hand with desolation, while they imagine thereby to 
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work deliverance. This explanation has been already given 
by J. H. Manger, of whose Commentarius in Hoseam, Campen, 
1782-a commentary in many respects excellent-most of the 
recent commentators, and, lastly, Simon, have, to their great 
disadvantage, not availed themselves. Manger says : "These 
words refer to the ambassadom who were sent with splendid 
presents by king Hoshea to the king of Egypt, in order to 
win him over to himself, and induce him to assist him against 
the Assyrians, to whom he had become subject by a solemn 
treaty."-To the last times of the kingdom of Israel we are 
likewise led by what occurs in other passages concerning the 
relation of Israel to Egypt and Asshur. The matter has been 
falsely represented by very many as if two parties among the 
people were spoken of,-an Assyrian and an Egyptian party. 
Kor is it so, that the whole people turn at one time to Egypt 
in order to free themselves from the hyrians ,  and at another 
time to assyria to assist them against Egypt. The position is 
rather thus : The people, heavily oppressed by Bsshur, at one 
time seek help from Egypt against Asshur, and, at another, 
attempt to conciliate the latter. Precisely thus is the situation 
described in vii. 11 : " They call to Egypt, they go to Bsshur." 
That by which Israel was threatened, was, according to viii. 10, 
"the burden of the king of princes, the king of Asshur," ver. 
9. This they seek to turn off, partly by artifices, and partly 
by calling to their help the king of Egypt. Asshur alone is 
the king "warrior " (Ja~eb), v. 13, x. 6 ; he only has received 
the divine mission to execute judgment ; compare xi. 5 : He, 
i.e., Israel, shall not return to the land of Egypt, and Asshur, 
he is his king." As an ally not to be trusted, Egypt is described 
in vii. 16, where, after the announcement of their destruction 
on account of their rebellion against the Lord, it is said : '' This 
ahall be their derision on account of the land of Egypt," i.e., 
thus they shall be put to shame in the hope which they place 
on Emt.  Is. xxx. 1-5 is quite analogous. In that passage 
the prophet annonncea that Judah's attempt to protect them- 
selves against b h u r  by meam of Egypt would be vain ; com- 
pare, eqeciaUy, ver. 3: "And the fortress of Pharaoh shall 
be your shame, and the trust in the shadow of Egypt, your 
confusion ;" and ver. 5 : "Not for help nor for profit, but 
for shame and for reproach." Such historical circumstances, 
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however, had not yet occurred under Menahem. At that time, 
Israel was not yet placed in the midst betwixt Asshur and 
Egypt. I t  is expressly mentioned in 2 Rings xv. 20, that the 
invasion of Pul was only transitory, and that not conquest, but 
spoil, was its aim. The real commencement of the Assyrian 
oppression is formed by the invasion of Tiglathpileser at the 
time of Ahaz. Isaiah, in chap. vii., points out the pernicious 
consequences of Ahaz's calling the Assyrians to his assistance 
against Syria and Israel. The very fact of this war carried on 
against Judah by Syria and Ephraim shows, that up to that 
time, Asshur had not laid his hand upon these regions. I t  was 
only with the invasion under Ahaz that there was any display 
of Aashur's tendency to make permanent conquests on the 
other side of Euphrates, which could not fail to bring about 
the conflict with the E m t i a n  power.-" King Jamb,"-such 
had already become the historical character of the king of 
Asshnr, at the time when Hosea wrote ; but prior to the times 
of Ahaz and Hezekiah, he did not stand out as such. 

There is no decisive weight to be attached to what Simon 
advances in order to prove that we must fix an earlier date. 
H e  argues thus : " Gilead, which, according to 2 Kings xv. 29, 
was taken and depopulated by Tiglathpileser, whom Ahaz bad 
called to his assistance, appears in vi. 8, xii. 12 (11) to be still 
in the possession of Israel. Hence, the ministry of the prophet 
cannot have extended beyond the invasion of Judah by the 
Syrians and Ephraim." But since the book gives the sum and 
substance of Hosea's prophecies during a prolonged period, there 
must necessarily occur in ,it references to events which already 
belonged to the past, at the time when the prophet wrote. In 
chap. i. 4, even the overthrow of the house of Jeroboam appears 
as being still future. 

But even although we could not establish, from other sources, 
the statement contained in the inscription, the inscription itself 
would nevertheless be a guarantee for it ; and the more so, be- 
cause there are other analogies in favour of so long a duration 
of the prophetic office, which was sometimes entered upon even 
in early youth. The inscription has the same authority in its 
favour as every other part of the book ; and it is hardly possible 
to underatand the levity with which it has, in recent times, been 
pretty generally designated aa spurious, or, at least, suspicious. 
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It is altogether impossible to sever it from the other parts of 
the book. There must certain1 y have been some object in view 
when, in ver. 2, it is expressly remarked, that what follows took 
place at the beginning of Hosea's ministry. But such an object 
it will be possible to point out, only in the event of its being 
more accurately determined at what time thk beginning took 
place-viz, still under the reign of Jeroboam, when the state of 
t h i i  as it appeared to the eye did not yet offer m y  occasion 
for such views of the future aa are opened up in the first three 
chapters. Ver. 1 cannot, therefore, be regarded as an addition 
subsequently made, unless the words in ver. 2, from nsnn to 
mna be so likewise. . But these again are most closely con- 
nected with what follows by the mure  with Vav convers., which 
never can begin a narrative. There remains, therefore, only 
this alternative:--either to regard the whole as having been 
written at a later period, or to claim for Hosea the inscription 
also. We cannot agree with the view of Simsg that the remark 
by which the beginning of the book is assigned to the beginning 
of the prophet's ministry, originated from a chronological interest 
only; and we can the less do eo, because the prophet does not 
pay any attention to chronology in any other place, but is anxious 
to give only the sum and substance of what he had prophesied 
during a series of years. The only exception which he makes 
in this respect must have originated from strong reasons ; and 
such do not &t, if the inscription in ver. 1, or the mention of 
the kings in it, be spurious. The mention of the beginning in ver. 
2 would, in that case, be so much the more groundless, as we 
could know nothiig at all regarding the length of his ministry. 

Much more fruitful, certainly, than all such vain doubt. are 
the reflections of Calvin on the long duration of the prophet's 
ministy: "How grievous ia it to us when God requires our 
~ervices for twenty or thirty years ; and, especially, when we 
have to contend with ungodly people, who would not willingly 
take upon them the yoke, yea, who even obstinately resist us ! 
we then wish to be freed at once, and to become pensioned 
soldiem But, seeing this prophet's long protracted ministry, 
let na take from it an example of patience, that we may not 
despair although the Lord should not at once free us from our 
burdmn 

Many interpreters have zealously attempted to determine the 
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particular portione of this lengthened period to which the parti- 
cular portions of this book belong. But such an undertaking is 
wholly vain in the case before us, as well as in that of Micah, 

. and most of the minor prophets generally. The supposition 
upon which it rests is false-&., that the collection consists of 
a number of single, detached portions. We do not possess the 
whole of Hosea's prophecies, but only the substance of their 
essential contents,-a survey which he himself gave towards the 
end of his ministry. This appears (1) from the mn* in in the 
inscription. In itself, this would not be a decisive argument, 
as the prophet might also have comprehended in an ideal unity, 
discourses outwardly distinct; but, nevertheleas, as long as no 
reason appears for the contrary, it is more naturally referred to 
a continuous discourse with an external unity also. (2.) I t  
appears from the entire omission of all chronological data The 
only exception is in ver. 2 ; but thb exception serves only to 
strengthen the argument drawn from the omission everywhere 
else. (3.) I t  is proved by the absence of all certain indications 
about the beginning and ending of the particular portions. 
There occur, just as in the second part of Isaiah, new starting 
points only; but, with these exceptions, the d i m  always 
moves on in the same manner. (4.) I t  is seen from the indefi- 
niteness and generality of the historical references, which must 
necessarily arise if the prophet referred, in like manner, to the 
whole of this lengthened period. That the facta, upon which 
the last two arguments rest, really exist, is made sufiicientlp 
apparent from the immense diversity of opinions as to the num- 
ber and extent of the particular portions, and as to the time of 
their composition. There are not even two of the more impor- 
tant interpreters who agree in the main points alone. Such a 
diversity does not exist in reference to any of the prophetical 
books which actually consist of detached prophecies. (5.) The 
style and language are too much the same throughout the whole, 
to admit of the idea that any long period could have elapsed 
between the particular prophecies. This, indeed, is only a 
subordinate argument ; but it acquires its full importance, when 
connected with the foundation of the third and fourth proofs. 

I t  now only remains to give a survey of the historical cir- 
cumstances at the time of the prophet. This is the more neces- 
sary, as a knowledge of these is required for the exposition of 
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the Messianic prophecies, not only of Hosea, but also of Amos, 
his contemporary. 

The kingdom of Israel carried within it, from its very com- 
mencement, a twofold element of destruction-via, the atab- 
Eahment of the worship of the calves, and the rebellion against 
the dynasty of David. With regard to the former,-the conse- 
quence of this apparently so much isolated transgression of a 
Mosaic ordinance extended much further than would appear 
upon a superficial view. In this case dso it was seen that a 
little leaven leaveneth the whole lump. Of f q  higher impor- 
tance than the low conceptions of God produced by this sym- 
bolical representation of Him, waa another aspect of tho trans- 
action. The prohibition of image-worship in the Pentateuch 
was as distinct and clear aa it was possible to make it. The 
kings of Israel were far from rejecting its but still, how difficult 
mever it may appear, they found out an interpretation by which 
they evaded the application of it to their institution. Such a 
course once entered upon, could only lead them further and 
farther astray. Be, in so important a case, they had, in opposition 
to their own better convictions, allowed themselves to pervert and 
explain away the law-asserting, probably, that it was given 
only on account of the coarse sensuality of former generations 
-the same was done in other thiiga also, as often aa it was 
called for by the disposition of the corrupted heart. All M- 

faithfulness which ia known to be so, and yet is cherished, and 
excused to the conscience and before men, must draw after it 
entire min, in a community, not less than in an individual. As 
a reason for this min, it is very strikingly said in 2 Kinga xvii. 
9 : "And they covwed (thii ia the only ascertained signiica- 
tion of tun) worde that were not 80, over the Lord their God;" 

they ventured, by a number of perversions and false inter- 
pretations of His word, to veil its true form. To this, the fol- 
lowing conaideration must be added :-That first change of. the 
dgians institutions proceeded from the political power which 
waued to itself, for the f u t q  an absolute influence upon 
the religious &aim, by subjecting to its control the ecclesias- 
tical power, which had hitherto been independent of it. Those 
%tes who, having no regard to the miserable sophisms in- 
vented by the king as an excuse, declared against the worship of 
calm, were expelled, and, in their stead, creatures of the king 
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were made ministers of the sanctuary. 'This became now the 
king's sanctuary (compare the remarkable passage, Amos vii. 
13), and all the ecclesiastical &airs were, in strict contradic- 
tion to the Mosaic law, submitted to his arbitrary power. The 
consequences of this must necessarily have been all the sadder, 
the worse the kings were ; and they must inevitably have become 
so, because of the bad foundation on which the royal poser 
rested. 

Image-worship was very speedily followed by idolatry,- 
which is, however, in like manner, not to be looked upon in the 
light of an undisguised opposition to the true God. Such an 
opposition took place during the reign of only one king-Ahab 
-under whom the matter was carried to an extreme. Holy 
Scripture, however, with a total disregard of the whole multi- 
tude of miserable excuses ordinarily made, designates as &red 
apostasy from God, everything which was substantially such, 
although it did not outwardly manifest itself as such. Exter- 
nally, they remained faithful to Jehovah; they celebrated His 
feasts,-they offered the sacrifices prescribtd in the Pentateuch, 
-they regulated, in'general, all the religioud institutions ao 
cording to the requirements there laid down, as may be proved 
from the Books of' Kings, and, still more plainly, from Amos 
and Hosea. But in all this they discovered a method by which 
light and darkness, the worship of idols with that of the Lo4 
might'be combined. Nor was this discovery so very &cult, 
since their eye was not single. They had before them the es- 
amples of heathen nations, who were quite prepared reciprocally 
to acknowledge their deities, in all of whom they recognised only 
merent forms of manifestation of one and the same divine 
being ; and they were quite willing to extend this acknowledg 
ment even to the God of Israel also, as long as they did not 
meet with intolerance on the part of those who professed to 
worship Him, and were therefore not roused to the practice of 
intolerance in return. This reciprocal recognition of their 
deities by the nations in the midst of whom the Israelites lived, 
is sufficiently evident from the circumstance, that they all called 
their highest deity by the same name-Baal-and expressed, by 
some epith& only the form of manifestation peculiar to each. 
Now, the Israelites imagined that they might be able, at one and 
the same time, to satisfy the demands of their God, and to pro- 
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yitiate the idols of the neighbonring mighty nations-especially 
of the Phcesicians-if they removed the wall of separation 
betwixt the two. Jehovah and Baal were, in their view, 
identical as to their essence. The former was that mode of 
manifestation peculiar to them, and the main object of their 
worship according to the method prescribed by Himself in His 
revelation. But the latter was not to be neglected ; inasmuch 
as they imagined that they might thereby become partakers of 
the blessings which this form of manifestation of the deity was 
able to bestow. And thus to Jehovah they gave the name of 
Baal also, Hos. ii. 18 (16) ; they celebrated the days appointed 
by Jehovah, ver. 13 (ll), but those also devoted to Baalim, ver. 
15 (13). I n  this way we receive an explanation of the fact 
nhich, at first sight, is so startling, viz., that according to Hosea 
and Amos, all is filled with the service of Baal ; while tbe Books 
of Kings would lead us to think that, with the reign of Ahab, 
the dominion of this worship had ceased. But it was only its 
hostile opposition to the worship of Jehovah that had disap- 
peared, while a far more dangerous religious compromise took 
its place. No doubt can be entertained as to the party on 
whose side lay the advantage in this compromise. I t  was plainly 
on that side on which it always lies, whensoever the heart is 
divided betwixt truth and falsehood. Externally, the worship 
of Jehovah remained the prevailing one ; but, inwardly, idolatry 
obtained almost the sole dominion. If only the limits betwixt 
the two religions were removed, that religion would of course 
come with the highest recommendation, the spirit of which was 
most in accordance with the spirit of the people. Bnt, owing 
to the corrupt condition of human nature, this would not be the 
strict religion of Jehovah, which, as coming from God, did not 
bring God down to the level of human debasement, but de- 
manded that man should be raised to His elevation,-which 
placed the holiness of God in the centre, and founded upon it 
the rquiremknt that its possessors should be holy ;-but it would 
be the soft, sensual, idolatrous doctrine which flattered human 
c~mption, because from that it had its origin. Thus the Je- 
hovah of the Israelites became in reality what they sometimes 
called Him by way of alternation-a Baal. And the matter 
was now much more dangerous than if they had deserted Him 

Y 
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aternally also, inasmuch as they now continued to trust in His 
covenant and promises, and to boast of their external services, 
-thus strengthening themselves in their false security. 

The rratural consequence of this apostasy from the Lord was 
a frightful corruption of manners. The next result of spiritual 
adultery was the carnal one. Voluptuousness formed the fun- 
damental characteristic of the Asiatic religions in general, and, 
in particular, of those with which the Israelites came in contact 
But the pernicious influence extended still further over the 
whole moral territory. Where there is no holy God, neither 
will there be any effort of man after holiness. All divine and 
human laws will be trampled under foot. All the bonds of love, 
law, and order, will be broken. And, as such, the condition of 
the country in a moral point of view is described by its tno 
prophets throughout. Compare, a.g., Hosea iv. 1, 2 : " There 
is no truth, nor mercy, nor knowledge of God in the land. 
Swearing, and lying, and killing, and stealing, and committing 
adultery-they break throngh, and blood toucheth blood." 
There then followed, from the moral corruption, the internal 
dissolution of the state, and its external weakness. 

The supernatural consequences of the apostasy from the 
Lord, were the severe punishments which H e  inflicted upon the 
people. With whomsoever God has entered into a doser con- 
nection, whomsoever H e  thinks worthy of His grace, in him 
the Lord will be glorified by the infliction of punishment upon 
him, if, through his own guilt, He  has not been glorified by 
sanctification in him. Just  because Israel formed part of the 
Covenantcpeople, they could not be allowed to continue to retain 
the outward appearance of it, when, inwardly, they did not 
retain a vestige. 

As the second element of the ruin, we mentioned the rebel- 
lion against the dynasty of David. Their dominion rested on 
divine right, while the new Israelitish kingdom rested upon the 
sandy foundation of human caprice. The first king had raised 
himself to the throne by his own power and prudence, and 
through the favour of the people. Whosoever had the same 
means at his disposal, imagined that these gave him the right to 
do likewise. And thus dynasty supplanted dynasty, regicide 
followed regicide. I n  the bloody struggles thereby occasioned, 
the people became more and more Iawless. Sometimes inter- 
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repa, and periods of total anarchy took place; and by them 
internal struggles the power to resist external enemies was more 
and more broken. No king was able to stop this sonrde of 
mischief, for such an effort would have required him to lay 
aside hi position as a king. And as little was any one able to 
put a stop to that source of evil formerly mentioned : for, if the 
religious wall of partition which was erected between Israel 
and Judah were once removed, the civil one likewise threatened 
to fall. 

Such were, in general, the circumstances under which Hosea, 
like the other prophets of the kingdom of Israel, appeared. 
There cannot be any doubt that these were much more difficult 
than those of the kingdom of Judah. There, too, the corrnp 
tion was indeed very great ; but it was not so firmly intertwined 
with the foundation of the whole state. Thorough-going rc+ 
forms, like those under Hezekiah and Josiah, were possible. 
The interest of a whole tribe was closely bound up with the 
preservation of true religion. 

The reign of Jeroboam II., which was externally so prospe- 
rous, and in which Hasea entered upon his prophetic ministry, 
had still more increased the apostasy from the Lord, and the 
cerrnption of manners, and thus laid the foundation for the 
series of disastrous events which began soon after his death, and 
which, in quick succession, brought the people to total ruin. 
The prosperitg only confirmed them still more in their security. 
Instead of being led to repentance by the unmerited mercy of 
God (compare 2 Kinga xiv. 26, 27), they considered this pros- 
perity as a reward of their apostasy, as the seal by which 
Jehovah-Baal confirmed the rectitude of their ways. The 
false prophets, too, did what was in their power to strengthen 
them in their .delusion, whilst the true prophets preached to 
deaf ears. 

Immediately after the death of Jeroboam, it soon became 
apparent on which side the truth lay. There followed an inter- 
regnum of from eleven to twelve years.' After the termination 

Ewald, Thenius, and others, wil l  not grant that such an interregnum 
taok placa. Be n u m h  were originally e x p d  by let-, in which an 
interchange might eaeily happen, we cannot deny the poeaibility of such an 
emn having o c d  in 2 gin$ xiv. 23. It ia quita poesible that the 
dmtion of Jeroboam'~ reign wae them originally stated at fifty-two as 
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of it, Zachariah, the son of Jeroboam, succeeded to the throne; 
but he waa murdered by Shallum, after a short, reign of six 
months, 2 K i n g  xv. 10. Shallurn, after he had reigned only 
one month, was slain by Menahem, ver. 14. Menahem reigned 
ten years at Sarnaria. Under him, the catastrophe was already 
preparing which brought the kingdom to utter destruction. He 
became tributary to the Assyrian king Pul, vers. 19-21. He 
was succeeded by his son Pekahiah, in the fiftieth year of 
Uzziah. Alter a reign of two months, he was slain by Pekah, 
the son of Remaliah, who held the government for twenty years 
(ver. 27), and, by his alliance with the kings of Syria against 
his brethren the people of Judah (comp. Is. vii.), hastened on 
the destruction of Israel. The Assyrians, under Tiglathpileser, 
called to his assistance by Ahaz, even at that time*canied away 
into captivity part of its citizens,-the tribes who lived on the 
other side of the Jordan. In the fourth year of Ahaz, Pekah 
mas slain by Hoshea, who, after an interregnum of eight years, 
began to reign in the twelfth year of Ahaz, xvii. 1. He be- 
came tributary to Shalmaneser; and the end of his government 
of nine years was also the end of t h e  Kingdom of the ten 
tribes. His having sought for an alliance with Egypt drew 
down, upon himself and his people, the vengeance of the king 
of Assyria. 

W e  have already proved that the historical references in the 
prophecies of Hosea extend to the time when the last king of 
Israel attempted to secure himself against Asshur, by the alliance 
with Egypt. I t  is very probable that the book was written at 

fifty-three, instead of forty-one years. But strong reasons would be required 
for rendering euch a supposition admissible,-the more 80, as the interchange 
would not have been limited to one letter, as Thenius suppoeea, but must 
have extended to both. But no mch reasons exiet. The silence of the Booka 
of Kings upon the eubject of this interregnum cannot be urged as a m e o n ,  
eince these books are ao exceedingly short as regarda the history of the last 
timea of the kingdom of Israel. Sacred historiography has no interest in 
the details of this proceee of decay, which began with the death of Jeroboam, 
-which also is represented by Amce as if i t  were the day of Iarael'e death 
(Amce vii. 11 : L'Jeroboam ehaU die by the sword, and Israel shall be Id 
away captive out of their own land"), although bare existence ie etill, for 
m e  time, s p u d .  By the rejection of this interregnum, Hoeea'e m i n i  
would be shortened by twelve years; but this gain-if mch it be--am be 
pnrchased only a t  the expense of a mat. improbable extadon of the dura- 
tion of Jeroboam'e reign. Simon, 5. 201, hae defended the interregnum. 
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that time. A t  the time when the sword of the Lord was just 
being raised to inflict upon Israel the death-blow, Hosea wrote 
down the sum and substance of what he had prophesied during 
a long series of years, beginning in the last times of Jeroboam, 
when, to a snperficial view, the people were in the enjoyment of 
the fullest prosperity. When at the threshold of their final 
fulfilment, he condensed and wrote down his prophecies, just 
q in the annus fatalis, the fourth year of Jehoiakim, Jeremiah, 
according to chap. xxv., gave a sun-ep of what he had prophesied 
over Judah during twenty-three years. 

In the prophecies of Hosea, as in those of Amos, the threat- 
ming character prevails. The number of the elect in Israel was 
mall, and the judgment pas at hand. In Jeremiah and Ezekiel, 
too, the prophecies, previous to the destruction, are mainly 
minatorp. I t  was only after the wrath of God had been mani- 
fested in deeds, that the stream of promise brake forth without 
hindrance. Hosea, nevertheless, does not belie his name, by 
which he had been dedicated to the helping and saving God, 
and which he had received, non sine numine. Cymn, properly 
the Inf. Abs. of p, is, in substance, equivalent to Joshua, i.e., 
the Lord is help.) Zeal for the Lord fills and animates him, 
not only in the energy of 'his tlmeatenings, but also in the 
intensity and strength of his conviction of the pardoning mercy 
and healing love of the Lord, which will, in the end, prevail. 
h this respect, Hosea is closely connected with the Song of 
Solomon-that link in the chain of Holy Scripture into which 
he had, in the first instance, to fit. There are in Hosea undeni- 
able references to the Song of Solomon. (Compare my Com- 
ment. on the Song of Solomon, on chap. i. 4, ii. 3.) I t  is 
certainly not by accident that the brighter views appear with 
special clearness at the be,&ning, in chap. i. 3 (compare ii. 1-3, 
16-25 F. 10, ii. 1, 14-23], iii. 5), and at the close, xiv. 2-10 
(1-9), where the fundamental thought is expressed in ver. 4 (3) : 
UFor in Thee the fatherless findeth mercy." But even in the 
darker middle portions, they sometimes suddenly break through; 
compare v. 15, vi. 3, where the subject is : " H e  teareth and He 
healeth us; H e  smiteth and He bindeth up;" vi. 11, where, 
after the threatening agknst Israel, we suddenly find the words : 
"Nevertheless, 0 Judah l H e  grants thee a harvest, when I 
( i e ,  the Lord) return to the prison of My people:' (Judah is 
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here mentioned as the main portion of the people, in whom mercy 
is bestowed upon. the whole, and in whose salvation the other 
tribes also share.) Compare also xi. 8-11, where we have this 
thought : After wrath, mercy ; the Covenant-people can never, 
like the world, be altogether borne down by destructive jndg- 
ments ; xiii. 14, where the strong conviction of the absolutelg 
imperishable nature of the Congregation of the Lord finds utter- 
ance in the words, "1 will ransom them from the hand of hell; 
I will redeem them from death : 0 death ! where is thy plague? 
0 hell ! where is thy pestilence ? repentance is hid from Mine 
eyes." Simson is perplexed by the sudden transition of the 
discourse, in this passage, from threatening to promise,-and this 
without even any particle to indicate the mutual relation of the 
sentences and thoughts." But the same phenomenon occurs also 
in vi. 11 (compare Micah ii. 12, 13), where, likewise, several 
expositors are perplexed by the suddenness and abruptness of 
the transition. It is explained from the circumstance, that 
behind even the darkest clouds of wrath which have gathered 
over the Congregation of the Lord, there is, nevertheless, con- 
cealed the sun of mercy. I n  the prophets, it sometimes breaks 
through suddenly and abruptly; but in this they are at one 
with history, in which the deepest darkness of the night is 
oftentimes suddenly illuminated by the shining of the Lord: 
"And at midnight there was a cry made: Behold, the bride- 
groom cometh." 

The sum and substance of Hosea's prophetic announcement is 
the following :-Israel falls, through Asshur : Judah, the main 
tribe, shall be preserved from destruction in this catastrophe. 
(The prophet's tender care for Judah is strikingly brought out 
in his exhortation to Israel, in iv. 15, that they should desist 
from their compromises in religion, and that, if they chose to 
commit sin, they should rather desert the Lord altogether, lest 
by their hypocrisy Judah also should be seduced and infected) 
But at a later period, Judah too is to fall under the divine 
judgment (ii. 2 [i. 111, where it is supposed that Judah shall 
also be carried away into captivity ; v. 5 : " Israel and Ephraim 
fall by their iniquity, Judah also falleth with them;" v. 1 2 :  
" I am unto Ephraim aa a moth, and to the h o w  of Judah as 
rottenness;" compare also xii. 1, 3), although the immediate 
instruments of the judgment upon Judah are not mentioned 
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by Hosea. But the judgments which the two homes of Israel 
dmw upon themselves by their works (ii. 2 p. 111, iii. 5, indi- 
cate that even Judah will, at some future time, rebel against 
the b o w  of David) shall be followed by the deliverance to be 
accomplished by grace. Judah and Israel shall, in the future, 
be again gathered together under one head, ii. 2 (i. 11) ; a 
glorious king out of David's house not only restores what was 
lost, but also raises the Congregation of the Lord to a degree 
of glory never before conceived of, iii. 5: "Afterwards shall 
the children of Israel return and seek the Lord their God, and 
David their King, and shall fear the Lord and His goodness in 
the latter days." 

The peculiarity of the Messianic prophecies of Hosea, as com- 
pared with thoee of the time of David and Solomon, consists in 
the connection of the promise with threatellings of judpents, 
and in the Messiah's appearing as the light of those who walk in 
the deepest darkness of the divine judgments. I t  was necessary 
that this progress should have been made in the Messianic an- 
nomcements, before the breaking in of the divine judgments ; 
for, otherwise, the hope of the Messiah would have been extin- 
guished by them, because it was but too natural to consider the 
former as, in fact, an annihilation of these dreamy hopes. But 
now there was offered to tho elect a staff on which they might 
support themselves, and walk with confidence through the dark 
valley of the shadow of death. 

The Book of Hosea may be divided into two parts, according . 
to the two principal periods of the prophet's ministry,-under 
Jeroboam, when the external condition was as yet prosperous, 
and the bodily eye did not as yet perceive anything of the 
storms of divine wrath which were gathering,-and under the 
following kings, down to Hosea, when the punishment had 
already begun, and was hastening, by rapid strides, towards its 
consummation. - Another diierence, although a subordinate 
one, is this:-that the &st part, which comprehends the first 
three chapters, contains prophecies connected with a symbol, 
whiie the second part contains direct prophecies which have no 
such connection. A similar division occurs in Amos also,-with 
this difference, that there, the symbolical prophecies form the 
conclusion. The first part may be considered as t i  kind of out- 
line, which all the snbaequent prophecies served to fill up ; just 
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as may the 6th chapter in Isaiah, and the first and eecond in 
Ezekiel. W e  shall give a complete exposition of this section, 
as it will aiTord us a vivid view of the whole position of Hosea, 
and as it is just there that the Messianic announcement meets 
us in its most developed form. 

TEE SECTION CHAP. I.-111. 

The question which here above all engages our attention, 
and requires to be answered, is this: Whether that which is 
reported in these chapters did, or did not, actually and outwardly 
take place. The history of the inquiries connected with this 
question is found most fully in Marckius's "Diatribe de a m r e  
fornicatwnurn," Leyden, 1696, reprinted in the Commentary on 
the Minor Prophets by the same author. The various views 
may be divided into three classes. 

1. I t  is maintained by very many interpreters, that all the 
events here narrated took place actually and outwardly. This 
opinion was advanced with the greatest confidence by Theodmet, 
Cyril of Alexandria, and Augustine from among the Fathem of 
the Church; by most interpreters belonging to the Lutheran 
and Reformed Churches (e.g. Manger) ; most recently, by Stuck, 
Hofmann (Wirissag u. Erf. S. 206), and, to a certain extent, by 
Ewald also, who supposes "a free representation of an event 
actually experienced by the prophet." 

2. Others consider it as a parabolical representation. Thus 
does Calvin, who expressly opposes the supposition not only of 
an external, but also of an internal event. H e  explains i t  thus: 
"When the prophet began to teach, he commenced thus : The 
Lord has placed me here as on a stage, that I might tell yo% 
I have taken a wife," etc. Entirely similar was the opinion of 
the Chaldee Paraphrast, by whom the words, "Go," etc., are 
thus paraphrased: "Go and prophesy against the inhabitants 
of the adulterous city." Of a like purport ia the view held, 
from among recent interpreters, by Rosenmilllm, Hitzag ("that 
which the prophet describes as actual, is only a fiction "), Simaon 
and others. The strange opinion of Luther, which, out of tm 
great respect, was adopted by a few later theologians (Osiandar, 
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Gmlta4 Tadus), is only a modification of this. I t  is to the 
effect, that the prophet had only ascribed to his own chaste wife 
the name and works of an adulteress, and, hence, had performed 
with her, before the people, a kind of play. (Compare, against 
this view, Buddew, de peccatis ty* in the Misc. 8. t. i. p. 262.) 
The same opinion is expressed by Umbra't : "His own wife is 
implicated in the general guilt, and hence she is a representa- 
tive of the whole people." In  opposition to this view, compare 
Simon's Commentary. 

3. Others suppose that the prophet narrates events which 
took place actoccllly, indeed, but not outwurdly. This opinion 
was, considering the time at which it was advanced, very ably 
defended by Jerome in Epist. ad Pammachium, and in his com- 
mentary on chap. i. 8. According to Rujnus, all those in 
Palestine and Egypt who respected the authority of Origen, 
asserted that the marriage took place only in spirit. The diffi- 
culties attaching to the first view were made especially obvious 
hy the ridicule of the Manicheam (Faustw and Secundinus in 
Bugustine, t. vi. p. 575) on this narrative. The most accom- 
plished Jewish scholars (Maimonides in the More Nebuch. p. ii. 
c. 46, Abmttcs, Kimchi) support this opinion. Some new 
arguments in defence of it have been adduced by Marckius. 

Of these three views :-actually and outwardly ; neither out- 
wardly nor actually; actually, but not outwardly,-the second 
must be a t  once rejected. Those who hold it supply, "God 
has commanded me to tell you." But there is not the slightest 
intimation of such an ellipsis; and those interpreters have no 
better right to supply it in this, than in any other narrative. 
There is before us action, and nothing but action, without any 
intimation whatsoever that it is merely an invention. 

But the following arguments are decisive in favour of the 
third, and against the first view. 

1. The defenders of an outward transaction rely, in support 
of their view, upon the supposition, that their interpretation is 
most obvious and natural ;-that they are thus, as it were, in 
thepossession of the ground, and in a position from which they 
can be driven only by the most cogent reasons;-that if the 
transaction had been internal, it would have been necessary for 
the prophet to have expressly marked it as such. But precisely 
the reverse of all thii is the case. The most obvious supposi- 
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tion is, that the symbolical action took place in vision. If em 
tain actions of the prophets, especially &g, hearing, and 
their speaking to the Lord, etc., mnst be conceived of as having 
taken place inwardly, unless there be distinct indications of the 
opposite, why not the remainder also ? For the former p m p  
poses that the world in which the prophets move, is altogether 
different from the ordinay one ; that it is not the outward, but 
the spiritual world. I t  is certainly not a matter of chance, that 
the seeing in the case of the prophets must be understood spiri- 
tually; and if there be a reason for this, the same reason entitles 
us to assert that the walking, etc., also took place inwardly only. 
By what right could we make any difference between the actions 
of others, described by the prophet, and his own ? Vision and 
qmbolicd action are not opposed to each other; the former 
is only the genw comprehending the latter as a epeciee. By 
this we do not at all mean to assert, that all the symbolicnl 
actions of the prophets took place in inward vision only. An 
inward transaction always lay at the foundation ; but sometimes, 
and when i t  mas appropriate, they embodied it in an outward 
representation also (1 Kings xx. 35 seq., xxii. 11; Jer. xis. 
xxviii. ; and a similar remarkable instance from modern times, 
in Croesi Hit .  Quake&ma, p. 13). For this very reason, hon- 
ever, this argument cannot be altogether decisive by itself; but 
it furnishes, at least, a presumptive proof, and that by no means 
unimportant. If regularly and naturally the transaction be 
internal only, then the opposite requires to be proved in this 
case. If this had been admitted, no attempt would have been 
made elsewhere also, e.g., Is. xx., by false and forced interpreta- 
tions to explain away the supposition of a merely internal trans- 
action. 

2. No one will certainly venture to assert that a merely in- 
ternal transaction would have missed its aim, since there &ts 
a multitude of symbolical actions, in regard to which it is unde- 
niable, and universally admitted, that they took place internall? 
only. For the inward action, being narrated and committed to 
writing, retained the advantage of vividness'and impressiveness 
over the naked representation of the same truth. Sometimes, 
in the case of actiona concentrated into a single moment, this 

. advantage may be still further increased by the inward trans- 
action being represented outwardly also. But, here, just the 
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opposite wodd take place. W e  have here before us a symbo- 
lical transaction which, if it had been performed outwardly, 
wodd have continued for several years. The separation of 
the single events would have prevented its being taken in at 
a single view, and have thus deprived it of its impmssiveness. 
But, what is still more important, the natural substratum would 
have occupied the attention so much more than the idea, that 
the latter would have been thereby altogether overlooked. The 
domestic &airs of the prophet would have become the subject 
of a large amount of tittle-tattk, and the idea would have been 
remembered only to give greater point to the ridicule. 

3. The command of God, when considered as referring to an 
onhrrrd transaction, cannot be, by any means, justified. This 
is most glaringly obvious, if we understand this command, as 
several do, to mean that the prophet should beget children with 
an unchaste woman, and without legitimate marriage. Every 
one will sympathize with the indignation expressed by Buddeus 
(1. c. p. 206) against Tiunims Aquinas, who, following this view, 
maintains that the law of God had been, in this special case, 
repealed by His command. God Himself cannot set us free 
from His commands ; they are an expression of His nature, an 
image of His holiness. To ascribe arbitrariness to God in this 
respect, would be to annihilate the idea of God, and the idea of 
the Lam a t  the same time. This view, it is true, is so decidedly 
erroneous as to require no further refntation; but even the 
opiion of Buddeus and others presents insurmountalde diffi- 
culties. They suppose that the prophet had married a woman 
who was formerly unchaste. In opposition to this, Calvin very 
strikingly remarks : I t  seems not to be consistent with reason, 
that God should spontaneously have rendered E s  prophet con- 
temptible; for how could he ever have appeared in public 
after mch ignominy had been inflicted upon him ? If he had 
married such a wife, as here described, he ought rather to 
have hidden himself all his lifetime than have assumed the 
prophetic office." In ~e;. xsi. 7 the law forbids the priesta to 
take a wife that is a whore, or profane. That which, accord- 
ing ~JJ the letter, referred to the priests only, is applicable, in 
its spirit, to the prophets also,-yea, to them in a higher degree, 
as will be seen immediately, when the ordinance is reduced to 
its ideu. The latter is easily inferred from the reason stated, 
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via, that the priests should be holy to their God. The servants 
of God must represent His holiness; they are, therefore, not 
allowed, by so close a contact with sin, to detle or desecrate 
themselves either inwardly or outwardly. Although the inward 
pollution may be prevented in individual cases by a specially 
effective assistance of divine grace, yet there always remains the 
outward pollution. 

I t  is inconceivable that, at the very commencement of his 
ministry, God should have commanded to the prophet anything, 
the inevitable effect of which was to mar its successful execution. 
Several-ana especially Mangel~who felt the diEculties of 
this interpretation, substituted for it another, by which, as they 
imagined, all objections were.removed. The prophet, they say, 
married a person who had formerly been chaste, and fell only 
after her marriage. This view is no doubt the correct one, as is 
obvious from the relation of the figure to the reality. According 
to ver. 2, it is to be expressed figuratively that the people went 
a-whoring from Jehovah. The spiritual adultery presupposes 
that the spiritual marriage had already been concluded. Hence, 
the wife can be called a whoring wife, only on account of the 
whoredom which she practised after her marriage. This is con- 
firmed by chap. iii. 1, where the more limited expression " to 
commit adultery" is substituted for "to whore," which has a 
wider sense, and comprehends adultery also. The former un- 
chastity of the wife would be without any meaning, yea, mould 
be in direct contradiction to the real state of the case. For 
before the marriage concluded at Sinai, Israel was devoted to 
the Lord in faithful love ; comp. Jer. ii. 2 : '' I remember 
thee, the kindness of thy youth, the love of thine espousals, thy 
walking after Me in the wilderness, in a land not sown." Com- 
pare also Ezek. xvi., where Israel, before her marriage, appears 
as a virgo intacfu. But how correct soever this view may be- 
and every other view perverts the whole position-it is, never- 
theless, erroneous to suppose that thereby all difficulties are 
removed. All which has been urged against the former view, 
may be urged here also. I t  might have been better for the 
prophet to have married one who was previously unchaste, in 
the hope that her subsequent better life might wipe but her 
former shame, than one previously chaste, who was required to 
become unchaste, and @ remain so for a long time, because, 
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otherwise, the symbolical action would have lost all its signi- 
ficance. *The objection brought forward, that whatever is 1,111- 
becoming as an outward action, ia so likewise though it were 
only an internal action, can scarcely be meant to be in earnest. 
For, in this case, every one knew that the prophet was a mere 
tpe;  and, with regard to his wife, this circumstance was so 
obrious, that mockery certainly gave way to shame and con- 
fusion. But a marriage outwardly entered into is nevergurely 
typical. I t  has always its significance apart from the typical . 

import, and must Iw justifiable, independently of its typical 
character. Ridicule would, in this case, have been not only too 
obvious, but to a certain extent also well founded. 

4. If the action had taken place only outwardly, it would 
have been impossible to explain the abrupt transition from the 
symbolical action to the mere figure, and again to the entirely 
naked representation as we find it here, and vice versa. In the 
first chapter, the symbolical action is pretty well maintained; 
but in the prophecy ii. 1-3 (i. 10-ii. I), which belongs to the 
same section, i t  is almost entirely lost sight of. As the cor- 
poreal adultery, and rejection in consequence of it, were to be 
the type of the spiritual adultexy and rejection, so the receiving 
again of the wife, rejected on account of her faithlessness, but 

. 

now reformed, was to typify the Lord's granting mercy to the 
people. But of this, not a trace is found. And yet, we are 
not at liberty to say that the ground of it lies in a difference 
betwixt the type and the thing typified,-in the circumstance 
that the wife of the prophet did not reform. If there existed 
such a difference, the type could not have been chosen at all. 
The contrary appears also from ii. 9 (7).-In the whole second 
section, ii. 4-25 (i. 2-23), regard is indeed had to the symbolical 
action; but in a manner so free, that it dwindles away to a 
mere figure, from behind which the thing itself is contindly 
coming into view. I n  chap. iii. the symbolical action again 
acquires greater prominence. These phenomena can be ac- 
counted for, only if the transaction be viewed as an inward 
one. In the case of an outward transaction, the transition 
from the symbolical action to the figure, and from the figure 
to the thing itself, would not have been so easy. The sub- 
stratum of the idea is, in that case, far more material, and the 
idea itself too closely bound to it. 
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5. When the transaction is viewed as an outward one, 
insurmountable clifficulties are presented by the thii chapter; 
and the argument drawn from this would, in itself, be quite 
sufficient to settle the question : 4L Then the Lord said unto me, 
Go again, love a woman beloved of her friend and an adulteress." 
Interpreters who have adopted that view, find themselves here 
in no little embarrassment. Several suppose that the woman, 
whom the prophet is here commanded to love, is his former 
wife, Gamer,-with her he should get reconciled. But this is 
quite out of the question. In  opposition to it, there is,firet, the 
indefinite signification by nww;  then, in ver. 2, there is the pur- 
chase of the woman,-which supposes that she had not pet been 
in the possession of the husband; and, fu&r, the words, 
"beloved of her friend, and an adulteress," can, according to a 
sound interpretation, mean only, ".who, although she is beloved 
by her faithful husband, will yet commit adultery ;." so thai, if 
it be referred to the reunion with Gomer, we should be com- 
pelled to suppose that, after being received again, she again 
became unfaithful,-and in favour of thii opinion, no corre- 
sponding feature can be pointed out in the thing typified. 
Lastly,-The word "love" cannot mean love again," " restdue 
amogis aiypur!' For the love of the prophet to hie wife must 
carrespond with the love of God to the people of Israel. That 
this love, however, cannot be limited to the love which Ctod rill 
show to the Congregation after her cohversion, is seen from the 
additional clause, "And they turn themselves to other gods, 
and love grapecakes." Hence it appears that the love of GOD 
continues even during the unfaithfulness, and ,consequently, 
also, the love of the prophet, by which it is typified.-Equally 
untenable is the other opinion, that the prophet is here called 
upon, by his entering into a new marriage, to prefigure the re- 
lation of God to the Covenant-people a second time. In that 
case, it is supposed either that Gomer had been rejected, because 
she would not return, or that she had died. I n  either case, 
however, she would not have been chosen by God to be a t;Fp 
of the people of Israel. The ground of this choice can be no 
other than the correspondence with the antitype. But  tl& 
would be wanting just in the most important point. If the 
ungodly part of the nation were not to be deprived of all hop; 
nor the pious of all consolation, it was of special importance to 
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point out that even the rejected congregation would receive 
mercy; that the Lo-Ruhamah should be the Ruhamah. Just 
the reverse of all this, however, would, according to this view, 
have been typified. Two different women would, quite natu- 
rally, suggest the thought of two different nations. Moreover, 
the non-conversion of Gomer would be in direct opposition to 
the prophet's own expressions. There cannot be any doubt, that 
her mlation to the prophet still lies at  the foundation of the 
description in ii. 4 seqq. For they are her three children whose 
former names, announcing disaster, are changed, in ver. 20 (23), 
into such as are significant of salvation. In  vers. 4-6 (2-4) the . 
whole relation, ns previously described, is presupposed. But now, 
she who, in ver. 9 (7), says, " I will go and return to my first 
husband, for then was it better with me than now," is the same 
who said in ver. 7 (5), "I will go after my lovers that give me 
my bread and my water, my wool and my flax." To the same 
result we are also led by the showing of mercy to her children, 
~ M O U ~ C ~  in the first section, ii. 1-8 (i. 104. I), where the 
prophet alludea to their names ; and still more distinctly in the 
second section ; compare ver. 25 (23). But now, the showing 
of mercy to the children cannot be conceived of without the 
conversion of the mother, and mercy being subsequently shown 
to her also. As they are to be rejected on account of the 
unfaithfulness of the mother (compare ii. 6 [4], and, specially, 
the *a at  the commencement of ver. 7), so the ground of their 
Leing m i v e d  into favour can only be the faithfulness of the 
mother. Being begotten in adultery, they stand in connection 
~ i t h  the prophet only through the mother; as soon as he has 
rejected the mother, he has nothing further to do with them.- 
The supposition that Gomer had died, is evidently the result of 

embarrassment which fin& itself compelled to invent such 
fictions.-Rnally,-Several interpreters, after the example of 
Bugustine, suppose that no marriage at  all is here spoken of, 
but only a certain kindness which the prophet should manifest 
to some woman, in order to encourage her conversion. But 
this opinion is contradicted by these circumstances :-that the 
prophet's love towards the woman must necessarily be of the 
same extent, and of the same nature, as the love of God towards 
the people of Israel, since the mrt and the maw exactly corre- 
spond with each other; that only conjugal love is suitable to 
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the image ; that this view falls, of itself, to the ground when 
is referred to the prophet, as it must be ; that, in such circum- 
stances, no satisfactory account can be given of the purchase of 
the woman, etc. To all these suppositions there is, moreover, 
the common objection that, according to them, no account can 
be given of the omission of very important circumstances which 
the prophet leaves to his hearers and readers to supply from the 
preceding symbolical action. TWO things only are pointed out, 
viz., the appropriation of the woman by the prophet, ver. 2, and 
the course which he pursues for her reformation, ver. 3. Every 
intervening circumstance-the criminal, long-continued unfaith- 
fulness of the wife-is passed over in silence. I f  we suppose 
an outward action, this circumstance cannot be accounted for. 
For we are not at liberty to draw, from the first case, any in- 
ference bearing upon the second. The latter would again hax-e 
required a complete account. But if we suppose an inward 
transaction, everything is easily explained. The question as to 
whether it w~ Gomer, or some other person, does not come up 
at all. If Gomer was only an ideal person, that which applied 
to her was equally applicable to the second ideal wife of the 
prophet ; since both typified the same thing, and without having 
an independent existence of their own, came into consideration 
as types only. Thus, very naturally, the second description 
was supplemented from the first, and the prophet was allowed 
abruptly to point out those circumstances only which were of 
special importance in the case before him. 

6. If the whole be viewed as an outward transaction, there 
arises a difficulty, by no means inconsiderable, as regards the 
children mentioned in chap. i. These had been begotten in 
adultery. Even although the mother did reform, they wuld 
yet never be considered by the prophet as, in the full sense, his 
own. There would then arise a great difference between the 
type and the thing typified. But if we suppose a transaction 
merely inward, this difficulty vanishes. The physical impossi- 
bility then no longer comes into consideration. That which is 
possible in the thing typified, viz., that those who formerly were 
not children of God, become children of God, is transferred to 
the type. I n  point of fact, the mother does not exist beside, 
and apart from, the children ; she stands related to them as the 
whole to the parts; and hence it iq that ih ii. 25 (23), the 
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mother and children are imperceptibly blended in the prophet's 
description. 

7. W e  are led to the idea of a mere inward transaction by 
the symbolical names of the first wife, and of her father. On 
the other hand, if such a symbolical signification could not be 
proved, this might be used as an argument for the literal inter- 
pretation,--although, indeed, it would be only a single argument 
which would be obliged to yield to other counter-arguments. 
For it may well be conceived that the prophet, in order to give 
to the i n w d  transaction more of the appearance of an outward 
one, should have chosen names usual at that time ; jnst as, in a 
similar manner, poetry would not be satisfied with invented 
names used only in certain formulas and proverbs, but mikes 
use of names which would not, at once, be recognised by every 
one as mere fictions.-lvi can only mean '' completion " in the 
passive sense. For Segolate-forms in o are only used to express 
passive and intransitive notions, and the verb ~ D J  is found in 
the signification a to be completed," in Ps. vii. 10, xii. 2. The 
sense in which the woman, the type of the Israelitish people, is 
called compldig--i.e., one who, in her whoredom, had proceeded 
to the highest pitch,-is ao obvious from the context, as to render 
nugatory the a x p e n t  which Maurer @. 360) has drawn from 
the omission of express statements on this point, in order thereby 
to recommend his own interpretation, which is altogether o p  
posed to the laws of the language. A significant proper name 
can, in any case, convey only an allusion ; but such an allusion 
XU here quite sufficient, inasmuch as the mention of the wife's 
whoredom had preceded. Compare, moreover, Zech. v. 5-11, 
where the thought, that Israel had filled up the measure of 
their sins, is represented by a woman sitting in an Ephah. 
Hofmann explains the name Gomer by "end," "utmost ruin :" 
"By luxury, Israel has become wanton, and hence it must 
come to an end, to utter ruin." But this interpretation is at  
variance with the context, from which it must necessarily be 
derived; for it is not the punishment, but the guilt which is 
spoken of m the context. im, " Completion " (compare the 'I'D), 
"perfectus," bbabeolutus," in Ezra vii. B), is equivalent to nm 
c9m, "a wife of whoredom." The a331 na can only mean, 
L' daughter of the two fig-cakes," =j l io  delieia~wm = delieiw 

N 
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dedita. The word " daughter " serves to indicate every relation 
' of dependence and submission : Gesenius, Thesaurus, p. 220. 

Figeakes were coneidered as one of the greatest dainties; corn- 
pare F'aber on Harmar. i. p. 320 ff. Sensuality was the ground 
of the Israelites' apostasy from the severe and strict mhgion of 
Jehovah to the idolatry of their neighborn, which was wft, 
sensual, and licentious. The occasion which had called it forth 
with their neighbours was one which rendered them favourably 
disposed towards it. The masculine form can offer no difficnlt~ 
as to the derivation from n h ,  "fig-cake;" for the mascnliie 
form of the plural occurs also in 1 Sam. xxv. 18 ; 1 Chron. xi. 
40. As little difficulty can arise from the Dual form, which 
may be explained from the circumstance that fig-cakes com- 
monly consisted of a double layer of figs, or of double cakes 
(Hesych. waMq-which Greek word is a corruption of the 
Hebrew n h 1 - r )  rGv d m v  C?r&qhv BCrv), and the Dual is 
used in reference to objects which are commonly conceived of 
aa a whole, consisting of two parts, even when several of them 
are spoken of. That this explanation of the Dual is correct, is 
proved from the circumstance, that it occurs also as the name 
of a Moabitish town, Beth-Dibhhtiraim, Jer. xlviii. 22, and 
Dibhlathuim, Num. xxxiii. 46, which, probably, was famous for 
its fig-cakes.-There existed another special reason for the 
prophet's choosing the Dual in the masculine form, viz., that 
there was the analogy of other proper names of men-8s 
Ephraim, etc-in its favour ; and such an analogy was required, 
-for, otherwise, the name would not have been, as it was in- 
tended to be, a riddle. Our whole exposition, however, which 
was already in substance, although without proper foundation 
and justification, advanced by Jerome, is raised above the con- 
dition of a mere hypothesis, by its being compared with chap. 
iii. There, the words, "They turn themselves to other gods, 
and love grape-cakes," are a mere paraphrasis of " G o m  Bath 
Dibl~laim." I t  scarcely needs to be remarked, that the differ- 
ence betwixt grape-cakes and fig-cakes does not here come 
into consideration at all, inasmuch as both belonged to the 
choicest dainties; and it is as evident, that "to love," and "to 
be the daughter of," express the same idea. But if thus the 
symbolical signification of the name be established, the correct- 
ness of the supposition of a merely internal transaction is estab 
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lished at the same time. The symbolical names of the children 
alone could not have furnished a snflicient foundation for this 
supposition. Against this an appeal might, with the most per- 
fect propriety, have been made to S h a d r h u b ,  and Maire 
~haluLhauR-baz, neither of whpm can, by any means, have been 
an b l  person. The prophet gave them these names ; but the 
matter is quite different in the case of the wife, who already 
had her name when the prophet took her. All that we can 
grant to HofPnann is, that such a providential coincidence was 
p s i b l e ;  but probable it could be, only if other decisive argu- 
ments favoured the view of the transaction having been an 
outward one. If the name were not symbolical-if it belonged 
to the real wife of the prophet, it cannot be easily explained, 
why he did not afterwards mention the name of his second wife 
also, but content himself with the general term, '' a wife." 

8. A main argument against the literal interpretation is 
further furnished by iii. 2. The verse is commonly translated : 
"And then I bought her to me for fifteen pieces of silver, and 
an homer of barley, and a lethech of barley ;" and is explained 
from the custom prevalent in the East of purchasing wives from 
their paxents. But it is very doubtful whether the verb ;n~ 
has the signification " to purchase." There is no necessity for 
deviating from the common signitication to dig," in Dent. 
ii. 6 : " And water also ye shall dig from them for money, and 
drink" (compare Exod. xxi. 33); the existing wells were not 
sdicient for so great a multitude, compare Gen. xxvi. 19, 21, 
22. To this philological reason, we must further add, that the 
circumstance would be here altogether destitute of significance, 
while every other feature in the description is full of meaning. 
We h s e  our interpretation upon the supposition, already suffi- 
ciently established by J. D. ~ i c h a e l i s ,  that the whole purchase- 
money amounted to thirty shekels, of which the prophet paid 
one-half in money, and the other half in the value of money. 
According to Ezek. xlv. 11, the homer contained ten ephahs, 
and a lethech was the half of an homer. We have thus fifteen 
pieces of silver, and also fifteen ephahs; and the supposition 
is very probable that, at that time, an ephah of barley cost a 
shekel,-the more so, as according to 2 Kings vii. 1, 16, 18, in 
the time of a declining famine, and only relative cheapness, 
two-thirds of an ephah of barley cost a shekel. W e  are unable 
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to say with certainty, why one-half was paid in money, and the 
other half in natural productions ; but a reasan certainly exists, 
as no other feature is without significance. Perhaps it waa 
determined by custom, that the sum by which servante were 
purchased was paid after this qamer. The lowness of their 
condition was thereby indicated; for barley, vih hmdeum, was, 
in all antiquity, very little esteemed. Upon thii estimate of it 
was based its use at the jealousy offering (Num. v. 11 aeqq. ; 
compare BditJs Symb. ii. S. 445), and the symbolical use of 
the barley-bread in Judg. vii. 13. The statement of the sam 
leads us, involuntarily, to think of slaves or servants. It is the 
same sum which was commonly given for a man-servant, or 
a maid-servant, as is expressly mentioned in Exod. Hi. 32; 
compare the remarks on Zech. xi. 1% And this opinion is con- 
firmed by the use of ,n2m. The ears of a servant who was 
bound to his master to loerpetual obedience, were bored; com- 
pare EX&. xxxi. 5, 6 ; Deut. xv. 17, where it is added : And 
also unto thy maid-servant thou shalt dd likewise." In confor- 
mity with the custom of omitting the special members of the 
body, in expressions frequently occurring, it is said simply "to  
bore!' The meaning then is: I made her my slave. I t  was 
not a free woman, then, whom the prophet desired in marriage, 
but a servant, whom he waa obliged, previous to marriage, to 
redeem from.servitude; who was therefore under a double obli- 
gation to him, and over whom he had a double claim. The r e  
ference to the thing to be typified is quite apparent. It was not 
a free, independent people whom the Lord chose, but a people 
whom He was obliged first to redeem from vile servitude, before 
He entered into a nearer relation to them. This redemption ap 
pears, throughout, as a ransoming from the house of bondage,- 
and the wonderful dealings of the Lord, as the price which He 
paid. Compare, e.g., Deut. vii. 8 : '' But because the Lord loved 
you, and because He kept His oath which He had sworn to 
your fathers, He haa brought you out with a mighty hand, 
and redeemed thee (-pa$ from the house of bondmen (nm 
mw), from the hand of Pharaoh, king of Egypt." See also 
Deut. ix. 26. I t  is upon this redemption that the exhortation to 
the people is founded-that, as the Lord's servants, they should 
serve Him alone; comp., e.g., the introduction to the Deca- 
logue. Tbus, we have here also a feature so evidently typical, 
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so plainly transferred from the thing typified to the type, that 
we cannot any longer think of an outward transaction. This 
argument, however, is, in the main point, quite independent of 
the philological interpretation of in> Even if it be translated 
" I  bought her to me," the circumstance, notwithstanding, 
always remains, that the wife was redeemed from slavery, unless 
there be a denial of the connection of the sum mentioned with . 
E d .  xxi. 32, and Zech. xi. 12, where the thirty pieces of 
silver likewise appear ae the estimate of a servant's value ; and 
this circumstance evidently suggests the inward character of the 
transaction. 

The first germs of the representation of God's relation to 
Israel under the figure of marriage, are found so early as in the 
Pentateuch, Exod. xxxiv. 15, 16 ; Lev. xx. 5, 6, xvii. 7 ; Num. 
xiv. 33-where idolatry, and apostasy from the Lord in general, 
are represented as whoredom-Dent. xxxii. 16, 21 ; compare the 
anthds Dissertations on the Genuineness of the Pent. vol. i. p. 
107 ff. ; and commentary on the Song of Solomon, S. 261. But 
it was only through the Song of Solomon that it became qnite 
a common thing to represent. the higher love under the figure of 
the lower. I t  is not through accident that this- representation 
appean, so prominent just in Hosea, where it not only pervades 
the h a t  three chapters, but returns continually in the second 
part also. Hosea, being one of the oldest prophets, was specially 
d e d  to fit, as a new link, into the Song of Solomon, which was 
the last link in the chain of Sacred Literature. There are, . 
moreover, in the details, other undeniable references to the 
Song of Solomon, which coincide with this connection with 
it, as regards the fundamental idea. The basis, however, for 
this whole figurative representation is Gen. ii. 24, where mar- 
riage appeam as the most intimate of all earthly relations of 
love, and must, for this very reason, have a character of a b  
lute exclusivenese. 

The section chap. i.-iii. is distinguished from the other pra- 
pheciea by this,-that, in it, the relation of the Lord to the 
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people of Israel is represented, throughout, under the figure and 
symbol of marriage, whilst this same mode of representation is 
soon relinquished wherever else it occurs in the book. By this 
closer limitation, the objections of Bsokel and Stwk to the 
common division of the collection into two parts, are set aside. 
This first portion may be divided into three parts, which are, in 
one respect, closely connected, as is shown by the Fut. with the 
Vau Conv. in iii. 1, and likewise by the fact that this chapter 
requires to be supplemented from the two preceding ones, while, 
in another respect, they may be considered as wholes, complete 
in themselves. They do not, by any means, so distribute the 
contents among themselves, as that the first describes the apos- 
tasy ; the second, the punishment ; and the third, the return 
and restoration ; but each of them contains all these three fea- 
tures, and yet in such a manner, that here the one feature, and 
there tho other, is more fully expanded; so that the whole d e  
scription is complete, only when all the three parts are taken 
together. In the portion now before us, the covenant relation 
into which the Lord entered with Israel ia typified by a mar- 
riage which the prophet contracted at  the command of the Lord; 
the apostasy of the people, and especially of the ten tribes, to 
whom the prophet was sent in the first instance, ia typified by 
the adultery of the wife, by the divine punishment, and the 
unpropitious names which he gives to the children born by the 
adulterous wife. In chap. ii. 1-3, there follows the announce- 
ment of salvation more directly, and only with a simple allusion 
to the symbol. 

Ver. 1. " The word of the LoTd tirat came unto Hosda, the 
son of Be+ in the days of Uzziah., Jotham, A h ,  Hue..&&, 
kings of Judah, and in the days of Jmboam, the son of .load+ 
king of Israel. Ver. 2. At the beginning when the Lord spah 
to Hosea, the h d  said to Hosea : Go take unto thee a unye of 
whoredm,  and children of w h o r e d m  ; for the land G whoring 
away from the Lord.'' 

T?? is never a noun-not even in Jer. v. 13-but a lwap  the 
3d pers. B e t .  &I. The statue constr. nhn is explained by 
the fact, that the whole of the following sentence is treated as 
one substantive idea : $0 heginning " of the Lord ha& spoken)R 
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etc., for "the beginning of speaking." mnr 137 in+, the day 
of " the L d  spoke," instead of, "the day on which the Lord 
spoke." Similar constructions occur also in  Is. xxix. 1, and 
Jer. xlviii. 6.-The f i t .  with Vav Conv., VNV, " and then H e  
spoke," carriea forward .the discourse, as if there had preceded : 
the Lord began to speak to Hosea. There is here a conatructio 
ad ansum. I t  is intentionally, and in order the more distinctly 
to point out the idea of the beginning, that the prophet has 
made use of the noun n h ,  not of the verb. The construction 
of ~1 with x with the signification to speak to some one," 
map be explained thus :-that the words are, as it were, put into 
the mind of the hearer in order that they may remain there. 
Several interpreters erroneously translate, "spoke through ;" 
others, following Jerome (the last is Simson), spoke in ;" as if 
thereby the act of speaking were to be designated as an inward 
one. The difference between outward and inward speaking dis- 
appears in the vision; and, for this reason, we cannot imagine that 
there is any intention of here noticing it particularly. Every- 
thing which takes place in the vision is substantially, indeed, 
internal, but in point of form it is external. Moreover, 123 with 
2 several times occurs in other passages also, where the signifi- 
cation, "to speak to some one," is alone admissible. Thus 
1 Sam. xxv. 39, where Simson's explanation, "David sent and 
ordered to speak about Abigail," is set aside by ver. 40. The 
analogg of the construction of the verbs of hearing and seeing 
with 1 is likewise in favour of our explanation.'-A wife of 
1olios.edonrs and children of whoredoms. The wife belongs to 
whoredoms in so far as she is devoted to &ern; the children, in 

In Hab. ii. 1, where the prophet is standing upon his watch, and 
watches to we what the Lord will say unto him, it  would he rather strange 
to hnalate " in me." There is nothing elae to lead us to conceive that the 
apparition of angels in Zech, is internal. But Num. xii. 8 k quite decisive. 
The Lord there sap, with reference to His relation to Maes ,  " Mouth to 
mouth I speak to him ( 1 )  ;" and immediately afterwards it is said, " Where- 
fore, then, were ye not afraid to speak to My servant (%~2), to M o m ? "  
It is evident that the 3 cannot be explained by "in" in the one caw, and 
$ bbthroughl* in the other. I t  is remarkable. however, that ~1 with 
2 occura very frequently when the Lord Himself, or, as in Zechariah, t b  
Angel, epeaks. This may, perhaps, be explained from the circumstance, that 
the heavenly d i e c o r n  have ~n eepecially penetrating power, and sink very 
deeply into the heart. 
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so far. as they proceed from them. For we cannot suppose that 
the children themselves are described as given to whoredom. 
Such a thought would here be altogetherout of place. For 
whoredom is here only the general designation of addtary, as, 
by way of applying it to the case in question, i t  ia immediately 
subjoined, "away from Jehovah." The subject of considera- 
tion is only the relation of the wife and children to the prophet, 
as the type of the Lord; and with this view, it is only the 
origin of the children from an adulterous wife which can be 
of importance. That this alone is regarded, appears from 
ii. 6 (4j, compared with ver. 7 (5). That the children, as 
children of whoredoms, deserve no compassion, is founded upon 
the fact that their mother plays the harlot. nwt new is stronger 
than mrt ; it expresses the idea that the woman is given, soul and 
body, to whoredoma. The same emphasis is expressed also by 
the analogous designations: man of blood, of deceit, etc- 
Calvin sayq '' She is called a wife of whoredomq because she 
was long accustomed to them, gave herself over to the lusts of 
all indiscriminately, did not prostitute herself once, or twice, or 

. to a few, but to the debauchery of every one." It is not with 
out reason that "take" is connected with the children also. 
The prophet shall, as it were, receive and take, along with the 
wife, those who, without his agency, have been born of her. It 
is self-evident, and has been, moreover, formerly proved, that 
we cannot speak of children who were previously born of the 
prophet's wife ; but that, on the contrary, the children are they 
whose birth is narrated in ver. 4 seqq. And that we cannot 
consider these children as children of the prophet, as is done by 
several interpreters (Dm.: "Accipe uxorern et suscipe ex eoi 
libme"), is obvious from their being designated "children of 
whoredoms ;" from the word "take" itself, which is expressive 
of the passive conduct of the prophet; from the fact that, in 
the subsequent verses, the conceiving and bearing of the wife 
are alone constantly spoken of, but never, as in Is. viii. 3, the 
begetting by the prophet ; and, jnally, from the relation of the 
type to the thing typified. By the latter, it is absolutely required 
that children and mother stand in the same relation of alienation 
from the legitimate husband and father. The words in ver. 3, 
"She bare him a son," are not indeed in opposition to it, for 
these words are only intended to mark the deceit of the wife who 
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effm to her husband the children begotten in adultery, as if 
they were his, and, at the same time, to bring out the patience 
and forbearance of the husband who receives them, and bring 
them up as if they were his, although he knows that they are 
bur In like manner, the Lord treated, for centuries, the rebel- 
lious Israelites as if they were His children, and granted to them 
the inheritance which was destined only for the chiidren, along 
with eo many other blessing, until at length He declared them 
to be bastards, by carrying them away into captivity. The last 
words state the ground of the symbolical action. The causal 
9 is explained from the' fact that the import of a symbolical 
action is also its ground. The Inf. aabeol. preceding the tempus 
tiniturn givw special emphasis to the verbal idea. The prophet 
thereby indicates that, in using the expression "to whore," he 
does LUJ deliberately, and because it corresponds exactly to the 
thing, and wishes ns to understadit in ita full strength and 
compass. I n  calling the thing by its right name, he silences, 
beforehand, every attempt at palliating and extenuating it. Of 
such palliations and extenuations the Jews had abundance. 
They had not the slightest notion that they had become nn- . 
faithful to their God, but considered their intercourse with idols 
as txifling and allowable attentions which they paid to them.- 
jlanger understands by whoredom, their placing, at the same 
time, their confidence in man; but from what follows, where 
idolatry alone is constantly spoken of, it is obvious that this is 
inadmissible. If this special thing be reduced to its idea, it is 
trne that trusting in men is, then, not less comprehended under 
it than idolatry, inasmuch as this idea is the turning away from 
God to that which is not God. And, from this dependence of 
what is special upon the idea, it follows that the description has 
its eternal truth, and does not become antiquated, even where the 
folly of gross idolatry has been long since perceived.-pnn, the 
definite land, the land of the prophet, the land of Israel.-Con- 
ceming the .last words, Ps. Ixxiii. 2;lamay be compared, where 
p ~ U T  occrus with a similar signification. This phrase contains an 
allusion to the common expression, " to walk with, or after, God;" 
compare 2 Kings Si. 3. According to Calvin, the spiritual 
chastity of the people of God consists in their following the Lord. 

Ver. 3. "And he went and took Gomw 2icc daughter of 
Diblrloim, a d  she conceived and bare Aim a eon. 
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Many interpreters suppose that, by the three children, three 
different generations are designated, and the gradual degeneracy 
of the people, which sinks deeper and deeper. But this opinion 
must certainly be rejected. There is no gradation perceptible. 
On the contrary, the announcement of the total destruction of 
the kingdom of Israel is connected immediately with the name 
of the first child, ver. 4. Nor is i t  legitimate to say, as Raked 
does, that the three children are a designation of the "conditions" 
in which the Israelites would be placed in consequence of their 
apostasy from the Lord. For, how could mercy be shown to 
conditions? The right view rather is, that the wife and children 
are both the people of Israel, viewed only in different relations. 
In the first designation, they are viewed as a unity; in the 
latter, as a plurality proceeding from, and depending upon, this 
unity. The circumstance that the prophet mentions the birth 
of children at all, and the birth of three only, is accounted for 
by their names. The children exist only that they may receire 
a name. The three names must, therefore, not be considered 
separately, but must be viewed together. I n  that case theypre- 
sent a corresponding picture of the fate impending upon Israel. 
The circnmstance that the mother and sons are distinguished in 
Hosea, rests upon the Song of Solomon. (Compare the moR 
copious remarks in my commentary on the Song of Sol. iii. 4: 
'' By the mother, the people is designated according to its histo- 
rical continuity,-by the daughter or sons, according to ib 
existence at any moment") 

Ver. 4. " A n d  the Lord eaid unto him, Call his name J e z d ;  
for yet a little (while), and I visit the blood of J ~ r e e l  upon the 
howe of Jehu, and cauee to cease the rEilydom of the h o w  of 
Israel." 

The name "Jezreel" is, by most expositors, explained in this 
passage as meaning : '' God disperses!' This they maintain to 
be its real signification, according to the etymology, and that 
all the rest is only an allusion. But this exposition is erroneow 
as Manger has correctly perceived. For, 1. No instance occm 
where the verb $nr has this signification. When applied to 
men, it is always used only in a good sense: compare ii. 45, 
Ezek. xxxvi. 9, and the subsequent remarks on Zech. x. 9. The 
idea of scattering is not at all the fundamental one; so that the 
signification, to disperse, is much further from the fundarnend 
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signification than might, at first sight, appear. 2. The subse- 
quent words must be considered as an explanation of the name 
Jezreel, as is obvious from the corresponding explanations of 
the names L+Ruhamah in ver. 6, and Lo-Ammi in ver. 9, 
which are intimately connected with these names. But in this 
explanation, not even a single word is said on the subject of 
the dispersion of the people of Israel. The circumstance that, 
in this explanation, Jezreel occnrs as a proper name, without 
any regard being paid to its appellative signification1--an 
allusion to which occurs only in the announcement of the 
salvation-shows that here too it must be viewed in the same 
ray. The  correct view is this. Jezreel was the place where 
the last great judgment of God upon the kingdom of Israel had 
been executed. The apostasy from the Lord, and the innocent 
blood of His servants, shed by Jezebel and the whole house of 
Ahab, had been there avenged upon them by Jehn, the founder 
of the dynasty which was reigning at the time of the prophet. 
At the command of God, Jehn is anointed as king by one of 
the sons of the prophets sent by Eliaha, 2 Kings ix. I n  ven. 
6-9 the Lord says to him through the latter : '' I anoint thee - 
king over the people of the Lord, over Israel. And thou shalt 
smite the house of Ahab thy master; and I avenge the blood of 
My m a n t a  the prophets, and the blood of all the servante of the 
Lord at the hand of Jetebel, and the whole house of Ahab ehall 
periuh. And I give the house of Ahab like the house of Jem- 
boam the son of Nebat, and like the house of Baasha the son 
of Ahijah!' The execution corresponded with the command. 
When Jehn approached Jezreel, Joram the son of Ahab went 
out against him, and met him in the portion of Naboth the 
Jezreelite, ver. 21. Appealing to the declaration of the Lad, 

Thie ie very natnral, for the proper name hes originally a cheering 
signification. It is apparent from the remarke of Scnubert (@e iii. 9. 
164-166), and of Ritter (Erdkunde 16, i. 9. 698), on the natural condition 
of the plain of Jezreel, how it happened that i t  received thin name, which 
mearrs : God mws." SCILuber: .( the mil of J d  a fleld of corn, the 
seed of which ie not eown by any man's hand, the ripe e m  of which are 
not reaped by any reaper. The variom kin& of corn appeared to him to 
lm wi l d  p h t e  ; the mules walked in them with half their bodies covered by 
them; the eam of wheat were sown by themselves. LL  All travellers," nays 
Ritter, " agree in their deacriptione of the extraordinary beauty and fex- 
tility of the plnin." 
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" Surely I have seen the blood of Naboth, and the blood of hi 
eons, and I will requite thee in this portion of ground" (ver. 
26), Jehu orders the corpse of the slain king to be cast thither. 
At Jezreel, Jezebel too found a disgraceful death. Thither, as 
to the central point of vengeance, were sent the heads of the 
seventy royal princes, who had been slain, x. 1-10, and there 
Jehu slew all that remained of the house of Ahab, ver. 11.- 
The royal house, and, along with it, all Israel, are now anew to 
become a Jareel; Le., the same divine punitive justice which, at 
that time, was manifested at Jareel, is to be exhibited anew. 
The reason why this should be, is stated in the explanation. 
The house of Jehu, and all Israel, shall become a Jerreel, in as 
far aa punishment is concerned, because they have become a 
Jezreel with respect to guilt, and because, as in former times at 
Jezreel, so now again, blood that has been shed cries to the 
Lord for vengeance. Where a new carcase is, there the eagles 
must anew be gathered together.-It must have already a p  
peared from this, how we understand the words, "I visit the 
blood of Jezreel," used in the explanation of the name of Jee- 
reel, in the verse under consideration. According to the 
prophet's custom of designating, by the name of an old thing, 
any new thing which is substantially similar to it, the new guilt 
is marked by the name of the old ; and it is marked as blood, 
because the former guilt was pre-eminently blood-guiltiness ;' 
and as the blood of Jezreel, because the former blood-guiltiness 
had been especially contracted there, and it was there where 
the punishment was executed. The deep impression, which 
just this mode of representation must have produced, must not 
be overlooked. The sins formerly committed at Jezreel were 
acknowledged as such by the whole people, and especially by 
the royal house, whose whole rights were based upon this ac- 
knowledgment. The recollection of the fearful punishment was 
still in the minds of all ; but they did not by any means imagine 
that they were implicated in the same guilt, and had to expect 
the same punishment. That which they considered as already 

1 This transference w ~ e  so much the mom natural, as, under the govern- 
ment of the h o w  of Jehu, guilt W, oertainly been frequently concen-ted 
in the form of blood-guiltinem. Compare IE. i. 21, where the prophet, in 
order to mark out.the reigning sin in ite highest degree, repret~?~te Jerprp- 
leu a~ being full of murderen. 



ab~olutely past, the prophet, by a single word, brings again into 
the present, and the immediate future. By a single word of 
dreadful sound he terrified and aroused them out of their self- 
deception (which will not recognise its own sin in the picturn of 
the sins of others), and out of their carnal security. Entirelv 
adogous are 2 Kings ix. 31, where Jezebel says to Jehu, 

Hast thou peace, Zimri, murderer of his master?" which 
SJmrid well explains by-"It is time for thee to desist, that 
thou mayest not experience the eame punishment as Z i r i  ;" 
Zech. v. 11, where the prophet mentions Shinar as the place of 
Israel's future banishment ; and x. 11, where he calls their future 
oppressors by the names of Bsshnr and Egypt, and describes a 
new passing through the Red Sea In Revelation, the de- 
generate church is called by the names of Sodom and Egypt 
(xi .  18) ; the true Church, by Jerusalem ; Rome, by Babylon. 
-The explanation which we have given will be its own defence 
against the current, and evidently erroneous, expositions. Many 
interpreters understand, by the blood of JezreelJ the slaughter 
of the family of Ahab which was accomplished there by Jehu. 
I t  is, indeed, quite correct to say that a deed objectively good 
does not thereby become one which is subjectively so. That 
which has been willed and commanded by God may itself b e  
come an object of divine punishment, if it be not performed from 
love and obedience to God, but from culpable selfishness. But 
that Jehn was actuated by motives so bad, is sdciently obvious 
from the circumstance,' that he himself did the very thing 
which he had punished in the house of Ahab. Calvin rightly 
remarks : '' That slaughter ie, as far as God is concerned, a just 
vengeance; but, as far as Jehu is concerned, it is open murder." 
But yet, this deed cannot be regarded as the principal crime of 
Jehn and his family. We must not overlook other crimes far 
more heinous, and consider the guilty blood shed by them as the 
sole ground of their punishment. That this was indeed con- 
sidered as guilt, but only as a lower degree of it, is clearly seen 
from 1 Kings xvi. 7, where destrnction is announced to Bmhg 
who had destroyed the house of Jeroboam I., "on account of 
all the evil which he did in the sight of the Lord, in provoldng 
Him to anger with the works of his hands, so that he may be 
like the home of Jeroboam, and because he killed him." The 
main crime is, t .ht  Baasha had become like the house of Jem- 
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boam. What he perpetrated against this house is the minor 
crime, &d becomes a crime only through the former.-It is 
worthy of notice that "the blood of Jezreel" exactly corm 
sponds, according to our explanation, with the expression, "so 
that he may be like the house of Jeroboam." I t  may be further 
noticed, that, in the deed of Jehu, every better feeling cannot 

. be excluded. If the command of God had been used by hini 
merely as a pretext, we could not account for the praise and the 
promises given to him on account of this very deed, 2 Kings x. 
30. I t  is true that the limitation of the promise shows that p a  
motives alone did not prevail 4 t h  him.'-"The bloody deed to 
which the liouse of Jehu owed its elevation" nowhere else 
appears as the cause of the catastrophe which befell this house. 
That which he had done against the house of Ahab, whose sins 
were crying to heaven for vengeance far more than those of 
Baasha, is, in 2 Kings x. 30, 31, represented as his merit. His 
guilt consisted in his not departing from the ways of Jeroboam, 
and in hi making Israel to sin. I t  is this guilt alone which, in 
the Book of Kings, is charged against all the members of Lh 
family,-against Jehoahaz, the son of Jehu, in 2 Kings xiii. 2 ; 
against Jehoash, in 2 Kings xiii. 11 ; against Jeroboam, in 2 
Kings xiv. 24 ; against Zechariah, under whom the catastrophe 
took place, in 2 Kings w. 9 : "And he did that which waaevil 
in the eyes of the Lord, as his fathers had done, and departed 
not from the sins of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, who had made 
Israel to sin." Amording to the context, we must, in the fint 
place, think of the religiowr guilt ; the blood of Jezreel, in the 
verse under consideration, must correspond with the whoredoma 
in rer. 2.-Moreover, the extension of the punishment to all 
Israel could not, according to thii explanation, be understood ; 
for the deed was only that of Jehu and his assistants. HOW, 
then, could not only the house of Jehu be punished, but also 

Hitzig is of opinion that " the prophet cannot blame him for the death 
of Joram and Jezebel, but may well do 80 for the murder of Ahaziah, king of 
Judah, and of his brethren, and for the carnage described in 2 Kings X. 11.'' 
But Ahaziah waa not killed at Jeznee.1: compare 2 Kings ix. 27 ; 2 Chron. 
xxii. 9. And "the carnage in 2 Kings xii." likewine took place at J d  
to a small extent only, in so far, namely, aa it concerned the prima of the 
house of Ahab, who st i l l  remained in Jezreel. Compare Thenilu on tLia 
paesage- 
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the kingdom of the home of Israel be datroyed, and ita bow 
broken in the valley of Jezreel 3 

According to another interpretation atill more prevalent, 
" the blood of Jezreel" denotes " all the evil deeds committed 
by the Laraelitish kip in Jezreel." But this interpretation 
is sufficiently invalidated by the single circumstance, that the 
residence of the family of Jehu, which, after all, alone comes 
into consideration in this place, was, from the very beginning, 
not Jezreel, but Saniaria ; compare 2 Kings x. 36, xiii. 10, 8 

xiv. 23. 
Two particulars are contained in the announcement of 

punishment. Brut,-The whole house of Jehu, aiid then all 
Israel, are to become a Jezreel as regards punishment, as they 
are even now in point of guilt ; and, in this announcement, the 
significant paronomasia must not be overlooked between Israel 
-the designation of the dignity of the people, and Jeneel- 
that which is base in deeds and condition. Calvin makes pro- 
minent the lastmentioned feature only: "You are," he explains, 
"a degenerate people, you differ in nothing from your king 
Ahab." We cannot, however, follow him in this explanation ; 
the words, "I cause to cease the kingdom of the house of 
Israel,'' cannot, as several interpreters suppose, mean merely, 
"I will put an end to the dominion of the family of Jehu over 
Lrael." That these words rather announce the cessation of 
every native regal government, and hence of the entire national 
independence, is so evident, that it stands in need of no proof. 
Both of these features are, in their fulfilment, separated indeed 
by a long period of time (see the Introduction) ; but they are 
nevertheless closely connected. With the ruin of the house of 
Jehu, the strength of the kingdom of Israel was broken; from 
that time it was only a living corpse. The fall of the house of 
Jehu wasthe beginning of the end,-the commencement of the 
process of putrefaction. The omission, in the inscription, of all 
mention of any of the kings after Jeroboam, coincides with the 
circumstance that the fall of the house of Jehu is connected 
with the fall of the kingdom. With regard, however, to the 
former event, Hosea had an earlier prophecy before him. I t  
had been prophesied to Jehu (2 Kings x. 30) that his children 
should sit on the throne until the fourth generation. Now, 
eince Jeroboam was the greabgrandson of Jehu, the glory of 
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this family must come to an end with his son. But at no 
period did the house of Jehu, and the kingdom of Israel, seem 
to be so far from destruction as under the n$gn of Jmboam ; 
and, hence, it was time that the forgotten prophecy should be 
revived, and, at the same time, expanded. 

Ver. 5. " Aild it shall come to pass at thut day, thut I break 
the bow of Ieraal in the ually of Jezreel!' 

Of this, Calvin gives the following paraphrase: "Ye are 
puffed up with pride ; ye oppose your fierceness to God, because 
ye excel in weapons and strength ; because ye are warlike men, 
ye believe that God can do nothing against you. But surely 
your bows shall not prevent His hands from destroying you."- 
In the valley of Jezreel, Israel shall become, as to punishment, 
what they already ah, as to guilt, viz., a " Jezreel." The verse 
is a further expansion of the last words of the preceding one, to 
which the words, "at that day," refer. H e  whose bow is broken 
is defenceless and powerless; compare Gen. xlix. 24 ; 1 $am. 
ii. 4 ; Jer. xlix. 35. It is evident that we can here think only 
of the defeat of Israel by the Assyrians, the consequence of 
which was the total overthrow of the kingdom of Israel. But 
it is not to be overlooked, that the Assyrians, who in the second 
section of Hosea are frequently mentioned in express terms, as 
the instruments of God's punishment, are not spoken of at all 
as such in the first section, which belongs to the reign of Jero- 
boam. Amos likewise abstains from mentioning any name of 
the enemies. The Assyrians had not at that time appeared on 
the historical horizon. But the prophecy was to evince itself as 
such, by the fact of the announcement of the judgment at a 
time when its instruments were not as yet prepared; just as 
Elijah, in 1 Kings xviii. 41, hears the rushing of the rain be- 
fore there was even a cloud in the sky.-We are not told in 
the historical books at what place Israel was defeated by the 
Assyrians. Jerome, in his remarks on our passage, says that 
i t  took place in the valley of Jezreel. I t  is very probable, 
however, that this is only an inference clothed in the garb of 
history. But even apart from the passage under review, the 
matter is very probable. The valley of Jczreel or Esdrelon 
"is the largest, and at the same time the most fertile, plain of 
Palestine. The brook of Kishon, which is, next to Jordan, the 
most important river of Palestine, waters and fructifies it, and, 



with its tributaries, flows through it in all directions!' (Ritter, 
S. 689.) I n  all the wars which were carried on within the 
territories of the ten tribes, especially when the enemies came 
from the North, it was the natural battlefield. " I t  was, in 
the first centuries, the station of a legion (p&a ?refjhv Xf- 
+m) ; it is the place where the troops of Nebuchadnezzar, 
Vespasian, Justinian, the Sultan Saladdin, and many other 
conquering armies were encamped, down to the unsuccessful 
expedition of Buonaparte, whose success in Syria here ter- 
minated. Clarke found erected here the tents of the troops of 
the Pacha of Damascus. In later times, it was the scene of 
the skirmishes between the parties of hostile hordes of Arabs 
and Turkish pachas. In the political relations of Asia Minor, 
it is to tllis locality that there must be ascribed the total devas- 
tation and depopulation of Galilee, which once was so flourish- 
ing, f d l  of towns, and thickly populated." (Ritter, Erdk. 1 
Ausg. ii. S. 387.) W e  may add, that, in the same plain also, 
the battle was fought in which Saul and Jonathan perished 
(for the plain of Esdrelon is bounded on the south-east by the 
mountains of Gilboa), and so likewise was the battle between 
Ahab and the Syrians. To it also belonged the plain near the 
town of Megiddo, where Josiah, in the battle against Pharaoh- 
Necho, was mortally wounded. Compare Rosenmtiller, Alt. ii. 
1, p. 149. 

Ver. 6. And she conceived again, and bare a daughter. And 
He said to him, Call her name 'Lo-Ruhamah (i.e., one who has 
not obtained mercy) : for I will not continue any more to hare 
mercy upon the house of Israel; for I will take away from them." 
-Interpreten ask why the second child was a female ; and this 
question is by no means an idle one, since the prophet every- 
where else adheres closely to the subject-matter, and adds no 
feature, merely for the-sake of giving vividness to the picture. 
We cannot for a moment suppose, as Jerome and others do, 
that the female child denotes a more degraded generation. For 
why, then, is the third again a male child? The supposition 
proceeds from the altogether unfounded notion that the three 
children denote different generations. The reason must, on the 
contrary, be sought for in the name. Schmid says : "It  seems to 
have reference to the weakness of the sex. For the female sex 

0 
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finds greater sympathy than the male." The verb am does not 
denote any kind of love, but only the love of him who is high 
to him who is low, of the strong to the weak; and hence the 
LXX., whom Peter follows in 1 Pet. ii. 10 ( o h  i$q&), 
render the word mom accurately than Paul, in Rom. k. 25 (o& 

Hence it is never used of man's love to God, but 
only of the love of God to man,-of His mercy. The only 
passage which seems to contradict this, Pa. xviii. 2, is not to the 
purpose, as, there, the Kal is used. But the female sex, being 
weaker, stands in greater need of the compassion of men, than 
does the male, Is. ix. 16. The female child places the neediness 
and helplessness of the people in more striking contrast with 
the refusal of help from Him who alone can bestow it. The 
a r m  is either Participle in Ilral which has cast off the D, or 
the 3d fem. Pret. in pause ; thus Cocceiw), who explains it by 

She has not obtained mercy." I t  is in favour of the latter 
view, that according to Ewald, 5 310 b, ~5 does not often stand 
before a Pa~ticiple. The words, '' l w i l l  not continue," refer to 
the former great manifestations of divine mercy, and especidj 
the last under Jeroboam, which the people still, at that time, 
enjoyed; compare 2 Kings xiii. 23: "And the Lord was 
gracious unto them, and had mercy upon them, and turned 
towards them because of His covenant with Abraham, Isaac, 
and Jacob, and would not destroy them, neither cnst them 
from His presence." Upon this contrast, also, rests the mild 
expression, 'L I will not have mercy,'-an expression which, 
in virtue of this contrast, becomes stronger than any other. 
Several interpreters here lay peculiar stress upon the circum- 
stance, that "the house of Israel" is spoken of. This, the 
kingdom of Israel, they say, as an independent state, is given 
over to everlasting destruction ; it is only single individuals who 
shall obtain mercy after they have joined the house of David. 
But the supposition that 6L house of I s m 1  " is used in this sense, 
is altogether unfounded. The house is equivalent to the family; 
and the prophets speak of "a house of Israel" after the de- 
struction, no less than before it. The words in ii. 6 (4), uI 
will not have mercy upon her children," and the circumstance 
that she who is here called Lo-Ruhamah is afterwards called 
Ruhamah, also militate against referring "house of Israel" to 
the state. The right view rather is, that the denial of mercy 



must not be understood absolutely, but relatively. It is not 
for ever that mercy shall be denied to them, but for a time,- 
until God's punitive justice shall have'been satisfied. Just as 
Israel shall not always remain Jezreel, L d m m i  shall, at some 
future time, become again Ammi.-The last words are, by the ' 

greater number of recent interpreters, almost nnanirnously 
esplained : "That I should forgive them!' But, in that case, 
we can perceive no reason why the In$ abs. should be placed 
before the t e m p  $niburn. Why should the verbal idea here 
be rendered so emphatic? I n  addition to this, the extreme . 

feebleness of the sense would be remarkable. Nothing would 
be said that would not be implied in the words, I will 
not continue any more to have mercy!' But, on the other 
hd, we obtain' a very suitable sense if we translate thus : "I 
d l  take away from them." The object is not mentioned, just 
because mey thing is to be understood. The prominence given 
to the verbal idea is then accounted for from its being con- 
trasted with the hating rnmcy, which implies giving.' There 
is then, moreover, a very striking contrast with the standing 
phrase 5 py W W ~ ,  or also simply 5 sin: I shall take away from 
them, not, however, as hitherto, their guilt (compare Amos 
v i i  S), but all that they have. Calvin had previously directed 
attention to the circumstance that the following verse also is in 
favour of the translation .by tollere : " &are et tollere inter se ' 

mt pmphetu." Chap. v. 14 may also be compared, where 
~m is used in a similtir manner, the object being likewise . 
omitted: "I will tear and go away, I will take away, and there 
is none that delivereth." 

Ver. 7. " A n d  I will have w y  upon the house of Judah, 
and 1 saw them by the J ~ r d  their God; and I do not save them 
Ly bow, and by sword, and by wal; and Fry horses, and by Aorse- 
men? 

Several interpreters suppose that mercy is here promised to 
Judah as a consolation to Israel, inasmuch as the latter should 
partake in it. But this view is erroneous. From the antithesis 
to ver. 6, it is evident that mercy is here promised to Judah for 
the time when Israel shall not find mercy; and we are not at 
liberty to anticipate the time described in ii. 1-3, when hoth 
become partakers of mercy. Thii is apparent also from the 
circnmstance that in vers. 8, 9, the threatening of punishment 
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to Israel is still continued. I t  can then only be the intention 
of the prophet, by describing the mercy which Judah their 
brethren should experience, to sharpen the goad, more effectu- 
ally to rouse Israel from their false security, and to direct their 
attention to the bad foundation of the entire constitution of 
their political and ecclesiastical affairs, in consequence of which 
they considered as legitimate that which, in Judah, was only an 
abnse. As the showing of mercy to Judah runs parallel with 
the withholding of it from Israel, we can, primarily and chiefly, 
think only of the different fates of the two, during the Assyrian 
dominion. The wonderful deliverance of Judah on that occa- 
sion is foretold by Isaiah, xxxi. 8, in a similar manner : " h d  
Asshur falls through the sword not of a man, and the sword 
not of a man devours him." W e  must not, however, limit our- 
selves to this event ; a preference of Judah over Israel, a rem- 
nant of divine mercy appeared, even when they were carried 
away into captivity. During its continuance, they were not 
altogether deprived of marks of the continuance of the divine 
election. Prophets continued to labour among them, as imme- 
diate ambassadors of God. Wonderful events showed them in 
the midst of the Gentiles the superiority of their God, and 
prepared the way for their deliverance. They maintained, in a 
far greater degree, their national constitution ; and, luatly, their 
d ic t ion  lasted for a far shorter time than did that of the 
Israelites. Contrary to all human expectation, their &airs soon 
took a favourable turn, in which only a comparatively small 
number of their Israelitish brethren partook, while, for the rest, 
the withholding of mercy continued. But it is just by means 
of this contrast with the lot of Judah, that the announcement of 
the lot of Israel appears in its true light. Without this con- 
trast, one might have imagined, that the announcement of the 
prophet did not go beyond his human vision. I t  would, of 
course, appear highly probable that a kingdom so weak as that 
of Israel,-weak, especiallr when compared with those great 
Asiatic kingdoms which were great already, and yet were con- 
tinually striving after enlargement,- a kingdom, moreover, 
placed in the midst between these kingdoms, and their natural 
enemy and rival, Egypt-should not have been able to main- 
tain its existence for any length of time. But this probability 
existed in a far higher degree in the case of the kingdom of 
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Judah, which was smaller and weaker still, and which had 
suffered much through Jehoash the father of Jeroboam (2 
Kings xiv. la), under the latter of whom, the splendour and 
glory of Israel had been so greatly increased. But that which 
prevented this probability from becoming a reality lay altogether 
beyond the sphere of human calculation, as Hosea himself here 
so emphatically expresses. And by swh help, the kingdom of 
Israel would have been delivered, no less than the kingdom of 
Judah. It is true that this prediction of Hosea is no prediction 
of some accidental event, but has its foundation in the idea. 
The lots of Israel and Judah could not be otherwise than ao 
different, after their different position in reference to the Cove- 
nant-God was once fixed. Nor is this prediction one which 
has ceased after its first and literal fulfilment, but is constantly 
and anew realizing itself. The proceeding of God towards the 
different Churches and States is regulated by their conduct 
towards Him. The history of the world is a judgment of the 
world. But  even to know this truth is, in ikielf, a supernatural 
gift; and they only are able to use it with safety, to whom God 
has given an insight into the mysteries of His government of 
the world. This becomes very evident, if we observe how often 
the predictions of those who knew the truth in general, down to 
Bengel and his followers, have been put to shame by the result. 
God's ways are not our ways. No one knows them except 
Himself, and those to whom H e  will reveal them. The extent 
to which the prophecy rests on the idea is, moreover, clearly' 
~wn by the words, "And I save them by Jehovah their God." 
Here we have the ground of their deliverance. Jehovah is the 
God of Judah, and, hence, the source of their salvation, which 
does not cease to flow although all human sources-be dried up. 
The reason why Israel does not obtain mercy must then be, that 
Jehovah is not their God. That this contrast is implied here, 
is confirmed by iii. 5 : "Afterwards shall the children of Israel 
return and seek the Lord their God, and David their king." 
That which in aftertimes they shall seek, and thereby obtain 
salvation, they must have lost now ; and this loss must be the 
source of their d c t i o n .  Calvin makes the following pertinent 
remark : "The antithesis between the false gods and Jehovah 
must here be kept in mind. Jehovah was the God of the house 
of Judah ; and hence, it is just aa if the prophet had said, ' Ye 
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indeed profess the name of God, but ye worship the devil, and 
not God. Ye have no part in Jehovah. He resides in His 
temple, and has pledged His faithfulness to David when He 
commanded him to build Him a temple on Mount Zion; but 
from you, the true God haa departed!"' (Compare Amm ii. 
8, where the prophet p a k s  of the god of the ten tribes as one 
who belongs to them alone, and with whom he has nothing to 
do.) I n  contrast with Him who alone could grant help, and 
whom Israel did not possess, but Judah did, the prophet'enn- 
merates, in the remaining part of the verse under consideration, 
the aids which could not afford any real help, in which Israel 
was, at that time, much richer than Judah, and in which they 
placed a false confidence. Compare x. 13 : ''Thou didet trust 
in thy way, in the multitude of thy mighty men;" Ps. xx. 8; 
Mic. v. 9 seqq. ; and Deut. xxxiii. 29, where the Lord is spoken 
of as the only true bulwark and amour:  "Happy art thou, 
Israel : who is like unto thee? a people saved by the L o 4  the 
shield of thy help, thy proud sword : thine enemies shall be 
liars unto thee, and thou shalt tread upon their high places:' 
Calvin says, " God does not require any other aid8 ; His own 
strength is quite sufficient. The sum and wbstance is therefore 
this, that although the weakness of the kingdom of Judah ex- 
cites the contempt of all, this shall be no obstacle to its deli-ier- 
ance by the grace of God, althongh there be no help at all 
from men."-The prophet has, at the same time, before his 
eyes the great events of former history, where, when all human 
resources failed, the power of God had shown itself to be alone 
quite sufficient.-We cannot assert with Gesenks, that " war" 
should here be quite identical with u weapons of war ;" i t  rather 
comprehends'everything which is required for war, viz., the pru- 
dence of the commanders, the valour of the heroes, the streogth 

. of the army, etc. UHeroes and horsemen" are, however, speci- 
- ally mentioned, because in ancient times the main strength of 

the armies lay in these. Even Mahommed thought himself en- 
titled to hold up a victory which he had obtained without 
cavalry-by infantry alone-as a miracle wrought immediately 
by God; comp. Abulf. wit. Moh. pp. 72, 91. 

Ver. 8. " And she weaned Lo-Ruhamah, and conceived, itmi 
baw a son? 

Ver. 9.. "And He wid, Call his name, Lo-Ammi (is, not 



my people) ; for you are not My people, and 4 not tmunU I be 
youru? 

As the prophet everywhere else adhem clmely to his sub- 
jectmatter, as, indeed, he allows the figure to recede behind the 
subject of his discome, but never the opposite, we cannot well 
imagine that the weaning is mentioned merely for the purpose 
of making the description more graphic. Calvin say4 "I do 
not doubt that the prophet intends here to commend the Lord's 
longcontinued mercy and forbearance towards that people." 
The unfaithfulness of the wife, and the forbearance of the 
prophet, do indeed continue for years. But it is better to s u p  
pose that the mention of the weaning is intended to separate the 
tembry of L+Ruhamah from the following birth, and to call 
forth the idea that, now, there may follow one of better import. 
-The b r a 1  translation of the close of the verse is, "And I will 
not be to you"-equivalent to, "1 will not any longer belong to 
yon." W e  cannot assume, as Manger does, that an$& has 
been here left out, nor, as others do, that it must be supplied. 
Since it is God who speaks, "to yon," or "yours," is sufficiently 
definite. Similar is Ezek. mi. 8 : "And I entered into a cove- 
nant with thee, and thou becamest Mine," r$ ( r a n 1  ; Ps. cxviii. 
6: "The Lord is mine, 95 nip, I will not fear." The explana- 
tion given by some, "1 shall not be among you," is too limited. 
It is the highest happiness to possess God Himself, with all His 
gifts and blessings, and the greatest misery to lose Him. The 
fulfilment of this threatening is reported in 2 Kings xvii. 18 : 
"And the Lord was very angry with Israel, and removed them 
out of His sight; and there was none left but the tribe of Judah 
alone ;" comp. also Is. vii. 

The first three verses of the following chapter ought to have 
been connected with the first chapter; for they contain the 
announcement of salvation which is necessary to complete the 
first prophecy. 

Chap. ii. 1. " A n d  the number of the children of Israel shall 
be as the sand of the sea, which is not measured nor numbered. 
And it slmll come to pass, in tlre place where it w m  said unto 
them, Not my people ye, it shall be said unto them, Sons of the 
living God.". 

The first point which requires to be determined, is the 
subject of the verse. Every other reference except that to the 
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ten tribes is here out of the question; inasmuch as the same 
who, in the preceding verse, were called L d m m i ,  are now to 
be called sous of the living God. Several of the ancient e x p i -  
tors here assume a sudden transition to the Christian Church ; 
but such would be a sulto mwtale. Nor are we to understand 
by the children of Israel, all the descendants of J awb  ; for the 
children of Judah are distinguished from them in ver. 2. Sub- 
stantially, however, those too are included, as appears from this 
very verse; for both shall then form one nation of brethren. 
But here the prophet views only one portion, because to this 
only did the preceding threatening, and the mission of the 
prophet in general, refer. From this, also, it may be explained 
how the prophet may apply to the part the promiees of Genesis, 
which there refer to the whole. The reference to these p-ses, 
in the 6rst part of the verse, cannot be at all mistaken. Com- 
pare especially, as agreeing most literally7 the passage in Gen. 
xxi. 17 : "1 will multiply thy seed as the stars of heaven, and 
as the sand which is on the shore of the sea;" and xxxii. 13 
(12) : "1 lnake thy seed as the sand ,of the sea, which is not 
numbered for multitude!' A similar literal reference is in 
Jer. xxxiii. 22 : "As the host of heaven is not numbered, neither 
the sand of the sea measured ; so will I multiply the seed of 
David My servant." Now, the reference here cannot be acci- 
dental. I t  supposes that these promises were at that time 
generally known in the kingdom of Israel. They served to 
strengthen the ungodly in their false security. Relying on 
them, they charged the prophets with making God a liar in thus 
announcing the impending destruction of the kingdom, inat+ 
much as the prophecy had not yet been fulfilled in all its extent. 
The prophet, however, by his almost literal repetition of the 
promise, shows that thereby his threstenings are not excluded- 

teaches that the visitation of which he had spoken would be 
such that, nevertheless, God would not forget His word; that the 
rejection of the people would be such that, nevertheless, its elec- 
tion should stand firm and sure,-and, finally, that the adoption 
should not be invalid by which H e  had chosen Abraham's progeny 
as Hie people" (Calvin).-The case is quite analogous, when 
corrupted Christian churches harden themselves in trusting in 
the promise that the Lord would be with them all the days, and 
that the gates of hell should not prevail against His Church. The 



Lord knoweth how to execute His judgments eo that His pro- 
mises shall not suffer thereby, yea, that their fulfilment is thereby 
rendered possible. The relation of our passage to Is. X. 22 
reqnirea further to be considered: "For though thy people 
Israel be as the sand of the sea, the remnant only shall return." 
Here, too, the reference to the promises in Genesis cannot' be 
mistaken. But there is this difference,-that in the time of 
Isaiah, the people, viewing the partial fulfilment of the promises 
of God in their then prosperous condition, as a sure pledge of 
divine mercy, founded thereupon their false security. To this, 
ho~ever, the prophet replies, that even the perfect fulfilment 
would give no warrant for it. I n  Hosea, however, they rely on 
the perfect fulfilment, which had, as yet, no existence at all. 
But Hosea has in view the godly as mnch as the ungodly. To 
the former he shows that here also there would be a fulfilment 
of what is written in Num. xxiii. 19 : God is not a man, that 
He should lie ; neither the son of man, that H e  should repent. 
Should He say, and not do i t ;  and speak, and not fulfil it 3" 
Moreover, we cannot fail to see that, in the verse under review, 
as also in ver. 2, there is an allusion to the first child, Jezree1,- 
that in the second member of the verse there is an allusion to 
Lo-Ammi, and in ver. 3, to Lo-Ruhamah. But the name 
Jezreel is now taken in a good sense, probably in the sense in 
which it was first given to the valley (compare remarks on i. 4), 
and also to the tom by its founders. Jezreel means "God 
sows." The foundera of the town thereby expressed the hope 
that God would cause an abundant harvest to proceed from a 
small sowing-a glorious end from a small beginning. Thus 
God will now sow the small seed of Israel, and an infinitely rich 
harvest shall.be gained from this sowing ; compare remarks on 
ver. 25.-But if now we seek for the historical reference of the 
annoancement, we are compelled to go back to the sense of those 
declarations in Genesis. By many, these are referred merely to 
the bodily descendants of the Patriarchs; by many, also, to 
their spiritual descendants, their successors in the faith. But the 
latter reference is altogether arbitrary; and the former could be 
well-founded only, if the Congregation of the Lord had been 
destined solely for the natural descendants, and if all the Gentiles 
had been refused admittance into it. But that such is not the 
case, is evident from the command to circumcise every bond- 
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servant; for, by circumcision, a man was received among the 
people of God. This appears, further, from the command in 
Exod. xii. 48, that every stranger who wished to partake of the 
Passover must be previously circumcised ; and this implies that 
strangers might partake in the sign and feast of the covenant 
if they wished ; compare Micklie, Mos. Recht. Th. iv. 5 184. 
This appears, moreover, from Deut. xxiii. 1-8, where the Edomites 
and Egyptians are expressly declared to be capable of being 
received into the Congregation of the Lord. I t  appears, still 
further, from the circumstance that, in the same paasage, the 
command to exclude the Ammonites and Moabites is founded 
upon a special reason. And, jinally, it appears from the Jewish 
practice at all times. But the heathens who were received among 
the people of God were considered as belonging to the posterity 
of the Patriarchs, as their sons by adoption. How indeed could 
it be otherwise, since, by intermarriage, every difference mnst 
have very soon disappeared t They were called children of 
Israel, and children of Jacob, no less than were the others. It 
now appears to what extent the promise to the Patriarchs refers 
to the Gentiles also-viz., in so far as they became believers in 
the God of Israel, and joined themselves to Israel. Compare 
Is. xliv. 5 : One shall say, I am Jehovah's, and another shall 
call the name of Jacob, and another shall write with his had,  
Unto the Lord ! and boast of the name of Israel." Such 
eager desire of the Gentiles towards the kingdom of God regu- 
larly took place, either when the Clod of Israel had revealed 
Himself by specially distinguishing manifestations of His omni- 
potence and glory, as, e.g., in the deliverance from the Egptian 
and Babylonish captivities, in both of which events we find 3 
number of those who had previously been heathens, mp, in the 
train of the Israelites;--or when a feeling of the vanity of the 
idols of the heathen world had been awakened with special 
vividness, as in the times after Alexander the Great, in which 
Roman and Greek heathenism became more and more efetc, and 
rapidly hastened on towards ruin. I n  the time of Christ, both 
of these causes co-operated. If there were soundness in the 
opinion now generally prevalent, according to which the C h d  
of the New Testament stands quite independent of the Congre- 
gation of Israel, having originated from a free and e q d  union 
of believers from Israel, and of those from among the Gentiles, 
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then indeed the promise now before us would have no longer 
any reference to New Testament times. The New T e s h e n t  
Church would be a generation altogether different, and no 
longer acknowledge Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob as their fathera. 
But, according to the constant doctrine of the Old as well aa of 
the New Testament, there is only one Church of God from 
Abmham to the end of the days-only one house under two 
dispenmtiona. John the Baptist proceeds upon the wpposi- 
tion that the members of the New Testament also must be 
children of Abraham, else the covenant and promise of God 
would come to nought. But as the bodily descent from Abraham 
is no security against the danger of exclusion from his posterity 
--of which Ishmael was the first exampleand as, so early as 
in the Pentateuch, it is said, with reference to every greater 
transgression, " This soul is cut off from itrr people," so, on the 
other hand, God, in the exercise of His sovereign liberty, 
may give to, Abraham, in the mom of his degenerate children 
after the flesh, adopted children without number, who shall 
sit down with him, and Isaac, and Jacob, in the kingdom 
of God, whilst the sons of the kingdom are cast out.-After 
these remarks on the promise to the Patriarchs, there can be 
no longer any dificulty in making out the historical reference 
of the announcement before us. I t  cannot refer to the bodily 
descendants of Abraham, as such, any more than the promise 
of a son to Abraham was fulfilled in the birth of Ishmael, or 
than the Arabs stand related to the promise of the innumer- 
able multitude of his descendants,-a promise which is repeated, 
in the same extent, to Isaac and Jacob, although they were not 
the ancestors of the Arabs. Degenerate sons are not a blessing ; 
they are no objects of promise, no sons in the full sense. Every 
one is a sou of Abraham, only in so far as he is a son of God. 
For this reason the phrases " sons of Israel " and " sons of the 
living God" are, in the passage before us, connected with each 
other. Not as though the corporeal descent were altogether a 
matter of indifference. The corporeal descendants of the Pa- 
triarchs had the nearest claims to becoming their children in 
the full sense. It was to them that the means of becoming so 
were first granted. T o  them pertained the covenants, the 
promisea, and the adoption, Rom. ix. 4. But all these external 
advantages were of no avail to them when they allowed them to 
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remain unused ; in these circumstances, neither the promise to 
Abraham, nor the announcement before us, had any reference 
to them. Both of them would have remained to this day d- 
filled, although the unconverted children of Israel had in~-d 
so as to have become the most populous nation on the face of the 
whole earth. It thus appears that the announcement before us 
was first truly realized in the time of the Messiah ; inasmuch 
as it was at that time that the family of the Patriarchs was so 
mightily increased; and that it will yet be more fully realized, 
partly by the reception of an innumerable multitude of adopted 
sons, and partly by the elevation of those who were sons only in 
a lower sense, to be sons in the highest. That which occurred 
at  the time after the Babylonish captivity, when the Lord stirred 
up a number of Israelites to return to Palestine, we can regard 
as only an insignificant prelude ; partly because this number 
was too small to correspond, el-en in any degree, to the infinite 
extent of the promise, and partly because there were among 
them certainly a few only who, in the fullest sense, deserved 
the name of Children of Israel." Israel "- which is the 
higher name, and has reference to the relation to God-is here 
used emphatically, as appears especially from a comparison with 
ver. 4, where it is taken from the degenerate children, and ex- 
changed for the name " Jezree1."-In the second part of the 
verse, we must first set aside the false interpretation of ntpm 
TWK by '' instead of," which is given by Grotitu and others. It 
has arisen from an inappropriate reference to the Latin, which 
has, however, no support in the Hebrew usus Zopuendi. The 
words can only mean (compare Lev. iv. 24, 33 ; Jer. xxii. 12 ; 
Ezek. xxi. 35; Neh. iv. 14) : " in the place where," or, more 
literally still, in the place that9'--the wider designation instead 
of the narrower. The statwr cons&. is explained by the circum- 
stance that the whole succeeding sentence together expresses only 
one substantive idea, equivalent to : " in the place of the being 
said unto them." The place may here be, either that where the 
people first received the name L+Ammi, i.e., Palestine, or the 
place of the exile, where they first felt the full meaning of i$ 
-the misery being a s m  realis of God. Decisive in favour 
of the latter reference is the following verse, where the p a ,  
the land of the exile, corresponds with b ~ p ~  in the verse before 
US. (According to Jonathan, the sense is: " In the place to 
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which they have been carried away among the Gentiles.") I t  
is intentionally that both times the Future. is used, which is 
to be understood as the Present. The difference of time being 
thus disregarded, the contrast becomes so much the more strik- 
ing.--By "people" and children" of God, the same thing is ex- 
pressed according to different relations. The Israelites were the 
people of God, inasmuch as H e  was their King ; and children of 
God, in as far as He was their Father,-their Father, it is true, 
in the h t  place, not, as in the New Testament (John i. 12,13), 
in  reference to the spiritual generation, but in relation to heart- 
felt love, similar to the love of a father for a son. With regard 
to'the Old Testament idea of sonship to God, compare the re- 
marks on Ps. ii. 7. I n  this relation, sometimes all Israel is 
personified as the son of God ; thus, e.g., Exod. iv. 22 : " Thus 
thou shalt say unto Pharaoh : My son, My first-born is Israel!' 
Sometimes the Israelites are also called the ehild~en or sons of 
God; e.g., Dent. xiv. 1 : Ye are children to the Lord your 
God" (compare also Dent. xxxii. 19), although not every single 
individual could on this account be called son of God." I n  
this sense, that designation is never used, evidently because the 
sonship under the Old Testament does not rest so much on the 
personal relation of the single individual to God,-as is the 
case in the New Testament,-but the individual rather partakes 
in it only as a part of the whole. But there is an easy transi- 
tion from the sonship as viewed in the Old Testament, to the 
eonship as seen in the New. The former, in its highest per- 
fection, cannot exist at all without the latter. I t  is only when 
its single members are born of God, that the Congregation. 
can be regarded and treated as the child of God in the full 
sense of the word, and that the whole fulness of His love can 
be poured out upon i t ;  for this is the only way of attaining to 
likeness with God, which is the condition of admission to the 
rights of children. Hence it appears that the vioeda under 
the Old Testament was an actual prophecy of the times 
of the New Testament; and from it, it follows also that the 
announcement under consideration has its ultimate reference 
to these times. Earlier fulfilmenb-especially at the return 
from the Babylonish captivity-are not to be excluded, inas- 
much as the idea comprehends in it everything in which it is, 
even in the least degree, realized; but they can be considered 



only as a slight prelude to its real fulfilment, which takes place 
only when the reality fully coincides with the idea; so that we 
are not at liberty to limit ourselves to the commencement of 
the Messianic time, but must include the Messianic time in its 
last consummation.-Another question still remains :-Why is 
God here called the '' living?" Plainly, to point ont the anti- 
thesis of the true God to dead idols, which cannot love, because 
they do not live ; and thus to -bring out the greatness of the 
privilege of being the child of such a God. Th'e same anti- 
thesis is found in Deut. xxxii. 3 seqq. : " Where are now their 
gods, the rock in whom they trusted, which did eat the fat of 

. their sacrifices, ,and drank the wine of their drink-offerings? 
Let  them rise up and help you; let it be a covering to you. 
See now that I, I am He, and not is a God beside Me. . I kill 
and I make alive. I wound and I heal!' . This antithesis still 
continues; the world has only changed its idols. It still 
always seeks the life from the dead, from the gross idol of sin 
up to the refined idol of a self-made abstract god, whether he 
be formed from logical notions or from emotions and feelings. 
But how much soever they may strive to give life to their idols, 
t.hey remain dead, although they should even attain to a sem- 
blance of life. The true God, on the contrary, lives and con- 
tinues to live, how much soever they may strive to day Him. 
H e  manifests Himself as the living one, either by smiting and 
killing them, if they continue in their impenitence, or by heal- 
ing and quickening them, if they become His children.- 
Finally,-we must still consider the two citations, in the New 

.Testament, of the passage before us. One in 1 Pet. ii. 10, o i  
~ 0 7 8  06 h.&, VGy 62 L d c  BeoG oi 0th jA.qp&ob, vib 68 Amp 
Bheg, must certainly strike us, inasmuch as this epistle, on con- 
clusive grounds (compare Steiger S. 14 ff.), cannot be considered 
as being addressed to Jewish Christians exclusively. But still 
more striking is the second quotation in Rom. ix. 25, 26 : ;F 
tcal Cv r4j 'aq& A&ye~- KaXlQO rhv 06 &v p v ,  A d v  pow mi 
r j v  O ~ I C  +ya~qpdyr]v, ;lram&vqv. Kal go-ra~, Cv T+ T ~ T Q  05 
C$& ahof  06 p v  . i r ~ t g ,  h i  nkq&juovra~ viol &of 
rGvro~. Here our passage is not only alluded to, but expressly 
quoted, and, in opposition to the Jews, the calling of the Gen- 
tiles is proved from it. But how can a passage which, accord- 
ing to the whole context, can refer to Israel only, be applied 



directly to the Gentiles t The m e r  very readily suggests 
itself when we reduce the prophecy to its fundamental idea. 
This is none other than that of divine mercy, which mry ' 
indeed, by apostasy and unfaithfulness, be prevented from 
manifesting itself, but can never be extinguished, because it 
has its foundation in God's nature. Compare Jer. gmi. 20 : 
" Is Ephraim a dear son to Me, a child of joy 'f For as often 
as I speak of him, I must still remember him. Therefore My 
bowels sound for him, I will have m c y  upon him, saith the 
Lord." Now, in the same manner as this truth was realized in 
the restoration of the children of Israel to be again the children 
of God, so i t  is in the reception of the Gentiles. I t  is not at 
all a mere application, but a real proof which here forms the 
question at bane. I t  is becawre God had promised to receive 
again the children of Israel, that H e  must receive the Gentiles 
also; for otherwise that divine decree would have its founda- 
tion in mere caprice, which cannot be conceived to have any 
esistence in God. Although the Gentiles are not so near as 
Isxael, yet H e  must satisfy the claims of those who are more 
remote, just because He acknowledges the claims of those who 
are near. The necessity of going back to the fundamental 
idea appears in the promises as well as in the commandments. 
We cite only one instance which is especially fitted to serve as 
a parallel to the case before us. There is no doubt, aud preju- 
dice alone could have denied, that in the Pentateuch, by friend 
and brother the Israelite is to be understood throughout; it is 
in the New Testament that the command of Christian brotherly 
love is given. After having commended truthfulness, Paul 
adds : " Because ye are members of one another "- a reason 
which can refer to those only who have Christ ns their common 
head. From this limitation, can anything be inferred to the 
prejudice of love towards the whole human race, or of the dutiea 
towards all without any distinction 't Just the reverse. I t  is 
just because the Israelite is bound to love the Israelite, and the 
Christian the Christian, that he should embrace all men in love. 
If the special relation to Gocl as the common Redeemer afford 
the foundation for the special love, then the general relation to 
God as the Creator and Preserver must also afford the founda- 
tion of universal love; just as from the command to honour 
father and mother, it necessarily follows that me must also 
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honour uncle and aunt, king and magistrate. This is the only 
correct view of the laws and prophecies; and if it be consis- 
tently followed out, it will make water to flow out of the rock, 
and will create streams in the wilderness. 

Ver. 2. " And the children of Judah and t l ~  ehildP.cn of 
I m l  assemble themelves together, and set over t?mnselves one 
Iread, and go up out of the lad; for great is the day of JezreeLn 

The words, "They appoint themselves a king," appear strange 
at first sight. For it is not, in general, the union of Judah and 
Israel which the prophet expects from better times ;-a perverse 
union of both, one, it may be, in which the house of Judah 
shall also give up Jehovah his God, and David his King, only 
in order to be able to live on a right brotherly footing with 
Israel, would have been anything but a progress and a blessing; 
-but such a union as has for its foundation the return of b e 1  
to the true God, and to the Davidic dynasty. This appears 
clearly from iii. 5. The difficulty is removed by a comparison 
with the passage of the Pentateuch to which the prophet seems 
to allude: " Thou shalt set over thee a king, whom the Lord thy 
God shall choose," Deut. xvii. 15. The prophet seems to have 
these words before his eyes, as it appears elsewhere also, where 
he describes the hitherto opposite conduct of the Israelites; 
compare the remarks on iii. 4. From these it appears that the 
election of the king by God, who had promised eternal dominion 
to the house of David, and his election by the people, do not in 
the least exclude one another. On the contrary, it is kcausa 
God had elected the king, that now the people also elect him. 
Calvin remarks: "There appears to be transferred to men what 
properly belongs to God alone-viz., the appointment of a king; 
but the prophet expresses, byJ this word, the obedience of faith ; 
for it is not enough that Chnst be given, and placed before men 
as a King, but they must also acknowledge and reverent17 
receive Him as a King. From this we infer, that when r e  
believe the Gospel, we choose, as it were by our o m  vote, 
Christ as our King." That the prophet understands the "setting 
of a head " in this sense, appears also from the circumstance that 
the whole verse is based upon the reference to the Exodus from 
Eggpt, which is now to be repeated. To this the words, "They 
assemble themselves together," likewise refer ; for the departm 
from Egypt was preceded by the assembling together of the 
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whole people. The mention of a "head" refers back:to Moses. 
In his case, as well as that of David subsequently, the election 
by the people was only the acknowledgment of his having 
been divinely called.-hother question is, How are the words, 

They go up out of the land," to be understood 9 There can 
be no doubt that by "land," the land of captivity is designated. 
For the words are borrowed from Exod. i. 10, where Phataoh 
says, When there falleth out any war, they will join our 
enemiea, and fight against us, and go up out of the land," p h 
p#;r. The prophet, moreover, is hh own interpreter in ii. 17, 
where he exptessly compares this new going up to the promised 
land with the former going up from E m t :  "As in tile day 
when she went up out of the land of Egypt ;" just ax, in other 
passages, he describes their being carried away, under the figure 
of their being carried away to Egypt-byria being considered 
as another Egypt. Compare viii. 13 : "Now will.He remember 
their iniquity and visit their sins ; they shall retnrn to Egypt ;" 
ix. 3 : "They shall not dwell in the Lord's land, and Ephraim 
retarns to Egypt!' (Compare, on this passage, the Author's 
D i s s c r t a h  on t?~e Genuineness of the Pentateuch, vol. i. p. 121 ff .) 
Moreover, in the other prophets. also, the going up from, or 
deliverance out of, Egypt, forms throughout the basis of the 
second great deliverance. And this is quite natural; for both 
of those events stand in the closeet actual connection with each 
other;--both proceeded from the same Divine Being; and the 
former was a prophecy by fact, and a pledge of the latter. The 
deliverance of the people of God from Egppt a d e d  their elec- 
tion; and from the latter the new deliverance necessarily fol- 
lowed ;--a relation which repeats itself in individuals also. From 
this we may explain the fact that in the Psalms; they who cel* 
brate God's former mercies, prove from them to Him and to 
themselves, throughout, that He must now also be their helper. 
I t  ia then by no means a mere external similarity which induces 
the prophets ever and anon to refer to the deliverance from 
%t (compare tbe passages Mic. ii. 12, 18 ; JBF. xxiii. 7, 8, 
which bear eo close a resemblance to the passage before us), 
any more than that the Passover is a mere memorial. Such 
cannot occur in the true religion which has a living God, and 
hence knows nothing of anything absolutely past. Ewald'r 

P 
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. exposition, that they go up out of the county for the purpose 
of further conquest, and that of S i m a g  that they go up to 
Jerusalem, sever the three events which, as the example of 
previous histo y shows, are evidently so closely allied ; and these 
expositors, moreover, give, by an addition of their own, that 
definiteness to the words, "And they shall go up out of the 
land," which they can obtain only by a reference to the llistoy 
of the past. In their ambiguity, they almost express1 y point to 
such a commentary.-The article in pPrn, the (i.e., the definite) 
land, is explained from the circumstance that, in the previous 
context, there had been an indirect allusion to their beiig carried 
away into a strange land. If Israel was no more the people of 
God,-if they no longer enjoyed His mercy, then it is supposed 
that they could not remain in the land which they had received 
only as the people of God, and had hitherto retained only through 
His mercy. But, primarily, the article refers to "the place 
where it was said unto them," in the preceding verse.-That 
along with the children of Israel, the children of Judah also 
assemble themselves and go up, implies a fact which the prophet 
had not expressly mentioned, because it did not stand imme- 
diately connected with his purpose+-viz., that Judah too should 
be carried into captivity. I t  thus supplements chap. i. 7, by 
showing that the mercy there promised to the inhabitants of 
Judah is to be understood relatively only. Such suppositions, 
indeed, show v e y  plainly how distinctly the future lay before 
the eyea of the prophet.'-With regard, now, to the historical 
reference,-it must, in the fint place, be remarked, that whatever 
is here determined concerning it, must be applicable to all other 

1 That the carrying away of Jndah, which' is here wppoeed, is a total 
and future one, and not, aa Hofinann ( Wciu. u. Erf. i 9. 210) userte, one 
which in partial and already pa& (Joel iv. ri.] 2-8 ; Amca i. 6, 9), q p m  
from the analogy of the children of hme.l,-from the reference to the type 
of the Egyptian conditions,-from a comparison of chap. v. 6, 12, xii. 1-5, 
-from the fact that the carrying away in placed in the view of the rcW 
pop& aa early M in the Pentateuch, e.g., Dent. nviii. 86, iv. 26, %',-and, 
finally, from the fact, that the other propheta ah, even from the mmt 
ancient timee, manifeet a clear knowledge of the catastrophe which thrcrtened 
Judah a h ;  conpare, e.g., Amca ii. 4,6. Moreover, in Ia n 11, 13, 
the return of Judah is prophesied, although no expreae announcement af 
the carrying away p d a .  In like manner, in Amca ix. 11, the restars- 
tion of the fallen tabenucle d David is faretala, although no ex- men- 
tion is made of ita fall. 
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parallel paasages also, in which a future reunion of Ierael and 
Judah, and their common return to the promised land, are 
announced; e.g., Jer. iii. 18 : " In those days the house of Judah 
shall walk with the house of Israel, and they come together out 
of the land of the north to the land that I have given to their 
fathers ; " 1. 4 : In  those days the children of Israel shall come, 
they and the children of Judah together, weeping shall they 
come and aeek the Lord their God." Compare also Is. xi.; 
Eek. x&vii. 19, 20. In the passage under consideration, 
several interpreters, as Thsodoret, think of the return from 
Babylon, and refer the '&one head" to Zerubbabel. Now we 
certainly cannot deny that, in that event, there is a h a l l  begin- 
ning of the fulfilment. But if that had been the entire fulfil- 
ment, Hosea would more resemble a dreamer and an enthusiast 
than a true prophet of the living God. The objection which 
immediately presents itself-viz., that, after all, the greatest 
portion of the ten tribea, and a very considerable part of Judah, 
remained in captivity-is by no means the strongest. Although 
the whole both of Judah and brael had returned, the real and 
final fulfilment could not be sought for in that event. I t  is 
not the renewed possession of the country, as such, which the 
prophet promises, but rather a certain kind of posseasion,-such 
a poseeseion aa that the land is completely the land of God, par- 
taking in all the fnlness of Ria blessings, and thus a worthy ' 
residence for the people of God, and for their children. One 
may be in Canaan, and yet, at the same time, in Babylon or in 
Aasyria. Had not the threatened punishment of God been 
indeed as fully executed upon those who, during the Assyrian 
and Babylonish captivities, wandered about the country in 
sorrow and misery, aa upon those who were carried away ? Can 
the circumstance that Jews are even now living in Jerusalem 
in the deepeat misery, be adduced as a proof that the loss of the 
promised land, with which the people were threatened, had not 
been completely fulfilled ? I t  is true that, during the times of 
the Old Covenant, there existed a certain connection betwixt 
the lower and the higher kinds of possession. As soon as the 
people ceaaed to be the people of the Lord, they lost with the 
former, after Wig often previously warned by the decrease of 
it, the latter alao. As soon aa they obtained again the lower 
kind of poeseerrion, which could happen only in the case of a 
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return to the Lord, they recovered, to a certain degee, in pm 
portion to the earnestness and sinoerity of their conversion, the 
higher kind of possession ah. A commencement of the fulfil- 
ment must, therefore, be at all evente mumed in the retam 
from the Babylonish captivity; but a very feeble commence- 
ment only. Jnst as the conversion wss very superficial, so 
was the degree of the higher kind of possession but a very small 
one. The manifestations of mercy were very sparing; the con- 
dition of the new colony was, upon the whole, very poor ; they 
did not possess the land as a free property, but only under the 
dominion of a foreigner. That which was, in one respect, the 
termination of the captivity, was, in another, much rather a 
continuation of it. I t  was certainly not the true Canaan which 
they possessed, any more than one still possesees the beloved 
object while he embmcea only hie corpse. Where the Lord is 
not present with His gifts and blessings, there Canaan cannot 
be. I t  was just as the land of the presence of the Lord, that 
it was so dear and valuable to all believers.-From what ha9 
now been said, it appears that, as regards the historical reference, 
we need not limit ourselves to the times of the Old Covenant, 
nor &ream of a return of Israel to Canaan to take place at some 
future time. Lutheis explanation, " They will go up from this 
place of pilgrimage to the heavenly father-land," is quite correct, 
-not indeed according to the letter, but according to the spirit. 
I t  is not the form, but the essence of the divine inheritance, 
which the prophet has in view. The form is a different one 
under the New Covenant, where the whole earth has become a 
Canaan ; but the Brice remains. To cling here to the form, 
would be just as absurd as if one, who, for Christ's sake, has 
forsaken all, were to upbraid Him because he had not received 
again, according to the letter of His promise, precisely an hun- 
dred-fold, lands, brothers, sisters, mothers, etc., Mark x. 30. The 
words of God, which are spirit and life, must be understood 
with spirit and life.--Suppose that the children of Israel were, 
at some future time, to return to Canaan, this would have 
nothing to do with our prophecy. In a religious point of view, 
it would be a matter of no consequence, and c d d  not serve to 
prove the covenantrfaithfulnese of God. Under the New GI- 
venant it finds its fulfilment, that " Canaan maat, evem in the 
North, bloom joyfully around the beloved." The three stations 
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-Egypt, the wilderness, and Canaan-will 'continue to exist 
for ever; but we go from the one to the other only with the 
feet of the spirit, and not, as in the Old Covenant, with the feet 
of the body at the same time. The grossly literal explanation 
which knows not to separate the thought from its drapery, the 
essential from the accidental, agrees, just in the main point, with 
the aIlegorical explanation-+.,in interpolating, instead of inter- 
preting-The fulfilment of the prophecy before us is, therefore, 
acontinuoas and progressive one, which will not cease until God's 
whole plan of salvation be consummated. It began at Babylon, 
and was carried forward at the appearance of Christ, whom 
many out of Judah and Israel set over themselves as their head, 
to be tbeir common leader to Canaan. I t  is, even now, realized 
my day before our eyes in every Israelite who follows their 
example. I t  will, at some future time, find its final fulfilment 
in the last and greatest manifestation of God's covenant-faith- 
fulnesa towards Israel, which, happily, is as strongly guaranteed 
by the New as it is by the Old Testament.-The last words of 
the verse have been already explained, substantially, in ver. 1. 
The name bG Jezreel" is here used with a reference to ita appel- 
lative signification. Israel appears here (compare ver. 25 [23], 
which serves as a commentary and as a refutation of dXering 
interpretations) as a seed which is sown by God in fruitful 
land, and which shall produce a rich harvest. The f i p  
appears, with a somewhat different tnm, in Jer. xxxi. 27; 
Eek. xxxvi. 9, where the house of Israel, and the house of 
Jndah, appear as the soil in which the seed is mwn by God. 
Analogous is also Ps. lxxii. 16 : They of the city shall flourish 
up like the grass of the earth."-The a is explained by the 
circumstance that the sowing, which can take place only in the 
land of the Lord (compare ver. 25), supposes the going up from 
the land of the captivity. But if the day of sowing be great, 
if it be regarded by God aa high and important, then the. 
going up, which is the condition of sowing, mast necessarily 
take place. 

Ver. 3. Say ye unto your. brethven, H y  peopb (Ammi) ; 
and to your aiststs, W7io haa obtained w c y  (Enhamah)." 

The words, "My people," are a concise expression for: 
"Yon whom the Lord has called, My people." The mention 
of the brothers and sistem is explained by the reference to the 
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male and female members of the prophet's family. The phrase, 
': Say ye," is in substance equivalent to : "Then will ye be able 
to say." The prophet sees before him the people of the Lord 
who have experienced mercy; and calls upon the members to 
salute one another joyfully with the new name given to them 
by God. Such is the simple meaning of the- verse, which has 
been darkened by a multitude of forced interpretation& 

CHAP. 11. 6 2 5  (2-23). 

" The significant couple "-Riickcrt remarks-" disappears 
in the thing signified by it ; Israel itself appears as the wife of 
whoredoms!' This is the only essential diierence between this 
and the preceding sections; and it is the less marked, because 
even there, in the last part of it, the symbolical action passed 
over into a mere figure. With this exception, this section also 
contains the alternation of punishment and threatening, and of 
promise,-the latter beginning.with ver. 16 (14). The features 
of the image, which were less attended to in the preceding por- 
tion, but are here more carefully portrayed, are the rejection of 
the unfaithful wife, and her gradual restoration. Caloin says: 
" After God has laid open their sins before men, He adds some 
consolation, and tempers the severity, lest they should despair. 
But then H e  mtnrns again to threatenings, and H e  must do 
so necessarily ; for though men may have been terrified by the 
fear of punishment, yet they do not recover, and become wise 
for ever!' "By a new impetus as it were," says Manger, "he 
suddenly returns to expand the same argument, and sets out 
again from things more sad!' 

Ver. 4. Contcnd with your mother, contend; for shc is nd 
my wife ,  and I am not her husband: and let her put away her 
whoredom from her face, and her adultery from her brscasts." 

Calvin is of opinion that a contrast is here intended, inas 
much as the Israelites were striving with God, and attributed 
to Him the cause of their misfortune : "Do not contend with 
Me, but rather with your mother) who, by her adultery) has 
brought down +hteoue punishment upon herself and upan 
you." But this interpretation is inadmissible ;' because it p* 



ceeds from the unfounded supposition that the divorce is to be 
considered as having already taken place outwardly, whilst the 
contending here clearly appears as one by which divorce map 
yet be averted. The words, " Contend with your mother," 
nther mean, on the contrary, that it .is high time to call her to 
account, if they would not go to destruction along with her. 
From this, however, we are not entitled to infer that the moral 
condition of the children was bet& than that of the mother. 
Without any regard to their moral condition, the prophet only 
wishes to my that their interest required them to do this. If it 
were not his intention just to carry out the image of adultery, 
he might as well have called upon the mother to contend against 
the children, as it is said in Is. li. 1: 'LBehold, for your iniquities 
you have been sold, and for your transgression your mother has 
been put away." In point of fact, the mother has no standing- 
place apart from the children. Vitn'nga says : L' One and the 
same people ia called ' mother ' when viewed in their collectiva 
character ; and children ' when viewed in the individuals who 
are born of that people. For a people is born from the people. 
For the whole people is considered according to that which is 
radical in it, which constitutes its nature and substance,-and, 
in this respect, it is called the 'mother of its citizens.'" But 
we are as little entitled to infer from this exhortation, that a 
reform, and an averting of the threatened jud,pents, may still 
be hoped for. This is opposed b~ what follows, where the wife 
appears as incorrigible, and her rejection as unavoidable. The 
fundamental thought is, on the contrary, only this:-that a 
reform is necessary if the threatened judgments are to be 
averted. That this neceseity, however, would not become a 
reality, the prophet foresaw ; and for this reason he speaks un- 
conditionally in the sequel. But from this again it must not 
be inferred that, in that case, his exhortations and threatenings 
would be altogether in vain. Thongh no reform was to be ex- 
pected from the people, single individuals might, nevertheless, 
be converted. A t  the same time, it was of great importance 
for the future, that befop the calamity should break in, a right 
view of it should be opened up to the whole people. I t  is 
of great importance, that if any one be smitten, he should 
know for what reason. The instructions in the doctrines of 
Christianity, which a c r i m i i  has received in chiidhood, may 
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often seem for a long seriea of para to have been altogether in 
vain; but afterwards, notwithstanding, when 'punishment h a  
softened hi heart, they bring forth their fraits.-In the words, 
"For she is not my wife, and I am not her husband," the 
ground of the exhortation is stated. Even for this reasan, the 
worda cannot be referred to the mtcnuzl dissolution of the 
marriage, to the punishment of the wife; they signify rather 
the moral dissolntion of the marriage-the guilt of the wife- 
and are equivalent to: "our marriage is dissolved de fmto." 
But in the case of the spiritual marriage, this dissolution de 
facto is always, sooner or later, according to the greater or 
smaller measure of God's forbearance, followed by the dis- 
solution de jure; or, to speak without fignrg wherewr there 
is sin, punishment will always follow. Clod bears with much 
weakneaa on the part of His people; but wherever, through 
this weakness, the relation to Him is essentially dissolved, He 
there annuls the relation altogether. The mpmk * V  

wopyc& applies to spiritual marriages also. The surrender of 
the main faculties and powers of our nature to something which 
is not God, stands on s par with carnal adultery. ~ h u i ,  then, 
the connection betwixt " contend " and " for " clearly appears. 
-Many interpreters, viewing the clause beginning with a as 
parenthetical, would connect the last mrda of the verse with 
uq: "Contend with your mother that she may put away." 
But the worda are rather to be conaidered as parallel with the 
first member ; for contend," etc., is equivalent to : " eeek to 
bring your mother to a better way," or : let your mother re- 
form herself." Her crime is designated first as whoredom, and 
then aa adultery. The relation in which the two stand to one 
another is plaiiy seen from chap. i. 2, where the notion of 
adultery is paraphrased by : whoring away from the Lord." 
By " whoredom," the genus-carnal crimes in general-is 
deeignated; by 4Ladultey," the upcies, or carnal crime by 
which the sacred rights of another parson are, at the same time, 
violated. The idea of whoredom, when transferred to a spir i td  
relation, impliea chiefly the worldliness ,of those with whom God 
has not entered into any special relation; whilst the idea of . 
adultery implies the worldliness of individuals and communities 
with whom God has entered into a special marriage, and whose 
apostasy is, for thia reason, far more culpable. Leaving out of 
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view the mo? aggravating circumstance, the prophet first speaks 
of whoredom in the case of the children of h e 1  &.-The 
reason why the whoredom is here attributed to the face, and the 
adultery to the breasts, is well given by Manger : " We need 
not have any dBculty about seeing adultery attributed to the 
very face and breasts. There is a certain expressiveness in this 
conciseness which demonstrata, aa it were before our eyeg that, 
in her whole deportment, the wife was given over to sensuality, 
and that her d o l e  aim was only to excite to it, and to practisg 
it. For the face is, with women, the sign of dissolute lascivious- 
neas-aa Honrcs expreasea it in his Odes, I. 19 :- 

Urit grab protervitse 
Et d t u ~  nimium lubricna aepici. 

Ezekiel, too, in chap. xxiii. 3, speaks of 'the pressed breasts of 
Israel in Egypt."' Schmid states as the reason why just the 
face and breasts are mentioned, '' that Scripture, in order not 
to offend modesty, forbears to mention the worse and grosser 
deeds of fornication." But thii is very little in harmony with 
the manner of Script-as may be seen from a comparison of 
Ezek. xvi. and xxiii, and of ver. 12 of the chapter before us. 
The reason rather is, that those parts are here specially to be 
mentioned, in which the whoring nature openly manifests itself; 
so that the highest degree of impudence is thereby expressed. 
This then shows that there is no longer any halting, no longer 
any straggle of the better against the evil principle. Such an 
impudent whore he wsemblee who, without shame or concern, 
publicly exhibib his devotedness to the world. I n  this way has 
Cal& also explained it. "There is no doubt,'' says he, " that 
the prophet here expreasea the impudence of the people, who 
in their hardihood, in their contempt of God, in their sinful 
superstitions, and in every kind of wickedness, had gone to such 
lengths, that they were like whom who do not conceal their 
tnrpitnde, but publicly prostitute themselves, yea, try to exhibit 
the signs of &eir wickedness in their eyes, as well ae in their 
whole body ." 

Ver. 5. "Lest Ietrip &v naked and expow AW as in the dcry 
. of b birth, and d h@ liks ths Wdd&W488, a d  8et A@' & dy 
land, and slay Ju3r by thimt? 

In the marriage here spoken of, there was this peculiarity, 
that the huband first redeemed the wife from a condition the 
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most wretched and miserable, before he united himself to her; 
and hence became her benefactor, before he became her husband. 
Compare iii. 2, where the Lord redeems the wife from slavery; 
and Ezek. xvi. 4, where the people appear aa a child exposed, 
naked, and covered with filth, upon whom the Lord has mercy, 
-whom He provides with precious clothing and splendid orna- 
ments, and destines for His spouse. During the marriage, the 
husband continues his liberality towards his wife. But now, 
tbe gifts, all of which had been bestowed upon her only with a 
view to the marriage which was to take place or was already 
entered upon, are to cease, because the marriage-tie has been 
broken by her guilt. She now returns to the condition of the 
deepest misery in which she had been sunk before her union to 
the Lord.-There is, in this, an allusion to that which, in the 
case of actual marriage, the husband mas bound to give to his 
wife, viz., clothing and food ; compare Is. iv. 1. If God with- 
draws His gifts, the consequences are infinitely awful, because, 
altogether unlike the natural husband, He has everything in His 
possession; if H e  does not give anything to drink, He then 
slays by thirst. If we keep in view this aggravation of the 
punishment, which has its ground only in the person of the 
husband, it is evident that we have here before us only a refer- 
ence to the withdrawal of the marriage-gifts which is the conse- 
quence of the divorce, and not, as several interpreters--e.g., 
Manger-suppose, to a punishment of adultery, alleged by them 
to have been common at that time, cc that the wife was stripped 
of her clothes, exposed to public mockery, and killed by hunger 
and thirst." The eternal and universal truth which, in the 
verse before us, is expressed with a special reference to Israel, 2, 
that all the gifts of God are bestowed upon individuals, as well 
as upon whole nations, either in order to lead them to the com- 
mimion of life with Him, or because this commnnion already 
exists; just as our Saviour says that to him who has s u c m  
fully sought for the kingdom of heaven, all other things shall 
be added, without any labour on his part. If we overlook the 
truth that the gifts of God have this object-if they be not 
received and enjoyed as the gifts of God-if the spiritual mar- 
riage be refused, or if, having been already entered into, it k 
broken,-sooner or later the gifts will be withdrawn.-The 
word " naked " properly includes a whole clause : "I shd  strip 
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her so that she shall become naked." The verb JM, "to place," 
"to set," has the secondary signification of public exhibition ; 
compare Job xvii. 6. The literal translation ought to be, "I 
shall expose her as the day of her birth ;" and we must assume 
that there is here the occurrence of one of those numerous cases, 
in which the comparison is merely alluded to, without being car- 
ried out; compare, e.g., "Like the day of Midian," IS. is. 3 ; 
"Their heart rejoiceth like wine," Zech. x. 7. The tertium 
compamtioprio between the day of her birth and her future con- 
dition is only the entire nakedness; compare Job i. 21. Any 
allusion to the filth, etc., is less obvious; the prophet would 
have been required to give an intimation of this in some manner. 
The two parts of the first hemistich of the verse correspond 
with each other; just as do the three parts of the second hemi- 
stich. I n  the first, the withdrawal of clothing, and nakedness ; 
in the second, the withdrawal of food, and hunger and thirst. 
It  is questionable whether the mention of the birth-day here 
belongs merely to the  image^, is a mere designation of entire 
nakedness, because man is never more naked than when he 
comes into the world ; or whether it is to be understood as be- 
longing to the thing itself, and refers to the condition of the 
people in Egypt to which they are now to be reduced. I n  
favour of the latter explanation, there is not only the compari- 
son of the parallel passage in Ezekiel, but, still more, the purely 
matter-of-fact character of the entire description. Israel is, in 
this section, not compa~ed to a wife, so that f igu~e and thing 
wonld be mrdinate,  but appears as the wife herself. Ver. 17 
also is in favour of this interpretation.-The words, " I make 
her like the wilderness," which, by Hit* and others, are errone- 
ously referred to the country instead of the people, are perti- 
nently explained by Mangm : " The propliet depicts a horrible 
and desp rak  condition, where everything necessary for sus- 
taining life is awanting,-where she has to endure a thirst 
peculiar to an altogether uncultivated and sunburnt wilderness." 
The comparison appears so much the more suitable, when we 
remark that wilderness and desert are here personified, and a p  
pear as hungry and thirsty. This, however, was too poetical 
for several prosaic interpreters. Hence they would in both in- 
stances supply a 3 after the 3, " as in the wilderness "= " I 
place her in the condition in which she was fo&erly, in the 
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wilderness." Bat it is selfevident that such a supplying of the 
2 is .inadmissible. If we were to receive thia interpretation, 
we must rather assume that here deo there is merely a com- 
parison intimated: "as the wildenreas,"-for, "as she was in 
the wildernese." But even then, the interpretation cannot, for 
another reason, be admitted. The impending condition of the 
people did not, in the least, correspond to what it was in the 
wilderneea. The natural condition of the wilderness was not 
then seen in all ite reality; the people of the Lord received 
bread from heaven, and water from the rock. I t  has its anti- 
type rather in such a c~ndition as that which is to follow upon 
the punishment, ver. 16. The Article indicates that, by "the 
wildenreas," we are. here to understand, specially, the Deert of 
Arabia,-the deaert ml' +pjv. But that this comes into con- 
sideration only as one especially desolate, and not M the farmer 
abode of the- ~sraelites,-a~pe&a from the following-"in dry 
land," without the Article, and not, as otherwise we would er- 
pect, " in the dry land." Fincrly,-We have a parallel to this 
in the threatening in Deut. xxviii. 48 : "And thou servest thine 
enemy whom the Lord thy God will send upon thee, in hunger, 
and in thirst, and in nakedness, and in great want." 

Ver. 6. " A n d  I wiU twt have mercy upon her children, for 
thy are clddren of whoredome." 

It appears from ver. 7, that the children are to be repudi- 
ated on account of their origin (compare the remarks on i. 2), 
and not on account of their morals. Mioiccrelis say4 "They 
have the same disposition, and follow the same course as their 
addterons motherV; for a viper bring& forth a viper, and a bad 
raven lays a bad egg." The cause of their rejection is, that 
they are children of whoredo~ns. That they are such, is proved 
by the circumstance that their mother is whoring. Compare 
also v. 7 : "They have become faithless to the Lord, for they 
have born strange children." In point of fact, however, a sin- 
ful origin and csinful nature are identical. 

Ver. 7. "For tAcir mother 1 .  beat whoring, ds who bore 
th.em h been put to shame ; for she has eaid, I will go a+ my 
hem, the givers of my head and my wutcr, of my wool and my 
fi, of my oil and my drink.* 

m a w  ie explained in a tw-fold way. The common expla- 
nation is : "She has practised what is disgraceful, she has acted 
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shamefully!' Others, on the contrary, explain : " She has been 
put to shame, she has been disgraced." In  this latter way it is 
explained by Mangm, who remarks, "that this word is stronger 
than nx; that it implies not only an accusation of vile whore 
dom, but also that she has been convicted of this crime, and as 
it were apprehended in figranti; so that, even if she were yet 
impudent enough, she could no longer deny it, but must sink 
down in confusion and perplexity." This latter exposition is, 
without doubt, the prefera6le one; for, 1. v m  never occurs in 
the firstrmentioned signification. W i m  contents himself with 
quoting the passage before us. Gemmu8 refers, moreover, to 
Prov. x. 5. But the p t r m  p of that passage is evidently a son 
bringing disgrace upon his parents,-in xxix. 15 m is added,- 
or making them ashamed, disappointing their hopes. On the other 
hand, the signification, " to be put to shame," "to be convicted of 
a disgraceful deed," is quite an established one. Compare, e.g., 
Jer. ii. 26 : " AB the disgrace of a thief when he is found, thus 
the whole house of Israel is put to shame ;" Jer. vi. 15 : "They 
are put to shame, for they have committed abomination ; they 
shamed not themselves, they felt no shame ;" compare also Jer. 
viii. 9. In all these passages, p t r m  signifies the shame forced 
upon those who have no sense of shame.-2. The signification, 
"to act disgracefully," does not admit of a regular grammatical 
derivation. Gesenitu refers to analogies such as rwn, y.ln ; but 
'these would be admissible only if the Kd tm signified, "to be 
infamous," while it means only "to be ashamed." Being de- 
rived from vu, the verb can mean only "to put to shame," in 
which signification it occurs, 8.9, in 2 Sam. xix. 6. But, on 
the other hand, the signification, "to be put to shame," can be 
well defended. AB the Hiphil cannot have an intransitive sig- 
nification, it must, with this signification, be conaidered as derived 
from non, u p u d o r ~  igllominiam cant*-a view which is 
f a v o d  by Jer. ii. 26.-The lovers " are the idols ; compare 
the remarks on Zech. xiii. 6. The 9 confirme the statement, that 
she who bare them has been whoring, and has been put to shame 
by a further e x p m  of the crime and its origin. The same de- 
lusion whioh appears here as the cause of the spiritual adultery, 
is stated as such also in Jer. xlix. 1!3,18. Jeremiah there warns 
the people not to contract sin by idolatry, because that was the 
cause of all their p e n t  misery, and would bring upon them 

a 
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greater misery still. But they answer him, that they would con- 
tinue to offer incense and drink-offerings to the Queen of heaven, 
as they and their fathers had formerly done in their native land ; 
for, "since we left off to do so, we have wanted all things, and 
were consumed by hunger and sword." The antithesis in Jer. 
ii. 13 of the fountain of living waters, and the broken cisterns 
that hold no water, has reference likewise to this delusion. But 
that which is the cawre of the gross whoredom, is the conee~uenee 
of the refined one. The inward apostasy must already ha\- 
taken place, when one speaks as the wife does in the verse 
before us. As long as man continues faithfully with Clod in 
comlnunion of life, he perceivea, by the eye of faith, the hand 
in the clouds from which he receives everything, which guides 
him, and upon which everything-even that which is apparently 
the most independent and powerful-depends. Bs soon as, 
through unbelief, he has lost this communion with God, and 
heaven is shut against him, he allows his eye to wander over 
every visible object, looks out for everything in the world which 
appeara to manifest independence and superior power, makes 
this an object to which he shows hi love, soliciting its favour, 
and making it his god. In thua looking around, the Israelitee 
would, necessarily and chiefly, have their eyes attracted by the 
idols. For they saw the neighbouring nations wealthy and 
powerful ; and these nations themselves derived their power and 
wealth from the idols. To these also the Israelites now ascribed 
the gifts which they had hitherto received; and this so much 
the rather, because it was easier to satisfy the demands of these 
idols, than those of the true God, who requires just that which 
i t  is most difficult to g i v e t h e  heart, and nothing else. Bnd, 
being determined not to give it to Bim, they felt deeply that 
they could expect no good from Him. Whatever goocl H e  had 
still left to them, they could consider as only a gift of unmerited 
mercy, and destined to lead them to repentance,-a consideration 
which makes a natural man recoil and draw back, inasmuch as, 
in his relation to God, he always thinka only of merit. That 
which we thus perceive in them is even now repeated daily. We 
need only put in the place of idols, the abstract God of the 
Rationalists and Deists, man's own power, or the power of other 
men, and many other thinga besides, and it will at once be seen 
that the wordg "1 will go after my lovers that give me my 

0 
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bread," etc., are, ip to the present momknt, the watch-word of 
the world.-"Bread and water" signify the necessaries of life ; 
"oil and (strong) drink," those things which serve rather for 
Inxnrie~.-'~My bread," etc., is an expression of affection, indi- 
cating that she regards these as most necessary, and to be sought 
after, in preference to everything else. 

Ver. 8. '' TAwejore, behold, I hedge up t71y way with t h e ,  
and I wall hw wall, and 71er paths she shall not find." 

The apostate-woman is first addressed : (' thy way ;" but the 
discourse then passes to the third person,-" her wall, her paths." 
We must not conceive of this, as if the wife were. to be shut up 
in a twc-fold way :-first, by a hedge of thorns, and then, by a 
wall ; but the same thing is expressed here by a double figure, 
as is also done in Is. v. 5. First, the shutting up is alone 
spoken of;  it is afterwards brought into connection with the 
effects to be thereby produced ; and because she is enclosed by 
a wall, she cannot find her path. " I wall her wall" is tan& 
mount to, I make a mall for her." The words of the hus- 
band in the verse under consideration form an evident contrast 
to those of the wife in the preceding verse. Schmid says : " The 
punishment is by the law of retaliation. She had said, ' I 
*ill go to my lovers ;' but God threatens, on the contrary, that 
He will obstruct the way so that she cannot go. The 93n points 
to the unexpectedness of the result. The wife imagined that 
she would be able to carry out her purpose with great safety 
and ease ; it does not even occur to her to think of her husband, 
who had hitherto allowed her, from weakness, as she imagines, 
to go on her way undisturbed ; but she sees .herself at once 
firmly enclosed by a wall.-There can be no doubt, that, by 
the hedging and walling about, severe sufferings are intended, 
by which the people are encompassed, straitened, and hindered 
in every free movement. For sufferingcl regularly appear as the 
specific against Ixael's apostasy from their God. Compare, e.g, 
Dent. iv. 30: In the tribulation to thee, and when all these 
things come upon thee, thou returnest in the end of the days to 
the Lord thy God, and hearest His voice ; " Hosea v. 15 : " I 
will go and return to My place till they become guilty ; in the 
affliction to them, they will seek Me." The figure of enclosing 
has elsewhere also, undeniably, the meaning of inflicting suffer- 
ings. Thus in Job  iii. 23 : " To the man whose way is hid, 
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and whom God has hedged in nmnd about ; " xis. 8 : " H e  hatb ~ 
fenced up my way and I cannot pass, and upon my pathe He 
sets darknew ;" Lam. iii. 7 : " He hath hedged me abouf and I 
cannot get out ; He hath made my chain h&vy ;" corn* olso 
ibid. ver. 9 ; Ps. Inxviii. %-The object of the walling about 
is to cut her off from the lovers ; the infliction of heavy d e ~  

. inga is to put an end to idolatrow tendencies.-The words, 
" thy way," clearly refer to, " I will go after my lovers," in 
ver. 7 ; and by her paths which she cannot .find," her whole 
previous conduct in general ie indeed to be understood, but 
chiefly, from the connection with ver. 7, her former intercourse 
with idole. But here the question arisea :-How far is the 
remedy suited for the attainment of this end? We can by no 
means think of an external obstacle. Outwardly, there was, 
during the exile, and in the mi& of idolatrous nations, a 
stronger temptation to idolatry than they had in their native 
land. Henag we can think of an internal obstacle only ; and 
then again we can think only of the absolute incapacity of the 
idole to grant to the people consolation and relief in their suffer- 
ings. If this incapacity haa been h t  ascertained by experience, 
we begin to lose our confidence in them, and seek help whem 
alone it can be found. Be early as in Dent. xxxii. we are told 
how misery proves the nothingness of false god% and shows that 
the Lord alone is God ; compare especially ver. 36 sqq. Jer~  
miah says in ii. 28, " And where are thy gods that thou had 
made thee? Let them arise and help thee in the time of 
trouble." That which the gods cannot turn away, they cannot 
have eent ; and if the sdering be seht by the Lord, it is na- 
tural that help should be sought from Him also. Compare vi. 1 : 
" Come and let na return unto the Lord, for He hath torn and 
He healeth us, He smiteth and He biideth us up!' 

Ver. 9. '' And she runs af te~ h t ~ '  loucrs and shall not m 
tab, and ehe sceka them and shall not $nd; then she suifh: I 
will go and return to my first husband, for it was b* with nu 
then than now." 
Tn has, in Picl, not a transitive, but an intensive meaning. 

Caloin remarks : " By the verb, insane fervour is indicated, as 
indeed we see that idolaters are like madmen ; it shows that 
such is the perverseneea of their hesrts, that they will not at 
once return to a aonnd mind!' The dbtmw at first only in- 



creases the zeal in idolatry; compare. Jer. xliv. 17. Every 
effort is made to move the idols to help. But if help be, not- 
withstanding, refused-and how could it be otherwise, since 
they from whom it is sought are EliEim, i.e., nothings ?-they by 
and by begin to bethink themselves, and to recover their sensee. 
They discover the nothingness of their idols, and return to the 
true Gtod. This apostasy and return are in a touching manner 
described by our prophet in xiv. 2-4 also. The words, " I 
will go and return to my first husband," form a beautiful con- 
trast to, I will go after my lovers,'' in ver. 7. This statement 
of the result shows that God's mercy is then greatest and most 
effective, just when it seems to have dieappeared altogether, and 
when His punitim justice seems alone to be in active exercise. 
For the latter is by no means to be excluded, inasmuch as there 
is no sdering which does not, at the same time, proceed from 
it, and no punishment which ie inflicted solely on account of 
the reformation. 

Ver. 10. "And uhe, she d m  not know that I gavs her the 
corn, and the mwt, and the oil, and silver I multiplied unto hm, 
cmd goM which upon Baal t h y  vent." 

The prophet, starting anew, here returns to a description of 
her guilt and punishment; and it ia only from ver. 16 that he 
expands what, in ver. 9, he had intimated concerning her con- 
version, and her obtaining mercy. The words, " She ,with," in 
that verse, belong thus to a period more remote than the words, 
"She does not know," in the verse before us. The things which 
are here enumerated were, in the case of Imnel, in a peculiar 
sense, the gift of God. He htowed them upon the C o n p  
gation as her Covenant-God, as her husband. They are thm 
snnomced as early as in the Pentateuch ; compare, e.g., Deut. 
vii. 13: "And He loveth thee, and blesaeth thee, and multi- 
plieth thee, and bleaseth the fruit of thy womb, and the fruit 
of thy land, thy corn, thy must, and thy oil;" xi. 14 : "And I 
give the rain of your land in due season, and thou gatherest in 
thy corn, thy must, and thy oil." I t  is certainly not accidental 
that Hosea enumerates the three objects, just in the same 
order in which they occur in these two passages. By the 
debration of the feasts, and by the offering of the firsbfruits, 
the haelites were to give expression to the acknowledgment, 

Q 
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that they' derived these gifts of God from His apecial provi- 
dence-from the covenant relation. The relative clam %'l! 
$935 is mbjoined, as is frequently the case, without a sign of its 
relation, and without a p n .  a$., which is manifet from the 
preceding substantive. Several interpreters, from the Chaldee 
Paraphrast down to Ewald, give the explanation, "which they 
have made for a Baal," ie., from which they have made images 
of Baal, and appeal to viii. 4 : "Their silver and their gold 
they have made into idols for themselves." But we must object 
to this opinion on the following grounds. 1. nm, with 5 follow- 
ing, is a religious tcnninw technicus, with the sense of, " to make 
to any one,," to appropriate," " to dedicate," as appeam from 
its frequent repetition in Exod. x. 35 sqq., and also from the 

. fact that mrns is frequently omitted. The phrase is used with 
a reference to idolatry in 3 Kings xvii. 33 ; '2 C h n .  xxiv. 7.- 
2. I t  cannot be proved that $93'1, in the singalar and with the 
Article, could be used for " statues of Baal."-3. By this expla- 
nation we lose the striking contrast between that which the 
Israelites were doing, and that which '-hey w m  to do. That 
which the Lord gave to them, they conaecmted to Baal, instead 
of to Him, to whom alone theae embodied thanks were due. 
And, not satisfied in withdrawing from the true God the honour 
and thanks which were due to Him, they transferred them to 
His enemy and worthless rival,--a proceeding which beam wit 
ness to the deep corruption of human natnre, and which, up to 
the present day, is continually repeated, and muat be so, because 
the corruption remains the same. It is substsntially the same 
thing that the Israelites dedicated their gold to Baal, and that 
our great poets consecrate to the world and its prince the rich 
intellectual gifts which they have received from God. The 
words, "and she knew not," in both case8 show that they are 
equally guilty and equally culpable. He who bestows the gifts 
has not concealed Himself ; but they on whom they are bestowed 
have shut their eyes, that they may not see E m  to whom they 
are unwilling to render thanks. They would fain wish that 
their liberal benefactor were utterly annihilated, in order that 
they may not be disturbed in the enjoyment of Hie gifts by a 
disagreeable thought of Him,-in order that they may freely use 
aud dispose of them, without beiig o h l i i  to fear their I-- 
and in order that they may be able to devote them, without any 
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obstruction, to a god who is like themselves, who' ie only their 
own self viewed objectively (ihr objsetioirte8 Ich). Parallel to 
the passage before us, and, it may be, formed after it, is Ezek. 
xvi. 17, 18: "And thon didst take thy ornament of My gold 
and of My silver which I gave thee, and madest to thyself images 
of men, and didst commit whoredom with them. And thon 
tookest thy-broidered garments, and coveredst them, and My fat 
and Mine increase thou gavest before them." Hitzig under- 
stands, by the Baal here, the golden calf, appealing to the 
fact that the real worship of Baal had been abolished by 
Jehu. But no proof at all can be adduced for the d o n  
that the name of Baal had been transferred to the golden calf. 
It is self-evident, and ia conhmed by 2 Kine xiii. 6, xvii. 16 
(i the latter of which passages the worship of Baal appears as 
a continuous sin in the kingdom of the ten tribes), that the de- 
struction of the heathenish worship by Jehu was not absolute. 
But ao much is certain, that by the mention of Baal, the sin 
is here designated only with reference to ita higheat point, and 
that, in substance, the service of the calves is here included. In 
1 Kinga xiv. 9, it is shown that the sin of worshipping Jehovah 
under the image of calves is on a par with real idolatry; and 
in 2 Chron. xi. 15, the calves are put on a footing with the 
goatdeities of Egypt. 

Ver. 11. " %efm I return, and take My corn in ils time, 
and My must in its season, and tab away My wool and My- 
to unter Am &esr.'' 

p$ stands here with great emphasis. I t  points to the eternal 
law of God's government of the world, according to which He 
is sanctified upon them, in whom He has not been sanctified ; 
and this so much the more, the closer was His relation to them, 
and the greater were His gifts. From him who is not thereby 
moved, they will be taken away; and nothing but his natural 
poverty 'and nakedness is left to him who was formerly so 
rich$ endowed. And well is it e t h  him if they be taken from 
him at a time when he is able still to recognise the giver in 
Him who taketh away, and may yet deeply repent of his un- 
thankfdnesa, and return to Him, as is said of Israel in iii. 5. 
If such be done, it is seen that the ungrateful one has not 
yet become an object of divine justice alone, but that divine 
mercy is still in stare for him. The longer God allows His 
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gifts to remain with the ~ g r a t e f d ,  the darker are their pros- 
pecta for the future. That which He gave in mercy, He, in 
such a case, allows to remain only in anger. The words nm 
*nnh are commonly explained by expositors, "1 shall take 
again," inasmuch as two verbs are frequently found together 
which, in their connection, are independent of each 0th-the 
one indicating only an 8~~e9801~r'idea of the action. But this 
mode of expression occurs in general far more rarely than 'is 
commonly assumed ; and here the explanation, " I will mtnm 
and take," is to be preferred without any hesitation. Scriptme 
says, that God appears even when He manifests Himself only 
in the effects of His omnipotence, justice, and love,-a mode of 
expression which is esplained by that large meamre of faith 
which perceives, behind the visible effect, the invisible Author 

- of i t ;  compare, s.g., Gen. xviii. 10, where the Lord says to 
Abraham, that He would return to him at the same period in 
the following year; whereas He did not return in a vieible 
form, as then, but only in the fulfilinent of His promise. Thus 
God had formerly appeared to Ierael as the Giver; and now 
that they did not acknowledge Him as such, He returns as the 
God that takes away. " She did not know that I gave, there- 
fore I shall return and take!' That the words were to be thus 
understood, the prophet, as it appears, intended to indicate by 
the change of the tensea. I t  is quita natural that a verb, used 
as an adverb, should be as closely as posaible connected with 
that verb which conveys the principal idea; and it would 
scarcely be possl%le to find a single instance-at all events 
there are not many instances-where, in such a rase, aslifference 
of the tense takes place. Altogether analogous is .Jer. xii. 15 : 
'l And it shall come to pass after I have destroyed them, nm 
ommi, I will return and have compassion on them;" where the 
sense would be very much weakened if we were to translate, "I 
shall again have compassion!' There appears to be the same 
design in the change of the tenses in iii. 5 also. What is there 
said of Israel forms a remarkable parallel to what is here said 
of God. God had formerly come, giving-Israel, taking; God 
now returns, taking-Israel giving,-a relation which opens up 
an insight into the whole economy of the sufferings.-uMy am," 
etc., forms a contraat to ver. 7, where Israel had spoken of all 
them things as &u. Whatever Gtod gveq alwap remains 



His own, because He gives only as a loan, md on certain con- 
ditions. If any one should consider himself as the absolute 
masier of it, He makes him feel hi error by taking it away.- 
" In its timen and " in its season" are added, because it was then, 
ordinarily, that God had appeared as giving, and because then 
they therefore confidently expected Hi gifts. But now He 
a p  at once as taking, because they were already so sure of 
the expected gifts that they held them, aa it were, already in 
their hands ; just as if, at Christmas-which corresponds to the 
harvest, the ordinary seaaon of God's granting gifts-parente 
should withdraw from their children the accustomed presents, 
and put a rod in their place. I t  is better thus to undemtand the 
expression, "in its time, etc.," than to follow J m e ,  who re- 
markg that " it is a severe punishmept, if at the time of harvest 
the hoped-for fruits are taken away, and wrested from our 
hands;" for if, even at the time of the harvest, there be a 
want of all things, how will it be during the remaining time 
of the year.-The words, "to cover, etc.," are very concise, but 
without any grammatical ellipsis, inetead of, "which hitherto 
served to cover her nakedness!' As to the sense, the LXX. 
are correct in translating, TOG CC7) tcaX;rrrw T$V +&v 
&r+. For that which had hitherto been, is mentioned by the 
prophet only for the purpose of drawing attention to what in 
future will not k-It is the Lord who must cover the naked- 
ness; and this leads us back to the natural poverty of man, who 
has not, in the whole world, a single patch or shred-not even 
so much as to cover his shame, which is here specially ts be 
understood by nakedness. The same thought which is so well 
calcnlsted to humble pride--what have we that we have not 
received, and that the Giver might not at any moment take 
back T-occnrs also in Ezek. xvi. 8 : " I spread out My wings 
over thee, and covered thy nakedness." 

Ver. 12. And ncno I roil1 uncove Ire sham before the eyes 
of he loaem, and none shall deliver her out of My hands." 

The &m$ h y d p m v  m$x is best explained by " decay," 
"corpus muka stupra Being a femin. of a Segho- 
late-form, its signification can be derived only from the Kal; 
but alwap signifies " to be faded, weak, feeble ;" in Piel 
it means, U to make weak," "to declare as weak," "to dia- 
gracgn u to despise!' As the signification of Kal does not 



imply the idea of ignomihy, we cannot explain the noun, as 
several interpreters do, by " turp'tudo, ignominid" The 
eap& of the L X X .  is probably a free translation of the word 
according to our view.-vy5 is constantly used for " corm, in- 
spectantc aliquo," properly, " belonging to the eyes of some one," 
and cannot therefore be explained here by " to the eyes," as if 
she were uncovered to, or for, the lovers alone; these, on the 
contrary, are mentioned only as fellow-witnesses. But in what 
respect do they come into consideration here? Several inter- 
preters are of opinion that their powerlessness, and the folly of 
trusting in them, are intended to be here pointed out. Thns 
Calvin says: u The prophet alludes to the impudent women 
who are wont, even by terror, to prevent their husbands from 
using their rights. He says, therefore, thia shall not prevent 
me fronl chastising thee as thou deservest." Thns also Stuck, 
who subjoine to the phrase " her lovers : " " who, if they had 
the strength, might be a help to her." But it is altogether 
erroneous thus to understand the verse. The words, " Before 
the eyes of the lovers," rather mean, that the Lord would make 
her an object of disgust and horror even to those who formerly 
sought after her. The idea is this : Whosoever forsakes God 
on account of the world, shall, by God, be put to shame, 
even in the eyes of the world itself, and all the more, the 
more nearly he formerly stood to Him. This idea is hem 
expressed in a manner suited to the figurative representation 
which pervades the whole section. Jmme says : "All this is 
brought forward under the figure of the adulterous woman, 
who, after she has been taken in the very act, is exposed and 
disgraced before the eyes of all." The uncovering, as guilt, is 
followed by the uncovering, as punishment ; and every one (and 
her lovers first) turns away with horror from the disgusting 
spectacle. They now at once see her who, hitherto, had made 
a show with the apparel and goods of her lawful husband, in her 
true shape as a withered monster. That this esplanation is 
alone the correct one, appears from the parallel passages : com- 
pare, e.g., Nah. iii. 5 : " Behold, I come upon thee, saith the 
Lord of hos t .  and uncover thy skirts npon thy face, and make 
the heathen to see thy nakedness, and kingdoms thy shame. 
And it cometh to pass, all that see thee ehall flee from thee :" 
Lam. i. 8 : "Jerusalem hath committed sin, therefore she has 
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become a reproach ; all that honoured her, despise her, for they 
have seen her nakedness ; she sigheth and t m e t h  away ;" Jer. 
xiii. 26 : " And I also (as thou hast formerly uncovered) uncover 
thy skirts over thy face, and thy shame shall be seen ;" Ezek. 
xvi. 37, 41; Is. xlvii. 3.-But now, it might seem that, 
according to this explanation, not the idols, but only the 
nations serving them, can be understood by the lovers. But 
this is only in appearance. In order to make the scene more 
lively, the prophet ascribes to the P%H, to them who are 
nothing, life and feeling. If they had these, they would act 
just as it is here described, and as their worshippers really acted 
afterwards.-The second member of the verse, "And none 
shall deliver," etc., is in so far parallel to the first, as both d e  
scribe the dreadfulness of the divine judgment. Parallel is v. 
14 : " For I will be as one who roars to Ephraim, and as a lion 
to the house of Judah: I will tear and go away, I will take 
away, and there is no deliverer." 

Ver. 13. " And I makc to cease all lier mirth, her feast, and 
h+v nna-moon, and her sabbath, and all her festival time." 

The feasts served a double purpose. They were days of sacred. 
dedication, and days of joy; compare Num. x. 10. Israel had 
violated them in the former character-just as at present the 
sacred days have, throughout the greater part of Christendom, 
the name only by way of catuchresie-and, as a merited punish- 
ment, they were taken away by God in the latter character. 
They had deprived the festival days of their sacredness; by 
God, they are deprived of their joyfulness. The prophet, in 
order to intimate that he announces the cessation of the festival 
days as days of gladness, premises " all her mirth," to which all 
that follows stands in the relation of species to genU8. nwn 
does not here denote joyful time :" it might, indeed, according 
to its formation, have this signification ; but it is never found 
with it. I t  here means " joy" itself. (Compare the parallel 
passages, Jer. vii. 34; Lam. i. 4 :  " The ways of Zion do 
mourn, because none come to the feasts;" Amos viii. 10: 

And I will turn your feasts into mourning, and all your sonp 
into lamentation ;" Lam. v. 15 ; Is. xxiv. 8, 11.) The three 
following nouns were very correctly distinguished by Jennne. 
m, "feast," is the designation of the three annual principal 
festivals. In addition to these, there was in every month the 
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feast of the new-moon ; and in every week, the Sabbath. !lib 
connection is a standing one, which, even in the New Testa- 
ment (compare 001. ii. 16), still reverb. The words, " all her 
festival time," comprehend the single species in the designation 
of the genw. That . ~ m  properly signifiee " appointed time," 
then, more specially, "festival time," "feast," appears from 
Lev. sxiii. 4 : "Theae are the q y r ~  of the Lord, the sacred 
assemblies which you shall call niyr~a, in their appointed t i m ~ "  
That the feask are not a single speciee coordinate with the new- 
moons and Sabbaths, but the genus, appears from the fact that 
in Lev. xxiii. the Sabbath opens the series of the n q p r ~ .  In 
a wider sense, the new-moons also belonged to the a~.rtnq 
although they are not enumerated among them in Lev. Bdii on 
account of their subordinate character. In Num. x. 10, Is. 
i. 14, Ezra iii. 5, the new-moons are mentioned along with the 
aqmq only as the species by the side of the genus. But we 
am at liberty to think only of the feasts appointed by God ; for, 
otherwise, there would be no room for the application of the 2c.t 
talionis:-God takes from the Israelites only what they had 
taken from Rim. The days of the Baalim are afterwards spe- 
cially mentioned in ver. 15. The days of God are taken from 
them; for the days of the Baalim they are punished. This 
much, however, appears from the passage before us-and it is 
placed beyond any doubt by several other paesages in Hosea as 
well as in Amos-that, outwardly, the worship, as regulated by 
the prescriptions of the Pentateuch, had all along 'continued. 
(For the arguments in proof of thie assertion, the anthois Db- 
uertations on the Genuineness of the Pentatsuch, vol. i., are to be 
compared.) 

Ver. 14. " And I make dssokte h e  vine cmd &tree, whew 
of she said, They are the wages of whoFedosn to me, that my lowrs 
liaoegivenms; andImakethema foreet,andthebeaskof thefiu 
ecrt them:' 

The vine and fig-tree, as the two noblest productions of 
Palestine-Iqahun, in the " Exaerptu, rn oitrr Salodini," p. 10, 
calla them "a& Fmllc~lcm oculoa "-are here also connected 
with each other, as is commonly done in threateninge and 
promises, as the representatives of the rich gifts of God, whem- 
with He has b l d  this country.-'~m is often p l a d  before 
an entire sentence, to mark it.out as being relative in general. 
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It is the looeer, instead of the closer connection, = " of which." 
~ m ,  "wages of prostitution," inatead of which, in ix. 1 and 
other passages, the form occurs, requires a renewed investi- 
gation. I t  is commonly derived from run, ti which the aignifi- 
cation " kzqder donawit, dona dicltribuit," is ascribed. But op- 
poml to this, there is the fact that the root run .is, neither in 
Hebrew, nor in any of the dialects, found with this signifi- 
cation. It haa in Hebrew, h b i c ,  and Syriac, the signi6cation 
"to land," to praise," " to recounL'' But besides this a n ,  
there occurs another mn, not with the general signification " to 
give," but in the special one, 4' to give a reward of whoredom ;" 
in which signification it cannot be a primitive word, but derived 
from ;unn = ;rw pu, in the passage under consideration, and in 
Eek. xvi. 34. The supposition of a primitive verb ;un, with the 
s i g n i d o n  " to give," is also opposed by the circumstance that 
the noun which is said to be derived from it never occurs with 
the general signification "gift," but always with the special 
one, "reward of prostitution." n m  is rather derived from the 
first pers. Fut. Kal of the verb h, a '' I will-give-thee," similar 
to our " forgeeme-not." The whore asks, in Gen. xxxviii. 16, 
$ purm (" what wilt thou give met "), and the whoremonger 
answers, h n  ("I will give thee "), ver. 18. From this there 
originated, in the language of the brothel, a base word for such 
base M c .  The sacred writers are not ashamed or afraid to 
nse it. They speak, throughout, of common things in a common 
rnannar ; for the vulgar word is the most suitable for the vnlgar 
thing. The morality of a people, or of an age, may be measured 
by theii speaking of vulgar things in a vulgar manner, or the 
reverse. Wherever, in the language, de "jille ds joie" or 
L ' F r a c d e n ~ "  has taken the place of the " whore," a simi- 
lar change will, in reality, have taken place. Whatsoever the 
people of Israel imagined that they received from their idols, 
they certainly will not have designated as a "reward of prosti- 
tution," but as a "reward of true love." But the prophet at 
once destroys all their pleasant imagininge by putting into their 
months the corresponding exprasion,-an expression which 
must certainly have sounded very rudely and vulgarly in their 
tender ears ; for the tongue and the ear become more tender, - 

in the same degree in which the heart becomes more vulgar. 
She who imagined herself so tender and affectionate sees hew 



self at once addressed as a common prostitute. The sweet proofs 
of the heartfelt mutual love which her " lovers" gave her are 
called " wages of whoredom." This is indeed a good corrective 
for our language, for our whole view of things, for our own 
hearts, which are so easily befooled. All love of the world, all 
striving after ita favour, every surrender to the spirit of the 
age, is whoredom. A reward of whoredom, which must not be 
brought into the temple of the Lord (for it is an abomiMtion 
unto the Lord thy God, Dent. xxiii. 19), is everything which 
it offera and gives ns in return. Like a reward of whoredom, 
it will melt away ; " of wages of whoredom she has collected, 
and to wages of whoredom it shall return!'-This derivation 
from the Future has a p a t  many analogies in its favoar; 
among others, the whole class of nouns with n prefixed, in which 
it is quite evident (although this has been so often over- 
looked) that they have arisen from the Fut. If the n in these 
forms originated from the Hiphil, how could it be explained 
that they are more frequently connected with Kal ? Even the 
very common occurrence of the formation from the Future in 
the case of proper names, induces us to expect, a prioti, that it 
will be more frequent in appellative names than is commonly 
supposed. The occarrence of the phrase n j n H  pj, in the passages 
quoted, is also in favour of this derivation. By it, the inter- 
change of the two forms n m H  slid p n H  is easily accounted for. 
I n  the latter of these forms, the Nun which prevails in p ~ ,  but 
which had been dropped at the beginning, again reappears. A 
variation in the form is, moreover, quite natural in a word which 
originated from common life, which is entirely destitute of a o  
curate analogies, and is therefore, as it were, without a model ; 
for the other nouns of this claaa are formed from the 3cl pers. 
of the Fut.-As regards, now, the substance :-Egotism, and 
selfishness arising out of it, are the ground of all desire for the 
love of that which is not God, especially in the caae of those who 
have already known the true Gtod ; for where thia is not the 
case, there may be, even in idolatry, a better element, which 
seeka for a false gratification only because it does not know the 
true one. From this, however, it appears, that the' idolatry of 
the Israelites (and this is only a species of the idolatry of all 
those who have had opportunity to know the true God, and of 
whom it is true that the last is woree than the h t " )  WPS 
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much lower than that of the Gentiles, whose poeta and philoso- 
phers, in part, zealously opposed the dispositions which are here 
expressed ; compare the passages in Manger. Egotism is here, 
as it always is, folly ; for it trnsts in him who himself possesses 
only borrowed and stolen goods, which the lawful owner may, 
at every moment, take away from him. And in order that 
such folly may appear as such, and very glaringly too, He ap- 
pears here indeed, and takea what He had in reality given out 
of His mercy, but what, according to their imagination, they 
had received from the idols as a reward.-l'he auffix in mow 
refers to the vine and fig-tree. The gardens of vines and fig- 
trees carefully tended, hedged and enclosed round about, are to 
be deprived of hedges, enclosures, and culture (~a&Aopvei 
p$ aXu&o& l )  d:peXoq C h .  Alex. Paed, i. 1, p. 115 Sylb.), 
to be changed into a forest, and given over to the ravages of 
wild beasts ; for the words "and eat them" are by no means 
to be refered to the fruits only. The same image of an entirely 
devastated country is found in Ia. vii. 23 ff. ; Mic. ii. 12. 

Ver. 15. '' And Ivieit upon her the days of the Baalim, to 
whom she burnt incense, and put on Aer Ting and her ornament, 
and went after her her s ,  and f w t  Me, saith the Lord." 

The days of the Baalim are the days consecrated to their 
worship, whether they were specially set apart for that purpose, 
or whether they were originally devoted to the worship of the 
Lord, whom they sought to confound wit11 Baal. Manger, and 
with him, most interpreters, are wrong in understanding by the 
days of Baal, " all the time-certainly a very long one-in which 
that forbidden worship flourished in this nation." Such would 
be too indefinite an expression. When days of the Baalim are 
spoken bf, every one must think of days specially consecrated 
to them,-their festivals. To this must be added, moreover, the 
reference to the days of the Lord in ver. 13. In ver. 10, how- 
ever, only one Baal, hn;r, is spoken of ; here there are several. 
This may be reconciled by the supposition that one and the s e e  
Baal was worshipped according to his various mod- of mmi- 
festation which were expressed by the epithets. But the plural 
may also be explained-and this seems to be preferable--from 
1 Kinp xviii. 18, where Baalim is tantamount to Baal and his 
associates (compare Dise&utbna on tire Gen. of the Pent. vol. i. 
p. 165) ; or from Lev. xvii. 7, where p v g v  denotea the h e  



idol, and'others of- l@ kind. The calves, the worship of which 
was, at the time of Hosea, the prevailing one throughout the 
kingdom of the ten tribes, are, in that case, comprehended in 
the Baalim-In the wo* " And she put on her ring and 
ornament," the figurative mode of expression has been over- 
looked by most interpreters. Misled by the vDpn, which refers 
directly to the spiritual adulteress, they imagined that the wear- 
ing of nose-rings, and other ornaments, in honour of the idols, 
was here spoken of. A more c o w t  view was held by the 
Chaldee who thns paraphraeea : " The Congregation of Iarael 
was like a wife who d d  her husband, and adorned herself, 
and ran after her lovers. Thus the Congregation of Israel was 
pleased to worship idols, and to neglect My worship." A great 
many false interpretations have had their origin in the circum- 
stance, that they could not comprehend this liberty of the d 
writers, who at one time speak plainly of the spiritual antitype, 
and at another time tranefer to it the peculiarities of the ont- 
ward type. Had this been kept in view, it would not, e.g., have 
been asserted, that David had, in Ps. xxiii. 5, relinquished the 
image of the good shepherd, because he does not speak of a 
trough which the actual good shepherd places before his sheep, 
but of a table, placed before them by the spiritual good Shepherd. 
In the passage under consideration, the mpn  denote an action 
performed by her who is an adultawe in a spiritual point of 
view. In the words, 6he puts on," etc., her conduct is de- 
scribed under the figare of that of her outward type. The 
actual correspondence is to be found in Ler efforts of makiug 
herself agreeable,-in the employing of every means in order to 
gain her spiritual lovers. The putting on of precions ornaments 
comes into view, only in so far aa it is one of them efForts, and, 
indeed, a very subordinate one. The burning of incenee, the 
offering of sacrifices, etc., are, in thii respect, of far greater 
importance. The correctness of our interpretation is codnned 
by those parallel pamapa also, in which the same figurative 
mode of expression o c m .  Thus, e.g., Is. lvii. 9 : " Thou lookest 
upon the king (the common translation, " thou goeat to the king," 
cannot be defended on philological grounds) in oil (i.e., smelling 
of ointment), and mdtiplieet thy perfume,"--evidently a figara- 
tive designation, taken from a coquetish woman, ta express the 
employing of all means in order to gain favour;-Is. iv. 80 ; 
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" And thon desolate one, what wilt thou do 1. For thon puttest 
on thy purple, for thou adorneat thyself with golden ornaments, 
for thou rentest thine eyes with painting. In vain thon makest 
thyself fair; the lovers deapiae thee, they seek thy life." I n  
Ezek. xXii. 4042, Jerusalem washes and paints herself, expect- 
ing her lovers, and decks herself with ornaments ; then she sits 
down upon a stately coach ; a table is prepared before her, upon 
which she places the incense of the Lord, and His oil. In this 
last feature in Ezekiel, the type diaappeara behind the thing 
typified, although not so completely as is the case in the passage 
under consideration, in the worda, " She burns incense."-From 
what has been remarked, it appears that, in substance, Hos. iv. 
13, They sacrifice upon the tops of the mountains and burn 
incense upon the hills," is entirely parallel. 'The two clauses, 
'' She went after her lovers,'' and " she forkt  Me," both serve to 
repreaemt the crime in a more heinous light. Sin must certainly 
have already poisoned the whole heart, if occasion for i t .  exer- 
cise be spontaneously sought after. In reference to the latter, 
CaEoirr remarks : " Just aa w h q ~  a wife has for a long time 
lived with her husband, and has b kindly and liberally treated 
by him, and then prostitntes herself to lovers, and does not en- 
tertain or retain any more love for him ; such a depravity is 
nothing less than brutish." 

Per. 16. " Therefore, behahi, I allwe b, and lead IMP into 
tb wildenmu and speak to ?w hart." 

The consolation and promise here begin with as great abrupb 
ness as m the firat section. It is reported how the'lord gradually 
leads back His unfaithful wife to reformation, and to reunion 
with Him, the lawful husband. ~ k a t  difficulty has been occa- 
sioned to interpreters by the p$ at the commencement. Very 
easily, but at the same time very inconsiderately, the difficulty 
is got over by those who give it the signification, " u@, pro- 
feeto;" but this cannot be called interpreting. It most be, above 
all, considered aa settled and undoubted, that 135 can.here have 
that signification only which it always has ; and this all the more, 
that in vers. 8 and 15 it occurred in the same signification. 
This beiig taken for granted, the " therefore" might be referred 
to the words of the wife in rer. 9, " I will go and return to my 
first husband," and all which follom be considered as only a 
kind of parenthesis. That the Lord begins again to show Himself 
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kind to His wife would then have its foundation in t b  +that in 
llcr the finst symptoms of a change of character manifested them- 
selves. But this supposition is, after all, too forced. These words 
are too far away as that the prophet could have expected b b 
understood, in thus referring to them in a manner so indefinite. 
Several interpreters follow the explanation of Tamoviw: " There- 
fore, because she is not corrected by so great calamities, I will 
try the matter in another and more lenient way, by kindness." 
But the prophet d d  not expect that his hearers and readers 
should themselvea supply the thought, which is not indicated by 
anything,-the thought, namely, becaue that former method 
was of no avail, or rather, because it alone did not d c e  ;" for it 
was by no means wholly in vain. When the Lord had hedged up 
her way with thorns, the woman speaks : " I will go and return ;* 
and where tribulations are of no avail-tribulations through 
which we must enter the kingdom of God-nothing else will. 
The severity of God must precede His love. And even though 
this train of thought should have occurred to them, they had no 
guarantee for its correctness. I t  is most natural to take the p3 
as bdng aimply co-ordinate with the p$ in vers. 8 and 11. 
The " becawe," which, in all the three places, corresponds to the 
h f w e ,  is the wife's apostasy. Because she has fargotten God, 
He recalls Himaelf to her remembrance, first by the punishment, 
and then, after this has attained ita end,-after the wife has 
spoken: "1 will go and return,"-by proofs of His love. The lead- 
ing to Egypt, into the wilderness, into the land of Canaan, rests 
on her unfaithfuhess as ita foundation. Without it, the Con- 
gregation would have remained in undisturbed possession of the 
promised land. By it, God is induced, both according to Hi 
justice and His mercy, to take it from her, to lead her back into 
the wilderness, and thence to the promised land.-ma, in the 
Piel, is a verburn awuatorium; it signifies to allure by tender per- 
suasion." There is to be a repetition of the proceeding of God, by 
which He formerly, in Egypt, allured the people to Himself, 
and induced them to follow Him into the wilderness, from the 
spiritual and bodily bondage in Egypt. After the s&erings, 
there always follows the alluring. God first takes awa7 the 
objecta of sinful love, and then He comes alluring and per- 
suading us that we should choose, for the object of our love, 
Him who alone is worthy of, and entitled to, love. He is not 
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&fied with the strict prosecution of His right but endeavours 
to make duty sweet to us, and, by His love, to bring it about 
that we perform it from love. After He has thus allured us, He 
leads ns from Egypt into the wilderness.-The words, "I lead 
her into the wilderness: have been very much misunderstood by 
interpretem. According to Manger, the wildernem here ia that 
throogh which the captives should pass on their return from 
Babylon. But one reason alone is adcient to refute this 
opinion,-namely, that on account of the following verse, by 
rlrs wilderness (the article must not be overlooked), only that 
wilderness can be understood which separates Egypt from 
Canaan. Others (Em& H w ) ,  following Grotiuu, under- 
stai~d by the wilderness, the Assyrian captivity. &dmJl has 
acquired great merit for this exposition, by proving from a 
passage in Heodotw, that there were, at that time, nnd t i -  
vated regions in As+ l The same reaaon which militates 
against the former interpretation is oppoeed to this also. To 
this it may be further added, that, according to it, we can 
make nothing of the auuri~y. The Israelites were not allwed 
into captiviq by kindness and love; they were driven into it 
against their will, by God's wrath. Miweover, what according 
to this interpretation is to be done with the nwn in ver. 17 ? 
Did, perhaps, the vineyards of Canaan begin immediately b 
yond Bssyria, or does not even this rather lead us to the Arabian 
desert? It .is certain, then, that this desert is the one to be 
thought of here, and, in addition, that it can only be as an 
image and type that the prophet here represents the leading 
through the wilderness, as a repetition of the former one in its 
individual form ; inasmuch as it was, substantially, equal with 
it. For they who returned from the Assyrian captivity could 
not well pass through the literal Arabian desert ; and the com- 
parison e x p d  in the following verse, "As in the day when 
she went up from the land of Egypt," shows that here also a 
dccurtatcr comprcrtio must take place. But, now, all depends 
upon determining the essential feature, the real nature and 
substance, of that first leading through the wilderness ; becaase 
the leading spoken of in the verse before us must have that 
essential feature in common with it. The principal p a s s a p  
which must guide us in this investigation, and which is proved 
to be such by the circumstance that the Lord Himaelf referred 
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to it when He Gas spiritualfy led through the wilderneas, an 
event which, for a sign, outwardly also took place in the wilder- 
ness-is Deut. viii. 2-5 : "And thou shalt remember all the 
way which the Lord thy Ood led thee these forty yean! in the 
wilderness, to d i c t  thee and to prove thee, to know what was 
in thy heart, whether thon wouldst keep Hi commandments, 
or no. And He dic ted thee, and d e m d  thee to hunger, and 
fed thee with the manna which thou knewestaot, neither did 
thy fathers know, that He might make thee know that man 
doth not live by bread only, but by everything which proceedeth 
out of the mouth of the Lord doth man live. Thy raiment 
waxed not old upon thee, neither did thy foot swell these forty 
years. And thon knowest in thine heart, that as a father 
chssteneth his son, so the Lord thy God chasteneth thee." 
The essential feature in the leading through the wilderness is, 
accordingly, the temptation. By the wonderful manifestations 
of the Lord's omnipotence and mercy, on the occaaion of Israel's 
deliverance from Egypt, a heartfelt love to Him had been 
awakened in the people. (Compare the tender expression of it 
in the Song in Exod. xv. ; and also the passage in Jer. ii. 2: 
'' I remember thee, the kindness of thy youth, the love of thiie 
espousals, thy going after Me in the wilderness in a land not 
sown,"-which cannot but refer to the very fir& time of the 
abode in the wilderness, before the giving of the law on Sinai, 
as is evident from the mention of the youth and  espousal^ ; for 
the latter ceased on Sinai, where the marriage took place.) The 
whole conduct of the people at the giving of the law,--their 
great readiness in promising to do all that the Lord should 
command,-likewise bear testimony to this love. The Lord's 
heartfelt delight in Israel during the first period of their 
marching through the wilderness, of which Hosea speaks in 
ix. 10, likewise presupposes this kve. Thus the first station 
was reached. The people now hoped to be put in immediate 
possession of the inheritance promised to them by the Lord. 
But, because the Lord knew the condition of human natnre, 
Ris way waa a'different one. A state of temptation and trial 
succeeded that of entire alienation from God. The first love 
is but too often-nay, it is, more or less, always-but a flicker- 
ing flame. Sin has not been entirely slain ; it has been only 
subdued for a moment, and only wants a favourable opportunity 



to regain its old dominion. I t  would never be thoroughly de- 
stroyed, if God allowed this condition always to continue ; if 
by always putting on new fuel, if by uninterrupted proofs of 
His love, H e  were to keep that fire burning continually. If 
the love of the feelings and imagination is to become a cordial, 
thorough moral love, i t  requires to be tried, in order that thus 
it may recognise its own nothingness hitherto, and how neces- 
my it is that it should take deeper root. The means of this 
trial are God's aj3icting us, concealing Himself from us, lead- 
ing aa in a way different from that which we expected, and, 
apparently, forsaking us. But because He is the merciful One 
who will not suffer us to be tempted above that we are able,- 
because H e  Himself has commanded us to pray, "Lead us not 
into temptation," i.e., into such an one as we are not able to 
bear, and would thereby become a temptation inwardly,-He 
makes His gifta to go by the side of His chastisements. He 
who suffered Israel to hunger, gave them also to eat. He  who 
Sntrered them to thirst, gave them also to drink. He who led 
them over the burning sand, did not suffer their shoes to wax 
old. But this counterpoise to tribulation becomes, in another 
aspect, a new temptation. Aa Satan tries to overthrow us by 
pleasure as well by pain ; so God proves us by what H e  
gives, no less than by what He takes away. In  the latter case, 
it will be seen whether we love God coithout His gifts; in 
the former, whether we love Him in His gifts. This second 
station is, to many, the last; the bodies of many fall in the 
wilderness. But while a multitude of individuals remain there, 
the Congregation of God always passes bver to the third station, 
-the possession of Canaan. The state of temptation is, to her, 
always a state of sifting and purification at, the same time. 
That which is to the individual a calamity, is to her a bless- 
ing.-That we have thus correctly defined the nature and 
substance of the leading through the wilderness, is confirmed 
by the temptation of Christ also, which immediately succeeded 
the bestowal of the Spirit, ~ h i c h  again corresponded to the first 
love. That this temptation of Christ corresponded to the leid- 
ing through the wilderness-in so far as it could do so in the 
case of Him who was tempted in all things, yet without sin : 
while in our case, there is no temptation, even when resisted 

a 



victoriously, that is without sin-appears sufficiently from ita 
two extarnal characteristics, viz., the stay in the wildemens, and 
the forty days ; but still more so, from the internal feature,-the 
fact that the Saviour, in order to show the tempter that He 
recognised in Hie own case a repetition of the stay in the wil- 
derness, opposed Him with a passage taken from the locus 
clclesicw concerning it, already quoted-We now, moreover, 
cite the parallel passages which serve as an explanation of the 
passage under consideration, and as a. confirmation of the 
explanation which we have given. The most important is 
Ezek. xx. 34-88 : And I bring you out fm the ndions, and 
gather you out of the countries wherein ye are scattered, with 
a mighty hand and with a stretched-out arm, and with fury 
poured out. And I bring you into the w i h s s  of the ndomt, 
and there will I plead with you face to face ; like as I pleaded 
with your fathem in the wilderness of the land of Egypt, so 
will I plead there with you, saith the Lord God. And I cause 
you to pass under the rod, and bring you into the bond of the 
covenant, and purge out from among you the rebels, and them 
that transgress against Me ; out of the land of your pilgrimage 
(the standing designation of Egypt in the Pentateuch) I will 
bring them forth, and into the land, of Israel they ahall not 
come, and ye shall know that I am the Lord." Here also, the 
stay in the wilderness appears as a stata of trial, lying in the 
middle between the abode among the nations (corresponding to 
the bondage in Egypt, which was so not merely bodily, but 
spiritual also), and the posseseion of Canaan. And the result 
of this trial is a different one, according to the merent condition 
of the individuals. Some shall be altogether destroyed ; even 
the appearance gf the communion with the Lord, which they 
hitherto maintained by having come out of the land of pilgrim- 
age along with the others, shall be taken away; whilst the others, 
by the very means which brought about the destruction of the 
former, shall be confirmed in their communion with the Lord, 
and be more closely united to Him. Hosea, who, in consequence 
of the personification of the Congregation of Israel, has the 
whole more in view, regards chiefly the latter feature. A very 
remarkable circumstance in Ezekiel, however, requires to be still 
more minutely considered ; because it promotes essentially the 
right understanding of the passage before us. What is meant 



by the lL wilderness of the nations?" Several interpreters think 
that it is the wildernesa between Babylon and Judea. Thus, 
for example, Ma119m : " I am d i p s e d  to think that the desert 
of Arabia itself is here called the wildernesa of the nations, on 
account of the Werent nomadic tribes which are accustomed 
to wander through it!' RorenmuUer aaya : " He seems to speak 
here of t .  vast solitudes which the Jews had to pass through, 
on their way from Babylon to Judea!' But thie "1 am 8s- 
pcwed to think,'' and this he seema," on the apart of these in- 
terpret- ahow that they themselves felt the insnfficiency of 
their own explanation. That nomadic tribes are straying 
through that wilderness, is not at all essential, and can therefore 
not be mentioned here, where only the essential feature-the 
nature and substance of the leading through the wilderness 
-are concerned. And we cannot at all perceive why just the 
wilderness bktween Babylon and Judea should be called the 
wilderness of the nations. It was no more travelled by no- 
madic tribee than waa m y  other wilderness. And just as little 
was it characteristic of it, that it bordered upon the territories of 
various nations (Hit+). Such a designation would throw us 
upon the territory of mere conjecture, on which we are, in Holy 
Scripture, neverthrown, except through our own fault. But it 
is quite decisive that the words, "I bring you out of the wilder- 
ness of the nations," h d  in a close relation to the words, "1 
bring yon out from the nations." From this it appears that the 
nations, to which the Imnelites are to be brought, cannot be any 
other than those, out of the midst of whom they are to be led. 
In the first leading out of the' Israelites, the two spiritual con- 
ditions were separated externally also. The first belonged to 
Egypt ; the second, to the wilderness. But it $hall not be thus, 
in this announced repetition of the leading. I t  ie only spiritually 
that the Israelites, at the commencement pf the second condition, 
shall be led out from among the nations, in the midst of whom 
they, ontwardly, atill continue to be. The wilderness is in the 
second Egypt itself. The stay in the wilderness is repeated as 
to its essence only, and not aa to its accidental outward form ; 
just as in Zech. x. 12, the words, " b d  he passeth through 
the mi," which apparently might imply a repetition of the out- 
ward form merely, are limited to the substance by the subjoined 
" awiction!' From this we obtain for our passage (Hitzig like 
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wise remarks : Ezek. w. 34-38 seems to depend on Hosea i i  
16) the important result, that the leading of God which is here 
announced, is not limited to a definite place, and as little, to a 
definite time. And what is true of the leading through the 
wilderness, must necessarily apply to the leading into Canaan 
also. Just as E m t  might begin, and actually did begin, even 
in Palestine, inasmuch as Israel was there in a condition of heavy 
spiEtual and bodily bondage ;-just as, spiritually, they might 
already be in the wilderness, though, outwardly, they were still 
under Asshnr ; so, the stay in the wilderness might, relatively, 
have atill continued in Canaan, even although-which did not 
happen-the whole people should have returned thither with 

' Zerubbabel. What is it that makes Canaan to be Canaan, the 
promised land, the land of the Lord 'l I t  is just this :-that the 
Lord is there present with all His gifta and blessings. But such 
was by no means the case in the new colony. Because the spiri- 
tual condition of those who had returned was in confo-ty 
with the second-in part, even with the f i r s t ra ther  than with 
the last station, their outward condition was so likewise. John 
the Baptist symbolized this continuation of the condition of the 
wilderness, by his appearing in the roiMerne88, with the preach- 
ing of repentance, and with the announcement, that now the 
introduction to the true Canaan was near at hand. By pro- 
claiming himself as the voice crying in the wilderness, an- 
nounced by Isaiah, he showed with sufficient plainness how 

. false was that carnal view which, without being able to dis- 
tinguish the thought from its drapery, understood, and still 
understands, by the wilderness spoken of in this prophecy, some 
piece of land, limited as to space, and then murmured that the 
actual limit did not correspond with the fancied one.-& in 
the case of Israel, so in ours also, these conditions are distin- 
guished, not absolutely, but relatively only. Even he who has, 
in one respect, been already led through to Canaan, remains, in 
another respect, in the wilderness still. Canaan, in the full  
sense, does not belong to the present world, but to the fntnre, 
as regards both the single individual, and the whole Church.- 
Another parallel passage is Jer. xxxi. 1,2 : '' At  this time, saith 
the Lord, will I be the God of all the families of Israel, and 
they shall be My people. Thus saith the Lord, The people 
who have escaped from the sword find mercy in the wilderness; 
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I go to give rest to Israel.'' In  Rev. xii. 6, 14, the wildernew 
likewise designates the state of trial'md temptation.-3% 737, 

properly " to speak over the heart," because the words fall down 
upon the heart, signifies an affectionate and consolatory address; 
compare Glen. rrxxiv. 3 ("And he loved the damsel, and spoke 
over the heart of the damsel"), 1. 21 ; Is. XI. 2. Here they 
signify that the wife is comforted after she had been so deeply 
cast down by the consciousness of her former mfaithfulness, 
and by the experience of i t .  bitter consequences. The view of 
those who would here think only of the comforting words of the 
prophets is much too limited,-althongh these words are, of 
come, included. We must chiefly think of the e m  realis of 
the Lord, of all the pmfe  of affectionate and tender love, 
whereby He gives rest to the weary and heavy-laden, and brings 
it about, that those who were formerly unfaithful, but who now 
suffer themselves to be led by Him out of the npiritual bondage 
into the spiritual wilderness, can now put confidence in Him ; 
just as, formerly, He comforted Israel in the wilderness, in the 
waste and desolate land, in the land of drought and of the 
shadow of death (Jer. ii. 6), and affectionately cared for all 
their wants, in order that they might know that He is the Lord 
their God, Deut. xxix. 4, 5. 

Ver. 17. "And I give lrer hm mneyarde from thence, and 
the wUey of Achor (trouble) f w  a door of hope ; and ehe a w e r s  
thither cur in tire days of her youth, and cur in the day when she 
cume up out of Egypt!' 

The same faithful love which led into the wilderness, now 
leads into Canaan also; and the entrance into the promised 
land is immediately followed by the possession of all its gifts 
and blessings, which now legitimately belong to the faithful wife 
(her vineyards), whilst, formerly, they were taken from the un- 
faithful wife by the giver, ver. 14. with 5 of the person, 
always means to give to some one." Hence Simson is wrong 
in giving the explanation: "And I make her of it, viz., the 
wilderness, her vineyards ; " for the valley of Achor was not 
situated in the wildernew, but in Canaan ; compare Is. Ixv. 10. 
The signification " to give" is here suited to the second member 
of the verse dso. The valley of Achor is given to her in ita 
quality as a valley of hope. The oe'neyards are mentioned with 
reference to ver. 14, where the devastation of the vine is 
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threatened. They are brought ander notice as the nobleat 
m eon- pornasion, as the heat ornament of tbe caltivated land, ' 

trast with the barren wilderness. am, properly "from thence," 
is correctly explained by M i  : As eoon M she has came oat 
of that wildernem." The exphation of Rddigcr and othera, 
" From that time," is unphilological ; ao, is never an adverb of 
time.-According to the opinion of many interpretera (&lait4 
Manger, and others), the valley of Achor here comes into con- 
sideration only because of its fmitfulneas, and its situation at 
the entrance of the promised land, but not with any reference 
to the event which, sccording to Josh. vii., happened there. 
But the circumstance that he.% as in the whole pnxedhg con- 
text, the prophet, in almost every word, has before his eyes the 
former leadings of Israel, compels us, almost involuntarily, to 
have respect to that event. And, in addition, them is a still 
more decisive argument. It cannot be denied that there is a 
contrast between what the valley of Achor is by natnre, and what 
it is made by the Lord ; there ia too plain a contrast between 
the hope and the aflktion. But if thus the meaning of the 
name is brought into view, then certainly there must also be a 
reference to the event to which it owed ita name. But in order 
to have a right understanding of this reference, we must find 
out what was the essential feature in the event, the repetition of 
which is here announced; The people, when they were enter- 
ing into Canaan, were immediately deprived of the enjoyment 
of the divine favour by the transgression of an individual- 
Achan-which was only a single fruit from the tree of the sin 
which was common to all. But God Himself, in His m q ,  
made known the means by which the lost favour might be re- 
covered ; and thus the place, which seemed to be the door of 
destruction, became the door of hope ; compare SGBtlltdAd on 
Harari iii. p. 180. . The remembrance of this event w-aa per- 
petuated by the name of the place ; compare ver. 25 : " And 
Joshua said, Why haat thou troubled us? The Lord 6 h d  
trouble thee this day. T h m h  the name of the place 
called, The valley of' Achor, unto this day." This plrrticalrr 
dealing of God, however, ie based upon His nature, and must, 
themfore, repeat itself when Israel again comes into similar cir- 
cnmstanq-mnet be repeated, in generaI, whensoever similar 
conditions arise. Even they who have already entered the 



prumised land, who have already come to the fnll enjoyment of 
salvation (full, in ao far aa it ia conaidered as a whole, and 
designated-as the laat station ; but as this last station again haa 
several s tep  and gradations, this falness can. be relative only. 
If it were absolute, if nothing more of the wilderness were left, 
then, of came, the case here in question could no more occur; 
for a ealvation absolutely fnll presupposes a righteousness abso- 
lutely fall);--even they who have already come to the full 
enjopent of salvation, and to a degree of righteousness come- 
sponding to this salvation, require still the mercy of God ; for, 
without it, they would m n  loae their salvation again. Thia 
mercy, however, is vouchsafed to them in abundant measure. 
The whole manner in which God leads those who have obtained 
mercy, is a changing of the valley of trouble into a door of hope. 
He will order all things in such a way, that the bond of union 
betwixt Him and those for whom all things must work together 
for good, instead of being broken by sin-as it would be if He 
were justice a l o n e i s  only the more strengthened. The same 
idea occurs again in ver. 21. The new marriage-covenant is 
there founded not on justice only, but on mercy also.-The words 
iW ~ l ) m  are commonly explained, She singa there," or, ' l  She 
there raises alternative mnga." But both of these interpretations 
are mphilological. For 1. not9 does not signify " there," but 

thither." Those passage. which have been appealed to for the 
P'V~OB~ of proving that it may also sometimes signify there," 
or l6 at yonder place," all belong to the same class. The opposite 
of the cxmatruction of the verbs of motion with :, takes place in 
them. As, in them verbs, the idea of rest is, for the sake of 
brevity, omitted, so here, that of motion. Thug e.g., Jer. xviii. 2, 

Go down to the potter's house, and th& will I cause thee to 
hear My voice," is a concise mode of expression for, " I will send 
My voice thither, and came thee to hear there ;" 1 Chron. iv. 41, 

Which .were found thither," instead of, '' which were found 
there when they came thither!' We might, in the case of the 
passage under consideration, moat easily concede what we are 
contending against, that i l ~  is need instead of OW, as a kind of 
grammatical blunder; but that the writer knew the difference 
between these two forms clearly appears from the cloae of the 
verse, where, certainly, he would not have put ;m for at'. Them 
are the instances a d d u d  by Winu~. Gaeniw, further, refera 
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to Ia. xxxiv. 15 : "  TI^^ makes her neat ;" but the making of 
the neat implies the p lac i i  of it. Em& moreover, appeals to 
Ps. cxxii. 5 : Thither sit the thrones for judgment.'" It is h e  
that 2~ never uignifies "to sit down," but it frequently implies it. 
He appeala, further, to the Song of Solomon viii. 5 : " Thikhw 
thy inother brought thee forth ;" which is tantamount &there 
she brought thee forth, and put thee down. But xw can so much 
the less signify '' there," that the instances alleged for the weak- 
ening of the n h b  in other passages, will not stand the test. 
EmEd appeals to Pa. h i i i .  7 : '' God makes the solitary to drrd 
m*a;" which, however, does not mean " in  the house," as Eaoald 
translates, .but ''into the house9'-He leads them thither, and 
makes them to dwell there. The idea of motion being a&- 
ciently indicated by the n itaelf, no other designation was re- 
quired in poetry, which deli hta in brevity. fi&Hab. iiii - 
11 : " Sun and moon stand d , ar, towards their habitation," k., go 
into their habitation and stand there. 2. The verb NI, signifies 
neither "to begin the discourse," nor "to sing," nor " to sing 
alternately," nor "to correspond," nor "to be favourably dis- 
posed" (EwaZd), nor " to obey" (Hitzig), but always, and every- 
where, ''to answer." All these explanations will lose their 
plausibility, if we only consider, that it is not always necessary 
that a question be expressed by words, but that it may be implied 
in the thing itself-especially in the case of the lively Orientals, 
for whom things, even the most mute, have a language. As 
examplea, we cite only 1 Sam. xxi. 12 :-"Did they not answer 
to him in dances, saying, Saul has slain hia thousands, but 
David his ten thousands!" Similarly also xxix. 5. That even 
here, the signification '' to answer" ought to be retained, is plain' 
from xviii. 7, compared with ver. 6. The coming together of 
David and Saul was a silent question aa to which was the greater. 
Ps. cxlvii. : "Answer the Lord with praim." The real addresses 
of the Lord were Hia blessings; compare Vera. 2-6, 8 ff. By 
everything which God gives He asks, What art thou doing to 
Me, since I am doing that to thee ? is often used of God, 
although no formal question or prayer preceded ; but the very 
relation itself implies prayer and asking. I t  is in this sense that 
even the ravens are said tb cry to God. I t  is in this sense that 
Ctod anmuem Hia people before they cry to Him. He who hrrs 
nothing, prays by this very circumstance, even without words, 
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pea, even without the geatures and poet& of one who is praying. 
Since, in these remarks, we have already refuted the arguments 
which seemed most plausible, we may pass over other objections 
which are less to the purpose. There is only the passage E o d .  
xv. 21, which requires to be specially noticed, as it is in that 
passage that the signification " to sing alternately" is supposed, 
beyond any doubt, to be; and many interpreters asaume that 
there is a verbal reference to it in the passage under considera- 
tion. "And then Miriam answered to them (nd, ie.,  to the 
men), Sing ye to the Lord." Mases sing first with the children 
of Israel, ver. 1, "and then Miriam the prophetess took, etc., 
and ammered." The signification "to answer," is here quite 
evident. But, on the other hand, it appears that that passage 
has not the slightest relation to the one under consideration, 
inasmuch aa there is not, in the latter, any mention of a first 
choir, to which the second answers.-From what has been 
hitherto remarked, it is settled that the translation, " And she 
answers thither," is alone admissible. But now, since no verbal 
question or address has preceded here, the quation arises:- 
Which addrem by deeds called forth the answer ? To this quea- 
tion an answer is readily suggested by the reference of ~IDW to 
the preceding nm. The address must have come from that 
place to which the answer is sent ; hence, it can consist only in 
the giving of the vineyards, and of the good things of the 
promised land generally. On entering into it, she is welcomed 
by this affectionate address of the Lord, her husband, and there 
she answers it. The following words, ;' Ba in the days," etc, 
show what that is in which the answer consists. If, at that time, 
Isfael answered the Lord by a song of praise, full of thanks for 
the deliverance from Egypt, now also they will answer Him by 
a song of praiae, for being led into Canaan. If history had 
given any report of a hymn of praise Sung by Israel when they 
entered into Canaan, the prophet would have referred to it; 
but as it was, he could only remind them of that hymn. And 
although the occasion on which it was sung did not altogether 
correepond, it mwt be borne in mind, that in this hymn (com- 
pare ver. 12 ff.) the passing through the Red Sea is represented 
as a preparatory step, and as prefiguring the occupation of 
Canaan-the latter being contained in it as in a germ. I t  is, 
momver, self-evident that the essential fundamental thought is 



only that of the cardid and deep gratitude of the redeemed,- 
that the form only is borrowed from the previolls manifestation 
of this thankfulness. An image altogether eimilar, and arising 
from the same cause, is found in Ls. xii. also, where the reference 
to Moses' hymn of thanke is manifested by employing the very 
words ; and likewise in Is. xxoi. ; and, further, in Hab. iii. and 
Rev. xv. 3.-w and DP are Nominatives, not Accusatives; which 
latter could not be made use of hem, because the discourse is not of 
an action extending through the whole period, but of one happen- 
ing at a particular point of that period. The comparison is here 
also merely intimated, became the tertium comparacioRis i3 abun- 
dantly evident from what precedes: "As the days of her youth," 
instead of, "As she once anewered in the days of her youth.'' 

Ver. 18. And it sa l t?  be at that day, saith the Lord, thou 
shalt call Me, My hwband, and shalt caU Me no more, My Baal." 

The full performance of her duties corresponds with the full 
admieaion to her rights. The prophet expremea this thought, 
by announcing the removal of the two forms in which the 
apostasy of the people from the true God-the violation of the 
marriage-covenant which rested on exclusiveness-waa at that 
time manifested. One of these was the mixing up of the religion 
of Jehovah with heathenism, according to which they called the 
true God '' Baal," and worshipped Him as Baal ; the other was 
still grosser-was pure idolatry. The abolition of the former 
(compare above, p. 176 f.) is predicted in this verse; the aboli- 
tion of the latter, in the verse follo&g. Both are in-a similar 
may placed beside each other in Zech. xiv. 9: In that day 
&all there be one Lord, and His name one;" where the k t  
clause refers to the abolition of polytheism, and the eecond 'to 
the abolition of the mixing of religion-of the hidden apost~sy-- 
which, without venturing to foreake the true God entirely and 
openly, endeavours to mix up and identify Him with the d d  
To the fundamental thought there are several parallels; kg., 
Deut. xxx. 5 ff.: "And the Lord thy God bringeth thee into 
the land which thy fathers powmed; and the Lord thy God 
circnmciseth thine heart, and the h e  of thy seed, to love the 
Lord thy God with all thine heart, and with all thy eo4 that 
thou mayest live." This passage ehows that the verse befare us, 
no less than that which precedes, containa a pnmdsc, and that 
the "calling," and the " calling no more," is a work of divine 
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grace. To thie we are led also by the words, "1 ahall take 
away," in ver. 19, as well as by the other parallel passages :- 
Jer. xxiv. 7 : "And I give them an heart to know Me, that I 
am the Lord ; and they shall be a people to Me, and I will be a 
God to them, for they shall return to Me with their whole heart;" 
Ezek. xi. 19 : And I give .them one heart, and a new spirit I 
put within them, and take the stony heart out of their flesh ;" 
compare further Zech. xiii. 2. Another interpretation of the 
verse recommends itaelf by its apparent depth. According to 
it, $n ie to be taken as an appellative noun, the "marriage- 
Lord," in contrast with ~q " husband," and that the people are 
henceforth to be altogether governed by love. But this inter- 
pretation must be objected to, for a whole multitude of reasons. 
There is, first of all, the relation of this verse to the following 
one, which does not allow that 5~3, which there occum as a proper 
name, should in this place be taken as an appellative. There is, 
den, the arbitrariness in defining the relation between PN and 
h, the former of which aa little exclusively expresses the rela- 
tion of love, as the latter excludes it. (Compare Is. liv. 5, 6, 
I$. 4; 2 Sam. xi. 26.) Further, it is incorrect to say that 5 ~ 3  
properly means Lord;" it means “possessor." Still further,-- 
There is the unsnitableness of the thought, which would be 
without any analom in its favour throughout Scripture. And, 
lastly, the relation of love to God cannot, even in its highest 
consnmmation, do away with reference to Him, etc. 

Ver. 19. " And I take away the name8 of the Baalim out of her 
m d ,  and thy shall no more be ~emerntered by their ,lame.'' 

The people are to conceive mch an abhorrence of idolatry, 
that they shall be afraid of being defiled even by pronouncing 
the name of the idols. The words are borrowed from Exod. 
xxiii. 13 : " Ye shall not make mention of the name of other 
gods, neither shall it be heard out of thy mouth!' The special 
expression of the idea must, as a matter of course, be referred 
back to this idea itself, viz., the abhorrence of the former sih . 
and, hence, such a mention cannot here be spoken of as, like 
that in the passage before us, has no reference to that sin. 

Ver. 40. '' And I make a coz*enant for them in that day with 
0 2 beasts of thefield, and with the fowb of heaven, and with the 
U 

2 eping thing8 of the earth ; and bow, and m o d ,  and war I break 
$ of tlle land, and make thm to dwell in safety." 
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On the expression, " I make a covenant,'' Mmgw remarks, 
" The cause is here put for the effect, in order to inspire with 
greater security!' For the benefit of Israel, God makes a cove- 
nant with the beasts, id., He imposes upon them obligations 
not to injure them. The phraae nw nv is frequently used 
of a transaction betwixt two parties, whereby an obligation is. 
imposed upon only one of the parties, without the assrunption 
of any obligation by the other. A somewhat different turn is 
given to the image in Job v. 23, where, by the mediation of God, 
the beasts themselves enter into a covenant with Job after hi 
restoration. m3 never means worn," but always '' what 
moves and creeps," both emall and great, as, in Ps. civ. 25, is 
subjoined by way of explanation. The three classes stand in the 
same order in Gen. ix. 2. The normal order there established, 
"And the fear of yon and the dread of you shall be upon everf 
beast," etc., returns, after the removal of the disturbance which 
has been produced by sin. Upon the words, " I break," etc., 
Manger makes the very pertinent remark : " It is an emphatic 
and expressire brevity, according to which breaking out of 
+e laud all instruments of war, and war itself, means that He 
will break them and remove them out of the land." I t  is elf- 
evident that " war" can here, as little as anywhere else, mean 
'' weapons of war." The prophet, as it appears, had in view 
the passage Lev. xxvi. 3 ff. : '' If ye will walk in My statutes, 
and keep My commandments and do them, I will give you yonr 
rains in due season, and the land shall yield her increase, and 
the trees of the field shall yield their fruit. . . . And I 
give peace in the land, and you dwell, and there is none who 
makes you afraid; and I destroy the wild beasts out of the 
land, and the sword shall not enter into yonr land." I t  is 
much the more obvious that we ought to assume a reference to 
thii passage, as Ezekiel also, in xxxiv. 25 ff., copies it almost 
verbatim. On account of the fatal If, that promise had hitherto 
been only very imperfectly fulfilled ; and frequently just the 
opposite of it had happened. But now that the condition is 
fulfilled, the promise also shall be fully realized. But we must 
observe, with reference to it, that, when we look to the present 
come of the world, this hope remains always more or less ideal, 
because in reference to the condition also, the idea is not pt 
reached by the reality. The idea i this :-Aa evil is, as a 



punishment, the inseparable concomitant of Bin, ao prosperity 
and salvation are the inseparable companions of righteousness. 
Thia is realized even in the present course of the world, in 
so far as everything must serve 'to promote the prosperity of 
the righteous. But the full realization belongs to the T&V- 

-cia, where, along'with sin, evil too (which is here &ill neces- 
sary even for the righteous, in order to purify them) shall be 
eairpated. Parallel are Is. ii. 4, xi.-uxv. 9 ; Zech. ix. 10. 

Ver. 21. " A d  Ibetroth h e  to Me for eternity; and I betroth 
tliu lo Me in rightcouaness and judgment, and Q lom'+ndneas 
and wy!' 

Ver. 22. And I betroth thee to Mk in faidfulneaa, and thou 
)nmcest the LolvE." 

The word mu, " to espousen (comptum Dent. xx. 7, where it 
is contrasted with npL), has reference to the entrance into a 
marriage entirely new, with the wife of youth, and is, for this 
reason, chosen on purpose. Just as if (so Calvin remarks) the 
people had never violated conjugal fidelity, God promises that 
they should be His spouse, in the same manner as one marries a 
Firgo intacta." I t  was indeed a great mercy if the unfaithful 
wife was only received again. Justly might she have been 
rejected for ever ; for the only valid reason for a divorce existed, 
inasmuch as she had lived in adultery for years. But God's 
mercy goes still further. The old offences are not only forgiven, 
but fotgotten. A relation entirely new begins, into which there 
enter, on the one side, no suspicion and no bitterness, and on 
the other, no painful recollections, such as may pass into simi- 
lar human relationships, where the consequences of sin never 
dimppear altogether, and where a painful remembrance always 
remains. The same dealing of God is still repeated daily; 
every believer may still say with exultation : " Old things are 
passed away; behold, all things are become new." I t  is the 
greatness of this promise which occasions the d i i c t  address, 
whilst hitherto the Lord had spoken of the wife in the third 
person. She shall hear face to face, the great word out of His 
mouth, in order that she may be assured that it is she whom it 
concerns ; and in order to express its greatness, ita joyfulness, 
and the difficulty of believing it, it is repeated three times. 
Calvin says: "Because it was difficult to deliver the people 
from fear and deepair, and because they could not but be 
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aware how grievously they had sinned, and in how many ways 
they had alienated theamelves from God, it was neceseary to 
employ many conaolationg that thus their faith might be con- 
firmed. One Wren to hear the nptition of the intelligence of ~ 
a great and unexpected good fortune which one has mme a- 
cdty in malizing. And what could a man, deqahkg on m- 
count of hi8 sins, less readily realize than the greateat of all 
miracles-viz., that all hi sins should be done away with, at I 
once and for ever ? But the repetition is, in thie case, so much 
the more full of conaolstion, that, each time, it is accompanied I 
with the promise of some new blessing; that, each time, it 
opens up some new prospect of new blessings from this new 
connection. First, there is the eternal duration,-then, as a 
pledge of thii, the attributes which God would display in 
bestowing it,-and, finally, them are the blessings which Ha 1 
*odd impart to His betrothed." The ohpS points back I 
to the painful dissolution of the former marriage-covenant: 
This new one shall not be liable to such a dissolution ; for " the 
mountains shall depart, and the hills be removed, but My 
kindness shall not depart from thee, neither shall the covenant 
of My peace be removed, &th the Lord:" Is. liv. 10. The 
attributa which God will display towards the wife, and the , 
conduct which she shall observe towards Him through Hi3 
mercy, are connected with (5 l'nmtt, " I betroth thee to Me," by 
means of which is often used to mark the circumstances on 
which some action resb. Thus, in the case before us, the be- 
trothment rests upon what God vouchsafe8 along with it, inas- 
much as thereby only does it become a true betmthment. That 
the accompanying gifts must be thus dietributd-as we hare 
done-first, the faithful discharge of all the dutiea of a husband 
on His part, and then, the inward communication of Btrength 
to her for the fulfilment of her obligations; and that we are 
neither at liberty to refer, as do some interpreters, everything 
to one of the two parties, nor to assume, as others do, that 
everything refers to both at the same time-is proved not only 
by the intervening repetition of " I betroth thee to Me," but also 
by the internal nature of the gifts mentioned. o m ,  " mercy," 
cannot be spoken of in the relation of the wife to God, nor 
knowledge of sod, in the relation of God to the wife. The 
four madestations of God which are mentioned here fonn 
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a double pair,-righteousnege . and jadgment, loving-kindnees 
and mercy. The two are frequently connected in a similar 
any; e.g.., IS. i. 27 : " Zion shall be redeemed in judgment, 
and her mhabitanta in righteousness!' They are distinguished 
thus :--the former, pw, designates the &ng just, aa a subjective 
attribute, with the dispositions and actions flowing from it ; the 
latter, denotea the objective right.' A man can give to 
another his right or judgment, and yet not be righteous ; bnt 
God's righteousness, and His doing right in reference to the . 
Congregation, consists in this :-that He faithfully performs the 
obligations which He took upon Himself when He entered into 
covenant with her. Thii however, is not sufficient. The obli- 
gations entered into are reciprocal. If, then, the covenant be 
mo1ated on the part of the Congregation, what hope. is left for 
ier 'l In order the more to relieve and comfort the wife, who, 
from former experience, knew full well what she might expect 
from righteousness and judgment alone, the Lord adds a second 
pair,-loving-kindness and mercy, the former being the root of 
the latter, and the latter being the form in which the former 
manifests itself, in the relation of an omnipotent and holy God 
to weak and sinful man. ipn, properly " love," man may also 
entertain towards God ; although even this word is very rarely 
d in referepce to man, because God's love infinitely exceeds 
human love ; but God only can have worn, ' " mercy," upon 
man. But still a distressing thought might, and maet be enter- 
tained by the wife. God's mercy and love have their limits ; 
they extend only to the one case which dissolves even human 
marriage-the type of the heavenly marriage, the great m p t e ~  
which the Apostle refers to Christ and the Church. What, 
then, if this case should again occnjr ? Her heart, it is true, is 
now filled with pare love; but who knows whether this love 
shall not cool,-whether she shall not again yield to tempta- 
tion ? A new consolation is applied to the new distress. God 
Himself will bestow what it is not in the power of man to 
bestow-viz., faithfulness t o w d s  Him (tompare miw, used of 
human faithfulness, in Hab. ii. 4; Jer. v. 3, vii. 28 ; the faith- 
fulnesa in this verse forma the contrast to the whoredom in i. 2), 

' In our anthorbd viveion ~ p p 7 ~ )  in almmt constantly rendaad by 
"ivaylcnt," although evidently in the pointed out by the author,- 
for which reaeon, thie rendering hss been retained k - T E  
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and the knowledge of Him. u Thou knowest the Lord" is tanta- 
mount to-" in My knowledge!' The knowledge of God is here 
substantial knowledge. Whomever thus knows God cannot but 
love Him, and be faithful to Him. All idolatry, all sin, h a  ita 
foundation in a want of the knowledge of God. 

Ver. 23. "And it comes to pass in h t  day, I wiU heur, saith 
the M ;  I will hear the heavens, a d  thy ahall hear the earth ; 
Ver. 24. And the earth shaU hear the e m ,  and the must, and 
the oil; and they shall hear Jetreel " (i.e., him whom God sows). 

The promise in this passage forms the contrast to the 
threatening in Deut. xxviii.. 23, 24 : And thy heaven that is 
over thy head shall be brass, and the earth that is under thee 
shall be iron. The Lord will give for the rain of thy land, 
dust, and dnst'shall come down from heaven upon thee." The 
second ;rjm is, by most interpreters, considered as a resumption 
of the first. But we obtain a far more expressive sense, if we 
isolate the first n y ~ ,  "I shall hear," namely, all prayers which 
will be 'offered up unto Me by you, and for you. Parallel, 
among other passages, is Is. lviii. 9, where the reformed people 
are promised: "Then shalt thou call, and the Lord shall an- 
swer; thou shalt c y, and H e  shall say, Here I am." By a bold 
poaopoparia, the prophet makes heaven to pray that it might 
be permitted to give to the earth that which is necessary for its 
fruitfulness, etc. Hitherto they have been hindered from ful- 
filling their destination, since God was obliged to withdraw EZis 
gifts from the unworthy people, ii. 11 ; but now, since this 
obstacle has been removed, they pray for permission to resume 
their vocation. The prophets in this manner give, as it were, a 
visible representation of the idea, that there is in the whole 
world no good independent of God,-nothing which, in accord- 
ance with its destination, is not ours, and would indeed be o w  
if we stood in the right relation to Him,-nothing that is not 
His, and that will not be taken away from us, if we desire the 
gift without the Giver. Calvin remarks : "The prophet shows 
where and when the happiness of men begins, Fiz., when God 
adopts them, when He betrothes Himself to them, after h a h g  
put away their sins. . . . H e  teaches, also, in these word5 
that the heavens do not become dry by some secret instinet; 
but it is when God withholds His grace, that there is no nin 
by which the heavens water the earth!' God, then, here shows 
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plainly that the whole ol.dtr of nature (as men are wont to nay) 
is so entirely in His hand, that not one drop of rain shall fall 
from heaven unletia by H i  will,-that the whole earth would 
produce no grass,-that, in short, all nature would be starile, 
unless He made it fruitful by His blessing. 

Ver. 25. "And I sow her unto Me in the land, and I have 
memy upon her 'who had not obtained mercy' (Lo-Ruhamah) ; 
and I aay to 'not My people' (Lo-Ammi), Thou art My  people, 
and they aay to Me, My Goa" 

The three symbolical names of the children of the prophet 
here once more return. The femin. su& in ; m ~ n r ,  referring 
to br ,  need not at all surprise us; for, in the whole passage 
before us, the sign disappears in the thing signified. In  point 
of fact, however, Jetreel ia equivalent to Israel to be sowed 
anew. (It is not the Israel to be planted anew, which h a figure 
altogether different ; the sowing haa always a reference to the 
increase.) 

C H A P T E R  111. 

"The significant couple returns for a new reference" 
( R a e r t ) .  First, in vers. 1-3, the symbolii action is reported. 
At the command of the Lord, the prophet takes a wife, who, 
notwithstanding his affectionate and faithful lore, lives in con- 
tinued addtery. He does not entirely reject her; but, in order 
that she may come to recovery and repentance, he puts her into 
a position where she must abstain from her lovers. The inter- 
prehtion of the symbol is given in ver. 4 : Israel, forsaken by 
the world, shall spend a long time in sad seclusion. A glance 
into the more distant future, without any symbolical imagery, 
forms the conclusion. The punishment will at length produce 
mnvenion. Israel returns to the Lord his God, and to David 
hi9 king. 

Ve. 1. "Then said the Lord unto mc, Go again, h e  a 

a .  
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woman beloved of l ie fritnd) and an adultcresa, ar tha Lotd 
Zmeth the sons of Israel, and they turn to other gods and lore 
grape&." 

The right point of view for the interpretation of this verse 
has been already, in many important respects, established; 
compare p. 183 sqq. We here take for granted the results 
there obtained. I t  L of great importance, for an insight into 
the whole passage, to remark, that the symbolical action in this 
section, just as in that to which chap. i. belongs, embraces the 
entire relation of the Lord to the people of b e l ,  and not, as 
some interpreten assume, one portion only, viz., the time from 
the beginning of the captivity. This false view--of which the 
futility mas first completely exposed by M a n g ~ ~ ~ h a s  arisen 
from the circumstance, that the prophet, in narrating the e m  
cntion of the divine commission, omits very important events. 
In the expectation that every one would supply them, pady 
from the commission itself, and partly from the preceding por- 
tions, where they had been treated of with peculiar copiousness, 
he rather at once passes from the first conclusion of the mar- 
riage, to that point which, in this passage, forms his main sub 
ject, namely, the disciplinary punishment to which he subjects 
hi wife,-the Lord, Israel. The prophet's aim and purpose is 
to afford @ the people a right view of the captivity so near at 
hand ; to lead them to consider it neither as a merely accidend 
event, having no connection at all with their sins ; nor as a pure 
effect of divine anger, aiming at their entire destmcfion; bat 
rather a3 being at the same time a work of punitive justice, 

and of corrective love. Between the second verse, I purchPsed 
her to me," etc., and the third, "Then I said unto her," etc., 
we must supply, And I took her in marriage and loved her; 
but she' committed adultery. That this is the sound view, 
appears clearly from ver. 2. According to the right exposition 
(compare p. 195 qq.), this verae can be referred only to the 
first beginning of the relation betwixt the Lord and the 
people of Israel-to that only by which He acquirud the 
right of property in this peopig on' delivering them from 
Egypt. This is confirmed, moreover, by the second half of the 
verse under consideration: "As the Lord loveth," e tc  Hm 
the love of the Lord to Israel in its widest extent is spoken 
of. Every limitation of it to a single manifestation--be it a 



renewal of lorn after the apostasy, or the corrective discipline 
inflicted from love-i~ quite arbitrary; and the more so, be- 
cause, by the addition, "And they turned,'' et~., the love of 
God is represented as rnnning parallel with the apostasy of the 
people. The same result is obtained from a consideration of 
the &at half. For what entitles as to explain " lorn " by "love 
 gain,'' or even by urcstitue a d  +a," as is done by those 
who hold the opinion, already refuted, that the woman is 
Gomcr ? The word " love" correspon~ exactly with "as the 
Lord loveth." If the latter must be understood of the love of 
the Lord in ita whole extept,-if it does not designate merely 
the manifestation of love, but love itself,-how can a more 
limited view be taken of the former "love ?" How could we 
explain, ai is done by those who defend the reference to a new 
marriage, the words, LL Beloved of her friend, A d  an adulteress," 
as referring to a former marriage of the wife, and as tantamount 
&who was beloved by her former husband, and yet committed 
adultery? I n  that case, there would be the greatest dissimi- 
larity betwixt the type and the antitype. Who, in that case, is 
to be the type of the Lord? Is it to be the former husband, 
or the prophet? If the fibture is at all to correspond with the 
reality,-the first member. with the second, the can be none 
other than the prophet himself.-Let us now proceed to par- 
ticulars. a , ~ ,  " love," is stronger than np, " take," in chap. i. 2. 
There, marriage only was spoken of ; here, marriage from love 
and in love. This is stiU more emphatically pointed out by the 
subsequent words pl   ma^, and contrasted with the conduct of 
the wife, which is indicated by n m g  so that the sense is this : 
"In love take a wife who, although she is beloved by thee, her 
friend, commits adultery, and with whom-I tell it to thee 
beforehand-thou wilt live in a constant antagonism of love, 
and of ingratitude, the grossest violation of love." The word 
" looe" has a reference to the love preceding and effecting the 
marriage ; the word beloved," to the love uninterruptedly 
continuing during the marriage, and notwithstanding the 
~ntinued adultery, unless we should say-and it is quite 
~bii i l le-that  "love" implies, at the same time, "to take 
out' of love," and to love constantly." Instead of "beloved 
by be,'' it is said, beloved by her friend." h y  have been 
thereby misled; but it only eerva to make the coqtrast more 
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prominent? fn has only one signification-that of friena It 
never, by itself, means fellow-man," never " fellowJew," 
never "one with whom we have intercourse." The Pharisees 
were quite correct in understanding it as the opposite of 
enemy. In  their gloss, Matt. v. 43, KUI & e ~  d v  +d$v 
uov, there was one thing only objectionable--the most im- 
portant, it is true-that by the friend, they understood only 
him whom their heart, void of lovg loved indeed ; not him 
whom they ought to have loved, because God had united him 
to tLeni by the sacred ties of friendship and love. Thus, what 
ought to have awakened them to love, just served them as a 
palliation for their hatred. Now this signifhtion, which alone 
is the settled one, is here also very enitable. He whom the 
wife criminally forsakes, is not a severe husband, but her loving 
friend, whom she herself formerly acknowledged as such, and 
who always remains the same. Entirely parallel is Jer. iii. 20: 
"As a wife is faithless towards her friend, so have ye been 
faithless to Me;" compare ver. 4: " Hast thon not formerly 
called me, My father, fd of my youth art thon?" Compare 
also Song of Sol. v. 16. The correct meaning was long ago 
seen by Calvin: "There is," sayn he, "an expressiveness in 
this word. For often, when women prostitute themselves, the? 
complain that they have done it on account of the too great 
severity of their husbands, and that they are not treated by 
their husbands with suficient kindness. But if a husband 
delight in having hie wife with him, if he treat her kindly and 
perform the duties of a hueband, she is then less excusable. 
Hence, it is this most heinous ingratitude of the people that 
is here expressed, and set in opposition to the hifinite mercy and 
kindness of the Lord." For a still better insight into the mean- 
ing of the first half of this verse, we subjoin the pamphzasis by 
1Ciangm: a Seek thee a wife in whom thou art to have thy d e  
light, and whom thou art to treat with such love, that, even if 
she, by her unfaithfulness, violate the sacred rights of matri- 
mony, and thon, for that reason, canst no longer live with her, 

It is quite impomible to refer yl - - to the adulterere, and for thin rereon : 

-that it is always Israel'~ love to the idola that is epoken of, but never the 
love of the idola to Israel. In the explanation given in the words im- 
mediately following, it is not the idole that tcrlre the initiative ; it ie Iand 
who trvne to o h  godr 
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she shall still remain dear to thee, and shall be willingly received 
agUain into thy favour, as soon as she shall ha\-e reformed her 
life."-In the second half of the verse, there is a verbal agree- 
ment with passages of the Pentateuch, so close that it cannot 
certainly be accidental. Compare on $KIP m-ns mir mi-, 
~jent. vii. 8, ouuc ma*  mitt^,-an agreement which undoubtedly 
deserves so much more attention, that we have already estab- 
lished the relationship of the passage with ver. 2. On 5~ ~ 9 3 ~  

prim a*&, compare Deut. xwi. 18 : "I will hide My face in 
that day for all the evil they are doing, for they turn to other 
gods," awtt  n * h t  5u ;m.-n*my *m, " grape-cakes," has, as to 
its substance, been already explained, p. 194 sqq. It is the 
result of an entire misunderstanding, that some interpreters 
should here think of the love of feasting and banqueting. 
Others (as Geseniue) are anxious to prove that such cakes were 
used at the sacrifices which were offered to idols. The grape- 
cakes are rather idolatry itself; but the expression, " They love 
grapecakes," adds an essential feature to the words, " They'tnrn 
to other gods." I t  points, namely, to the sinful origin of idolatry. 
Earnest and strict religion is substantial and wholesome food ; 
but idolatry is soft food, which is sought only by the dainty and 
squeamish. That which is true of idolatry, is true also of the 
senice of sin, and of the world in general, which, in Job xx, 12, 
appears under the image of meat which is, in the mouth, ae 
sffeet as honey from the comb, but which is, in the belly, 
changed into the gall of asps. I n  the symbolism of the law, 
honey signified the lmt of the world; compare my work Die 
O p j k  der Hbl. &A+, S. 44. I t  is only the derivation of 
~*m, the signification of which is suiiiciently established by 
parallel passages, which requires investigation. W e  halve no 
hesitation in deriving it from e, '' fire ;" hence it means pro- 
perly, " that which has been subjected to fire (compare @) 
=that which has been baked," '' cakes." The derivation from 

"to found," has of late become current ; but the objections 
to it are :-partly, that the transition from '' founding," to 
"cake," is by no means an easy one; partly and mainly, that 
there is not the slightest trace of this root elsewhere in Hebrew. 
It is asserted, indeed, that a * v m  itself is found in Is. xvi. 7, 
with a signification which renders necessary the derkation from 
the verb M. But, even in that passage, the signification of 
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cakes" must be retained. The following m u m a  are in favour 
of it, and against the signification ''mh," adopted by Gem+ 
Jinner, and Hitzig. 1. The mgnification "cakes" deserves, 
ceteris paribw, a decided preference, because it is established by 
the other passages. It is only for reasons the moat cogent that 
we can grant that one and the same word has two meaning& 
and these not at all connected with each other. 2. The transi- 
tion from the meaning '' foundation," which alone can be derit-ed 
from the verb m, to that of "ruins," is by no means so easy 
as thoae critics would represent it. With respect to a rebuilding, 
for which the ruins d o r d  the foundation, they might, it is tme, 
be called foundations, compare Is. lviii. 12; but not where de- 
struction only is concerned. Who would speak of howling o\.er 
foundations, instead of howling over ruins? 3. The context is 
quite decisive. If we translate n*vm by "ruins," the sub* 
quent 93 is quite inexplicable. This little word, upon which so 
much depends, performs also the office of a guide : "For this 
reason Moab howla, for Moab altogether does he howl, for the 
cakes of Kirhareseth you do sigh, wholly afl8icted; fm the vine- 
yards of Heshbon are withered, the vine of Sibmah, the grapes 
of which intoxicated the lord of the nations," etc. Then, ver. 9, 
"Therefore I weep with Jaeser for the vine of Sibmah." If 
there be no more grapes, neither are there any more grape- 
cakes. The destruction of the vineyards is therefore the caw 
of the howling for the cakes. That such cakes, moreover, were 
prepared in many places in Moab, sufficiently appears from the 
name of tho place Dibhlathaim, i.e., town of cakea. I t  may be 
remarked further, that we are not entitled to assume a sing. 
vtm as given by lexicographers. along with ;lvm ; ,+n like- 
wise forms the plural &~1.r. 

Ver. 2. " And I bought her to me for jftcen pieca of s i b ,  
. and a homer of bar& and a lethech of &thy!' Compare the 

explanation of this verse, p. 195 sqq. 
Ver. 3. " And I said unto her, Thou art to sit for ms many 

days : thou a& not to whore, ahd h u  art not lo b e h g  to a man; 
and so I abo to thee!' 

The sitting bas the accessory idea of being forsaken and 
sulitary, w'hich may be explained from the circumstance, that he 
who is not inviteil to go with us is left to sit. Thus, e.g., Gen. 
mrviii. 11 : " Sit as a widow ill thy fatlier's house, until Shelolt 
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my son be grown ;" Is. xlvii. 8, where Babylon says, u I shall 
not ait as a widow," etc. The Fut. in this and the following 
verses must not be taken in an imperative sense, as meaning, 
thou shalt sit for me, thou shalt not whore ; the explanation 
given in ver. 4, and in the parallel passage in chap. ii. 8, 9, are 
alike opposed to it. The husband will not subject his wife to a 
moral probation, bat he will lock her up, eo that she must sit soli- 
tary, and cannot whore. With reference to this, Manger strik- 
ingly r&arks : &' There is, in that very severity, the beginning 
of leniency ; ' sit for me,' i.e, I who have been so unworthily 
treated by thee, and who yet am thy most affectionate husband, 
and who, though now at a distance from thee, will not altogether 
forget thk!' The *$ indicates that the sitting of the wife must 
have reference to the prophet. Quite similar is Exod. xxiv. 14 : 
" And he said unto the elders, us law, Sit ye here for us until 
we return to you!' The phraae itself, which must not be ex- 
plained tiy " to sit in expectation of some one," does not indi- 
cate in what way the eitting has reference to him. The issue 
of the whole proceeding, described in ver. 5, clearly. shows, 
however, that i t  is not inflicted by him as n merited punishment, 
as an effect of his just indignation, hut rather that we must 
think chiefly of l i i  compassionate love, which makes use of 
these means in order to render the reunion possible.-The dis- 
tinction between to whore," and c' to belong to a man," is 
obvious : the former denotea wag08 et promise~ius amores ; the 
other, connubial connection with a single individual ; compare, 
eg., Ezek. xvi. 8 ; Lev. xxi. 3. But the question is,-Who is 
to be understood by the 4L man 1'' Several refer it to the pro- 
phet exclusively. Thus Jerome says, " Thou shalt not shame- 
fully prostitute thyself with other lovers, nor be legally con- 
nected with me, the man to whom thou art married." Others 
admit, at least, a co-reference to the prophet = the Lord. By 
the words, " Thou art not to whore," they say that the inter- 
course with the lovers is excluded ; but, by, '' Thou art not to 
belong to a man," the intercourse with the husband also ; so 
that the sense would be, " Thou shalt not have connubial inter- 
course either with me, or with any other man!' But the cor- 
rect view k to refer both to the interamme with the lovers ; and 

indeed, that the former designates the giving of herself up, 
now to one, then to another ; while the latter points to her en- 
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tering into a firm relation to a single individual ; just eg in 
point of fact, the relation of Israel to the idols hitherto was a 
whoring. According as it suited their inclination, they mad% 
now this, and then that, god of the neighbonring nations an 
object of their worship ; whilst a marriage connection would have 
been formed, if they had entered with any one of them into a 
permanent and exclusive connection, similar to that which had 
heretofore existed between them and the Lord. This explana- 
tion is required by the words, " And so I also to thee," at the 
close of the verse. If the. words, '' Thou shalt not belong to 
any man," referred to the prophet, then " thou shalt not hare 
any intercourse with me" would imply, I shall not have any 
intercourse with thee ;" and did not require any nPw mention 
to be made.-The questions, however, now arise :-By what 
means was the state of things corresponding to the figure to be 
brought about ? By what is adulterous Israel to be prerented 
from whoring, and from belonging to any man ? B? what 
means is idolatry to be extirpated from among the people? The 
answer has been already given in our remarks on chap. ii. 8,9. 
The idols manifest themselves to Israel in their supposed gifts. 
If these were taken from them,-if they were entirely stripped, 
and plunged into want and misery, they could not fail to recog 
nise the vanity of all their previous efforts, along with the vanity 
of tha object of their worship, while their love to him could not 
but vanish. The absolute inability of the idols to afford con- 
solation and help to the people in their sufferings must have pot 
an end to their showing them allegiance.-The last words, "And 
I also to thee," are explained by the greater number of inter- 
preters to mean, " I also will be thine." Manger explains them 
thus : " I will not altogether break the tie of o w  love, nor marry 
another wife ; but I will remain thine, will at last receive thee 
again into my favour, and restore thee to the position of my 
wife." De TVette interprets them thus : LL But then I will come 
to thee ;" Umlreit : And I also only to thee ;" Ewald: " And 
yet I I full of love towards thee." But the words, '' And I 
also to thee," are rather tantamomt to-" I will conduct myself 
in a similar manner towards thee." JSow two things may con- 
stitute thii e q d t y  of conduct. Either it is conceived thus :- 
that the prophet is placed in parallelism with the wife. The 
latter has lost all claim upon the prophet; she has violated con- 



nubid fidelity, and, hence, pas no title to demand &at he should 
observe it. But that which she cannot demand from him, he 
dws, from the necessity of his nature. H e  promises to her that, 
during the p d g  which has commenced against her, he 
would not enter into any new wnnection ; and by holding out 
to her the hope of her retnming, at some future period, to her 
old relation to him, he makes it more easy for her to break off 
the sinful connections which have destroyed it. Without a 
figure : The Lord, from His forbearance and mercy, waits for 
the reformation of those who hitherto were His people ; does not 
drive them to despair by receiving another people in their place. 
Or, The prophet is placed in parallelism with the other man. 
As the wife does not enter into any relation with that man, so 
the prophet also abstains from any nearer intercourse with her. 
The latter explanation (adopted by Simon and Hittig) is to be 
preferred. The exclusiveness cannot in the same sense be a p  
plicable to the prophet, representing the Lord, as to the wife, 
representing the people. So early as in Deut. xxxii. 21, we 
read : They have moved Me to jealousy with that which is 
not God, they have provoked Me to anger with their vanities ; 
and I will move them to jealousy with those which are not a 
people, I will provoke them to anger with a foolish nation." 
After all that had, in the Song of Solomon, been predicted re 
garding the reception of the Gentile nations into the kingdom 
of God and Christ, and about the receiving again into it of 
Israel, to be effected by their instrumentality (compare my 
Comment. on Song of SOL, S. 239), the thought suggested by 
the former view would be quite incomprehensible. Quite deci- 
sive, however, is ver. 4, in which the thought, which is here in 
A sjmbolical garb, is expressed in plain language. There, how- 
ever, not only the intercourse with the idols, but the connection 
6 th  Jehovah a h ,  appears to be intermitted. The reason why 
the prophet does not enter into a closer connection with the wife 
is, that her repentance is more of a negitive, than of a positive 
character. By want and isolation, her hard heart is to be 
broken, true repentance to be called forth, and the flame of 
cordial conversion and love to her husband, whose faithful love 
she had eo ill requited, to be enkindled in her. In favour of 
the explanation given by us, and in opposition to that first men- 
tioned, the DJ is decisive. Again~t this, that other explanation, 
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in its various modifications, tries its strength in vain. a I also 
will be thine, or will adhe? to thee," would require in the pre 
ceding context, LL Thou shalt be mine, or adhere to me;" but 
of this, there is no trace. I t  is only in ver. 5 that, with an 
nfter, the conversion is reported. In favour of that false inter- 
pretation it is said; and with Borne plausibility, that the expla- 

former, in ver. 5, would contain a t  the same time its salutary 

I nation would otherwise be more extended than the qmbol: 
The latter would contain the outward dealing only; while the 

I 
effect. But, even according to this explanation, the words 
would not correspond with ver. 5. Hme, the showing of mercy 
would be announced without the mention, even by a word, of 
the sincere return to the husband-and this, altogether apart 
from the m, would be quite unsuitable, and would, moreorer, 
be opposed by the analogy of chap. ii. 9-while, in ver. 5, not 

I 
the showing of mercy, but only the reformation, would form 
the subject. In  that case, it ought not to have been. said, 1 
&' They s h d  return to the Lord," but rather, " The Lord 
shall retcrn to them." But this plausible reason falls to the 
ground, along with the unfounded supposition that the two last 
verses contain t l ~ c  explanation. The correct view is, that tl~e 
explanation is limited to ver. 4. Ver. 5 must be considered as 
an appendix, in which, without any figurative covering the 
effect is described which will be produced upon the nation bp 
these outward dealings. The symbol and its explanation extend 
only as far as the main object of the prophet in the section 
under review,-that object being to present the impending cap 
tivity in its trne light, and thereby to secure against levity and 
despair when it should appear. 

Ver. 4. " FW many clays the childccn of Iwael slrall sit 
without a king, and kithout a prince, and without a smj5iu, and 
without a pillrcr, and wdhout an Ephod and TetapRim." 

a is used because the reason of the performance of the 
symbolical action lies in its signification. Concerning W, see 
the remarks on ver. 3 ; compare, moreover, Lament. I. 1 : "How 
does the city sit solitary that was full of people ! she has become 
as a widow!'-The question is, whether, by the religious objects 
here mentioned, such only are to be understood as belonged to 
the worship of the idols, or such also as belonged to the worship 
of Jehovah. The following furnishes the reply. The 8- only 



can be considered as belonging exclusively to the idolatrous 
worship. Such pillars always occur only as being consecrated 
to the idols--especially to Baal. I t  cannot be proved in any 
may that, contrary to the express command in Lev. xxvi. 1, 
Dent. xvi. 22, they were, in the kingdom of Israel, consecrated 
to the Lord also; compare 2 Kings iii. 2, xvii. 10, x. 26-28. 
On the other hand, among the objects mentioned, there is also 
one, the nm, the mantle for the shoulders of the high priest, 
on which the Urim and Thummim were placed, which must be 
considered as belonging exclusively to the w0rshi.p of Jehovah; 
at least there is not the smallest trace to be found that it was 
part of any idolatrous worship. I t  is true that Gesmius, in the 
Tir~ laww,  p. 135, gives s. v. MK, under 2, the signification statua, 
s i r n u b u r n  idoli, and, besides the passages under consideration, 
refers to Jud. viii. 27, xvii. 5, sviii. 14 17. But one requires 
only to examine these pawages a little more minutely, to be 
convinced that the metamorphosis of Jehovah into an idol is as 
little justified as the changing of the mantle into a statue. 
From the personal character of Gideon, who was so zealous for 
the Lord against the idols, vie cannot at all think of idolatry in 
Jud. viii. 27. In  the l?i8sertatwns on tlre Genuineness of the 
Pentateuch, vol. ii. p. 80, it has becn pmved that the Ephod of 
Gideon was a precious imitation of that of the high priest. In  
chap. rvii. 5, we need only to consider these words : " And the 
man Micah had an home of God, and made an Ephod and 
Teraphim, and consecrated one of his sons, and he became a 
priest to him." Afterwards, Micah took a Levite for a priest. 
Bnt for what reason should he have been better suited for that 
purpose than any other man f The answer is given in ver. 13 : 
"Then said Micah, Now I know that Jehovah will do me good, 
for the Levite has become a priest to me." The ignorant man 
knows after all thus much, that the Levites alone are the only 
legitimate servants of Jehovah, and he rejoices, therefore, that 
he had now remedied the former irregularity. Jnd. xviii. 14 
does not require any particular illustration, for it is the same 
Ephod which is spoken of in that passage ; but- we must still 
direct attention to vem. 5 and 6 of that chapter. ' L  Then they 
(the Danites) aaid unto him (the Levite), Ask God, we pray 
thee, in order that we may know whether our way in which wg 
go shall be p r o s p a .  And the priest said unto them, Go in 
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peace, before Jehouah is the way wherein ye go." Here, then, 
we have a revelation given to the priest, as is alleged, by means 
of Ephod and Teraphim ; and this revelation is not ascribed 
to the idols, but to Jehovah, whom alone the Levite wished 
to serve. From thii it appears that the graven image and 
the molten image-which, besides Ephod and Teraphim, ac- 
cording to ver. 14, exist in the house of Micah-must be con- 
sidered as representations of Jehovah, similar to the calves in 
the kingdom of the ten tribes. In vol. ii. pp. 78, 79, of my 
Diasertationu on i9M Genuineneau of i9M Pentattueh, it has been 
demonstrated that the Ephod of Micah was, along with the 
Teraphim, an apeing of the high-priestly Ephod with the Urim 
and Thummim. The four objects mentioned in Judges h i .  
and xviii. are such as were separable although connected, and 
connected although separable. The nwlten work is the pedestal 
under the image ; the image is clothed with the Ephod, and in 
the Ephod were the Teraphim, from whom information and good 
connsel for the future were expected. For, that this is the 
object of the whole contrivance, is plain from chap; xviii. 5,6 ,  
where the priest asks counsel of God for the Danites.-With 
regard to the other two objects mentioned in the verse before 
us, viz., the sacrifice and Teraphim, a reference, at least excln- 
sive, to idolatrous worship, cannot be by any means maintained. 
As sacrifices are mentioned in the widest generality, without 
my limitation in the preceding context, there is certainly no- 
thing which could in the least entitle us to exclude the sacrifices 
which were offered to Jehovah. The Temphim are intermediate 
deities, by means of which the future is to be disclosed (com- 
pare the remarks on Zech. x. 2) ; they might be brought into 
connection with every religions system, but are found only once 
in connection with any other religion than that of Jehovah,- 
and this in a case where a non-Israelite is spoken of. I t  is me, 
however, that, in substance, the Teraphim belong to the side 
of idolatry; for, wherever they occur within the religion of 
~ehovah, ' the~ belong to a degenerate condition of i t  only, which 
is on a par with idolatry. I t  would appear that they are here 
contrasted with the Ephod, as the illegsl means for ascertaining 
the future, in opposition to the legal means. That the Ephod 
was used for discovering the divine will, is seen from 1 Sam. 
sx-iii. 9, xxx. 7. The Teraphim, in like manner, served to ex- 



plore the f u t m .  A closer connection of the two seems to be 
indicated by the circumstance that r~ is omitted before n9am.- 
But how can we account for this strange intermingling of what 
belonged to the idols with what belonged to Jehovah, since it 
cannot but be done intentionally ? It points to the dark mixture 
which at that time existed among the people, and is a kind of 
ironical reflection npon it.-The Lord makes them disgusted 
with idolatry, and all that belongs to it, through His visitations, 
in which they seek in vain the help of the id04 and become 
thoroughly acquainted with their vanity; compare remarks in 
ver. 3. At  the same time, however, all the pledges of Hie grace 
are taken from them, so that they get into an altogether isolated 
position. He  withdraws from them their independent govern- . 

ment, the altar and priesthood-the former as a just p k h m e n t  
for their rebellion against the dynasty ordained by God (com 
pare chap. viii. 4), of which, first Israel, and then Judah, had 
made themselves guilty.-As regards the historical reference of 
this prophecy, interpretera are divided, and refer it either to the 
h y i a n ,  the Babylonish, or the Romish exile. The greater 
number of them, however, refer it exclusively to the last. This 
is especially the case with the Jewish interpreteia ; e.g., Kimehi, 
who says: "These are the day8 of the exile, in which we are 
now; we have neither. an Israelitiah king nor an Israelitish 
prince, but are under the dominion of the Gentiles and their 
kings." The principal defendera of a direct reference to the 
Bssyrian captivity, are V m a  (Dismt p. 238) and Manger. 
The decision depends chiefly npon what we are to understand 
b~ "the children of Israel." If these are the whole people, it 
is arbitrary to assign any narrower limits to the Wold of God, 
than to His deed. The prophecy must, in that case, comprehend 
everything in which the idea is realized; and this so much the 
more, as the spiritual eye of the prophet, directed to the idea 
only, does not generally regard the intervals which, in the ful- 
filment, lie between the various realizations of the idea. But 
now, ver. 5 would seem to lead us to entertain the opipion, that, 
in the first instance, the prophet has in view the children of 
Ismel in the more limited sense only. The words, "They shall 
return and seek David their king," imply a reference to the 
then existing apostasy of the ten tribes from the dynasty of 
David. Bat the future apostasy of the SON of Judah a h  from 



David their king may be as well prem~ppo~ed here, aa, in chapter 
ii. 2, their being carried away ; and this so much the rather, as 
in chap. ii. 2, the words, "They appoint themselves a king" 
suggest that the sons of Judah also, no leaa than the sob of 
Israel, are without a head, and hence have apostatized from 
David the king. And it is 80 much the more natural to adopt 
euch a supposition, as the Song of Solomon had already described 
so minutely the rebellion of the whole people against the glorions 
descendant of David-the heavenly Solomon-to which the 
apostasy of the ten tribes from the house of David was only n 
prelude. Considering the whole relation in which Hoaea stands 
to the Song of Solomon, we could scarcely imagine that, h~ 
this respect, he should not have alluded to, and resumed its 
contents. I n  the whole tlri~d chpter there is ,tothing which 
refers mclusively to the ten tribee. Chap. iii. 2 has reference to 
all IsraeL Throughout the whole Book of Hosea also, aa well 
as by the second Israelitish prophet Amos (compare the remarks 
on Amos, chap ix.), Judah and Israel are viewed together, both 
as regards apostasy and punishment (v. 5,12, viii. 14, x. 11, etc.), 
and as regards salvation, vi. 1-4, etc. Of special importance 
is the compariion of the remarkable prophecy of Azariah in 
2 Chron. xv. 2-4, which was uttered at the time of Asa, king 
of Judah, and which so nearly coincides with the one before us, 
that the idea suggests itself of an allusion to it by Hosea: " Hear 
ye me, ha, and all Judah and Benjamin : The Lord will be 
with you, if you are with Him; and if ye seek Him, He mill 
be found of you ; and if ye forsake Him, He will forsake yon. 
And many days will be to Israel when there is no true God,' 
and no teaching priest: and no law. Then they return in their 
trouble unto Jehovah the God of Israel, and they seek Him, 
and He is found of them." If the fundamental prophecy refer 
to all Israel, the same must be the case with the prophecy under 
consideration. The condition in which the Jews are, up to the 
present day, is described in both of these prophecies with re- 
markable clearness; and hence we may most confidently enter- 

J. D. Michaelis remarh: '& In the present captivity they do not. 
indeed, worship idols, but nevertheless they do not know, nor worsbi~ 
the true God, since they reject the Son, without whom the Father will not 
be worshipped, John xvii. 3 ; 1 John ii. 23 ; 2 John 9." 

The " prieat" here cmreaponde with the '' Ephod" in Hoaar 



bin the hope, that there shall be a fulfilment also of that which, 
in them as well as in the Song of Solomon, has been foretold 
regarding the glorious issue of them dealings of God. 

Ver. 5. " Aftetvrurda 8haU the children of Israel ~eturn a d  
seek the h d  ~ M ' P  God, and David their king, and &U tremble 
to the h d  and to His goodtzeas in the end of the days." 
TI must not by any means be regarded as modifying rwph 

so that both the verbs would constitute only one verbal idea 
This must be objected to, not only from the arguments already 
stated in the marks on chap. ii. 11, but, most decidedly, on 
account of the parallel passage, chap. ii. 9, "1 will go and re- 
turn to my k i t  husband." Compare chap. vi. 1 : " Come and 
let ns return unto the Lord ;" v. 15, where the Lord says, "1 
will go and r e t m  to My place until they become guilty and 
wek My face ; in their ailliction they will seek Me ;" Jer. 1.4 : 
'<In those days, and in that time, saith the Lord, the children 
of Israel shall come, they and the chiidren of Judah together, 
seeping will they come, and seek the Lord their God,"--a 
passage which, like Jer. xxx. 9, points to the one before us in 
a manner not to be mistaken ; Ls. x. 21 : "The remnant shall 
tefunt, the remnant of Jacob, unto the mighty God." The 
text, and the parallel passages, most clearly indicate what is to 
be considered as the object of their return, namely, the Lord 
their God, and David their king, from whom they had so 
sl~amefully apostatized; so that those interpreters who here 
t h d c  of a return to Canaan do not deserve a refutation. The 
words, "Jehovah their Clod," at the same time lay open the de- 
lusion of the Israelites (who imagined that they could still 
possess the true God, in the idol which they called Jehovah), 
and rebuke their ingratitude. Calvin says, " God had offered 
&ndf to them, yea, He had had familiar intercourse with 
them,-He had, as it were, brought them up on Hie bosom 
just as a father does his sons. The prophet, therefore, indi- 
rectly rebukes, in these words, their stupendous wickedness." 
The God of the Israelites, as well as the God of the Jews after 
they had rejected Christ, stood to the God of Israel in the same 
relation as doea the God of the Deists and Rationalists to the 
God of the Christians. The question here arises, Who is to be 
mderstood here by '' David their king 8" Some interprebrs 
d e r  it, after the esample of Tlreodvret (t. ii. p. 2, p. 1326), to 
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Zerubbabel ; but by far the greater number of them, following 
the Chaldee ("And they shall obey the Messiah, the son of 
David their king"), understand, thereby, the Messiah. I t  is 
true that the latter exposition is quite correct as to its substance, 
but not as to the f o m  in which it is commonly expressed. From 
the words, "They shall return and seek," it is evident that 
the Messiah is here not called David as an individual, as is done 
in other passages, e.g., Jer. xxx. 9. For the return presupposes 
their having been there formerly, and their having departed; 
just as the seeking implies neglecting. The expression, "their 
king," also requires special attention. In  contrast to the "king" 
in ver. 4 (compare viii. 4, "They have made a king, and not 
by Me, a prince, and I knew it not"), it shows that the subject 
of discourse is not by any means a new king to be elected, but 
such an one as the Israelites ought to obey, even now, as the 
king ordained .for them by God. The sound view is this : By 
the "king David" the whole Davidic house is to be understood, 
which is here to be considered as an unity, in the same manner 
as is done in 2 Sam. vii., and in a whole series of Psalms which 
celebrate the mercies shown, and to be shown, to David and 
his house.' . These mercies are most fully concentrated in 
Christ, in whose appearance and everlasting dominion the pro- 
mises given to David were first to be fully realized. The pro- 
phet mentions the wholethe  Davidic family-because it w~ 
only thus that the contrast between the apostasy and the retorn 
could be fully brought out; but that, in so doing, he has 
Christ especially in view-that he expected a return of the 
children of Israel to David in Christ, is shown bp the term 
awn nmw, which, in the prophets, never occurs in any other 
sense than the times of the Messiah. (Compare, regarding this 
expression, the remarke on Amos ix. 1.) This reason is alone 
sufEcient to refute the reference to Zerubbabel; although so 
much must indeed be conceded, that the circumstance of pnrt 
of the citizens of the kinsdam of the ten tribes adhering to 
him, the descendant of the house of David, may be considered 
as a prelude of that general return. The close connection 
betwixt the seeking of Jehovah their Gtod and David their 
king, likewise claims our attention. David and his family had 
been ejected by God to be the mediator between FEm and the 

In 1 Kinga xii. 16, ah, David atando for the Davidic d-y. 
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people--the channel through which all His blessings flowed 
down upon the people-the visible image of the invisible King, 
who, at the end of the days, was, in Christ, most perfectly to 
reflect His glory. The Israelites, in turning away from David 
their king, turned away, at the same time, from Jehovah their 
God,-aa was but too soon manifested by the other signs of 
apostasy from Him, by the introduction of the worship of 
calves, etc. H e  who refuses to acknowledge God in that which 
He has Himself declared to be His visible image (from Christ 
down to every relation which represents Him in any respect, e.g., . 
that of the father to the son, of the king to the subject), will 
soon cease to acknowledge Himself. But as, first, the ten tribes, 
and afterwards, the entire people, apostatized from God, by 
apostatizing from David, so, by their apostasy from him, they 
excluded themselves from all participation in the privileges of 
the people of God, which could flow to them only through 
him. I t  is only when they return to David by returning to 
Christ, that, from their self-made God, they come to the true 
God, and within the sphere of His blessings. That the same 
thing is repeated among ourselves in the case of those who have 
forsaken Christ their King, and yet imagine still to possess God, 
and that i t  is only by their returning to the brightness of His 
glory that they can attain to a true union with the Lord their 
God, and to a ~articipation in the blessings which He bestows,- 
all thii is so obvious as to require nothing beyond a simple sug- 
gestion. A perfectly sound interpretation of this passage is to 
be found in Calvin, who remarks : "David was, as it were, a 
messenger of the Lord, and, hence, that defection of the ten 
tribes was tantamount to a rejection of the living God. The 
Lord had, on a former occasion, said to Samuel (1 Sam. viii. 7), 
'They have not rejected thee, but they have rejected Me.' 
But how much more was this applicable in the case of David, 
whom Samuel had anointed at the command of God, and whom 
the Lord had adorned with so many glorious attributes, that 
they could not reject his rule without, at the same time, pub- 
licly rejecting, to a certain extent, the Lord Himself ! I t  is true, 
indeed, that David was then dead; but Hosea here represents, 
in his person, his everlasting dominion, which the Jews knew 
would last as long as the sun and moon." The expression, 

T 
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cc They tremble to the Lord," graphically describes the disposi- 
tion of heart in him, who, trembling with 'terror and anxiety on 
account of the surrousding danger and distress, flea to H i m  
who can alone afford help and deliverance. That we must thus 
explain it,-that we cannot entertain the idea of any trembling 
which p d s  from the inconceivable greatn- of the blessing 
-a disposition of heart so graphically described by Claudian in 
the words, 

" Horret adhuc animue, manifestaque g a d  differt 
Dum stupet et tanto cunctatnr credere v o w -  

and that we can as little think of a fearing or trembling which 
is the consequence of the knowlodge of de& sinfulness and M- 
worthiness, is shown by the paraiiel pass& h chap. xi 11: 
"They tremble as a bird out of Egypt, and as a dove out of 
the land of Assyria." The bird and the dove Bre here an 
emblem of helplessness. Substantially parallel is also chap. v. 
15 : "In their diction they will seek Me." Their trembling 
is not voluntary; it is forced upon them by the Lord. But 
that they tremble to the -that, through fear, they sder 
themselves to be led to the Lord-is their free act, although 
possible only by the assistance of grace. The majlner in which 
the words, "and to His goodness," are to be understood, is 
most plainly shown by the words, "I will return to my fust 
husband, for it was better with me then than now," chap. ii. 9. 
Along with the Lord, they have lost His goodness also? and the 
gifts flowing from it. But distress again drives them to sccE 
the Lord, and His goodness, which is inseparable from Himelf. 
This explanation is confirmed by other parallel passages also; 
e.g., Jer. xxxi. 12 : "And they come and exult on the height of 
Zion, and flow together to the goodness of the Lord (inn m), 
to corn, and must, and oil, and lambs, and cattle;" ver. 14: 
"My people shall be satisfied with My gwdness." Compare 
also Pa. wvii. 13, xxxi. 20; Zech. k 17. We would therefore 
object to the opi&on of several interp~ters, who would explain 
ma* aitl as being equivalent to mir a, to His manifestation in 
the Angel of the Lord, the Ah%, by whom His glory and 
goodness are made known. 



THE PBOP- JOEL 

THE P R O P H E T  J O E L .  

The @tion which has been assigned to Joel in the c o l l e  
tion of the Minor Prophets, furnishes an external argument for 
the determination of the time at which Joel wrote. There 
cannot be any doubt that the Collectors were guided by a con- 
sideration of the chronology. The circumstance, that they 
placed the prophecies of Joel just between the two prophets 
who, according to the inscriptions and contents of their 
prophecies, belonged to the time of Jeroboam and Uzziah, is 
thus equivalent to an express testimony that he also lived, and 
exercised his ministry, during that time. 
By this testimony we have, in the meanwhile, obtained a 

6rm standing-point ; and it must remah firm, aa long as it is 
not overthrown by other nnquestionable facts, and the Collec- 
tors are not convicted of an historical error. But, as reganla 
the latter point, there ia the greater room for caution, because 
all the other statement8 which they have made are, upon a 
careful examination, found to stand the test ; for none of the 
other Minor Prophets is found to occupy a place to which he is 
not entitled. But no such facts are to be found ; on the wn- ' 
trary, everything m e a  to confirm their testimony. 

It will not be possible to asaign the prophecies of Joel to a 
later period ; for Amos places at the head of one of hie 
prophecies one of the utterances of Joel (compare Amos i. 2 
with Joel iv. 16 ti. 16]), as the text, aa it were, on which he is 
to comment. That we are not thereby preclud+ from con- 
sidering the two propheta as contemporaneous, is shown by the 
altogether similar case of Isaiah, in .his relation to Micah. 
Isaiah, too, borrows, in chap. xiii. 6, a sentence from Joel i. 15, 
the pecnliarity of which proves that tho coincidence is not acci- 
dental. Such verbal repetitions must not be, by any means, 
considered as unintentional reminiscences. They served to ex- 
hibit that the prophets acknowledged one another as the o r p  
of the Holy Spirit,-to testify the &p@j Gu+ijv, the want 
of which in the times after Ezra and Nehemiah is mentioned 
by Josephns an one of the reasons why none of the writings of 
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that period could be acknowledged as sacred (See the Author's 
Dissertatwm on the Genuinsneee of DanieI, p. 199.) FU&,- 
The description of the threatening judgment in chap. i. snd ii. 
is, in Joel, kept just in that very same generality in which we 
find it in the oldest prophecies that have been preserved to US, 

viz., in Amos, in the first chapters of Isaiah and of Hosea; whilst 
in later times, the threatening is, throughout, particularized by 
the express mention of the instruments who were, in the first 
instance, to serve for its fulfilment, viz., the Bssyrians and 
Babylonians. That which Judah had to suffer from the former 
was so severe, that Joel, in chap. iv. 4 ff.-where he mentions, 
although, as it were., only in the way of example, nations with 
which Judah had hitherto already come into hostile contact- 
would scarcely have passed them over in silence, in order to 
mention only the far lesser calamity Hfiicted by other nations. 

But just- as little can we think of an earlier period. It  is 
certainly not accidental, that among all the prophets whose 
writings have been preserved to us, no one appeared at an earlier 
period ; any more than it is accidental, that no prophecies are 
extant of the distinguished men of God in earlier times, of whom 
the hiitorical books make mention, especially Elijah and Elisha. 
I t  was only when the great divine judgments were being pre- 
pared, and were approaching, that it was time, through their 
announcement, to waken from the slumber of security those who 
had forgotten God, and to open the treasures of hope and con- 
solation to the faithful. Formerly, the living, oral word of the 
prophets was the principal thing ; but now that God opened up 
to them a wider view,-&at their calling had regard not only to 
the present, but also to the future time, the written word 
raised to an equal dignity. Nothing, then, but the mast cogent 
reasous codd induce us to make, in the case of Joel only, an 
exception to so established a rule. 

But we cannot acknodedge as such, what Credner (in his 
Comment. on Joel, p. 41 sqq.) has brought forward to prove 
that Joel committed to writing his prophecies as early as under 
the reign of Joash, i.e., about 870-65 B.c., or from seventy to 
eighty years earlier than any of the other prophecies which haw 
come down to ns. If  we do not allow ourselves to be carried 
away by the multitude of hi words, we s h d  find that the only 
remaining plausible argument &that the Syrians of Damasc~ 
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are not mentioned among the enemies of the Covenant-people, 
as they are in Amos. From thii, Credner infers that Joel must 
have prophesied before the first inroad of the Syrians on Judea, 
which, according to 2 Kings xii. 18 ff.; 2 Chron. xxiv. 23 ff., 
took place under Jehoash. But we need only look at that 
passage, in order to be convinced that the mention of that event 
could not be expected in Joel. The expedition of the Syrians 
was not directed against Judea, but against the Philiines. It 
was only a single detached corps which, accoiding to Chronicles, 
incidentally, and on their return, made an inroad on J u a  ; 
but Jerusalem itself was not taken. This single act of hostility 
could not but be soon forgotten in the course of time. I t  was 
of quite a different character from that of the Phclenicians and 
Philistines mentioned by Joel, which were only particular out- 
breaks of the hatred and envy which they continually cherished 
against the Covenant-people, and which, as such, were p m  
eminently the object of punitive divine justice. But on what 
ground does the .supposition rest, that Joel must necessarily 
mention all those nations, with which the Covenant-people came, 
at any time, into hostile contact ? The oontext certainly does 
not favour such an idea. The mention of former hostile attach 
in chap. iv. (iii.) 4-8 is altogether incidental, as Vitinga, in his ' 

Typ.  Doetr. Proph. p. 189 sqq., has admitted : '' The prophet," 
s a p  he, '' was describing the heavy judgments with which God 
would, after the effusion of the Spirit, successively, and especially 
in the latter days, visit the enemies of the Church, and over- 
throw them, on account of the injuiies which they had inflicted 
upon it. And while he was doing so, those injuries presented 
themselves to his mind, which in his own time, and in the im- 
mediate past, were inflicted upon the Jewish people-a portion 
of the universal Church-by the neighbonring nations, the 
Tjrians, Sidoniane, and Philistines. To them he addresses his 
di scom in pausing (in tmsitu), and announces to them, in 
the name of Qod, that they themselves also would not remain 
unpnnished." The correctness of Vitringa, with his " in 
tranritu," is proved by the m, as well as by the circumstance, 
that vers. 9 ff. are closely connected with ver. 3 ; so that vem. 
4 ff. form a -1 parenthesis. How entirely out of place would 
here have been any mention of the Syrians I There was ne- 
c e d y  gomething required which was very striking, and 
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which, having but recently occurred, was still vividly remem- 
bered. But the matter was altogether different, in the case of 
Amos. Joel has to do with the enemies of Judah only ; b o a ,  
with those of the kingdom of Israel also, among whom the 
Syrians were the most dangerous. Hence, he begins with them 
at  once. The crime with which he charges them in chap. i. 3, 
that they had threshed the inhabitants of Gilead with threshing 
instruments of iron, concerns the kingdom of Israel only. The 
same applies to the Ammonites and' Moabites also, who, in like 
manner, are mentioned by Amos, and not by Joel. The Am- 
monites are charged in Amos i. 13 with ripping up the women 
with cliid of Gilead, that they might enlarge their border ; and 
the crime of the Moabites, rebuked in chap. ii. 1, occurred, very 
probably, during the time of, or after, the expedition against 
them, mentioned in 2 Kings iii.-the real instigator of which 
was the king of'Israe1. 

W e  must indeed be astonished that Hibq, Emoald, Meier, 
Barn; and others, after the example of Credner, have likewise 
declakd in favo& of the view that the propheci& of Joel were 
composed under Joash. None of the arguments, however, b~ 
which they attempt to support their view, can stand examina- 
tion. 

"There is nowhere, aa yet, the slightest allusion to the b y -  
rians," says Ewald. But neither is any such found in Amos, 
nor in the first part of Hosea. An irruption, however, such as 
former times had uot known,-an overflowing, as it were, by 
the heathen, such as could by no means proceed from the small 
neighbouring nations, but from extensive kingdoms only, is here 
also brought into \<ew. Joel is, in this respect, in strict agree- 
ment with Amos, who embodies his prophecy concerning this 
event, in chap. vi. 14, in these words : " For, behold, I raise up 
against you, 0 house of Israel, Gentile people, saith the Lord, 
the God of hosts, and they shall a@ct you from Hamath unto 
the river of the wildernem." 

" There breathes here still the unbroken warlike spirit of the 
timea of Deborah and David," Ewald further remarks. But is 
there in the fourth (third) chapter any trace of self-help on the 
part of the people? Jndgment upon the Gentiles is executed 
without any human instrumentality, by ad,-not by Bis 
earthly, but by His heavenly heroes," who are sent down 
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from heaven to earth, and who make short work with these 
fancied earthly h e m .  Compare chap. iv. (iii.) 11-13, where 
the address is directed to the heavenly ministers of God, at  the 
head of whom the Angel of the Covenant must be supposed to 
be: Ps. ciii. 20 ; Rev. xix. 14. Such a victory of the kingdom 
of God, all the prophets announce,-not only Isaiah and Micah, 
but also Ezekiel, e.g., in chap. xxxviii. and &. 

'' We perceive here the prophetic order in Jerusalem, still 
in the same ancient greatness as when Nathan and Gad may 
hare exercised their office at  the time of David. A whole 
people, without contradicting or murmuring, still depend upon 
the prophet. H e  desires the observance of a grievous ordi- 
nance, and willingly. i t  is performed ; his word is still like a 
hizher command which all cheerfully obey. Nor is any discord 
to be seen in the nation, nor any wicked idolatry or supersti- 
tion; the ancient simple faith still lives in them, unbroken and 
undivided." So Ewald still further remarks. But this argu- 
ment rests upon a false supposition; a conversion of the people 
at the time of the prophet is not at all spoken of. The pre- 
tended repentance is to take place in future,-which, according 
to chap. i. 4, we must conceive of as being still afar off, namely, 
in the time after the divine judgments have broken in. And 
as to a progress in the apostasy of the people, it can scarcely be 
proved that such took place in the time betwixt Joash a d  
Vzziah. Between these two, we do not find any new stage of 
cornoption. The idolatry of Solomon, and the abominations of 
Athaliah, had exercised their influence, even as early as under 
Jwh. How deep the rent was which, even then, went through 
the nation, is shown by the fact, that, according to 2 Chron. 
Gv. 17, 18, after the death of Jehoiada, Joash gave way to the 
uri~ent demands of the princes of Judali, and allowed free scope 
to idolatry. Moreover, the threatening announcement of a judg- 
ment, which is to extend even to the destruction of the temple, 
proves how deep the apostasy was at the time of Joel. Where 
a judgment ia thus threatened, which, in its terrors, far snr- 
paase~, all former judgments, the ancient faith" certainly can- 
not have been ve ry vigorous. 

The Messianic idea appears here in its generality and inde- 
finiteness, without being nu yet concentrated in the person of an 
ideal king,".Hw remarks. But if t h ~ s  argument were at  a11 
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valid, we should have to go back even beyond the time of J d  
Solomon, David, and Jacob alread y knew the pemnal Messiah. 
The prophets, however, do not everywhere proclaim everything 
which they know. Even in Isaiah, there occur long Messianic 
descriptions, in which the Measiah Himself is not to be found. 
I n  Joel, moreover, everything is collected around the person of 
the Teacher of righteousness." 

" Joel," it is further remarked, must have prophesied at a 
time when the Philistine and other nations, who had become 80 

haughty under Jehoram, had but lately ventured upon deatrnc 
tive plundering expeditions as far as Jerasalem, 2 Chron. xxi. 
10 ff." This argument would be plausible, if the injuries in- 
flicted by the Philistines and the inhabitant. of Tgrus had not 
appeared in equally lively colours before the mind of Amos 
(chap. i. 6-10), who, at all events, prophesied between seventy 
and eighty years after these events. I t  is just this fact which 
should teach caution in the application of such arguments. 
The recollection of such facts could not be lost, as long as the 
disposition continued from which they originated. I t  was as if 
they had happened in the present ; for, under* similar circnm- 
stances, similar events would have again immediately taken 
place. The passage chap. iv. 19, '' Egypt shall be a desola- 
tion, and Edom shall be a desolate wilderness, for the violence 
against the children of Judah, because they have shed innocent 
blood in the land," shows also how lively was the recollection of 
injuries sustained long ago. Egypt and Edom in that passage 
are mentioned individually, in order to designate the enemies of 
the people of God in general, and yet with an allusion to deeds 
perpetrated by the Egyptians and Edomites properly so called. 
As the su5x in n m ~  must be referred to the sons of Judah- 
for we have no liistorical account of a bloody deed perpetrated 
against Judall by the Edomites in their own land, md it ws 
the land of Judah which was invaded and devastated by the 
host of locusts-we can think, in the case of the Egyptians, 
only of the invasion under Rehoboam (1 Kings xiv.), and in 
the case of the Edomiteq only of the p a t  carnage which 
they m d e  in Judah, during the time at which David carried 
on war with Aram in Arabia and on the Euphrates,-pm 
bably at a time when he had sustained heavy losses in that 
warfare ; compare my Comment. on Pa xliv. and L. Of Prig 
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similar later occurrence there is no account extant. It is only 
by a fanciful exposition that " the innocent blood" can be 
found in 2 Kings viii. 20-22. The Edomites at that time kept 
only a defensive position, and did not come into the land of 
Jndah. " The innocent blood" implies a war of conquest, and 
a hostile inroad. 

In  chap. iv. (iii.) 4-7, Joel promisee a return to the citi- 
zens of Judah, who had been carried away by the Philistines 
under Jehoram ; and, hence, an age cannot have elapsed since 
that event!' Thus Meier argues. But the words, '' Behold, I 
raise them out of the place whither ye have sold them," contain 
no special prediction, but only the application of the general 
tmth, that God gathers together the dispersed of Judsh, and 
brings back again the exiled of Israel ; and it is only requisite 
to compare concerning them, Gen. xv. 16, '' I n  the fourth 
generation they shall come hither again," and 1. 24, LL God will 
visit you, and bring you out of this land." 

We thus arrive at  the conclusion that Joel occupies the right 
place in the Canon. 

The assertion that Joel belonged to the priestly order, 
is as baseless as the similar one regarding .Habakkuk, and 
as the supposition that the author of the Chronicles was a 
musician. 

The book contains a connected description. I t  begins with 
a graphic account of the ruin which God will bring upon His 
apostate Congregation, by means of foreign enemies. These 
latter represent themselves to the prophet in his spiritual vision 
as an ddestroying swarmof locusts. The fundamental thought 
is this :-'6 Wheresoever the carcase is, there will the eagles 
be gathered together,"-wherever corruption manifests itself 
in the Congregation of the Lord, punishment will be inflicted. 
k u s e  God has sanctified Himself in the Congregation, and 
has p i o u s l y  imparted to her His holiness, He must therefore 
sanctify Himself upon her,-must manifest His holiness in her 
punishment, if she haa become like the profane world. He 
c a o t  allow that, after the Spirit has departed, the dead body 
should still continue to appear as His kingdom, but strips off 
the mask of hypocrisy from His degenerate Church, by repre 
senting her outwardly as that which, by her guilt, she has 
become inwardly. This thought commonly appears iu a special 
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application, by the mention of the name of the.particnlar people 
whom the Lord is, in the immediate future, to employ for the 
realization of it. I n  the case before us, however, H e  .is satis 
fied with pointing to the dignity and power inherent in Him. 
The enemies are designated only as people from the North. 
But it was from the North-from Syria-that all the prin- 
cipal invasions of Palestine proceeded. Hence there is no 
reason either to think of one of them exclusively, or to exclude 
one. On the contrary, the comprehensive character of the de- 
scription distinctly appeans in i. 4. I t  ia there, at the very 
threshold, intimated, that the heathenish invasion will be a 
fourfold one,-that Israel shall become the prey of four mcces- 
sire extensive empires. Joel's mission fell at the commence 
ment of the written prophecy; and in harmony with this, 
he gives only an outline of that which it was reserved for the 
later prophets to fill up, and to cany out in its details, by the 
mention of the name of each single empire, as the times moved 
on. I t  was enough that Joel prophesied the destruction by 
these great empires, even before any one of them had appeared 
on the stage of history, and that he was enabled to p i n t  even 
to the fourfold number of them. 

The threat of punishment, joined with exhortations to IF 
pentance, to which the people willingly listened, and humbled 
themselves before the Lord, continues down to chap. ii. 17. 
With this is connected the proclamation of salvation-which 
extends down to chap. iii. 2 (ii. 29). The showing of mercy 
begins with the fact, that God sends the Teaher of .;Shteotlb 
ness. p e  directs the attention of the people to the design of 
their sufferings, and invites the weary and heavy laden to come 
to the Lord, that He may refresh them. His voice is heard br 
those who are of a broken heart; and there then follo*~ rich 
divine blessing, with its consummation-the outpouring of the 
Spirit. Both-the sending of the Teacher of righte0u.m- 
and the outpouring of the S p i r i t h a d  their preliminary fulfil- 
ments ; the first of which took place soon after the commence- 
ment of the devastation by the locusts, in the time of the b y -  
rians,-a second, after the destrnction by the Babylonians had 
come upon the people,-a third, after the visitation by h e  
Greek tyranny under the Maccabees. But the chief referenm 
of the prophecy is, throughout, to Christ, and to the vouchsafe- 
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ment of the blessing, and to the outpouring of the Spirit, origi- 
nating in His mediation. 

The announcement of salvation for the Covenanbpeople is, 
in the third and last part, followed by the opposite of it, viz., 
the announcement of judgments npon the enemies of the Con- 
gregoation of God. Their hatred of it, proceeding from hatred 
to God, is employed by Him, indeed, as a means of chastising 
and purifying His Church; but i t  doea not, for that reason, 
cease to be an object of His punitive justice. The fundamen- 
tal idea of this part of the book is expressed in 1 Pet. iv. 17 by 
the words : "For the time is come that judgment must begin 
at the house of God. And if it first beah at us, what shall 
the end be of them that obey not the Gospel of God? And if 
the righteous scarcely be saved, where shall the ungodly and 
the sinner appear?" The description bears here also, ns in 
the second and first parts, a comprehensive character, That 
which, in the course of history, is realized in a long series of 
single acts of divine interposition against the enemies of .the 
Church, is here brought together in a single scene. The over- 
throw of Assyria, Babylon, the Persian and Grecian monar- 
chies, is comprehended in this prophecy. But its find fulfil- 
ment must be sought for only in the Messianic time. This is 
si~fficientl~ evident from the relation of this part to the second. 
Having giren ear to the Teacher of righteousness, and the 
Spirit having been poured out upon her, the Congregation has 
become an object of the loving providence of God. From this 
flows the judowent upon her enemies. If, then, the promise of 
the Teacher of righteousness and of the outpouring of the Spirit 
be, in subtance, Messianic, so, the judgment too must, in sub- 
stance, bear a Messianic character. The same appears from iv. 
(iii.) 18, according to which passage, simultaneously with the 
judgments, there cometh forth, from the house of the Lord, a 
fountain which watereth the valley of Shittim-the waters of 
salvation which water the dry land of human need. (Compare . 

the remarks on Ezek. Jvii. ; Zech. xiv. 8 ; and.my Comment. on 
&el. xxii. 1.) This feature, however, clearly points to the 
%sianic time. 
.We must here, however, avoid confounding the substance 

with the form,-the idea with the temporary clothing which the 
prophet puts npon it, in accordance with the nature of prophetic 
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vision, in which, necessarily, all that is spiritual must Le repre- 
sented in outward sketches and forms. This form is as fol- 
lows :-In the place nearest to the temple, and which was able 
to contain a great multitude of people, in the valley of Jeho- 
shaphat, all nations are gathered. (The valley very probably 
received i t .  name from the appellation which, in the passage 
nuder consideration, the prophet gives to it, in order to mark 
its destination ; for Jehoshaphat means, the Lord judges," or 
" Valley of Judgment."') The Lord, enthroned in the temple, 
exercises judgment upon them. In  this manner-in outward 
forms of perception-the idea is brought out, that the judg- 
ment upon the Gentiles is an effect of the Iringdom of God; 
that they are not punished on account of their violation of the 
natural law, but because of the hostile position which they had 
occupied against t.he teachers of God's revealed truth,-agoainst 
the Lord Himself who is in His Church. Every violation of 
the natural law may be pardoned to those who have not stood 
in any other relation to God, even although they should ham 

Hofmann ( Whg. u. Erftil. i. 9. 205) has revived the explanation, 
according to which the valley of Jehoehaphat i to be understood as the 
valley in which, under ~ehoshe~hat ,  jnd&ent was executed upon several 
Gentile nations. But this locality, the deeert of Thekoa, which was abut 
three hours d i c e  from Jerusalem (compare my Comment. on & Mar, 
in the Introduction to Ps. xlvi. xlviii. l d i i . ) ,  ia a t  too p t  a distance 
from the temple, where, according to vers. 16 and 17, the Lord holds His 
judgment upon the nations. Tradition has rightly perceived that the 
valley of Jehoshaphat can be nought for only in the immediate vicinity of 
the temple. In  favour of the ralley of Jehoshaphat now ao called, "at the 
high east brink of Moriah, the temple-hill " f Ritter, Erdk. xv. 1,  S. 659 ; 
xvi. 1, S. 329), is lrleo Zech. vi. 1-8 (compare the remarks on that p- 
sage). From the circumstance that there in, first, the mention of the name, 
and, then, the statement of its signification, And I gather all nations, 
and bring them down into the volley of Jehoehaphat, and plead with them 
there," Hofmann infers that the name must have already existed as a 
proper name. There ia, however, an analogy in Num. u. 1 : " And the 
people encamped a t  I(adeah ; "-but the place received the name Kadeeh 
only hecauee of thg event to be mbeequently dated : previoue. to that, 
its mme wse Barnea. (Compare Diweh on Gen. of the Pent. vol. ii. p. 
310 ff.) The two theological mmea of the place, which amee only from 
the event recorded in Num. u., occur even se early as Gen. xiv. 7. The 
natural name of the valley of Jehoehaphat ia, moreover, in an likelihood, 
King's Dale; compare Gen. xiv. 17; 2 Sam. xviii. 18; and Tlcniw on 
thiepessrge. 
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p d e d  to the most fearful extent in depravity. They who 
were once disobedient, when the long-suffering of God waited 
in the day8 of Noah, were not as yet given over to complete. 
condemnation, but were kept in prison ~ t i l  Christ came and 
preached to them. '' This was the iniquity of Sodom : fulness 
of bread, and abundance of peace, were in her and hei daugh- 
ters; yet the hand of the poor and needy they did not &ist ; 
but they were haughty and committed abomination before the 
Lord: therefore He took them away as He saw good." But, 
nevertheless, the Lord will, at some future time, turn the c a p  
tivip (the misery) of this Sodom and her daughters, and they 
shall be restored as they were before,-not corporeally, for 
their seed is utterly rooted out from the d, and even their 
place is destroyed, but spiritually; compare Ezek. xvi. 49 ff. 
But, on the other hand, far more severe punishments are in- 
flicted upon those who have rejected, not the abstract, but the 
concrete God,-not the God who is shut up in the heavens, 
but the God who powerfully manifests Himself on earth, in 
Hiis Church. I t  is true, that as long as this revelation is still 
an imperfect one-as it was under the Old Testament dis- 
pensation-and hence the guilt of rejecting Hi less, mercy 
may still be shown. External destruction does not involve 
spiritual ruin. Moab, indeed, is destroyed, so that it is no 
longer a people, because it haa exalted titself against the Lord ; 
yet, "in the latter days I will turn the captivity of Moab, saith 
the Lord," Jer. xkii. 47. But when the revelation of the 
grace of God has become perfect, His justice also will be per- 
fectly revealed against all who reject it, and rise in hostility 
against those who are the bearers of it : " Their worm shall not 
die, neither shall their fire be quenched, and they shall be an 
abhorring a to all flesh," Is. lxvi.24. These remarks contain 
the key to all which the Lord declares as to the future judg- 
ment which, in its completion, belongs only to the future 
world. It is not the world as such, but that world to which 
the Gospel ha been declared, and in the midst of which the 
Church has been founded, which f o m  the object of it ; com- 
pare Matt. xxiv. 14. 
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J O E L  1.-11. 17. 

W e  shall not dwell here for any length of time upon the 
history of the expositions of this passage. It has been given 
with suEcient minuteness by Poco& and lllarckiur among 
older writers, and by Cmdmr among the more modern. We 
content ourselves with remarking that the figurative exposi- 
tion is the more ancient, having been adopted by the Chaldee 
Paraphrast, and by the Jews mentioned by Jerome, and thot 
we cannot by. any means, as Credner does, derive i t  from 
doctrinal considerations only ; for many, with whom such con- 
siderations weighed, as Bochrt, Pococh, and J. D. Miehaclis, 
do not approve of it ; whilst,on the other hand, there are among 
its defenders not a few who were guided by just the opposite 
motives, such as Gotiw, Eckermann, Berthold (Einl. S. 1607 

' ff.), and Thkw. Two preliminary questions, however, reqnire 
to be answered, before we can proceed to the main investigation. 

1. Does Joel here describe a present, or a future calamity? 
The former has been asserted, in former times, by L& and 
Calvin (compare, especially, his commentary on chap. i. 4), and 
in more recent times, with special confidence, by Crednm. But 
there is nothing to favour this view. The frequent use of the 
Preterites would prove something in support of it, provided only 
we were not standing on prophetical ground. They are, more- 
over, found quite in the same manner $ chap. iv.-in that 
portion which, by all interpreters unanimously, is referred to 
the future. And yet, if this view were to be acknowledged as 
sound, it ought to commend itself by stringent considerations, 
inasmuch a& the prophetic analogy is, a priwi, against it. There 
is not found anywhere in the prophets eo long and so detailed 
a description of the present or the past. But, moreover, if we 
once give up the reference to the future, we could think of the 
past only.; for in chap. ii. 18, 19, the description of the salva- 
tion following upon the misery, is connected with the preceding 
context by the Future with oav convc~simrm. If, then, the 
scene of inward vision be forsaken, and everything r e f e d  to 
external reality, the calamity described in the preceding conteat 
must likewise be viewed as one already entirely past, and the 
salvation as already actually existing. I t  can be pro~ed, how- 
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ever, from the contents, by incontrovertible special reasons, 
that the reference to the future is alone the correct one. The 
day of the Lord is several times spoken of as being at  hand, 
which may be explained' from the circumstance, that GoZs 
judgment upon His Church is a necessary effect of His justice, 
which never rests, but always shows itself ae active. When, 
therefore, its object-the sinful apostasy of the people-is . 

already in existence, its manifestation must also of necessity 
be expected ; and although not the last and highest manifesta- 
tion, yet such an one as serves for a prelude to it. The day of 
the Lord is, therefore, continually coming, ia never absolutely 
distant ; and its being spoken of as at hand is a necessary con- 
sequence of the saying, " Wheresover the carcase is, there will 
the eagles be gathered together,"-a declaration founded upon 
the divine nature, and therefore ever true. (Compare my Cm* 
me& y on the Apocalypse i. 1.) This designation is first found 
in i. 15 : "Alas ! for the day, for the day of the Lord is at h a 4  
and as a destruction from the Almighty does it come." Here, , 

two expedients for evasion have been tried. Jwti maintained 
that the day is at  hand " was equivalent to the day is there," . 
--an opinion which does not deserve any further refutation. 
Ilokhatuen, Credner, and fiitzrg suppose that, by " the day of 
the Lord," we are not to understand the devastation by the 
locnsts, but some severe judgment, to which that eerved as a 
prelude. This supposition is, however, opposed first of all, by 
the verbal parallel passage in Isa. xiii. 6 : "Howl ye, for the 
day of the Lord is at hand ; it cometh as a destruction from 
the Almighty,"-where the day of the Lord cannot be any 
other t h m  that which is described in the preceding context. 
But this opinion ie further opposed by the circumstance, that, 
in the subsequent context, there is not the slightest trace of any 
other judgment than that of the devastation by the locusts ; on 
the contrary, with its termination, the whole period of sder ing  
comes to an end, as regards the Covenant-people, and the time 
of blessing upon them and of judgment upon their enemies 
begins. But the necessity for understanding, by " the day of 
the Lord at hand," the devastation by the locusts, and hence, 
for viewing the latter as still futare, ia even more clearly seen 
from the second pa- chap. ii. 1,2  : " Blow ye the trumpet 
in Zion, a d  sound an alarm in My holy mountain ; let all the 
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inhabitants of the land tremble, for the day of the Lord had 
come, for nigh at hand, a day of darkneas and gloominess, a 
day of clouds and fogs, as the morning-red spread upon the 
mountains, a people numerous and strong; there hath not been 
the like from eternity, neither ahall there be any more after it, 
even through the years of all generations." That, by "the day 
of the Lord," which the prophet, from thestanding-point of hi 
inward vision, here speaks of ae having already come, and as 
being in reality nigh at hand, we must understand the same 
d3y as that which is minutely described in the p r d i  and 
subsequent context, viz., the devastation by the locusts, appears, 
in the first place, from the verbal parallel passage, Ezek. xxx. 2, 
which liiewise speaks of one day only: "Thou son of man, 
prophesy and say, Thus saith the Lord, Howl ye, woe for the 
day I For the day is near, a day to the Lord, a day of clondq 
the time of the heathen it shall be." But what places the 
matter beyond all doubt are the words: "A people numerous 
and strong!' These words, by which, according to what follows, 
the locusts only can be understood, form an explanatory apposi- 
tion to "the day of the Lord," %'the day of darkness," etc 
To this we may further add, that, by the last words, this 
judgment is represented as the most formidable, and the last 
by which Judea shall be visited; so that we cannot by an? 
means think of a subsequent later day of the Lord. 2. -4re 
the different names of the locusts designations of various Species 
of locusts, or are these, beside the common name of the locusts, 
only poetical names, which denote the qualities corning into 
consideration? Credw has attempted to prove the former. 
He maintains that Joel's description has to do with two genera- 
tions of locusts,-the first belonging to the end of one year,- 
the second, to the beginning of the gear following. The latter 
he thinks to be the offspring of the former. In  accordance 
with this hypothesis, he explains the different names. m iq 
according to him, the migratory locust, which visits Palestine 
chiefly in autumn ; nnu, elsewhere the general name of locnstq 
here the young brood ; p$, the young lomat in the last stage of 
its transformation, or between the third and fourth casting of 
the akin ; $ ~ n ,  the perfect locust, proceeding from the last tram- 
formation, and, hence, as the b d  proceeded from the on, % 
would be the same at). 
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It forma a general argument againat this hypothesis, that, 
according to it, the prophet should enter so deeply and minutely 
into the natural history of locnstg that a Professor of that 
science might learn from him. There is nothing a n a l o p  to 
this, either in Scripture generally, or in the Propheta particu- 
larly. The d i 5 d t y ,  moreover, increases, when we assome-- 
what has been already proved-that the description refers to the 
future. The religiow impreasion which the prophet hag after 
all, solely in view, would not gain, but s d e r  by such a minute 
detail in the description of a future natural event,--especially 
such as a devastation by locnets. 

A cloaer examination proves that the whole explanation of 
the names of the locnsts, npon which the hypotheah is built, is 
untenable. I t  appears, then, that the prophet Imom of only one 
hind of locnsts, which he divides into four hosts; and that, with 
the exception of m~,  the names are not those of natural his- 
tory, but poetical, and taken from the qualities of the locnsts. 

Let us first demonstrate that the interpretation of p5, npon 
which Cledne~ fomds that of the other names, is inadmissible. 
This interpretation, he maintains (S. 295), is put beyond all 
doubt by the passage, Nah. iii. 16 : " The casts its skin and 
flies away." The merchants, who constituted the principal part 
of the population of Nineveh, are, according to him, compared 
tor a & which flies away, after having cast his skin for the third 
or last time. But this passage of Nahum, when minutely ex- 
amined and correctly interpreted, is by itself d c i e n t  to refute 
that opinion concerning the 35'. In ver. 15, i t  ia said concern- 
ing Nineveh : "There shall the fh devour thea, the sword 
shall cat thee off, it shall eat thee up, ae the lkker (~$2): make 
thpself many as the lickmu, make thyself many as the locuata. 
Ver. 16 : Thou hast mnltiplied thy merchants like the stars of 
heaven ; liekers h h  through and jh away. Ver. 17 : Thy 
princes are like locu8ta,'and thy captains are as a host of grass- 
hoppers, which camp on the hedges in the day of cold. The 
sun has risen, and they flee away, and their place is not known 
where they are." This passage just proves that mnat be 
winged locaets. The inhabitants of Nineveh are numerous like 
the locusts ; numerous are her rich merchants ; but suddenly 
there cometh upon them a numberless host of locusts, who rob 

U 
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them of everything, and fly away. They who rob and fly away, 
in ver. 16, are not the merchants, but the enemies. This b e  
comes quite evident from the comparison of ver. 15, where quite 
the same antithesis is found between-"The sword shall eat 
thee up as the lickera " (Nominat.), and " Make thpelf many as 
the lickers!' The verb mm, in its common signification, imrit, 
invasit ad pmedam agendam, is here, in reference to the mer- 
chants, very significant. But what is decisive against the es- 
planation of Credm is this :-that the signification "to cast 
the skin " cannot be rntablished at all, and that the whole sense 
is utterly unsnitable. For the discourse ie not here, by any 
means, of mercenaries or foreign tradeq but of the native 
merchants of Nineveh, just aa, in the subsequent verses, the 
discourse is about her own nobles. How then could that image 
be suitable, which must certainly denote a safe transition from 
one state into a better?-Credner moreover refers to Jer. li. 27, 
where to b the quality TDD, horridq is ascribed. This, ac- 
cording to him, is to be referred to the rough, horn-like coverings 
of the wings of the young locusts. But, accordiig to the con- 
text, and to the analogy of the parallel passage, li. 14, we should 
rather expect that " horrid " is here a designation of the multi- 
tude. (Compare the & &p&v ~AijBw of the LXX.) But it 
is still more natural to give to TBD the signification of "add," 
"terrible." (Compare Ps. cxix. 120, where the verb occm 
with the meaning "to shudder.")-That by b, not the young 
brood, but the winged locusts are to be understood, appears also 
from a comparison of Ps. cv. 34 with Exod. x. 12 ff. In God. 
a single army of jying locusts overspread Egypt; the Psalmist, 
in recalling this event to memory, says : "He spake, and-the 
locusts came, and p$ without number." From this pasage, 
especially when compared with Ps. lxxvii. 46, where, instead of 
35, 5 ~ n  is interchanged with nnu, which alone is found in 
Exod., it is very clearly seen that p$, the licker, is nothing else 
than a poetical epithet of the locusts. It never occurs, indeed, 
in prose; and this can be the less accidental, as ntj, the gnaw@, 
is also never found in prose writings, and $pn only once, in the 
prayer of Solomon, 1 Kings viii. 37-as that which it is in 
reality, as a mere attribute to nnu. That p5 has its name 
from t.he eating, is shown by Nah. iii. 15: '&The sword shall 
eat thee up as the b." And, in addition to this, we my 
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further urge, that the exposition of m~'is altogether fictitious, 
and contradicted by all tlle passages ;-that the prophet in ii. 
25 inverts the order, and puts the no last, from which it is 
certainly to be safely inferred that the arrangement in i. 4 is not 
achronological one ;-that Crednm himaelf, by his being obliged 
to grant that and $ ~ n  do not signify a particular kind of 
lo&, rsises wspicions against hia interpreting the two other 
names of i articular kinds ;-and that if this interpretation were 
to be considered as c o m t ,  and $ ~ n  must denote the locusts 
as fully grown. But that is by no means the case. The origin 
of the name 071 is, moreover, clearly shown by Amos iv. 9: 
"YOIU vineyards, your fig-trees, and your olive-trees,-arm de- 
vours them." As regards the corn, other divine means of de- 
struction had been mentioned immediately before ; the trees 
alone then remained for the locusts, and they received a name 
corresponding to this special destination, viz., P~XT, the gnawer. 
-The verb 5 ~ n  is, in Dent. xxviii. 38, used of the devonringof 
the locusts, and $pn never occurs excepting where the locnsts 
are viewed in this capacity. (Besides the passage8 already 
quoted, compare Is. d i i .  4.) 

The following also may be considered The description of 
the ravages of the second brood is, according to C+edw, to 
begin in chap. ii. 4. But the snffix in ver. 4 refera directly to 
the winged locusts spoken of in vers. 1-3 ; and in the verb pwv . . 

they are the subject. 
Snd now, every one may jndge what value is to be attached 

to a hypothesis which has everything against it, and nothing in 
its favour, and the essential anppoaitions of which-such as the 
departure of the swarms, their leaving their eggs behind, their 

' 

death in the Red Sea-are, as the author of the hypothesis him- 
self confesses, passed over in silence by the prophet. 

We may now ~roceed to the solution of our proper problem. 
There are no general reasons, either against the figurative, or 
against the literal interpretation ; neither of them has any un- 
favourable prejudice which can be urged against it. A devas- 
tation by real locusts is threatened, in the Pentateuch, against 
the transgressom of the law, Dent. HViii. 38,39 ; against the 
Egyptians, the Lord actually made nse of this, among other 
methods of punishment ; and a devastation in Israel by locnsta 
is, in Amos iv. 9, repreeented as an effect of divine anger.- 
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On the dher hand, fignrative representstions of that kind are 
of very common occnrrence. In Isaiah, t.g, the invading 
Aaeyriane and Egyptiaas appear, in a continuous description, 
aa swarms of flies and bees. The comparison of hostile nrmieJ 
with locnata is very common, not only on PCCO-t of their mal- 
titude (from which circumstance the l& received their name 
in Hebrew), but. alm on account of the sudden anrpriee, and 
the devastation : compare Judgea vi. 5 ; Jer. xlvi. 23, li. 27 ; 
Judith ii. 11. Several timea a hostile invasion also is repre 
sented under the itnap and symbol of the plague of the locnsb 
In Nah. iii. 15-17, the Aqrrhm appear in the form of locusts, 
--and that this is not only on account of their numbers, but 
also on account of the devastations which they make, is shown by 
the cornpariaon with the p$ in ver. 15 ;-and just in the same 
manner are the enemiea des&bed who accomplish their over- 
throw. And,-what is completely dogom,-in Bmoe vii 
1-3, the prophet beholds the approaching divine judgment 
under the image of a swarm of locmta, just ag in ver. 4, a d d  
that of a fire, and in ver 7, under that of a plumbline. 811 ~ 
these three imagea are in substance identical ; their meaning is , 

expressed in ver. 9 by the words : "The high places of Jsaac 
shall be desolate, and the sanctuaries of Israel ahall be destroyed.* 
m e  locnats denote destroying hostile armies; the fire denoh 
war ; and the plumb-line, the destruction to be accomplished by , 
the enemies. I t  was so much the more natural to represent the 
divine judgment under the image of a devastation by locusts- ' 

as is done abo in Rev. ix. 3 ff.-because, formerly, it bad acta- 
ally manifested itself in this way in Egypt. The figantive 
representation had therefore a significant sub&atum in the ' 
histoy of the paat. But it is, throughout, the cnstom of the 
prophets to describe the future ~ d e r  the image of the m a l o p  
past, which, as it were, is revived in it-It onght to be still i 
further remarked, that we must, a m 7  be the less i&pd 
to admit a detailed symbolical representation in Joel, ar the two , 
propheti, betwixt whom he is placed, have likewise such p- ' 

bolical portions. 
The decision depends, therefore7 upon the internal c b m  

ter of the description itself. An alle.gov must betray itself 
as wcb, by signi6cant hinta; where them are wanting, it is 
arbitrary to rreeume ita &teme. Foliowing the order of the 
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text, we shall bring together everything of this k i d  which we 
h d  in it. 

The words, even, of the introduction,-" Hath any mch 
thing happened in your days, and in the days of your fathers t 
Of it yon shall tell. your sons, snd your eons to their song and 
their sons to the succeeding generation,"-acarcely permit us to 
think of a devastation by locusts in the literal sense. It could 
only be by meam of the grossest exaggemtion-which, if it were 
far from any prophet, was certainly eo from the simple and mild 
Joel-that he could represent, as the greatest didisaster which ever 
befell, or should ever befall the nation, a devastation by locuste 
which was, after all, only a tranmtory evil. For it is the p e  
ness of the disaster which is implied in the call to relate it to the 
latest posterity ; no later suffering should be so great as to cause 
thin one to be forgotten. 

We must not overlook the expression in ver. 6 : " FOF u 
nution (w)-haa come up over my land." " Nation," according 
to moat interpreters, is thought to signify the mere multitude ; 
but in that am, ag would certainl y have been used, aa is done 
in Prov. xxx. 25,26, concerning the ants. In w there is im- 
plied not only the idea of what is hostilethis Credw too. 
acknowledges-but also of what is profane. This, indeed, is 
the principal idea; and, on this account, even the degeneiate 
Covenant-people several times receive the name W. That this 
principal idea ia here likewise applicable, is evident from the . 
antithesis : u Over my land." I t  is true, that the sufEx -not 
be referred to Jehovah, as ia done by J. H. Miehaclis and 
others, although the antithesis would thus most strikingly a p  
pear; but as little can we refer it, ae is done by modern inter- 
preters, to the prophet aa an individual; for, in &is case the 
mtithesi~ would be lost altogether. The comparison of vers. 7 
and 19 clearly shows that, according to a common practice 
(mpare the Introduction to Micah, and the whole prophecy of 
Habakkuk), the prophet speaka in the name of the people of 
God. A strange, unheard-of event I A heathen host has 
invaded the land of the people of God I The antithesis is in ii. 
18 : Then the Lord waa jealous for His land, and spared Hia 
people!' We do not think that the prophet lases sight of his 
image. He designates the locust as the heathen host ; but he 
would not have chosen this designation, which, when literally 



understood, is very atrange, unless the matter had induced him 
to do so. If it be understood figuratively, Amos vi. 14 entirely 
harmonizes with it.-In the same verse (Joel i. 6) it is said: 
Hia teeth, the teeth of a lion, cheek teeth of a lion to him ;" 

on which Rev. ix. 8 is to be compared. !C& comparison is quita 
suitable to figurative locusts, to furious enemies (compare Is. F. 
29 ; Nah. ii. 12, 13 ; Jer. ii. 15, iv. 7, ax. 19 ; Ezek. xxx.ii. 2 ; 
Dan. vii. 4), but not to natural locusts ; for the lion cannot pos- 
mbly be the symbol of mere voracity. 

I t  is remarkable, that in the deauiption of the locnsta in this 
verse., and throughout, their flying is not mentioned at all. It 
is only in chap. ii. 2, Day of darkness and gloominess, day of 
clouds and thick darkness," that C~edner supposes wch an alln- 
 on to exist. The darkness is, according to him, in consequence 
of the swarm of locusts coming up in the skim But the incor- 
rectne.~ of such a supposition is immediately perceived, upon 
a comparison of chap. ii. 10. Before the host, and before 
it arrives, the earth quakes, the heavens tremble, sun and moon 
cover themselves with darkness, and the etare withdraw their 
ahining. I t  is only after all this has happened, that the Lord 
approaches at the head of His host. I t  is not from tht; host, 
therefore, that the darkness can proceed. On the contrary, the 
darkening of the heavens, aa is quite conclusively shown by the 
numerous almost literally agreeing parallel passages (compare 
the remarks on Zech. xiv. 6), is the symbol of the anger of God, 
the sign that He approaches as a Judge, and an Avenger. But 
in what way could the omission of every reference to the flying 
of the locusts, in a description so minute, be accounted for other 
than this : that the reality presented nothing corresponding to 
this feature? 

I t  is only the heaviest and ma& continuous d e r i n g ,  and 
not a transitory plague by locnsts, which can justify the call 
in i. 8 : "Howl like a virgin girded with &cloth for the 
hushand of her youth." This verse forms the transition to 
ver. 9, where the sacrifice in the house of Jehovah appeam 
cat off, and connecta Joel with Hosea, in whom' the image, of 
which the outlines only are given here, appeam finished. Zion 
has also lost thefriend of her youth-the Lord; compare Prove 
ii. 17 : "Who fo+eth the friend of her youth, and forgot the 
covenant of her God " Is. liv. 6; Jer. ii. 2, iii. 4.-Of grePt 
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importance for the question under conaideration are ver. 9 : 
"The meatoffering and drink-offering are cnt off from the 
house of the Lord ;" and ver. 13 : " Gird yonreelves and lament, 
ye priests, howl ye ministers of the altar, come, vend all night 
in sackcloth, y-e ministem of my God; for the meatioffering 
and drink-offelmg are withholden from the house of your God." 
It is quite inconceivable that the want of provisions, resulting 
from a natural devastation by real locusts, could have been the 
reason that the meatioffering and drink-offering, which, in a 
material point of view, were of so little value, should have been 
withheld from the Lord ; inaemuch as the cessation of it appears 
in these passage5 as the consummation of the national calamity. 
During the siege of Jerusalem by Pompey, the legal sacrifices 
e d d ,  according to Josephue (Arch. xiv. 4, 5 3), even amidst 
the greatest dangers to life, during the irruption of the enemies 
into the city, and in the midst of the carnage. It is true that, 
during the last siege by the Romans, when mattera had come 
to an extremity, Johannea ordered the sacrifices to be discon- 
tinned. But this was done, not from want of materials, but 
became there were none to offer them-from dv6p&iv &mplq, 
as Josephw says (Bell. Jud. vi. 2, 5 1 ; compare Reland in 
Haveremnp on this passage)-and to the great dissatisfaction 
of the people in the city, d 8ijpm &L& dc8vp~t The national 
view is expressed in what Josephw says on t h i ~  occasion to 
Johanna, to whom he had been sent by Tit- on account of 
this event: "If any man should rob thee of thy daily food, 
thon, most wicked man, wouldst certainly consider him as thine 
enemy. Dost thou then think that thou wilt have for thine 
associate in this war, God, whom thon hast robbed of Him 
eternal worship?" But the sound explanation readily suggests 
itself? as soon as it is admitted that behind the locusts the 
Gentiles are concealed In that case, Dan. ix. 27, where the 
destmyer makes sacrifice and oblation to cease, is parallel. The 
deatmction of the temple is also announced by the contemporay 
Amos in chap. is. ; compare ii. 5 : " And I send fire upon Judab, 
and it devours the palaces of Jemaalem." Of a similar purport, 
in the time after Joel, is the passage in Micah, chap. iii. 12. 

The words in ver. 1 L "  Woe, for the day, for the day 
of the Lord is at hand, and as destrnction from the Almighty 
does it come,"-point to something infinitely higher than a mere 
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desolation by locusta in the literal sense. This appears from a 
comparison of Is. xiii. 6, where they am taken, almost verbatim, 
from Joel, and used with a reference to the judgment of the 
Lord npon the whale earth. This is granted even by CpGdner 
himself, when he makes the vain attempt (compare S. 345) to 
refer them to a judgment Herent  from the devastation by the 
locust. The same is the caee with Mawe and Hirtzig. How, 
indeed, is it at all conceivable that a national calamity, so d 
and trsnaient as a devastation by real locasta would have been, 
should have been considered by the prophet as the day of the 
Lord K1L7) h M ,  as the conclusion and completion of all the 
judgments npon the Covenanbpeople? A conception like this 
would imply such low notions of God'a justice, and such a 
total misapprehension of the greatnees of human guilt, an we 
find in none of the Old Testament propheb, and, p e r a l l  J ,  in 
none of the writers of Holy Scripture. That which the men of 
God under the Old Testament, from the fktMoses-to the 
last, announce, is the total expulsion of the people from the 
country which they defiled by their sins. 

The image suddenly changes in vers. 19 and 20 : '' TO thee, 
0 Lord, do I cry. For fire devoureth the pastures of the wil- 
demes, and h e  burneth all the trees of the field. Even the 
beasts of the field desire for Thee ; for the fountains of waters 
are dried up, and fire devoureth the pastures of the wildetne~~.'' 
The divine punishment appears under the image of an alldevour- 
ing h. Now, since we cannot here think of a literal tire, it is 
certain that, in the preceding versee ah, a figmatiire rep* 
sentation pmvaila. HolzIrawen and Or* (S. l63), and 0th- 
attempt to evade thia troublegome inference, by asserting that 
fire and flame are here used instead of the heat of the sun, 
scorching everything. But this assertion is, at all events, ex- 
pressed in a distorted and awkward manner. Fire and flame 
are never used of the heat of the sun. According to this view, 
it ought rather to be said that the prophet represents the con- 
suming heat, under the image of h ponred down from heaven. 
But even this cannot be entertained. For the parallel passp 
chap. ii. 3, "Before him he devoureth, and after him flame 
bmeth," shows that the fire, being immediately connected with 
the locusts, cannot be a cause of destruction independent of, and 
coordinate with, them. That the locusts are the sole cause of 
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th;, dev&tiom, and that thew is not another cause besides them, 
viz, the heat, is evident also from the words: "Bs the garden 
of Eden is the land before them, and behind them a desolate 
wilderness, and nothing is left by them." The burning anger 
of God is represented nuder the image of a consuming and 
destroying fire, with a reference to the destrnction of Sodom 
and Gomorrah, in which the divine wrath really manifested 
itself in that way. Under the image of fire, wav also, one of 
the principal punishments of God, is often represented. Thns, 
fire means the fire of war in Nnm. nd. 88 ; Atnos i; 4, 7,10, 
e k ;  Jer. xlix. 27 ; Rev. viii. 8, 10. On the latter of these 
pas* my Commentary may be compared. If, then, the 
lh spoken of in this passage mean likewise the fire of war, 
and the locnsta, the heathen enemies, the difficulty presented 
by the donnection of these two thinge is solved. The compari- 
son of Amos vii. here serves as a key. In vers. 1-3, the divine 
punishment ia represented by the prophet under the image of a 
great army of locusts laying waste the country, which is just 
beginning to recover under Jeroboam 11. after the former 
calamities inflicted by the Syrians ; and then in ver. 4, under 
the image of a great fire devouring the sea (i.e., the world), 
and eating up the holy land. This analogy is eo much the 
more important, the more impossible it is to overlook, in other 
passages ah, the points of agreement betwixt Joel and Amos. 
But the symbolical repmaentation goes atill further; it extend6 
even to the detaila. The beasta of the field are the barbarow, 
heathen nations. In ver. 19, the desolations are described 
which the fire of war accomplishea among Israel ; in ver. 20, 
those which it efiecta among the Gentilea : compare the antithesis 
between the beasts of the field and the eons of Zion in ii. 22. 
In Is. lvi. 9, the beasta of the field likewise occur as a figurative 
designation of the heathen. In  Jer. xiv.-a prophecy which 
has been distorted by expositors through a too literql interprets- 
tion-the image is, in vers. 5, 6, individualized by the mention 
of particular wild beasts--the hind and the wild ass. Joel him- 
wlf indicates that the beasts in this description mnst, in general, 
be u n d d  figuratively, by using in ver. 18 the word m, 
which can be explained only by become guilty," " a d e r  
p~nishment.~' (Compare Is. xsiv. 6: "Therefore curse de- 
voureth the land, and they that dwell in it become guilty ;" and 
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Hos. xiv. 1.) The word nruw, which is n m r  nsed of beasts, 
likewise leads ns to think of men. " HOW do the beasts groan," 
is explained by u 811 the merry-hearted do pan ,"  in Is. xxiv. 7. 
The worda lh nyn, in which there is an evident allusion to 
Ps. xlii. 2, must likewise appear atrange, if the description be 
understood literally. But what is decisive in favour of the 
figurative interpretation is ii. 22 : "Be not afraid, ye beasts of 
the field, for the pastures of the wilderness are green with grass, 
for the tree beareth her fruit, the fig-tree and vine do yield 
their strength." The object of joy is here described, first, 
figuratively, and then, literally. The pastures of the wilderness 
ire green with grass, i-e., the tree, etc. It is only thus that thc 
*:, can be accounted for; it states the reason, only when the pas- 
tures of the wilderness are not understood literally. The fruits 
of the trees are mentioned here as the ordinay food of the beats 
of the fi2.d. Hi&&, it ia true, remarks on this : '; That many 
beasta of the field feed upon frnita of trees which they gather 
up, and that, e.g., foxes eat grapes also." Bnt the point at issue 
here is the ordinary food ; and Gen. i. 29, 30, where the tsees 
are given to man, and the grass to the beasts, is decisive as to 
the literal or figurative interpretation. Under the image of 
unclean beasta-eqwcially wild beasts-the Gentiles appear 
also in Acts xi. 6.-Nor can "the rivers of water" (ver. SOj 
be understood literally. Tha water of rivers, brooks, and 
fountains, is, in Scripture, the ordinary figure for the eoorces 
of sustenance, of thriving, wealth, and prosperity; compm 
remarks on Rev. viii. 10. 

Chap. ii. 2 is to be considered as indicating the reason which 
induced Joel to choose this figurative representation. The 
words, "There hath not been anythiig the like from eterni5, 
neither may there be any more after it, even to the yeam of d 
generations," are borrowed, almost verbally, from Exod. x. 14. 
The prophet thereby indicates that he transfers the past, in its 
individual definiteness, to the future, which bears a substantial 
resemblance to it. What was then said of the plagne of locasts 
especially, is here applied to the calamity thereby prefigared. 
From among all the judgments upon the Covenant-people (for 
these alone are apoken of), this judgment is the highest and 
the last; and anch the prophet could say, only if the whole sum 
of divine judgments, up to their consummation, repreed 
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itself to his inner vision under the image of the devastation by 
locnsts. The absurdities into which men are led by the hypo- 
thesis of a later origin of the Pentateuch, are here seen in a 
remarkable instawe--viz., in the assertion of Credner, that the 
passage in Exodus is an imitation of that of Joel. The verse 
immediately following, "As the garden of Eden (i.e., 'Paradise) 
the land is before hi," has an obvious reference to Genesis, 
not only to Gen. ii 8, but also to xiii. 10, where the vale of 
Siddim, before the divine judgment, is compared to the garden 
of Jehovah-to Paradise. 

In chap. ii. 6'it ia said, "Before him nations tremble." That 
the mention of the here is but ill adapted to the literal 
interpretation, appears from the circumstance, that while Credner 
understands by the m 9 ,  Judah and Benjamin, Bttig attempts 
to explain it by people. But if, by the locusts, the heathen 
conquerors are designated, the is quite in its place. When 
the powerful heathen empires overflowed the land, Israel always 
formed only a part of a large whole of nations; compare i. 19, 
ii. 22. Amos describes how the fire of war and of the desire of 
conquest raged, not only in Israel, but among all the nations 
round about, and consumed them. I n  addition to Amos chap. i. 
compare especially Amos vii. 4, 5, where, as objects of hostile 
%tation, are pointed out, first, the sea, ie., the world, and then, 
the heritage of the Lord. According to Is. x. 6, the mission of 
Asshur was a ve ry comprehensive one. In Habakkuk and Jer. 
chap. rxv. the judgments which the Chaldeans inficted upon 
Jndah, appear only aa a part of a universal judgment upon all 
nations. 

According to chap. ii. 74, the locusts take the city by 
storm. They cannot be warded off by force of arms. They 
climb the wall. They Hl the streeta, and enter by force into 
the houses. Real locusta are not dangerous to towns, but only 
to the fields. 

In chap. ii. 11, every feature is against the literal explanation. 
"And the Lord giveth His voice before His army; for Hi 
camp is very numenma, for he is strong that executeth His 
word; for the day of the Lord is great and very terrible, who 
can comprehend it?" There is not the remotest analow in 
favour of the supposition which would represent an army of 

. loeo~te as the host and camp of God, at the head of which He 
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Himself marches as a general, and before which He causes EEis 
thundem to resound like trnmpets. I t  ia tme that, in Borne 
M i c  writer, this ia mentioned as a Mosaic command: "YOU 
shall not kill locusts, for they are the host of God, the Moat 
High ;" see BociCart ii. p. 482, ed. Rommrtllcr iii. p. 318. Bnt 
who d m  not see that this mntenca owes its origin to the passage 
nnder consideration 4 Is. xiii. 2-5, where the Lord marches at 
the head of a great army to destroy the whole earth, may here 
be compared ; and on Joel ii.. 10, Before him the earth 
quaketh, the heavena tremble, the sun and the moon mourn, and 
the atars withdraw their shining,'' Is xiii. l0'and Jer. iv. 28 
may be compared, where, in the view of threatening hostile in- 
undation, the earth laments, and the heavena above mourn. 

In ii. 17, f' Give not Thine heritage to reproach, tkt the 
heuthen ehould rule mer dm" (a% ~ b t h ) ,  the prophet dmps 
the figure altogether, and allowa the reality-the devastation of 
the country by heathen enemieg-to appear in all ita nakedness. 
(It ia worthy of notice that by the term in this versg our 
remarks on w in ii. 6 receive a conhation.) The defenders 
of the literal explanation have tried a twofold mode of escaping 
from this diEcnlty. Xwhaelk explains thus: "Spare Thp 
people, and deliver them from that plague of locnstn. For if 
they should continue to swarm any lonpr, the greatest famine ' 1 
would arise, and Thy people, in order to eatisfy the cravings of 
hunger, would be compelled to flee into the territories of h d e n  1 
nations to serve them for bread, and to submit not only to their 1 
sway, but to ignominy." But every one must at once nee how 
far-fetched this explanation k In all history we do not hd 
any instance in which a devastation by locusts-which dects 
the produce of one year only, and even this never completely 
and throughout the whole country-has rednced a people to the 
necessity of placing themselves under the dominion of foreign 
nations. Modern interpreters-and especially C r e d d e  , 
refuge in another explanation: " Give not up Thine heritage to 
the mockery of heathens over them." They assert that the sig- , 
nification "to mock" is required by the parallelism. But we 
cannot m how, and why. The ignominy of Israel consisted 
just in this, that they, the heritage of the Lord, w t m  brought 
nnder the dominion of the Gentiles. I t  i juat by the parallel'm 
that the signification to rule" is required. For it is the herit- 
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age of the Lord, and the dominion of the Gentiles, which form 
a &iking contrast, and not their mockery. The very same 
contrast is implied in ver. 18, in the words : Then the Lord 
was jealous for Hi land." In these, the prophet reports the 
manner in which the Lord put away that glaring contradiction. 
They are not natural locusts, but only the heathen enemies, 
who can be the objecta of the jealousy of the Lord; His land, 
Hid people, He cannot give up as a prey to heathen nations. 
Bat firtlicl--and thia alone ia sdcient  to settle the question- 
the explanation is altogether unphilologid The verb b never 
has the signification &'to mock ;" the phram 5% 5@, " to form 
a proverb," is altogether peculiar to Ezekiel, in whose prophecies 
it several time8 occurs. In theather books, nothing occnra which 
would be, even in the smallest degree, to the purpose, except that 
in the ancient language of the Pentateuch a h  ocmra once, 
in Num. xxi. 27, in the signification "poets." The verb h 
with a meam alwaye, and without exception, "to rule overn- 
properly, "to rule by entering into any one? Thna it occurs 
especially in that passage which the prophet had in view, Deut. 
xv. 5,6 : " If thou wilt hearken unto the voice of Jehovah thy 
Ood . . . . thou shalt rule over many nations, and they 
shall not rule over thee," I& 13 a m  m rhonn. Compare 
also the very similar passages, Ps. cvi. 41 : " And He gave them 
into the hand of the heathen, and they that hated them ruled 
over them," a3 r h ;  and Lament. v. 8 : " Servanta rule over 
qn rn h. That it is from prejudice alone that the selection 
of the signification "to mockn can be accounted for, appears 
&'from the circnmatance that all the old Translators (the 
LXX., JORdh., Syr, VuZg.) render it by " to rule." 

More than one proof is offered by ver. 20 : "And I will 
remove from you the Northman, and will drive him into the 
land dry and deaalate ; hia van into the fore tea, and his rear 
into the hinder sea ; and his stench shall come up, and his ill- 
mvow shall arise, for he has magnified to do." 

1. If we understand thia literally, and refer it to real locusts, 
then the deaignntion by *mm, b., " one from the North," " a 
Northman," is inexplicable. I t  is true that there ia no founda- 
tion for the common assertion, that locmta move only from the 
South to the North (compare C~ednw, S. 284); but in all 
history there is not one instance known of locusts having come 
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to Palestine from the North-from Syria. But even although 
occasionally aingle swarms, after having come to Syria from their 
native country, the hot and dry South, may have atrayed thence 
to Palestine, kuch is not conceivable of k enormoua a swarm I 
as is here described, which, with youthful strength, devastated 
the whole of Palestine from one end to the other. Ia it, more- 
over, probable that the prophet, who, as we have already seen, 
prophesies things future, would mention a circOLmstance SO 

accidental as the transient abode of a swarm of locnsts in Syria! 
Such a residence, b&, would not justify the assertion. The 
termination added to common names, indicates origin and 
descent. An inhabitant of a town, for example, who should 
reside for a short time in a village, could not for thit reason be 
called a m~.-Finally-The native country of the real locust4 
is plainly enough indicated by the words: "And I will drive 
him into the land dry and demlate." Who does not see that, 
by these words, the hot and dry southern countries are marked 
oht, and that the prophet expr;?sses the thought, The enemis 
will be driven back to the place whence they came," by men- 
tioning the conntry from which the real locusts used to come? 
Our opponents are here greatly embarrassed. Some explain : 
'' The locusts marching northward,"-Heal and Justi, withont 
the slightest countenance from the tunur loquendi: "The dark 
and fearful host' This opinion was approved of by Gesenilrs 
in the Tiresaum; but in opposition to it Hitzig may be com- 
pared, who himself gives the esplanation, "The Typhonic." 
V. Cdn (de Joelis actate, Marb. 1811, p. 10). Ew& and 
Meier propose a change in the text. With the reasons preventing 
ns from referring the expression to the locnsts in a literal sense, 
we may combine the fact that the North is constantly mentioned 
as the native land of the most dangerous enemies of Israel, viz, 
the Assyrians and Chaldeans. And although this designation be, 
in a geographical point of view, inaccurate, this is outweighed 
by tho circumstance, that enemies always invaded Palestine from 
Syria, after having previously made that land a part of their 
dominions. Compare Zeph. ii. 13 : "And the Lord stretches 
out His hand over the N i t ,  and destroys Assyria, and makes 
Nineveh a desolation-a dry wilderness;" Jer. i. 14: ''Ad 
the Lord said unto me, Out of the North the evil shall break 
forth upon all the inhabitante of the land;" Jer. iii. 18, where 
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the land of the North is mentioned aa the land of the captivity 
of Jndah and Iarael ; Jer. iv. 6, vi. 1, 22, x. 22, xlvi. 24, where 
the people of the North form the antitheaia to Egypt, the African 
power; and Zech. ii. 10. Jerome long ago remarked : " The 
prophet mentions the North, that we might not think of real 
locnsta, which are wont to come from the South, but might, by 
the locusts, understand the Assyrians and Chaldeana." 

2. That we have here to do with a poetical description, and 
not with one of natural history, appears from a designation of 
the places to which the locusts are to be driven. Among these, 
the dry and hot southern country-the Arabian desert-is h t  
mentioned ; then, the anterior sea, ie., the Dead Sea, situated 
eastward of Jemsaleni; and lastly, the hinder, or Mediterranean 
Sea. That, according to the view of the prophet, the dispersion 
in these different directions was to take place in a moment, ap- 
pears from the circumstance that, according to his description, 
the ran of the same -JT is driven into one sea, and the rear, 
into the other sea. Now, every one very easily sees that this is 
a physical impoeaibility, inasmuch as oppoaite winds cannot blow 
at the same time. Crednds explanation, according to which 
the p*)p of the locnsts is intended to be the swarm of those who 
fi& invaded Palestine, while IDID is their brood, deserves men- 
tion in ao far only as it affords a proof of the greatness of the 
ahardities into which one may be deluded, after he has once 
adopted a groundless hypothesis. 

3. The words, '' For he has magnified to do," state the 
r e a m  of the destruction of the locusts. They are punished in 
this manner, because they have committed sin by their proud 
haughtiness. Because they have magnified to do, the Lord now 
magnifies Himself to do against them, ver. 21 ; He glorifies 
Himself in their destruction, ahice, at the time of their power, 
they glorified themselves, and trampled Uod under foot. But 
sin and punishment necessarily imply responsibility ; aid  it 
would be indeed difficult to prove that, in the way of a poetical 
figure, any prophet would ascribe such to irrational creatures ; 
while, as regards the heathen enemies of Israel, the thought here 
expressed is of constant occurrence. 

In chap. ii. 23, " And I restore .to you the years (nwn) 
which the locnsts have eaten," etc., aeveral years of calamity are 
spoken of. But we cannot agree with Ewdd in thinking that 
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the land was, for several years, laid waete by locmta : we are 
prevented from doing eo by the single word ur* in chap. i 4. 
Bochrt right1 y remarka : "The produce of the new year cannot 
be called the residue of the former year. That word is much 
more applicable to the fmita of some fields, which are paaaed by, 
or to the residue left in a field, which should be eaten up in the 
same year." Ba little can we enppoae, with &aki, that the 
plural ia here naed with refemnca to the effecta produced, by the 
devastation of one year, npon the ensuing years ; for it is not a 
po&ble loss which ia here spoken of, but one which has actnally 
taken place. The prophet then pasae9, here a h ,  from the image 
to the thing itself,-to the hoetile invasions extending over longer 
periods, which he describes under the ima@;e of a devastation by 
locasts which, at one time, took place. 

Very etrong arguments in favour of the figurative explana- 
tion a m  furnished, in addition, by chap. iv. (iii.). The whole 
announcement of punishment and judgment npon the heathen 
nations has sense and meaning, only when, in the preceding an- 
text, there has been mention made of the crime which they com- 
mitted againat the Lord and Hia people. In that case, we have 
before ae the three main subjects of prophecy,-God's jndg- 
men& npon Hia people by heathen enemies, their obtaining 
mercy, and the punishment of the enemies. At the very be- 
ginning of chap. iv. (iii.) the deringa of Israel, d e s c r i i  in 
chap. i. and ii., and the judgment npon the heathen, are bronght 
into the closeat connection. According to chap. iv. 1, 2, the 
gathering of the Gentiles is to take place at a time when the 
Lord will return to the captivity of Judah and Jerusalem, ie., 
according to the constant ww lopuendi (compare my Commen- 
taq on Ps. xiv. 7), when He will grant them mercy, and deliver 
them from their miaery? But that this misery can be none other 
than that described in chap. i. and ii. appears simply from 
the fact, that this has been declared to be the close of all the 
judgments of God-We must, further, not overlook the article 

The well saceatained unu loquendi muat be bare the 1- given up, 4 
in the preoeding context, to which thie V ~ I W  carriea ua back, we on, it 
h e ,  told that the Lord will return and beetow mercy ; but the brineing 
back of the people ie aa little @en of as the carrying of them away, i* 
much aa the expreee mention of which did not enit the image of the dma-  
tation by locueta. 
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in h in chap. iv. 2, and, accordingly, mmt mot trans- 
Iste, " I will @her all nations," but all & nations." And 
how could this be explained in any other way t h a n - 4  the 
nations which are spoken of in the preceding chaptara nn& 
the image of locusta? But of special importance ia the second 
part of the verse :. " A.nd I plead there with them concerning 
My people, and My heritage Israel, whom they have scattered 
among the nations, and distributed My land." ' It ia qnite im- 
posa!ile that there should here be the mention of anythii which 
happened before the time of Joel. Whatever @od we may 
eesign to him, he belongs, at all events, to a time in which a 
scattering of Israel among the Genfiles, and a distribution of 
their land, had not aa yet taken place. Credw, indeed, believes 
that the rainmities nuder Jehoram are dlioient to account for 
these qressiom. At that time," he sap, " the Edomitea re 
voited from Jndah ; Libnah, which belonged to Judah in the 
stricter mme, rebelled ; the Arabs and Philistines invaded the 
kingdom and plundered ita capital ; those inroads did then not 
terminate without a diminution of the temtoy of Jndah." But 
all this ia hleivant ; the diecom concaas the distribution of 
the land of the Lmd. The rebellion of a heathen tributary 
people does not, therefore, here come under coneideration. Jnet 
as little can we see what Libnah has to do hem. It belonged, 
it i true, to the Lingdom of Judah ; but the heathen nations 
had nothing to do' with its mbellion ;-for thb, atxording to 
2 E g e  viii. 22, and 2 Chron. xxi. 10, pmceeded from the 
i n h a b i i  who were dissatidiecl with the bad government of 
the king, and was speedily brought ta a close. It cannot then 
be proved, that even some d l  portion of the territory was 
lost at that time; far less, that the whole country wae appor- 
tioned 'anew. It ia quite the- same as regards the +eraion 
among the Glentilea. The invasion of the. Phiitinen cannot 

& mans, not "to divide moag themrelves," bub "to deot a 

divisian," to apportion the land mew," M, c.g., Amhm distributed 
the territory of the tan tribes among the Bramean Coloniota ie d 
of the distnition of the knd by Joehne, in Joeh. xiii. 7, xix. 61. In Miu. 
5.4, when the captivity wan impending, the people, in anticipation of it, 
n#sr tbeir lrmsnhtion in the mdn, " He distriliutee our fle& ;" oom- 
-Ih k. 8. 

X 
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here came into consideantion, because, in ver. 4, them enemies 
are expressly distinguished from those who had effected the dis 
prsion of the people, and the distribution of the land : "And 
ye also, what have ye to do with Me, 0 Tyre and Sidon, and 
all the borders of Palestine?" The prophet can thus not be 
speaking of something which had taken place at his time ; but 
as little can he speak of something still future, which had not 
been touched upon by hi when he threatened punishment 
upon the CovenantrpeopIe; for the devastation by the locusti 
appara as the highest and last calamity of the future. Nothing, 
therefore, remains but to suppose, that under the image of the 
devastation by locusts, the devastation of the country by heathen 
enemie9, and the dispersion of its inhabitante, are described,4 
supposition which is confirmed by the great resemblance of the 
passage under consideration to chap. ii. 17-19. V& (TheoL 
da A. Th. i. S. 462) founded upon the fact that the general 
exile is here predicted, the assertion that Joel had prophesied 
only after the captivity. Xo one, of course, has been willing to 
agree with him in this ; but as long as the devastation by the 
locusts is understood litedly, it dl not be possible to undermine 
the grounds upon which he supports his views. It is altogether 
in vain that people spend their labour in disputing the fact, so 
obvioua and evident, that the discourse here concerns the total 
occupation of the land by the heathen, the total carrging away 
of its inhabitants. 

It may be further remarked, that thia passage at the same 
time considerably strengthens the proof already adduced, that 
Joel foretells future things in chap. i. and ii. A devastation by 
the locusts is described in these chapters ; but the substance of 
this figure does not refer to the time of Joel. 

Finally-We must still direct attention to the words in ir. 
17 :-"And Jerusalem shall be a sanctuary, and them shall no 
strangers pass through her any more." This promise stands in 
evident contrast to the former threatening, and becomea intelli- 
gible only by it. In it, therefore, the stranger8 must be repre 
sented under the figure of the locusts. 

And now, after all these single proofs have been enumerated 
-pmfa which, if necessary, might easily have been strength- 
ened and increased-let us look back to this survey of the con- 
tents of the book, and we shall see how, according to our view, 
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and according to it alone, the prophecy of Joel forma an har- 
monious, complete, and well finished whole, and that the prophet 
adheres cloaely to the outlines already given by Moses, with the 
filling up and finishing of which all other prophets also are em- 
ployed. And let ua, finally, add, that exegetical tradition also 
bears a favourable testimony to the figurative interpretation. 

We need not spend much time in considering the arguments 
advanced against the figurative interpretation by Credw (S. 27 
ff.), Hitzig, and others. They all rest upon an almost incom- 
prehensible ignoring of the n a t m  of poetry, of the metaphor, 
and of the allegory. Thus, e.g., C&er says, " What man of 
sound sense will ever be able to say of horses, horsemen and 
wamors, that they resemble horses and horsemen ? Who has 
ever seen horses and horsemen climbing over walls ? What shall 
we say concerning chap. ii. 20 ? Do land armies ever perish in 
the sea, and, moreover, in two $Berent seas ? What is the use 
of foretelling, in chap. ii. 22, 23, the ceasing of the drought, if 
the prophet here thought of real enemiea 8'' But in opposition 
to all these and similar objections, let us simply keep in mind, 
that the ~rophet does not by any means view the enemies as 
such, and only incidentally compares them with locusts ; but 
that in his inward vision they represented themselves to him as 
locnsts. I t  is just the characteristic feature of the allegory, that 
the image becomes in it substantial, and has the thing repre- 
sented, not beride it, but in, with, and utider it. But it is just 
for this reason that many a feature must be introduced which 
does not belong to the Teal subject, i.e, the figure, but to the 
ideal only, ie, the thing represented thereby. I t  is for this very 
reason also, that'the metaphor, raised to the ideal subject, may 
again be compared with the real subject. After all this we may 
well judge what right Ewuld has to call the figurative explana- 
tion '' an error, which, in consideration of our present know- 
ledge, becomes from day to day less pardonable." 

We remark further, that, in chap. i. 4, it is distinctly indi- 
cated that Israel'8 visitation by the world's power will not be a 
simple one, bnt will present various aspects : " That which the 
gnawer has left, the l o w t  devoureth ; and that which the locust 
hath left, the licker devonreth ; and that which the l i c k  hath 
left, the eater devoureth." The opinion has been entertained, 
that '' the prophet does not say, one cloud of locust8 after 



anothez, or swarms of locnsts of every description have came 
up ; but, on the contrary, that they are all contemporary, and 
that all of them devour the same thbgR" But a rmcpceesion is 
quite obvious. The four parties do not devour at the same time; 
but the second devours what the fir& hae left. It is trim that 
the succession appears as very rapid ; but that is a peclrlLrity 
belonging only to the viaion. If there be at all a wcceasion 
of those extensive empires rep-ting the world's power, them 
must in reality be considerable intervals between them. The 
question then arises, however, whether the number fow is to be 
considered as a round number, so that the thought would only 
be this, that several nations are to viait the people of the Lord, 
or whether, on the contrary, importance is to be attached to the 
number fow aa such. According to Jcnmre, the Jews followed 
the latter view. In  accordance with their view, the first swarm 
denotes the Assyrians, together yith the Chalde8118 ; the emnd, 
the Medo-Pmiam; the third, the Grecian kingdams; the 
fourth, the Bornam. The analogies of the four hornrr in Zech. 
ii. 1-4 (i. 18-21), the four beasta in Daniel, the seven heads of 
the beast in Revelation--denoting the seven phases of the world's 
power oppoaed to God-are decisive in favour of the latter view; 
compare my Commsntaty on Rm. xii. 18, xi% 1. Now, if we 
follow this view at all, we must, in determining the four swarms, 
certainly assent to the opinion of the Jews, ae given in Jmm; 
and this so much the more, IW the four swarms are, in that case, 
exactly parallel to the four be& in Daniel, which denote the 
Chaldean, Medo-Persian, Grecian, and Roman monarchies. 
The  fact that the Aqriam are taken together with the Chsl- 
deana can be the leas strange, because, eo early as in the pm- 
phecy of Balsam, Asshur and Babylon are comprehended under 
the common name m, b., " that which is on the other side," 
-the.power on the other side of the Euphrates ; and are con- 
trasted with the new empire which presaed on from the West 
-from Europe. (Compare my Dirmtdon on &rlaang p. 
593 ff.)' It wm the bse poseible to BseFibe to the BssyriPns an 
independent p i t ion  here, as Joel has to do mainly with Jndah, 
upon which no judgment of d importance. was inflicted by 
the iPssjrian& 
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ON C H A P T E R  11. 28. 

And, ye wmr of Zig exutt and ~qjoice in Jehovah yow God; 
fm He giOdn you tlis T a b  of rightemwuu, and then H e  
pcnrrdhdotontrponyourai~de fonnctdaandthehttarmin, 
jm tltejimt 2isnc." 

The words, In Jehovah your God," are an addition pecu- 
liar to the sons of Zion. In reference to the which the 
locusts had devastated, it was in ver. 21 said only, <' Fear not, 
exult and rejoice." In  refmmce to the bemts, Le., to the heathen 
world, which was kept in subjection by the conquerors of the 
world, but which ie delivered by the great deede of the Lord, it 
ia in ver. 24 said only : Fear not." They am only the eons 
of Zion who know and love the Author of Salvation, aud who 
receive from Him special gifts, begides the general ones. 
There is considerable difference in the interpretations of thii 

verse. The words, n p d  mro1m#, are, by the greater number 
of interpretera, translated, The Teacher of righteousneae." 
Thus, Jonathan, the Vulgate, J a ~ 4  Abarbad, Grotiuu, and 
almost all the interpretera of the early Lutheran Church trans- 
late them. Others take rn in the signification of " rain," 
and as qualifying ita n a b  more accurately. Even in 
ancient times, thie eatplanation was not at all uncommon. Among 
the Rabbinical interpreters, it was held by Kimehi, Abencmr, 
8. B. AfeEeeJ+ who explain it of a timely rain. Calain, who ren- 
dered the npnr5 by jwta msnmrm, defends it with great decision, 
and declares the other explanations to be forced, and muitable 
to the connection. It M translated by " rain" in the English1 
and Genevan versions, and by many Calvinistic interpreters, 
who differ, huwever, in the translation of np* and render it 
either: "In ri@t time," or "in right measure," or 4' in the 
right place," or for Hia righteaaaneas," or pccording to your 
nghteoueness." M d w  ie of opinion that '' rain" ie necessarily 
qaired by the cont&t; but that, on account of np&, thii 
rain must be Mderstood spiritually of the Messiah with His 
saving doctrine, and His Spirit. Among the interpretere of the 
Lutheran Church, Ssb. Sehmid thinkR of '' a rain in due eeason." 

The Engliah v h  hss " a ternher of righteaasnas," aa a marginJ 
*CTn 



Among modern interpreters, the explanation by '' rain" has 
become altogether so prevalent, that it is considered scarcely of 
any importance even to mention the other. n d  is explained 
by E e h n n :  " In proof of Hi good pleaeure;" by Ewa4 
Meier, and U m b d  : " For justifidation ;" by Jwti : " For 
fruitfulness;" and by the others (Rosenmdb, HoLthwm, 
Credner, R~chrt ,  Maurer, and Hitzig) by : " In right measure." 
We consider this explanation to be decidedly erroneous, and 
the other to be the sound one ; and this for the following rea- 
sons :-l. The great difference, on the part of the defenders of 
the current opinion, as regarda the explanation of n& cer- 
tainly indicates, with sufficient clearness, that, by thii addition, 
a considerable obstruction is put in its way. The most current 
explanation, by " jwta mensura," in right measure,'' '' s& 
ciently," is certainly quite untenable. Even the fad, that it is 
not im but n p  which is used here, must excite suspicion. 
(On the difference betwixt these two words, compare E d d  in 
the first edition of his Grammar, S. 312-13.) Bat what i quite 
decisive ia the fact that these two words, which occur with such 
extraordinary frequency, are never found in a physical, but 
always in a moral sense only. The only passage in which, ao 
cording to Wirier, p~ signifies " rectitude" in a physical sense, 
is Ps. xxiii. 3: p.ru which, according to him, means: 
" Straight, right ways." But that verse runs thus : " He re 
storeth my soul, He leadeth me in ihe paths of righteonsnes3 
for His name's sake." The path is a~piritual one ; it is right- 
eousness itself, which consists in the actual declaration of being 
just, and in justification, which are implied in the gift of sal- 
vation. With regard to n p ,  Holthawen (S. 120) maintains 
that it is used of a measure which has its due size in Lev. s k  
35, 36. The words are these : " Ye shall not do unrigboumm 
in judgment, in measure, in division. Balances of righteousna~ 
weights of righteousness, ephas of righteousness, shall ye'haw: 
I am the Lord your God who brought you out of the land of 
Egypt." Even the contraseso evident-with the tcntigkeo~ 
nem, shows distinctly that balances, measures, and weights of 
righteousness are here such as belong to righteougness-are 
in harmony with it. Even the root py never occurs in a phy- 
sical sense, but always, only in a moral 8enae. To this it mud 
be added, that the explanation, " Teacher of righteousness," 



is recommended by the parallel passage in %. x. 12, where, 
also, teaching occnrs in connection with righteousness : mw 
033 m, LL And the Lord will come and teach you righteona- 
ness." This parallel passage is also opposed to Ewald's expla- 
nation, " for justification,"-the only explanation among those 
mentioned to which, it must be admitted, no philological o b  
jection can be raised. But the thought, "The early rain an 
actual justification of Israel," would be rather strange, and so 
much the more so, because the wrath of (3013 had not mani- 
fested itself in a dronght and want of water, but rather in the 
sending of the army of locusts. 

2. That the giving of the ;RID, in the first hemistich of the 
verse, must denote a divine blessing different from the giving 
of the r n ~  in the second, is evident for this reason :-that, 
otherwise, there would arise a somewhat meaningless tantolog?.. 
They who assigned to ,n tD  in the first hemistich, the significa- 
tion of rain in general," have felt how very unsuitable is 
the twofold mention of the early rain. To this must be added 
the use of the Fut. with Vav cmvms., ntq.  By this form, an 
action is denoted which follows from the preceding one; but 
according to the current explanation, one and the same action 
would here be expressed, only in different words. I t  cannot 
be denied, indeed, that the form occurs by no means rarely in 
a weakened sense, and is used only to express a connection ; and 
that for this reason, this argument is not, pm se, conclusive. 
Yet the original signBcation so generally holds, that we can 
abandon it only for distinct and forcible reasons. In addition 
to this, it must be considered that the addition of awl to the 
second ;mr, distinctly marks out the latter' as being different in 
its meaning from the former. I t  must also be kept in mind that 
it is one of the peculiarities of Joel to use the same words and 
phrases, after brief intervals, in a different sense ; compare Cred- 
ncr's'remarks on ii. 20, iii. 5. 

3. The explanation by "Teacher" is far more obvious for 
the reason that imr, always occurs with the signification of 
"teacher" (even in Ps. lxxxiv. 7, where the right translation 
is : With blessing also the teacher covereth himself "), and 
never with that of '6 rain," or ' 6  early rain!' This is rather the 
meaning of m* ; and the verb also never occm in H+hil, as it 
doea in lK4 with the signiscation "to sprinkle," "to water." 



By this we are led to the snppoeition that Joel, h h necond 
hemietich, made use of the uncommon form nno with themsaa- 
ing of "early rain," dely on account of the resemblance of the 
sound to the nnr, occnuring immediately before, with its usual 
si@cation ; and that, at the same time, he added om for the 
purpoee of avoiding r u n b ' i ~ .  What m a  to confirm thia 
wppoeition, is the drrmmetLoce that J&, allding to the 
p a q p  under consideration, has, in chap. v. 24, put m in the 
place of ,nm ; which provea that the mamd nnr, in J d  ii. 23 
has originated only from its coaaeceion with the &st, which in 
altogether wanting in Jeremiah. 

4. A c a d  connection, e i m i i  to that which ahta here 
betwixt the sending of the Teacher of righteousness and tbe 
pouring out of the rain, c)ccars also in that passage of the Pen- 
tateuch which the prophet seems to have had in view, &., Demt. 
xi. 13,14: "Andit ehallcomedo pass, i f y e r i r a U b w b u n t o  
my e o n n n a n d ~  which I command you this day, that ye love 
the Lord your God, and serve Him with all your heart and witb 
all your soul, that I will give you the rain of your land in dae 
season, the b t  rain and the latter rain (e&n m), and thou 
shalt gather in thy corn, and thy must, and thine oil." Here, 
as wel-as there, the righteousn& of the people ie the antae 
dim; the divine mercies and bleasings are the c-8. 

Since the former does not exist, God begins the mume of Hia 
mercies by sending Him who calls it forth. This r e d  re- 
moves, at the aame time, the objection, that the mention of the 
Teacher of righteotlsnesa is unsuitable in a connection where 
the prophet speahe of temporal bleasings only, and da4s to 
spiritual blessings only afterwards, in chap. iii. Them e&ted 
for the Covenantrpeople no benefits which were parely temporal, 
these were always, at the name time, eigoa and pledges of the 
divine favour, which depended upon the righteouuoess of the 
people, and thii in tarn, upon the divine miseiw d a T e d  
of righteousness, 

5. The is also in favour of oar explanation. I t  utanda 
in close relation to p?n# in chap. iii. 1, ii. 28. The send* 
of the .Teacher of righteousnew haa two consequepces;--rat, 
the pouring out of the temporal rain-+ individnalininp de& 
nation of every kind of outward blessinga, and chosen with a 
reference to the passage of the Pentpteucb w U  we have ja 



cited, but with special referenax to the deecription of the calrr- 
mity, under the&&re of a devtmtation by 1ocnat.a;--and, e d y ,  
the aatpoming of the epiritnal rain-the eending of the Holy 
Ghat. I t  needs only the pointing out of this reference, which 
has been overlooked by interpreters,' to aet aside the manifold 
and Merent explanations of prrwu, which are, all of them, un- 
philologicnl, or give an uni table  aena9 
But if any doabt should atill remain, it w d d  be removed by 

a padel paassge in Isaiah, which depends upon the text under 
h e w ,  in a manner not to be mistaken, and which, therefore, 
must be regarded as the oldest commentary upon it. Isaiah is 
d e e c n i  the condition of the people subsequent to their having 
obtained mercy, aftar a long time of deep miaery, in chap. xxx 
20 : And the Lord gives you the bread of adversity, and the 
water of a c t i o n ;  and then thy t e d m    ID is singular) shall 
no longer hide himeelf, and thine eyes shall see thy teacher;. 
Ver. 21  : And thine ems hear a word behind thee, This ia the 
my, walk ye in it; do not turn to the right hand, nor to the 
left." Accordingly, after they have put away what was evil, 
ver. 24 : "The Lord giveth the- rain of thy seed, with which 
thou meat  thy land," etc., ver. 23. The teacher ia not a 
human teacher, but Clod. Human teachem had not concealed 
t h d v e s ;  but that the Lord had concealed Himself, ia &hued 
in the preceding verae~~. The wordg " Behind thee " (ver. 21), 
saggest the idea of a teacher of such a glory that they could not 
look in hie face (compere Rev. i 10) ; and the words, '' Thine 
eyea see. thy teacher," ver. 20, imply the idea of the high ma- 
jesty of the teacher, and the idea of a revelation of the 
glory of the Lord ; compare Is. xl. 5, lii 8. The Lord muat 

manifest Himaelf as a Teacher, before He appears as a 
Saviour. In Isaiah, the Lord Himself appears as the Teacher ; 
as Plso in Haa x. .12 : "I t  is time to seek the Lord, till He 

Since the appeauance of the h t  edition of thin work, it ban been 
rehunrlsagea a h  by h d d ,  M i l  and UmMt. 

sXierrphhsit: u I n t h e f k t ~ l '  Bataltogfhheraputfrom 
the coneidercltion that it is only in a chronol@ connection that 'L in the 
fir& can stand for L' in the firat monfh," thb explanstion in objectionable 
on ths ground that the early rain and the httm rain cannot, by any means, 
belong to the eame month. Them is the leea difeculQ in explaining it by 
"Wn M m> undeniably oocrue, oeveral timq in this aigni&ation ; 
-pre, e.g., Zech. xii. 7. 
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come and teach yon righteonmeas; whiie in Joel, on the 
contrary, it is the Lord who giveth the Teacher. Both may be 
reconciled by the coneideration, that in the Teacher whom the 
Lord gives, the glory of the Lord becomea manifest. 

I t  now only remains to inquire who is to be u n d d  by 
the Teacher of righteousness. fleacher of righteousness is 
equivalent to: "Teaching them how they should fear the Lord," 
2 Kings xvii. 28.) I t  is referred to the Messiah, not only by 
almost all those Christian interpreters who follow this explana- 
tion, with the exeption of go ti?^, who conjectures that Isaiah 
or some other prophet is to be thereby understood; but also, 
after the example of JmtJun, by several Jewish commentators; 
e.g., Abarbanel, who says : "This teacher of righteousness, 
however, is the King Messiah, who will show the way in which 
we must walk, and the works which we must do." Even on 
account of the article, it is not possible to refer it to a single 
human teacher ; and this argument may, at the same time, be 
added to those which oppose the explanation of mir, by an 
early rain." There can be only the choice betwixt the Messirh 
as the long promised Teacher m' i4bXTjv, and the ideal teacher, 
-the collective body of all divine teachers. But the latter view 
requires to be somewhat raised, before it can be allowed to enter 
into the competition. That we have not here before us an ordi- 
nary collective body, is shown by the parallel passage in Isaiah, 
according to which the glory of the Lord is to be manifested in 
the Teacher. And this is as little applicable to a pluraliq of 
human teachers, as to a single individual. I t  is further proved 
by the fundamental passage in Deut. xviii. 18,19, where, indeed, 
the prophetic order is comprehended in an ideal person. This, 
however, has its reaeon only in the circumstance, that the idea 
of pmphetism was, at some future time, to find its realization in 
a real person. It is further seen from the state of the Messianic 
hopes at the time of Joel, and from the exceeding greatness of 
what is here connected with the appearance of the Teacher of 
righteousness. In  addition to the allusion in Gen. xlix. 10 and 
Deut. xviii., the Messiah appeam as a Teacher in the Song of 
Solomorl also) chap. viii. 2 ; and in Is. 1v. 4 : "Behold, I gke 
Him for a witness to the people, for a prince and a lawgiver to 
the people;" as also in those passagea of the second part of 
Isaiah, in which He ia declared to be the Prophet kar' i&h 



When thus understad, the explanation of the ideal teacher may 
be preferable to the reference to Christ exclusively. In favour 
of such a reference, there is the comprehensive character and 
the ideal import which are, in general, peculiar to the prophecies 
of Joel. Such a reference is, moreover, favoured by the ex- 
pression itself, which points out only that which Christ has in 
common with the former servants of God, viz., the teaching of 
righteonsness, and especially by a comparison with the f u n d s  
mental passages, Dent. xviii. 

EXPOSITION OF CHBP. III. @. 28-38.) 

Ver. 1. "And it shall come to pass, afterwards, I tail1 pout 
out My SpPSrit upon all fish; and your sons and your daugiltem 
ul~all prophesy; your old men shall dream dreams, and you+ 
young men shall see visions." 

The commnnication of the Spirit of God was the constant 
prerogative of the Covenant-people. Indeed, the very idea of 
such a people necessarily requires it. For the Spirit of Clod is 
the only inward bond betwixt Him and that which is created ; 
a Covenant-people, therefore, without such an inward con- 
nection, is an impossibility. As a constant possession of the 
Covenant-people, the Spirit of God appears in Isaiah Ixiii. 11, 
where the people, in the condition of the deepest abandonment, 
say, in the remembrance of the divine mercies, Where is H e  
that put His Holy Spirit within him?" But it was peculiar to 
the nature of the Old Testament dispensation, that the effusion 
of the Spirit of God waa less rich, His effects less powerful, 
and a participation in them less general. I t  was only after 
God's relation to the world had been changed by the death of 
Christ that the Spirit of Christ could be bestowed,-a higher 
power of the Spirit of God, standing to Him in the same re- 
lation as the Angel of the Lord to the incarnate Word. The 
conditions of the bestowal of the Holy Spirit were, nnde; the 
Old Testament, far more diicult to obtain. The view of 
Chriet in Hia historical personality, in His life, suffering, and 
death, was wanting. Clod, although infinitely nearer to the 
Jews than to the Gentiles, yet ever remained a God relatively 
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distant. S i  the procuring cam of the mercy of God-the 
merit of Chriatwas not yet ao dearly seen, it wns far more 
difficult to lay hold of it, and the by-pth of legalism was far 
nearer. I t  was thus only upon a few--especially upon the 
prophets-that the direct possession of the Spirit of God was 
concentrat& ; while the greater number, even among those of 
a better disposition, enjoyed a spiritual life derived only from 
a union with them, and hence it was leaa strong. I t  arose from 
the nature of the csse that, at some futnre time, them mast 
take place a richer and more powerful efhxiion of the Spiit of 
God ; and it was just for tbia reaeon that it was the desire of 
Moses, that such might take place, and that the whole people 
might prophesy. Num. xi. 29, besides erpnsing mch a 
desire, ia, at the same time, a prophecy. He wished nothing 
else than that the people of God might attain to mch a degree 
as to realize the idea of a people of God ; and this must come 
to pass at some future time, because the omnipotent and faith- 
ful God could not leave Hi work unfinished. But Moses 
himaelf immediately subjoins the prophecy to the wish, as a 
clear proof, that behind the wish the prophecy is concealed: 
"Would God that all the Lord's people were prophets I for the 
Lord will give His Spirit upon them," etc. ; which ie equivalent 
to : "At some future time, the whole people of the Lord shall 
be prophets, not against, but agreeably to, my wiah ; for," etc 
I t  is this promhe of Moses which is here reaumed by Joel, 
with whom, subsequently, Ie. in chap. xxxi& 15, "Until the 
Spirit be poured upon ue from on high ;" chap. xi. 9, liv. 13; 
Jer. xxxi. 33, 34; Ezek. xxxvi. 26 ff., and Zech. xii. 10, 
connect themselvea. The ultimate reference of the promise is 
to the Messianic time; but the reference to the prepanbrg 
steps must not, for this reason, be by any means excluded. 
The announcement of the pouring out of the Spirit resta upon 
the insight into the nature of God's relation to His kingdom. 
God's judgments, in which He draws near to His people, in 
which the abstract God becomes a mncpete God, excite in the 
people a longing for a union with Him. Teachers aent by 
God give a right direction to this longing, and then an out- 
pouring of the Spirit takes place. This p d i n g  does, and 
must continually, repeat itself in the h i i r y  of the Covenant 
people. The perfect fulfilment at the time of Christ could 
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not at all have taken place, unless the imperfect fulfilment had 
already pervaded their whole earlier histoy ; and that there is, 
in the prophecy under consideration, no refwnce at all to such 
imperfect fnlflrnents, could be maintained only, if there existed 
in the text any hint that the prophet intended to speak of only 
the hut realization of the idea. But as the exclusion of all the 
p r d i m h q  stagen is entirely arbitrary, it is just aa arbitrary to 
neparate, from the evente which make up the main fnlfilment in 
the Messianic time, one particular event, viz., that which took 
place on the first day of Pent&. It is only to a certain 
extent that we can atErm that the prophecy found its final ful- 
h n t  in this event, viz, in aa far as it formed the pledge of 
it+ as far aa the whole succeeding development and progress 
were already contained in it,-in as far ae Joel's prophecy in 
words w a ~  then changed into an infinitely more powerfnl 
prophecy in deeds. I t  is from overlooking the relation of the 
prophecy to the thought which animatea it, and from the error 
arising from this, viz., that the fulfilment must necessarily fall 
within a particular, limited period, that the variotm opposite 
interpretations had their rise (compare the copions enumeration 
and qreaentation of these in h d e ,  Cornpa& Joelia ds 
Effusions Spi~. S. &. c. Peh'na interpret. Witlcmb. 1782, 
Sp. 21, all of which are partidy true, and are false only by 
their one-sidedness and exclnsivenesa. 1. Several interpretera 
think of an event at the time of Joel. Thns Rabbi Mosee 
H a l i m ,  according to Abmcmr, T e b  on fiwettim de int6F. 
Fret. p. 59, Cmmer on the Sythirche Denhila, p. 221.-2. 
Others insist on an exclnmve reference to the f k t  Pentecost. 
Thne do almost all the Fathers of the Chnrch-among whom, 
however, J m m  (on Joel iii. 1) felt the great difEcultiee in the . 
way of this view, arising from the contextand moet of the 
later Christian interpretera.-3. Others would refer it at the 
same time to the eventa in Joel's time, and to thoae at the firat 
Pentecost. Of this opinion are l!i+h*asm Syt., Grotius, and 
Itrmcta'nt.--4. Others place the fulfilment altogether in the 
fntnre. Thns did the Jews as early ae in the time of J m ,  
and afterwards Jawhi, K h h 4  and AbarhneL-A Others, 
finally, h d  in the first Pentamt the beginning only of the fnl- 
fllment, and rejpd it as pervading the whole Chrintian time. 
T h q  ag., t2oaiw (Bibl. iUwk. ad. JL L) eaya: "Although 
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that prophecy began to be fulfilled in a remarkable manner 
on that feast of the Pentecost, yet its reference is not to that 
solemn event only, but to the whole state of these last, or New 
Testament times, just after tjre manner of 0 t h  generalprwniscs." 
These last words show that CaEooius was very near the truth. 
But if the promise be a general one, by what are we entitled to 
place the beginning of its fulfilment only at  the times of the 
New Testament, and to exclude all of that same gift which God 
bestowed in Old Testament times P The ins&ciency of the 
foundation for such a limitation in the text itself is proved by 
the following confession of Dresde (1. c. p. €9, who even believes 
himself obliged to defend such a limitation from the authority 
of the Apostle Peter, and to whom it did not at all occur, that 
any other reference than to some particular event was even 
possible : '' I t  appears, therefore,': he says, " that the prophecy, 
considered in itself, is ao expressed, that no one, except the first 
author of the prophecy, will be able convincingly to define the 
exact event to which it really refers." W e  shall afterwards see 
that the testimony of the New Testament to which DresdG here 
alludes, does not by any means demand such a limitation. We 
have seen that Joel points to a fourfold oppression of Israel by 
the world's power. The main fulflhent we must then expect 
at the time of the fourth ; but this can scarcely be the first fnl- 
filment; for we cannot imagine that the former calamities 
should have passed over the people altogether without effect; 
and the divine gift of the Spirit goes always hand in hand with 
the susceptibility of the people. By proving that fourfold 
oppression, we have also furnished the proof that the prophecy 
of the outpouring of the Spirit has a comprehensive character. 

. -From the already established reference of the p-qm to the 
pwma in chap. ii. 23, it is obvious that i t  is not so much a 
determination of the succession of time, as of a succession in 
point of importance, which is thereby given. Among the two 
effects of the mission of the Teacher of righteousness, first, the 
lower, and then, the higher, presents itself to the view of the 
prophet. The determination of time is not the essential point; 
that serves only to illustrate the internal relation of these two 
events, the gradation of these divine blessings ; although weare 
able. to demonstrate that, even as regards time, the prophecy 
was fulfilled in this order. For after the destruction by the 
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Chaldeans, the temporal blessings were restored to the people, 
before the main fulfilment of the promise of the outpouring of 
the Holy Spirit took place; compare Ps. cvii. 33-42 with Joel 
ii 25-%'.-The words, "1 shall pour out," refer to the rain in 
ver. 23. The idea of copiousness, opposed to the former scanti- 
ness, is indeed implied in it. Yet it must not be exclusively 
considered ; the qualities of the rain alluded to in ver. 24 ff.- 
~iz, the quickening of what wes previously dead, the frnctify- 
ing power-must not be overlooked.-The words, " Upon all 
flesh," are, by most of the Jewish interpreters (e.g., Kimhi, 
Abenezm ; compare hghtfoot and Sch6ttgen on Acts ii. 16, 17), 
referred to the members of the Covenant-people only ; but by 
the Christian interpreters, whom even Abarbanel joins, to all 
men. So, still, does Steudel in the Tzibinger Pfingst-P~ogramm, 
1820, p. 11. But in this latter explanation, one thing has been 
overlooked-as, among the older interpreters, has been well 
shown by Calvin,' and among the more recent, by Tycheen 
(pry. ad h. I. p. 5)-viz., that the subsequent words, " Your 
sons, your daughters, your old men, your young men, the ser- 
vants, the handmaids," contain a specification of the ~ 2 ;  so 
that the all, by which it is qualified, does not do away with the 
limitation to a particular people, but only with the limits of sex, 
3 3 ,  and rank, among the people themselves. The participation 
of the Gentiles in the outpouring of the Holy Ghost did not, in 
the first instance, come into consideration in this place, inasmuch 
as the threatening of punishment, with which the proclamation of 
salvation is connected, had respect to the Covenanbpeople only. 
Credner has been led into a strange error, by pressing the words 
~ 2 %  without any regard to the connection. He imputes to 
the prophet the monstrous idea, that the Spirit of God, the 
hntain of all which is good and great, well pleasing to God, 
a d  divine, is to be poured out upon all animals also, evcn upon 
the locusts.-The foundation for the promise of the Holy Spirit 
13 formed by Gen. ii. 7, compared with i. 26. I t  supposes that 
the spirit of man, as distin,auished from all other living things 

He nays : "The sense in which the universality must be undewtood 
is clearly indicated by what follows. For, it ia firat said, in general, 'All 
fld,' and afterwards, a speci6cation ia added, by which the prophet inti- 
mate~, that age or aex will not wmtitute any Mereme, but that God will. 
bring them all, without any distinction, into the communion of Hia gnrce." 



on earth, is a breath from God.--Them ia hem, moreover, the 
same contrast betwixt in and nn M in Gen. vi. 3 and la.&. 
3 : " The Egyptians are men, and not God; their hones are 
flesh, and not spirit." (Compare other paesngea in G&' 
Tiuraum, 8. a. p. 949.) FIcsh, in thi contrast, si@a 
human nature with respect to ita weakneaa and helplessness; 
the +rid is the principle of life and a t r q t h .  As "your 
sons," etc, ia a epecification of all flesh, so, the words, "They 
prophesy, they dream dreams, they see visiong" are a spec%- 
cation of : "1 pour out My Spirit." From thii it is evident 
that the particular gifts do not here come into consideration 
according to their individual nature, but according to that 
essential character which is common to them as effects of the 
Spirit of God. Hence it is obvious a h ,  that we are not at 
liberty to ask why it is just to the sons and daughters that the 
prophesying is ascribed, etc. The prophet, whose object it is 
only to individualize and expand the fundamental thought, i.e, 
the universality of the effects of the Spirit, chooses for this 
purpose the extraordinary gifts of the Spirit,' became these 
are more obvioua than the ordinary ones ; and from among the 
extraordinary ones, again, those which were common under the 
Old Testament ; without thereby excluding the others, or, ss 
regards the real import, adding anything to the declaration, 
"I will pour out My Spirit." This appears also from ver. 2, 
where, in reference to the wrvanta and handmaids, the expres- 
sion returns to the former generality. In d i ibu t ing  the gifts 
of the Spirit among the particular classes, the prophet has been 
as little guided by any internal considerations, as, eg., Zecha- 
riah, when in chap. ix. 17 he rises the words, "Corn make& 
the young men grow up, and must, the maids." The remark 
made by C1.ednrr and Rilzig, after the example of l & i h  
that visions are ascribed to vigorom youth, but drerrms to 
feebler age, appean, at once, from an examination of the hie 

The two parallel manbeta prove, in oppdtion to RsdrIob and dhaq 
that the verb ~UJ  hem, aa everywhere eke, h~ rehence to an d 
condition, to the speaking in the Spirit, although thin ie by no 
limited to a revelation of the fuhm The clarenese of the eonneetioo 
betwean pmphesying, dreaming dreams, and seeing vieioq ia evident fmm 
Nnm. xii. 6, w h  riaions and drarms appear M tihe two pninaipd dorrm 
d revelstion to the m. 
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torical instances, and from the comparison of Num.'xii. 6, to 
be unfounded. "Your sons imd your daughters prophesy," 
etc., is equivalent to: Your sons and your daughtkre, your 
old men and your young men, prophesy, have divine dreams (a 
l i tat ion to such is implied in their being the effects of the 
outpouring of the Spirit), and aee visions ; " and this again is 
equivalent to : They will enjoy the Spirit of God, with all His 
gifts and blessings." In this, and in no other way, has the 
passage been constantly ~ d e r s t o o d  among the Jews. If it had 
been otherwise, how could Peter have so confidently declared 
the events on the feast of Pentecost, where there occurred 
neither dreams nor visions, to be a fulfilment of the prophecy 
of Joel? I t  is implied, however, in the nature of the case, 
that, in the principal fulaments of the prophecy of Joel, the 
extraordinary gifts of the Spirit should be accompanied by the 
ordinary ones ; for the former are the witnesses and means of 
the Intter, although, at the same time, the basis also on which 
they rest; so that times like those which are described in 1 Sam. 
iii. 1, where the Word of God is precious in the country, and 
there is no prophecy spread abroad, must necessarily be poor in 
the ordinary gifts of grace also. I t  is not in the essence, but 
only in the form of manifestation, that the extraordinary gift .  
diier from the ordinary ones,-just a s  Christ's outward miracles 
dier from His inward ones. 

Ver. 2. "And upon the servant8 also, and upon the hano?- 
nuaid., Iwi l l  pour out My Spirit in those days." 

Credner refers this to the Hebrew prisoners of war, living 
as servants and handmaids among heathen nations, far away 
from the Holy Land. But if the prophet had this in view, he 
must necessarily have expressed himself with greater distinct- 
ness. Moreover, the relation to the preceding verse requires 
that, as the diierence of sex and age mas there done away with, 
so no allowance should here be made for the difference of rank. 
The ~1 shows that the extension of the gifts of the Spirit even 
to servants and handmaids, who, to the carnal eye, appeared to 
be unworthy of such distinction, is to be considered as something 
mpected and extraordina ry. That there is very little correct- 
ness in the assertion of Credner, that '' there could have been 
mrcely any doubt es regards the participation of the Hebrew 

Y 



slaves," is sufficiently shown by the fad, that Jewish i .  
tere have attempted, in varioun ways, to leesen the bleeging here 
promised to the aervants and handmaids. Even the translption 
of the LXX by, i.nl TO& Mhom p w  rw2 d& T& 806- p, 
may be considered as such an attempt. In  the place of the 
eervants of men, who appeared to them unworthy of such 
honour, they put the servants of God. Abarbanel asaexta that 
the Spirit of God here meam something inferior to the gift of 
prophecy, which is beatowed onlgnpan the free people. Insterd 
of regarding the Spirit of God as the root and fountain of the 
particular gifts mentioned in the preceding veree, he sees in 
Him only an iaolated gift,-that of an indefinite knowledge of 
God. But such a view is opposed even by the relation of the 
words, "I will pour out My Spirit," in ver. 2, to the eame 
words in ver. 1 ; and a h  by Is. xi. 2, where Spirit of W * 
is likewise used in a general sense, and comprehends within 
itself all that follows. I t  is not without design that the fact is 
so prominently brought out in the New Testament, that the 
Gospel is preached to the poor, and that God chooses that 
which ia mean and despised in the eye of the world. The 
natural man is always inclined to suppose that that which is 
esteemed by the world must be so by God also. This in mffi- 
ciently evident from the deep contempt of the Pharisees for the 
&XXOL ; compare, e.g., John vii. 49. 

yer. 3. And I give wonder8 in th8 k a u e ~ ,  and oti earth; 
blood, andjre, and vapour of 8mok.e." 

The mercy bestowed npon the Congregation of God is a ~ -  
companied by the judgment upon her enemiee. Since the Con- 
gregation has again become the object of His favour, eapecdy 
in consequence of the Holy Spirit beiig poured out upon her, 
it cannot be but that He will protect her against the perawn- 
tion of the world, m d  avenge her upon it. In vers. 3 and 4, the 
precursors of the judgment (befwe cometh, ver. 4) are described, 
and in chap. iv. throughout, the judgment itself. There is here 
an allusion to an event of former times, and which is now to be 
repeated on a larger scale, viz., the plagues infiicted upon Egypt 
in consequence of the same law. The prophet had epecially in 
view the passage, Dent. vi. 22 : " And the Lord gave signs and 
wonders: great and sore, upon Egypt, npon Pharaoh, and upon 
d l  his household before our eyes."-The wondera are divided 



into thaw which are hi heaven, and t h m  which are on earth ; 
then t h m  which an, on earth are in this verse designated in&- 
v i d d y  ; and aftawarda, in ver. 4, .those which are in heaven. 
With +'to the former, many interpreters (the last of whom 
is Cr&) understand by the "blood," Moody defeata of the 
enemies of Israel ; by " fire and emoke," their towns and habi- 
tations consumed by fire. But this interpretation cannot be 
entertained. The very designation by n c m  indicates that we 
have here to think of extraordinarg phenomena of nature, the 
symbolical language of which is interpreted by the evil con- 
science, which reco* in them the precursors of corning 
judgment, This is confirmed alao by the more particular state- 
ment of the s i p  in heaven, in ver. 4 ; for the signs on earth 
mast certainly be of the same clam as thw.  I t  is confirmed 
likewise by a comparison with the type of former times, which 
we have pointed out; for it is from this, that the blood is 
directly taken. The first plague is thua annonnced in Ed. 
\u. 17 : '' Behold, I smite with the rod in mine hand upon the 
waters in the river, and they are turned into blood.'' JaLhrt 
Simconi (in Sc&tgen, p. 210) remarks : "The Lord brought 
blood npon the enemies in Egypt: thus also .shall it be in 
future times ; for it is written, I will give wonders, blood and 
fire." The same is the case as respects the fire. Exod. ix. 
24: " And there came hail, and j r e  mingled with the hail." 
It is more natural to suppose that the prophet borrowed these 
featlveg as, in the former description of the judgment upon 
Israel, the plague of the locuats lies at the foundation, and as the 
contents of the following verse have likewise their prototype in 
those events. Compare Exod. x. 21 : " And the Lord said unto 
Moses, Stretch out thine hand toward the heaven, and let there 
be darkness over the land of Egypt." That it ia not real blood 
which is here meant, but that only which, by its blood-red 
colonr, reminds of blood (comp. e.g., "Waters red as blood," 
2 Kings iii. 22), is shown by the fundamental passage, Exod. 
xii. 17, where the water which had become red is called simply 
blood; compare my work on Egypt and ih Books of Moses, p. 
106. Blood brings into view the shedding of blood ; the fiery 
phenomena announce that the fire of the anger of God, and 
the fire of war, will be enkindled ; compare remarks on i. 19,20. 
-The word require8 a renewed investigation. In- 
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preters uniformIy'explain'it by " pillars,"-a signification which 
is altogether destitute of any foundation ; for the Chaldee m, 
to which they refer, i~ not found with the signi6cation LL pillar." 
Such a meaning is quite inappropriate in the single passage 
quoted by Buxtorf; the signification LL smoke," or LL cloud of 
smoke," is necessarily required i s  that place. As little are we 
at liberty to appeal to mn, " palm," with which inwn has nothing 
at all to do. The 9, which would be without any analogy if 
derived from iBn (compare Ewald on Song of Sol. iii. 6), re- 
quires the derivation from vs. The word ,nrpn is a noun 
formed from the 3d pers. fern. Fut. of this verb with n sffixed 
(compare, on these nouns, the remarks on Hos. ii. 14, and my 
work on Balaam, p. 434), and, as to its form, it corresponds 
exactly with ,nlDn, derived from the 3d fern. f i t .  of the verb 
?lo. There cannot now be any doubt regarding the significa- 
tion of its. Is. lsi. 6, and Jer. ii. 11, where 1 9 ~  and vryn occur 
in the same verse, show that it corresponds entirely with ito. 

Hence Ewald (l. c.) is wrong in identifying it with ~ D U ,  the 
alleged meaning of which is " to be high!' Now in Hebrew, m 
and 3 ~ 9  occur only in the derived signification of to transform," 

to change," ' L  to exchange ;" but the primary signification is 
furnished by the Arabic, where it means : A t u  iUuc latus, agi- 
tatus fuit,--uctuavit. (Compare the thorough demonstration 
by Sel~eid, ad cant. Hisk. p. 159 sqq.) nnrsn can accordingly 
mgnify only " clouds" or " adkes! '  (In Arabic, mesns 

dust agitated by the wind.") The connection of this signifi- 
cation with that of "palpebme," " eye-lids," in which it occurs 
in the Talmudic and Rabbinical languages, is very obvious. 
They were so called from their continual motion hither and 
thither. Such a connection, however, we must the more easil~ 
be able to prove, because that Talmudic and Rabbinical use of 
the word cannot be derived from any other root than an ancient 
Hebrew one. The &rpk of the LXX. likewise leads to our 
interpretation, rather than to the prevailing one. The former is, 
in the only passage in which niiwn occurs, besides the one under 
consideration, and where it likewise occurs in the connection 
with pp, viz., in Song of Sol. iii. 6, at least as suitable as 
the latter. We have to think here of such phenomena as th* 
which are described in Exod. xis. 18 : And Mount Sinai 
altogether on a smoke, because the Lord had descended u p  
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it in fire, and the smoke thereof ascended as the smoke of a 
furnace." Here, as well as there, the fire, and the accompany- 
ing smoke, represent, in a visible manner, the truth that God is 
u6p ~ a y o k h ~ o u ,  Heb. xii. 29. The clonds of smoke are the 
sad forernnners of the clouds of smoke of the divine judg- 
ments upon the enemies, and of the fire of war, in the form 
of which the former commonly appear. Compare Is. ix. 18, 
19 : '' And they mount up like the lifting up of smoke. . . . 
And the people became as the fuel of fire ; no man spareth his 
brother." The belief - which pervades all antiquity - that 
the angry Deity announced the breaking in of judgments 
through the symbolical language of nature, is very remark- 
able. This belief cannot be a mere delusion, but must have 
3 deep root in the heart. Nature is the echo and the reflec- 
tion of the disposition of man. If there prevail within him a 
fearful expectation of things to come, because he feels his own 
sii, and that of his people, all things external harmonize with 
that expectation ; and, most of all, that which is the natural 
image and symbol of divine punitive justice, which would not, 
however, be acknowledged ag such, were it not for the interpret- 
ing voice within. Having regard to thia relation of the mind to 
nature, God, previous to great catastrophes, often causes those 
precursors of them to appear more frequently +nd vividly, than 
in the ordinary conrse of nature. In a manner especially re- 
markable, thia took place previous to the destruction of Jeru- 
salem. Compare Josephue, d. Bell. Jud. iv. 4, 5. " For dufing 
the night, a fearful storm arose,-there arose boisterous winds 
with the most violent showers, continual lightnings and awful 
thunders, and tremendous noises, while the earth was shaken. 
It was, however, quite euident that the condition of the universe 
was put into such disorder for the destruction of men, and al- 
most every one con jectumd that these were the signs of impend- 
ing calamity." A great number of other signs and precursors 
are mentioned by him in B. J. vi. 5, 5 3. These will never be 
dtogether absent, as certainly ae punishment never comes with- 
out sin, and sin never existe without the consciousness, without 
the expectation, of deserved judgment. But the chief point in 
this mode of viewing things, is not the sign itaelf, but the dis- 
position of mind which interprets it,-the consciousness of guilt, 
which fills the sod with the thought of an avenging God,-the 
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cond;tion of things wAiclr Mngs into view the in&tion of flu 
judgment. I t  is by this that we can account for the circum- 
stance that, in the Old Testament, the darkening of thesun and 
moon, and other things, frequently appear as direct imcrgcs of 
sad and heavy timea. 

Ver. 4. " Z%e acn ia  turned into dorItnsss, and the moon 
into blood, bcfvre b e  wmeth the greut and tmibb day of f e 
Lad:' 

Among all interpreters, Calvin has given the most admiible 
interpretation of this verse : " When the prophet s a p  that the 
sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, 
them are metaphorical eqre8eiona, by which he indicates that 
the Lord will show signs of Hia wrath to all the ends of the 
earth, at3 if a whole revolution of nature were to take place, in 
order that men may be stirred up by terror. For, as sun and 
moon are witnesses of God's fatherly kindness towards us, m 
long as, in their changes, they provide the earth with light, so 
will they, on the other hand, says the prophet, be the me&sengers 
of the angry and offended God.-By the darkness of the sun, 1 
by the bloody appearance of the moon, by the black cloud of 
smoke, the prophet intended to ea~preae the idea, that whew 
soever men should turn their eyes, npwarda or d o w n d c ,  ~ 
many things would appear to fill them with terror. Hence the 
language of the prophet amounts to this :-that never had the 
state of things in the world been ao miserable,-that never bad 
there appeared eo many and 80 terrible signs of the anger of 
God."-We have already seen that the prophet has before hie 
eye the Egyptian type. The darknem upon the whole land of 
Emt, while there was light in the dwellings of the Israelites, 
represented, in a deeply impwssipe manner, the anger of God 
in contra& with His grace, of which the symbol is the shining 
of His heavenly lights. The extinction of them is, in Scrip 
tnre, frequently the foremnner of coming divine judgments, 
or an image of those which have been already intiicted ; corn 
pare the remarks on Zech. xiv. 6. Thus it has already occurred 
in the Book of Joel itself, in the description of the formet 
judgment ; compare ii. 2 : " Day of darkness and g l d e s ,  
day of clouds and miat;" ii. 10: "Befbm Him quake& tbe 
earth, and trembieth the heaven ; the snn and the moon mourn, 
and the s t a n  withdraw their shining." Thus it latarnd in iv. 
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14,15 : " The day of the Lord is near in the valley of judg- 
ment. The sun and .the moon mourn, and the stars withdraw 
their shining.?' The passages in which, as in the one before 
w, the extinction has not a Jgumtiue, but a Srpical character, 
muat not be limited to a single phenomenon. Everything by 
which the brightnew of the heavenly luminaries is clouded 
or darkened, eclipses of the sun or moon, earthqnakea, thunder- 
atorma, e k ,  fill with fear those in whose hearts the sun of 
F 

Ver. 5. "And it comss to pass, every one who calls on the 
name of tire Lord is s a d ;  for in Mount Zion and in Jerusalem 
ahal l  be 4 as have escaped, as the Lord hath said, and amongat 
h e  w h  am qmred w whomsoever the Lord calctlr." 

We must first determine the signification of ;mh. The 
greater number of interpreters explain it by " deliverance ;" but 
it means rather "that which has escaped." This appeara, 1. 
from the form. I t  is the fern. of the Adj. &, the *T of which 
has arieen from y- by means of lengthening; hence it is that 

is thrice formed without '-. I t  is, then, an adjective of 
intransitive signification.  owi it is true that, by means of the 
feminine termination, adjectives are changed into abstract nouns, 
but never into such as indicate an action ; but always into such 
only for which, in Latin and Greek, the neuter of the adjective 
might be d This, however, is here inadmissible. 2. To this 
must be added the conatant use ; as in Is. d i .  31,32 : " And 
that which licrs escaped (nab)  of the house of Jndah, the 
mmmt, taketh root downward, and beareth fruit upward. For 
out of Jernealem shall go forth a remnant (nwv), and tirat 
which licrs escaped out of -Mount Zion,"-a passage exactly 
@el to the one. under consideration (compare also the 
following words in La. xsxvii. 32 : "For the zeal of the Lord 
will do thii" with "&e the Lord hath said," here). Is. iv. 2 : 
"To that which hss escaped," with which, 46That which ia 
left in Zion, and that which mmaineth in Jerusalem," in the 
following verse, ia identical ; Is. x. 20 : "The remnant ( ~ ~ w j  
of Israel, and that which has w p e d  of the honse of Jacob;" 
O M  ver. 17 : "And upon Mount Zion shall be that which 
haa escaped,"-which forms an antithesis to ver. 9: "And 
man &aU be cut off from the Mount of Esau ;" and jnally- 
Qen. sxxii. 9 (8) : U And the camp which has been left is for 
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the eiicaped." There 'doea not thus remiin a single paaaage 
in which the signification " deliverance" is even the probable 
one. The passages in Jeremiah, whem I& ma occur to- 
gether (xlii. 17, xliv. 14 ; Lam. ii. 2), show that ,mh here is 
not different from nmw in the subsequent clause of the v e m  
-The expression ;nn om mp never is used of a merely oat- 
ward invocation, but always of such as is the external e x p d o n  
of the faith of the heart ; compare the remarks on Zech. siv. 9. 
Even on account of this stated condition, it is not possible to 
thiik of the deliverance of the promiscuous multitude of Israel, 
in contrast with that of t b  Gentiles; for the condition is one 
which is purely internal, and it affords an important hint for 
the right understanding of what follows. The $3 by which it 
ia connected remains inexplicable, if Mount Zion and Jernsalem 
be considered as a place of safety and deliverance for all who 
are there externallj. The same thing is evident from nt)*Sc. 
The sense is not by'any means that all the inhabitants of Zion 
and Jerusalem shall be delivered; but that there shall be some 
who have escaped-viz., those who call on the name of the 
Lord; while those who do not, shall be consumed by the divine 
jud,ment. The second condition stated by the prophet--that 
of being called by the Lord-is in like manner internal. The 
words m> ?$: have so evident a reference to qpe- 
%, that we &annot at all suppose, as CTedrltr does, that they 
refer to other subjects. On the contrary, they who call on the 
Lord, are also they whom He  calls from the general calamity 
into His protecting presence ; and the prophet has endeavoured, 
by the choice of the words, to bring out into view the close con- 
nection of these two parties. They who call on the Lord, and 
they whom the Lord calls (Mauret'a explanation : " And among 
those who have escaped is every one who calls on the Lord" 
[compare Ps. xiv. 41, gives a very feeble tautology), are the 
very same upon whom, according to vers. 1 and 2, the fulness 
of the Spirit has been p o d  out.-The words, " As the Lord 
has said,'' indicate, that the faithful ones may safely take com- 
fort from this promise ; inasmuch as it is not the word of men, 
but of God. We may see, from such parallel passages as 
Is. i. 20, slv. 5, Iviii. 14, how little reason we have for thinking 
that the prophet here refers to some other prophecy. That the 
prophet, and not the Lord Himself, is speaking in this verse, 
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is evident from the worda: "Who call# on the name of the 
hd'' It was, therefore, very suitable to ahow, that it was by 
immediate, divine commission that the prophet had given utter- 
ance to the consolatory promise, that the people of God would 
escape in these great and heavy judgments which were to come 
npon the world. That it ia very natural for believers to fear 
that the puuishments which threaten the world should fall npon 
them also who are living in the world, is shown by Rev. vii., 
the aim of which is, throughout, to allay the anxious fear which 
might arise in believers when considering the judgments which 
threaten the world. The relation of the whole verse to what 
precedes and follows ia thia :-In vers. 3 and 4, the prophet had 
stated the mgns and forerunners of the great and fearful day 
of the Lord. Now he points to the only, and the absolutely 
sure means of standing on that day. Then, in chap. iv., which 
is connected by 9, he describes the judgment itself. 

If, now, we endeavour to discover the historical reference 
of wxs. 3-5, we are met by a great variety .of opinions. I t  is 
referred to the destruction of Jernsalem by the Chaldeans, by 
Grotius, ~mmer,  firrettine (de h i p .  8. i n t ~ e t .  p. 331); 
among the Socinians, in the Racemian Catechism, p. 22, and 
by Oede*; and among the Arminians, by Ephcopius in the 
Indit. Theol. p. 198. . Others (as Jerome) think of the resur- 
rection of the Lord; othern (as Luther) of the outpouring of 
the Holy Spirit; others (as Mhstm, Capell, Lightfoot, Dresde, 
1.c. p. 22) of the destruction by the Romans. I t  is referred to 
the judgment upon the enemies of the Covenanbpeople soon 
after the return from the Babylonish captivity, by Ephmem 
Syncs ; to the impending overthrow of Clog, at the time of the 
Messiah, by the Jewish interpreters; to the general judgment, 
by Tcrtullian, Thcodoret, and Cmsiue, in Tlwol. Prophet. i. p. 
621; and to the destruction of Jerusalem, and the general 
judgment at the same time, by Chy8mtom and others. 

The great variety of these references has arisen solely from 
the circnmstance, that the prophecy has not been reduced to its 
fandamental idea. This fundamental idea is :-The manifesta- 
tion of God's punitive jnatice npon all which is hostile to His 
kingdom, which runs parallel with the manifestation of His 
grace towards the mbjecta of His kingdom. This idea appears 
here, in all i~ generality, without any temporal limitation 
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whatsoever. Not one of these interpretations, therefore, can 
be absolutely right. They differ only in thh, that some of 
them are altogether falee, inasmuch as they ssemne a reference 
to evenfa which do not at all fall under the fundamental idea; 
whiie others are only limited and partial v i m  of the trnth. 

To the first of them classes belong evidently the references 
, to the resurrection, and to the ontpouring of the Holy Ghoat. 

I t  is only by detaching them verses from the following chapter 
that such a view could arise. These events stand in no relation 
whatsoever to the animating thonght of the paseage. There is 
a certain relation to that thought in the reference to the de- 
strnction by the Chaldeans, in so far aa this was really a mani- 
festation of divine punitive justice. But the reference to this 
event would be admissible here, only if the prophet were de- 
scribing the manifestation of divine punitive justice in general. 
But snch is not the case. The comparison of chap. i. and ii. 
shows that the subject of the prophecy ia rather the manifesta- 
tion of divine justice in refmnce to thoae who are enemies to 
the kingdom of God. The defendem of. such a view hare 
altogether misunderstood the structure of the prophecy of Joel; 
for, otherwise, they would have seen that that event belongs to 
the threatening of judgment in chap. i. and ii, where the judg- 
ment upon the house of God is describe$ ; while, here, them is 
a description of the judgment upon those who are without. 

The same argument seems, at iirst sight, to apply also to tbe 
deatrnction by the Romans. But on a closer examination, there 
appears to be a difference betwixt these two events, and me 
which brings the latter far more within the mpe of the propheq. 
The destruction by the Romans was much more intimately con- 
nected with a total apostasy end rejection, than was that by the 
Chddeans. Even before the former destrnction, and imme 
diately after the death of Chriet, the former Covenant-people 
had sunk down to the rank of the Gentiles. They weae no 
more apostate children, who were, by means of pnnishment, to 
be brought to reformation, but enemies, who were judged on 
account of their hostiie disposition towards the kingdom of God. 
Malachi, in chap. iii. 23 (iv. 5), shows that such a time would 
come when that, w h i i  they imagined to be intended only for 
the heathen by descent, should be realized u p  Israel a h  
the flesh. The verbal reptition of the mrde, "Before there 
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cameth the great and dreadful day of the Lord," and the& 
application to the judgment upon Israel, can be accounted for 
only by hia intention to oppose the prevailing carnal interpreta- 
tion of the prophecy under consideration. 

It will now be seen also, what the relation is which the 
phenomena at the death of Christ, the darkening of the sun, 
the quaking of the earth, the rending of the rocks (compare 
Matt. xmii. 45, 51 ; Luke xxiii. 44), occupy to the passage 
before us. They were like the moo here, actual declarations 
of the divine wrath, and forerunners of the approaching judg- 
ment; and they were recognised as such by the guilty, to whom 
this symbolical language was interpreted by their consciencea ; 
compare Luke -xxiii. 48 : Kd T&EC o i  u v p r a p q d F o ~  , 

% b b  k i  71)v Betvplav rahqv, B~du)poike TA ydpeva, h- 
Tome$ Cavr& 7d QTlj&l, irnCmp€+Ov. 

But we must not limit ourselves to the obduracy of the 
Covenanbpeople. This we are taught, not only by the relation 
of chap. i. and ii. to iv. 2, but, with especial distinctness, by the 
renewal of this threatening in Rev. xiv. 14-20, where the 
image of the vintage and winepress, in paxtidar, is borrowed 
from Joel ; see iv. 12, 13. The objects of judgment are there 
the heathen nations on account of their hostility to the people 
of Clod, who, by Christ, and by the outpouring of the Spirit 
procured by Him, have fully attained to that dignity. Nor is 
the judgment there an isolated one. On the contrary, all which, 
in history, is realized in an entire series of judicial acts, to be at 
last consummated in the final judgment, is there comprehended 
in one great harvest-in one great vintage. 

W e  have still to make a few remarks upon the quotation in 
A& ii. 16 ff. Nothing but narrow-mindedneas and prejudice 
umld deny that Peter found, in the miracle of Pentecost, an 
actual fulfilment of the prombe in vers. 1 and 2. This becomes 
probable, not only from the circumstance, that the reference of 
this prophecy to the Messianic time was the prevailing one 
among the Jews (compare the passages in Sehbttgen, S. 413), 
but also from the translation of p n c t  by & r& &J$TUK 

+dpacc, by which, in the New Testament, the Messianic time 
is always designated. To this muat also be added the expreas 
declaration in ver. 39, that the promise was unto the generation 
then preaent. How could Peter have uttered such a declaration, 
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if his view had been that the promise had found its fulfilment 
in a time long gone past ? At the same time, it is e q d y  
certain, that Peter was so far from considering all the riches of 
the promise to be completely exhausted by that Pentecostal 
miracle, that he rather considered it to be only a beginning of 
the fulfilment,-a beginning, indeed, which implies the consam- 
mation, as the germ contains the tree. This is quite obvious 
from ver. 88: p r a y o t j u a r e  ~d flarn~8tjTto b ~ a ~ 7 m  6&. . . . ad X e d e  r$v SO)pe& TO; &yhv d p ~ ~ m .  HOW 
could Peter, referring to the prophecy, promiae the of the 
Holy Spirit, promised in the prophecy to those who should be 
converted, if the prophecy was already completely fulfilled? 
But it is still more apparent from ver. 39 : 'T@ 74 2 o - r ~ ~  4 
&wyy~Xia Kc3  TO^ T ~ ~ L C  6@v, d &UL 70% e i ~  p u p &  &OW 

&v ~ ~ p o u d q ~ a ~  K4pwp 6 8& 3@v. The question is, who 
are to be understood by those elk pupciv ? No one could have 
doubted that the Gentiles are thereby to be understood, unless 
two things altogether heterogeneous had been confounded, wiz., 
the uncertainty of Peter concerning the fact of the reception 
of the Gentilea into the kingdom of God, and his uncertainty 
concerning the mode of their reception. Considering the con- 
dition of the Old Testament prophecy, the latter is easily ac- 
counted for ; but the former cannot. To state only one from 
among the mass of arguments which prove that Peter conld not 
be ignorant of the fact, we observe that the very manner in 
which, in Acts iii. 25, he quotes the promise given to Abraham, 
that by his seed the nations should be blessed, proves that he 
regarded the Gentiles as partakers of the kingdom of Christ. 
This is rendered still more incontrovertible by the w+v in 
ver. 26. To understand, by elk puPAv, foreign Jews, is inad- 
missible, for the single reason that these were preaent in great 
numbers, and hence, were included in the term tip&. Now 
Peter, throughout, addresses all those who were present. How 
then could he have here confined himself, all at once, to a por- 
tion of these ? There is, moreover, a plain allusion to the olose 
of Joel iii. 5, which the LXX. translate oh K4pw vpoud- 
~ X v c u .  This allnsion contains, at the same time, a proof of 
the concurrent reference to the Gentiles, which is not in express 
words contained in the prophecy, provided we do not put an 
arbitrary interpretation upon in. Attention is thereby di- 
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rected to the fact, that, in that passage, salvation, wbich requires, 
as its condition, s participation in the outpouring of the Spirit, 
does not depend upon any human cause, but solely npon the 
d of God-upon His f w  grace. In a manner entirely 
similar, does St Paul, in Rom. x. 12, 13, prove, from the be- 
ginning of Joel iii. 5, the participation of the Gentiles in the 
Messianic kingdom : OC ydp A m  GuumoX$ 'Io&hv re  ~ a l  
"*or 4 7&p ah& Kdpwa ?rhnw, rXovrtGv ele rdvrac  r o b  
inltmXoup4vow &dv. lI& yitp & bv h r d q r a  TA duopa 
Kvpiov, u0e;uma. If the calling on God were the condition of 
salvation, access to it was as free to the Gtentiles as to the Jews. 
But if the prophecy has a distinct reference to the still uncon- 
verted Jews, their children and the Gentiles, it is then evident, 
that, according to the view of the Apostle, it did not terminate 
in that one instance of its fulfilment, but that, on the contrary, 
it extende just as far as the thing promised-as the outpouring 
itself of the Holy Spirit. This clearly appears, also, from tho 
allusions to the passage under consideration, in the accounts of 
hter outpourings of the Spirit ; compare, e.g., Acts x. 45, x i  15, 
XV. 8. How, then, was it even possible that Peter should have 
limited to the few who had already, at that time, received the 
Spirit, a prophecy, in which the idea of generality is, inten- 
tionally, made so prominent ? But, even if the universal 
character of the prophecy had been less distinct, Peter would 
certainly not have thought of confining it in such a manner. 
Such a gross and superficial view of the prophecies was far 
from Peter, as well as from the other Apostles. 

Another question remains to be answered. For what 
purpose does the Apostle quote verses 3-5 also, inasmuch as, 
apparently, verses 1 and 2 alone properly served his purpose ; 
and what seose did he put upon them t - The answer is given 
in ver. 40 : 'ET&OLP re k i y o ~ ~  ?rki!ou& 8 ~ p z p & p e r o ,  KaZ rape- 
&EL, Xkyaw Z;8qre &IT& 6~ y w e i i ~  r i j ~  uxoh.~&ir ~ahqc  
Even in the few words in which Luke communicates to us 
the brief summary of what Peter spoke in this respect, a re- 
ference to the passage under consideration bas been preserved 
to us. Peter made use of the threatening which was, in the 
first instance, to be fulfilled npon the dark refuse of the 
Covenantpeople, in order to induce them, by terror, to seek a 
participation in the promise which alone could deliver them 
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from the threatened judgment. That he a u d e d  .in thiq is 
shown by the words, 'Eyivero 82 . w h y  +tqj #&x, in ver. 43. 
Several interpreters have, by ver. 22, beem led into a total mis- 
conception of the sense in which Peter quotea vm. 3-5. It is 
tme, certainly, that the words ~dpiwn d q p h  am not used 
without reference to the passage in Joel. Peter directa atten- 
' tion to the circumstance, that they who, from their hardnesa of 
heart, do not acknowledge the. r+ra and q+ with which 
God accompanied the manifestation of Hia grace, ahall be 
visited by r+a and qpk of a totally Merent natnre, fnun 
the fearful impmaion of which they &all not be able to escape. 

But let us now in addition consider Borne of the particulars. 
In  8nbstance, the quotation by Peter qywa with the TIXK.; 
but deviations occur on particular points. At the very begin- 
ning, the LXX, adhering more closely to the Hebrew text, 
have : ad &rub per& r&a ; whereas Peter .Say8 : llcaZ im b 
T& 2 q d r t w  ?)&paw. The reason of this deviation is, that 
the Apostle intends to determine, by thie deviation, the ex- 
pression, which in itself is wider and mom indefinite, in such a 
manner that the period to which the prophecy speciaUy refers, 
and hence also its application to the cam in question, should be 
rendered more obvious. In a case entirely similar, Jemmhh, 
in chap. xlix. 6, employs the wider term p-ww, while in xlviii. 
47 he makes use of the more definite awn n m n z  By the 
latter term, K i d i  also explains the p ~ m  in the passage be- 
fore us; while Jarchi (compare Schttgen, S. 210) explains it 
by the equivalent term tch rd. The words A.kp 4 && 
are wanting in the LXX., as well as in the original Hebrew 
text. They have been taken from ver. 5, and, contrasted with 
76 e ~ ~ v  8th T& ~~w 'Iqj they direct attention to 
the divine Bonrce of prophecy, and hence to the necessity of 
ita fulfilment. The two members, Kal o i  ~peu@hpc 6pib 

~ W B + O Y T %  m3 oi W I Q ~ L  6p&v 6 p - b ~ ~  8+1c 
rut, Peter has wversed ; probably in order to place the yonng 
men together with the sons and daughters, and to assign the 
place of honour to the old men. In the W h w  pov and 
6 0 d k  pow, Peter follow8 the LXX., and that in a sense which 
only expressly makes prominent a point really contained in the 
prophecy, whether'snch was intended by the translators, or not; 
for the circamatance that the servants of men were, at the same 



time, servants of God, formed the ground of their participation 
in the promise. The same contrast ia found, e.g., in 1 Cor. 
< 22,23 : '0 7 ~ p  b xvpip ~ h e ~ b  sov% r i ? r e ~ ~ ; ~ e p o ~  xvplov 
in& G F ~  d G udpp ~ h e ~ i ~ ,  60vi-i~ im xpurro~. 
TL& +yopdu&re- p) y h d e  G o v h  ~ ~ a p v  ; compare Gal. 
iii 28 ; Philem. 10. Hence it is equivalent to : Upon eer~anta 
and handmaids of men who are, 'st the same time, my servants 
and handmaids, and, therefore, in spiritual things of equal 
d with t h w  who tam free. To give prominence to this 
pertect equality, is also the design of the additional c l a m  : d 
'~po+ymhw~, subjoined after d q e &  &d 706 d p ~ k  pm. 
The circumstance that Peter thought it necessary to add thia 
clause!, which, as we have proved, quite harmonizes with the 
design of the prophet, meme to prove that, even at his time, 
interpretations mere current, in which an attempt was made to 
diminid, or altogether to take away, in the case of m a n f a  and 
handmaids, their participation in those bleasinge ;-interprets- 
ti0119 similar to thoae of Abarbanel, and even of Grotiw, who thus 
paraphrases the' veree : Even to those' who seem to be lowest, 
I will cmtably impart, although not prophesying and dreaming 
dreams, yet certain estraordinary and heavenly. motions." The 
antiqaity of this false interpretation is attested by Jsrom~ also, 
who probably was, in this reapect, altogether dependent upon hi 
Jewish teachers. He  interprets, indeed, the m a n t a  and hand- 
maids spiritually, and of such as have not the spirit of freedom 
he sap : They shall neither have prophecies,. nor dreams nor 
visions, but, satisfied with the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, 
they shall poseess only the grace of faith and salvation."-In 
yer. 3, Peter adds dim to b + o&pa+ and ahm to dd Tljr *, in order to make the contrast more obvious and striking. 
All the deviations from the LXX., and the original text, are 
thus of the same kind, and intended to bring out more distinctly 
what is implied in the passage itself. Not one of them need to 
be accounted for by the circumstance, that the Apostle quoted 
from memory. 
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THE PROPHET AMOS. 

GENERAL PBELIMINABY REMARKS. 

I 

I t  will not be necessary to extend our preliminary remarka 
on the prophet Amos, since on the main point-viz, the cir- 
cumstances under which he appeared as a prophet-the introduc- 
tion to the prophecies of Hosea may be regarded as having been 
written for those of Amos also. For, according to the inscrip 
tion, they belong to the same period at  which Hosea's prophetic 
ministy began, viz., the latter part of the reign of Jeroboam 
II., and after Uzziah had ascended the throne in Judah. 

The circumstances of the prophet we learn, generally, from 
the worde in chap. i. 1 : "Who was among the herdmen of 
Tekoah." If there existed no ether statement than this, there 
might be truth in the remark made by many interpreters, that 
we cannot, from hia having been a herdman, infer that he was 
poor and low. I t  is shown, however, by a statement in chap. 
vii. 14, that, by the herdman," me are not to understand one . - -  
who was also possessed of flocks, or, like David, the son of such, . . 
but a poor servant herdman. For, in that. passage, the prophet 
replies to the command of the priest Amaziah to get himself 
out of the county, to which he did not belong, and to return 
to his native land : "I am no prophet, nor the son of a prophet, 
but I am a herdman ; and such an one acr plucked sycamores. 
And the Lord took me from behind the flock, and the Lord 
said unto me, Go prophesy unto My people Israel." The fruit 
of the sycamores, called &po+p and ~ a ~ o m 6 p z ~ o p  by Dioss~. 
Tides, served as food for only the poorest and meanest. M o r t  
(Himz. t. i. p. 407 [385] Rosenmiiller) remarks: " I t  is the 
same as if he had said, that he was a man of the humblest con- 
dition, and born in poor circumstances, so that he scarcely 
maintained his life by scanty and frugal fare ; that he had 
never thought of obtaining the prophetical office in Israel, until 
a higher power, viz., divine inspiration, impelled him to under- 
take it."' But this passage merits our attention in another 

Bodart remaina d u t e d  by the sseertione of Hitzig, Bow, snd 
0th- who make Amoe the owner of s plantation of eycamores, which, 
according to them, made him a wealthy mnu. ~ $ 2  can be understood onb 
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point of view. In what aense is it that Amos here denies that 
he is a prophet T I t  is evidently in a very special sense that he 
tlws so. He obviously doea not mean thereby to deny that he 
possessed the gift of prophecy, or held the prophetical office ; 
for, otherwise, he would himself have furnished weapons to his 
enemy, to whom he wishes to prove his right. The following 
remarks will be found to contain the true answer. 

I t  cannot be proved in any way, that the schools of the 
prophets, established by Samuel at a time when the circum- 
stances of Judah and Israel were altogether similar, were con- . 
tinned m the kingdom of Judah. Evey  prophet there stands 
in an isolated position. The entire prophetic order and institute 
bears rather a sporadic character. But in the kingdom of 
Israel, where the prophetic order occupied a position altogether 
different from that which it held in the kingdom of Judah, 
inasmuch as, after the expulsion of the tribe of Levi, they had 
to watch over all the interests of religion, the schools of the 
prophets had a very important mission assigned to them. We 
must not by any means imagine that their constitution was 
such, that after a few years' training, the sons of the prophets 
attained to perfect independence. The greater number of them 
remained during all their lifetime in the position of sons. The 
schools of the prophets were a kind of monasteries. Even those 
who, in consequence of their peculiar circumstances, no longer 
remained there, but were scattered throughout the country, 
continued always under their authority. One needs only to 
read attentively the histories of Elijah and of Elisha, which 
afford ar, the fullest information regarding these institutions, to 
be speedily convinced of the soundness of the view which we 
have here presented. On the subject of the organization of 
the schools of the prophets in the kingdom of Israel, compare 
Dissertations cm the Genuineness of the Penlateuch, i. p. 185. f. 
of the plneking, ar gatbaing ot the fmita of the qcamom. The. " cutting 
of the bark" ie by no means obvious, and ie too much the language of 
natmal history. That the prophet's real vocation ie designated by ~ p ,  
'Lnd that ie not, by any means, something independent of, and 
~ r d i n a t e  with h t ,  appears from ver. 16, where the ?pa b resumed. 
The frnita of the sycamores may, ocdonal)g, not bave a chgmeable taste, 
for him who eats them only as a dainty ; but the7 are at all events very 
poor ordinary food ; compare Warnckrm in Eichhm's Repart. 11.256. 

z 
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But how can Amoe adduce it as a proof of his divine 
mission, that he is neither a prophet, nor, in the sense explained, 
\ prophet's son, i.e, that he was neither a superior nor an in- 
ferior member of the prophetic order? The answer +It was 
the result of that organization of the prophetic order, that the 
relation to the Lord was one which was more or less mediate. 
To those who would not acknowledge the immediate divine 
influence, some ground wee thereby afforded for doing so. 
Their training, their principles, the form of their prophecies, all 
admitted d a natural explanation. It is trne that the qpirit 
which animated them bailed any such attempt; but that spirit 
was not so easily perceived. In  the case of any one, then, who 
appeared as a prophet, without standing in that connection, and 
yet in the full poesession of all prophetic gifts,-in demonsb 
tion of the spirit and of power, a natural explanation was far 
more difEcult; especially if, like Amos, he was, by hi outward 
situation, cut off from d l  human reaonrcea for education. But 
was Amos, for that reason, an uneducated man,? Tbia is a 
question which one may answer either in the affirmative or 
negative, according to what he understands by education. So 
much is certain, that he was in pomwiion of the essential part 
of a true Israelitish education-viz., the knowledge of the law. 
The most intimate acquaintance with the Pentateuch ewqwhere 
manifests itself; compare in prodf of this the f i ~ ~ o ~ d  on 
the Genuineneaa of the P&ttrsGh i. p. 136 ff. There are too 
many instances, down to most recent times, of living piety 
breaking, in this respect, through almost impenetrable barriers, 
to allow us to consider this as a strange thing, and to make it 
necessary for us to excogitate the various waya and means by 
which Amos may have received this education. .It is only on 
the lower p u n d  of the mere forms of language, that the ranbr 
of Amos not unfrequently appears. In  all the higher relations 
he shouvs himself a type of the Apostles, who, although they wm 
uneducated fishermen of Galilee, exhibit the most distinguishing 
proofs of trne education. 

Amos belonged to that circle of prophets who received a 
commission to prophesy the ruin which was impending over 
the Covenant-people, before any human probabiity existed for 
it. &UP, on Amos, S. 60, is of opinion that the definiten~ 
with which he prophesies the destruction of the kingdom of 
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Jeroboam, although its power wis at that time still flourishing, 
lea& M to expect that he must have had distinct indications 
of its speedy decay." In a certain sense we may aasent to this 
o p i i  The prophet himself continually pointa to such indi- 
cation~. These indications am the sins of the people. But if 
Bau~ endeavours to put political indicatio'ns in the stead of theae 
moral ones; if he be of opinion that the Assyrians must, at 
that time, have stood in a threatening attitude in'the back- 
pund,  we mist give to hie opinion a decided opposition. We 
can, in such an d o n ,  eee only an effect of that naturalistic 
mode of viewing things, which would limit the horizon of the 
prophets to that of their own times.' Not the eliihtest allu- 
sion to the &yrisns occurs. The supposition that Calneh or 
Ktesiphhon, in chip. vi. 2, appears as having $ready fallen 
(through the Assyrians), mta  upon an incorrect interpretation, 
just as does the assertion that Hamath, in the same passage, is 
supposed to be conquered ; concerning the latter point, compare 
Theniw on ? Kings xiv. 28. In  the a n n o k m e n t  of the 
carrying away into captivity beyond Damascus, made in chap. 
v. 27, there appeara nothing more than the knowledge, that the 
cPtastrophe will not be brought about by that heathen power 
which had hitherto brought ruin upon the kingdom of Israel 
But, everywhere, we may see that the prophet-whom we have 
no reason to think an especially ingenione politician-appeared 
at a time when no one expected any danger. Amos prophesied 
at a time when the morningdawn had risen upon Israel, iv. la, 
r. 8 ; in the beginning of the ahooting up of the grass, and 
behold the grass was standing, after the King (Jehovah) had 
cawed to be mown," vii. 1 ; at a time when the prosperity of 
the kingdom of the ten tribes was again budding forth. In  
chap. viii. 9, the Lord threatens that He will cause the sun to 
go down at noon, and bring darknees over the land in the day 
of light. In chap. vi. 4-6, the prevailing careless luxury and 

The gronnhese  of mch a mode of viewing things ie ahown by the 
prophecy of eventa eneh re that mentioned in i. 16 : " The people of Amm 
are carried away to Kir, aaith the Lord;" compare the fulfilment in 2 
h g e  mi. 9. They had originally come from. Kir, Amm ix. 7. This cir- 
comstsnce fnrnirhed the natural f01111dation for the prop*, and it wna 
certainly thie ahmm&mm deo which induced the ~~r to adopt hL 
meewvea But the nupernatural character of the d a t e  prophecy remaim, 
nere&&q 
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joy are graphically described. Chap. v. 18 implies that the 
people mocked at the threatening of the coming of the day of 
the Lord, the coming of which could, therefore, not have been 
indicated by any human probability. I n  chap. vi. 1, the pm 
phet gives utterance to an exclamation of woe over them that 
are secure in Zion, and that trust in the mountain of Sam- 
I n  chap. vi. 13, he opposes the delusion of those " who rejoice 
in a thing of nought, who say, Have we not taken to us horns 
by our own strength 1" The people in the kingdom of the ten 
tribes must accordingly have imagined that the y were living in 
the golden age of the fulfilment of Deut. xxx. 17, and must not 
have thought for a moment that the axe was already laid to the 
root of the tree. 

: But we are not at liberty to seek the fulfilment of the pro- 
phecy of Amos, only in the visitation by the Awyrians. That 
which happens to the people of the ten tribes is, to the prophet, 
only a part of a general visitation, which comes, not only npon 
all the neighbouring nations, but upon Judah also, and which 
brings utter ruin npon the latter, chap. ii. 4, 5, destroying the 
temple at Jerusalem, and driving tbe house of David from the 
throne, ix. 1, 11. According to prophecy and history, however, 
this catastrophe came upon Judah, not by Asshur, but, in the 
first instance, by Babylon. 

The prophecy possesses a comprehensive character, such as 
we should be led to expect from the close connection of Amos 
with Joel. I t  comprehends everything which Judah and Ismel, 
along with the neighbouring people, had to suffer from the 
rising heathen powers ; compare vi. 14, v. 24, according to which, 
judgment shall roll d o n  as waters, and righteousness as a con- 
tinual stream.' 

In  the case of Amos, also, interpreters have been at wnsi- 
derable pains in fixing the time and the occasion of the single 
portions, but with as little success as in the cases of Hoeea and 
Micah. The very inscription pmvea that we have before us 3 

whole, composed at one time, and containing the substance of 

Capri in his commentary on Micah, S. 69, is wrong in reunrbg : 
" Joel beholds the instnrmente of punitive justim upon IerPel, M n m k -  
leas hoete only ; Ama, elready, M a aingle nation." In h o e  vi. 14 the Y 
a.9 little meana a aingle nation, M it does in the fundameutd Wt- 
uriii. 49 ff., beyond the definitenem of which Amot~ does not go. 
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what the prophet had uttered previously, and in a detached form. 
According to thia inscription, the book was composed only two 
years after the prophet's pemonal ministry in the kingdom of 
Israel. But if there were mch an interval betwixt the oral 
preaching of the prophet and its having been committed to 
writing, it b, u p h i ,  not likely that the latter should have fol- 
lowed the former, step by step. 

The words, " Two yeara before the earthquake,'' cannot be 
regarded as a chronological date, intended to fix more definitely 
the exact time within the more extended period previously 
stated, viz., " the days of Uzziah and Jeroboam." For such a 
purpose they are ill suited, inasmuch as the time of the earth- 
quake is not fixed; and, moreover, any such more definite 
determination would have been without either significance or 
interest. This only was of importance, that the word of the 
Lord should have been uttered in the days of Jemboam, and 
that the prophecy of the destruction should have been delivered 
at a time when the Israelites enjoyed an amount of prosperity, 
auch aa they had not known for a long time. I t  can scarcely 
be doubted that the earthquake under Uzziah, the fearfulness 
of which ie testified by Zech. xiv. 5, comes under consideration 
only as the reason for the composition of the book,-for com- 
mitting to writing what had formerly been delivered orally. 
The earthquake denotea, in the symbolical language of Scrip- 
ture, great revolutions, by which the form of the earth is 
changed, and that which is uppermost, overturned; compare my 
reniarh on Rev. vi. 12. To point to such an earthquake had 
been the fundamental thought of Amos' oral predictions. By 
the natural earthquake, he was induced to commit them to 
writing, that they might go eide by aide with the symbol, and 
6erP.e as its interpreter. 

Them ia a plan in the arrangement of the book, which indi- 
cates that the book is not a collection of separate disco- but 
that it bears an independent character. I t  is distinctly divided 
into two ~arts,-the first, made up of naked' prophecia, from 
chap. i. to chap. vi. ; the second, of mch propheciee aa are con- 
nected with a symbol, which is always very simple, and very 
briefly described,-from chap. vii. to chap. ix. 

In the first part, the prophet begins with the announcement 
of the wrath of the Lord, ver. 2. He then reviews, in their 
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order, those kingdoms upon which it shall be p o d  out, viz., 
Damascus, Philistig Tyrus, EQm, Ammon, Moab, and Jndah : 
until at last the stcu!m reaches to Israel, and, according to 
~~8 striking remarks, remaim suspended over it. 

I n  addition to Inrsel, there are seven nations, and the &ven 
are divided into three, and four; three not related to the people 
of the ten tribes, and four related to them ; the bmtherlypeople 
of Jndah being introdnced after three nationa have been men- 
tioned which are more distantly dated to Israel. 

Aording to R&ert, it is only in chap. ii. 6-16 that the 
atom which remained suspended over Israel is described ; then 
in chap. iii.4. there follow four threatening diacoumes, which 
are not co~mected either with the -preceding ones, or with each 
other. But the correct view rather is, that this stationary sus- 
pension is described in the whole of the h t  half,-in the main, 
indeed, even to the end of the book. 

This is evident from the consideration that, if such were not 
the case, the treatment of the main subject would be, as regards 
the extent of the description, greatly diiroportioned to the 
introduction; for chap. i to ii. 5 must be considered to be, 
throughout, merely introductory. But as the ground on which 
we advance thii aseertion is made in opposition to an umo1111d 

view, it requirea a more particular determination. I t  is as- 
sumed by many interpreters, that in the nations besides Iwoel, 
the prophet reproves "aome haughty excesseq but, evidently, 
only as instances of the immorality prevailing" (Jolin, EinL 
2, p. 404). But this view, according to which the prophet 
might, instead of the vsriooe crimes mentioned, have noticed 
my other crime, 8.9, fornication, idolatry, &., ie certainly 
erroneone. It is rather a t b o o d c  judgment of which be 
speaks throughout ; they are crimes against the theocracy, the 
punishment of which he annormma Theae he considers as 
beiig more heinous than all othen; for the guilt of the latter 
is diminished by the circumstance of their having beem com- 
mitted against the hidden God only, while the former hare 
been committed against the God who h a  manifested Himself, 
and who is living among Hi people. For ao much is evident, 
that the main cause of the hatred of all the neighboaring 
nations against Israel was, that Israel was the people of Qod. 
For where can an instance be found of .a hatred betwixt ,any 
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two of them, 80 'inextinguishable, and continuing thrbngh 
centuries ? How ent idy different is, e.g., the +tion of 
Edom against Moab, from that of Edom against Israel ? Three 
reasons confirm the correctness of our assertion as to the purely 
theacratic nature of the judgment. 1. The general announce- 
ment of the judgment. "-Jehovah roareth from Zion, and 
from Jernsalem He giveth Hia voice." The very use of the 
name Jehovah here deaerva attention. A judgment of a 
general kind upon the heathen would belong to God as Elohim. 
It is Elohim who is the Gtod of the heathen,-the Creator, 
Preserver, and Governor of the world, from whom blessings, 
as well as judgments npon it, proceed. Now it might be said 
that Jehovah ie used in the cam of the heathen &o, for the 
sake of miformity, because to Him belongeth the judgment 
npon Judah and Iarael. But that this is not the case, is seen 
from the addition : " From Zion,-from Jerusalem!' Every 
general jndgment proceeds from heaven ; it .is only as a theo- 
cratic M, that God reigns in Zion and J e d e m .  This 
argument admits of no exception ; all that God does from Zion 
is theocratic deliverance, or theocratic judgment.-2. The nature 
of the crimes themselves, which are cited by way of example. 
It can certainly not be merely accidental, that they are all such 
as were committed @nsb the Covenantpeople. There is one 
only which fonna an apparent exception, viz., that of the 
Moabites, who are, in chap. ii. 1, charged with having burned 
into lime the bones of the king of Edom. But, with the con- 
sent of the greater number of interpretas, Jmome remarks on 
this: "In order that God might show that He is the Lord of 
all, and that every soul is subject to Him who formed it, He 
punishes the iniquity committed against the king of Edom." 
But in this remark of Jerome, the relation in which Idumea 
stood to the Covenant-people is altogether lost sight of. I t  ia 
only as a vassal of their kings that the king of Edom here 
comes into view. This is sufficiently manifeat from 2 Kings iii., 
although the event narrated there is different from that which 
is here alluded to, of which no record has been preserved in 
history? The hatred against the Covenant-people, which the 

Boaroely any doubt can, however, be entertained that we have here 
- 

~ ~ O I W  ne a condeqmeuce of the war mentioned in 2 Kine ii., dx., the 
vmgerace which the Modoitq took for what tbey deredon that oeersion. 
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Moabites were too weak openly to exhibit, impelled them to 
this wicked deed against the king tributary to them.4. It 
must be carefully observed how the prophet, when coming to 
Judah, introduces us, at once, into the centre of tiCdoGlrrhi 
tnrnsgreasion, the foxding of the living God, and the serving 
of vain, dead idols. 

I t  will now be easily seen in what way the portion, chap. 
i.-ii. 5, m e s  as an introduction to what follows. The p m  
phecies against foreign nations do not, as elsewhere, serve as a 
consolation, or as a proof of the love of God toward His people, 
and of His omnipotence, or as a meam for destroying cod- 
dence in man's power, in man's help ; they are, on the contrary, 
intended, from the very ootset, to give rise in Israel ta the 
question: If such be done in the green tree, what shall be done 
in the dry? That question the prophet answers at large. If 
m e r e  punishment be inflicted, even upon those who have 
trespassed against the living God, with whom they came into 
oontact only distantly, what will become of those to whom He 
manifested Himself ao plainly and distinctly,-among whom 
He had, aa it were, gained a form,-before whose e p  He  had 
been so evidently set forth? The declaration, "Yon only do I 
know d all the families of the earth ; therefore I shall visit upon 
yoa all your iniquities " (iii. 2), forms the centre of the whole 
threatening announcement to Israel. And could it indeed be 
introduced in any better w q  than by pointing out, how even 
the lowest degree of knowledge was followed by such a visita- 
tion t But now, that which under the Old Testament was the 
highest degree, becomes, under the New Testament, only a 
preparatory step. The revelation of God in Christ stands in 
the same relation to that made to Israel under the.Old Test.- 
ment, as the latter stands to the manifestation of His character 
and nature to the heathen, who came into connection with the 
Covenant-people. Thus the fulfilment becomes to ns a new 
prophecy. If the rejection of God, in His inferior revelation, 
was followed by such awful consequences to the temporal wel- 
fare of the people of the Old Covenant, what must be the con- 
aequencea of the rejection of the highest and fullest revelation 
of God to the temporal and spiritual welfare of the people of 
the New Covenant? This ia a thought which is further es- 
panded in Heb. xii. 17 ff, and it forms the essential featare of 
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the description of the judgment of the world in the New Testa- 
ment. This judgment has been but too often thus misnnderstood, 
as if it concerned the world as the world,-a misunderstanding 
similar to that of the section before us. The Gospel shall first 
be preached to every creature, and according as every one has , 
conducted himself towards the living God, so he shall be judged. 
-But it is not-to the heathen nations only, but to Judah also 
that, by way of introduction, destruction is announced. The 
circum.stance that not even the porrsession of so many precious 
privileges, as the temple and the Davidic throne, could ward off 
the well-merited punishment of sin, could not but powerfully 
affect the hearts of the ten tribes. If God's justice be so ener- 
getic, what have thy to expect? 

If we continue the examination of Rilckert's view, it will 
soon appear that the phrase, "Hear this word," in iii 1, iv. 1, 
and v. 1, can alone be considered as the foundation on which 
it rests. But these words do not at all prove a new commence- 
ment, but only a new starting-pint. This appears sdEcient1-y 
from the absence of these words at the alleged fourth threaten- 
ing discourse in chap. vi. ; and likewise from a comparison of 
Hosea iv. 1 aud v. 1 : a Hear the word of the Lord, ye children 
of Xsrae1;"'and Hear this, ye priests, and hearken, ye house of 
Israel, and give ear, house of the king;" while nothing similar 
occurs in the following chapters. That such an exhortation 
wm appropriate, even in the middle, is clearly seen from Amos 
iii. 13. I t  cannot then, psr se, prove anything in favour of a 
new beginning. If it is to be regarded as such, the discourse 
must be proved, by other reasons, to have been completed. 
But no such reasom here exist. We might as reasonably 
assume the existence of ten threatening disconrseg as of four. 
The circumstance that we can nowhere discover a sure com- 
mencement and a clearly defined termination, shows that we 
ore fully justified in considering the whole first part, chap. i. to 
n, as a connected dkourae. 

The second part, which contains the visions of the de- 
stmction, is composed, indeed, of various portions,-as might 
have been expected from the nature of the subject. Each new 
vieion, with the disco- connected with it, must form a new 
8ection. Chap. vii., viii., and ix., form each a whole. From 
the a c c o ~ t  which ia added to the first vision, and which relates 
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to the transactiona between Amoe and the high p r h t  Amaziah, 
which were cttused by the public announcement of this vision 
(chap. vii. 13-14), we are led to 8 n p p e  that them visiona were 
formerly delivered singly, in the form in which we now possess 
them. But that, even here, we have not before us pie= looeelp 
connected with each other in a chmnological arrangement, is 
evident from the fact, that the promises stsnd jutit at the end 
of the whole collection. The prophet had rather to reprove 
and to threaten than to comfort ; but yet he cannot refrain, at 
least at the close, from causing the sun to break through the 
clouds. Withod this close there would be wanting in Bmos 
a main element of the prophetic discourse, which is wanting in 
no other prophet, and by which alone the other elements are 
placed in a proper light. 

It also militates against the suppoeition of a mere coktion, 
that in the last viaion the prevailing regard to the kingdom of 
the ten tribes disappea~s almost entirely, and that, like the third 
chapter of Hosea, it relates to the whole of the Covenant-people, 
-in agreement with the reference to the earthquake mentioned 
in the inscription, which the prophet had experienced in Judah, 
and which brought into view, not a particular, but a p e d ,  
judgment. 

The symbolical clothimg, however, forms the sole difFerence 
betwixt the second part and the firet. Bs the " real centre and 
essence of the book " the second part cannot be regarded ; the 
threatening is as clear and impressive in the first part. 

That which is common to Amos vith the contemporary pm 
phets, is the absolute clearness with which he foresees that, . 
before salvation comes, all that is glorious, not only in Israel, 
but in Judah also, must be given o m  to dahction.  Judah 
and Israel shall be overflowed by the heathen world, the Temple 
at Jerusalem destroyed, the Davidic dynasty dethroned, and the 
hhabitants of both kingdoma carried away into captivity. But 
afterwards, the restoration of David's tabernacle (ix. ll), and 
the extension of the kingdom of God far beyond the Mers of 
the heathen world (ver. l3), take place. The most character- 
istic point is the emanation of salvation from the family of 
David, at the time of its deepest abasement. 
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The chapter opens with a vision, The temple, & k e n  by 
the h g e l  af the Lord in its very foundationg falls down, and 
buries Judah and Israel under its ruins. Without a figure,- 
the breach of the Covenant by the Covenant-people brings de- 
struction upon them. The prophet endeavours to strengthen 
the impression of this threatening upon their mind, by breaking 
down the supports of false eecurity by which they sought to 
evade it. There is no deliverance, no escape, ven. 2-4, for the 
Almighty God is the enemy and pursuer, vers. 5, 6. There is 
no mercy on account of the Covenant, for Israel ia no more the 
Covenant-people. They shall not, however, be altogether de- 
stroyed ; but the destruction of the sinful mass shall be accom- 
panied by the pmwrvation of a small number of the godly, Ten. 
7-10. This great sifting is followed, however, by the restom- 
tion; the tabernacle of David which is fallen, the kingdom of 
God among h l ,  connected with the family of David, shall be 
raised up again, ver. 11; rendered glorious by its extension over 
the heathen, ver. 18; and blessed with the abundance of the 
divine gifts, m. 12-15. 

Ver. 1. "I saw & h d  standing over the a h r ;  and He said, 
Smite tlb c h q b r ,  and make the threshlds tremble, and break 
them upon the head8 of all ; and I kilt? tAsiF remnant by the 

. ~d : he that fieth away of them shall not f i e  away, and he 
tliat escapeih of t h  shall not be delivered." 

The principal question which here arises is :--;Who is here 
addressed,-to whom is the commission of destruction given by 
the Lord? As, in accordance with the dramatic character of 
the prophetical diiurse,  the pemn is not more definitely 
marked out, we can thiik of Him only who, throughout, exe- 
c u b  God's judgments upon the enemies of His kingdom. 
But He is the same to whom the premrvation and protection of 
the true members of His kingdom are committed, viz., the 
Angel of the Lord. It was He, who, as mmn,  the destroying 
Angel, mote the ht-born of Egypt., Exod. xii. 2, 3, compared 
W& 12, 13. It was from Him that the destruction of the 
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Assyrians p d e d ,  2 K i i  xix. 34,35 ; Is. xxxvii. 35,36. 
After the numbering ~f Israel, when the anger of the Lord was 
kindled against them, it was He who inflicted the punishment, 
52 Sam. xxiv. 1,15,16. Aa He encampeth round about them 
who fear the ~ o r d ,  so He is, in regard to  the ungodly, like the 
wind which carries away the chaff, Ps. xxxiv. 8, xxxv. 5,6.- 
In opposition to the objection raised by Baur,-"That, with the 
exception of the passage in In. vi., nowhere, in the books com- 
posed before the Chaldee period, do ang& appear to act as 
mediatom in the execution of the divine commandgn-it is wf- 
ficient to refer to Joel iv. (iii.) 9-11, and, as regards the Angel 
of the Lord, to Hosea xi. 5 (4). But we havg in addition, a 
special reason for thinking here of the Angel of the Lord. 
This is afforded to us by the ninth chapter of Ezekiel, which 
must be considered, throughout, & a further expansion of the 
verse under consideration, and as the oldest and most trust- 
worthy commentary upon it. In that chapter, there appear 
(at the command of the Lord who is about to avenge the 
apostasy of His people) the servants of His justicle-six in 
number-and in the midst of them, "a man clothed with 
linen ; "-the former, with instruments of destruction ; the 
latter, with writing materials. They step (the scene is in the 
temple) by the side of the brazen altar. Thither there comes 
to them out of the holy of holies, to the tlmhold of the temple, 
the glory of the Lord, and gives to Him who is clothed with 
linen the commission to preserve the faithful, while the others 
receive a commission to destroy the ungodly, without meq. 
But now, Who is the man clothed in linen ? None other than 
the Angel of the Lord. This appears from Daniel x. 5, xii. 6, 
7, where Michael -- the Angel of the Lord (compare Disscrta- 
tiom on the Gcnuitwncss of DanieZ, p. 135 ff.) is designated in 
the same way,-a remarkable coincidence in these two contem- 
porary prophets, to which we omitted to direct attention in om 
work on Daniel. I t  is furtlrer evident from the subject itself. 
The dress is that of the earthly high priest (Theodorct rp 
marks : "The dress of the seventh is that of the high priest, 
for he was not one of the destroyers, but the redeemer of those 
who were worthy of dvation") ; compare Lev. xvi. 4, 23. It 
is especially from the former of these passages that the plud 
o m  is to be accounted for. According to it, the various parts 
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of the high prest's dress are of lien. But the heavenly Me- 
diator, High Priest, and Intercessor, is the Angel of the Lord ; 
compare, e.g, Zech. i. 12, where He makes intercession for the 
Covenantpeople, and the Lord answers Him with good and 
comfortable words. Concerning the earthly high priest as a 
t p  of Christ, and hence a type of the Angel of the Lord, 
compare the .remarks on Zech. iii. But we must not imagine 
that He who is clothed with linen is commissioned solely for the 
work of delivering the godly, and hence stands contrasted with 
the six ministers of justice. On the contrary, these are rather 
to be considered as being suborilinate to Him, as carrying out 
the work of destruction only by His command and authority. 
From Him, punishment no less than salvation proceeds. Thia 
is sdiciently evident for general reasons. The punishm&t and 
deliverance have both the same root, the same aim, viz., the 
advancement of the Kingdom of God. We cannot by any 
means think of evil angels in the case of the six ; such could be 
assumed only in opposition to the whole doctrine of Scripture 
on the point, which is always consistent in ascribing the punish- 
ment of the wicked to the good angels, and the temptation of 
the godly, with the permission of God, to the evil angels. I n  
proof of thii we have only to think of Job's trial, of Christ's 
temptation, and of the angel of Satan by whom Paul was 
bnffeted. This subject has already been very well treated by 
Ode, who, in his work ~e Angelob, p. 741 ff., says : "God sends 
good angels to punish wicked men, and He employs evil angels 
to chasten the godly."' But if this be established, it is then 
established at the same time, that the judgment here belongs to 
the Angel of the Lord. For to Him, as the Prince of the 
heavenly host, all inferior angels are subordinate, ao that every- 

1 Hofnunm, Sdiriflbclociu I. 9. 312, objecte: '' If thia were correct, Pan1 
ought to have delivered that fornicator at Corinth (1 Cor. v. b), or Hy- 
menena and Alexander (1 Tim. i. 20), not to Satan, but to the good angels" 
But the individual8 mentioned were members of the Church of Christ, and 
they were delivered to Stan,  not for their abeo1nt.e deetsnction, but for 
their dvation : l u a  7; w ~ & p a  (which of coume was d l  in existence ; and 
it is jut the mGpa that separates between the world and the Church, 
W U p r e  Pa. li. 13) v d , i  i u  7.; idp+ r o c  Kvpiou, I u a  ~ a r 8 t v B L 1  pi  PAW- 

h p r i u .  It is, as in the case of Job, a punishment with 8 view to pnrifica- 
tion, for which power is given to Satan, Heb. xii. 6. Theee passages, then, 
m e  only to confirm the view which we have espreud 
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thing which they do belongs to Him.-To a& geneial reasons, 
we may, however, add special reasons which are altogether de- 
cisive. That He who is clothed with linen is closely connected 
with the six, is indicated by the number seven. He also appePrs 
at the side of the altar, and comes in tbe midst of the others, 
who follow after Him, ver. 2. But of conclusive sign'icance 
are the words in chap. x. 2 and 7 : And the Lord spahe unto 
the man clothed with linen, and said, Go in between the wheels 
under the cherubim, and fdl Thine hand with coals of fire from 
between the chernbim, and scatter them over the city. And 
He went in, in my tight. And a cherub stretched forth his 
hand from between the cherubim, unto the fire that was be 
tween the cherubim, and took, and put it into the hanh of Him 
who was clothed with linen. And He took it and went out.." 
The jm here i not the symbolical designation of wrath, but 
natural fire ; for it is the setting on fire and burning of the citj 
which is here to be prefigured. The wheels denote the natural 
powers,-in the first instance, the wind, chap. x. 13, but the 
fire also ; while the cherubim denote the living creation. The 
Angel of the Lord is here expressly designated as He who 
executeth the judgments of divine justice. 

The importance of the preceding investigation extends beyond 
the mere clearing up of the passage under consideration. We 
have here obtained the Old Testament foundation for the XSew 
Testament doctrine, that all judgment hs been committed to 
the Son, while the harmony of the two Testaments is exhibited 
in a remarkable instance. Compare with the already cited Old 
Testament declarations, such passages as Matt. xiii 41 : ' A m  
m e M  d vihs T& rtYepc6uou 7o;F &+ECXOw -6, mi &U&~W 
2~ Tljs )BaQ~kLzs ah& u i m  rh U I I C C S ~  ad m h  u o m h ~  
77jv &voplaY. and xxv. 31 : d O ~ w  62 ew d vas 705 (;ep.;IR.. i* 
75 86b ah05, ~ a i  mivres 0; &yyeh~ per' a h o 6 ,  r&e k 0 8 h  
hi Op6vov 8 6 l i ] s  a h o i l  , In order to be convinced of the iden- 
tity of the Angel of the Lord and Christ (compare abore, 
p. 107 sqq. and Commentary on Rm. i pr 466), we may further 
direct attention to the fact that the Angel of the Lord, who 
meets us throughout the whole of the Old Testament, suddenly 
disappears in the New Testament, and that to Christ all is 
ascribed which was in the Old Testament attributed to the 
Angel of the Lord. 
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A second important question ia :--What is to be understood 
by the altar, rum1 ? Several interpreters adopt the opinion 
of Cyril, and think of the altar at Bethel, or some other idola- 
trbus altar in the kingdom of Israel. Others (e.g., Marckiuu) 
are of opinion that the article stands here without meaning, 
and that it is the intention of the prophet only to represent God 
as appearing on some altar, leaving - it undetermined on which, 
in order thereby to indicate that He required the blood of 
many men. But against such expositions the article is conclu- 
sive. The altar can be that altar only, of which every one 
would think, if an altar na7' d-, and without a more d&- 
nit .  desipation, were spoken of. Such was the brazen altar, 
or altar of burntoffering in the outer court of the temple at 
J e d e m .  That it was this altar, and not the altar of incense 
before the holy of holies, which received, in the common lan- 
guage of the people, the name of the altar, is easily explained 
from the circumstance that it stood in a much closer relation to 
the people than did the other which was withdrawn from their 
view. On this altar all the .sacrifices were offered, and it 
most, throughout, be understood, when the altar of the Lord is 
spoken of ; compare remarks on Rev. vl. 9. But that which 
removes all doubt is the comparison with the parallel paaaage in 
Ezekiel. There, the scene is the temple at Jerusalem. The 
lni~~isters of justice step beside the brazen altar. At the 
threshold of the temple-building proper, .the glory of the Lord 
moves toward them. This parallel passage, mereover, does not 
leave any doubt as to the reason why the Lord appears here 
beside the altar. J w m  remarks on this : "They are intr* 
dnced standing beside the altar, ready for the order of their . 

commander; ao that they know every one whose sins are not 
forgiven, and who is liable, therefore, to the sentence of the 
Lord, and to destruction." The Lord's appearing beside the 
nltar is a visible representation of the truth, that wheresoever 
the carcase is, there will the eagles be gathered together. The 
altar is the place of transgression; it is there that there lies 
accumulated the unexpiated guilt of the whole nation, insted 
of the rich treasure of love and faith, which alone should be 
there, embodied in the sacrifice. The Lord appears at the 
place of trans&ssion, in order that He may be glorified in the 
destruction of those who would not glorify Him in their lives. 
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-Now several interpreters (e.9, Mwliaclis), who have correctly 
defined the meaning of the altar, would infer from the mention 
of the temple at Jerusalem, that the whole prophecy refers to 
the kingdom of Judah. But such an assumption is altogether 
inadmissible. Even the general reason, that a prophecy which 
refers exclusively to Judah cannot be at all expected from a 
prophet who had received his special &ion to Israel, militates 
against it. Fuder,-The close of this prophecy, the proclama- 
tion of salvation, belongs, as we have already proved, to the 
whole collection. I f  this be referred to Judah alone, there is 
then an essential element awanting in that portion which is 
addressed to Israel ; we should then have judgment without 
mercy, threatening without consolation,-a thing which could 
not well be conceived of, and would be without analogy in any 
of the prophets. To this we must fu& add the express re- 
ferences, or co-references to Israel throughout the whole chap 
ter,--ench as the mention of Carmel in ver. 3 ; of the children 
of Israel, in ver. 7 ; of the house of Jacob, in ver. 8 ; of the 
house of Israel, in ver. 9 ; of p a ,  in ver. 11 ; of My people 
Israel, in ver. 14. The whole assumption of an exclusive re 
ference to Judah owa its origin to the circumstance, that fea- 
tures which are only symbolical have been erroneously inter- 
preted as actual. But if they be viewed and explained as 
symbols, every reason for denying the reference to Israel is 
then at once removed. The temple symbolizes the kingdom of 
God; its falling down upon the people is eymbolical of the 
punishment which is inflicted upon them, in consequence of thi 
kingdom. The destruction of the temple in the literal sense 
is not, primarily, spoken of; although the latter, it is true, be 
inseparable from the former. If the Covenant-people in gene- 
ral were ontwardly desecrated, because they had desecrated 
themselves inwardly, then also the outward sanctuary which 
they had, by their wickedness, converted into a den of thieves, 
was taken from them ; compare the remarks on Dan. ix. 27. 
If Israel then, at that time, still belonged to the kingdom of 
God (and this can certainly not be doubted, and ia sntticiendy 
proved by the very mission of our prophet to Israel), there 
exists no reason at all for excluding it. For Israel also, the 
temple at Jernsalem formed the seat and centre from which 
it was governed,-the place from which .bleasinga and p d h -  
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ments proceeded. The prophet indeed, at the very opening of 
his prophecies, describes tjle Lord aa roaring from Zion, and 
uttering His voice from Jerusalem. On the altar at Jerusalem 
the crimes of Israel were deposited, no less than those of Jndah ; 
for there was the place where the people of both kingdoms were 
to deposit the embodied expression of their godly dispdtion. It 
was there, then, that, in reality, the fruits of the opposite were 
lying, although, as regards the place, they were o f f e d  else- 
where.-So much indeed is certain, that the co-reference to 
Judah is necessarily required by the symbolical representation. 
The rejection of Israel alone could not be symborid by the de- 
struction of the temple. And no less does this appear from the 
announcement of salvation. For this does not by any means 
promise the re-establishment of the Davidio dominion among 
the people of Israel, but the restoration of the entire fallen 
Davidic government. The tabernacle of David that is fallen 
refers to the destroyed temple. Both signify, substantially, the 
same thing. With the destruction of the temple, the Davidic 
tabernacle also fell ; and its fall included the overthrow of the 
kingdom of Israel ; for, in this also, the Davidic race had still 
the dominion de $re, although it was suspended de fact%. 

The passage under consideration is remarkable also, inas 
much as it furnishes a proof for the custom of designating the 
kingdom of God from its existing seat and centre, and thus fur- 
nishes us, for other paasages also, with the right of freeing the 
thought from the figurative clothing. 

A f i d e r  reason against referring the altar to the altar at 
Bethel, is, that the latter enjoyed no such pre-eminence in the 
kingdom of Israel. The temple at Bethel was, to the ten tribes, 
by no means what the temple at Jerusalem was to Judah. The 
law regarding the unity of the place of worship was, among the 
ten tribes, regarded as nop-existing. Even in the verse imme- 
diately preceding, in viii. 14, Dan and Beersheba had been 
mentioned as the chief seats of the Israelitish worship ; and in 
chap. iv. 4, Gilgal appears beside Bethel as possessing the same 
importance. In chap. v. 5, Bethel, Gilgal, and Beersheba are 
mentioned together. Hosea, in chap. viii. 11, reproves Israel 
for having made many altars to sin. Hence, there did not exist 
in Israel an altar Ka7' t?~m'u. Such an altar existed only in 

2 A 
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Judah. Nor had the sanc tnq  at Bethel such importance, as 
that it could be considered rs the epiritual abode of the whole 
people.--Hofmann ( Webaagung u. E t f ~ U u n g ,  S. 203) roisea the 
following objection against the reference to the altar at Jemsa- 
lem :-" The prophet, it is true, reproves the sins in Jndah as 
well rs those in Israel ; but it is only to the kingdom of Jeroboam 
that he announces destruction, while to the house of David he 
promises that Jehovah would raise it up from its fallen con- 
dition." But in opposition to this,objection, we need only refer 
to ii. 5 : " And I send fire in Judah, and it devours the palaces 
of Jerusalem." Passages such aa i. 14, 15, ii. 3, abaolute1j 
forbid us to make an exception of the palace of the king; and, 
by chap. vii. 9, where destrnction is announced to all the 
sanctuaries of Isaac, we have as little warrant for excepting 
the temple. To assume any such exceptions, would be contrary 
to the analogy of all other th teninga.  Hojhmn further 
objects (1. c. S. 204), "Bs the threatening announcement of 
the prophet had last remained suspended over Israel, we are at 
liberty to think of the altar at Bethel only!' But already,in 
the third chapter, all Israel is a d k d ,  according to ver. 1 ; 
and we may further refer to v. 25, where likew'ke Israel cm 
mean only the whole people,' while in vi. 1, Jndah is expressly 
mentioned beside Israel. The prophet employs, throughout, the 
name of Israel with a certain ambiguity ; ao that it would be 
vain to attempt to determine whether it be used in the wider, or 
in the more limited sense. Wherever he wishes to be distinctly 

. - understood as speaking of the ten tribes, he speaks of ~ o s e ~ h  
and Samaria Still less would the prophet have employed tpe 
names of. Jacob (iii. 13, vi. 8, vii. 2,6) and of & (vii. 9, 16), 
which were quite uncommon as a designation of the ten tribes,' 

The name is probably the caw in vi. 14 : "For behold I raine np 
againat you, 0 h o w  of Israel, eaith the Lord God of HOB@ h e a h  
people ; and they &all diet you from Hamath unto the river of the wil- 

- dernetm." The river of the wildern- can here be uone other thaa the river 
of Egypt, which conimonly appears se the boundary of the whole.. Com- 
pare 1 Kings viii. 65 ; 2 Chron. vii. 8, where Solomon aawmblm tbe whole 
people from Hamath unto the river of Egypt ; Josh. xv. 4.47 ; 2 Kings 
f iv.  7 ; Is. xxvii. 12. They who think of the boundary of the kingdom 
the ten tribes only, are at  i loee, and have recouree touncertain conjectnrea 
' In Micah i. 16 the entire people are called Jacob. The mame occur@ 

d i m  in Hoa L 11, xii. 3 (2). 



if it had been of importance, and intentional on his part sb*tly 
to qara te  the boundaries of Judah from those of Israel, and, 
if there were not everywhere here, only a special application to 
the ten tribes of that which concerned the whole who were con- 
nected by a common fate. But it is especially suitable, that 
just the cloae of the whole should, in a remarkably distinct 
manner, bring into view the two kingdoms, the destinies of 
which were so intimately connected.-EIitz*, further, with a 
view to favour the reference to the temple in Bethel, adduces 
the consideration that this vision ia connected with the close of 
G. 14, and forms a k i d  of explanation of it, But we have 
here an entirely new beginning, just as in chap. viii. in its rela- 
tion to chap. vii. The three visions are altogether independent 
of, and coordinate with each other.-m with $9 is commonly 
used of a prominent position at the side of: Gen. xviii. 2 ; 1 Sam. 
iv. 20; compare m y  with $9 1 Kings xiii. 1. I n  Eek .  ix. 1 
also, the angels stand at the side of the brazen altar. ayj can, 
of course, never signify " to be auspended.'7-m~n is a species 
of ornament at the top of the pillara ; and D~BD;~, "the thresh- 
olds," are contrasted with each other, in order to give expres- 
sion to the thought that the building was to be shaken, and 
destroyed from the highest part of it to the lomest,-from the 
top to the bottom. The shaking of the thresholds occurs also 
in Is. vi. to denote that the shaking extended to the deepest 
foundations. The greater number of interpreters translate : 
"Strike the knop so that . . tremble," etc.; but the wqn? 
must be viewed rather as co-ordinate with 'In : "And they may ' 

tremble,'* equivalent to "Make to tremble."-The suffix in 
- 

refers to the 'hops and threshold, or to the entire building, 
which is marked out by the contrast of the highest and lowest 
portions. According to Ewald and Urnbeit, it is intended to 
refer to the dashed pieces of the altar ; but nothing has been 
said about the destruction of the altar. In Ezek. ix. 2 likewise, 
the altar is mentioned, not because it w e  to be destroyed, but ' 

only because there the guilt is heaped up. The casting dam‘ 
does not, in itself, imply the breaking, daahing into pieces; it 
d m  so only by its being connected with the following m~ 
The passage in Jer. dm. 20 is analogous: "He shall make 
their liabitation desolate over them ;" instead of: "He shall 
thus make it desolate that they are buried beneath ita ruins ; " 
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compare Jer. l45. properly nnd&ood, does not mean 
'' upon the head ;" the head k rather represented aa the mxp 
tacle of the tumbling ruins ; they fall into their heads and d 
them; compare Ps. vii. 17. In what precedes, there is no 
dehite noun to which a$> refers. This is to be explained by 
the dramatic chamct~ll of the whole representation which arises 
necessarily from the opening phrase : "1 saw!' The same 
reason accounts for the pecaliarity of 'l;l being employed with- 
out any designation of person. In his inward vision, the prophet 
sees the whole people assembled before the Lord at the thre~hold 
of the temple. The Lord appears before him as the jndp, 
at the place of the tran+one, at the side of the altar. St 
His command, the whole assembled multitude are buried under 
the ruina of the temple. From this also it is evident that a de- 
struction of the temple in a literal sense cannot be entertained; 
for how could a whole people be buried under its ruixw ? The 
same appears a h  from *n*m at the commencement. This, 
then, shows that we have here before us a symbolical repmen- 
tation, corresponding altogether to that which we have in TG. 
1,4, 7, viii. 1. Hitherto, the Lord speaking to some one, had 
given him the commission of destruction. He now continues 
with : "1 will kill!' . This aleo shows that the one who is ad- 
dressed is the Angel of the Lord. The same occurrence takes 
place in the greater number of the passages in which the Angel 
of the Lord is spoken of. In the action there is constant alter- 
nation ; it is ascribed, at one time to Him, at another, to Jehe 
vah.-Several interpreters (Marcfiw, De Wa, R* and 
othera) explain nrlm by "posterity;" othera, after the example 
of the Chaldee (~muw), by " remnant ;" and others, by "lowest 
of the people." We must here enter into a closer examination 
of the significations of this word. I t  is commonly supposed 
(compare Geaeniw and Winer) that, primarily and properly, it 
signifies "the last and extreme part," and then "the end." But 
that which is supposed to be the derived signification ir ratha 
the original and proper one. The form of the word cannot 
furnish any reason why this should not be the case, .s is evident 
from what has been remarked by Etoald: "Aa the feminine 
termination, in general, forms abstract no- so also, not on- 
frequently, abstract nouns am derived from other nouns, by 
meam of the terminatianW-; very frequently them is no 



mascnline in - at aU at the foundation, but n9-- m e s ,  in 
general, only sa' the sign of derivation!' The following reasons 
prove that the signification " end" is the primary and proper 
one. 1. If the contrary were the case, the masculine '- would 
also OCCUT, and the feminine would be met with as an idjective 
&. 2. rrm forms the constant antithesis to nrlm ; but it is 
univernally admitted that the former is, originally and properly, 
an abstract noun, and eignifiea beginning." The signification 
"end* must then be retained here also. The word never has 
another signification (compare my work on Balaam, p. 465 ff.); 
it meam only " end " in its various relations. But the posterity 
cannot here be thought of an the end ; for the whole action is 
concentrated in one point of time. Nor is the word ever used 
in the sense of "posterity." With as little propriety can "end" 
mean '[the lowest of the people;" for one cannot see why just 
these should be given up to the sword. "End," here, rather de- 
notes "remnant,"-all tbose who, at the overthrow of the temple, 
might e9~8pe. These, the Lord will pursue with the sword. 
They who were buried under the temple are the beginning, 
m; the latter are the n w ,  end. Corresponding to the 
shaking of the temple from the knop to the thresholds, the 
thought is expressed in thin manner, that from the first to the 
last, ,nqm oh they should be eubjected to the divine punish- 
ment. An implied antithesis of quite the same kind, of nqm 
to m, occurs a h  in iv. 2 (where De We& and Ri6cbt have 
likewise mistaken the tense), and in viii. 10.-On the last words 
of the yeme, which are to be considered as a further explanation 
of, "Their end, or remnant, I will kill by the sword," Cocceiw 
remarks : This slaughter .becomes the more thorough, inas- 
much as even they who flee, or aeemed to have fled, are not 
excluded from it." The second member seems to contradict 
the first; for if none be allowed to flee away, how can any 
have escaped ? Several interpreters have been thereby induced 
to give to the verb w, the first time, the signification "to 
ype,"-the second time, "to flee!' But the contradiction 
m quite similar to that which occurs in the preceding context 
also, when all am dashed to pieces by the rninq and yet a 
remnant is spoken of. I t  soon disappears when we consider 
that it is the intention of the prophet to cut off every p i l e  
way of escape, by which carnal security endeavoured to nave 
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and preserve itself against the impression of his discoov8e-- 
that it is equivalent to : " All shall be buried under the ruins, 
and although some should succeed in escaping from thii kind 
of destruction, yet the aword of divine vengeance would be 
behind them, and slay them ; flight shall not be poxible to 
any man; and even although it might be to some, it would 
be of no avail to them, for God would be their penemtor." 
But another apparent contradiction must not be overlooked. 
Even here, the destruction is most emphatically described as 
being quite general ; as such, it is minutely represented in 
vers. 2-4. One cannot fail to see how anxious the prophet 
is to cut off, from every individual, the idea of the possi- 
bility of an escape. On the otber hand, it is announced in 
rer. 8, that the house of Jacob shall not be utterly destroyed; 
according to ver. 9, all the godly shall be preserved; accod- 
ing to ver. 10, the judgment is to be limited to the sinners 
from among the people,-a limitation which is alao presupposed 
by the description in the 11th and subsequent verses. In iii. 
12, the preservation of a small remnant amidst the general 
destruction had been promised. The greater number of inter- 
preters, in order to reconcile this apparent contradiction, as 
aume an hyperbole in vers. 1-4. But this assumption is cer- 
tainly erroneous. The ground of this great copiousness,-the 
reason why the prophet represents the aame thought in aspects 
so various,-is evidently to prevent every idea of an hyperbole, 
-to show that the words are to be taken in all their strictness 
of meaning. But the limitation may be arrived at, and effected 
in a-different, and legitimate way. There is, in the nature of 
ungodliness, a levity which flattem every individual with the 
hope of escape, even although a threatened general calamity 
should take place. All the possibilities of deliverance are sought 
after in such a disposition of mind, and are, by imagination, 
mil y changed into probabilities and realities, because just that 
is wanting which proves them to be improbable and unreal, viz., 
the consciomneas of a living, omnipotent God. Thns nien free 
themselves from fear, and with it, from the troublesome obliga- 
tion of escaping from it in another and a legitimate way, viz, 
by true conversion. Now, it is this levity which the prophet 
opposes. He ahom that whatever posaibiity of deliverance such 
levity may dream of, it never would become a d i t y ,  and this 



for the simple reason, that they had not to deal with human 
antagonists ; from them an escape by human means would be 
poosible, how powerful and wise soever they might be. But 
they have to deal with an omnipotent God, who, being also 
omnipresent, can arm all Hi creatures against Hi despisers, so 
that they cannot retreat to any place where He, who reigneth 
absolutely in heaven and on earth, has not ministers of His 
vengeance. Every thought, then, of an escape by human means 
is here cut off. But with this, every thought of deliverance in 
any way is taken from the ungodly, who are told by their own 
consciences that GOD will not deliver them. But, on the other 
hand,'the same consideration could not but administer consola- 
tion to the godly. If no one, should he even hide himself in 
heaven, can escape from God the Avenger, then no one, were 
he even in the midst of his enemiea, and were the sword even 
already lifted up against him, can be lost from God the Deli- 
verer.-Another question has been asked, which relates to the 
historical reference of the threatened punishment. I t  goes just 
as far aa the thought which lies at its foundation : (' You only 
have I known of all the families of the earth ; therefore I shall 
visit upon you all your transgressions." Those interpreters 
who think exclusively of either the Assyrian, or the Chaldean, 
or the &man destro'ction, are, in the same way, partly right 
and partly wrong, at the name time. All these events, and ' 

0 t h  besides, belong essentially to one whole. The differ- 
ence as to time and circumstances is that which is unessential. 
That a prophet had exclusively in view any single one from 
among those divine manifeetations of punishment, can be as- 
serted, only where he himself has given express declarations to 
anch an effect ; and even then, the prophecy is limited to that 
single event, as to its fonn only : ita ideu is not lost by the single 
fd6lment. 

Ver. 2. " If th g break through inlo hU, from thence My 
hand shall take them; if they ascend up i& haven, fnmr thence 
Idtakcthemdormz." 

The Future must not, either here, or in what followe, be 
understood as potmtialis : " Though they should conceal them- 
aelvea ;" but as the real Futnre : " If they are to conceal them- 
selves." That DK with the Futnre is used only I re dubia, as 
Wislrr asse!rt.q, is .as erroneous as to assert that, with the Preterite, 
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it supposes the condition ae existing. The correct view b- been 
.already given by Gesmiw in the Tlusauius. By supposing the 
possibility of a condition, impcwible in d t y ,  the denial of the 
consequence becomea so much the more emphatic and expres- 
sive. That tiuch a supposition is made here, is evident from 
ver. 4, where the prophet passes over to the territory of actual 
possibility, and where, therefore, we cannot translate : " Though 
they should go." Such a suppoeition is, in general, very fre- 
quent. I t  occurs, e.g., Matt. v. 29, where Tholuck (Comment. 
on & Sermon on & Mount) has been led very far a s b y  from 
the right understanding of el 62 d h+t?aAp& uov d &$& 
uuuvsaXi~e~ ue, K.T.& by overlooking thb usus Zuqucndi.' We 
are not indeed at liberty to translate, " Though thy right eye 
should offend thee ;" but it must be decided by other arguments, 
whether the condition here suppoeed be one really possible; and 
these arguments show that it is only for the sake of greater 
emphasis that there has here been supposed as possible, what is 
impossible.-Heaven and Sheol form a constant contrast be- 
tween the highest height and the lowest depth. From a merely 
imagined possibility, the prophet descends to the real one. If, 
then, even the former be not able to afford protection, because 
God's hand reachea even where one has escaped far fmm any 
human power, how much less the latter Il-uur with the Accm. 
signifies to break through," Job xxiv. 16 ; with & " to make 
a hole in anything;" thus &&. viii. 8, xii. 7, 12 ('1'33 ~VI, 

" to make a hole in the wall"). These parallel passages show 
that the Sheol must be conceived of as b e i i  s l l l ~ ~ ~ d e d  with 
strong walls,-by which is ekpressed its. inaccegsib'i to all 
that is living. The fundamental passage is in Pa c s r k  
7, 8 : " Whither shall I go from Thy Spirit, and whither shall 
I flee from Thy presence? I f  I ascend up into heaven, Thon 
art there; if I make my bed in hell, behold, Thou art there." 
David does not here speak in hie own person, but in that of his 
whole race. The P h  is an indirect exhortation to his #a0 
ce98om an the throne, and at the same time to the people. If 
you are wicked," so he here addrefsea them, yon can never 
hope to e s q e  from the punishing hand of the Ahighhty." 
And since they have become wicked, the words of David have 
acquired new emphasis. 

Ver. 3. And if they kid6 tlumaebea on ih top of Gmne4 



from tlimee I tuiU eearc:h and toke t h  out ; and if they Rids them- 
~ I r a  fm My @ht in the bottom of the sea, fm thence I will 
wmnurnd the serpent, and he bitGs them." 

The question here is :-Why is Carmel specially mentioned ? 
Interpreters remind us of the numerous cavea of this mountain, 
which make it peculiarly suitable for concealment. 0. F. uon 
Richter, in the WalljZirten im Mqenlmrds, S. 65, remarks on 
this point: "The cavea are extremely numerous in Carmel, 
especially on the west side. It is said that there are more than 
a thousand, and that they were inhabited in ancient times by 
monks, to whom, however, their origin cannot be ascribed. In 
one part of the mountain, called ' the cavea of the members of 
the orders,' 400 are found beaide each other. Farther down 
in the hard limestone mountain, there ia one which is dish- 
gulshed by its size, about 20 paces long, and more than 15 
broad and high!' Details still more accurate are given by 
&h7& in the Ir~13ungen dea H&icsten, Th. 5, S. 186, 303. Ac- 
c o r d i i  to him, the road is pure rock, and very smooth, and so 
crooked, that those going before cannot eee those who follow 
them. "When we were only ten paces distant from each 
other, we heard each other's voices, indeed, but were invisible to 
each other, onaccount of the winding ways made in consequence 
of the intervening by-hills. . . . Everywhere there are 
caves, and their mouths are often BO small that only one man can 
creep through at a time ; the approaches to them are so serpen- 
tine, that he who is pursued may escape from his pursuer, and 
etep into such a small opening, of which there are frequently 
three or four beaide each other, before his pursuer is aware of 
it. Hence, if any one should hide himself there, it is exceed- 
ingly di icdt ,  yea, even impoeeible for the eyes of man to dis- 
aver him who is pursued." But this circumsta~lce alone 'does 
not exhamt the case, even if we stiU further add that the moun- 
tain was tllen, as it is now ( R i c k ,  S. 66), covered with trew 
and shrubberia up to the summit. The expression, '' In the 
top,'"must not be overlooked, and the less so, eince it stands in 
evident antithesis to the " bottom of the ma,"-like the contrast 
of height and depth in the preceding verse. Heaven and hell 
are represented on earth by the top of Carmel, and the bottom 
of the sea The height of Carmel must, therefore, come also 
into consideration. This, it is true, is not very great ; But* 



ham estimated it at 1500 feet (a. Raumer, S. 40) ; but the pro- 
phet chose Carmel in preference to other higher mountains, 
partly on account of the peculiarity already stated ; partly, and 
especially, on account of ita position in the immediate neigh- 
boarhood of the eerr, over which its summit hangs, and which - - 
can be seen to a-great distance from it; compare 1 Kings d. 
43, 44. Of corporeal things it holda true, as it does of spiritual 
things, that oppositea, placed beside each other, become thereby 
more distinct. A lower elevation, placed by the side of a depth, 
appears to the unscientific eye to be much higher than another 
which ia really so. Moreover, the position of Carmel at the 
extreme western border of the kingdom of Israel must also be 
considered. He who hides himself there, must certainly be 
ignorant of any safer place in the whole country; and if even 
then there be no more security, the sea alone is left.-,= occm 
frequently with the signification to bid," to u command." 
The word is chosen on purpoae to show, how even the irra- 
tional creatures stand in the service of the omnipotent God; so 
that it requires only a word from Him to make them the instm- 
ments of His vengeance. That the prophet had a knowledge 
of a very dangerous kind of sel~aerpents (of which Pliny xis. 4 
speaks), need not be supposed on account of the am. That 
was not of the slightest consequence here. In v. 19 the ser- 
pent occurs in a particularizing representation of the thought 
that God is able to arm all nature against His enemies: "As 
if a man flees from the lion, and a bear meets him ; and he 
cornea home, and leans his hand on the wall, and a serpent 
bites him"-just the opposite of the assurance that " to those 
who love God, all things shall work together for good." So 
early aa in Dent. xsxii. 24, apostate9 are threatened with the 
poison of the serpents of the dust, besides the teeth of wild 
beasta; and what this threatening implied, might have been 
well known to Israel from their former hiato y ; compare h'am. 
xxi. 6 : a And the Lord sent againat the people serpents, and 
they bit the people, and much people of Israel died,"--a 
sage to which Jeremiah alludes in chap. viii. 17, where he sap: 

For behold I send against yon serpents, basilisks, 
which there is no charm, and they bite you, saith the Lord,* 
I t  is very probable that to thii the prophet also allndea in the 
pssssge before ua 



Ver. 4. "And if they go into captivity befme their enenaim, 
fm thence d I command the mow4 and it slayeth them ; and 
I set Mme yea upon them fw Goil and not fw good." 

*am means the state of exile. The circunstance of their 
being carried into captivity might awaken the hope that mercy 
will be granted to them ; for, according to the natural course of 
things, he who is carried away into captivity may be sure of his 
life; but nothing can give security before God. The last words 
are strikingly illustrated by Calvin, who saps : "There is an 
antithesis in this sentence, inasmuch as God had promised that 
He would be the protector of His people. But as hypocrites 
are always apt to appropriate to themselves the promises of 
God, without having either repentance or faith, the prophet 
here declares, that the eye of God would be upon them, not to 
protect them, as was His custom, but rather to add punish- 
ments to punishments. And this sentence is worthy of notice, 
inasmuch as we are thereby reminded, that although the Lord 
does by no means spare infidels, He yet observes us more closely 
in order to punish us the more severely, when He sees that we 
are utterly hardened and incurable." Under any circumstances, 
the people of the Lord continue to be the objects of special 
attention. They are more richly blessed ; but they are also 
more severely punished. 

Ver. 5. "And the Lord, Jehovah, of host8, who toucheth the 
earth, and it me&&, and all that dwell thmdn mourn; and it 
riseth up whoUy l i b  the stream, and it sinketh down as the stream 
of Egypt." 

The prophet continues to cut off every false hope with 
which levity flatters itself. How can you think taescape, since 
you have the Almighty God for your enemy 1 "The prophet," 
remarks Jerome, "speaks thus, in order to impress them with 
the greatness of divine power, that they might not imagine that 
He would perhaps not do what He had threatened, or that His 
power waa not equal to His will." Similar descriptions of the 
divine omnipotence, as opposed to unbelief and weak faith, are 
very numerow; e.g., iv. 13, r. 8, 27; Is. xl. 22, xlv. 12. We 
are not at liberty to translate : " And the Lord Jehovah of hosts 
ie He who toucheth." I t  is rather an abrupt mode of speech ; 
and there must be mpplied, either at the beginning, "And 
who is your enemy 9" or at the end, "He is your opponent." 
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Thii abrnptnesa of language is quite in accordance with the 
eubject, and belonga, moreover, to the characteristic peculiarities 
of Amos. Altogether similar ia v. 7, 8, where Iarae.l and their 
God are simply placed beside each other, and every one is left 
to conclude for himaelf how such a God would act towards 
such a people: " They who turn judgment to wormwood, and 
cast righteot~weaa to the earth. Making the Pleiades and Orion, 
and turning the shadow of death into the morning, and makiq 
the day dark with night, calling," etc. The accumulated ap 
pellations, Lord, Jehovah, of hosts, likewise 8erve to point out 
the omnipotence of God The believer accumulates these 
appellations in hie prayer in order to awaken his confidence 
and hope ; compare, e.g., Ie. xxxvii. 16, where Hezekiah begins 
hi prayer to the Lord thus : "Jehovah, of hosts, God of Israel, 
Thou who art enthroned on Chembim, Thou art God alone for 
all the kingdom of the earth." But these appellations are 
held up to the unbelievers, to cast down all their h o p  We 
have separated, of hosts, from the preceding appellation of God 
by a comma Ever since Geseniw, in his Commentary on Is. 
i. 9, has asserted that mw, when connected with Jehovah, 
must be considered as a Genitive depending upon it, his view 
bas been pretty generally adopted. But it ia certainly e r m  
neous. The instances by which Geserliwz endeavours to prove 
the possibility of such a connection of proper names with a p  
pellative names are not to the point. In 46 Bethlehem Jehndab* 
it is only by a false interpretation that Jehudah ia consided 
as standing in the status comtr. with Bethlehem (compare the 
remarka on Mic. v. 1 @I) ; and with regard to bwu m~ it is 
to be remarked that, in consequence of ita many divisions, m 
loses the nature of a proper name. The two words, Jehovah 
Zebaoth, can no more be immediately connected with each 
other than Jehovah (which is as perfect a proper name as ever 
existed) ever has, or ever can have, the article. Let us only 
consider the phrase n w x  D*& in Ps. lxxx. 15, and elsewhere, 
where a statw conutr. is out of the question ; and, j b h ,  the 
fact that wherever, as in the case under review, Adonai pre- 
cedes, the h r e t a  have alwaya given to m the pints.of 
b*;i$g, but never of *$$ ; and let us, jhally, consider the far 
more freqaent, full expression, n i m  *,nh ma9 (e.g., iii. 13, iv. 
13, v. 14), and we shall be convinced, that even where the 



simple m N m  mv occnrs, not indeed dct is simply to be supplied 
(if each were the case, why ie it that muam never occm alone 9, 
but that the notion of the Lord is to be taken from the preced- 
ing designations of the aovmignty of God. Compare on mluv 
the remarks in my Commentary on Ps. xxiv. 10, where those 
also are refuted who, like Mhurer (in his Comment. on Is. i. 9), 
maintain that it had simply become a name of God.-The 
manifestatione of God's omnipotence are, after the general 
intimations of it are given, just wch as might now be expected ; 
compare viii. 8. The Fut. with Vav Conv. MI does not here 
denote tbe Past, "And it melted," but only the consequence of 
the preceding action, aa continuona as that: "Who toucheth the 
earth, and it melteth!' A dissolution of the earth is to be thought 
of,-aimilar to that condition in which it was before the days of 
creation, and similar to its condition during the great flood. 
Such a condition of dissolution taka place also when the earth is 
Gted  by mighty kings desirous of making conquests. Who 
toucheth the earth, and it melteth,"-the truth of these words 
Israel had jirst to learn by sad experience when the wild hosta 
of h h u r  were poured out over the West of Aeiz The passage 
in Pe. xlvi. 7 is parallel, where it is said : The heathen rage, 
kingdoms are shaken ; He uttereth His voice (which corre- 
sponds with, 'Who toucheth the earth,' in the verse before us), 
and the earth melt&.'' The nq to melt," to diilve," 
eignifies, in that passage, the dissolving effect of the divine 
judgments, the instrnments of which are the conquerom. PUP 
dm,-Pa. 1xx. 4 : "The earth and all the inhabitants thereof 
are melted,"-by the success of the conqueror of the world, the 
earth ig as it were, dissolved, and sunk back into the chaotic 
state of primitive time.-The words, '(And it riseth up," are to 
be explained from the fact that the earth, changed into a great 
stream, cannot be distinguished from the water which covers it. 
The earth rises up, it is overflowed,-the earth sinks down, thd 
water subsides. The last clause of theverse must not be translated 
-as is done by henrniluct., Ge8eniu1, MawetL"It is overtlowed 
IU by the atream of Egypt." This explanation is nnphiiological, 
and contrary, at the same time, to the parallelism, which require3 
that w:, be, both the times, un- in the aame way. The 
verb p p l ~  means only '' to sink,'' " to sink'down," and is used of 
the snbQiding water, Ezek. xxxii. 14; of the subsiding flame, 
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Num. xi. 2 ; and .of a 'sinking 'town, Jer. li. 64. . The last 
words thua rather contain the opposite of the c l a m  imme- 
diately preceding. But the sinking does not, by any means, 
signify a freedom from the waters, nor is it to be conceived 
of as remaining. All which is expressed is the change only,- 
the ebb taka the place of the flood, and &e DGT.~~. This, how- 
ever, is, on the dry land, a very sad condition. The inundation 
is here an emblem-of hostile overtlowing. Water is frequentlr 
an emblem of enemies ; compare Ps. xviii. 17, cxliv. 7. Over- 
flowing streams are emblematical of the crowds of nations, who, 
with a view to conque$, overflow the whole earth, Is. viii. 7,8, 
xvii. 12 ; Jer. xlvii. 2, xlvi. 7, 8, where Egypt rises as the Nile, 
just as, in the case before us, the earth; with thii difference, 
however, that there the rising is an active, while here it is a 
passive one : " Who is this who riseth like the Nile, whose waters 
are moved as the rivers? Egypt riseth up like the Nile, and 
his waters are moved like rivers, and he saith, I will go up and 
cover the earth, I will destroy the city and the inhabitant3 
thereof;" Ezek. xxxii. 14: "Then will I make sink their 
waters, .and cause their rivers to run like oil," equivalent to: 
The conquering power of Eggpt shall cease. Amos viii. 8 is 
a parallel passage, in which, after the description of the pre- 
vailing sin, it is said : " Shall not the earth tremble for this, 
and every one mourn that dwelleth therein? And it riseth 
up wholly like the Nile, and is agitated, and sinketh down like 
the Nile of Egypt." The earthquake is the symbol of great 
revolutions, by which that which is highest ia turned upside 
down ; compare Haggai ii. 21, 22 : "I shake the heavens and 
the earth, and overthrow the throne of kingdoms, and destroy 
the strength of the kingdom of the heathen ;" while the over- 
flowing is emblematical of hostile inundation, of visitation bv 
war, in which the ebb succeeds the flood, and vice term-In 
his negligent mode of writing-which frequently occurs in this 
book-the prophet wrote npw instead of n w ~ ,  cormqonding 
to the n~pw in the verse under consideration, just as in the 
same verse he wrote instead of ~ 3 .  The Mazorets, who 
everywhere disregarded the peculiarities of the individual At- 
have introduced the common form. 

Ver. 6. " Who build& Hb upper chambers in the heavsn, and 
Hb uaitlt-over the earth He foundeth it : who c a l l d  the watcrr 



o/ die sea, and puretic them out met- tlre earth4ehovaA Rw 
nalne." 

That rnh is here' equivalent to n th ,  ' I  upper chambers" 
(compare 1 Chron. xvii. 17, where occura with the sign%- 
cation " high place"), is put ahpost beyond any doubt by the 
parallel passage, Ps. civ. 3 : " Who frameth with the waters 
His upper chambers." The fundamental passage is Gen. i. 7 : 
" God made the vault, and divided between the waters which 
are under the vault, and the watera which are above the vault." 
" The waters, viz, the upper ones"-thus we have remarked 
in our commentary on that passage from the Psalms-" are the 
material out of which the structure is reared. To construct, 
out of the moveable waters, a firm palace, the cloudy sky, firm 
as a molten looking-glass (Job xxxvii. 18), is a magnificent work 
of divine omnipotence. The palace of clouds, as the upper 
part of the fabric of the universe, gets the name upper chambers 
of God ; the lower part is the earth." As all the other mani- 
festations of divine omnipotence in vers. 5, 6, are such as are to 
be called into existence now, the upper chambers and the vault 
rill here come into consideration, in so far as from thence the 
torrents of rain are poured forth ; compare Ps. civ. 13, accord- 
ing to which the rain cometh from the upper chambers of God ; 
and Gen. vii. 11 : The same day broke forth all the fountains 
uf the great flood (the last member of our verse), and tire win- 
d o w ~  of haven were opened!' From the upper chambers of God, 
whence once, at the time of the deluge, the natural rain canle 
down, the rain of a c t i o n  will now descend.-row-wrpn 
already occurred, verbatim, in v. 8. mjpn stands in the same 
relation to mm, as in ver. 5 plu does to mnt, and is equiva- 
lent to : '' Upon whose mere word the waters of the sea cover 
the surface of the earth ;" compare Oen. vi. 17 : " And, behold, 
I do bring the flood of waters upon the earth." The sea is the 
common emblem of the heathen world; compare remarks on 
h. xciii., civ. 6-9. I n  chap. vii. 4, the p a t  flood " is con- 
trasted with the '" lot" in Deut. xnxiii. 9,-the heathen world, 
with the people of God. The fire of .war, which the ~ o r d  
liindles, devours both in the same way. Here, in contrast with 
the deluge, the conquering inundation of the earth proceeds 
from the midst of the heathen world, stirred up by the Lord, 
and destroys first of all unfaithful Israel, who, had they been 
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faithful to the' Covenant, would have been able to say, as in 
Ps. xlvi. 2-4, " God is our refuge and strength, a help in 
trouble He ia found very much. Therefom will we not fear 
when the earth is overturned, and the mountaina shake in the 
midst of the sea ; its waters qac and foam, mountains tremble 
by its swelling." 

Ver. 7. ~ r l r s  you not c~ the s a u  ofthe ~ w h i t a  tinto ~ i ,  o ~ 
children of Israel? uaith tlb Lord. Have not I broyht  up 
Israel out of the Eand of Esypt,-and the Philistines from CapWtor, 
and Arum fvvm Kit?" 

The prophet here deprives the people of another prop of 
false .wcnrity. They boasted of their elaction, by which God 
Himself, as they imagined, had bound His hands. They eon- 
sidered the pledge of it-the deliverance from E g p p ~ a s  a 
charter of security against every calamity, aa an obligation to 
further help in every distress, which God could not retract even 
if He would. A p t  truth lay at the foundation of this error, 
-a trnth which gas been disregarded by the greater number of 
interpreters, who have, in consequence, forced upon the prophet 
a sense which is altogether false.' The election of the people, 
and their deliverance from Egypt, were actually what they con- 
sidered them to be. God Himself had in reality thereby bound 
His hands; He wad obligGd to deliver the people. He could 
not cast them off. The election was an act of free grace; the 
manifestatior~ of it in deeds was an act of His righteousness 
The people had a right to remind Him of His duty, when He 
seemed not to perform it. Their election was then a fh 
anchorage of hope, a rich source of consolation, the foundation 
of dl their prayers. But the error consisted in this, that the 
election was usnrped by those to whom it did not belong,-an 
error which is continually repeating itself, and which shows 
itself in a fearful form, especially in the case of those who 
believe in the doctrine of Predestination. We need, for err- 
ample, refer only to CromrceU, who, in the hour of death, 

' silenced, by this false consolation, all the accusations of his 

Hifxig mya: With a diition of mind different from that in iii. 
4, the prophet my8 here, "You enjoy no privilep with me, you .re 
me like all others" A strange dispoeition of mind indeed for a prophet! 
An interpretation which d t a  in mch though@ whiah cannot be en* 
tained for a moment, ie d-condemned. 



conscience. ~ I ~ ~ L T O ~ ~  p;Y &p +kZ, says the Apostle, in 
Born. ii. 25, i b  .rrp&oyv ddv 62 ?rap4B&p vcicov &, JI 
mpr*rop$ aov &po@u07la &om. !The deliverance from Egypt 
stands on the same footing as circumcision. The former also 
was profitable ; to those who showed themselves to be children 
of Israel, it afforded the certainty that God would prove Him- 
self to be their God. For those, however, who had become 
degenerate, it entered altogether into the circle of ordinary 
events. For them, it became something that had altogether 
passed away-that did not carry within itself any pledge of 
renovation. This error is here laid open by the prophet, as he 
had already done in v. 14 : '' Seek good and not evil, that ye 
may live, and thus the Lord, the God of hosts, be with you." 
He directs their attention to the fact, that, in the Covenant- 
relation, which rests on redprocity, the party who broke the 
Covenant had nothing to ask, nothing to hope for. " Be not," 
etc.; the tertium eompimtionis is evidently the alienation from 
God. The " children oS Israel " (the appellation expressive of 
their dignity is intentionally chosen in order to make more 
striking the contradiction between the appearance and the 
reality) have become so degenerate, that they are no more any 
nearer to God than the sons of the Cushites. Those inter- 
preters who regard sin alone as the tertium comp~alionia 
(Coeceiw says: "Ye are so alienated from Him, and so un- 
faithful, that every one of you may be called a Cushite "), give 
too limited a sense to the expression. You are to Me," is rather 
eqaivnlent to, 1 1 1  have not any more concern in you, you stand 
not to Me in any other relation." But why are the Cushites 
alone mentioned as an example of a people alienated from God? 
Their colour, perhaps, is more to be considered in this, than 
their descent from Ham; the physical blackness is viewed as 
an emblem of the spiritual. Thus they appear in Jer. xiii. 2 3 : 
"Will indeed the Cnshite change his skin, and the leopard his 
spots? will you indeed be able to do good, who have been 
taught to do evil?" But the fundamental passage is the in- 
acription of Pa. vii., where Saul, on account of his black 
wickedness, appears under the symbolical name of Gush.-The 
right explanation of these first words furnishes, at the same 
time, the key to the sound interpretation of the words which 

P B 
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follow : I t  is only for the Covenantrpeople that the deliveranm 
from Egypt is a pledge of grace. But you are no longer the 
Covenant-people ; your being brought up out of Egypt, t h e  
fore, stands on the same line with the bringing up of the 
Ph i t ines  from their former dwelling-ph in Caphtor to their 
present abodes, and with the bringing up of the Syrians from 
I(ir, in which no one will see a pledge of divine grace, a pre- 
servative against every danger, and, especially, an assurance of 
the impossibility of a new captivity. The geographical in- 
quiries regarding Caphtor and Kir would l e d  us too far away 
from the subject which we are hem discassing. The view 
which is now prevalent, and according to which Crete is to be 
understood by the former, is in contradiction to the old transla- 
tions, which have Cappadocig and with &n. x. 14,-as long 
as, in that passage, the Colchians are to be.understoocl by the 
Casluhim. But that point would require a minute investigation, 
which may be more suitably carried on at some other place. 

Ver. 8. "Behold, the eyeu of the h d  Jehovah are upon the 
sinful kingdom, and I deutroy them from o f  the f a c ~  of the earth, 
saving that I wiU not utterly destroy the house of Jacob, saith tha 
Lord." 

The sinful kingdom, whether its name be Israel or Judah, 
or whether it be called Egypt or Edom. The holy God hru 
not by any means, as you in your blindness imagine, given yon 
a privilege to sin. A diierence exists between Israel and the 
othen in this respect only, that utter ruin does not take place 
in the case of the former, as it does in that of the latter. For 
the distinction between the people of God and other nations 
consists in this, that in the fo-ktir, there always remains a holy 
seed, an &byrj, which the Lord must protect, and make the 
nursery of His kingdom, according to the same necessity of His 
nature as that by which He extirpates the sinners of His people. 
The "sinful kingdom" forms the contrast with the rightem 
kingdom; the article being here used in a generic sense. 
Similar are Is. x. 6 : " I  send him agai t~t  impious pcoplc, ad 
against the peopb of biy wrath (wheresoever there are such) I 
uive him commartd:" and Ps. &i. 12: "Blessed is the nation 
;hose God is the- Lord, the people whom He hath chasen for 
His inheritance;" on which latter passage Micimliu remark.. 
" Blessed is the nation, whichsoever it may be." The eyes of 
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the Lord are open upon the sinful kingdom, and hence also 
upon the house of Jacob; it must be destroyed as all others 
are, but i t  cannot be deatmyed like them,-an idea which is pro- 
minently broaght out by the prefixed Idn i t .  PDPm. That is 
an erroneous interpretation which understands by the sinful 
nation, Ephraim, and, after the example of Gyotius ("I will 
destroy the kingdom, not the people"), assumes that, by the 
how, in contrast with the kingdom, the people are intended. 
Such a contrast betwixt the house and the kingdom would 
have required a more distinct intimation. The house of Jacob, 

. when referred to the ten tribes, is identical with the kingdom. 
They were a house only in rro far as they were a kingdom. But 
it is both against the words (in Obad. ver. 17, "house of Jacob " 
is likewise used of the whole of the nation), and against the 
connection, to refer it to the ten tribes. When, however, it is 
referred to the whole, a contrast betwixt people and kingdom 
can the less have place, as, according to ver. 11, the kingdom 
also shall be restored.-The firat part of the verse is almost 
literally identical with Dent. vi. 15: '(For a jealous God is 
Jehovah, thy God, in thy midst ; lest the anger of Jehovah thy 
God be kindled against thee, and H e  destroy thee from off the 
face of the earth," m u a  90 $ 9 ~  V * D ~ .  The prophet says 
nothing new ; he only resumes the threatening of the revered 
13wgiver.-The construction of ;na* 9 3 ~  with 3 is explained by 
the circumstance that, according to the context, the eyes of the 
Lord can mean only His angry eyes-equivalent to the anger 

' of the Lord in the passage quoted from Deuteronomy; and the 
verbs and nouns expressive of anger are connected by 2 with 
the object on which the anger rests; compare Ps. meriv. 17. 

Ver. 9. For behold I command and shake the house of Israel 
among all the nations, as one shakth in a sieve, and not shall 
unything jirm fall to the ground!' 

The figure in this verse is, upon the whole, plain ; but some 
of the particulars require to be explained, and to be more accu- 
rately determined. The signification " sieve," commonly as- 
signed to ;nz, must be conceded to it. W e  must, however, 
here understand it of such a sieve as servea similar purposes as 
a winnowing shovel, in which the corn is violently shaken, and 
thus purified ; and not of a sieve in which, by mere sifting, the 
corn is freed from the dust which hae remained after the first 



and proper cleansing. The latter is assumed by P a t c h .  (wm 
AckePbau dm Mopgenknder, S. 144), ad, along with him, by 
the greater nurhber of interpreters. Such a sieve-a kind of 
fan-ie mentioned in Is. 5. 24, in addition to 'the winnowing 
shod .  I t  occurs likewise in Luke +i. 31, where m ~ o w  is 
vanno agitare., The LXX. also have here adopted the explana- 
tion, not of an ordinary sieve, but of an instrument which serves 
the same purposes as the winnowing shovel: 6 t h  30; 6+ 
iVre%pu ~al hxp& (A. hryl+nv) i v  wiia r o k  ih 7Av 
olrcov 706 'Iupa$A, 8v T~&TOV xlxp&r(u hr 7+ k& Hqch. 
h~@, m&. TO this we are likewise led by the verb vnp~a, 
which is indicative of a violent procedure, and by the occar- 
rence of the same figure in so many passages of Scripture; 
compare, e.g., Jer. li. 2 ; "I will send against Babylon fannw 
that shall fan her, and shall empty her land;" Jer. xv. 7, and 
Matt. iii. 12 ; while the use of the ordinary sieve for such a pur- 
pose is never mentioned, nor is it ever employed for a figure.- 
0 ~ & 3  is not to be translated, " by a11 nations," but, as the 
corresponding inma shows, in," or " among all nations!' The 
many people are the spiritual sieve,-the means of purging. 
The Lord, whose instruments they are, employs them for the 
destruction of the ungodly. They are taken away by His secret 
judgments, for the execution of which He employs the heathen ; 
compare ver. 10. Even the godly are violently shaken ; but the 
hand of the Lord secretly upholds them that they may not sink, 
but that the temptation may serve for their spiritual gro~th; 
compare Luke xxii. 31, 32, where the Lord distinctly alludes to 
the passage under consideration. The corn is shaken; dust 
arid impurity fall to the ground, the chaff fie8 into the air. 
Many interpretera ascribe to 'mny the signification, c6corn;" 
others, "little stone." But the&? eigni6cations have been both 
assumed merely for the sake of the context. TIY, from 
colligavit, constTimit, means, primarily, " that' which is tightlp 
bound together ;" then, a bundle," "-bag;" but here, as in 
2 Sam. xvii. 13, "that which is compact, firm, and solid," 
opposed to that which ie loose, dissolved, and thin. That which 
is here meant is the solid, 6rm corn, ae opposed to the loose 
chaff, and the dust which falls to the groond through the mew. 

Ver. 10. '' By the m o d ,  s l i d  die all the sbwccrq of My & 
who say, The d wiU not  oms necu, nok advance to tmn 
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In order that the preceding mitigation of the threatening of 
punishment might not be appropriated by those to whom it did 
not belong, the prophet, before passing on to the further detail 
of the promise, once more yresenta the threatening in all its 
severity. "The sinners who speak," etc., are they who usurped 
the promisea of the Covenant without having truly fnlfilled its 
conditions,-who boasted of, and &ed in, their belonging 
outwardly to the people of God (compare iii. 2), and their zeal 
in the external performance of the duties of worship (com- 
pare v. 21-23); and who therefore imagined that the judg- 
ments of the Lord could' not reach them, while, by their sins, 
they did all in their power to draw them down upon them, 
v. 18, vi. 3. 

Ver. 11. " I n  that day I toill rake up the tabernacb of D a d  
that M fallen, and wall up its breao?w, and rube up iis ruit~, 
and buiM it aa f i e  days of eternity." 

The words, "In that day," are to be understood quite gene- 
rally, viz, as referring to a time after the divine judgmentshave 
broken in and have completed their work upon Israel. The perd 
r&a, by which James renders it in Acts xv. 16, completely 
expresses the m e .  The assertion of Baur, "That the prophet 
must have conceived of the reetoration of the tabernacle of David 
as being near at hand, because he recognised the instruments of 
judgment in the invading Assyrians," falls to the ground along 
with the supposition on which it rests. The prophet has nothing 
at all special to do with the invasion of the hsyrians.-The 
Partic. nSm, according to the usual signification of the Partic., 
exp- a permanent condition. The very expression, " taber- 
nacle," mggests the idea of a sunken condition of the house of 
David. The prophet the proud palace of David changed 
into a humble tabernacle, everywhere in ruing'and perforated. 
The same idea is expressed by a different image in Is. xi. 1. 
There the house of Drivid is called the cut off trunk of Jesse, 
which puts forth a new shoot. Hofmann and others are of 
opiiion that the prophet designates the house of David as a 
fallen tabernacle, on account of its abasement at the time then 
present. *' At preeent," he says, u the lofty h o w  of David is 
a n b  ;DD when compared with the power of Jeroboam ; but 
the latter shall fall, and the former shall raise itself again from 
ita decay!' But this designation ie certainly not applicable to 
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the house of David under a king like Uzziah, nor, in general, 
to the whole time of the existing Davidic kingdom. The fact 
that Amos foresees the deep fall of Judah, is placed beyond dl 
doubt even by ii. 5. I t  is impossible that the announcement of 
the restoration which is to foUow only after this fall, shonld 
altogether ignore the latter. This is, moreover, proved by the 
parallel passaga. The predictions of all the prophets are per- 
vaded by the foresight of the hlessiah's appearing at the time 
of the deepest debasement of the Davidic dynasty, a d  after the 
total loss of the royal dignity; compare the remarks on Mic. iv. 8, 
vi. (2); Is. xi. 1, liii. 2;  Ezek. xvii. 22-24.-It might now 
appear as though the prophet here only supposed the ruin of 
the house of David, without having, in the preceding context, 
expressly mentioned it ; but such is not the case. The whole 
of the preceding threatening of punishment rela& to the ruin 
of the house of David; for when the kingdom suffers, the 
reigning family cannot but d e r  also. This cloee connection 
of the two is pointed out by the prophet himself in the subse- 
quent words. The change of the suffixes is there certainly not 
without a reason. The suffix in t;mn~ refers to the two king- 
doms ; that in vnmn to David ; and that in m93 to the taber- 
nacle, while the subject of wv (ver. 12) is the people. By this 
it is intimated that David, his tabernacle, the kingdoms, and the 
people, are in substance one-that one stands and falls with the 
other. They who overlook the c-reference to Jadah, in the 
preceding veraes, do not know what to make of the s a x  in 
; n h  (compare the expression "these kingdoms," used of Judah 
and Israel in vi. 2), and, in their uncertainty, conjecture some- 
times one thing and sometimes another.-ror is Nominat., not 
Accasat. The comparison is merely intimated; compare re- 
marks on Hos. ii. 17. The circumstance that the happy d s ~  
of the times of David and Solomon are here spoken of as "days 
of eternityn-of the remotest past (compare Mic. vii. 14)- 
implies that the prophet sees a long interval between the present 
and the predicted event.-The foundation of this prophecy is 
the promise to David in 2 Sam. vii. ; compare especially ver. 16: 
"And thine house and thy kingdom shall be sure in eterniv 
before thee, and thy throne s h d  be firm in eternity." This 
reference has also Iwen pointed out by Calvin, who remPrhs: 
"When the prophet says, 'as in the days of o l q  he con- 



the doctrine that the dignity of t.he house would not alwt&s flow 
in an equal current, but that, nevertheleaa, there would always 
be such a restoration as would make it easily perceptible that 
God's promise of an eternal dominion to David had not been in 
vain!' The dominion of David had already suffered a consi- 
derable shock by the separation of the two kingdoms, existing 
at the prophet's time; but it was in future to sink even far 
more deeply, and the people along with it. But, with all these 
things, God's promise remains true. The judgments do not 
shut up the way for His mercy, but rather prepare it. That it 
was only through the family of David that the promised salvac 
tion c d d  be imparted to the people, the prophet plainly de- 
clans. I f  i t  were not 80, how could he have identified the 
tabernacle of David with the two kingdoms, and with the 
people? As to the person of the restorer, he does not more 
particularly designate it. The main thing with him, as with 
Hosea (compare the remarks on Hos. ii. 2, and iii. 5), is to 
impress upon the people of Israel the conviction, that salva- 
tion conld come to them only from a reunion with Judah- 
from their joining again the house of David; compare Ezek. 
wxvii. 22 : " And I make them one nation in the land upon the 
mountains of Israel, and one king shall be king to them all ; 
and they shall be no more two nations, and they shall be no 
more divided into two kingdoms." But if this was sure and 
established, there conld then be no more any doubt aa to the 
person. I t  was at  that time generally known that the promise 
given to David wodd be finally fulfilled in the Messiah; 
and i t  was generally acknowledged by the ancient Jews, that 
the passagea under consideration refer to the Messiah. JeromG 
remarks: "The Jews refer everything which, in this and the 
other prophets, is foretold concerning the building up of Jeru- 
salem and the temple, and the happy condition of all things, to 
t h e d v e a ,  and foolishly expect that all shall be fulfilled in a 
carnal sense." It ie from the passage under review that the 
Messiah received the name a h  7% jliua cadentium-He who 
springs forth from the fallen family of D k i d  ; compam h- 
hedrin, fol. 96, 2: R. Nachman said to R. Isaac, Hast thou 
heard when &DJ .I:! is to come ? The latter answered : Who is 
he 3 R. Nachman mid : The Messiah. R. Isaac : But is the 
Meseiah thus named ? R. Nachman : Certainly, in Amos ix. 11 : 
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"In that day I will raise up the tabernacle of David that ja 
fallen?' In  h h i t h  Babbcric. see. 88. we read : " Who would 
have expected that God shouid raise 4 again the fallen taber- 

' 

nacle of David ? And yet we read in ix. 11, ' In that 
day,' etc. h d  who could have hoped that the whole world 
could yet become one flock? And yet, such is declared in 
Zeph. iii. 9 : 'Then d l  I turn to the people in pure lips, that 
they all may call upon the name of the Lord, and serve Him 
with onelip.' But all that ie prophesied only in reference to 
the Messiah." See Sch6ttgg p. 70, and other passagen, especi- 
ally from the Sokr, ibid. p. 111, 566. 

Ver. 12. " In order that' thy may poaaeaa f i  renmant of 
Edam, and of all dw heathen upon rohom My n0m6 is called, mith . 
the Lord that doe& tAw? 

Calvin remark8 on this verse : '' This main point is plainly 
declared to us, that there ie here promised an extension of the 
kingdom under Christ ; and it is just as if the prophet had said 
that tho Jews were enclosed within narrow limits, even when the 
kingdom of David did most flourish, inaemnch as, under Christ, 
God is to extend their territory, so that they shall rule far and 
wide." There is here an evident allusion the times of David, 
which, in the last words of the preceding verse, formed the sub- 
ject of discourse. This is quite plain also from the mention of 
the Edomites. These had been made subject by David; but 
afterwards, availing themselves of the commencing fall of 
David's tabernacle, they had again freed themaelma Not only 
they, however, but all the other heathen nations, shall be again 
subjected to the raised up tabernacle of David. That former 
event served as a type and prelude to the latter, and formed 
moreover a prophecy of it in deeds, inasmuch as both rested on 
the same foundation, viz., God's protection of His Church, aod 
His care for Hi kingdom. It is for this reaeon too, that, with 
nn allusion to the former event, the verb m* is chosen. By 
this verb, expression is given only to the fact of their agreement, 
and to points in which those events agree ; but it givee no indi- 
cation of how far they agree, or in what respecta they W e r  ; 
this is to be declared in the subsequent words. The prophet, 
however, in speaking only of the remnant of Edom, laob back 
to the threatening in chap. i. They only who have bean pn+ 
aerved in the judgment which ia there announced, are to wme 
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under the bbsful dominion of the kingdom of David. As Isml,  
so also the Gentiles, must be prepared for the coming of the 
kingdom of Christ by crushing judgments. The judgment 
upon Israel is only a single portion of a great judgment upon 
all nations. In@ this m e o t i o n  it is brought by the very 
opening chapters of this book. In chap. v. 8, vii. 7, there is 
likewise an intimation of great calamities and shakings, which 
are to come upon the heathen world. The submission of the 
remnant of the heathen world, however, will not be an abase- 
ment, but, on the contrary, an exalting of them ; this is shown 
by the words, " Upon whom My name is called." These words 

. do not allow us to think of such a relation of 'Edom and the 
other nations to Israel, as existed at the time of David in the 
case of the conquered nations. They are never used to desig- 
nate a form of allegiance to the Lord so low and false, but 
always denote the relation of close and cordial allegiance. The 
heathen are in future to be coneidered and treated as those who 
are consecrated to the Lord, and who belong to Fiis holy people, 
-just as Israel is now considered and treated. Compare, as to 
the use of these words with reference to Israel, Deut. xxviii. 9, 
10 : The Lord shall raise thee an Holy people unto Him, as 
He hath sworn unto thee . . . . and all people of the earth 
see that the name of the Lord is called npon thee, and are afraid 
of thee." In  this verse, the expression, " The name of the Lord 
is called upon thee," corresponds with " holy people." Jer. xiv. 
9 : LL And Thou, 0 Lord, art in the midst of ug and Thy naqe 
is called upon us." b. lxiii. 19 : " We are those over whom 
Thou hast not reigned from eternity, and upon whom Thy name 
hae not been called." As regards the use of these words in 
reference to the temple, compare, further, Jer. vii. 10, 11 : 
" And ye come and stand before Me in this house, npon which 
Ny name is called. Is, perhaps, this house upon which My name 
is called, a den of robbers in yom eyea 1" The exceeding great- 
ness of their wickedness is denounced in these words ; and the 
ground why it is so great, is not by any means the fact, that the 
temple, as was indeed the case with that at Bethel, bore the 
name of the house of God only by the caprice of the people, but 
that it really was the house of God, and that God, in His gra- 
cious condescension, was there really present, as a type of His 
dwelling in Christ ; compare Deut. xii. 5 : The place which 
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the Lord your God shall choose out of a l l  j o i r  triben, to put 
His name there." Rnally, These words are used in reference 
to single individuals, whom God, in a special sense, has made 
His own, His rep&ntatives, the bearera of His word, the 
mediators of His revelations, in Jer. xv. 16  : " 1 found Thy 
words and I did eat them, and Thy words became unto me the 
joy and rejoicing of my heart ; for Thy name was called upon 1 
me, Jehovah, God of hosts," etc., equivalent to, " For I was I 

the messenger and representative of Thee, the Almighty God." 
-Ilitxig, Hofmann, and Baur explain the expression, " U n 
whom My name is called," by, Upon all the nations who 
once, at the time of David, were in subjection to the people of 
God!' The use of the Preterite has been urged in favour of 
this explanation ; but it is certainly very rash to assert, on the I 
ground of this, that " this view alone is admissible according 
to the rules of grammar." The statement of EmM, ( 135 4 
is exactly applicable to this case : " The Perfecturn, when d I with reference to some future event, either mentioned or con- , 
ceived of, may as well indicate the past which tliera has taken 
place." The sense might thus be : " All the heathen upon 
whom then My name will be called." In  the same sense, the 
Preterite is used in another passage, quoted by Hofmunn for a 
different purpose-viz., 2 Sam. xii. 28 : " In  order that I may 
not take (735~) the city, and my name be called (mp) upon it.'' 
I t  militates, however, against their view, that the name of the 
Lord being called upon any one, has, according to all the parallel 
passages, a sense too profound to admit of 'a relation to the Lord 
so loose and external being thereby designated. I t  is used only 
of such as are received into the condition of the people and sans 
of Jehovah, Hos. ii. 1 (i. 10). Further, The mere restoration 
of the Davidic dominion over the heathen is a very m&m 
thought, which is far from coming up to what Jacob had fore- 
told in Gen. xlix. 10, and to what David and Solomon expected 
of the future; compare, e.g., Ps. lxxii. 11 : And all king 
worship Him, all the heathen serve Him!'-The closing words, 
" Thus saith the Lord that doeth this," are intended to strengthen 
faith in a promise which appears to be incredible, by &g 
attention to the fact, that the person who promises ia also the 
person who carries it out to its fulfilment ; compare Jer. xaxiii. 
2 : *' Thus saith the Lord that makes it, the Lord that forms it. 
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to carry it out, the Lord is His name." This closing formula 
is also very ill suited for so meagre a prediction as that of the 
restoration of the old borders, of which Israel, under the reign 
of Uzziah and Jeroboam, was not so very far short. I t  was, 
probably, solely from a false interpretation of the passage under 
review, that an important historical event had its rise. Hyrca- 
nus compelled the Idumeans, who mere conquered by him, to 
be circumcised, and in that way to be incorporated into the 
Theocracy; so that they lost entirely their national existence 
and name (Jos. Arch. xiii. 9, 1 ; Prideaw Hist. des Juifs, vol. v. 
p. 16). This proceeding differed so materially from that which 
was ordinarily followed-for David did not think it at all neces- 
sary to adopt a similar proceeding against the Idumeans, and 
the other nations which were conquered by him-that it neces- 
sarily requires some special reason to account for it ; and such a 
reason is furnished by the passage under consideration. Hyrca- 
nus wished to be instrumental in the fulfilment of the prophecy 
contained in i t ;  but in this he failed. He did not consider, 
I. That the reception of Edom into the kingdom of God is here 
brought into connection with the restoration of the tabernacle 
of David, and hence could be brought abont only by a king of 
the house of David. H e  did not consider, 2. That the matter 
here in question is not such a reception into the kingdom of 
God as depends upon the will of man, but a spiritual reception, 
which carries along with it the full enjoyment of divine bless- 
ings. That it was, however, easy for Hyrcanus to fall into such 
a mistake, is shown by the example of Grotim, who confined 
himself to this merely apparent fulfilmentj although he had the 
real fulfilment before his eyes. By a similar misunderstanding 
of Old Testament prophecies, other important events also were 
brought abont; e.g., according to the express testimony of 
Joseph-, the building of the Egyptian temple, and, as we shall 
afterwards see, the building of the temple by Herod. 

It now only remains to consider the quotation of this pas- 
 age in the New Testament, in Acts rv. 16,17. Obhausen has 
directed attention to a difficulty regarding it, which has been 
overlooked by the greater number of interpreters. H e  s a p  that 
ope cannot well seie how the quotation bears upon the point at 
issue. Both partia were at one m to the duty of admitting the 
Geutiles into the kingdom of God. The only qumtion was 
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about the manner of their reception-whether with, or without, 
circumcision-and aa to thig the prophecy, which confines itself 
to the fact only, does not contain m y  exp- declaration. But 
thia d33culty has its sole foundation on the erroneons view that 
James was stating two muons altogether independent of each . other ;-the first in ver. 14, God'e declaration by facts, in His 
having given Hia Holy Spirit to the Gentilea, without their 
having been circumcised ; and then, in vers. 16,17, the testimony 
of the Old Testament. But the sound view rather is, that both 
together form only one reaeon. Apart from that testimony 
which God, the Searcher of hearts, had given to the Gentiles by 
the gift of the Holy Spirit, and by making no difference be- 
twixt them and Israel, the prophetic declaration would have 
been without a(ny significance ; but it acquires this significance 
when combined with the testimony of God. I t  is now also that 
the ailence of Jamea, in reference to that condition which was 
demanded by those of a pharisaic tendency, gaina significance. 
Simeon has declared how God at first was pleased to take a 
people for Hie name out of the Gentiles ; and after the fact of 
their reception has been so expressively declared, the Old Testa- 
ment prlssage, where this reception is spoken of, is not cognizant 

. of any other mode. The Apostle does not content himself with 
quoting ver. 12; he first cites ver. 11, because it furnished the 
proof that the declaration contained in ver. 12 referred to that 
time. That event, with which the conversion of the Gentiles is 
here immediately connected, had already taken place in Christ, 
at least as to the germ, which contained within iteelf the whole 
substance which afterwards displayed itself. But it was the 
main thought only which came into consideration in per. 11, 
and therefore it is somewhat abbreviated. In  the quotation, tbe 
translation of the LXX. evidently forms the foundation. 

The quotation of ver. 12 agrees, almost verbatim, with the 
LXX. I t  follows them in their important deviation from the 
Hebrew text. Instead of, "In order that they may occupy 
the remnant of Edom," the LXX. read, haw &v iaC+w 
ol  K~TALTOL r& Mp&a,v pe (instead of pe Luke has d v  
K;P~v, which is found in the Cod. Alex. &,but has very likely 
wme in from Luke). It is of very little consequence to detef- 
mine in what manner the translation of the LXX. arose; 

whether they had a different reading, MN nr(w p5, 



before them ; or whether they merely read erroneously; or 
whether, according to Lightfoot (in his remarks on Acts xv. 
16, I?), they intentionally thus altered the words; or whether 
it was their object to express the sense only generally and a p  
proximately (in the last two cases we should be obliged to 
mppose that, by a kind of play, and in order to represent, in 
an outward manner, the substantial agreement of the thought, 
they chose words exactly corresponding to the Hebrew text, 
with the exception of a change of a few letters,-a thing which 
frequently occurs in the Talmud, and even in Jeremiah when 
compared with the older prophets) ; only, we must set aside the 
idea of a really different reading,-a reading resting on the 
authority of good Manuscripts, inasmuch as such an idea would 
be irreconcilable with the deviations of the LXX. elsewhere, 
and with the unanimity of the Hebrew Manuscripts in the 
passage before us: The assertion of Ohhawen, however, that, 
in the Hebrew form, the passage would not have been suitable 
for the purpose, and that therefore it is probable that, on this 
occaeion, Greek must have been spoken in the assembly, does 
indeed deserve our attention. 

Whether or not the latter was the case, we leave undecided. 
That i t  was probable, may be proved from other grounds, but it 
by no means follows from the reason stated by OIshwen. The 
passage was suited for the proof, as well according to the 
Hebrew text, as according to the Alexandrian version ; for the 
latter is quite correct and faithful in 80 far as the sense is con- 
cerned. The occupying, in the sense in which it is used by 
Amos, has the seeking for its necessary supposition. For how, 
indeed, can spiritual possession, spiritual dominion by the people 
of the Lord exist, unless the Lord has been sought by those 
who are to be ruled over? Compare the declaration : "The 
isles shall wait for His law," Is. xlii. 4. The words, "And of 
all the heathen," following immediately after Edom, evidently 
prove that Amos mentions Edom, only by way of individualiz- 
ing; and the Idumeans, especially, as a people, only because 
their former, specially violent hatred to the Covenant-people 
(compare i. 11) made their future humble submission more evi- 
dently a work of the omnipotence of God, and of His love 
watching over EEa people ; and at the eame time there may be 
a reference also to the former subjection by David. The LXX. 
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have done nothing mor6, than at once to substitute for the par- 
ticular, the general which comprehends this particular,--a par- 
ticular which is, by Amos too, designated as a part of the gmeral! 

Ver. 13. "Behold, &ye conu, saith the Lord, and the plough- 
man reacheth to the reaper, and the treader of the mMne-pr~s to 
him that soweth seed. And the mourctairw drop muat, and aU the 
Ailkr melt." 

The fundamental thought in this passage is this :-Where- 
soever the Lord is, there also is the fulness of His gifts.-The 
imagery in the first hemistich is taken from Lev. xxvi. 3-5 : 
" If ye shall walk in My laws, and keep My commandments and 
do them ; then I will give your rains in their seasons, and the 
land gives its produce, and the tree of the field gives its fruit 
And your threshing r e a c h  to the vintage, and the vintage 
reaches to the sowing time." After the Lord has purified Hiis 
congregation by His judgmente, then the joyful time of bless- 
ing, prophesied by His servant Moses, shall likewise come. 
Cocceius says : "One shall reap, the other e h d  immediateb 
plough ; one shall scatter the seeds in the ploughed field, while 
another shall, at the same time, tread the grapes,-a work if 
wont to be done at the last time of the year. There shall be 
continual work, and continual fruit, and a fruitfulness such as 
that in the land of the Troglodytes which Scaligcr (Excfcit. 249, 
2 )  thus describes : 'Throughout the whole year there is sowb15 
and reaping at the same time; at one place the seed is committed 
to the fields, and at another the wheat shoots up, at another it 
gets ears, at another it is reaped, at another it is collected, and 

Whether, however, it waa James or Luke who quoted these words 
according to the version of the LXX., thii paessge is one of the mulr 
hundreds which ,prove that the violent urging and p d n g  for an im- 
provement in our (German) authorized version of the Scriptureq M i: 
proceeded from wn Meier and Stier, is exaggerated. The Saviour and 
His Apostles adopted, without htnitation, the version current a t  their time. 
when its deviatiom concerned not the thou& but the words. If we p w  
ceed upon this principle, how will the mountain of comphints melt 
which has been raised aminst Luiher'r translation of the S c r i ~ t m  But it - 
is true that, even then, weighty objectiom remain. The reviaion of it is 8 

want of the Church ; but it  is not eo urgent that we may not, and moat 
not, wait for the time when it may be aat,i&ied without danger. If it rere 
undertaken a t  present, the disadvantages would far outweigh the advan- 
tages. To everything there is a wason ; and it is the duty of the ria 
steward to find it out, and to know it. 
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bmught to the threshing-placea, and thence to the barn.'"- 
The secoud hemistich agrees with Joel. iv. (iii.) 18 (which is 
certainly not accidental ; compare the introduction to Joel) : 
" At that time the mountains shall drop must, and the hills go 
with milk." From a comparison of this passage it appears that 
the melting of the hills can mean only their dissolving into 
rivers of milk, must, and honey, with an allusion to the descrip 
tion of the promised land in the Pentateuch (Exod. iii. 8) as a 
land flowing with milk and honey. 

Ver. 14. "And I turn Myself to ~JM captivity of M y  people 
lamel, and they build waste cities, and dwell, and plant vineyards, 
and drink tlieir wine; and they make gardens and eat tJteir fruit." 

The captivity is a figure of misery. With reference to mw 
rnm compare the remarks on Joel. 

Ver. 15. And Iplant them in ilra'~ land, and they shall 
no mwe be pluchd up o& of tlreir land which I have given tlmn, 
4 . h  da Lord thy God." Compare p. 227 seqq. 

THE PROPHECY OF OBADIAH. 

We need not enter into details regarding the question as to 
the time when the prophet wrote. By a thorough argumenta- 
tion, Cuspan' has proved, that he occupies his right position in 
the Canon, and hence belongs to the earliest age of written 
prophecy, i.e., to the time of Jeroboam 11. and Uzziah. As 
bearing conclusively against those who would assign to him a 
far later date, viz., the time of the exile, there is not only the 
indirect testimony borne by the place which this prophecy oc- 
cupies in the collection of the prophets which is chronologically 
arranged, but there are also the following facts ;-that those 
who are to inflict the predicted calamity upon Judah are not 
at all more definitely characterized than in the first part of 
Hosea, in Joel, and Amos ;-that, in like manner, the heathen 
power from which the overthrow of Edom is to proceed, is 
neither mentioned, nor more definitely pointed out in any other . 

way ;-that Jeremiah already made use of Obadiah's prophecy; 
and if such be denied, the older foundation would then be with- 
drawn from the prophecy of Jeremiah-which would be con- 
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tray to the analogy of Jeremiah's propheciea 'against foreign 
nations ;-and, finally, that, in vem. 12-14 the prophet exhorts 
the Edomites neither to rejoice nor to co-operate in the de- 
struction of Jerusalem, because, otherwise, they would certainly 
receive the well-merited reward of such wickedness committed 
against the Covenant-people, to whom they were so nearly re- 
lated. Such an exhortation would have been out of place, after 

- the wickedness had been committed.-The view of Hofmann 
(which was revived by Delitzsch in his treatise, When did 
Obadiah prophesy 1" [Guerike's Zehchrift 51, Hft. l])-acmnl- 
ing to which the capture of Jerusalem by the Philistines and 
Arabians under Jehoram (2 Chron. xxi. 16 ff.) was the occasio~~ 
of the prophecy before us, and according to which Obadiah is 
thus made the oldest among all the prophets in the Canon, and 
separated by nearly a century from the three prophets who pre- 
ceded him-overlooks the fact that only cogent reasons could 
induce us to assume so isolated a position, since it is certainly 
not a matter of accident that the written prophecy began its 
course under the reign of Jeroboam and Uzziah. The guilt and 
punishment of Edom are, in like manner, spoken of in the 
Preterite; and it is inadmissible to understand the Preterites 
ari historical, in so far as they refer to the guilt, and as pro- 
phetical, in so far as they refer to the pnnishment. The words, 
"Day of their destruction," in ver. 12, are decisive against 
every other catastrophe upon Judah, but that of the Chaldean. 
Ver. 20, when rightly interpreted, supposes the carrying away 
of Israel and Judah, and hence allows as to think only of the 
Assyro-Chaldean catastrophe. In  ver. 21, Mount Zion is 
forsaken, and "the saviours" return to i t  from the land of 
captivity. 

In  strict accordance with the position of the book in the 
Canon, is the fact, that Obadiah connects himself most closely 
with Joel, and, excepting him, among all the prophets, with - Amos only; compare Caspati, S. 20 ff., 35; H~urrnkk, Ein- 
lcitung 11. S. 318. Of greater importance than the coincidences 
in particulars, is the fact that the prophecy of Obadiah, npon 
the whole, connects itself most closely and immediately with 
the fourth (third) chapter of Joel--that in the prophecy of 
Obadiah, we have indeed a wriation on that chapter. The 
judgment npon Judah, which Joel announces, in the first par$ 



is here supposed to have already taken placi?; and this might 
be done so much the rather, becauae, even in Joel, the prophetic 
Ahphory, with which rationabtic interpreters are so much 
puzzled, has b g e d  the Future into the Present and Past- 
as, even there, the destrndtion af Jerusalem, md the medowing 
of the whole country by the heathen, are represented as already 
existing. I t  is only the judgment upon the heathen, and the 
restoration of Israel, which Obadiah represents in his prophetic 
picture. 

L i e  Hosea (in the first three chapters), Joel, and Amos, so 
Obadiah also, received the mission to point out the catastrophe 
threatened by the world's power, even before the latter existed 
on the scene of history. I t  was to the Covenan~people a source 
of rich consolation that it was so clearly and distinctly foretold 
to them, even before it had an existence, and the points of view 
from which it must be regarded were opened up to them. He, 
however, distinctly points to one idea only, just because there 
were already predecessors to whose prophecies he could refer. 
He did not receive the mission to call to repentance, or to re- 
present the judgment as a well-deserved punishmentalthough, 
indirectly, in him aa well as in Joel, these thoughts also occur, 
as certainly as the supposed destruction of Judah and Israel 
could only be the punishment of their sin ; be has to point out 
only the salvation subsequent to the overflowing by the heathen 
world, the conquering power of the kingdom of God which, in 
the end, will manifest itself, and deeply to impress upon the 
Covenantpeople the words : B a p u c i ~ ~ ,  vevlqua rhv ~ & r ~ .  
The glaring contrast betwixt the &lea-according to which the 
kingdom of God was to be all prevailing-and the reality, in 
which it is pressed into a corner, shall in future increase still 
more. Even from this corner, the people of God shall be 
driven. But death i the transition to life ; the uttermost degree 
of .snfferings, the forerunner of deliverance and salvation. Not 
a restoration only is in store for the people of God-they even 
obtain the dominion of the world; but to the heathen world, 
which is at enmity with God, their exaltation is a forerunner of 
destrnction. 

All which Obadiah had to say in reference to the heathen, 
God-hating world, and to the form which, in future, Israel's 

2 C . 
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relation to it would assume, hai been exemplified by him in the 
case of Edom. For the fact, that it is only the heathen powa 
individualized which we have before us, is shown by the trpnsi- 

tion to the heathen in general in ver. 15, according to which, 
Edom comes into consideration only as a part of the whole: 
"For near is the day of the Lord upon all &I iccatlun!' SO 
also is it in per. 16: "For as ye1 have drunk upon My holy 
mountain, so shall all tlu A e a h  drink continually;' and they 
drink, and sup up, and they are as though they were not.." 
When speaking of the guilt, he mentions Edom only; when 
speaking of punishment, he introduces all the heathen at once. 
According to ver. 17, Israel shall occupy the passessions of aU 
& heathen. And even the last words of the whole prophecy, 
"And the kingdom shall be the Lord's," show that it bears a 
universal character,-that in the case of Edom, we have only a 
principle exemplified which appliea to all the enemiea of the 
kingdom of God. The leading thought is: The kingdom of 
God shall obtain universal dominion, which followa the deepest 
abasement of the people of God, and of which the fullest and 
most perfect realization muat be sought in Christ. 

The animating thought could be so much the better in- 
dividualized in the case of Edom, as ita natural relation to h e 1  
was one of special nearness, and ita hatred specially deep ; snd 
as, moreover, it at all times considered itself the rival of LPrarl, 
of whose advantages it was envione. That which Amos, the 
cotempray of Obadiah, says of Edom in chap. i. ll-c6He 
pursues him brother with the sword, and corrupts his compassions, 
and his anger tears perpetually, and he keeps his wrath for ever7'- 
shows how exceedingly well he was fitted to be a representative of 
the enemies of the kingdom of God. I t  was so much the more 
obvious thus to represent Edom as a particular and individual- 
izing exemplification of this principle, as the prophets of that 
period had not as pet received any more definite disclosures as 

- to the threatening kingdoms of the future, whiie Edom, in hi 

1 The fact that, eveywkre ,  the dkourae &I sddreeeed to the 
proves that here a h  Edom is addreesed. The 93 and the ')= in this 
verse, compared with thoee in the preceding v m ,  likewine wggest thia 
Compare, moreover, Joel iv. (iii.) 3, to which passage there is already m 
alluaion in ver. 11. 

Namely, the cup of pnnishment, of divine wrath. 
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hatred against the people of God, stood before their eyes. The 
germ of this is to be found in Joel iv. (ii.) 19, where Edom 
already appears as a representative and type of the God-hating 
beathen world, which is to be judged by the Lord, after the 
judgment upon Judah. 

In Obadiah, we find a fnlneae of remarkable glances into 
the future compressed within a narrow space. The chief events 
are the following:-1. The capture of Jerusalem, the total 
carrying away of the entire people, both of Judah and Israel, 
to a far distance, vers. 20, 21. 2. The return of Israel, the 
-tion of the ~eparation of the two kingdoms, ver. 18 (wm- 
pare Hos. ii. 2 [i. 111; Amos ix. 11, 12), and his elevation 
to the dominion of the world by the " Saviours," ver. 21. 
3. The judgment upon Edom by heathen nations, vers. 1-9. 
Jeremiah, in xxvii. 2 ff., compared with xxv., more distinctly 
points out the Chaldeans as the heathen instmments of the 
judgment upon Edom and all the people round about; and 
biatt. i. 3,4, shows the weight of the sntrerings which were 
inflicted by them upon Edom. 4. The occupation of the land 
of Edom by Judah. One realization of thii prophecy took place 
in the time of the Maccabees ; but we mnat not wnfine ourselves 
to thii. As, in the main, Edom is only a type of the Clod-hating 
heathen world, the true and real fulfilment can be sought in 
Christ alone. Compare the remarks, p. 98, with reference to 
Moab in Balaam's prophecy. 

The prophecy of Obadiah is divided into three parts :-the 
destrnction of Edom by heathen nations summoned by Jehovah, 
vers. 1-9 ; the cause of it, his wickedness against Judah, vers. 
10-16; Judah, on the contrary, risea with Joseph from this 
humiliation, and becomes a conqueror of the world, vers. 17-21. 
Tbis last part claims our closer consideration. 

Ver. 17. "And upon M i n t  Zion shall be t h  h t  have 
escaped, and it is holy (compare Joel iii. 5, iv. 17 [ii. 32, iii. 17]), 
and the house of Jacob occupies their possesdonu? 

The suffix in anmm refem to all the heathen in ver. 16. 
The kingdom shall be the Lord's, according to ver. 16, and the 
dominion of Hi people extends as far as His own. We have 
here the general prophecy; and in what immediately followq the 
application to Edom. The first two clauses serve as a founda- 
tion for the third. The holinese has, so to speak, not ody a 



defensive, but also an offensive character. Its comequence is 
the dominion of the world. 

Ver. 18. "And tite h s  of J d  bscoma a +, and tAc 
h e  of Jose$ a f ime,  and & huae of Eecnr stubble, and thq 
kindle them, and devour them ; and there shall not be any tanain- 
ing to tJM howe of Esau; for the Lord h upokcn." 

Beaides the whole of the people, that part of them (the house 
of Joseph, the people of the ten tribes) is speciaUy mentioned 
which one might have expected to be exoluded. That there is 
none remaining to the house of Esau (and to all who are like 
him) agrees with the declaration uttered by Joel in iii. 5 (ii. 32): 
"Amongst thosewho are spared, ia whomsoever the Lord calleth." 
They, however, whom the Lord calk are, according to the same 
verse, they who call on the name of the Lord. But the charac 
teristic of Edom is his hatred against the kingdom of W,- 
and that excludea both the calling on the Lord, and the being 
called by the Lord. The single individual, however, may come 
out of the community of his people, and enter into the territo~ 
of saving grace, as is shown by the example of Rahab. In the 
further description of the conquering power, which the people 
of God shall, in future, exercise, we rue, in ver. 19, first met by 
Judah and Benjamin. 

Ver. 19. "And they of the south possess the diount of Bau ,  
and t h y  fml b e  low region, the Philietincs; and ticey (Le, the? 
of Judah, the whole, of whom they of the South and of the 
low region are parts70nlj) possess -the f i M s  of Ephim, and I 

ticefilds of Smna3.ia, and Benjamin-GiIcad." 
It is obvim that we have here before ns only an indi- 

vidualized rqresentatioh of the thought already expressed in 
Gen. xwiii. 14: "And thy seed ehall be as the dust of the 
earth, and thou shalt break forth to the East and to the West, 
to the North and to the South ; and in thee, and in thy seed, 
all the families of the earth are blessed ;" compare also Is. liv- 3: 
" Thou shalt break forth on the right hand and on the left, and , 

thy seed shall inherit the Gentiles!'-= is the south part of I 
Judea, at the bordem of Edom; ibw the low region on the 
West, at the borders of the Phiistinee. As, according to the 
vision of the prophet, the exaltation of Jndah is prcceded by his I 

total overthrow and.captirity (compare vers. 11-14,20, el), the 
tribe of Judah, which, before the cata~trophe, was settled in 



the South and low region, is here meant. That nH can be 
taken only as the + of the Accns., and uMount of Eeau," 
accordingly, aa the object only, appeara from ver. 20, accord- 
ing to which the South is vacant. Judah thus extends in the 
South, over Edom, in the West, over Philistia, in the North, 
over the former territory of the ten tribes, and hence also over 
the territory of Benjamin, which formerly lay betwixt Judah 
and Joseph. Benjamin is indemnified by Wead. The whole 
of Canaan coma thus to Judah and Benjamin. Joseph, to 
whose damage, 8ccordiig to ver. 18, thia enlargement of 
Jadah's temtoy must lead, must be transferred altogether to 
heathenish territory. We expect to find, in ver. 20, how he 
is indemnified. 

Ver. 20. "And & exiles of this host of the children of I m l  
(shall possess) what are Catiaaniles unto Zarephdi, and the e~ile.9 
of Jrruurlan tirrrt are C Sephmd shall porsms the cities of the 
South." 

The circumstance that the Athnach stands below nm indi- 
cates that mr implies the common property of the exiles of this 
host, and of the edea  of Jerusalem. The " Sons of Israel," in 
this context, can only be the ten tribes; for they are here indem- 
nified for their former territory? which, according to ver. 19, has 
become the possession of Judah. The exiles of this host " is 
equivalent to : '' Thia whole host of exiles,"--the whole mass of 
the ten tribes, carried away according to prophetic foresight (com- 
pare Amos v. 27 : "And I carry you away beyond Damascus, 
saith the Lord, the God of hosts"), aa opposed to a piecemeal 
carrying away, such as had once already taken place before the 
time of the prophet in respect to Judah, but not in respect to 
the children of Israel; compare Joel iv. (iii.) 6. That the 
Canaanites unto Zarephath "&.e., the Phmnicians, whose 

territory formed part of the promised land, but had never, in 
former times, come into the real possession of Israel-am the 
objects of conquest, and that, hence, we cannot explain aa 
Caupuri doea, Who are among the Canaanites, even unto 
Zarephath," is evident from the circumstance, that all the 
neighbouring nations appear as objects of the conquering 
activity ;-that the great mass of the Israelitish exiles were not 
among the Canaanites;-that the 3 could, in that case, not 
have been omitted;--and that the South country is too small 
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a space for the children of kmI, and of Jerusalem together. 
Supharad, the very name of which is scarcely known, is men- 
tioned as a particularizing designation of the utmost distance 
The description becomes complete by its returning to the Sonth 
country, from which it had proceeded. The South country 
penetrates to Edom; the inhabitants of Jerusalem extend be- 
yond the South county. 

Ver. 21. "And saviours go up on Mount Zion to judge tk 
Mount of Esau, and tlw kingdom shall be the M s . "  

1% is to be accounted for from the consideration, that the 
deliverance and salvation imply the entire overthrow-the 
total carrying away of the people. The Saviour aar' $* 
is hidden beneath the "saviours ;" compare Judges iii. 9,15; 
Neh. ix. 27. But even here, everything is connected with 
human individuals ; and the more glorious the salvation which 
the prophet beholds in the future, viz., the absolute dominion 
of the Lord, and His people, over the world, the less can it be 
conceived that the prophet should have expected the realization 
of it by a collective body of mortal men without a leader. Bnt 
the plural intimates that the antitype is not without tps,- 
that the head cannot be conceived of without members. In 
Jer. xxii. 4, we read: "And I raise up shepherds over them 
which ehall feed them;" and immediately afterwarda the one 
good shepherd-Christ-forms the subject of discourse.-"And 
the kingdom shall be the Lord's!'-His dominion, till then con- 
cealed, shall now be publicly manifested, and the people of the 
earth shall acknowledge it, either spontaneously, or by con- 
straist. The coming of this kingdom has begun with Christ, 
and, in Him, waits for ita consummation. The opinion of 
Caspri, that the contents of vers. 19 and 20, as well as the 
close of this pephecy, belong altogether to the future, restJ on 
a false, literal explanation, the inadmiiibiity of which is d- 
ciently evident from the circumstance h a t  the Edomiteg Phi- 
listines, and Canaanites have long since disappeared from the 
scene of history ; eo that there exinta no longer the possibility of 
a literal fnlfilment. 

. I  

. . 



THE PROPHET JONAH. . . 
It has been asserted without any sdcient  reaeon, that 

Jonah is older than Hosea, Joel, Amos, and Obadiah,-that 
he is the oldest among the prophets whose written monuments 
have been preserved to us. The passage in 2 Kiigs xiv. 25, 
where it ia said, that Jonah, the son of Amittai the prophet, 
prophesied to Jeroboam the happy success of his arms, and the 
restoration of the ancient boundaries of Israel, and that this 
prophecy was confirmed by the event, cannot decide in favour 
of this assertion, because it cannot be proved that the victories 
of Jeroboam belonged to the beginning of hie reign. On the 
other hand, it is opposed, #rut, by the position of the book in 
the collection of the Minor Prophets, which, throughout, is 
chronologically arranged, and which is tantamount to an ex- 
press testimony that Jonah wrote after Hosea, Joel, Amos, and 
Obadiah. Then,-the circnmstance that Nineveh is mentioned 
here, and that too in a way which implies that, even s t  that 
time, the hostile relations of the Assyrians to the Covenant 
people had already begun, while in the first part of Hosea, in 
Joel, Amos, and Obadiah, no reference to the Assyrians is as 
yet found. Even ancient interpreters, as Chr. B. Michaelia, 
Ctudw (in the Theol. A.oph. iii. S. 38), inferred from this 
mention of Nineveh, that the book had been composed in con- 
sequence of the first invasion of the Assyrians under Menahem, 
who ascended the throne 13 yean after the death of Jeroboam 
11. Finally,-the book begins with and. Wherever elae, in 
the canonical books of the Old Testament, such a beginning 
occurs, it indicates a resumption of, and a junction with, former 
links in the chain of sacrecl literature ; compare Judges i. 1 ; 
1 Sam. i. 1 ; Ezek. i. 1. That the expression, "And it came 
to pass," with which the book opens, is intended to establish 
the connection with the prophecy of Obadiah, which occupies 
the immediately preceding place in the Canon, is intimated by 
the internal relation of the two books to each other. The pro- 
phecy of Obadiah beam, thronghont, a hostile aspect to the 
heathen world; it appears to him as the object only of God's 
judging aotivity. Jonah, on the other hand, received the mis- 
sion, clistinctly to point out the other .aspect of the .matter, and 
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thereby, not indeed to correct, but certainly to supplement h s  
yredecesgor. 

The time was approaching when the heathen worId was to 
pour out its floods upon the people of God. I t  was obvions 
that the position of Israel towards it became one altogether re 
pulsive, that the susceptibility of the heathen for salvation was 
denied, and God's mercy viaa limited to Israel. Narmw-minded 
exclusiveness received a powerful support from the oppression 
and haughtiness of the heathen. Whilst other prophets opposed 
such exclusiveness by their words, by announcing the extension 
of salvation to the Gentiles, Jonah received the mission to illus- 
trate, by a symbolical action, the capacity of the heathen for 
salvation, and their future participation in it. The effect of 
this must necessarily have been w, much the greater, as the 
whole of the little book is exclusively devoted to this subject, as 
it appeared at the first beginning of the conflict, and as Nineveh 
is mentioned here, for the f h t  time, in ao peaceable and conci- 
liatory a relation, and in close harmony and connection with the 
announcement of the willing submission of the h e a t h  world 
to the dominion of Shiloh, spoken of in Gen. xlis. 10. I t  is 
remarkably impressive to see how spirit here triumphs over 
nature-a triumph which appears so much the brighter becaws 
the prophet bimself pays his tribute to nature; for it was be- 
cause he li8tened to the voice of nature, that, at &tit, he intended 
to flee to Tarshiih. The reason why the cornmiasion of the 
Lord was so disagreeable to him, we learn from chap. iv. 2. 
He was afraid lest the preaching of repentance, which was 
committed to him, might turn away the judgments of the Lord 
from Nineveh, the metropolis of that country which threatened 
destruction to Israel. He knew the deep cmpt ion  of his own 
people, and foreboded the issue which the extension of the 
means of grace to the Gkntiles might very easily bring about in 
the end. But yet, he felt almost irresistibly impelled to carry 
out the commission of God, and in order to cat himself off 
from the +biity of following the voioe which called him to 
the east, he resolved to go to the far distant west. The voiae, 
however, followed him even there ; but the farther he advanced 
on his jourpey, the mare difEcult it became for him to follow it. 
At a later period, when the Lord granted mercy to Nineveh, 
he waa angrlv and wished to die, not by my pleana beclwre he 
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felt himself injured in his honour as a prophet (as was errone- 
ously supposed, even by CaEain), but because he grudged to the 
Gentiles the mercy which he conaidered ss a prerogative of 
Israel only, and because he was anxious for the destruction of 
Nineveh as the metropolie of that kingdom which was destined 
to be the rod of chastisement for his own people. He was thw 
actuated by the same ardent love for his people which called 
forth the wish of St  Paul, that he might become an anathema 
for his brethren,-by the same disposition of mind which pre- 
vailed in the elder brother at the return of the prodigal son 
(Luke xv. 25 ff.), and which at firat would manifest itself even 
in Peter, Acts x. 14 ff. The Jewish sentence (Carpzov. Introd. 
3, p. 149), "Jonah was anxious for the glory of the Son, but 
he did not seek the glory of the Father," is very signscant. 
Jonah exhibii in a very striking way, the thoughts of his old 
man, in order that Israel might recognise themselves in hie 
image. But we are not at liberty to eay that the prophet re- 

. 

presented the people only. It is true that, as one of the people, 
he also entertained those thoughts ; but, besides these, he enter- 
tained other thoughta also. The voices of the Lord which he 
heard were spiritual; and wch voices can be heard only when 
there is something akin in the heart. Not even with one step 
did Jonah touch the territory of the false prophets, who pro- 
phesied out of their own hearts. He retained all his human 
weakness to h i m d ,  and the Word of God stood by the side of 
it in unclouded brightness, and obtained absolute victory. 

There can be no doubt that we have before us in the Book 
of Jonah the description of a symbolical adion,-that his mission 
to Nineveh has an object distinct from the mission itself,-that 
it is not the result attained by it in the first inatance which is 
the essential point, but that it is its aim to bring to light 
certain truths, and in the form of fact, to prophesy future 
t h i i .  The truths sre these :-Rr.9t, thar the Gentiles am by 
no means so unsusceptible of the higher truth as vulgar preju- 
dice imagined them to be. T h  was manifested by the conduct 
of the sailors, who, at last, offer sauificea and even vows to 
Jehovah ; but, in a more striking manner, by the deep imp- 
siw which the diecourse of Jonah ~roduced upon the Ninevita. 
In this we have the actual n roof of E d .  iii. 5, 6, where the 
prophet represents his mission as one of peculiar difficulty-more 



difficult, even, than it would have been if addressed to the 
Gentiles : "Had I sent thee to them, surely they would have 
hearkened to thee." fidw,-that it is not in His relation to 
Israel only, but in His relation to the Gentiles also, that the 
Lord is "gracious and merciful, slow to anger and of great 
kindness," chap. iv. 2. The view which these words, at once, 
open up into the future, ig that at some future period the Lord 
will grant to the Gentiles the preaching of l3ia word, an6 ad- 
mission into His kingdom. The glory of Hia mercy and grace 
would have been darkened, if the revelation of them had been 
for ever limited to a particular, small portion of the human 
race. Nineveh, the representative of the heathen multitude, 
is very significantly d l e d  the "great city" at the very outset, 
in i. 2, and "a great city for God," in iii. 3, for which, as 
Mehaelis remarks, God specially cared, on account of the great 
number of souls ; compare iv. 11. 

If the symbolical and prophetical character of the book be 
denied, the fact of its having its place among the prophetical, 
and not among the historical, books,,'admits of no explanation 
at all. For ao much is evident, that this fact cannot be satis- 
factorily accounted for by the circumstance that the book n+ 
ports the events which happened to a prophet. The sound er- 
planation has been already given by Marckius : a The book is, 
in a great measure, historical, but in such a manner, that in 
the history itself there is hidden the mystery of the greatest 
prophecy, and that Jonah proves himself to be'a true prophet, 
by the events which happened to him, not less than by his 
utterances." A similar esplanation is given by Carpmiism: 
"By his own example, aa well as by the event itself, he bore 
witness that it was the will of God that all men should be 
saved, and should come to the knowledge of the tmth," 1 Tim. 
ii. 4. I 

We are led to the same conclusion by the representation i t  
I 

d f .  This differe very widely from that given in the hietorical 1 
books. The objection raised by against the historid 
truth,-viz., that the narrative is fragmentary,-that it wmts 1 

completeness,-that a number of events are communicated only 
in M) far as is required by the object of pinine; a foundation 
for the graphic representation of the doctrinal contents,-- 
not be set aside so d y  as ia done by when he says: 

I 
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" By argomenta of a nature so flimuy, suspicions may be raised 
against the trnth of every historical report!' We cannot but 
confess that, to the writer, history is indeed a means only of re- 
presenting a thought to which he is anxious to give currency in 
the Church of God. I t  is just for this reason that he abstains 
from graphically enlarging, because that would have been an 
obstacle to his purpose. The narrative of a symbolical action 
which took place outwardly, comes, in this respect, under the 
same law as the narrative of a symbolical action belonging to 
the internal territory, and to that of the parable. The naxra- 
tire would lose the character of perspicuity which is so neces- 
sary for the whole matter, if it were complete in the subordinate 
circumstances. 

I t  also tells in favour of the symbolical character of the 
history of Jonah, that the missionary activity on behalf of the 
Gentiles does not properly belong to the vocation of the pro- 
phets, their mission being to the two houses of Israel only. I n  
the entire history, not even a single example is to be found of a 
prophet who, for the good of the heathen world itself, went out 
amOng them. The history of Elisha, in 2 Kings viii. 7 ff., has, 
without sufficient reason, been adduced by H6trmick. Accord- 
ing to the visions of the prophets themselves, the conversion of 
the heathen is not to be accomplished at present, but in the . 
Messianic time, and by the Messiah Himself. If, then, the 
book itself is not to stand altogether isolated, the symbolical 
character of Jonah's mission must be acknowledged. But then 
it is only in the form that it differs from the announcemen~of 
the extension of salvation to the heathen also,-announcements 
which occur in the other prophets also. That which these ex- 
hibited in words merely, is here made conspicuous by deeds. 
The influence thereby produced upon the heathen appeam then 
only a s  the means, while the real purpoee is to make an impor- 
tant truth familiar to the Congregation of God, and, by a 
striking fact, to kmove the prejudices which prevailed in it. 

AinaUy,-If the symbolical character of the facts be denied, 
the mission of Jonah appears to be almost divested of every 
aim ; for the good emotions of the crew, and the repentance of 
the Ninevitea, evidently did not lead to any lasting result. If 
anything else were aimed at than the prefiguring of future . 
eventa, the prophet might -better have stayed at home ; an mas- 
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suming ministry in some corner among the Covenant-people 
would have carried a h g  with it a greater reward. 

If, on the other hand, the symbolical character of the his 
m y  of Jonah be admitted, nmarkable parallels in the history 
of Jeans present themeelves. The Saviour, in the days of His 
flesh, was satisfied with the prophetic intimation of the future 
farther extension of His salvation. That which He Himself did 
for this extension, in those particular cases where the faith of 
non-Israelites obtruded itaelf upon Him, must, in its isolation, 
be viewed as an embodiment of that intimation,--as a prophecy 
by deeds. He sap in Matt. xv. 24 : " I am not sent but to the 
lost sheep of the house of Israel ;" but if, neverthekss, He pur- 
pmly.makes Hie abode in the territory of Tyre and Sidon ; if 
there He h e m  the prayer of the Canaanitish woman to heal her 
daughter, after having first tried her faith, then' His purpose 
evidently is : That His prophecy in words concerning the exten- 
sion of salvation to the Gentiles, might find a support in His 
prophecy in deeds. Jesus, prefiguring the future doings of His 
servants, passed over the boundaries of the aentilea. Whilst 
the Jews had rejected the aalvation offered to them, and forced 
Jesus to retire into concealment, the heathen woman conies fall 
of faith, and seeks Him in His concealment. The Canaanitish 
woman ie a representative of the heathen world, the fatnre faith 
of which she was called to prefigure by sustaining the trial. 
From her example, the Apostles were to learn what might be 
expected from the Gentiles when the time ahodd arrive for pro- 
claiming the Gospel to them also. In Matt. x. 5, 6, the Lord 
speaks to the Apostles : '' Go not in the way of the Gentiles, and 
into any of the cities of the Sumaritana enter ye not ; but go 
rather to the last sheep of the house of Israel-" His own con- 
duct, however, as it isareported in John iv., stands in contradie 
tion to this command to Hie Apostles, so long as its prophetical 
significance is not acknowledged. That which was, on a large 
scale, to be done by Christ in the state of glorification, waa pre- 
f i p d  by Him, on s smaller scale, in the atate of humiliation. 
The ministry of Christ in Samaria b e .  the same relation to 
the later mission among this people, that the single instances 
of Christ's raking the dead do to the general resnrrection. The 
Lord afterwards did not foster the germs which had come forth 
among the Ssmaritans; He, in the meantime, left them alto- 



gether to their fate. That prelude was quite snfficient for the 
object which He then had in view,'and nothing further could be 
done without violating the rights of the Cwenant-people, to 
which, in the conversation aa recorded by John, the Lord aa 
expressly pays attention, as He does in Matt. x. 

THE PROPHET MICAH. 

PRELIMINARY REMABKS. 

Micah signifies : !' Who is like Jehovah ;" and by this name, 
the prophet is consecrated to the incomparable God, just as 
Hosea was to the helping God, and Nahum to the comforting 
God. He prophesied, according to the inscription, under 
Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah. We are not, however, entitled, 
on this account, to dissever his prophecies, and to assign parti- 
cular discomes to the reign of each of these kings. On the 
contrary, the entire collection forms only one whole. At the 
termination of his prophetic ministry, under Hezekiah, the pro- 
phet committed to writing everything which was of import- 
ance for all coming time that had been revealed to him during 
the whole duration of that ministry. He collected into one 
comprehensive picture all the detached visions which had been 
granted to him in manifold repetition ; giving ns the sum and 
substance (of which nothing has been lost in the case of any 
of the men inspired by God) of what was spoken at different 
times, and omitting all which was accidental, and purely local 
and temporary. 
This view, which alone is the correct one, and which contri- 

bntes so largely to the right understanding of the prophet, has 
been already advanced by several of the older scholars. Tlius 
Lightfoot (Ordo tempwum, opp. i. p. 99) remarks : " It is easier 
to conceive that the matter of this whole book represents the 
substance of the prophecy which he uttered under these various 
kings, than to determine which of the chapters of this book 
were uttered under the particular reign of each of these 
kings." Ma+ also (Eccnunnia: temporum, p. 898) says : " He 
-tea, at a m~beequent period, what he had spoken at dif- 
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ferent times, and under different kings." In modern times, 
however, thia view had been generally abandoned; and al- 
though, at present, many critics are disposed to return to it, 
Ait,rig and Mau~er still assert, that the book was composed at 
different periods. 

We shall now endeavour to prove the unity of the book, 
jrst ,  from the prophecia themselves. If we were entitled to 
separate them at all, according to time and circumstances, we 
could form a division into three discourses only; viz., chap. i. 
and ii.; chap. ii.-v.; and chap. vi. and vii. For, 1. Each 
of these discourses forms a whole, complete in itself, and in 
which the various elements of the prophetic discourse-reproof, 
threatening, promise-are repeated. If these discourses be torn 
asunder, we get only the lacera mrmbrrr of a prophetic discourse. 
.2. Each of these three discoumes, forming an harmonious 
whole, begins with lmv, har. That this is not merely acci- 
dental, appears from the beginning of the first discourse, um 
053 nmp, "Hear, all ye people." These words literally agree 
with those which were uttered by the prophet's elder namesake, 
when, according to 1 Kings xxii. 28, he called npon the whole 
world to attend to the remarkable struggle betwixt the true and 
false prophets. I t  is evidently on purpose that the prophet 
begins with the same words as those with which the elder 
I&& had dosed his discourse to Ahab, and, it may be, his 
whole prophetic ministry. By this very circumstance he gives 
intimation of what may be expected from him, shows that his 
activity is to be considered as a continuation of that of his pre- 
decessor, who was so jealous for God, and that he had more in 
common with him than the mere name. R.08mrntllL2r (hZ. ad 
Mkh. p. 8) has asserted, indeed, that theee words am only pnt 
into the mouth of the elder Micah, and that they are taken 
from the passage under consideration. But the reason which 
he adduces in support of this assertion, viz., that it cannot be 
conceived how it could ever have entered the mind of that elder 
Micah to call upon all people to be witnesses of an announ* 
ment which concerned Ahab only, needs no detailed d n t a -  
tion. Whp then is it that in Deut. xxxii. 1, Is. i. 2, heaven 
and earth are called npon to be witnesses of an announcement 
which concerned the Jewish people only t Who does not see 
that, to the prophet, Israel appem as too small an audience 
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for the announcement of the great decision which he has just 
uttered; in the same manner as the Psalmist (compare, e.g., Ps. 
xcvi. 3) exhorts to proclaim to the Gentilea the great deeds of 
the Lord, became Palestine is too narrow for them ?-But now, 
if it be established that it waa with a distinct object that the' 
prophet employed the words, " Hear ye," does not the circum- 
stance that they are found at the commencement of the three 
discourses, which are complete in themselves, d o r d  d c i e n t  
ground for the assumption, that it was the intention of the pro- 
phet, not indeed absolutely to limit them to the beginning of a 
new discourse (compare, on the contrary, iii. 9'), but yet, not 
to commence a new discourse without them ; 80 that the want 
of them is .decisive against the supposition of a new section? 
3. As soon as an attempt is made to break up any of these three 
discourses, many particular circulllstances are at once found, 
npon a careful examination, to prove a connection of the sec- 
tions 80 close, as not to admit of a separation without mutilating 
them. Thus chap. i. and ii. cannot be separated from each 
other, for the reason that the promise in ii. 12, 13, refers to the 
threatening in i. 5. That promise refers to all Israel, just as 
does the threatening in chap. i. ; whilst in the threatening and 
r e p f  in chap. ii. the eye of the prophet ia directed only to the 
main object of his ministry, viz., to Judah. 

But even these three divisions, which hitherto we have proved 
to be the only divisions that do exist,' can be considered as euch, 
in SO far only as in them the disconrse taka a fresh start, and 
enters npon a new eph&e. They cannot be considered as com- 
plete in themselves, and separated from one another by the 

I t  must not, however, be overlooked, that there the term " hear" ia 
only a m p t i o n  of " hear" in iii. 1 (and, to a cartsin extent, even of 
that in i. 2), intimating, that that which they are about to hear, winill con- 
centrate itaelf in s dietinct and pow& expramion,-the acme of the whole 
threatening in iii. 12. 

Mdea the division into three sections, there ia, to a axtab certainextent, 
a dirieion Pleo into two. By T D ~  in iii. 1, the h t  and eecond diacowsea, 
or the exordium and principal part, are brought into a sti l l  cloeer connec- 
tion,-* connection founded npon the cinnmetsnce that %e reproof and 
threatening of the k t  part are to be- here resnmed, in order that thua a 
mmpreheneive repmentation may be given. It ia only in iii. 12 that the 
threatening reach- ite height. But yet the tripartition remaine the pro- 
minent one. Thia cannot be denied without forcing a false ~ense and a 
false @tion upon ii. 12, 13. 
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difference of the periods of their composition ; for even in them 
there are found traces of a close connection. -Even the uniform 
beginning by " Hear" may be considered as 4. The second 
disconrse in iii. 1 begine with wm; but the Etrt. with Vi 
converu. always, and without exception, connects a new action 
with a preceding one, and can never be used whem them is an 
absolutely new commencement. Ita significance here, where it 
is used in the transition from the promise to a new reproof and 
threatening, has been very strikingly brought out thus, by C7a. 
B e d .  M i ~ l i s  : "But while we are yet but too far away from 
those longed-for times, which have just been promised, I my in 
the meanwhile, viz., in order to complete the list of the iniquities 
of evil princes and teachers, begun in chap. ii." The wards of 
iii. 1, "Hear, I pray you, ye heads of Jacob, and ye princes of 
the house of Isrd," have an evident reference to ii. 1%: "1 
will assemble Jacob all of thee, I will gather the remnant of 
Israel." In the new threatening, the prophet ch- quite the 
same designation as in the preceding promise, in order to prerent 
the latter from giving mpport to false security. It is not bp 
any means Samaria alone, but all Israel, w-hich is the object of 
divine puni?hrnent. I t  is-only a rem-t of Israel that shall be 
gathered. But the reference to the preceding discourse is still 
more obvious in ver. 4 : " Then they shall cry unto the Lord, 
and He will not answer ; and may He hide' His face from them 
at this time, as they have behaved themselves ill towards Him 
in their doings." Now, as in vers. 1-3 divine judgments had 
not yet been spoken of, the terms a then," and " at this time," 
can refer only to the threatenings of punishment in ii. 3 fl., 
which have a special reference to the ungodly nobles. 

Thus the result presented at the beginning, is confirmed to 
us by internal reasons. The inscriptions announces the oraclcl 

The f i t .  apoc. forbids us to translate : " He will hid&" In order to 
expFera hie o m  delight in the doings of divine jutice, the prophet chanP 
the prediction into a wish, just, as is the case in Is. ii. 9, where the @1*r 
number of interpretere mume, in oppcsition to the rules of grammar, 
$K etands for N$. 
' A p i m t  the genuinenes of the inscription, doubta have been rsised 
m y ,  after the example of Hartmann, and laet of all by Ewald sod 

Bitrig; but it ia eatabliied by the etriking allueione to, and winaden- 
with it, in the text. With the mention of Micah'e name in the former, 6 0  

d l d o n  to thie name in the closc of the book, in chap. vii. 18, 



of Glod which came to Micah under the reign d three kings ; 
while the examination of' the contents proves that the collection 
forms a m n n d  whole, written uno &G. HOW, now, can 
these two facta be reconciled in any other way than by.rm&s- 
ing that we have here before ue a comprehenh picture of 
the prophetic ministy of Micah, the single component parts of 
which am at once c o n t e m ~ e o n s ,  and yet belonging to me- 
rent periode? This supposition, moreover, affords us the advan- 
tage of being allowed to maintain dl the historical references in 
their fullest import, without being led to disregard the one, 
while we give astention to the other; formdiing is, in this caw; 
more natural, than that the prophet connects with one another 
different praphecies uttered at different times. 

The weight of these internal reseons h incmaed, however, 
by extanal reasons which are equally strong. When Jeremiah 
was called to account for his prophecy concerning the destruc- 
tion of the city, the elders, for his justification, appealed to the 
spends. The circametance of Micah being crrlled the M~rarrthite, acconnta 
for the fact that, in thie threstening againat the dtiea of Jndah, in i. 14, 
it is Morsheth alone which is mentioned. In the.inacription, Samsria and 
J d e m  are pointed out as the objecta of the prophet's prediotlom; and 
it is in harmony with thie, that in i. 6,7, the judgment upon Samaria is 
first described, and then the judgment upon Judah; that the p r o p h e t  
although, indeed, he hss Judah chiefly in view-frequently giva attention 
to the ten tribes also, and includee them,- in the promise in ii. 12,13, 
v. 1 (2). where the Yemiah appema an the Ruler in hael, and Vera. 6,7 
(7, 8). of tbe anme chapter ; and that in iii. 8, 9, Judah ie reprcmnted M o 
particular part only of the pes t  whole. finally-It h peculiar to Micah, 
that he thus views so apecially the two capitab; and thin again is in har- 
mony with the inscription, whew just theee, and not I d  and Judah, 
appear as the wbjects of the prophesy. I t  is in the capitalu that H i d  
bebob the concentration of the cormption (i. 6) ; and to them the threst- 
ening abo h chidy ad- i. 6,7, ii. 12. Of tbe promk, also, Jeru- 
salem form the centre.-The statement, too, in the inecription-that Micah 
uttered the contenta of hie book under various kingelikewiae receives 
a cmhnation from the prophecy. The mention of the high placee of 
Judah in i. 6, and of the walking in the statutes of Otnri, and in alI the 
worb of the h o w  of Ahab, refers eepecislly to the time of Ahae ; compsre 
2ging.xvi.4; 2 C h n . d . 4 , 2 6 ;  fnrther,2KingaxviS; 2Chron. 
nviii. 2; and Caspari on Micah, 5. 74, On the other hand, the time of 
H d i a h  h suggested by v. 4, 6 (6, 6), which implies that already, at that 
time, Aaahm had appeared M the enemy of the people of God,-and w like- 
d b t b p m ~ h e ~ y i n  W. 9-16 

?" 
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entirely similar prophecy of Micah in iii. 12 : '' Therefore shall 
Zion for your sake be ploughed aa a field, and Jerusalem shall 
become Gaps of ruing and the mountain of the home as the 
high places of the forest." In Jer. xxvi. 18, 19, it is said, 
"Micah prophesied in the days of Hezekiah, king of Judah, and 1 

spake to all the people of Judah, etc. Did Hezekkh, king of 
Judah, and all Judah, put him to death t Did he not fear the 
Lord, .and besought ths Lord, and the Lord repented Him of 
the evil which He had pronounced against them ?" All inter- 
preters admit that this passage brms an authority for the com- 
position of the discourse in iii.-v. under Hezekiah; but we 
cannot well limit it in this way, we must extend it to the whole 
collection. For, even apart from the reasons by which we 
proved that the entire book forms one closely oonnected whole, 
it is most improbable that the elders should have known, by an 
oral tradition, the exact time of the composition of one single 
discourse, which has no special date at the head of it. Is it not 
a far more natural supposition, that they considered tbe wllec- 
tion as a whole, of which the component parts had, indeed, been 
delivered by the prophet at a former period, but had been re- 
peated, and united into .one description under Hezekiah; and 
that they mentioned Hezekiah, partly because it could not be 
determined with certainty whether this special prediction had 
already been uttered under one of his predecessors, and, if so, 
under which of them; and partly, becallse among the three 
kings mentioned in the inscription, Hezekiah alone formed an 
ecclesiastical authority ? 

But just as that quotation in Jeremiah furnishes us with s 
proof that all the prophew of Micah, which have been pre- 
served to us, were committed to writing under Hezekhh, eo Re 
can, in a similar manner, prove from Isaiah, chap. ii., that they 
were, at least in part, uttered at a previous period. The problem 
of the relation of Is. ii. 2-4 to Micah iv. 1-3, cannot be solved 
in any other way than by supposing, that this portion of a 
prophecy which, in Jeremiah, is assigned to the reign of Hem+ 
kiah, was uttered by Micah as early as under the reign of 
Jotham, and that soon after it Isaiah, by placing the words of 
Micah at the head of his own prophecies, expressed that which 
had come to him also in inward vision ; for, b e i i  already known 
to the people, they could not fail to produce their impressio~ 
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Every other solution can be proved to be untenable. 1. Least 
of all ia there any refutation needed of the hypothesis which is 
now generally abandoned, viz., that the passage in Isaiah is 
the original one; compare, against this hypothesis, li%inert, 
Aechtheit &a Jee. S. 356; Caspari, S. 444. 2. Equally objec- 
tionable is another supposition, that both the prophets had made 
use of some older prophecy-one uttered by Joel, as Hitzig and 
Ewald have maintained. The connection in which these verses 
stand in Micah, is by far too close for such a supposition. We 
could not, indeed, so confidently advance this argument, if the 
connection consisted only in what is commonly brought forward, 
viz., that upon the monitory announcement of punishment in 
chap. iii., there follows, in chap. iv. 1 ff., the comolatory promise 
of a glorious future for the godly, and that the 1 in ver. 1 evidently 
connects it with what immediutely precedes. But the reference, 
and connection are far more close. The promise in iv. 1, 2, is, 
throughout, oontrasted with the threatening in iii: 12. ci The 
mountain of the house shall become as, the high places of the 
forest,"-hence, despised, solitary, and desolate. In  iv. 1, there 
is opposed to it, " The mountain of the house of the Lord shall 
be established on the top of the mountains, and it shall be exalted 
above the hills, and upon it people shall flee together." "Zion 
shall be ploughed as a field, and Jerusalem become a heap of 
ruins." Contrasted with. this, there is in iv. 2 the declaration : 
" For the law shall go forth of Zion, and the word of the Lord 
of Jerusalem." The desolate and despised place now becomes 
the residence of the Lord, from which He sends His commands 
over the whole earth, and of which the brilliant centre now is 
Jerusalem. I n  order to make this contrast so much the more 
obvious, the prophet begins, in the promise, with just the moun- 
tain of the temple, which, in the threatening, had occupied the 
last place ; so that the opposites are brought into immediate 
codection. Nor is it certainly merely accidental that, in the 
threatening he speaks of the mountain of the honse only, while, 
in the promise, he speaks of the mountain of the honse of the 

* Lord; compare Matt. xxiii. 38, where "your house," according 
to Bengel, "is the house which, in other passages, is called 
the house of the Lord," just as the Lord, in Eod.  xxxii. 7, 
map to Moses, " Thy people." The temple must have ceased 
to be the house of the Lord, before it would be destroyed ; for 
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which reaeon, as we are told in Ezekiel, the Shechinah removed 
from it before the Babyloniah destruction And in point of 
form, the m in iv. 1 so much the more eofieaponda with the 
;nn in iii. 12, as from the latter mil* must be snpplied for the 
last clause of the verae ; compare c(MPQri, S. 445. That ver. 5 
must not be separated from the pmphecy which Isaiah had 
before h i ,  ia seen from a comparison of Is. ii. 5 : " 0 house of 
Jacob, come ye and let us walk in the light of the Lord." 
According to the true interpretation, " the light of the Lord" 
signifies His grace, and the blessings which, 80cording to what 
precedes, are to be bestowed by it ; and to walk in the light 
of the Lord," meam to participate in the enjoyment of grace. 
These wards, accordingly, are closely related to those in Mic iv. 5: 

For all the people shall walk, e v q  one in the name of his 
god, and we will walk in the name of the Lord our God for 
ever and ever :" i.e, the fate of the people in the heathen world 
corresponds to the nature of their g o b ;  because these are 
nothing, they too shall sink down into nothingnem, whiie Israel 
&all partake in the glory of his God. There is the spme 
thought, and in essentially the same dress, both in Isaiah and 
Micah,--only that the words which in Micah emhody a pare 
promise, are transformed by Isaiah into an exhortation that 
Israel should not, by their own fault, forfeit thia preference over 
the heathen nations, that they ahodd not wantonly wander away 
into dark  solitude^, from the path of light wJSch the Lord had 
opened up before them. Thb tramformation in Isaiah, how- 
ever, may be accounted for by the consideration, that he was 
anxione to prepare the way for the reproofs which now follow 
fmm ver. 6; whilst JGA, who had already premised them, 
could continue in the It is also in fa&m of the origi- 
nality of the passage in Micah, that the text w h h ,  in Isniah, 
appears as a variation, appears as original in Micah; so that ~ 
both cannot be e q d y  dependent upon a third writer. 3. mere 
now remains only the view of gZGinert, according to which the 
prophecy of Micah, in chap. iii.-v., waa first uttered nndw the 
reign of Hezekiah ; and, under the reign of the same king, but 

' 

somewhat later, the prophecy, in chap. ii.-iv. of Isaiah, who 
avails himaelf of it. But, upon. a d o e r  examination, this view 
also provea untenable. Isaiah's d k p t i o n  of the condition of 
the k p l e  in a moral poiat of yim, ths-genernl epred of idol- 



and vice, exclude every other penid in the reign of He~ekiah 
except the first beginning of it, when the d e c t  and influence 
of the time of Ahaz were etill felt ; so that even gleinert @. 364) 
is obliged to aeeume, that not only the prophecy of Micah, but 
also that of Isaiah, were uttered in the h t  months of the reign 
of this king. But other difficulties-and these altogether insu- 
p e r a b l ~ t a n d  in the way of this assumption. I n  the whole 
section of Isaiah, the nation appears as rieh, flourishing, and 
powerful. This is most strongly expressed in chap. ii. 7 : "His 
land is'full of silver and gold, there is no-end to his treasure; 
his land is full of horw, and there is no end to his chariota." 
To thii may be added the description of the consequences of 
wealth, and of the unbounded luxury, in iii 16 ff.; and the 
threatening of the withdrawal of all power, and all rich% as a 
strong contrast with their present condition, upon which they, 
in'their blindness, rested the h o p  of their security, A d  hence 
imagined that they stood in no need of the asaietance of the 
Lord, iii. 1 ff. Now this description ie so inapplicable to the 
commencement of Hezekiah's reign, that the very opposite of it 
should rather be expected. The invasion by the allied Syrians 
and Israelites, the oppression by the byriaus, and the tniuta 
which they had to pay to them, the internal administration, 
which was bad .beyond example, and the curae of God resting 
on all their enterprieee and efforts, had exhausted, during the 
reign of the ungodly Ahaz, the treasures which had been col- 
lected mder Uzziah and Jotham, and had dried up the sources 
of prosperity. He had left the kingdom to his successom in a 
condition of utter decay. To these, other reasons still may be 
added, which are in favour of the composition of it under 
Jotham, while they are against ita composition under Heaekiah; 
especially the circumstance of their standing at the beginning 
of tpe collection of the k t  twelve chapters (a circumstance 
which b of great weight, inasmuch as them chapters axe, beyond 
any doubt, arranged chronologically), but still more, the inde- 
finiteness and generality in. the threatening of the divine judg- 
men$ which the prophecy of Micah has in common with the 
nearly contemporaneoae chaptera i. and v. of hiah, whilst - 
the threatenings out of the first period of the reign of Ahaz 
have at once a far mom definite character. By these c o n s i b  
tions we are invo1nnt.f led back to a period when Isaiah still 
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pre-eminently exercised the office of exhorting and reproving, 
and had not yet been favoured with special revelations concern- 
ing the events of a future which, at that time, was as yet rather 
distant,-perhaps as far as the time when Jotham administend 
the government for his father, who was at that time still alive; 
compare 2 Kings xv. 5. By this hypothesis, Is. iii. 12 is more 
satisfactorily explained than by any other; and we are no longer 
under the necessity of asserting, that the chronological order is 
interrupted by chap. yi. ; for this certainly could not have been 
intended by the collector: The solemn call and consecration of 
the prophet to his office, accompanied by an increased bestowal 
of grace, must be carefully distinguished from the ordinary 
ones which were common to him with all the other prophets. 
But if the prophecy of Isaiah was uttered as early as under 
Jotham (which has lately been most satisfactorily proved by 
Cmpari in his Beitrcige zur Ei'nl. in dm Bwh Jesaias, S. 234 g.), 
that of Micah also must have existed at that time, and must haw 
been in the mouths of the people. And since its composition is 
assigned to the reign of Hezekiah, it follows that the prophet 
delivered anew, under the reign of this king, the revelations 
which he had already received at an earlier period. 

I t  will not be possible to infer with certainty from vers. 6, 
7, as Caspari does, that the book was committed to writing be 
fore the destruction of Sarnaria, and hence, before the sixth 
p a r  of Hezekiah. Since the book gives the sum and substance 
of what was prophesied under three kings, all that is implied in 
vers. 6,7, is, that the deatrnction of Samaria was foretold by 
Micah ; but the prophecy itself may have been committed to 
writing even after the fulfilment had taken place. But, on the 
other hand, according to the analogy of Is. xxxix., and xiii. and 
xiv., we are led by iv. 9, 10, to the time of Sennacherib's inva- 
sion of Judea, in which the spirit of Isaiah likewise 
most richly displayed itself, and in which he was privileged with 
a glance into the far distant future. 

The exordium in chap. i. and ii., and the close in vi. and G., 
are distinguished by the generality of the threatening and pro- 
mise which prevails in them. They have this in common with 
the fust five chapters of Isaiah, and thus certainly aiford us 
pre-eminently an image of the prophetic ministry of Micah, in 
the time previons to the h J n i a n  invasion ; whilst the main 
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body (especially from iv. 8) represents to na particularly the 
character of the prophecy during the w a n  period. 

W e  ahall now attempt to give a m e y  of the contents of 
Micah's prophecy. 

Upon Samaria and Jernsalem-the kingdom of the ten 
tribes, and Jndah-a judgment by foreign enemies is to come. 
Total destruction, and the car* away of the inhabitants, 
will be the issue of this judgment, and, as regards Judah more 
pa*icnlarly, the total overthrow of the dominion of the Davidic 
d.pasty. 

Samaria is first visited by this judgment. This is iudicated 
by the fact that i t  is first mentioned in the inscription, and that 
in i. 6, 7, the judgment upon Samaria is, first of all, described ; 
but especially by the circumstance that Samaria, in i. 5, appears 
as the chief seat of corrupti.on for the whole people, whence i t  
flowed upon Judah also, i. 14, and particularly, vi. 16. W e  
expect that where the carcases first were, there the eagles would 
first be gathered together. 

As the first, and principal instrument of the destructive 
judgment upon Judah, Babylon is mentioned in iv. 10. 

AS the representative of the world's power, at the time then 
present, Asshur appears in v. 4,5. If destruction is to fall upon 
the kingdom of the ten tribes before it falls upon Judah-which 
is most distinctly foretold by Hosea in i. 4-7-then, nothing 
was more obvious thin to think of Asshur as the instrument of 
the judgment. That to which Micah, on this point, only alludes, 
is more fully expanded by Isaiah. 

Judah is delivered from Babylon, but without a restoration 
of the kingdom, iv. 10, compared with ver. 14 (v. 1). 

But a second catastrophe comes upon Judah, inasmuch as 
many heathens @her themselves against Jerusalem, with the 
intention of desecrating it, but yet in such a manner that, by 
the assistance of the Lord, i t  comes forth victoriously from this 
severe attack, chap. iv. 11-13. Then follows a third cata- 
strophe, in which Judah becomes anew and totally s'ubject to 
the world's power, iv. 14 (v. 1). 

From the deepest abasement, however, the Congregation of 
the Lord rhea to. the highest glory, inasmuch as the dominion 
&urns to the old Davidic race, iv. 8. From the little Bethlehem, 
the native place of David, where hi race, m k  back again into 



the lowlinese of private life, has m e d  its %eat, a new anil 
glorious Rder prow&, born, and at the same time .eternal, and 
clothed with the f d n w  of the gloq of the Lord, v. 1, 3 (52,4), 
by whom Jacob obtains truth, and Abraham mercy, vii 20, 
.compared with $ o h  i. 17 ; by whomthe C o e o n  is placed 
in the centre of the world, and becomes the object of the long- 

1 .  ing of all nations, iv. 1-3, delivered from the servitude of the 
world, and conquering the world, v. 4, 5 (5, 6), vii. 11,12 ; and 
at the same time lowly, and inspiring the nations with fear, 

. v. 6-8 (7-9). To such a height, however, she shall attain after, 
by means of the judgment preceding the mercy, all that has 
been taken fmm her upon which ehe in the preseat founded 
the hope of her ealvation, Y. 9-14 (10-15). 

C H A P .  I. A N D  XI. 

The prophet begins with the words : " H i  aU ye 
hearken, 0 earth curd  the fulruss thereof, and kt the God bs 
&as agaiwt you, the Lol.dfimn His Judy temple. For, bcicold, 
tics Lord concth forth out of His p h ,  and c o d  down, and 
treadetlr upon the high plcrcGs of the earth. And the nundaim 
are melted under Him, and th ltcJlcyu are ckfh as was bGfm 
the jre, os waters poured down a &cp piace. For.& haw- 
gremion of Jacob is  all this, and for ths & of & houu of 
I~raeZ.~." Vera. 2-5. 

This majestic exordium has. been miennde~stood in variom 
ways: firat, by thorn who, l i e  Hitzig, would nnderstrrnd by 
the people, mp, in ver. 2, the tribes of Israel. We ahall show, 
when commenting on Zech. xi. 10, that this is altogether inad- 
missible. But in the present case especially, this interpretation 
must be rejected; partly on account of the referenae to the 
words of the elder Micah, and partly on accomt of the p"lle1 
terms, " 0 earth aud the fulnerur thereof," which, d n g  to 
the constant uuus ZopuGndi, lead us far beyond the narrow limits 
of Palestine. On the other hand, they who by the 0- rightly 
understand the nations of the whole earth, are mistaken in this, 
that they consider .them aa mere witaesseg wham the Lord cab 



up &st His unthankful people, instead of considering them 
as the very same against whom the Lord bears witness ; and 
that they come into consideration from this point of view, clearly 
appears from the words, " The Lord be witnesll against you." 
As regards i p  with 3 following, compare, e.g., Mal. Ti. 5.- 
Another mistake is committed in the definition of the way and 
manner of the divine witnew. The greater number of interpre- 
ters sappose it to be the subeequent admonitory, reproving, and 
threatening discourse of the prophet. Thus, e.g., MiciracZ4 who 
explains : " Do not deapise and lightly esteem mch a witness, 
who by me emeatly and publicly testifies to you -His will." 
But in opposition to thii view, it appears from ver. 3, that here, 
as well as in Mal. iii. 5, And I will come near to you in 
judgment, and I am a swift witness against the sorcerere, and 
against the adulterers, and against those that mew to a lie,'' 
the witneee is a real one,-that it consists in the actual atteeta- 
tion of the guilt by the punishment, v%., by the divine judg- 
ment described in Vera 3,4. The words, '' The Lord cometh 
forth out of His place, and cometh down," there correspond to, 
"From His holy temple,"-from which it ia evident, at the 
same time, that by the temple, the heaveuly temple mnst be 
understood. 

We have thus, in Vera. 2-4, before as the description of a 
sublime theophany, not for a partial judgment upon Judah, 
but for a judgment upon the whole world, the people of which 
are called upon to gather around their judge-whom the pro- 
phet beholds as already approaching, desce~ding from His glo- 
rious habitation in heaven, accompanied by the insignia of His 
power, the precursors of the judgment--and silently to wait for 
His judicial and penal sentence? 

But how is it to be explained that with the words, "For . 

the tmuqpmbn of Jacob is all tlh," etc., there is a sudden 
transition to the judgments upon hl, yea, that the prophet 

The ref- to the general judgment would indeed dinappear, if we 
anppose in urn. 2 to be addreesed to IwaeI. It seems, indeed, to be in 
favour of thie mppceition, that, in 1 King xrii. 28, the people alone are 
d e d  upon M witneesee, and that in Dent. xxxi. 28, d. 1, and Is. i. !2, 
harven and & and in Ha vi. 1, the mountaim sleo, are called upon 
d y  in order to maLe the m e  more solemn. But the reference of ma 
t o t b e w i b ~ m m t i o n e d ~ b e d o r g  istoo.dent.  



goes on aa if Israel alone had been spoken of? Only from the 
relation in which these two judgments stand to one another. 
For they are perfectly one in substance. They are aepmkd 
only by space, time, and unessential circumstances ; so that we 
may say that the general judgment appears in every partd 
judgment upon Israel. I n  order to give expression to the 
thought, that it is the judge of the world who is to judge k l ,  
the prophets not unfrequently represent the Lord appearing to 
judge the whole world ; and in Israel, the XIC~OCOS~~~, i t  was 
indeed judged. We have a perfectly analogous case, eg, in 
Is. chap. ii.-iv. I t  is only by means of a very forced explana- 
tion, that it can be denied that after the prophet has, by a few 
bold touches, from ii. 6-9, described the moral debasement of 
the Covenanbpeople, and marked out pride as its last source, 
the last judgment npon the whole earth forms the subject of 
discourse. In  that judgment there will be a most clear revela- 
tion of the vanity of all which is created-a vanity which, in 
the present course of the world, is so frequently concealed- 
and that the Lord alone is exalted, and that those who now 
shut their eyes will then be compelled to acknowledge these 
truths. That Isaiah haa this general judgment in view, is too 
clearly proved by the sublimity of the whole description, by the 
express mention of the whole earth, e.g., ii. 19, and by not 
limiting, in the individualized description in ver. 12 sqq, the 
high and lofty which is to be brought low to Judah alone, but 
by extending it to the whole world. But in iii. 1 ff. the pro- 
phet suddenly passes over to the typical, penal judgment npon 
Judah ; and the 3, at the commencement, shows that he does 
not consider this subject as one altogether new, but as being 
substantially identical with the preceding subject. This re- 
minds us forcibly of the mode in which, in the prophecies of 
our Lord, the references to the destruction of J e d e m ,  md 
to the last judgment, are connected with one another. I n  the 
"burden of Babylon" in chap. xiii. likewise, the judgment of 
the Lord upon the whole earth is first described. Nor is it 
only on the territory of prophecy that this close connection of 
the general judgment with the inferior judgments upon the 
Covenant-people appears. I n  Ps. lxxxii. 8, e.g., after the nn- 
righteousness prevailing among the Covenantpeople has been 
described, the Lord is called upon to come to judge, not them 
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alone, but the whole 'earth ; compare my Commentary on Ps. 
vii. 8, Ivi. 8, lix. 6. 

The prophet thug passes over, in ver. 5, from the general 
manifestation of divine justice to ita special manifestation among 
the Covenanbpeople, and mentions here, as the most prominent 
points upon which it will be inflicted, Samaria and Jerusalem, 
the two capitals, from which the apostasy from the Lord spread 
over the rest of the country. He mentions Samaria first, and 
then, in vers. 6,7, he describes ita destruction which was brought 
about by the Assyrians, before he makes mention of that of 
Jerusalem, because the apostasy took place first in Samaria, and 
hence the punishment also was hastened on. The latter cir- 
cumstance, which is merely a consequence of the former, is in 
an o n ~ i d e d  manner made prominent by the greater number 
of interpreters, who therein follow the example of Jerome. I t  
was at  the same time, however, probably the intention of the 
prophet to be done with Samaria, in order that he might be at 
liberty to take up exclusil-ely the case of Judah and Jerusalem 
-the main objects of his prophetic ministry. 

He makes the transition to this in ver. 8, by means of the 
words : On &t account Twill wail and howl, I t ~ ~ d l  go stn'ped 
and nuked ; I will make a wailing like tire jackah, and a mourning 
like the ostriches!' " On that account"-i.e., on account of the 
judgment upon Judah, to be announced in the subsequent verses. 
It is commonly supposed that the prophet here speaks in his 
own person ; thus, e.g., Rosenm&r: "The prophet mourns in a 
bitter lamentation for the number and magnitude of the calami- 
ties impending over the Israelitish people!' But the correct view 
rather is, that the prophet, when, in his inward vision, he sees 
the divine judgments not remaining and stopping at Samaria, 
but poured out like a desolating torrent over Judah and Jeru- 
salem, suddenly sinks his own consciousness in that of his 
suffering people. W e  have thus here before us an imperfect 
~ymbolical action, similar to that more finished one which occurs 
in Is. xx. 3, 4, and which can be explained only by a deeper 
insight into the nature of prophecy, according to which the dra- 
matic character is inseparable from it. The transition from the 
mere description of what is present in the inward vision only, 
to the prophet's own action, is, according to this view, very easy. 
If we confine onrselvee to the passage before us, the following 
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,argumehta am in favour of our view. 1. The predicrrtea h 
and onp cannot be explained npon the supposition that the p r ~  
phet describee only his own painful feelings on account of the 
condition of his people. Even if rn stood alone, the explana- 
tion by "naked," in the sense of "deprived of the usual and 
decent dreaq and, on the contrary, clothed in dirt and rsggn 
would be destitute of all proof and authority. No instance 
whatsoever is found of the outward habit of a mourner being 
deaiiated as nakedness. But it is still more arbitrary thus to 
deal with h, whether it be explained by "deprived of his 
mental faculties on account of the unbounded grief of his sod," 
--as is done by several Jewish expositors (who, in the explana- 
tion of this would have done much better, had they 
followed the Chaldee, in whom the correct view is found ; only 
that he, giving up the fignrative reprenetntation, substitatas the 
third person for the firat, paraphrasing it thua : " On that ac- 
count they ahall wail and howl, they shall go stripped ruul 
naked," etc.),--or by "badly do&ed," aa is done by the greater 
number of Christian expositors. The signiication "mbbed,' 
"plundered," is the only establied one ; compare Cjhw in Job 
sii. 17-19. The parallel pas- in which nakedness appears 
as the characteristic featnre of the captives taken in war, show 
how little we are entitled to depart from the moat obvious 
signification, in these two word& Thus we find immediately 
afterwards, -in ver. 11 : " Pam ye away, .ye inhabitants if 
Saphir, having your shame naked ;" on which ilfkhaelis re 
marks : " With naked bodies, as is the caee with those who are 
led into captivity after having been stripped of their clothes" 
Thus Is. xx. 3, 4 : "And the Lord said, Like as My servant 
Isaiah walketh naked and barefoot three yeam, for a sign and 
wonder npon Egypt and Ethiopia, so ahall the king of Aseyria 
lead away the prisonera of Egypt, and the prisoners of Ethiopia, 
y o ~ g  men and old men, naked and barefoot ;" compare IS. 
dvii .  3.-2. The term * h n ,  in ver. 10, is in favour of the 
eupposition, that the prophet hem appears as the repreentatim 
of the future condition of his people. The I m .  fen. 
of the marginal reading ie evidently, as is commonly the case, 
only the d t  of the embarraeemant of the h r e t s .  The 
reading of the text can be pointed as the fimt person of the 
Preterite only ; for the tiew of DfunmiUw, who takes it M the 



second person of the Preterite, which here is to hare an opthtive 
siiification, is, gmmmatically, inadmissible. Rilckds  -la- 
nation, "In the house df dust (zu Staubheim), I have strewed 
dud  upon me," i quite correct. But if h e  we must suppose 
that the prophet mddenly passes over from the address to his 
unfortunate people, to himself ae their representative, why 
should not this supposition be the nstaral one in ver. 8 also ? 

The correctness of the view which we have given is further 
strengthened, if we compare the similar lamentations of the pro- 
phets in other passages, in all of which the eame results d be 
found. In Jer. xlviii. 31, e.g, "Therefare will I howl over 
Moab, and cry out over all Moab, over the men of Kir-hem 
shall ire groan,'' the '' he " in the last clause sufficiently shows 
how the I " in the two preceding clansee, is to be understood, 
--especially if Is. xvi. 7, " Therefore Moab howleth over Moab," 
be compared. But if this interpretation be correct in Jeremiah, 
it must certainly be correct in Is. xv. 5 also : "My heart crieth 
9ut over Moab,"--a passage which Jeremiah had in view ; and 
this eo much the mare, that in Is. xvi. 9-11-where a similar 
lamentation for Moab occma : "Therefore do I bewail ae for 
Jazer for the vine of Sibmah ; I water thee with my tears, 0 
Heshbon and Elealeh. . . . Therefore my bowels sound like a 
harp for Moab, mine inward parts for Kirhareseth "-it is quite 
unsuitable to think of a lamentation of the prophet, which ia 
expmive of his own grief. This was seen by the Chsldee, who 
rendera umy boweb" by bowela of the Moabitea,"-a view the 
correctnees of which haa been strikingly demonstrated by Pit- 
+a : " Although," he cays, " the emotion of compassion be by 
no means msuitable in the prophet, yet no one will be readily 
convinced that the prophet was ao much concerned for the vines 
of Sibmah and Jazer, and for the crop of the summer-fmita of 
a nation h d e  and opposed to the people of God, that it should 
have been for him a cauae for lamentation and wailing." In Is. 
xxi., in the prophecy againat Babylon, and in the lamentation 
in vers. 3,4, u Therefom are my loina filled with pain, pangs 
take hold upon me aa the pangs of a woman that travaileth, etc, , 

the night of my ~ieasure has been turned into terror," it is clearly 
shown in w b  mnse en& lamentations are to be understood. 
By tbe night of pleaawe," we can, especially by a cornpariaon 
of Jeremiah, understand only the *ht of the capture of Baby- 
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lon, in which the whole city wirs given up to drunkenness and 
riot. But it is impossible that the prophet should say that this 
night-the precursor of the longdesired day for Israel-had 
been turned for him into terror. Either the whole lamentation 
is without any meaning, or the prophet speaks in the name of 
Babylon, and that, not of the Babylon of the present, but of 
the Babylon of the future. This must be granted, even by 
those who assert that this portion was composed at a later 
period ; so that, even from this quarter, the soundness of om 
view cannot be assailed. 

In  ver. 9, the prophet returns to quiet description, from the 
symbolical action to which he had been carried away by his 
emotions. The subject of this description he states in the 
words : "It cometh in to  Jlulah ; it c m k h  unto the gate of my 
people, unto Jerwalem." By individualizing, he endeavours to 
kive a lively view of the th;ught, and to impress it. He begins 
with an allusion to the lamentation of David over Saul and 
Jonathan in 2 Sam. i. 17 ff., which is so much the more signi- 
ficant, that in this impending catastrophe, Israel also was to 
lose his king (compare iv. 9), and that in it David was to ex- 
perience'the fate of Saul. He then indicates the stations by 
which the hostile army advances towards Jerusalem, and de- 
scribes how, from then&, it spreads over the whole cou&y, even 
to its southern boundary, and carries away the inhabitants into 
exile. But, in doing so, he always chooses places, whose names 
might, in some way, be brought into connection with what they 
were now suffering ; so that the whole passage forms a chain of 
panmomasias. These, however, are not by any nleans idle 
plays. They have, throughout, a practical design. The threat- 
ening is thereby to be, as it were, localized. ' The thought of a 
divine judgment could not but be called forth in every one who 
should think of one of the places mentioned. Jerusalem is first 
spoken of in ver. 9 as the centre of the life of Judah: "The 
gate of my people," etc., being tantamount to "the city or 
metropolis of it." Then, it appears a second time in ver. 12, 
in the middle between five Judean places preceding and five 
following it,-the number ten, which is the symbolical significa- 
tion of completeness, indicating that the judgment is to be 
altogether comprehensive. The five places mentioned after 
Jerusalem are all of them situated to the south of it. That the 
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five places, the mention df which precedes that of Jerusalem, 
are all to be sought to the north of it, and that, hence, the 
judgment advances from the north in geographical order, as is 
the case in Is. x. 28 ff. also, is evident from the fact th?t Beth- 
Leaphrah, which is identical with Ophrah, is situated in the 
territory of Benjamin, and that Beth-Haezel, ~ h i c h  is identical 
with Azal in Zech. xiv. 5, was situated in the neighbourhood of 
Jerusalem. Hence, we cannot suppose that Zaanan here is 
identical with Zenan, which is situated in the south of Jern- 
salern, Josh. w. 37, nor Saphir with Samir. 

The question still arises, I n  what event did the threatening 
of punishment, contained in chap. i., find its fulfilment t neo-  
doret, Cyril, Tarnovius, Marckiw, Jalm, and others, refer it to 
the Assyrian invasion. Jerome referred it to the Babylonish 
captivity : "The same sin," he says, "yea, the same punishment 
of sin which shall overturn Samaria, is to extend to Judah, yea, 
even unto the gates of my city of Jerusalem. For, as Samaria 
was overturned by the Assyrians, so Judah and Jerusalem shall 
be overturned by the Chaldeans." This opinion was adopted 
by Miciraelis and others. 

At first sight, it would appear as if the circumstance, that 
the judgment upon Judah ia brought into immediate connection 
with that upon Israel, favoured the first view. But this argu- 
ment loses i b  weight when we remark, that the events appear 
to the prophet in illward vision, and, therefore, quite irrespective 
of their relation in time; that the continuity of the punitive 
judgment upon Israel and Judah only, points out distinctly the 
truth, that both proceed from the same cause, viz., the relation 
of divine justice to the sin of the Covenant-people. I t  is this 
truth alone which forms the essence and soul of the prophetic 
threatenings; and with reference to that, the difference in point 
of time, which is merely accidental, is altogether kept out of 
view. Another argument in favour of the Assyrian invasion 
might be derived from the expression, to Jerusalem," in ver. 
9, inasmuch as the Chaldean invasion visited Jemsalem itself. 
But, because the calamity was not by any means to stop at 
Judah, but to overflow even it, it is shown by the preceding 
expression, "unto Judah," that T$ (compare on this word, Dh- 
8ertationa on the Genuinenese of Daniel, p. 55 seq.) must, in both 
cases, be explained from a tacit antithesis with the expectation, 
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that the judgment would either stop at the boundary of Judah, 
or, although this should not be the case, would at least spare 
the metropolis. The prophet contentJ himself with representing 
that this opinion was erroneous. Although this passage itself 
asserts nothing upon the point as to whether Jerusalem itaelf is 
to be thought of as the object of the divine punishment, ar 
whether it will be spared, the following reaaone ahow that the 
former will be the case. Even ver. 5 does not admit of our 
expecting anything else. Jerusalem is there marked out m the 
chief seat and source of corruption in the kingdom of Jndah, 
just an is Samarizr in the kingdom of Israel. The declaration 
which is there 'made forms the foundation of the snbseqnent 
threatening. How is it poeaiblg then, that, whiIe in the kng- 
dom of Israel it is concentrated upon Samarig in the kingdom 
of Judah the d u c e r  should be altogether passecl over, and 
punishment announced to the seduced only? That such ia not 
the intention of the prophet, is clearly seen from ver. 12 : "For 
aoiZ cometh h n  from the Lord upon the gate of JkacsalaA" 
The 9 alone is sufficient to prevent our limiting the senae of 
these words, so that they mean only that evil win come no 
farther than to the gate of Jerusalem, and will stop there. The 
Particukr caw& provea that they are the ground of the decla- 
ration in ver. 11, and that the mourning will not cease at Beth- 
Haezel, "the house of stopping;" compare the remarks on 
Zech. riv. 5. But, altogether apart from this connection, the 
worda themselves furnish a proof. They contain a verbal 1.4 
ference to the description of the judgment upon Sodom and 
Gomorrha, Gen. six. 24. Jerusalem is marked out by them as 
a second Sodom (compare Is. i. lo), upon which the divine 
judgments would discharge themselves. As a second mark of 
this extension to Jerusalem, the carrying away of the people 
into captivity is added (compare ver& 11,15, 16), which, in the 
promise in chap. ii. 12, 13, is snppoeed to have taken place. It 
ie not Israel done, but the whole Covenantpeople, who ate in 
a state of dispersion, and are gathered from it by the Lord. 

Now, both of these marks are not applicable to the Aes* 
invasion ; and if once we suppose the divine ilImin&on of the 
prophet, it cannot be regarded as the real object of hia thmf- 
enings. This, too, is equally inadmissible, if we consider 
matter from a merely human point of view. The pred;&n~ 
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of the prophets with regard to b y r i a  are, from the very out- 
set, rather encowaging. I t  is true that they are to be, in the 
hand of the Lord, a rod of chastisement for Hia people, but 
these are never to be altogether given up to them for destruc- 
tion. By an immediate divine interference, their plan of cap 
tnring Jerusalem is frustrated. Thus the matter is constantly 
represented in Isaiah ; thus also in Hosea i. 7. We can, more- 
over, adduce proofs from Micah h i i l f ,  that his spiritual eye 
was not pre-eminently, or exclusively, directed to the Assyrians. 
In the prophecy from chap. iii. to v., where he describes the 
judgment upon Judah in a manner altogether similar to that 
in which he mentions it here, he passea over the Bssyrians alto- 
gether in silence. Babylon is, in iv. 10, mentioned as the place 
to which Judah is to be led into captivity. 

Yet here, as well as everywhere else in the threatenings and 
promisea of the prophets, we must beware, lest, in referring 
them to some particular historical event, we lose sight of the 
animating idea. If this, on the other hand, be rightly nnder- 
stood, it will be seen that a particular historical event may in- 
deed be prnminently referred to, but that it can never exhaust 
the prophecy. Althoagh, therefore, the main reference here 
be to the destmction by the Chaldeam, we must not on that 
account exclude anything in which the same law of retaliation 
was manifested, either before, as in the invasion of the Syrians 
and Assyrians; or afterwards, as in the destruction by the 
Romans. The prophet himself points, in iv. 11-14 (iv. 11-v. l), 
to two other phases of the divine judgment which are to follow 
upon that by the Chaldeans. 

After the prophet has thus hitherto described the impending 
divine judgment in great general outlines, he passea on, in chap. 
ii., to chastii particular vices, which, however, must always be 
at the same time, yea, prominently, considered as indications of 
the wholly depraved condition of the nation, and of the punish- 
ments to follow upon it. One feature upon which he here 
chiefly dwells, and which must, therefore, have been a peculiarly 
prominent manifestation of the sinful corruption, consists in the 
acts of injustice and oppression committed by the great, the 
description of which present. striking resemblances to that in 
Is. V. 8 ff. !J3e prophet interrupts this description only in order 

4 E 
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to rebuke the false prophets, who reproved him for the sever i~  
of his discoursea, and asserted that they were unworthy of the 
merciful God. Such severity, answered the prophet, was true 
mildness, because it alone could be the means of warding off 
the approaching punitive judgment; that his Gbd did not 
pMish from want of forbearance--from want of mercy; but 
that the fault was altogether that of the transgressom, who drew 
down upon themselvee, by force, Hia judgments? 

.The prophecy closes with the promise in vers. 12, 13. It is 
introduced quite abruptly, in order to place it in more striking 
contrast with the threatening; just as, in iv. 1, there is a similar 
abrupt and unconiiected contrast between the promise and the 
threateping? I t  is only brief ; far more so than in the s u b  
quent discourses, and far less detailed than it is in them. The 
prophet desires first of all to terrify sinners from their security; 
and for this reaaon, he causea only a very feeble glimmering of 
hope to fall upon the dark future. 

Ver. 12. I will acraemble, surely I coil1 assmrble, 0 Jamb, 
thee wholly : I will gather th.e remnant of I m l .  I roiU biv 

Ver. 6 most be tramdated t h u :  Not dull ye drop (propbemy),&y 
(the false prophete) drop ; i /  &ey (the individuab.addreeeea, t h e  &me poo- 
pheta) do not drop to these (the rapmiow great), the ignominy loiU not amtc 
i.e., the ignominious destruction breaka in irresistibly. The fandamend 
pmsqp in Deut. xxxii. 2, and ver. 11 of the chapter before us, &ow that 
qwn hae not the signification; "to talk," which ie assigned to it by Cac- 
pan. The false propheta must be conaidered pe the sax~lplicea of tbe cor- 
rupted great, e8pecially 88 to the bulwark which they oppoeed to the lm 
propbeta, and their influence on the nation. and on their own conscienm - - 
-re indeed material power everywhere & for wch a e p i r i t d  ally. If 
this be kept in view, the censure and threatening acquire a atill greats 
unity. 

To a certain extent, however, v m  11 forms the transition : If one 
were to come, a wind, and lie falsely: I wil l  prophay to thee of wine and 8 

of etmng drink,-he would be the prophet of thia people." Such a pro* 
Micah, indeed, ie not ; but although he neither can nor dare announce d- 
vation withwf judgment, he haa, in the name of the Lord, to annoone 
ealvation ofir the judgment. The very singular opinion, that in Vera I f  
13, the faloe propbeta are introduced M epealing, is refuted by tbe single 
circumetance that, in ver. 12, the gathering of the rernmnt of Iwcl onb 
in promised, and hence the judgment in wppoeed to have preoeded. It is 
no less erroneow if, inatead of considering ver. 11 re introdo* to v o ~ a  

12.13, the latter be made to depend upon ver. 11, and be therefore asmi- 
dered as, to a certain extent, accideutal. 



them together as the deep of Bomah ; aa a jEock on tfieir pasture, 
thty dull moke a naiue by w o n  of mm. Ver. 13. f i e  breaker 
g d  Up bcfo~e bty b ~ d  th~ough, pod8 hXUJh &I g& . 
and go out, and their King mar* before them, and tAc .Lord is 
on the had  of them." 

The remark, that almost an the features of this description 
are borrowed from the deliverance out of Egypt, will throw 
much light upon the whole description. In the midst of oppres- 
sion and misery, Larael, while there, increased by means of the 
blessing of the Lord, hidden under the moss, to greater and 
greater numbers; compare Exod. i. 12. When the time of d s  
liverance had arrived, the Lord, who had for a long time con- 
cealed Himself, nymifested Himaelf again as their God. First, 
the people were gathered together, and then, the Lord went 
before them,-in a pillar of cloud by day, and in a pillar of fire 
by night : Exod. xiii. 21. He led them out of Egypt, the house 
of bondage : Exod. xx. 2. So it ie here also. Ver. 12 describes 
the increase and gathering, and ver. 13 the deliverance. In  
both passages, Ierael's misery is represented under the figure of 
an abode in the house of bondage, or in prison, the gates of 
shich the Lord opens-the walls of which He breaks down. 
In  this allusion to, and connection witb, the former deliverance, 
Micah agtees with his contemporaries, Hosea and Isaiah. The 
deeper reaaon of this lies in the typical import of the former 
deliverance, which forms a prophecy by deeds of all future de- 
liverances, and contains within itself completely their germ and 
pledge ; compam Hosea ii. 1,2 (i. 10,ll); Is. xi. 11 8. : "And 
the Lord shall stretch forth His hand a secmcd time to redeem 
the remnant of His people. . . . . An.d He sets up an ensign 
for the nations, and gathers together the d i s p e d  of Israel, and 
assembles the scattered of Judah from the four corners of the 
earth. . . . . And the Lord smites with a c u m  the tongue of 
the Egyptian sea, and shakes His hand over the river. in the 
riolence of His wind, and smites it to seven rivers, so that one 
may wade through in shoes. Bnd there shall be a highway to 
the remnant of His people, . . . . like as it was to Israel in 
the day when he came up out of the land of Egypt!' This re+ 
ference to the typical deliverance clearly shows, that in the de- 
scription we have carefully to separate between the thought and 
the language in which it is cloth* 
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Ver. 1% The Injn. ahsol., which in both the clauses precedes 
the temp jnitwn, expreasea the emphasis which is to be p l a d  
on the g a M n g ,  as opposed to the carrying away, and the scat- 
tering formerly announced ; for the latter, according to the view 
of man, and apart from God's mercy and omnipotence, did not 
seem to admit of any farourable turn. By " Jaa~b" and 
" Israel," several interpretera underatand Judah alone ; 0th- 
the ten tribes alone ; others, both together. The last view is 
alone the correct-one. Thia appears from i. 5, where, by Jacob 
and I s d ,  the whole nation is designated. The promise in the 
passage before ns stands closely related to the threatening 
uttered there. All Israel ehall be given up to destruction on 
account of their sins ; all Israel shall be saved by the grace of 
God. Thia assumption is confirmed by a comparison of tbe 
parallel passagea in Hosea and Isaiah, where the whole is desig- 
nated by the two parts, Jndah and Israel. Micah does not notice 
this division, because that visible separation, which even in the 
present was overbalanced by an invisible unity, s h d  disappear 
altogether in that future, when there shall be only one flock, w 
there is only one Shepherd. Tbe expression, remnant of I 
Israel," in the second clause, which corresponds to, 'C 0 Jacob, ' 
thee wholly," in the first, indicates, that the fulfilment of the 
promise, eo far from doing away with the threatening, rather 
rests on its preceding realization. The Congregation of God, 
p d e d  by the divine judgments, shall be wholly gathered. 
Divine mercy has in itself no limits ; and those which in the 
preaent are assigned to it by the object. of mercy, ahaU then be 
removed.-The words, " I will bring them together," etc, in- 
dicate equallythe faithfulness of the great Shepherd, who gathers 
His dispersed flock from all parts of the world, and the unes- 1 
pected and wonderful increase of the flock ; compare Jer. x$ii 1 
3 : " And I will gather the remnant of My flock out of all coun- 
tries whither I have driven them, and lead them back to their 
paatmground, and they are fruitful and increase ;" and =xi. 
10 : 6' He that scattereth Israel will gather him and keep him 
as a shepherd does his flock."-Bozrah we consider to be the 
name of a capital of the Idumeana in Auranitis, four days' jour- 
ney from Damascus. The great wealth of this town in flocks 
appears from Is. xxxiv. 6 (although a daughter of men is spoken 
of in that passage, yet evidently the wealth of Bozrah in nataral 



flocks is there supposed), and can with perfect ease be accounted 
for from its situation. For, in its neighbourhood, there begins 
the immeasurable plain of Arabia, which, on one side, continues ' 
without interruption as far as Dshof, into the heart of Arabis; 
while, towards the North, it extends to Bagdad, under the name 
of El Hamad. Its length and breadth are calculated to amount 
to eight days' journey. I t  contains many shrubs and blooming 
plants ; compare Bu~khardt and Bitter.' Sveral interpreters 
consider ;R= to be an appellative, and assign to it the signifi- 
cation '' sheepfold," cote." But there is no reason whatsoever 
in favour of such a meaning of Bozrah, while there is this arp- 
ment against it, that the probable signification of ;nu1 as the 
name of a town is " locus munitw" = 1- or fi???. I t  can 
hardly be supposed that the word should at the same time have 
had the significations of '' fortress" and " fold." I t  is, moreover, 
more in harmony with the ~rophetical character to particularize, 
than to use a general term. As is shown, however, by the last 
member (with which, according to the accents, the words, As 

1 After the example of o. Raumer, fiRobinsa, Ritter (Erdk. 14, 101), it 
baa now become customary to distinguish between two Bozrahe,--one in 
Anranitie, and the other in Edom. But the arguments adduced for t6ie 
distinction are not of very great weight. Nowhere b a " high Bituation " 
in reality d b e d  to the Bopah in Edom. The aseertion. that Edom WM 
always limited to tho territory between the Dead Sea and the Red Sea, ia 
o p p d  to Gen. r u v i .  35, ~ccordiig to which paam.jp, even in the time 
before Moeea, tbe Edomitic king, Hadad, smote Midian in the field of Moab ; 
and further, to Lam. iv. 21, acmdbg to which Edom dwelle in the'land of 
Ez, which can be m g h t  for only in Ambia Deserta. We need to think 
on1 y of that branch of the Midianit. who had gone over to Arabia Durerta, 
whilst their chief settlement continued in Arabia Petraur. But the follow- 
ing argamenta may be adduced against the distinction. 1. B o d  is wn- 
stantly and aimply epoken of, without any further distinctive designation. 
2. The Edomitic Boerah mutt have been a great and powerful city, which 
agreen well with the LL mighty rub" in Hauran, but not with the much 
more imignificant mine near Busseireh in Dshbal. 9. It b improbeble 
that so important a city as that of B o d  in Auranitis should never have 
been mentioned in Scripture.-But not satisfied with a double Bonah, even 
a third, in Mosb, baa been assumed on the ground of Jer. xlviii. 24. But i t  
is omtainly atrange that B d ,  in that pmge, b mentioned aa the last 
of all the Moabitieh tonne, and that, immediately after ita mention, there 
follow the worda, " Upon all the citia of the land of Moab, fsr and near." 
It may be that Barah was c o n q u d  by the Edomites and Moabites in 
common, or that, in later timen, the latter obtained a kind of pclssession of 
the town in common with the former. 
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a flock on their pasture,'' mud be connected), the point of aun- 
parison ia not the assembling and gathering, but the multitude, 
the crowd,-"As the sheep of Boarah" being thus tantamount to, 
'' SO that in multitude they are like the eheep of Barah." f?, 
from ??%, is, contrary to the general rule, doubly quali6ed, both 
by the article and by the aui?ix. This has been accounted for 
on the ground that the little suffix had gradually Ioat its power. 
But it ia perhapa more natural to suppose that the article some- 
times loet i t .  power, and coalesced with the noan. The frequent 
nse of the &tun mphatkw in undehed nouns, in the Syriac 
langna@;e (compare Hofmcuur, * Sy*, P- 2% p=b an 
analogy in favour of this opinion.-The last words graphically 
describe the noise produced by a numerous, closely compacted 
flock. The plur. of the Fem. refers to the sheep.- denow 
the c a m  e . .  They make a noise ; and this noise p d  
from the numerous assembled people. The same connection of 
figure and thing occm in Ezetk. xxxia 31 : '' And ye (pr) 
are My flock, the flock of My pasture are ye men ;" compre 
Ezek. d. 38. 

Ver. 13. The whole verse must be explained by the figure 1 
of a prison, which lia at the foundation. The people of God 1 
are shut up in if but are now delivered by God's powerful hand. 
By the " breaker," many interpreters underatand the Lord Him- ' 
self. But if we consider, that in a double clause, at the end of 
the verse, the Lord is mentioned as the leader of the expedition , 
if we look to the type of the deliverance from Egypt, where , 
Moses, as the breaker, marches in front of Israel ; and if, further, 
we look to the p d e l  passage in Hosea, where, with an evident 
allusion to that type, the children of Israel and of Judah appoint 1 
themselves one head; we shall rather be disposed to understand 
by the " breaker" the dux et antc+w r a i d  np by Ood. 
With the raising up and equipping of auch a leader every 
divine deliverance commences ; and that which, in the inferior . 
deliverance, the typical leaders, Moses and ZerubbabeI, vieq 
Christ was in the highest and last deliverance. To Him 
" breaker" has been r e f e d  by seveml Jewish i l l terp~km 
(compare Scbttgm, E m  ii. p. 212) ; and if we compare chap 
v., where that which is here indicated by general outlines onlr 
ie further expanded and detailed, we shall have to urge @n-ct 
this interpretation this objection only, viz., that it excludes tho 



typical breakers,-that, in the place of the ideal person of the 
breaker, which presents itself to the internal vision of the prophet, 
it puts the individual in whom this idea EI most fully realized. 
-The words -tpw n m  are, by aeveral interpreters, referred to 
the forcing and entering of hostile gatea. Thus XwiLaelis, whom 
R o ~ ~ ~ l l e r  follows : " No gate shall be so fortified ae to pre- 
vent them from forcing it." But this interpretation destroys 
the whole figure, and violates the type of the deliverance from 
Egypt which lies at the foundation. For the gate through 
which they break is certainly the gate of the prison.-The three 
verbs-" They break through, they pass through, they go out" 
--graphically describe their progress, which ia not to be stopped 
by any human power.-The last words open up the view to the 
highest leader of the expedition ; compare besides, Exod. xiii. 
21 ; Is. lii. 12 : " For ye shall not go out in trembling, nor shall 
ye go out by flight. For the Lord goeth before you, and the 
God of Israel closeth your rear ;" Is. xl. 11 ; Ps. lxxx. 3. In  
the exodus from Egypt, a visible aymbol of the presence of God 
marched before the host, besides Moses, the breaker. On the 
return from Babylon, the Angel of the Lord was visible to the 
eye of faith only, as formerly when Abraham's servant jour- 
neyed to Mesopotamia, Gen. xxiv. 7. At the last and highest 
deliverance, the breaker was at once the King and God of the 
people* 

As this prophecy has no limitation at all in iteelf, we are 
fully entitled to refer it to the whole sum of the deliverances 
and salvation which are destined for the Covenant-people ; and 
to seek for its fulfilment in every event, either past or future, 
in the eame degree as the fundamental idea-God's mercy upon 
His people-is manifested in it. Every limitation to any par- 
ticular event is evidently. inadmissible ; but, most of all, a limi- 
tation to the deliverance from the Babylonish captivity, which, 
especially with regard to Israel, can be considered as only a 
faint prelude of the fulfilment. They, however, have come 
nearest to the trnth who assume an exclusive reference to 
Christ,-provided they acknowledge, that the conversion of the 
first fruits of Israel, at the time when Christ appeared in His 
humiliation, ia not the end of Hia dealings with this people. 
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CHAP. In.-v. 
The discom opens with new reproofs and threatenings. 

I t  is jirst, in vem. 1-4, directed against the rapacious great, who 
in ver. 2 are described as murderers of men (compare Sirach 
xxxi. 21 : "He who taketh from hia neighboar his livelihood, 
killeth him "), and in ver. 3, as eatars of men, became they turn 
to their own advantage the necesaariea of life of which they hare 
robbed the poor. The discourse t k n  pasm over to the false 
prophetg vem. 5-7. Their character is described as hypocriti- 
cal, weak, and selfish, and is incidentally contrasted with the 
character of the true prophet, as represented by himself, whoa 
strength is always renewed by the Spirit of the Lord, and who, 
in this strength, serves only truth and righteonmess, and holdj 
up their sins to the people deluded by the false prophets, ver. 8. 
T h  the prophet continua todo in vers. 9-12. The three odem 
of divinely called rulers, upon whom the life or death of the 
Congregation waa depending,-the princes, the priests, and the 
prophets (compare remarks on Zech. x. l),-have become so 
- - 

degenerate, that they are not at all concerned for the glory of 
God, but only for their own interest. And while they have 
thus inwardly apostatized from Jehovah, they are strengthened 
in their false security by the promises which God has given to 
His people, and which they, altogether overlooking the fact that 
these are conditional, referred, in hypocritical blindness, to them- 
selves. But God will, in a fearful manner, punish them for thii 
apostasy, and frighten them from their security. The Congre- 
gation of the Lord, which has been desecrated inwardly, shall be 
so outwardly also. Zion shall become a corn-field ; Jerusalem, 
the city of God, shall sink into rubbish and ruins ; the Temple- 
hill shall again become what it was previous to its being the 
residence of God, viz., a thickly wooded hill, which shall then 
appear in all its *a& lowness, and be considered as insignifi- 
cant when compared with the neighbouring mountains.-In the 
whole section, the twelve verses of which are e q d y  divided 
into three portions of four vereee each, the prophet views chiefly 
the great, and the civil rulers. The false prophets, whom he 
takes up in the second of these subdivisions (vers. 5-8), come 
under consideration as their helpers only. In the third subdi- 
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vision, the discourse is again directed to the great alone, in vers. 
9,lO. The two other orders are added to them in vm.  11,12 
only; and the charges raised against them refer to their rela- 
tion to the great. The priests are not by any means reproved 
because they made teaching a profession, from which they de- 
rived their livelihood, but because, for bribes, they interpreted 
the law in a manner favourable to the rapacious lusts of the 
great, and thereby, no less than the false prophets, assisted them 
in their wickedness.-The charge raised in ver. 10 against the 
great,-L6Building up Zion with blood, and Jerusalem with 
iniquity,"-has been frequently misunderstood. The words 
must not be explained from Hab. ii. 12, but from Ps. li. 20, 
where David prays to the Lord, "Build Thou the walls of 
Jerusalem," which he had destroyed by his blood, ver. 16. 
The word "building " is nsed ironically by Micah, and is tan- 
tamount to : " Ye who are destroying Jerusalem by blood and 
iniquity (compare ver. 12 : 'For your sakes Zion shall be 
ploughed as a field'), instead of building it up by righteous- 
ness." Righteousness builds up, because it draws down God's 
blessing and protection ; but unrighteousness destroys, because 
it calls down the c u m  of God. 

The unfaithfulness of the Covenantqeople can nevertheless 
not make void the faithfulness of God. The prophet, therefore, 
passer, suddenly from threatening to promise. Calvin thus ex- 
presses the relation of these two : "But I must now come to 
the little remnant. Hitherto I have spoken about the judg- 
ment of God, which is near at hand, upon the king's council- 
lors, upon the priests and prophets, upon the whole people in 
short, because they are all wicked and ungodly, because the 
whole body is pervaded by contempt of God, and by desperate 
obstinacy. Let them receive, then, that which they all ham 
deserved. But I now gather the children of Bod apart, for to 
them too I have a message to deliver." 

The intimate relation of the first part of the promise to the 
p d n g  threatening has been already demonstrated, p. 420. 
The Mount of Zion, which forms the subject of vers. 1-7, shall, 
in futnre, not only be restored to its former dignity, but it shall 
'Je exalted above all the mountains of the earth. The kingdom 
3f Glod, which is represented by it, shall, by the glory imparted 
to it by a new revelation of the Lord (compare Yer. 7 : And 
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the Lord shall be King over them on Mount Zion "), outshine 
all the kingdoms of the world, and exercise an attractive power 
upon their citizens ; so that they flow to Zion, there to receive 
the commands of the Lord, vem. 1, 2. By the sway which the 
Lord exercises from Zion, peace shall have its dwelling in the 
heathen world, ver. 3, and, consequently, the Congregation of 
the Lord ceasea to be a prey to injury from the world% power, 
ver. 49 How incredible soever it may appear, this promise 
shall snrely be fulfilled ; for omnipotent faithfulness has given 
it, ver. 4b, and has given it indeed for this very purpose ; for it 
is altogether natural, and to be expected, that the glory of the 
Lord should in all eternity display itself in His dealings with 
His people, ver. 5. In vers. 6, 7, the pmmise receives a new 
impetus, by which it connects itself with ver. 4.. In that time 
of mercy, the Lord will put an end to all the misery of His 
people* 

Ver. 1. "And it sliall come to pa86 at the end of the days, 
that the mountain of the h w e  of tlte Lotd shaU be finnly atab 
liuhed on the top of the mountains, and exaltad ahwe the hiUa, 
and peopk f i w  unto it." 

The words, "And it shall come tp pass,'' excite the atten- 
tion to the great and unexpected turn which things are to take. 
The expression, iamm nrlntu, is explained by many as meaning: 
" In times to come," in future." But we have already proved, 
in our work on Balsam, p. 465 seq., that the right explanation 
is : "At the end of the days." This is the explanation given 
by the LXX. also, who commonly render it by Cv T& JQX&zt~ 
i j C ; p ~ ;  and by the Chaldee Paraphrast, who translates it by 
umv 71~3. The reasons which seem; at 6rst sight, to favour the 
signification "in future,'' are invalidated by these two con- 
siderations :+st, that it is not at all necessary that the end be 
just absolutely the last, but only the end of those events which 
the speaker is reviewing; and, second., that it altogether depends 
upon the will of the speaker, what extent he is to assign to the 
beginning and to the end. The expression is used by the pm 
phets in a manner different from that of the Pentateuch. TLe 
prophets use it almost exclusively with a reference to the Mes- 
sianic times,-an uaus bpendi which originated in Dent. iv. 30. 
They divide the whole duration of the kingdom of God into two 
parts, the beginning and the end,-the state of humiliation, and 



the state of glorification. The l i e  of demarcation is formed 
by the birth of the Messiah, according to v. 2 (3) : "He will 
give them. up until she who is bearing brings forth!'-"The 
mountain of the house of the Lord " is, according to the com- 
mon usus lopuendi, not Moriah, but the whole mountain of Zion, 
of which Moriah waa considered as a part ; compare Pa. lxxvi. 
3, lxsviii. 68. In ver. 8, the prophet speaks of two parts only, 
Zion and Jerusalem. In iii. 12, Zion only, as the better part, ia 
Grst spoken of ; and then, in the aecond clause, Jerusalem and 
the mountain of the house, the latter corresponding to Zion, 
are contrasted with each other, or Jerusalem and Mount Zion 
considered in its higheat quality as the temple-mountain.- 

fixed," h l y  established," implies more than, simply, - 
" placed!' It shows that the change is not merely momentary, 
but that the templsmountain ahall be exalted for ever, and 
that no earthly power shall be able to abase it. It thus goes 
hand in hand with the declaration in ver. 7 : "The Lord shall 
be king over them from now until etrmity." The same word 
pa is used in 1 Kings ii. 45 of the immutable firmness of the 
throne of David : "The throne of Eavid shall be firmly estab- 
lished before the Lord for ever ; " compare 2 Sam. vii. 12,13. 
The commentary on p is given by Dan. ii. 44 : "And in the 
days of these kings shall the God of heaven set up a kingdom 
which shall not be destroyed in all eternity . . . . it shall 
break in pieces and destroy all these kingdoms, and it shall stand 
for ever." That aq;m does not mean, at the head of 
the mountains," i.e., standing at the head, as the first among 
them (aa E i  and others think), but " on the summit of the 
mountains" (the 3 ia used in a similar manner m Judg. i s  7, 
compared with 1 Sam. xxvi. 13), is evident from the fact that 
m 2 ,  in connection with in,  is constantly used of the summit 
of the mountains, and, hence, cannot be used in a figurative 
sense, in this connection. The sense can therefore be this 
only : "Zion, in future, so pre-eminently stands out from 
among the other mountains, that these serve, as it were, only 
for ita foundation!* Now, the elevation of the temple-mom 
tain is considered, by several interpretere, as a phyaical one. 
Passages from Jewish commentaries, in which the expectation 
is expressed that, in the days of the Messiah, Jehovah would 
bring near Mount Carme1 and Tabor, and place Jerusalem on . 
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the summit of them, will be found in Galatinus, dc Areaftis 
Ccrtkolicm V&&, L. v. c. 8. The literal explanation has, in 
recent times, been defended by Hofmann and Dreclulm. But 
C a . r i ,  by pointing out the exact correspondence between the 
words, "The mountain of the house of the Lord shall be M y  
established on the top of the mountah," and the words in ver. 
2, The law shall go forth of Zion, and the word of the Lord 
from ~erusalem,'"as proved in avery striking manner that 
the elevation is a moral one. " As lb corresponds to 2.- so does 
1' to 2b ; Yer. 1' is the ground of ver. Ib ; vlr. 2: by which ver. 
lb is further expanded, is the consequence of 2b. Hence f 
must be substantially identical with ver. 1'; but eb speaks of 
something that points to the moral height of Mount Zion, and 
states something upon which it is based." To this it may be 
added, that height, in a moral sense, is often ascribed to the 
temple-mountain, even with reference to the tmbMe9sianic 
time, and that the passage under consideration could be dib 
joined from these by force only. It is upon such a view of if 
indeed, that the use of ;hp in reference to the journeys to Jern- 
salem rests, just as it is here used in ver. 2. We may, mo* 
over, compare Ps. xlviii. 3 ; Ezek. d i .  22, 33 : "And I plant 
upon 3 mountain high and elevated. On the high mountains 
of Israel I will plant it;" but especially Ps. lxviii. 16 : MOM- 
tain of God is the mountain of Bashan, the top of mountains 
is the mountain of Bashan." Ver. 17. L6 Why do ye tops of 
mountains insidiously observe the mountain which God d e  
sireth for His reaidence? Yea, the Lord will dwell in it for 
ever." The mountain of God is, in these verses, an emblem 
of the kingdoms of the world, which are powerful through 
God's grace. In ver. 16, the Psalmist declares what the moun- 
tain of Bashan is. In ver. 17, he rejects the unfounded claims 
which it misea on account of its 4 advantages. Although 
it be great, yet Mount Zion is infinitely greater, and vain are 
all its efforts to overturn this relation. This passage, then, 
leads to another argument against the literal interpretation. 
We 6nd in it the kingdoms represented under the figure of 
mo~ntaine,~-a mode of representation which is of very fre- 
quent occurrence in Scripture; compare my Commentary on 

We mu& not by any meana enppoee, re hes been done lsst of all by 
C-ri, that the mountah are here r e g d e d  M p k  of wolship- 



Ps. lxv. 7, lxxvi. 5; Rev. viii. 8, xvii. 9. The more W c u l t  
it was to separate, according to the Israelitish conception, moun- 
tain and kingdom, the more natural it was to find, in the paasage 
before us, expression given to the thought, that the kingdom of 
God would, in future, be exalted above all the kingdoms of the 
world I f  we take into account the common practice of em- 
ploying " mountain " in a figurative sense, it is natural to s u p  
pose that not the exaltation alone is to be understood figuratively, 
but that the mountain itself also is to be regarded chiefly in its 
symbolical signification,-as the symbol of the kingdom of God 
in Israel ; although, in this aspect, we should expect, at least in 
the beginning of the relation, that the thing itself should still 
be connected with the symbol; afterwards they may be dis- 
joined without any hesitation. The deep grief which must, of 
necessity, have been called forth by the announcement in iii. 12, 
did not regard the mountain aa such. It had, for ita real object, 
the condition of the kingdom of God which waa prefigured by 
the condition of the mountain ; and it is just thia to which the 
consolation has respect.-But by what means is the exaltation 
of the temple-mountain to be effected ? Cocceiua hae already 
directed attention to the circumstance, that it must not be aup  
posed to consist in the flowing of the people unto it ; for that is 
not the cause, bnt the efeet. We find the correct answer in 
ver. 2 : "The law goeth forth of Zion, and the word of the 
Lord from Jerusalem;" and in ver. 7 : "And the Lord wi l l  be 
king over them on Mount Zion." The exaltation will, accord- 
ingly, be effected by a glorious manifestation of the Lord within 
His congregation ; in consequence of which, Zion becomes the 
centre of the whole earth. That this manifestation is to take 
place in Christ, is brought out only subsequently; compare 
especially, v. 1, 3 (2-4). A parallel passage ia also h k .  xl. 2, 
where Mount Zion is likewise seen exalted in the Messianic time. 

Ver. 2. "And many MPions go and stay, Cow and kt us go 
up to the mountain of the Lord, and to t h  houae of tha God of 
Jacob, that He may teach w His ways, and that we may walk in 
His patii; for from Zion the law shall go fwth, and tha word of 
the Lord from Je~usah!' 

From the words, "And many nations go," to " paths," we 
have an expansion of-" People flow .unto it." Zech. viii. 20-23 
are founded upon, and m e  as a commentay on the passage be- 
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fore us. The people go to one another, and send messengers to 
one another ; a powerful commotion pervades the heathen world, 
which c a w  them to seek Zion, that had formerly been dtspised 
by them. I t  make8 no substantial difference whether the ping 
is to be understood physically or spiritually,-whether the. people 
flow to the literal Mount Zion, or to the Church, which is thereby 
prefigured. All that ia requisite is, that the commencement of 
their going and flowing must belong to a time in which the 
q m b l  and the thing symbolized were atill wnnected,-when 
the literal Zion was still the seat of the Church. The plurality 
of nations forms a contrast with the uniiy, but not with the 
cmiversality, as is shown by a comparison of the parallel passage 
in Isaiah, where the "many people" are preceded by the mention 
of " all the heathens ( B W ~ J ,  i.e., the whole heathen world) 
flow unto it," instead of--" People flow unto it," as in Micah. 
Formerly, one people only went to Zion, in order there to offer 
to the Lord their worship, and to be taught His ways, Ed. 
xxiii. 17, xxxiv. 23; Deut. xxxi. 10 sqq.; now, many people 
flow thither. In the anticipation of this future glory of Mount 
Zion, which will infinitely outshine that of the present, the sad 
interval described in iii. 12, during wlGch the mountain of the 
house is altogether fonden, may be more easily borne. The 
connection of nnn with p, which is'rather uncommon, may be 
most simply explained by viewing the instruction as proceeding 
from its object. "The waya of the Lord" are the ways in 
which He would have men to walk,-that mode of life which is 
well-pleasing to Him. The contrast of it is walking in one's 
own ways, Is. liii. 6,-regulating of one's life according to the 
desires of one's own corrupt heart.-The last words, "For from 
Zion, etc.," are not to be conceived of as spoken by the people, 
stirring up and encouraging one another, but by the prophet. 
They state the reason why the people are so anxious to go to 
Zion; and this accounts also for the circumstance that Zion isso 
emphatically placed at the beginning. Zion shall, at that time, 
be the residence of the true God, and proved to be such by 
glorious revelations ; and from it His commande go forth over 
the whole earth. UP, " go out," stands here, as in ver. 1, in 
the sense of "to go forth." As the sphere for the going forth of 
the law from Zion is not limited, it must be considered in 
wide an extent ae possible; in harmony with the preceding words, 
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~ccording to which we must think of " people," " many nations," 
as being comprehended within thii sphere.-We must not over- 
look the fact that the article is awanting before mu% and that 
the law is not more strictly defined aa the law of God. I t  is 
intended, in the fimt place, only to indicate that despised and 
desolate Zion is to be the seat of legislation for the whole earth. 
The law itself is then more strictly defined as the word of God. 
Many interpreters understand ;mn here as meaning religion in 
general ;' the going forth is explained by them of its spreading 
itself. From Zion, true religion is to extend over all the nations; 
and hence it is that to Zion the eyes of all of them are directed. 
Thus, eg., Tkodoret, who remarks : " This is the preaching of 
the Gospel, whi& began at Jerusalem, and from thence, a9 from 
its source, flowed over all the earth, offering drink to those who 
came to it in faith." But never signifies " doctrine," " reli- 
gion," any more than does tmm : it is always used as meaning 
"law ;" and this sense of it can with the less propriety be de- 
parted from here, as the people, according to what precedes, flow 
to Zion not in ordk to seek religion in general, but laws for 
their conduct in life. But even if we were to follow and 
to modify the explanation. thus, '' The law, which was formerly 
con6ned to Zion, and hence to a narrow circle, shall go forth 
from thence into the wide world,"-weighty objections to it 
would still remain. If "to go forth " were to be understood as 
meaning " to spread," the sphere of the going forth would have 
been more closely determined ; as, e.g., in Is. xlii. 1 : " He shall 
bring forth judgment to the Gartilcs." In Is. li. 4, "Law shall 
go out from Me, and My judgment I will make for a light of 
the people," to go out is tantamonnt to, to go forti&. "Mine arms 
s l d  judge the people," in li. 5, is parallel to it. NT in itself 
does not mean to go forth." Further-The circumstance that 
the law spreads from Zion, does not account sufficiently for the 
zeal with which the nations flow to Zion. If it goes out, there 
is then no need for their seeking for it at its home. In Zech. 
riii. 20-23, also, the thronging of the people to Zion, in order 
to enter there into a closer relation to the Lord, forms the 
subject of discourse. Zion, as the place where the Lord of 

Thns d m  Calvin, who seye : '' He npeake after the manner of the 
prophe% who under the term ' law ' used to comprehend the whole doc- 
trine of God." 
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the whole earth issues His orders, as if from Hi d d e n m  
(Is; xi. lo), forms an appropriate contrast to "Zion &all be 
ploughed as a field,"-a suitable parallel to the exaltation of 
the temple-mountain above all the mountains of the earth, to 
which the prophet here returns, after having, in the first part of 
the verse, expanded the thought: "People flow unto it;" and 
to vers. 7, 8 also, where Zion appeam likewise as the seat of 
dominion. 

Ver. 3. "And He j@ea among many peoplc, and re- 
strong nations, men unto a dietame. And they beat their m r d r  
into ploughaharea, and thei~ spears into pruning-knivcs; mtiou 
shall not lift up a s w d  agaitut nation, with shall tiuy learn 
war any more!' 

It appears strange to us that here we see ourselves transferred 
all at once to the sphere of the general description of the Me+ 
sianic time; for, according to the whole context, and to thecon- 
trast with chap. iii., we expect such predictions aa will wrve 
especially for the consolation of the daughter of Zion, whose 
heart had been pierced by the announcement that the mountain 
of the home should become a wooded hill, and that she herself 
should be given into the power of the Gentiles. But this diffi- 
culty is removed by remarking that this verse only prepares the 
way for ver. 4, where there is a representation of the advantage 
which accrues to the daughter of Zion' from the spirit of peace, 
which, through the powerful influence of Zion's God, has be- 
come prevalent in the heathen world. I t  is from failing to per- 
ceive the connection of the two verses, that the remark of Hitrig 
has arisen: "It ie very probable that Micah, if he had been tbe 
(original) author, would rather have mentioned the change and 
restoration of J e d e m ,  than the change of the arms.''-The 
subject is the Lord. That it was through Chtist, who as early 
as in the Song of Solomon appears as the true Solomon, that the 
Lord would carry out what is here announced, the prophet could, 
according to hi plan, detail only afterwards. In  chap. iv. 1-7, 
he describes how Zion is glorified by what the Lord does from 
thence; in ver. 8, by the restoration of the dominion of the 
Davidic race ; and in v. 1 ff., by the appearance of the Messiah. 
I t  is especially from v. 3 (4), according to which the Messiah 
stands and feeds in the strength of the Lord, in the majesty of 
the name of the Lord His God,-and from v. 4 (5), according 



to which He is the Peace, tbat we infer with certainty that the 
judging also shall be done by His mediation. In Isai* we 
meet the person of the Messiah in the prophecy of chap. iv, 
which, along with that in chap. ii., belongs to one disoourse, 
and mpplemants it. The judging and rebuking (rrm with 5, 

to r e b w  " to  reprove") refer to the strifes among the 
nations which hitherto c o d  not be allayed, because there was 
wanting the counterpoise to selfishness which was productive of 
wrong. But such a co&terpo;ae is ROW given in the word of 
God, which, carried home by His Spirit, penetratse deeply into 
the heart.-" Strong nations," who were hitherto most ready to 
seize the sword. The worde, "And they beat," etc., refer to 
Joel iv. (i.) 10, where the heathen beat their ploughshares 
into swords, their pruning-knives into spears; and they do so 
to the prejudice of the people of Gtod, which the prophet, al- 
though apparently he Bpeahe in general terms, has specially in 
view. By this allusion Micah indicates that, with reference to 
the disposition of the heathen world, Joel has spoken a wofd, 
true, indeed, but giving only a partid view. The words of 
Juah'nw in the Diczlogud ezvrn Tryphone-" For, having learned 
the fear and worship of God from the Law and Gospel which 
came to us through the Apostles from Jerusalem, we have fled 
for refuge to the God of Jacob, apd the God of Israel; and 
we, who formerly wem filEed with war and murder, and every 
wickedness, have put away the instruments of war from the 
whole earth, and bave, every one of us, changed the swords into 
plonghshares, and the spears into agricultural implements, and 
cultivate the fear of God, justice, brotherly love, faith, hope," 
etc.,--show that, even soon after the appearance of Christ, it 
was held that the fulfilment of thia prophecy had commenced. 
But it was acknowledged by the prophet also, that even after 
the qpearance of the ealvation, this description would, in the 
meantime, give only a partial exhibition of the truth ; inasmuch 
as not every one will submit to the judging activity of the Lord, 
how powerful soever may be the effect of the new principle 
which e n W  into the life of the nations ; for in v. 4, 5 (5, 6) 
he speaks of the nations which, in the Messianic time, attack 
the peopie of God; in ver. 8 (9), of their adversaries and 
enemies ; and in ver. 14 (15), of such as do not hear. But the 

2 F 
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imperfect fulfilment is a pledge and ful tee for that which h 
perfect, as it will take place when, by the last judgment, they 
have been removed who have obstinately preserved within them- , 
selves the spirit of strife and hatred. According to the predic- 
tions of the prophets--compare especially Is. xi. 6, 7-peace 
shall, at some futme period, be extended even to the irrational 
creation, and the strife which has come upon earth by the fall, 
shall entirely cease from it. 

Ver. 4. '' And thy sit e v e y  nuan under hw tine, and under 
Iris &tree, and none maketh them afraid; for the m o d  of the 
h d  of houts bath spoken it!' 

This verse contains a description of the happy consequences 
which the peaceful influence which goes forth from the Lord to 
the heathen world, shall have upon Israel. For Israel is the 
subject in UP, and the verse does not at all pretend to give a 
description of "a Solomonic time for all the nations." This is 
shown by what is stated, in the following verse, as to the gmmd 
of this happy change, as well as by a comparison of the f d -  
mental passages, Lev. xxvi. 6: "And I give peace in the land, 
and ye lie down, and none maketh you afraid;" w d  1 Kings v. 
5 (iv. 25) : "And Judah and Israel dwelt safely every man under 
his vine and fig-tree, from Dan to Beersheba, all the days of Solo- 
mon ;" and of the parallel passages, Micah v. 4 (5) ; Zech. iii. 10. 
It is fu& shown by the connection with what precedes, when 
great calamity, and the devastation of their whole conntry had 
been predicted to Israel,-and by the mention of the vine and 
fig-tree, which are characteristic of the land of Israel. The 
words, "For the mouth of the Lord," etc., point out the pledge, 
which the person of Him who promisea dorda for the fulfilment 
of the promise, which appears incredible. 

Ver.5 ."F0~aU&natiOnssh~roalk,m~1ymin&~mc 
of their God ; und we rciU waL4 in the name of & Lotd our God 
for ever and ever." 

The causal particle 9 stat. the ground of the fact that the 
Lord of hosta has spoken this, and given the promise of the 
final d e t y  of Israel, and of his enjoying peace after the strife, 
in consequence of God's exercising dominion from Zion over 
the whole heathen world ; while this peace after the strife is 
then more fully described in vent. 6, 7. The lot of every 
people componda to the nature of their' God. And now, how 
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could i t  be otherwise, than that all other nations should be 
humbled, because their gods are idols, while Israel, on the other 
hand, is exalted and endowed with everlasting salvation axid 
prosperity, because his God is the only true God? Is. xlv. 16, 
17 is parallel : " They shall be' ashamed, and also confounded, 
all of them ; they shall go to confusion, the makers of idols. 
Israel is saved by the Lord, with an everlasting salvation ; ye 
shall not be ashamed nor confounded in all eternity."-"The 
name of the Lord" is the complex whole of His excellency 
which is revealed, and proved by deeds ; compare Prov. xviii. 
10 : '' The name of the Lord is a strong tower ; the righteons 
mnneth into it and is exalted." Inasmuch as the name of the 
Lord is to manifest itself in His dealings with His people, it 
represents itself as the way in which they are to walk: the 
prayer of the Psalmist in Ps. xxv. 5, that the Lord would lead 
him in His truth, forms a parallel to this ; and so does also what 
he says in ver. 9 of the same Psalm, that " He guides the meek 
in judgment." But exactly corresponding is Zech. x. 12 : "And 
I strengthen them in the Lord, and in His name daU thy  walk " 
=in the path of His name, eo that the latter manifests itself in 
His dealings with them ; compare the remarks on that passage. 
In favour of our exposition, moreover, i3 the comparison of the 
passage Is. ii. 5, the evidently requisite harmony of which with 
the passage under consideration is obtained, only if the latter 
be understood as we have explained it. The light, i.e., the 
salvation of the Lord spoken of there, corresponds with the 
name of the Lord in the passage under review. Several inter- 
preters explain : " They may walk, they may worship their gods. 
Although all nationa should be idolaters, yet we, inhabitants of 
Judah, shall faithfully worship Jehovah." Against this expla- 
nation Caqpari remarks, "An exhortation, or a resolution which 
implies an exhortation, is here not easily justified, because it 
would stand in the midst of promises!' Moreover, the a can- 
not be explained according to this interpretation, as appears 
with snfficient clearness from the remark of Jwt i :  "This 
verse does not seem to be so closely connected with the pre- 
ceding one." The connection is more firmly established by the 
explanation of Tarnorim, Michaelis, and others: " Surely so 
brilliant a lot must fall to us ; for we are faithful worshippers 
of the true God, while all other nations walk after their idols:' 
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But the objections to this explanation are : (I) the circumstance 
that it is rather unusual to found the salvation of the people 
upon their covenanbfaithfnlness (of which, from the precedhg 
reproof, we cannot entertain very high notions), instead of 
founding it upon W s  grace and faithfnlness, tmmpare 6. 

- 18-20 ;' (2) the repeated use of the Future, while, according to 
it, we should have expected the Pretarite, at let& in the first 
member ; and (3), and most decisive of all, the expression, "For 
ever and ever ;" compare the expression, " From henceforth, even 
fop ever," in ver. 7. 

Ver. 6. "In that day, saMi the Lord, I toill assemble thai 
which hltelh, and tlrat which hath been driven out I will gather, 
and thut which I have aflcted Ver. 7. And I maks ticat which 
i s  halting a ~emmnt,  and that which w far of a strong nation, 
and the Lord reigncth over them in Mount Z h  f i m  Ir~n~ejhrtA, 
men for ever." 

The expression " that day" does not refer to at the end 
of the days," in ver. I, but is connected with, and resumes 
ver. 4'. ' That the verb t p ~  has here the eignification "to 
assemble," and not that "to receive," is shown by ii. 12, and 
especially by Ezek. xi. 17. The word refers to the announcement 
of Israel's being carried away, which was formerly made, and 
with which the scattering is connected. They are assembled for 
their return to the Holy Land. Such an assembling, however, 
is meant, as is connected with the full enjoyment of salvation, 
and in which the Congregation truly manifests itself in a close 
unity, as a kingdom of priests. In  the passage, Zeph. iii. 19, 
which is founded upon the one under review, we find "1 save" 
instead of "I assemble." Of such a description, the assemblin~ 
under Zerubbabel was not ; compare Nehem. ix. 36,37. It cpn 
therefore come into notice only as a prelude to the true aem-  
bling-'(The Fem. sing. of the Partic.," says Hitzig, Umust 
be ~ders tood collectively ; and it is not several subjects, but 

, predicates of the same subject, viz., of the whole of Israel, 

1 Ce, indeed, ie of opinion, that the mlking in the nuw a f  tbe 
Lord is not to be coneidered m a merit, on account of which the eah.tion 
ia granted, but 8e a mercy which has been bestowed upon brad, and which 
forms the ground of the salvation. But this feature is not at dl intimrtsd; 
and we are the lees at liberty to introduca it, aa the waIking in ths 
d the  god^ ie pullel to the walking in the name of the Lord. 



which are thereby designated." The "halting," which is a 
condition of bodily helpleeanem and weakness, occnrs also in 
Ps. HXV. 15) and xxsviii. 18, aa a designation of adversity and 
misery.-The expexpression, "to make a remnant," forms the con- 
trast to total annihilation. Whiie these words show that a limit 
will be put to the diminution, the following words predict a vast 
increcrsc. In the words, "In Mount Zion," the contrast with 
iii. 12 appears once more at the cloee of the section. As regards ~ 

inn $e, compare Pa. xciii. 1. It does not refer to the constant 
government of the Lord, but to a new and glorious manifestation 
of i h a s  it were to a new ascension to the throne. The expres- 
sion, " From henceforth,'' refers to the ideal present. I n  spirit, 
the prophet is in that time when the Lord is just entering upon 
His government.. The words, " The Lord reigneth . . for 
ever," are thus beautifully illustrated by Calvin : "Micah d m  
not here mention the deacendanta of David, but Jehovah Him- 
self; not as if he wiehed thereby to exclude that dominion of 
David, but in order to show that God would make it manifest 
that He was the author of that dominion, yea, that He Himaelf 
held all the power. For, although God governed the ancient 
people by the hand of David, and by the hand of Josiah and 
Hezekiah, yd there was, ar it were? a ahadow placed between, so 
that God's government was then perceived darkly only. The 
prophet, therefore, here e x p w  that there would be some dif- 
ference betwixt that shadowy government, and the future new 
dominion which He  wur openly to set up by the advent of the 
Messiah. And this was truly and eolidlg- fulfilled in Christ's 
person. For although Christ was the true Beed of David, yet 
He was also, at the same time, Jehovah, viz, God made mani- 
fest in .the flesh." With respect to this promise, however, it 
must also be kept in mind that it will be finally fulfilled only in 
the future, when the kingdom and throne of glory (compare 
Matt.' rix. 28) shall be set up. 

The prophet had hitherto deecribed the kingdom which wars 
to be atablished anew, as a kingdom of GOD, without mention- 
ing the channel through which Hia mercy was to be p o d  out 
upon the Congregation-the mediator who waa to repment 
Him among them. Hiis representation, therefore, was etill d e  
fective ; it &ill wanted the connection with the promise given 
to David, and eo frequently celebrated by him, and by other 
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holy Psalmists and Prophets-the promise of the eternal do- 
minion of David's house. According to this promise, e v q  new, 
great manifestation of grace, must be through some descendant 
of this family as a mediator. This home must ever form the 
substratum on which the divine power and the divine nature, in 
its most complete manifestatioil, showed themselves. This blank 
is supplied in ver. 8. 

"And thou tuwer of the&& hill of the daughter of Zig 
unto thee it will c m ;  and to thee cometh the former dominion, the 
kingdom of the dalrghte~ of Zion." 

In the words immediately preceding it ie said: "And the 
Lord reigneth over them from henceforth, even for ever." We 
have here, then, a prediction of the dominion of the house of 
David, by whose mediation the Lord is to reign ; compare v. 3 
(4), where it i~ said of Him in whom the Davidic race is to 
centre, "And He stands, and feeds in the strength of the Lord, 
in the majesty of the name of the Lord His God." All inter- 
preters agree that the Davidic race is designated by the "Tower 
of the flock," and by the hill of the daughter of Zion;" but, 
with respect to the ground of this designation, they are very 
much at variance. A great number of them (Gtotiw, and 
among the recent interpreters, fimzrniiller, W h e ,  Gesenius, 
De Wette) think of that Tower of the flock, in the neighbour- 
hood of which Jacob, according to Gen. ~lrv.  21, took up hi 
abode for a time. They say that, according to Jmme, this 
Tower of the flock was situated in the immediate neighbornhood 
of Bethlehem.; that it is used here only by way of a mdalcpsia 
for Bethlehem, and that Bethlehem again designates the Davidic 
race ; so that the passage agreea altogether with v. 1 (2). But, 
upon a closer examination, this interpretation appears to be 
objectionable, for the following reasons. 1. I t  is anything but 
fixed that that Tower of the flock was situated in the immediate 
neighhourhood of Bethlehem. I t  cannot be inferred from the 
passage in Genesis, and as little can it be proved from JGIW~, 
In the Quest. ad Genee. Opp. iii. p. 145, Frcf., he first mentions 
the opinion of the Jews, according to which, by the "Tower of 
the flock" is to be understood the place on which the temple 
was afterwards built, and then says: ';But if we follow the 
direction of the mad, we find, by Bethlehem, a 'place of the 
shepherds,' which was so called, either became it was there 



that, at the birth of the Lord, the angels sang their hymn of 
praise ; or because Jacob fed hi flock there, and gave thii name 
to the place; or, which is more likely, because even then the 
future myatey was, by a revelation, shown to him." According 
to this, Jctome does not know anything of a Tower of the 
flock" near Bethlehem. From the direction of the road which 
Jacob took, he only sumism that i t  was situated thereabouts ; 
and since there was, in the neighbonrhood of Bethlehem, a place 
called " the place of the shepherds," he, from a mere combina- 
tion, declares this to be identical with the Tower of the flock ; 
while, after all, he is so cautious as not at once to reject the only 
true derivation of this name from the shepherds at the birth of 
Christ. By thii, the other passage in the book de locis Hebr. 
must be judged, where Jerome expressly delivers his supposition 
as if it were historical truth : " Bethlehem, the city of David 
. . . . and about a thousand paces (passus) distant is the 
tower A h ,  which is called 'the T p e r  of the flock,' indicating 
that, by some vision, the shepherds had, beforehand, been made 
conscions of the birth of the Lord." That tradition knew but 
little of any "Tower of the flock" in the neighbourhood of 
Bethlehem, appears also from Eusebius Onom. s. v. Gadder. p. 79, 
ed. Clerk: " The tower Gader . . . While Jacob dwelt 
there, Reuben went in to ~ilhih." Eusebil~ evidently knew 
nothing more regarding the " Tower of the flock" than what 
we also may learn from the passage in Genesis. He does not 
venture to offer even a conjecture as to its position. The same 
ignorance is shown by the Jews, mentioned by Jerome, who 
certainly would not have thought of a reference to the temple, 
if a place called Tower of the flock" had existed in the neigh- 
bourhood of Bethlehem. 2. But even assuming the existence 
of the Tower of the flock in the neighbourhood of Bethlehem, 
is it anything else than the assumption of a pure quid pro quo, 
to assert, without assigning any reason, that the "Tower of the 
flock" stands for Bethlehem? Rosenmallw, at least, has felt 
this. He makes the attempt to assign a reason : "In substitut- 
ing, however, an unknown hamlet in the neighbourhood of 
Bethlehem, for Bethleliem itself, he intended to indicate that 
the dominion of David would be altogether weakened and 
brought low!' But this reason is certainly not by any means 
aafficient; Bethlehem was, in itself, ao small, that no further 

# 
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diminution was requid; compare v. 1 (3). It had, rnoxeuver, 
been always mall, and had not by any means oMk d m  m the 
course of time from former greatness. Bence, such a designa- 
tion, in contrast with ita former glory, would -be entirely out of 
place; and even supposing that it were not, the mode of this 
designation would always be inexplicable, rmlese m could 
assume a closer reference of tbe it Tower of the flock" to the 
Davidic family. It is only by establishing such a 
that the whole explanation can be saved and confirmed. For 
this purpose, it would be necessary to suppose that Bethlehem, 
and the district belonging to it, were the gene& designation 
of the native p h  of the Davidio family, while the Tower of 
the flock" was the special one. But there i not the slightest 
&und on which to support this hpthesia Everywhere, 
Bethlehem itself appeam ae the residence of Jeaee, the father of 
David (compare 1 Sam. xvi. 1, 18, 19, xvii. le), and likewise 
of Bow, Ruth ii. 4. 

The incorrectness of Pnbther explanation is still more wi- 
dent. According to it, we are, by the " Tower of the flock," to 
understand a tower which is alleged to have atood at Jerusalem, 
near to the Sheepgate. But the existence of such a tower is 
supported by no evidence whatsoever, and does not become even 
probable by the existence of a'sheep-gate; for a Tower of the 
flock is not a tower which atands near the Sheep-gate, but a 
tower which is erected for the protection of the flock, as is 
clearly seen from WydaZ Edet in Gene&. But, men w p p  
ing that such a tower existed, ia there mything which could 
somehow make it a suitable degignation of the Davidic family? 

Let us now proceed to the establishment of om own opinion, 
by which the arguments advanced against the other e+ 
tions will be considerably strengthened. Concerning the itma- 
tion of Jerusalem, Josephw, de B. J. i 6, c. 13, remarks re 
follows : " It wae built on two hills fronting each other, sepmted 
by a chasm running between, down to which the hopses were 
situated. One of the hills, on which the upper part of the city 
lay, was much higher and longer than the other. And, b e  
cause it was fortified, it was called the Citadel of King David," 
etc. These two hills are b r a  and Zion. The city sitaabed upon 
the latter, is, in other pasaps cllsa, described by Jc#llephas to 
be very high and steep ; 8.9, vi. 40 : T$U &v &hv 'IQpirpcr~uo, 



&a. The sight afforded by the towers. in this steep bight  
is, by him, compared with that of the, beacon at Alexandria 
from the eea (B. J. vi. c. 6 : "I t  resembled in shape the light 
house as seen by people sailing up to Alexandria"). Compare 
the similar repreeentation of Ta4i62~~ Lib. 5. Histor. c. 11 
(&Land ii. p. 848 sqq.). 

On the summit of this high and steep hill, in the upper 
town, was situated the royal castle, called the " upper house of 
the king," Neh. iii. 25. Ita situation could not fail to afford 
to it extraordinary security. Thie is suEciently shown by the 
ridicule of the Jebaeites, when David, who did not build, but 
only enlarged it, was about to beeiege it. They were of opinion 
that the lame and the blind would be sdc ien t  for ita defence, 
2 Sam. v. 7-9; compare F U s  AmkoL p. 191. 

Far above this royal caetle, which David first selected for 
hi residence (compare 2 Sam. v. 9 : "And David dwelt in the 
castle and called it the City of David, and built it m i d  about "), 
a tower jutted prominently out, and afforded a majeatic sight. 
It is frequently mentioned in Scripture. The principal passage 
is Neh. iii. 25 : " Oppoeite the tower which standeth out from 
the upper honse of the king (appositely the Vulgate : puce eminet 
dc domo regis excetm) in the court of the prison ;" compare ver. 
26, where the tower standing oat, and elevated far above the 
king's castle, is likewise spoken of. Concerning the words, "In 
the conrt of the prison,'' we obtain some information from Jer. 
6. 2 : Jeremiah the prophet was shut up in the court of 
the prison, ,ntm,i wn, which is in the house of the king of 
Judah;" compare Jer. xxxviii. 6, according to which the pit 
into which the prophet was let down, was in the court of the 
prison. According to them passages, the conrt of the prison 
formed, agreeably to the dustoms of the East, part of the royal 
castle on Zion; and it was in thie court that the tower rose. 
The other principal pssaage is in the Song of Solomon iv. 4 : 
" Thy neck is like the tower of David built for arms ; a thou- 
sand bachlb are hanging on it, al l  arms of heroes." Accord- 
ing to this passage, the majestic appearance which the tower 
afforded waa atill further kreased by the glittering arms which 
covered it. Dapk and othem think of the armour of conquered 
heroes ; but that we must rather think of the armour of David's 
own heroes, appears from Ezek. sxvii. 10,11, where it is said of 
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the hired troops of the Tyrianq "Shield and helmet the-y 
hanged up in thee," and is confirmed by the constant designa- 
tion of David's faithful ones, as hia heroes; compare Song of 
Sol. iii. 7: '"Threeamre heroes stand around the bed of the 
king, of the h e m  of Israel;'' and 1 Chron. xii. 1 : "These 
were among the heroes, helpers in the war!' The expression in 
the Song of Solomon iv. 4, " All shields of the heroes," indi- 
cates that the armour of all those who were received into the 
number of the heroes, was hung up on that tower, as an ont- 
ward sign of this reception, as a kind of diploma of it. The 
circumstance that this tower, which is certainly quite identical 
with the tower mentioned by Nehemiah, is called the tower of 
David, refutes the supposition of C&w, on Nehemiah, LC., 
according to which, it is not the castle of David or Zion which 
is spoken of in that passage, but another castle and its tower in 
the lower town, supposed to have been built by Solomon. This 
hypothesis is refuted, moreover, by that passage itself, inasmuch 
as the castle is there designated as the upper, or high one. 

Now, it is this tower which Micah considers as the symbol 
of the Davidic house ; and in so doing, he follows the example 
of the Song of Solomon, where it is the symbol of the lofty 
elevation of Israel, the centre and life-blood of which was the 
Davidic family. I t  scarcely needs any lengthened demonst* 
tion to show how well suited it was for this signification, hos 
very naturally it represented the thing signified. I t  was indeed 
the most elevated part of the castle, the main-mast, as it were, 
of the ship, which, since the elevation of the Davidic family to 
the royal dignity, had been for centuries, and was still to be, 
the seat of the Davidic race. Its height was a aymbol of the 
royal dignity and authority. Ita relation to the whole of the 
rest of the city, which it overlooked and commanded, and which 
looked up to it with astonishment, symbolized the relation of 
the subjects to their king. 

Micah calls thie tower the Tower of the flock." The main 
reason for this appellation must be nought in what immediately 
precedes, in vers. 6 and 7. As in chap. ii. 12, 13, m here h 
Micah represented the Covenant-people under the figure of 8 

flock that was to be gathered from ita dipemion and 
ment, and protected against everp hostile attack. C d d  my- 
thing then be more natural than that, continuing the im@ 
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which he had begun, he should call the tower, which, to him, 
symbolized the family by whom, under the guidance bf the 
Lord, that gathering should be accomplished, the "Tower of 
the flock?"' I t  is just this close connection with what precedee 
which furnishes an important proof for the correctness of our 
explanation, for which the way was prepared by all those ex- 
positors who, like Jerome, Theodoret, Cyril, Cocceius, and Paulus 
(r&r die Evang. i. p. 189), understand 7'1~ hm as an appellative, 
and regard, as the ground of the appellation, the protection and 
the refuge. I n  the East, they look out from the towers of the 
flock, whether beasts of prey or hostile bands be approaching. 
I t  is into these that the flocks are driven, in those regions where 
there are no towns and villages, as soon as danger appears; 
compare the proofs in Faber, I.c., p. 192 ff. There was so 
much the stronger reason for Micah's choosing this figurative 
mode of representation, as he had the type immediately before 
his eyes. According to 2 Chron. xxvi. 10, xxvii. 4, Uzziah and 
Jotham erected, in the woods and pasture grounds, castles and 
towers for the protection and refuge of the flocks. But, besides 
this main reason, there seems to have existed a secondary one 
for choosing this appellation. They who adhere so firmly to 
the " Tower of the flock," mentioned in Genesis, are not alto- 
gether wrong. Except in that passage, 7'19 hjo nowhere occurs 
in precisely the same manner as it stands here. If, then, we 
consider that, besides this reference, there occur in Micah other 
plain references to the Pentateuch (and very numerous they 
are, compared with the extent of his prophecies; compare, e.g., 
ii. 12,13 [vide supra], vi. 4,5, vii. 14, where the words n3 ma 
receive light from Nnm. xxiii. 9 only%) ; and still more, if we 
consider that, in v. 1 (2), the appellation Bethlehem Ephratah 
is likewise taken from Gen. xxxv. 19, and that it is in ver. 21 of 
the same chapter that the "Tower of the flock" is mentioned, 
-we shall certainly not be guilty of trifling, if we assert that 
there is a suspicion of error and unsoundness against all those 
interpretations which cannot connect the "Tower of the flock" 

1 Caspari very properly refera here to v. 3 (4), where the Y&, in 
whom the former dominion ie to come to the Tower of the flocl, ie repre- 
mted as a shepherd. 

Miosh'e referenom to the Pentateuch are made the eubject of a moet 
thorough diaqnisition by Caspari, 9. 419 ff. 
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in Micah with that which ie spoken of in Genesis. But the ex- 
planation which we have given ie not liable to this charge. For 
why should not 3acob, and the tower which he built for the 
protection of his literal flocks, serve the prophet aa a type and 
substratum for the relation of a spiritual Shepherd? W e  must 
not overlook the truth, that the main and secondary ream119 
which we have adduced, do not stand beaide each other, but 
run into each otheq-are related to each other as the general 
and particular. For the reason why the prophet had specially 
in view the "Tower of the flock" which had been built by 
Jacob was certainly this only : that it partook of the natum of 
all anch towers of the flocka. The &&urn c o m p a h n i s  is not 
thereby changed ; the figure i e  only more individualized, and, 
therefore, more striking and impressive. A reference - to the 
pastoral life of the Patriarchs is certainly one of the reasom of 
the frequent use of images taken from pastoral life. In a dif- 
ferent way, Hitpig endeavours to come to the same result. 
He wpposea that the " Tower of the flock" mentioned in Genesis 
was not situated in the neighbourhood of Bethlehem, but is 
identical with the tower of the castle on Zion, and of the castle 
of Millo which David already found existing, and which was 
only more strongly fortified by him and by Solomon, 2 Sam. v. 
9 ; 1 Kinge ix. 15, 24, xi. 27. The figure of the "Tower of the 
flock" was ao much the more appropriate in the passage under 
consideration, as the founder of the royal dynasty had been, 
for a long time, a shepherd of the lambs, before he was elected 
to be a shepherd of the people, and had thns himself prefignrrd 
his future relation-a circumstance to which allusion is f m  
qnently made in Scripture itself; compare 2 Sam. v. 2, vii. 8; 
1 Chron. xi. 2 ; PR lxxviii 7Ci-72. 

After having thus ascertained what is to be understood by 
the "Tower of the flock," there can be no great difficulty in ex- 
plaining the "hill of the daughter of Zion." The daughter of 
Zion is Zion itself, personified, and represented as a virgin; 
and if her hill be spoken of, what else can be meant, than 
Mount Zion in the more restricted sense-the Mount KUT' 
d-, before which Akra and Moriah are changed into 
plains? We have thns a most appropriate relation of the two 
appellatione to each other,-the tower of the flock being the 
particular, and the hill of the daughter of Zion, the gened 



Jb&r,-We obtain the most perfect harmony and agreement 
with the last wprde of the verae. The hill which, morally and 
physically, commands the daughter of Zion, is the aamo which 
obtains dominion over the daughter of Jernaalem. &ally,- 
We see the most striking contrast with iii. 12, and the most 
admirable connection with iv. 1-7, in which, everywhere, Mount 
Zion is spoken of, and the exaltation is described which, after 
its deep abasement, it shall obtain in the future, by the flowing 
of the heathens to it, and by the dominion of the Lord to be 
there d d .  

It is only in appearance that om explanation is contradicted 
by passages of the Old Testament, and of Jouepirw, where 
OpbI is mentioned m a particular place ; compare &rehienc 2. 
1,s 76 ; Hamelmeld 2, S. 35 ff. The supposition of several in- 
terpreters, that this Ophl is some particular hill (compare, e.g, 
JQringa de Tmplo Ezech. L. i. c. ii. p. 159, and his Cornmen- 
fary on Iuaiah xsxii. 13), haa already been invalidated by 
&land @. 855), and Fabsr l.c, p. 347, who rightly remark, 
that Jouephus, in enumerating the hills of Jemylem, makes 
no mention of Ophel, but epeaks always only of the place Ophel. 
811 the difficulties, however, which stand in the way of the 
other assumptions, are removed by the following view of the 
matter. Mount Zion was called km, the Hill KUT' JoXljv, and 
this word became, by and by, a iwmen propiurn, and, in this 
state, as well as in its transition to the nomen prqwium, was 
used without the Article. From this it followed-and numerous 
analogies everywhere occur-that the foot of the mountain, 
the place where it was connected with the lower part of the 
temple-m~untain by meam of a deep valley, acquired this name 
in preference, and received it, as it were, aa a nomen pqnium 
At this foot of Zion-and hence ovex against the temple, and 
near it-dwelt the Nethinim, the temple servants, Neb. iii. 26; 
and Jouephw aap, that the wall amrounding Monnt Zion ex- 
tended on the east side to the place which wm called Ophel, and 
ended at the eaatem porch of the temple (de BsU. Jud. vi. 6). 

The view which we have taken, not only of Ophel, but of 
thii whole paesrrge, receives an important confirmation by Is. 
d. 13,14 : "Upon the land of My people come up thorns 
and briars, for they shoot up in all the housea of joy, in the 
joyom city. For palacea are foreaken, tumult of the city is 
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forsaken, hill and tower are around cavea (Le., it is ody this 
which they have to protect) for ever, a joy of wild asses, a pas- 
ture of flocks." In this threatening of punishment, hill, h;; 
and tower, In3 (properly "a watch-tower," corresponding a 
hm), are joined, just as in Micah's promise ; and this is a cer. 
tain proof of the unsoundness of all those explanations which 
would sever the two in Micah. Perhaps there is, in that pas- 
sage of Isaiah, the addition of a third object, standii in the 
middle between the two, viz., the castle of the king which waa 
situated on Zion, and of which the highest and strongest part 
was formed by the tower. There seems, at least, to be better 
ground for understanding this by Frnn than the temple, as is 
clone by mringa. I t  will, nevertheless, be better to understand 
the palace collectively, and to view it as being parallel to the 
house, of joy in ver. 13. So much is, at all events, evident, 
that here also, Ophel cannot be understood of the lowest part of 
Mount Zion, inasmuch as it had nothing distinguished about it 
that could account for its being mentioned in this context; and 
to this, the circumstance of its being connected with the tower, 
must, moreover, be added. Fdm, l.c., has convincingly proved, 
that Ophl, in the stricter sense, neither had, nor could have, 
any fortifications. 

~ q y ,  LCunto thee," seems here to have that emphasis which 
originally belongs to 1~. I t  indicates that the object in motion 
really reaches its goal, while h originally expresses only its 
&action towards the goal. I t  points to all the obstacles which 
seem to render it impossible for the dominion to reach its goal, 
and represents them as such 'as ehall be overcome by dirine 
omnipotence. This is quite in accordannce with the scope of 
the whole representation, which Calwin thus appositely poiub 
out: "The prophet endeavours to confirm the faith and hope 
of the godly, that they might look forward to the distant future, 
and not dwell only upon the present destrnction; that they 
might rather believe that the matter was in the .hands of God, 
wbuo had p~-omised, that He who raised the dead, would also 
restore the kingdom of David, which had been destroyed." I Several interpreters, e.g., RoscnmtiUer, connect mw imme , 
diately with what follows: "The kingdom shall come and 1 

attain." But, in opposition to this, there are not only the ao 
cents (Mihaelis : " The Athnuch is intended to keep the mind 
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of the reader in snapenae for some time, and to direct his atten- 
tion to what follows"), but also the change of the tenses, which 
is intended just to prevent thin connection, and the weak eense 
which would be the result, inasmuch as one of the verbs would 
be a pleonasm. I t  must rather be supposed, therefore, that the 
subject in ;uln is indefinite. The remark which Hcivernick, in 
his C o r n m y  on Daniel, S. 386, makes on the omission of ' 
the indefinite subject, i? here fully applicable, although he 
himself makes a wrong application of it to that passage : " m e  
indefinite subject," he says, "has a special emphasis. By the 
omission of the definite idea, i t  is, as it were, left to the reader 
to supply everythiig possible (in the passage under considera- 
tion, the compass of all that is glorious), for which the writer 
cannot find language!' 

The "first," ie., former, or ancient "dominion," refers to 
the splendid timeti under David and Solomon ; but, at the same 
time, it supposes a period when the dominion is altogether taken 
away from the dynasty of David. Such a period had already 
been announced by t.he prophet, in his first discourse, inasmuch 
as it is implied in the carrying away of all Judah into captivity ; 
and still more distinctly in iii. 12, according to which, Zion, the 
seat of the Davidic dominion, is to be ploughed as a field. ThiR 
announcement, with the express mention of the king, returns 
in ver. 9, and, contrasted with it, the announcement of the re- 
 tora at ion of the Davidic dominion in v. 1 (2). 

The last words of the verse are, by many expositora (Calwin, 
Nixhaelis, and Rosenmiille), translated thus : "And the king- 
dom, I say, shall belong to the daughter of Jerusalem ; " so that 
Jerusalem would here be, not the object, but the subject of d* 
minion. The sense, according to this explanation, is best 
brought out by Calvin : "The propliet here distinctly mentions 
the daughter of Jerusalem, becauae the kingdom of Israel had 
obscured the glory of the true kingdom. The pwphet hence 
testifies, that Ged was not unmindfhl of His promise, and would 
so arrange it that Jerusalem should recover its lost dignity, and 
the whole people be gathered unto one body!' But this expla- 
nation must be rejected on philological grounds. N ~ D  is 
stdw constr. ; the 5 serves, therefore, only as a circumlocution 
of the genitive; and it is not admissible to supply the Verb 
Substant. To this, moreover, there mast be added the ref- 
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ence to what precedes. The dominiin over the da+ter of 
Jerusalem is to come ta the tower which commands the daugb- 
ter of Zion, nut, by any means, to the daughter of Zion herself. 
The prophet makes J e d e m  to represent the kingdom of God; 
and, in so doing, he probably has mgad to the relation of Zion 
and of the king's cantle to the town, by which was eymbolized 
the relation which the Davidic dynasty occupied to the kingdom 
of God. 

CHAP. IV. 9-14. 

At the close of the last chapter, the prophet had kmotmcsd 
severe judgments. In  the verses immediately preceding, he had 
given glorioua prodses. In that which follows, he now ann- 
bines them two elements ; and it is only in chap. v. that the 
promise again appears, pmly, and by itself. The judgments 
are thns introduced into the middle of the proclamation of d- 
vation, in order that the faitbful might thns be praemed from 
forming any vain hopes, which, if not confirmed by the result, 
are apt to be exchanged for much deeper despondency. But 
this same circumstance contained within it an indirect conso- 
lation; for it is certain that He who cansee future events to 
be foretold, overrules them also ; and "He who sen& them, 
can also turn them." For the p t e s t  'cause of our despond- 
ency under the cross is certainly the doubt which we entertain 
as to whether it really comes from God. The prophet, how- 
ever, atFords dircct consolation also. Whensoever he a p d s  
of any calamity, he immediately rmbjoina the announcement of 
divine deliverance. The intimation of the sufferings, in this 
section, differs essentially from the former ones. It is not, like 
these, in a threatening, but in an a8Fectionate character ; indeed, 
in vers. 11-13, the consolation preponderates even outwydly. 
From this, it is sutlSciently eviaent, that it must have a di-t 
destination, Whist the threatening was intended &idly for 
the ungodly, it has, just as much as the preceding pnre prom;sel 
the truly godly members of the Theocracy dm in view, md 
eime at strengthening them in the manifold temptations into 
which they muat fall, in consequence of the sufferings which 



alwap come upon them also at the eame time, on account of 
their outward, and therefore aleo their inward, connection with 
the wicked. 

A glance at the great catrrstrophea, which were to precede the 
appearance of Christ, was here just in ita proper place. In the 
preceding context, the prophet had mentioned the restoration of 
the former dominion. Here, he describes how the dominion is 
loat ("There is no king in thee," ver. 9), and what shall happen 
during the period of this lorn. He then further details, in v. 1 
(2) sq., in what mannex the dominion is to be restored. 

I t  is a threefold sdering, joined with deliverance from it, 
which presents itself to the prophet in his inward vision, and 
which he describes accordingly. This is evident from the three- 
fold mp, compare vers. 9, 11, 14, which, each h e ,  indicates 
when a new scene preaenta itself to the prophet. This, further, 
appears from the different character which each one bears. In  
the case of the announcement in vers. 9 and 10, via., the carry- 
ing away to Babylon, it is alone the Lord's hand which delivers 
His p p l e .  In the calamity described in vers. 11-13, He grants 
to Israel courage in war, and victory to his a m .  The plane 
of the enemies to destroy Zion are frustrated, while in the fob 
mer calamity they succeeded. In  ver. 14, Zion is anew rep- 
ented ar, sorely pressed by enemies, and captured by them. 
According to v. 1, which is closely connected with what pre- 
cedes, the deliverance is accomplished by the Messiah, in whom 
the promise of the restoration of the dominion of the house of 
David over the daughter of Zion is fulfilled. 

Ver. 9. " N i  why dort thou rabs a c y ? Is Bem no king 
in thee, or ie thy c d l l o r  gone? For pangs have seized thee as 
a woman in travail." 

Zion, mourning at the time of the carrying away into c a p  
tivity, stands before the prophet's spirit, and is addressed by bim. 
This ought never to have been overlooked. But since, neverthe- 
less, it has been so, we quote from the multitude of analogous 
instances, at least one which is altogether incontrovertible, and 
where the writer likewise transfers himdf into the time of the 

2 0 
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captivity, viz., the passage in Hos. xiii. 9-11, which, in other 
mpeds slsq ahom a great resemblance to the one under con- 
sideration : "This has destroyed thee, 0 Israel, that thou aast 
against Me, against thine help. Where is now thy king1 U 
him deliver tpee in all thy cities. And where are thy judges 1 
Surely thou didst may : Give me kings and princes. Bnd I gave 
thee a king in Mine anger, and took him away in My wrath.* 
I t  is qaite impossible to entertain, even for a moment, the 
thought that, in this passage, Hosea speaks of the real past and 
present, inasmuch ae he prophesied before the deetmction of 
the kingdom of the ten tribes. Micah opene his repmaentation 
just with the moment that Jerusalem is captared by the en&; 
and he announces to her that her sderings are not yet at an 
end,-that she must wander into exile. The progrese of the 
thought in the v e m  under consideration is this :-The prophet 
Bees Zion diseoked in grief and lamentation. Full of sympathy, 
he asks of her the cause of this mourning,-whether, it may be, 
it was caused by the loss of her king; and he himself answers 
this qoestion in the ahnative, became euch a cam could 
alone account for such a grief. Now, in order fully to rePlize 
the mourning of Zion over her king, we mast bear in mind that 
the visible head was a representative of the invisible one,--the 
mediator of His mercies: that hence, his =oval was a token 
of divine anger, and an extinction of every hope of ualvation. 
Every other king is, indeed, likewise an anointed of the Lord; 
but the king of Israel was so in a totally different sense. How 
deeply, from this point of view, the loss of the king was felt, at 
the time when that which is here merely the idea2 present become 
the real present, b men from Lam. iv. 20: "The breath of 
our life, the anointed of the Lord, is taken a prisoner in their 
pits, he of whom we said, Under his shadow we shall live among 
the heathen." In  Zech. iv. the civil magiseatea, along with 
the ecclesiastical authorities, appear as the greateat gift of God's 
gram ; henceforth these two shall again be the medium through 
which the Lord communicates His gracious gifts to the Con- 
gregation, just as they had been before the captivity. I t  must 
further be borne in mind, that all the promisea for the fntnm 
were bound up with the regal institution. With its extinction, 
therefore, everything seemed to be lost; every prospect of 8 

better future seemed to have disappeared. The reference 



Jer. viii. 19, where the king is the Lord Himaelf, to the pas- 
sage before us, is very beautiful, and full of deep meaning. 
It points out the truth, that the 1- of the earthly king ia a 
consequence of their having forced the heavenly King to 6 t h -  
draw from the midst of them.-The ' 'corncil l~r~~ ia pre- 
eminently the king himaelf ; compare Is. ix. 5, where Christ, in 
whom the Davidic dynasty ia to attain to the full height of ita 
destination, appears as the councillor in the higheat sense. 
Other wuncillors, it.is true, are not thereby excluded; they 
form, however, onIy a group around the king as their centre ; 
compare Is. iii. 3. 

Ver. 10. " Tmail and break forth, 0 daughter of Zig & a 
woman who bringeth fwth; f m  now shalt thou go f d  orst of th 
ciiy, and thou dweUcst in the hid, and comet till to Babylon : 
there shalt thuu bs dCliwmad, there the Lord eh l i  redeem thee out' 
ofthehandofth~memiee." 

The consolation begins with the words h ow only; the 
whole remainii part of the verse ie of a mournful character. 
In the words, " Travail and break forth," one aspect only of the 
fip of the parturient woman is brought into view, viz., the 
pain ; but not the joy following upon the pain ; compare remarb 
on v. 2. The Imperative is thus not, as aome interpreters erro- 
neously asanme, an Imper. conuolationiu, but an intimation that 
the pain would reach ita height, put into the form of an exhorta- 
tion to submit to it. Much more satisfactorily than by .many of 
the later expositors, the sense of this verse has been thus fixed 
by Ccrloin : " The e m  and substance is, that although God 
would, according to His promise, take care of the people, the 
faithful should have no reason from this to indulge in joy, as if 
they were to be exempt from all troubles ; on the contrary, the 
prophet exhorts them that they should rather prepare them- 
selves to undergo all kids of misery, so that, when driven out 
of their own land, they should not only, like straying people, 
wander about in the fields, but should be driven to Babylon ae 
into a grave. But while he thus preparea the faithful to bear 
the cross, he subjoins the hope of salvation, viz., that God would 
deliver them, and redeem them'from thence out of the hands of 
their enemiee!'-The h n  reanmes the preceding, where the 
prophet had, at the point of time where he had taken his stand, 
viz., the capture of the city, represented that calamity of this 
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. people, under the image of the pains of child-bearing. I t  thus 
becomes equivalent to--Thou shalt be obliged to bear, not only 
the pains which precede the birth, but also the highest of all 
pains, viz.; the pains of the b i d  itself. What the latter are 
in relation to the former, that, in the view of the prophet, is tb 
carrying away out of the Holy Land,-the expulsion from the 
face of God (an expulsion similar to that of Cain when he was 
obliged to flee from Eden), when compared to the mere capture. 
Hence the close connexion with what follows, by means of 9. 
The word 'nj! (the o is, for the sake of euphony, employed in- 
stead of u ;  just as in ver. 13 'F9) is, by most interpreters, 
translated, h d  lead out." But we must object to this, on 

' 
the ground that nu has always an intransitive signiication only, 
viz, " to break forth ;" and this signification is here quite suit- 

'able, more so.even than the transitive ; for it marks more em- 
phatically the pain during the birth, which is here the only point: 
Jer. iv. 31. I t  is, as it were, a dissolution of the whole nature, 
a violent breaking of it into pieces. The " now," just as the 
'' now" at the commencement of the description of the scene, 
belongs to the ideal standing-point, where the carrying away is 
just at hand ; for this is the period of the future into which the 
prophet has been carried. The dwelling in the field" is the 

, intervening station between the going forth" and the com- 
ing to Babylon." In  the open air, exposed ta all the inclemen- 
cies of the weather (compare the expression, Under the dew 
of heaven," in Dan. iv. 22,30 [25,83]), the prisoners were col- 
lected for the pnrpose of being afterwards carried away. The 
word vy, as well as the twofold aa, are emphatic. Irresistibly, 
the divine judgment advances to its last goal ; but as irr&d'bIp 
does divine mercy wresb from the enemies the prey which seemed 
to have been given to them even for ever.-The futility of dl 
attempts to esplain away the distinct prophecy of the Babylonish 
captivity in this passage has been shown in the D i s d  on 
the Genuinenecrs of Daniel, p. 151 sqq. How even Caspwi could 
join in these attempts, it is di5cdt to explain. Even he is of 
opinion that the prophet had expected the catastrophe to come 
from Bsshnr. Chap. v. 4, 5 (5; 6) cannot be decisive for the 
reference to Asahnr. For the circumstance that Bsshur appesrs 
the& as the type of the futnre enemies of the kingdom of God, 
impli- indeed, that he occupied the first place among the ens 



mies at the time of the prophet ; but it by no meane implies that 
he must occupy a place in the outline of the future catastrophes 
of the people of God. Such a catastrophe was not to proceed 
from him, but rather from an enemy who had not yet at that 
time appeared on the scene, although hi power was already ger- 
minating, as is shown by Is. d. and other passages. The 
oppression of Judah by h h u r  was ind& a heavy one ; but 
it was transitory, and did not by any means constitute an era. 
From the relation in which vers. 9-14 (iv. 9-0. 1) stands to 
ver. 8, it s&ciently appears that the oppression by the Chal- 
deans must here form the commencement, although the Bssyrian 
oppression must be added to it as introduction and a prelude. 
According to this relation, the point at issue here can'be only 
the cessation of the dominion of the Davidic family. From 
Jer. xxvi. 18,19, Caspari endeavours to prove that Micah had 
in view, in the first instance, the Assyrians only. But that 
passage of Jeremiah refers to Mic. iii. 12, where the prophecy 
has a general character, and where the instruments of the divine 
judgment are not expressly mentioned, as is the case here. On 
the other hand, the following arguments are opposed to the refer- 
ence to the Assyrians. 1. The prophet does not mention Asshur, 
but Babylon. Nothing is, certainly, proved by the circumstance 
that, at the time of the prophet, Babylon was still under the 
Assyrisn dominion ; for Babylon comes here into consideration, 
not so much as a place, but as a hostile power. The place, aa 
such, wan of no consequence, and the mention of it waa not 
required by the character of the prophecy. 2. If the announce- 
ment referred to Asshur, the result would contradict the p m  
phecy. Gaspar4 sap, that by the repentance and conversion of 
the people, the fulfilment had been averted. But with wch a 
view of prophecy, the poeition of the prophetic institution be- 
comes untenable, and h i i r i d y  incomprehensible. The Mosaic 
regulation, that whomever prophesied anything that did not 
take place should be punished with death, would in that case 
lose all practical signiicance ; for there would always have been 
at hand the excuse, that by the repentance the execution of that 
sentence of punishment had been repealed. From the nature 
of the case, and from that Mosaic regulation, it follows that 
special annonncementa expressed absolutely must be fulfilled 
absolutely ; and not a single fact in the history of prophetism 
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stands in contradiction to thii truth. Jonah's announcement 
to Nineveh, indeed, has been appealed to ; but, in reply, we 
remark simply, that the words of that announcement have not 
been communicated to us, while we see from the result that it 
was conditions1 only. Such a decided repentance would scarcely 
have been called forth by it among the inhabitants of Nineveh, 
had repentance not been expressly declared in it as a means of 
deliverance. 3. blicah everywhere goes hand in hand with his 
contemporary Isaiah. But the latter always opposes energeti- 
cally the despondency of Judah in the face of Asshur, and de- 
clares that his proud power would be broken at Jerusalem (as 
had been already prophesied by Hosea in i. 4-7), and that, while 
the kingdom of the ten tribes would be destroyed, Judah would 
experience the protecting hand of the Lord. Caapan' contra- 
dicts himself in thus making these two men of God to differ in 
so essential a point. For a man like Hittig, it may be quite 
befitting to say, " Micah did not ,t the h, courageous 
faith which was displayed by Isaiah!' 4. I t  is quite impossible 
to get rid of the obvious parallelism of the passage under con- 
sideration with Ie. xxxk 6,7, where the rising of the Babylonish 
empire, the destruction of the Davidic kingdom by it, b d  the 
carrying away of Judah to Babylon, are clearly and distinctly 
predicted. And in a number of other prophecies, Isaiah like- 
wise declares or supposes, that that which the Assyriane threat- 
ened in vain, would at some future period, when the iniquity 
of the people had become full, be carried out by Bebylon 
with her Chaldeans. It is scarcely conceivable how Caspwi, 
acknowledging as he does the genuineness of these prophecies of 
Isaiah, could think of dissevering from them the prophecy now 
under consideration.-~eclmtions like that before us, where, 
in clear and distinct outlines, a future event is foretold one 
hundred and fifty years before it taka place, inflict a death- 
blow upon the naturalistic view of the prophetic institntion, as 
is d c i e n t l y  evident from EiWe embnmmment, and from hi 
efforts to f& himself from the bands of this trotlbl-e f a d  

Ver. 11. " And now many nations ad'smbls h e l a m  a p ' d  
thee, thatray: I 2  hw be profaned, and kt ow eyes look upm 
Zion." 

Israel, with its daim of being done the people of the odf 
true God, waa a thorn in the eyes of the nationa These here 



burn with eager d& to pram, actually and by deeds, that this 
presumptuous claim wae nnfounded,'and, by the destruction of 
the city, to take from it its fancied holinem, and the glory of 
holiness. Deetmction and profanation are, in their view, inae- 
pambly connected. The contrast to the verse under review is 
formed by vii. 10 : '' And mine enemy shall see it, and ehame 
shall come upon her who said, Where is the Lord thy God? 
Mine eye. shall behold her, now shall she be trodden down as 
the mire of the streets!' The words, "Where is the Lord thy 
God 1" entirely agree in substance with, " Let her be profaned I" 
But the desire of profaning Jerasalem must be conceived of as 
the human motive only. According to the view of Scripture 
generally, and of Micah particularly, all the distress of the 
people of God has its foundation in sin; and from the whole 
context, and especially from v. 2 (3), where this event also is 
comprehended within the time when God's people are given up, 
it clearly appeare that, notwithstanding the happy issue, we have 
here before us a heavy calamity. By a new phase of sin, a new 
phase of judgment is brought about; and by a new phase of 
worldliness, a new phase of aggression by the world's power.- 
I t  is owing to a etriving after variety, that the word "and" here 
stands before "now," while it is omitted in the third scene. I t  
may stand, or it may be omitted, because the various catastrophes 
are independent of each other, and yet, at the same time, form 
a connected whole, aa is evident from the words, "He will give 
them up," in v. 2 (3), by which they are connected together. 
The heavy oppression of Jndah appears here under the form of 
a eiege of its centre, in accordance with the *ope of prophecy, 
which, everywhere, seeks to impart vividness and animation to 
the scene, by uniting into one picture that which is separated by 
time and apace. The historical reference of the prophecy is thus 
very accurately stated by Calmn : Although the Babylonish 
captivity has come to an end, and Ierael has been restored from 
it, the promkd kingdom shall not immediately come. Before 
that takes place, the neighbowing nations shall aasemble them- 
selves against Jerusalem, with the d& of profaning it, and of - 
enjoying a pleasant spectacle. This took place under Antiochus." 
That to which the prophet here simply alludes, but yet in such 
a way that the right reference cannot possibly be mistaken (since 
a great hostile aggression is here deeuibed, which s h d d  happen 
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after the F p l e  have returned from Babylon, and which is re- 
moved by the piety andeourage of the people themselves; and 
since, after this second oppreaaion, there follows a third, which 
ia described in ver. 14, thew certainly remaina no other alter- 
native: the times of the Maccabees are those wbich can alone 
be thought of), is further detailed by Zechariah in ix. 11 ff. At 
his time, the deliverance from the first calamity had aIready 
taken place ; and he expressly states the names of the enemies; 
just as, in the prophecy under review, the authore of the 6rst 
calamity are expressly named. That which is especially c h  
teristic, and which points to the time of the Maccabees, is, mom 
over, the special mention of many nations, which are united in 
their decided hatred against Jerusalem aa a city, and against 
Judah as .the people of the Lord, taken in connection with the 
character of the war as a religious war in the strictest aense,--it 
being an attempt of heathenism to destroy the Congregation of 
the Lord as such. T h e  featureu are found in no other c&+ 
strophe during the time between Mid and Christ. And that the 
aggression belonga to the period before the appearing of the 
Saviour, is evident from the whole context, as well Bs from v. 2 
(3). In the time of the Maccabees, it was not with Syria done 
that Judah had to do ; but all the heathen nations withput ex- 
ception, with which Judah had any connection at that time, 
united themselves for a decisive stroke against the kingdom of 
God. Their purpose was to extirpate the whole race of Jlcob, 
1 Mscc. v. 2. Striking remarks bpon the real nature of the 
atrnggle at that period, as a struggle of faithful Judaism @t 
Heathenism, the latter of which had gained a coneiderable party 
among the people themselves, are made by Stark in " Gcuo und 
dis Philistdirche Kate," Jena, 52, S. 481 ff. Among other 
things, he says : tL The national distinctions in the boundaries of 
Palestine had by no means d, but continued ~ d e r  the 
general cover of the Egyptian and Syrian administration in a 
varied, unyielding, and hostile manner. There were the Idn- 
means in the whole of the south of Palestine to near J d e m ;  

- then, the Philistines, or when called by their cities, the Uaxeann 
and Ashdodians ; the Phceniciang the Samaritans or Chuttean~, 
the mixed population of Galilee, the Arabs of Per- . . . 
As soon as the Jewish people, who, up to t b t  time+ had been 
altogether insigdcant in a political point of view, rose again.% 



the Syrian empire, at fiht for their religiom peculiarities, then, 
for their political independence, and, finally, even for the re- 
covery of the ideal posseasion of their country-an idea which 
had been kept alive by tradition,-it could not but be that those 
who were n a h d y  the mpports and centres of the Syrian 
operations, became the objects of the hostile Jewish operations; 
and that the whole national portion of the population, although 
not Greeks, we= anew inlaamed by their old hatred of, and 
opposition to, Judaism; a0 that they considered that Hellenic 
struggle as also a national one. This period thus produced at 
the same time a revival of the old national struggle of the in- 
habitants of Palestine, modified and increased by the atruggle 
of Hellenism with the national reaction which served as a super: 
strncture for it." The objection, raised even by C-Fi, that 
a prophecy of the victorious struggles in the time of the Macca- 
bees must be atran& and surprieing in a prophet of the Assyrian 
period, will not startle those who look at the analogies-such as 
the prophecy in Is. vi. In  the latter prophecy, first the Chaldean, 
and then the Roman catastrophes, are described in sharp outlines, 
but without any mention of the names of the inatrumenta of 
punishment. I t  is only in reference to the executors bf the 
first of these judgments that more distinct disclosures were given 
to the prophet himself at a subsequent $od. The announce- 
ment in Zech. ix., where the Greeks are expressly mentioned, 
is, in reality, not less miraculous. According to all prophetical 
analogies, it is aprioli probable that this detailed prophecy of 
the Maccabean period, and the aimilar one in Daniel, should 
have been preceded by some older prophecy which refers to the 
same facts, but only in general outlines, such as we have in the 
passage under conaideration. If any doubt should still &main, 
it would be removed by a glance at the conflicting interprets- 
tione. Ewald and Etttig think of the Assyrian invasion, to 
which Vera 9, 10, are likewise referred by them, although such 
a reference is in opposition to the express words of these verses, 
-which, for a Naturalistic tendency, are rather inconvenient. 
The contradiction in these two prophecies Eumld endeavours to 
reconcile by the evidently erroneons supposition, that the carry- 
ing away in ver. 10 mnst be conceived of as only a partial one, 
-a wppOBition which ia invalidated by a simple comparison of 
iii. 12. According to Ri, the prophet hag in vers. 11-13, 
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overcome the despondency expressed in vers. 9, 10, and has 
raised himself to confidence in God. He thus makee the prophet 
distinctly contrlldict himself in one breath,+ suppition which 
does not even deserve a refutation. Even if we were entirely 
to separate this passage fmm ita carmection, how ill does the 
activity here ascribed to Judah agree with the oppression by the 
Assyrians I This activity of Judah supposes that it has to do 
with many small nations. Againet the great &tic empires, a 
direct and immediate interposition of the Lord is eveyrohm 
referred to. The salvation, however, which ia here annouaced 
td Judah, can be only an imperfect one, and cannot go beyond 

. what they really received at the time of the Maccabees. This 
is d c i e n t l y  evident from the circumstance, that it belongs to 
a time in which Judah has no king of the Davidic house ; for 
him they have already lost in ver. 9, and receive again only in 
v. 1 (2), in Christ ; and it is certain that the Davidic house wao 
the channel through which d the trne and great mercies of the 
Lord were bestowed npon His people. 

Ver. 12. "And they know not the thoughto of the 
neither understand thy His counsel; for Es gathe& than ar the 
deaf for tk? threshing-fior." 

The particle '" andn is here 4, where we, for the sake of 
a closer connection, would employ ' 4  but." The thoughts of the 
Lord are these,-that the ederings, after having served their 
purpose aa regarda Zion, shall paas over to the enemies, so that 
they shall themselves be destroyed by Zion, while they so con- 
fidently thought to inflict deetrnction upon Zion. The 93 in- 
duces the reason of their not knowing the way of the Lord. If 
they h e w  it, they would not express such desire and hope ; for 
it ie &y themselves whom the Lord gives over to destructioa 

Ver. 18. 44 A&c and &resh, 0 & u q b  of Zion, fw I makt 
thine ?wrn iron, and thy c h s  h s ;  cmd thou OrUd/(Gat in e s  
many peopls, and I consecmts their gain untv the Lord, a d  tkb 
strength to the Rder of tH6 whole earth." 

The fignre is based npon the Eastern mode of threshing; 
compare Pauban oom Ackmbau d e  M q d  5 40-42 ; N i r ,  
Reba i. S. 151; and likerwise Is. xxi. 10, di. 15; Hab. iii U. 
Strictly speaking, me  chrrrscteristic only of the t lndhg oxen 
is here considered, viz., the croahing power of theii hoofa The 
prophet. however. extends the cum- to that also in which 
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the ball& is formidable, even when it is not engaged in the 
work of threshing, viz., to i t ,  horns. On this point 1 Kings 
Hji. 11 may be compared, where the pseud*prophet Zedelriah 
makea to himself iron horns, and thus etatea the import of thia 
symbolical action : Thus saith the Lord, With these ahah thou 
push Aram until it is destroyed!' The h t  person in 9mnn;r 
has perplexed several ancient translrrtors (Sy7, Jnmne), as well 
as many modern interpreters, who, therefore, substitute the 
aecond permn for it. But it is quite appropriate. As at the 
beginning, where the Lord gathem the sheaf on the threshing- 
floor, so at the dm also, the prophet declarea that the victory 

. is the work of G)od. It is He Himself, the true God, the Lord 
of the whole earth, who reminds His rebellious aubjects of their 
true relation to Him, by vindicating to Himself a part of the 
good things which He bestowed upon t b m ;  just as He once 
did in Egypt. ThLP thought contains the reason why, instead of 
the pronoun of the fimt person, the noun ia employed ; so that it is 
equivalent to : To Me the only God, the Lord of the whole earth. 
But it is altogether distorted, if the firat peraon here be changed 
into the second. With respect to the import of the word, we 
muat by no meam think only of the gifts of consecration which 
were brought to the temple. Such a view would be neceseary, 
only if the goods of the Covenant-people, or the Covenant- 
people themselves, were introduced as that which ia to be con- 
secrated. In  that case we could understand, by that which is 
consecrated, that only which is the exclusive property of the 
Lord, which has been dedicated to Him exclusively, and for 
ever withdrawn from the nse of His subjects, and which, as far 
ae they am concerned; is as good aa annihilated; compare 
Lev. uvii. 28 : '6 Everything consecrated, which any one con- 
secrates to the Lord, of man and of beast, and of the field of 
his e o n ,  shall not be sold nor redeemed ; every consecrated 
thing is most holy to the Lord." But here, where He who con- 
~ e ~ r a t e a  is the Lord, while the e;oods are t h w  of the heathen, the 
latter only are to be considered as being excluded from the pos- 
seesion, and as those in reference to whom the goods are conse- 
crated goods ; whii  the people of God must, on the other hand, 
be d d e r e d  as partPldng in what He has acquired. The 
communitp of goods between t h e  two is rendered prominent 
in other passsgea dso w h m  the object required it. Thus, eg., 
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Joel iv. (iii.) 5, where the PhQnicians and Philistines m 
charged : '" ddy .silver and My gold ye have taken, and My 
precious things, the goodly ones, ye have &ed into your 
palaces!' That we cannot here think of the temple+treasnre 
is evident, not only from a comparimn of ver. 4, where the 
attempts of these nations to avenge themselves on Israel on 
account of former injuries, are expressly repmented as attempts 
to take vengeance upon God, but also from history, which knows 
nothing af the plunder of the temple by Phmnicians and P h i b  
tines. The mention of the gain points to the male pa%--and 
this is the more strictly applicable, the nearer the relation is in 
which he who is robbed stands to the Lord of the earth. With 
the gain, the substance in general is lo&--The fundamental 
thought of the verse, which is here expressed only with an appli- 
cation to a apecial case, is that of the victory of the Congregation 
of the Lord over the world. This was perceived by Calvin, who 
strikingly demonstrates how this declaration is ever anew real- 
ized, and how its complete fulfilment is reserved only for the 
second coming of Clxrist. He has erred, however, in this, that 
looking only to the eternal import of the thought, he overlooked 
the circumstance that it is here' expressed with reference to a 
definite event in which it was to be realized. 

Ver. 14. a Nacr thou gatherat thy8elf in tnn,p) 0 dougliicr 
of troops. They Eay d q e  against us, thy emits the judge of 
Israel m'th the rod upon the cheek." 

A new scene presents itself to the prophet. Zion, victorious 
on the precding occasion, appears here as powerless, and locked 
up within her walls. She is captured ; and ignominious abase 
is cast upon the leaders of the deeply abased people.-We need 
not here dwell for any length of time upon the numerous expo- 
sitions of mmn. There is only one, viz., "thou shalt prejs 
thyself together," which affords an appropriate contrast; whiie 
this contrast is lost when it is translated, as Hofmann does, by: 
"thou shalt lacerate thyself" (compare what Cqari  has ad- 
meed against it). "Thou shalt presa thyself together" does 
not, moreover, destroy the import of Hithpael, and has especially 
the use of the Hithp. of na, in Jer. v. 7, in its favour. The 
Hithpael in this signification is probably a Denominative of nu. 
The person addressed, the mma, can be none other than the 
p*rtu in ver. 13. For it i she who is addressed by the prophet 



in each of the new scenes announced by ;mp, and she is, gene- 
d y ,  the only one to whom the discourse is, throughout the 
whole d o n ,  addresaed. The intentional paronomaaia occasioned 
by the designation "daughter of troops," i.e., who appeared in 
warlike array, evidently alludes to pmm, and refera to the de- 
scription of Zion as a brave victorious hero, in the preceding 
verses. The enemy ia immediately afterwards spoken of in 
the third peraon. The words, "Siege (not by any means 
' a wall,' as De W' maintains) they lay, or direct against us," 
clearly indicate that the pressing of themselves together, which 
forma a contrast with the former courageous excnrsions indi- 
-cated by nw, is the consequence of fear, weakness, and hostile 
oppreesion. The words are therefore strikingly pmaphrased 
by Jwti, thua: "But now, why dost thou thua press thyself 
together, thou who wast accustomed to presa others 7" This, 
however, only must be kept in mind, that mnu implies an 
allusion to the fact that the warlike disposition continues even 
in the present, notwithstanding the feebleness forced upon her, 
-a very characteristic feature. In saying, "They lay siege 
against ue? instead of "against thee," the prophet is carried 
away by his emotions to show himself as one of the people 
whom he sees to be oppressed by so heavy sufferings. As mdi- 
cated by the word "now" also, he is, in spirit, in the midst 
of them. The ignominious treatment of the judge of Israel 
supposes that the prophet sees, in his inward vision, the capture 
of the city ae having already taken place ; for it is impossible to 
conceive of the jndge, the soul of the city, aa being outaide of it. 
This judge of Israel is an ideal person, formed by the prophet in 
order that he might be able to contrast him with the Ruler of 
Israel in v. 1 (2), who represents all the theocratic authorities ; 
compare, eg., b. iii. 12, where the corrupted leaders of the 
~heoc'rac~ present themselves to the prophet in the person of a 
large child. To speak, in such a caae, of a collective noun, as is 
usually done, is out of place. But i t  may be observed t6at i t  is 
not a king who is here spoken of, but, very significantly, a judgc 
of Israel only, probably with reference to the times before Saul, 
when Israel was governed by judges. The royal dominion which, 
according to the announcement in ver. 9, shall be destroyed by 
Babylon, ahall be reatired by the Messiah only (compare V. 1 
[2J, iv. 8), who is not $tow LMPT, but, like Hia great ancestor 
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David, ~~~ h; compare 2 Sam. xxiii. 3. There can be no 
doubt that, &, this connection, the Judge ia spoken of pe d b  
tinguished from, and conhasted with, the Xirrg. But even by 
itaelf, the mention of the . T e e  cannot but be &ding. It 
would have been against the object of the prophet to have men- 
tioned any inferior persons, when them existed a superior one; 
and if the King wae~ themby denoted, why should he have been 
designated thast-It is on purpose that how, which is the 
nomm d;sl(itcrtis of the people, is here choeen. I t  more emphati- 
cally points out the umorthine88 of the treatment, as well as the 
contrast between the reality and the idea in the destinies of the 
nation,-a contrast, it ia true, which Israel has called forth by 
the preceding contrast between the reality and the id- with 
regard to his conduct. Since Iarael has inwardly profaned him- 
self by hi own guilt, he is now, as a just punishment, profaned 
outwardly also.-With respect, now, to the historical reference 
of this dieastrow announcement. its fulfilment cannot be 8011pht 
for in any other event than the hvariion by the Romans. b i n g  
the deringa of the people, which are here described in general 
outlines, this is the only one recorded in history, with the excep- 
tion of those already mentioned. Isaiah, the contemporary if  
Micah, likewise annop114 as early aa in chap. vi., that upon 
those who should return from the captivity a second judgment 
would be inflicted, by which the national independence should 
be destroyed. This judgment is deecribed with remarkable clear 
ness and distinctneee by the poetexilic prophets, inasmuch as, to 
them, it appeared already more in the foreground ; compare the 
remarks on Zech. v. and xi.; Dan. ix. The only plausible argu- 
ment againat this reference ie this,--that the capture of the city 
by the ~O~I~IU~S was subsequent to the appearance of the Messiah, 
and that it is, after all, the latter which forms the subject of the 
announcement of salvation in v. 1 (2), which, again, refers to 
the sderinga described in the verse before us. This argument, 
however, is net aside by the following considerations. 1. The 
prophet, indeed, designates the misery which was inflicted by 
those enemies upon the Covenant-people only according to its 
acme, viz, the siege and capture of the city ; but he, neverthe- 
less, views it in, and understands it of, ita whole extent, asd 
from ite &at beginnings. These, then, in so far aa the Romans 
are concerned, fall in the time before Christ, for the Jewish 



people were already subjected to the Roman dominion by 
Pompey. 2. This alode, however, is not sufEcient. If, with 
Vmhuir (dc ce& oraculo Ma. lv. 14, in the DMsert. Plcilol. 
exeg. Leuw. 1775), we conhe ourselves to the capture by 
Pompey, we -not, by any means, get rid of the feeling that 
that fulfilment does not exhaust the prophecy. But we are, on ' 

the other hand, quite entitled to add that highest point, viz, the 
destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans, dong with all its still 
existing consequences, if only we consider, that the announce- 
ment of ealvation.in chap. v.-aa is ahown by its contents, and 
by its accordance with the analogy of all the Messianic pro- 
phecies-is not liited to the short period of the first appearance 
of Christ. That comes into consideration rather aa the grain of 
seed only fro& which the tree grew up, under which all the 
fowls of heaven were to dwell. Hence it is, that the salvation, 
no  leas than the punishment, is a continuous one, until, at the 
end of the days, it appeara in ite glorious consummation. But 
if  it be established that Christ is presented as the only Saviour 
from the calamity here described, then that calamity must still 

' 

continue for those who reject Him, yea, it must still be increased. 
It is only by giving up their opposition that they can be delivered 
from the yoke which presses upon them. The election, on the 
other hand, is, from the very beginning, received into the com- 
munion of His kingdom, which extends over the whole world 
Here, however, that which has been already remarked in refer- 
ence to Vera. 11-13 finds its application. The siege and captare . 
of Zion are preeminently the means of representing the idea of 
the heavy oppreaaion and deep abasement of Israel, and of the 
cessation of its political independence, although it must not 
upon any account be overlooked, that the natural form of the 
repreaentation is, at the same time, the natural form of the 
realization of the idea that Judah could not be destroyed with- 
out the siege and capture of Jerusalem, its centre. - 

CHAP. V. 1. 

And thou, Bethlehem Eph~atah, too little to be among the 
thousands of Judah, out of thee SJMU corn forth unto Me (one) 
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tobeRulmhIdnul;andHhgoinga f o t t h c r r a i A e ~ o f o l d ,  
the daye of Gtrrns-9." 

The close connection of this verse with what immediately 
precedes (Caspali is wrong in considering iv. 9-14 as an epi- 
sode) is evident, not only from the 1 copulative, and from the 
analogy of the near relation of the announcement of salvation 
to the prophecy of disaster in the preceding verse (for if the 
connection with ver. 14 be overlooked, the announcement of 
disaster contained in it remaine without a corresponding corn 
lation,-and this would be against the analogy of vers. 9,10, 
11-13) ; but more strikingly so from the contrast of the h 
h v a  with the knao w. The Judge of Israel in his deepest 
abasement, is here contrasted with the Rubr of Israel in Hi 
highest divine glory. The connection is seen also in the indica- 
tion of Bethlehem's natural littleness, as contrasted with the 
greatness to be bestowed upon it by God. What could hare 
induced the prophet thus stxongly to point out this circumstance, 
had it not been that he considered Bethlehem as the type of the 
Jewish people in their misery, described in the preceding verse, 
and the miraculous elevation of the former, to be accomplished 
by divine omnipotence, as the pledge of a like result for the 
whole people? There is, moreover, a reference to the beginning 
of the pretended episode. In iv. 9, it was said : ' 6  There is no 
king in thee;" here, it is announced that from Bethlehem 
there comes forth a glorious Ruler in Israel. But, on the other 
hand, there is also a close connection with ver. 8, as has been 
rightly perceived by Caspari. This connection and reference 
are mfficiently indicated by the like form. The address to 
Bethlehem here corresponds with the address to "the T o m  of 
the flock" there,-the "Ruler," b, here, with the "dominion," 
b, there. There, the dominion returns to the house of 
David ; here, the august person is described by whom this re- 
turn is effected, after the events, described iv. 9-14, have come 
upon the Covenant-people. That the Ruler here comes forth 
out of Bethlehem, corresponds with iv. 8 in so far as there the 
dominion return to the Tower of the flock, to the hill of the 
daughter of Zion, which implies the overthrow of the Davidic 
kingdom, and the return of the family of David to the condition 

- in which it lived at Bethlehem before the time of David,-which 
mutt necessarily precede its final glo ry.-According to l h c h h  
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ii. 2, S. 7 ff., BethIehem and Ephratah are to be distbiguished, 
so that the former designates the town alone, and the latter at 
the same time its whole environs,--so that Bethlehem Ephratah 
would be equivalent to Bethlehem situated in Ephratah. But 
even if we were to agree m-ith this opinion, we must not, by any 
means, consider the two words as standing in the atat. constr., any 
more than the corresponding mn* a n h a  in Judges xvii. 9, xix. 
1,2, IS. For as a Nomen proprium is equivalent to a noun with 
the article, it can never stand in the stat. con st^. with another 
noun. W e  should thus be obliged to assume that, by way of 
brevity, common in geographical designations, both appellations 
were placed unconnectedly beside each other, without any indi- 
cation of their relation, just as in addressing a letter, we would 
simply write Berlin, Prussia. But if we compare Gen. xxxv. 
19, where Ephratah is simply declared to be identical with Beth- 
lehem (ad  n'a wil mm~) ;-and if we consider that the prophet 
had already alluded to the contents of that chapter (compare 
remarks on iv. 8), and that he regards the events which for- 
merly happened in the neighbonrhood of Bethlehem as a type 
of those which were to take place in future ;-that in ver. 2 (3) 
he brings the new birth which is there to happen in parallelism 
with one which had formerly occurred in its nearest neighbour- 
hood, and that it is just in the account of the latter that the 
designation occurs,-we shall have the strongest reason for 
understanding here also the two names as a designation of the 
town, without deciding whether the above-mentioned differ- 
ence, as regards other passages, be well founded or not. Inter- 
preters commonly assert that the sole ground of the twofold 
designation of the place is the intention of distinguishing it 
from another Bethlehem in the tribe of Zebulun; compare 
Josh. xix. 15. But in that case, we should rather have expected 
the common Bethlehem Judah, instead of Bethlehem Ephratah. 
There can be no doubt, that the prophet, in choosing this de- 
signation, was guided by a regard to that passage in Genesis. 
One might also suppose that the prophet wished to allude, at  
the same time, to the appellative significations of these nouns, 
&., "house of bread,'' and "field of fruit," and to lay stress 
upon their typical import : the place, the blessing of which, as 
re& temporal things, is indicated by its name, shall, at some 

S H  - 
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future time, be blessed and fruitful in a higher sense. I t  is just 
in Micah, who is fond of making ai@cant allusions to names, 
that such a supposition ia very natural, as is shown, not only by 
chap. i., but also by vii. 18, where he gives an interpretation of 
hie own name. As, however, the two names elsewhere also 
occ-ur thus connected, without any attention being given to 
their sigdication, the prophet would not have omitted giving 
a hint upon this point. I t  is not the way of Scripture to make 
any allusions which cannot be understood with certainty. We 
shall, therefore, be obliged to suppose that, after the common 
name, the prophet mentions, in addition, the ancient name ren- 
dered sacred by memory from the time of the Patriarch, and 
by the auth'ority of the most ancient documents of revelation 
(compare, besides Gen. xxxv. 19, Gen. xlviii. 7), in order th- 
by to impart greater eolemnity to the discourse, and to intimate 
what great things he had to say of Bethlehem. In accordance 
with this designation by two names, is, then, the circumstance 
that the address is directed to Bethlehem-The word ~ p u  forms 
an apposition to Bethlehem : little to be," instead of, " who 
art too little to be!' If the sense were to be, "thou art little," 
the nnu would not have been omitted after VJN. The circum- 
stance that Bethlehem is addresed as a masculine (comp. ~UN, 

TW, and 1 ~ ~ )  may be accounted for by the prophet's viewing 
the town in the image of its ideal representative ; compare re- 
marks on Zech. ix. 7. In such a cute, the gender may be 
neglected; compare, e-g., Gen. iv. 7, where sin, nwn, appears 
as a masculine noun, on account of the image of a ravenous 
beast. Such personifications occur very frequently. Thos, 
nothing is more common in the Mosaic law than that Israel is 
addressed as one man. This has been frequently misunderstood, 
and, in consequence, that which refers to the whole people has 
been applied to the single individual. Thus it is even in the 
Decalogue. In Is. v. 7, the people of Jndah appear as the man 
Judah. 

The ZittInzeou of Bethlehem is sufficiently evident from the 
circumstance of its being left out in the catalogue of the t o m  
of the tribe of Judah, in Joshua (compare Buchime, Q 192). 
This induced the LXX. to insert it in Josh. xv. 60 along with 
several other towns which had been omitted ; and, in doing 
they were probably guided, not so much by a regard to its out- 



ward importance, as by the inttirest which attached to it from 
the recollection of an event of former times (compare Gen. 
xxxv.), from its being the birth-place of David, and still more, 
from the prophecy under conaideration, by which the eyes of 
the whole nation were directed to this place, outwardly so unim- 
portant. The assertion of Jewnne, that the Jews omitted the 
name in the Hebrew test, in order that Christ might not appear 
as a descendant of the tribe of Jndah, has received from Reland 
(S. 643) a more thorough refutation than it deserved. Keil, in 
his commentary on Joshua,'has lately renewed the attempt to 
prove, from internal reasons, the genuineness of the addition ; 
but, from the whole condition of the Alex. Version, it is very 
dangerous to trust to such arguments. The very reasons which 
Keil brings forward in support of the addition, are just those 
which might have induced the LXX. to make it. The circnm- 
stance that they added to Bethlehem the name Ephratah, plainly 
indicates the reason which induced them to introduce Bethlehem 
specially. Bethlehem is likewiee omitted in the catalogue of 
the towns of Judah, in Neh. xi. 25 ff., and can therefore have 
occupied among them a very low place only, although it is 
mentioned in Ezra ii. 21, Neh. vii 26. In the New Testa- 
ment, it is called a mere village (K&, John vii. 42). J08epJtu8, 
indeed, occasionally gives it the title of a town (compare Luke 
ii. 4, 11) ; but, in other passages, he designates it by ~ t a ~ i o v ,  
Ant. v. 2, 8.-nv;h vu means properly, " little in reference to 
being," instead of, '' too little to be,"-the wider expression 
being used to indicate the relations of the town to the being, 
where we nee the more limited expression.-Instead of the 
'' thousands of Judah," ~ ~ D S N  rlw ought to have been employed, 
as it appears, in order strictly to maintain the personification. 
The representative of Bethlehem is too small to be numbered 
among the heads of Judah. Several expositors (J. D. Michelia, 
Just9 have thereby been induced to point '&9 instead of '$$?. 
But this supposed emendation is set aside by the consideration 
that ~ 3 %  is only the special designation of the Edomitish 
princes, and occurs in a general sense, only by way of Cata- 
chrGBM) in Zechariah, who lived at a time when the Hebrew 
language was nearly extinct. The most simple explanation is, 
that the prophet views the thousands, or the families of Judah, 
no less than the town Bethlehem, as ideal existences ; in which 
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me, the personification is maintained throughout. Moreover, 
there would not be any insurmountable difficulty in the way of 
supposing that the prophet had given up the personification; 
for these are frequently not strictly adhered to by the prophets, 
who constantly pass from the figure to the thing prefigured. 
This may be at once seen from the preceding verse, ip the first 
clause of which, Zion appears personified as a woman, while im- 
mediately afterwards there follows, Gb against us.''+% thou- ~ 
sand," is frequently used for designating a family, because the 
number of its members usually coqsisted of about a thousand; 
compare  nun^ i. 16, where it is said of the twelve princes oi 
the tribes : " Heads of the thousands of Israel are they ;" Nm. 
x. 4 ;  Josh. wii. 14, 21 ; Judg. vi. 15;  1 Sam. x. 19. On the ~ 
division of Israel into thousands, hundreds, etc.--a division 1 

which existed before the time of Moses-compare what has 
been advanced in my Dissertations on the Genuinenw of the 
Pentahch, ii. p. 341 sqq. I t  is self-evident that the thought I 
here is, that Bethlehem is too little to constitute a thousand 
by h e y .  Communities, however, which were not sufficiently i 
numerous to constitute, by themselves, a generation or family, 
were reckoned with others, and formed with them an artificial 
generation, an .artificial family ; for the divisions of generations 
and families were, owing to the great significance which num- 
bers had in ancient times) connected with numerical relations. 
An instance of this kind occurs in 1 Chron. xxiii. 11,12, where 
i t  is said of four brothers that they had not sons enough, and 
were, for that reason, reckoned as one family only. Being 
merely part of a generation, Bethlehem had no place among 
the generations. The sense is clearly this: Bethlehem occu- 
pies a very low rank among the towns of the Covenanbpeople, 
--can scarcely show herself in the company of her distinguished 
sisters, who proudly look down upon her.-It is altogether a 
matter of course that Nx, "to go out," may be used also of 
"being born," of "descent," inasmuch as this belongs to the 
general category of going out ; compare, e.g., 2 Kings xx. IS. 
W e  must, however, confine onrselves to the general idea of 
"going forth," "proceeding," and not consider Bethlehem as 
the father of the Messiah. In opposition to Hofmann, this is 
proved by Caspari, from Jer. xxx. 21: '<And their governor 
shall proceed from the midst of them ;" and from Zech. r. 4. ' 

I 



-e ie without a definite subject. I t  is best to supply "one," 
which is evidently impIied in what follows. The coristruction,. 
which might otherwise appear somewhat strange, has been oc- 
casioned by the desire of making perceptible, by the very words, 
and their position, the contrast between the divine greatness 
and the natural littleness of Bethlehem :- 

Thou art little to be among the thouaanda of Judah ;- 
From thee ahall come forth unto me, to be a Ruler in ImaeL 

From a place which is too little to form a single independent 
member of the body, the head proceeds. From this contrast 
appears also the reason why it is said, "Ruler in Israel," while 
we should have expected to hear of the Ruler of Israel rrar' 
i&pju,-a circumstance on which Paulus lays so much stress 
in opposing the Messianic interpretation.-Had the prophet 
adopted the latter expression, not only would this contrast have 
been less striking, but the other also, which is likewise intended, 
viz., the contrast with the judge of Israel, in the preceding 
verse, who loses his dignity. The prophet was, in the first in- 
stance, concerned more about the genus than the indit.idua1,- 
more about the idea of dominion in general, than about the 
mode and kind of it. The individual is, afterwards, however, 
partly in this verse itself, partly in the following verse, so dis- 
tinctly characterized, that he cannot be by any means mistaken. 
Nothing more, it is true, is implied in these words, than that, 
at some future time, there would come forth from Bethlehem a 
Ruler over all Israel ; and if these words stood isolated, and if 
it could be proved that, after the time of Micah, there came 
forth from Bethlehem a Ruler over all Israel, besides the 
Messiah-a thing which, however, cannot be proved-then, 
indeed, it nDight be questionable which of the two to choose. 
Caprc"s exposition, "Will he come forth," has this against it, 
that, in the preceding verses, the Messiah was not yet spoken 
of, and, hence, that He cannot simply be supposed as known ; 
and least of all-if the acquaintance with Him were to be s u p  
posed from other paeeages--could He have been introduced 
with a aimple unaccented he: the mn could not hare been 
omitted in thia case. The case in iv. 8 is but little analogous, 
for the anbject in M N ~  is there an indefinite one.-$ is, by 
several interpreters, referred to the prophet. Thuq Rouenmziller, 



following Michaelis, says, "To me, ie . ,  for my good, the prophet 
sap, in the name of his whde people." But the reference to 
God is required by the contrast between human littleness and 
divine greatness. Calvin remarks on it: 4'By this word, God 
declares that His d e c m  to give up the people wan not such, 
that Tle should not be willing to restore them after some time. 
He therefore calls the faithful back to Himself, and reminds 
them of His counsel, just as if He said, 'I have indeed rejected 
you for a time, but not so as that I am not filled with compas- 
sion for you.'" The import of the 95, viz., that God could exalt 
that which mas low, the believer saw, in a type, in David ; and 
there is no doubt that the prophet was anxious indirectly to 
refer them to this type, and thereby to strengthen their faith 
in the promise, which appeared almost incredible. H e  (David) 
had been a native of the humble, little Bethlehem, the youngest 
among his brothers, without power, without renown. In order 
that the $5 might become the more evident, the Lord, at his 
election, gave such a direction to the circumstances, that this, 
his natural lowliness, might be most strikingly exhibited. It 
was God who raised him from being a shepherd of lambs, to be 
a shepherd of nations. 

I n  contrast with the Messiah's human and lowly origin, Hi3 
divine and lofty dignity is prominently brought out in the last 
words of the verse,-a contrast similar to that in the case of 
Bethlehem, to which the prophet thereby refers. Here also, 
the prophet has so clearly expressed the contrast by the words 
themselves, that, upon the hominea bona? vohnkrtis among the 
interpreters of all ages, it has most forcibly impressed itself. 
Thus, e.g., Chysostom, denwnstmtio adv. Judceos cb Gentiles, 
p o d  Christus sit Dew, opp. T. V., p. 739 : " H e  exhibits both 
Godhead and manhood. For in the words, ' His goings forth 
are from the beginning, from the days of eternity,' His existence 
from all eternity is revealed ; while in the words, ' Shall come 
forth the ruler who feeds My people Israel,' His origin according 
to the flesh is revealed." A more minute inquiry into the mean- 
ing of these words must begin with the investigation of 1wlmo. 
The greater number of interpretera agree in this, thnt ;uorah 

the feminine form of the more common K ~ D ,  here denotes the 
action of the going forth: But this is opposed by the follow- 
ing considerations. 1. The uae of the p l d .  Those especially 
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who here think of the eternal going forth of the Son from the 
Father, cannot by any means justify it. Several among them 
consider it as plw. mje8t. Thus, e.g., do Tarnooiuu and Frisch- 
muth, in the Dissed. de Nativitate Meush, in the remarks on this 
passage, Jena 1661. But although snch a plural existe, indeed, 
in Hebrew, and many traces of it are to be found (compare my 
Diasertutiom on tJc~ Genw'nenesu of the Pentateuch, i. p. 267 ff.), 
it could appear here, of course, in the d x  only, not in the 

'noun. Others suppose that the plural stands here simply for 
the aingalar. Now, there are, it is true, three cases in which 
snch dms apparently take place :-the first, when a dehite 
individual out of the multitude is meant,-when accordingly, 
not the number, but the general idea only is concerned ;-the 
second, when a noun in the plural gradually loses its plural 
signification, because the etymology and original signification 
have become indistinct ;-the third, when the plural stands 
for the abstract. Not one of these cases, however, is applicable 
here. Those interpreters have most plausibly removed the 
difficulty who understand mfi.lt, to be really a repeated act of 
going forth, and refer it to the Old Testament doctrine of the 
Angel of the Lord. Thus J m m e  : " Because He had always 
spoken to them through the prophets, and became in their hands 
the Word of God." Tremelliuu and Junius : '' The goings forth, 
ie., the declarations and demonstrations of, as it were, a rising 
sun ; He from the very beginning revealed and manifested Him- 
self to all created things, by the light of His word, and the ex- 
cellency of His works. just as the rising sun manifests himself 
from the moment of his rising, by the light and its effects." 
Coceeiw : I cannot, however, be persuaded to believe that the 
p l d  lvn- is here used without emphasis. For the Son has not 
gone forth from the Father, like a man from a man, who begins 
to exist only when he is brought forth from a man, and when he 
goes forth, ceases to be brought forth and to go out. In all the 
days of eternity, the Son proceeds from the Father, and is the 
eternal dr~abyacrp~ + ahoG." But this circumstance 
is, in general, against this explanation, that the contrast with 
the going forth from Bethlehem, which is completed in one act, 
does not admit of the mention of a manifold going forth, and that, 
in this contrast, the arising, the origin of the existence of the 
Meseiah, can alone be thought of ; while, more speciallyI Jimmw, 
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Trmulliw, and Juniw, who, Gth Fisccttor also, l i i t  the @g 
forth to the relation to created thinga only, are contradicted by 
ahp v r r v ~  by which the going forth is placed beyond the begin- 
ning of creation ; and Cocceius, by the firct that the ;n;r 'itdm in 
the Old Testament, differently from the A&ym in the New Tes- 
tament, appears alwaya as going forth from God, in relation to 
the world only. But although the " time of old and the days 
of eternity" should be considered as the place of the going forth, 
yet the ~ lu ra l  cannot be explained, as is done by Caspai from 
the circumstance that cb a person is alwaya descended from 
several ;" for the transferring of such a w w  Zoguendi to a rel* 
tion, to which in itself it is not applicablg could be admitted 
only when it could be demonstrated to be altogether common 
and firmly established. But the plural might indeed, although 
only with some difficulty, be vindicated and accounted for from 
the circumstance, that two points of going forth are mentioned, 
which, as it were, suppose a twofold act. 2. But even if the 
singular were used, the explanation of the act of going forth 
would not be admissible. I t  is contrary to the idea of nouns 
with rr, that they could be used as nomiw wtionw. I t  is only 
with writers living at a time when the language was dying out, 
that a few instances of this erroueous Use can be found. r, de- 
notes the place where, the instrument wherewith, the time where- 
in, and perhaps the way and manner whereby, something is 
done, or is. F u r t h I t  may signify also the thing itself which 
is done, or is ; but, in no writer of the living and flonrishiig 
language, does it ever denote the action itself. Caspari, indeed, 
attempts to prove that there occurs in the older books a 
number, by no means inconsiderable, of nouns with D, which 
undeniably denote an action ;" but what he has advanced on 
this point requires still to be minutely sifted, and to be more 
closely examined ; compare, e.g., on Num. x. 2, my pamphlet on 
" The Day of the Lord,'' S. 32. But we are quite satisfied with 
what is granted by Cogpczri himself (compare Ewakl'r LehrbuJc 
d. Hebr. Spr. 5 160), that it is against the nature and common 
use of this form to denote the action. Even by this concession, 
a presumption is raieed against the correctness of an interprets- 
tion which would ascribe to - here, and in other passages, 
the signification of going forth, viewed as an action. The pas- 
sages quoted by Winer in favour of the signification, egnmut, 



are the folloirPing : 1. Hos. vi. 3) where it is said of the Lord' 
reem p~ mm, " firm like the m o r n i n g h  is His going forth." 
But NYID is there, not the action, but the place and the time of 
the going forth, as is evident from the word '' firm" also. 
2. Ezek. xii. 4 : " And thou shalt go forth at eyen in their 
sight, ;lh VMW." Several interpreters agree that MD here 
signifies the kind and mode of the going forth. Vatallus eays, 
'' I t  denotes the deportment of him who goes forth, and means, 
Thou shalt go forth in sorrow, and indignant." But it is better, 
with H~vernick, to refer it to the time: '' According to the 
goings forth of prisoners, at the time when emigrants of this 
kind prefer to go forth from their places." 3. Num. xxxiii. 2 : 
'' And Moses wrote down n;lrmD n8, ' the places of their goings 
out."' 4. Ps. xix. 7, it is said of the sun : i m n ~  nram n q ~  
" from the end of the heaven is his going forth," which is tan- 
tamount to-The end of the heaven is the place from which 
he goes forth. 5. 1 Kings x. 28 : m% .rm n9DlDn unm 
p w m ,  which De Wette translates, " And the export of the 
horses which Solomon had, (was) from Egypt." But a more 
accurate translation is, " And the place of coming forth of the 
horses which Solomon had was Egypt,'? or, more literally still, 
" from Egypt,"--a concise mode of expression for, " The place 
from which the horses of Solomon came forth was Egypt,"- 
just as in the preceding example. In proof of the signification, 
" action of going out," Ch. B. Michaelie refers, moreover, to 
2 Sam. iii. 25, where De Wette translates, " Thou knoweat 
Abner, the aon of Ner ; he came to deceive thee, and to see thy 
going out and thy coming in, and all that thou doest." But a 
more accurate translation would be, '' The place from which 
thou goest out, and to which thou art going ;" compare Ezek. 
xliii. 11. In all other paaages-and these are rather numerous 
-the signification " place of p i n g  out," or " that which goes 
out," is quite obvious. Even Caapa1.i grants that the aignifi- 
cation " place of going out" has, a p imi ,  the greatest proba- 
bility in its favour.-To this it may be added, that the signs- 
cation " place of going out" is recommended here, even by the 
contrsst with what precedes, inasmuch as there Bethlehem is 
mentioned as the place from which the Ruler in Israel ia to 
come forth. With this place of going out, another and a higher 
one is contrasted. This contrast also 'shows us how the p 
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in n i p  and n b  r~m)  must be understood, viz, in the same 
manner as p in m; for the evident reference of m#nt, to 
5 rn shows that it must mmpond  with it. Hence the literal 
translation would be, " And His places of going out are from 
the times of old, from the days of eternity; which is equivalent 
to-The laces from which He goes forth are the times of old, 
the days g f eternityrjust as in the two passages, Ps. xis. 7 ; 
1 Kings x. 28. The p might very well have been omitted ; 
but its insertion here has arisen chiefly from a desire to make 
the reference to the corresponding clause outwardly also more 
perceptible. This reference shows also, that the explanation 
of p by pm,  which wag proposed by Pococh and othem, is in- 
admissible, besides involving an abenrdity, inasmuch as nothing 
can be b e f m  eternity ; while, on the other hand, this reference 
alone affords a satisfadory explanation of the plural. Accord- 
ing to it, the words, " From the time of old, from the days of 
eternity," contain a gradation. Erst, the existence of the 
Messiah before His birth in time, in Bethlehem, is pointed out 
in general ; and then, in contrast with all time, it is vindicated 
to eternity. This could not fail to atlord a great consolation to I 
Israel. He who hereafter, in a visible manifestation, was to 
deliver them from their misery, wae already in existence,- 

I 

during it, before it, and through all eternity. I 

1 
HISTORY OF THE INTERPRETATION. 

1. AMONG THE JEWEL 

This Histoy, as to its essential featarea, might, a priori, be 
sketched with tolerable certainty. From the not- of the case., 
we could scarcely expect that the Jews should have adopted 
views altogether erroneous aa to the subject of the prophecy in 
question ; for the Messiah appears in it, not in His humiliation, 
but in Hia glory-rich in gifts and bleseings, and Pelagian 
selfdelusion mill, ap*iori, return an aflirmative answer to the 
question as to whether one is called to partake in them. But, 
on the othw hand, the prophecy contains a twofold g m d  of 
offence which had to be mmoved, and explained away at any 



expense. One of these, the eterniq of the Messiah-which was 
in contradiction to the popular notion$, and conceivable only 
from a knowledge of His Godhead-conld not but exist at all 
times; while the second of these-the birth at Bethlehem- 
made its appearance, d exercised its infiaence, only after the 
birth of Christ. That this should be set aside, was demanded 
by two cansee. First, there was the desire of dcpkving the 
Christians of the p h f ,  which they derived from the birth at 
Bethlehem, for the proposition that He who had appeared was 
also He who was promised. And, secondly, there was the diffi- 
culty of any longer deriving from Bethlehem the descent of 
Christ, after, by an ordinance of Hadrian (compare &hid, S. 
647), all the Jews had been expelled from Bethlehem end its 
neighbourhood. This di0iculty was Btrongiy urged against them 
by Christian controversialists ; compare TmtuUjan cont. Jud. c. 
xi., How then can the Ruler be descended from Judah, and 
how can He come forth from Bethlehem, aa, in the present day, 
there is not one of Israel left there, of whose family Christ 
may be born 1" The actual hiatoy furnishes facts and details 
which only confirm and enlarge what, in its essential features, 
we have sketched a priori. 

1. The reference to the Messiah waa, at all times, not the 
private opinion of a few scholars, but waa publicly received, and 
acknowledged with perfect unanimity. As respects the time of 
Chriat, this is obvious from Matt. ii. 5. According to that 
passage, the whole Sanhedrim, when officially interrogated as to 
the biih-place of the Messiah, supposed this explanation to be 
the only correct one. But if this proof required a corroboration, 
it might be derived from John vii. 41, 42. I n  that passage, 
several who erroneously supposed Christ to be a native of Galilee, 
objected to His being the Messiah on the ground that Scripture 
says: &r L roij mCppmw Aa$U mrl &ud B 1 h &  r+ rC;pqr, 
k o v  qv Aa@%, 6 X p w &  ipxmu. But even after Christ had 
appeared, the interest in depriving the Christians at once of the 
arguments which, in their controversies, they derived from this 
passage, was not sdliciently strong to blind the Jews to the 
evident indications contained in this passage, or to induce them 
to deprive themselvee of the awe& hope which it afforded. 
This, it-& true, would be the case nevertheless, if we were to 
rely upon, and believe in the rursertion of Ch y80stom (Hqm. 7,  
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in Matt; c. 2,- ih Nm. Test., t. i p. 80, ed. Frcf.) : " Some of 
them, in their impudence, assert that this prophecy has a ref- 
ence to Zerubbabel ;" of TIuodwet (on this passage) : " The 
Jews have tried to refer this to Zerubbabel, which evidently 
fights against the truth ;" of Theophylact (on Matt. ii.) ; and of 
Eudiyrniw Zigabenw (in iv. Ewy.  t. 1, p. 61, ed. Mat.). But 
the supposition is here forced upon us-a supposition which, in 
another case also (compare remarks on Zkh. ix. 9, lo), we 
must acknowledge to be well-fouuded-that the Fathers, having 
in their controvemies with the Jews sometimes met a referenoe 
to Zerubbabel, forced it upon the Jews, even when the latter 
themelves refused it. And therean 'be the less difficulty in. 
admitting this supposition, as the apparently fourfold testimony 
may be easily reduced to a single one, viz., to that of Chry~ostom 
If these statement. had any truth in them, some traces, at least, 
of this interpretation must be found among the Jews themselves. 
This, however, is not the case. All the Jewish interpreters 
adhere to the Messianic interpretation, and in this they are 
headed by the Chaldee, who paraphrases the words NV 6 in 
this way : utrm PD* 9 ~ 1 3  PD, i.e., From thee Messiah shall go 
out before me. 

2. A twofold method has been tried to remove the first 
ground of objection mentioned above. In ancient times, they 
gave their full sense to the words, "Of (or from) the days of 
eternity," but substituted the name of the Messiah for His person. 
This we meet with as early as in the Chaldee, who says: 8- 

N D ~  %19D plph VDN, i.e., Whose name is said (or called) 
from the days of old, from the days of eternity." Thus also 
the A'rke 22. Elieser, ch. iii., where, with a reference to the pas- 
sage before us, the name of the Messiah is mentioned among 
the seven thing created before the world existed, viz., dong 
with the Law, Hell, Paradise, the Throne of Glory, the Temple, 
Repentance ; compare. Schdttqen ii. S. 213. According to Eiscn- 
menger i. S. 317, the same, with some change, is found in the 
Talmud, T w t .  Peaachirn, fol. 54, col. i., and Nedarim f. 39, C. 2. 
We cannot, in that explanation by the Chaldee, understand 
"namen in its emphatic signification, in which it often oc- 
in Scripture, viz., aa an expression and image of the substance, 
-a signification in which the "name" of the Messiah wodd 
be equivalent to "the glory of the Messiah," or to "the Meeaicrh 
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in His glory." This is evident from the 7vx, i.e., " saidn or 
" spoken," of the Chaldee, which does not allow of our thinking 
of the creation of a substance ; and not less from the considera- 
tion, that if this signification of " name " were assumed, the aim 
and object which he had in view in substituting "name" for 
"person" at all, would have been missed. The name of the 
Messiah expresses His nature, the idea of His existence. The 
creation or pronouncing of this name marks, accordingly, the 
rise of this idea in God,-His forming the decree of redemption 
by the Messiah. By this explanation-which we again meet 
with, afterwards, in Calvin, and which we shall then consider 
more minutely-a mere existence in thought, was substituted 
for the real existence of the Messiah,--His predestination, for 
His preexistence.-But in aftertimes they came still further 
down. To supply "the name," was too arbitrary to admit of 
their resting satisfied with such an explanation. Almost unani- 
mously they now came to the supposition, that the words of the 
passage under consideration merely marked the descent of the 
Messiah from the ancient, roj-a1 house of David. Thus Aben- 
ezm: "All this is said of David ; the words also, 'His goings 
out are of old,' refer to David." Aberbanel (Praec. Sal. p. 62) : 
" The goings out of the family from which that Ruler is to be 
descended are of old, and of the days of eternity, i.e., of the 
seed of David, and the rod of Jesse, which is of Bethlehem- 
Judah." On the similar expositions of Kimchi and others, 
compare Frischmtrth LC., and Wkhmnnshaueen, %sot. on the 
pass., Wittenb. 1722, S. 6 ff. We could not urge against this 
exposition that nimno is erroneously understood either as "going 
out," or, as "family ;" and that, in the latter signification, the 
wus loquendi, as well as the evident reference to w, are &re- 
garded. For that might be given up, and yet the explanation 
would stand as to its substance. Even then, it might be trans- 
lated : " His goings out (in the signification of ' places of going 
out') are the days of old, the days of eternity," i.e., the very 
ancient times; so that there would be ascribed to the time some- 
thing which belongs to that which exists in it, viz., to the family 
of David. But the following reason is decisive against it. 
Every one will admit that the eternal origin of the Messiah 
forms a far more suitable contrast with His temporal origin 
from Bethlehem, than His descent from the ancient family of 
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David. The latter would come into consideration here, only on 
account of its antiquity; a reference to its dignity is not made 
by even a single word, nor is the family itself mentioned at aU 
in the text; but the attribute of antiquity, and that alone, is 
nevertheless taken from it, and ascribed to the Messiah. But 
now, we cannot at all see what p k n e n c e  in this respect the 
family of David enjoyed above other families, and how, therefore, 
it could have been an honour for the Messiah to be descended 
from it. How strange would, according to this explanation, be 
the words,' "of the days of eternity," which, as a climax, m 
added to, "of days of old !" What reason codd there have 
existed for the prophet to exalt, by a hyperbolical expression, a 
limited time to eternity? AB regards His human origin, the 
Messiah had not the slightest advantage over other mortals, as 
far as the age of the family was concerned. What, then, was 
the use of such a hyperbole in a matter which, in this connecc 
tion, was of no consequence, and which could not in any way 
serve for Hi exaltation 1 I t  is just this, however, which after 
all is required by the contrast. What kind of consolation would 

' thereby have been dorded to the people? Certainly no one 
doubted that the Messiah would have parents, and ancestors 
reaching back to a hoar antiquity. But was there anything 
gained by thii since He had it only in common with the lowest 
and feeblest among the people? How does thii shallow, un- 
meaning, and yet so much pretending contrast in reference to 
the Messiah, suit the other contrast in reference to Bethlehem, 
which is so brilliant and exalted? And now what reason is 
there for preferring that explanation which is so annatnral, to 
the other, which is so natural, so obvious, which presents a 
contrast so beautiful, and opens up to the Covenantpeople a 
source of consolation so rich.? Is it this, perhaps, that the 
eternity of the Messiah is not mentioned anywhere else in the 
Old Testament? But the eternity of the Messiah is only a 
single feature of His divine nature, and just that feature which, 
according to the context, came here into special consideration. 
Cqari  very correctly remarks : "The prophet pointed out just 
the feature of the pre-existence, and of the eternal existence of 
the Messiah, and these only, becanse the announcement of His 
origin from the little Bethlehem led just to thii and to this 
alone." The intimation of the divine nature of the Messiah ig 



however, aa old aa the Messianic prediction in general ; compare, 
concerning this, my remarks on Gen. xlk. 10. In a more 
definite shape, and in a more distinct form, it appears aa early 
as in the Messianic Psalms. But it is fonnd, in sharply defined 
outlines, in Isaiah, and specially in ix. 5, where, just as in the 
passage before us, the divine glory of the Messiah is contrasted 
with the lower aspect of His existence; and the closer the 
points of contact are between Isaiah and Micah, the less can we 
refuse to acknowledge such here. This circumstance also must 
prevent us from doing so, that immediately afterwards, in ver, 
3 (4)) the divine dignity and nature of the Messiah meet us 
anew. This passage requires, aa its foundation, the one upon 
which we are now commenting. Moreover, the eternity which, 
in contrast with His birth in time, is here ascribed to the Messiah, 
co~esponds with the eternity of His existence and dominion 
after His birth, which ie repeatedly ascribed to the Messiah, 
and, most prominently, in Ie. ix. 5, where He receives the name 
" Father of eternity," ie., He who will be Father in all eternity. 
--Some one, perhaps, would infer from the subjoined words, 
" of the days," that nhp is here to be understood in a limited 
sense. But who does not know that, when eternity is predimted 
in contraet with a limited duration of time, just to make the 
contrast the more striking, those measares of time, which are 
properly applicable to the latter only, are transferred to the 
former t For in order to be able to compare things, a certain 
resemblance between them must necessarily be first established. 
Thus in Dan. vii. 9, God ie called '' the Ancient of Days;" 
thus it is said of Him in Ps. cii. 28, " Thy years have no end;" 
and the New Testament frequently speaks in the same way of 
eternal times. We are, in our thoughts, generally so much 
bound to time, that we can conceive of eternity only as " time 
without time." I t  cannot by any means be satisfactorily or 
incoutmvertibly proved from vii 14, 20, that wp and n h w  
here designate merely the ancient time. All which that passage 
proves is, that euch a sense is possible-and this, no one probably 
has ever doubted-but not that it is applicable in this connection. 
If the connection be coluridered, Prov. viii. 22, 23, will then be 
acknowledged to be parallel,-a passage in which the eternal 
existence of Wisdom is spoken of in a similar manner. 

3. That, in the prophecy under consideration, Bethlehem is 
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marked out as the birth-place of the Messiah, inu held as m 
undoubted truth by the ancient Jews. This appears from the 
confident reply of the Sanhedrim to the question of Herod as to 
the birth-place of Christ. And it is not leas evident from John 
vii. 42. The circumstance that, after the t d t  raised by Bar- 
cochba, not only Jerusalem, but Bethlehem also, was, by the 
Emperor Adrian, interdicted to the Jews as a residence, renders 
it probable that this interpretation was not given up immediately 
after the death of Christ. But even after this edict of Adrian, 
and after the difficulty had appeved in all its force, they did 
not, for a considerable time, venture to assert that the prophecy 
knew nothing of Bethlehem as the birth-place of the Messiah. 
It is with the later Rabbinic. interpreters only, who were better 
skilled in the art of distorting, that this assertion is found. The 
ancient Jews endeavoured to evade the difficulty by the fable, 
dressed up in various ways, that the Messiah was indeed born at 
Bethlehem, on the day of the destruction of the temple, but 
that, on account of the sins of the people, He was afterwards 
carried away by a storm, and had, since that time, remained, 
unknown and concealed, in various places. Thus speak the 
Talmud, the very ancient commentary on Lamentations, Ech 
Rablati, and the very old commentary on Genesis, Brdith 
Rabba (compare the passages in Raim. Martini, S. 348-50; 
Carpzouius and Frischmuth, 1.c.). Indeed, we can trace this 
fiction still farther back. Closely connected with it is the ex- 
planation of p v m  $ ~ s ,  by " darkneas of the daughter of Zion" 
(hy  being confounded with 5~*), i.e., hidden on account of 
Zion. This explanation is found as early as in Jonathan. The 
concealment of the Messiah is only an isolated feature of this 
fiction. The fiction itself, indeed, has its roots, not only in the 
passage under reriew, but also in the endeavour to remove the 
contradiction between the destruction of the temple, and the 
firm expectation of the Messiah's appearing during the time of 
its existence,-an expectation founded on passages of the Old 
Testament. This concealment of the Messiah i mentioned 
early as in the Dialogus cum Typhone (No. 8 Bened. Vm; 
compare also p. 114) : "Christ, even if he be born, and exist 
anywhere, is unknown, and neither manifests himself in any 
way, nor has he any power until Elijah come, etc!' 'In order 
to be convinced that, at the time when this book was composed, 



and hence in the second century, the fiction was already fully 
deveroped, we need only compare the account in Breshith Rcrbba. 
After Elijah, at tho time of the birth of the Messiah, had visited 
his mother in Bethlehem Judah, and consoled har who was 
afEcted on account of the destruction of the temple, which was 
contemporaneous with her delive ry, he withdraws. "After five 
years had elapsed, he said, I will go and see the Saviour of Israel, 
whether he be nnraed up in the manner of kin@ or of minister- 
ing angels. He went and found the woman standing at the 
door of her house, and said to her : My daughter, in what etate 
is that boy ? And she answered him : Rabbi, did I not tell thee 
that it-is a bad thing to nnrse him, because, on the day on which 
he was born, the temple was destroyed ? But this is not all; for 
he Im feet and mlka not, he h yes and sees not, he I n  ears and 
hears not, he JMd a mOE(tn and doee not speak at all, and there he 
lies like a stone." 

The Rabbinical interpreters felt, however, that this fiction, 
King destitute of all warrant, was of no use to them in their 
controversies with Christians ; and it was to theso that their 
view was chiefly directed. Hence they sought to remove the 
difficulty by means of the interpretation; and as all had the same 
interest, the result was that the distorted explanation became 
as generally prevalent, as the correct one had formerly been. 
Kimchi Abenm, A benduna, Abarbanel, and, in general, all the 
later Rabbins (compare the passages in Wichmnnsh. 1. c. S. 9), 
maintain that Bethlehem is mentioned here as the birth-place of 
the Messiah indirectly only,-in eo far only as the Mwsiah was 
to be descended from David the Bethlehemite. There cannot 
well be a prepossession in favour of this exposition. The cir- 
cumstance that, 4omerly7 no one ever thought that it was even 
possible to explain the passage under review in any other way 
than that, in it, Bethlehem is spoken of as the birth-place of the 
Mesaiah, and that this exposition was discovered and introduced, 
only at a time when the other could no longer be received, raises, 
a priori, strong suspicions against it. Bnd this suspicion is fully 
c o n b e d  by a closer examination. Cmteris paribus, that ex- 
planation which here finds Bethlehem mentioned as the birth- 
place of the Messiah, would deeeme the preference, even for 
this reason, that the passage, as thus understood, fills up a blank 

2 1  
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in the Messianic propbecy,'---~~~d that from the'whole analogy, 
we are led to expect that no such b l d  would be left. Should 
the family from which Christ.was to descend, the time at which 
He was to appear, the part of the country which was -mi- 
.nently to enjoy His blessings, and so many other things an- 
cerning Him, have been so minutely foretold, and not the place 
where He was to be born ? Even the question of Herod, nvii 
d Xpw& y d r t u  ; ehows how much reamm we have, a p&i, 
to expect such a prediction. He supposea that, as a matter 
of couree, the birth-place of the Messiah must have been deter- 
mined in the Old Testament ; he only inquires about the place 
where. But the matter ia not so, that there could be any 
choice at all betwixt the two explanatioxw. If we suppose that 
it ie only the deacent of the Messiah from the family of David 
which is here announced, the contraat between the n a t d  little 
nese of Bethlehem, and its divine greatness, would be very far 
from being appropriate. After the family of David bad, for 
centuries, reaided and ruled at J e d e m ,  the natural litdenesa 
of Bethlehem came very little into further consideration. It was 
not thia which could render improbable the appearance of the 
Messiah. It was only the downfall of J e d e m ,  and the d e  
stmction of the King's Castle, which were in oppodtion to the 
belief in the Messiah's appearance. And, in l i e  manner, the 
glory, resulting from His appearance, was not imparted to Beth- 
lehem, but to Zion. Hence it is that, in iv. 8, where the pm 
phet wishes to declare the descent of the Messiah from the 
family of David, he contrasts the glorification of Zion, and 
especially of the King 's  Castle, with its pmviow degrodotiom- 
ELrtAw-There is not a single instanca to be f d  of a place, 
in which the anceatom of some one reaided centuries ago, being 
spoken of as the place of his descent. Is there a single pasrag9 
in which Bethlehem is mentioned as the native place of any 
of the kings from the Davidic dpaaty who were born at Je- 
rusalem, or er, the native place of Zernbbabel who was born 
at Babylon t For further details concerning this argument, 
Hwtiur, dem Evang. p 579 cd. Amrtsl. 1680, map be compared. 
-Fudm-The mlation of the passage under d e w  to the 
parallel paasage Ia. viii. 23 (i. 1) must not be werlooked. As 
in the latter text, the prooincd is marked out which, by the a p  
pervance of the Messiah, ia to be raised from the deepeat de 



p d a t b n  to the highest gloy, so, in the paseage under con- 
aideration, the plaa is deeignatd-FbaU y I f  any doubt yet 
remained, it most wrely be removed by the fulfilment,--by the 
fact that Christ wes actually born at Bethlehem ; and this ao 
much the more, that this fsct' cannot be looked upon as an acci- 
dental circum~tance, for Bethlehem was not the residence of 
Hb parents. . 

But the Jews endeavoured, in another way, to wrest from 
Christ- controveraialista the advantage afforded by this paa- 
mge. They denied altogether that Christ was born at Bethle- 
hem. Thns Ah.  Peritsol (comparw Eiuenmenger, 1. c. S. 259): 
'' Since they called Him Jesus the Nazarene, and not Jesus the 
Bethlehemite, it is to be inferred that He wan born at Nazareth, 
as it is written in the Targum of Jerusalem." Upon this point, 
however, there existed no nnanimiq amoqg them. Anid Gaw, 
in the Book Zemuch Daai&, mentione, withoqt any remark, 
Bethlehem aa the birth-place of the Mesaish (8.105 of Vorst's 
trrmslat'in). 

9. AMONQ THE OaBTB!LTANB. 

The conviction that Christ is the subject of the prophecy . 
under consideration was 80 much the prevailing one in the 
Christian Church, that the mention of any of its defenders is 
altogether superfluow. It were more interesting to learn who 
were the opponents of it. The assertion of Hdw, 1. c., that 
Chrysostinn, Theophylact, and Euthymius Zigabmua attempted 
an explanation by which it was referred to Zernbbabel, rests on 
a misapprehension resulting from want of memory. Huetius 
himself ascribes to them that very view which they most de- 
cidedly oppose as the one alleged to be held by the Jews. But 
this interpretation was actually advanced by Ticcodofirs of M i  
sues&, whoee exegetical tendencies it admirably suited. Along 
with several other interpretations, it was condemned by the 
Council at Rome, under Pope Vigilius ; compare 8. Pmdo on 
Ezek proom. Sect. 3, and Hippol. a Lapide in p p h e t .  dn. 
pvotwm, and in the remarks on thie passage. The immediate 
sncceesor of Theodmu was Groa'w. Hie book de &tG relig. 
Christ.-where in i. 5, 8 17 @. 266, ed. Oxon. 1820), he p r o w  
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against .the Jews the Messianic dignity of Christ, from the ciu- 
cumstance that H e  was, in accordance with the passage, born 
at  Bethlehem-might, indeed, entitle us to infer that he was 
not confirmed in this opinion. But perhap he only imagined 
t h a ~  in a popular work, he needed not to be so careful, and 
that, even according to his own views, he had retained a certain 
right to this use of the passage, inasmuch as he considered 
Zerubbabel ae a type of Christ, and the birth of the latter at 
Bethlehem as an outward representation of His descent from 
the D a d i c  family. I t  was at the commencement of the Ra- 
tionalistic period, when an easier mode of evading the reference 
to Christ had not as yet been discovered, that the reference to 
Zembbabel was seized npon. I t  is found in D& and K*l 
(Mew. W&sagungen, S. 88). The latter, however, changed his 
opinion (compare Commentary on Matt. ii.), after such a mode 
had been discovered, by referring the prophecy to the ideal 
Christ. From that time onwards, the reference to the idml 
Christ is found in almost all the Rationalistic interpreters. 
The distinctness with which the marks here given, viz, the 
birth in time at Bethlehem, and the eternity of the origin, lead 
to the hbtorical Christ ; and the difficulty of explaining these 
when the prophecy is referred to the ideal Messiah, are rendered 
sufficiently evident by the efforts which all these interyretq 
without exception, have made to explain these marks awq. 
Who doe3 not discover, in these very efforts, a confession of 
their force, on the supposition that they can be, as they have 
already been, demonstrated to have an actual e-Gstence? God 
Himself has borne witness by facts against this explanation; 
for He ordered the circumstance in such a manner that, by the 
birth of Christ at Bethlehem, the'prophecy was fulfilled. But 
how can a fulfilment be spoken of by those who do not beliere 
in prophecy, but see in it human conjectures only, since the 
very idea of prophecy necessarily implies divine inspiration? 
How should God have impressed His own seal npon mere 
human conjectures, as H e  would have done by effecting an 
apparent fulfilment? H e  would Himself have surely become 
the author of error by ao doing. finally,-We shall after- 
wards see that, in the New Testament, this passage has been 
explained in the strictest sense, of the hietorid Christ; md 
the attempta of the Rationalistic interpre& to divest that 



quotation of its import, will furnish us with a proof, that it is 
not tmth for which they are concerned, but the removal only, 
at any rate and cost, of a fact which is irreconcilable with their 
system. All that has been advanced by them (e.g., by Jwti 
and Amon)  against the reference to the historical Christ, 
re& on their misapprehension of Christ's Regal office. The 
Regal office of Christ is by no means a poetical image, but the 
most real among all kingly offices ; yea, Hi kingdom is that 
from which all others derive their existence and reality. It 
rests, further, on their ignorance as regards the final history of 
the Messianic kingdom. Of the whole history of Christ, they 
know a single fragment only, viz., His first appearance in His 
humiliation; and even this they know, and can know, only very 
imperfectly. His invisible dominiin existing even now, they do 
not recognise, because it is beheld with the eye of faith only ; 
and His future visible manifestation of it they do not believe, 
because they have not experienced in their own hearta the iu- 
visible power of Christ, which is a pledge and earnest of this 
visible succese. It rests, filly, on their ignorance of the pro- 
phetic vision, which necessarily requires that the kingdom of 
God under the Old Testament should serve an a substratum for 
the description of tho k i i o m  of Christ. I t  can be demon- 
strated, from the intimations contained in t h i  passage, in which 
the Messiah appears in His glory, how little it is contradictory 
to others, m which He is represeated in His lowest humiliation. 
Through humiliation to glory,-this is the proposition which 
lies at the foundation of the announcements of the prophet 
concerning the destinies of the Covenant-people, and which he 
distinctly expresses in regard to Bethlehem. That this pro- 
position is applicable to the Head not less than to the members, 
-to Rim who was born, not leas than to the place where He 
was born, appears from the circumstance that He was to be 
born at the time of the deepest degradation of the Davidic 
dpaaty, iv. 8, and not at Jerusalem, where His Royal ancestors 
resided, but at Bethlehem. 

2. As regarda the last words of this verse, the same twofold 
false interpretation which we noticed among Jewish interpreters, 
is found among Christian expositors also. One of these, which, 
besidea in other Jewish interpreters, occnra in Jarchi ("and His 
going8 out, e h ;  just aa in Ps. lxxii. 17, it was .said that His name 



el~onld continue M long as the sun ;-thus Jonatlian also ham 
lated it"), changes the eternal origin of Christ into an eternal 
predestination. This view was heM by Calvin : CcThem w o q  
he sap, " signify that the rising of the Prince who was to rale 
the nations would not be something sudden, but long ago decreed 
by God. I know that some pertinrrciously insiat that the prophet 
speaks here of Christ's eternal essence, and as far as I am con- 
cerned, I willingly acknowledge that Christ's eternal Godhead is 
here proved to us ; but as we shall never succeed in convincing 
the Jews of this, I prefer to hold that the words of the prophet 
mgnify that Christ would not thus suddenly proceed from Beth- 
lehem, as if God had formerly decreed nothing concerning Him." 
He speaks indeed of his " willingly acknowledging ;" but that he 
was not very much in earnest in his willingness, appean from 
what follows : " Others advance a new and ingenious view," etc. 
I t  is only from the relation of Calmta to the earlier interpreters, 
that we can account for his advancing an exposition so very 
arbitrary. These had, ad majorem Dei gloriam, advanced a mul- 
titude of forced expositions. Calvin, who very properly hated 
such interpretations (" I do not like such distorted explanations," 
he says, in his commentary on Joel ii.), always regarded them 
with suspicion ; md whensoever there was the appearance of any 
motive. which may possibly have guided them in adopting a cer- 
tain explanation, he himself, rather than concur with them, falls 
upon the most unnatural explanations in return. The best mfu- 
tation of his expition is to be found in Pocock.. It is absurd 
to suppose that the actual going forth of Christ from Bethlehem 
is here contmted with -one which is merely imaginary,--the 
action, with a mere decree. It is without any analogy that sowe 
one should be designated as a c t d y  existing, or going forth, who 
exista merely in the divine foreknowledge, or the divine predes- 
tination.-The other view, which regm& the last words of this 
verse as referring to the Messiah's descent from the ancientfamily 
of David, ie found among all interpretem who, from some cause, 
were prevented from adopting the sound one. I t  is thus with 
the &x!inians (compam, e.g., V&l de vem +c&he, L 5, c. 2), 
some of whom, in order the more surely to set aside a pamege so 
damaging to their system, suppod that, ac;cording to its proper 
sense, it did not refer to Christ at all : e.g, 30. CwUiw, w b  in 
his expition of Matt. ii, asse~ts that t refeft indefinitely to 



some one of the family of David who, after the Babylonish capti- 
vity, was to rule the nation. It is thua with Gmtiw also, who 
s a p  "He (Zernbbabel) has his origin from the days of old, from 
ancient times, b., he has descended from a house, illnatrious f& 
ancient times, and governing for five hundred years!' Thus it 
is with all the Rationalistic interpreters. Among recent faith- 
ful Christirrn expositors, J d n  also (Vatic. Miss. 2, p. 147) has 
heen led away to the adoption of this opinion. But that he felt 
strongly, at least, one of the difficulties which stood in its way, 
vh, that if the refereuce to the family of David be assumed, it 
is the mere age of the family, apart from every preference on 
the ground of its dignity, which is mentioned to magnify the 
Meseiah-appears from the strange exegetical procet38 which lie 
employa for the purpose of removing it. He enppliea at the 
end, celebris eat :-" His origin or His family (thus he e m n o  
o m  explains m) is celcbrated from ancient timea." One 
may see in thia case how much, in particulars, an individual 
still remains dependent upon a community, even althougliy 
upon the whole, he may have freed himself from such depend- 
ence. For it is certainly from this dependence alone that the 
fact can be accounted for, that this commentator rejected an 
exposition which must have been to him the most agreeable, 
which has everything in its favour, and nothing against it,-- - 
and chose another instead, the nakednees of which he was 
obliged to cover aa well as he could, while, in so doing, he wag 
violating his exegetical convictions. Ewald also permit, liimself 
to introduce into the passap what is necessary for the senee 
which he baa made up him mind to adopt. In place of the 
simple antiquity, he puts: ''Descended from the ancient, vener- 
able royal family of David!' The view taken by Hofmann is 
peculiar : "He comes from the family of David, just aa it had 
happened long ago, when that family still belonged to the com- 
mu+ of Bethlehem,-from the community of Bethlehem does 
He come." W&. u. Erf. 1, S. 251. In order to get at this 
rather superfluous repetition, he has substituted the manner in 
which the family of David formerly eio'sted, for "the days of 
old, and eternity." The " origins " (this is the sense which he 
gives to m) cannot be attributed to that portion only of 
David's family which dwelt at Bethlehem; for He waa descended 
from them indirectly only, through the royal family of David. 
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3. m e  Jewish assertion, that in the prophecy there is no 
allusion to the birth at Bethlehem of Him who was to come, 
could not fail to be repeated by G o t i u s  and his supporters, 
inasmuch as Zernbbabel was not born at Bethlehem. Zernb 
babel," he says, "is rightly asid to have been born at Bethlehem, 
because he was of the family of David which had its origin 
there." Thia is, in like manner, repeated by the Rationalistic 
interpreters, in order to avoid the too close coincidence of the 
prophecy with the actual history of Chrii e.g., by Paulus and 
Stmwe (both, in their "Life of Jesus"), and by Hit+. I t  is 
remarkable, however, that, in order the more securely to attam 
this object, some have gone so far even as to follow the example 
of several Jews, and of the infamous Bodinus (de abditis.rmm 
d l i m i w n  arcanis, 1. 5, compare the refutation by Huetiur, LC. 
p. 701), and to characterize the evangelical account concern- 
ing the birth of Christ at Bethlehem aa unworthy of credit 
Such hae been the case with Ammon egpecislly. 

THE Q U O T A T I O N  I N  MATT. 11. 6. 

Several interpretera, Padus especially, have asserted that 
the interpretation of Micah which is here given, was that of the 
Sanhedrim only, and not of the Evangelist, who merely recorded 
what happened and was said. But this assertion is at once re- 
futed when we consider the object which Matthew has in view 
in his entire representation of the early life of Jesus. IIis object 
in recording the early life of Jesus is not like that of Luke, viz, 
to communicate historical information to hi readers. The his- 
torical event which he could suppom to be already known to Ais 
readers, comes into his view only in ao far ss it served for the 
confirmation of Old Testament prophecies. Hence it ia that he 
touches upon any historical circumstance, just when the mention 
of it can serve for the attainment of thii purpoee. Thus, the 
design of the genealogy 'is to prove that, in 8ccordanm with the 
prophecies of the Old Testament, Christ was descended from 
Abraham, through David. Thus all which he mentions in chap. 
i. 18-21, serves only to prepare the way for the quotation of 
the prophecy of Iaaiah, that the Messiah was to be born of a 



virgin, which is subjoined in ver. 22, with the words: roirro 64 
8Xov 7&9vaw %a ?rXqp@. Even the proves that all which 
precedes is mentioned solely with a view to the prophecy. The 
w a p p ~ y ~ l a o f  Obhausen which refers the dXov to the whole, in 
contrast with the particular, can be accounted for only from the 
embarrassment into which this commentator could not here avoid 
falling by hi interpretation of the prophecy of Isaiah, according 
to which a semblance of agreement is, with the utmost difficulty, 
made out betwixt it, and the event in which Matthew finds its 
fulfilment. Moreover, all the single features of the account 
have too distinct a reference to the prophecy which is to be 
afterwards quoted. It is from a regard to it, that he & most 
anxious to point out that Christ was conceived by a pure and 
immaculate virgin, that, in ver. 25, he expre98ly ad& that be- 
fore the birth of Jeans, Mary had had no connubial intercourse 
with Joseph, because Immanuel was not only to be conceived, 
but born of a virgin. The words, mzh.4urrc TJ clwp a h &  
'IqaoGv, correspond exactly with md m z ~ u o w r  76  duopa a h 0 0  
'EWt&. The Evangelist explains the latter name by 
+@v 6 8&, which, again, cannot be without an object, for the 
name of Jesm (Gottlreil, God-Salvation) has, with him, the same 
signification. We pass over, in the meantime, the section ii. 1- 
12. In ver. 13 there follows the account of the flight into Egypt 
with a reference to Hm. xi. 1. This passage refers, in the finit 
instance, to Israel ; but Israel does not here come into view ac- 
cording to its carnal condition, but only according to its divine 
destination and election,-as is evidently shown by the designa- 
tion " Son of God." Israel was called to preserve the truth of 
God in the midst of error, to proclaim among the Gentiles the 
mighty acts of God, and to be His messenger and ambaassdar. 
In  this respect Israel was a type of the Messiah, and the latter, 
as it were, a concentrated and exalted Israel. I t  is from this r+ 
lation alone that many passages in the second part of Isaiah can 
be explained ; and in Is. xlix. 3, the Messiah is expressly called 
Israel. If, then, there existed between Israel and the Messiah 
such a relation of type and Bntitpe ;-if this relation was not 
accidental, but designed by God, it will, a pri* appear to ns 
most probable that the abode of the children of I sm1 in Egypt, 
and the residence of Christ in the same country, have a relation 
to each other. This supposition rats upon the perception of the 



remadtable coincide& which, by-divine Providence, genetally 
e h  betwixt the destinies of typrcal pemonq and those of the 
Antitype, m that the former may be considered as an actual 
prophecy of the .latter. But this coincidence must hem not be 
sought in the stay in the m e  country only ; this circumstance 
served only to direct attention to the deeper unity, to represent 
it outwardly. I t  was not from their own choice, but'from a 
aeries of the most remarkable dbpeneations of Providenq and 
on the express command of God, that Israel went to Emt. 
They thereby escaped from the destrnction which threatened 
them in the land for which they were really destined. They 
were there prepared for their destiny ; and when that preparation 
was finished, they were, apeably to the promise of God, which 
was given to them even before they went down into Egypt, in- 
troduced into that land in which their destin y was to be di. 
The same providence of Gtod which there chose the means for 
the preservation of His kingdom, which was at that time bound 
up with the existence of the typical Israel, chose the same means 
now also when their hopes concentrated themselves in the person 
of their future Head. It was necessary that Egypt should 
afford Him a safe abode until the danger was over.-!J!hem 
then follows, in vers, 16-19, the account of the murder of the 
children of Bethlehem, with a sole reference to Jer. zgd. 15, 
and just on account of it. Here, too, we must not think of a 
simple simile only. In  Jeremiah, the mother of Isrrtel lamentrr 
over the destruction of her children. The Lord appean and 
comforts her. Her grief is, at mme future time, to be changed 
into joy. She is to see the salvation which the Lord will still 
bestow upon her sons. That which, therefore, constitutes the 
essence of that passage is the contrast of the merited punishment 
which Israel drew down upon themselves by their sing with tbe 
unmerited dvation which the mercy of the Lord will bessow 
upon them. Now, quite the anme contrast is perceptibk in the 
event under considerntion. I n  the same manner aa the tyrrnup 
of the Chaldeans, so that of Hmod also was a deaarved punish- 
ment for the sins of the Covenant-people. Hemd, by birth a 
foreigner, was, like Nebuchadnezzar, a d of d n  in the 
hand of the Lord. The cruel deed which, with divine! pmiaoion, 
he committed at the very place in which the Saviour was born, 
was designed actually and viaibly to remind the Covenantpeop'@ 



of what they had d e s e d  by their sing--was intended also to lie 
a matter-of-fact prophecy of the ixhpend'mg more comprehensive 
judgment, and thus to make it manifest that so much the mok 
plainly, the sendiag of the Messiah wns purely a work of divine 
mercy, destined for those only who would recopise it as mch. 
From thii it appears that the Old Testament event, to which 
the prophet, in the first instance, refers, viz., the carrying away 
into ca~tivity, and the delivemce from it, were prophecies by 
deeds of those New Testament relations (in which, however, the 
typical relation of the murder of the children at Bethlehem, as 
we hare stated it, must not be overlooked) ;--that both were 
subject to the same lam, that both were a necessary result of 
the working of the same divine mercy, and that hence, a de- 
claration which, in the first instance, r e f e d  to the first event, 
might at the same time be considered as a prophecy of the 
second.-Vers. 19 and 20 have for their foundation Esod. iv. 
19, where the Lord, after having ordered Moses to return to 
I3gyp& subjoins the words: T&-' 7% ~ r h  oi Cvoh& 
uov Tljv +pjvY That which the Lord there speaks to Moses, 
and that which, here, He apeaka to Joseph, proceed from the 
same cause. Like all servanta of God. under the Old Testa- 
ment, Moses is a type of Christ. Them is the same overruling 
by divine Providence, the same direction of all events for the 
good of the kingdom of God. Moses is first withdrawn from 
threatening danger by flight into distant regions. As soon as it 
is time that he should enter upon his vocation, the door for the 
retnrn to the scene of his activity is opened to him. Just so 
is it with regard to Christ.-Vers. 21-23 have for their sole 
foundation the prophetic declaration : 8 ~ 4  NaC(u+ ~ X ~ B t j u e  
~ a r  (compam, on these words, the remarks on Is. si.). The 
particulsr circumstsnces which are mentioned, viz., that Joseph 
had the intention of settling in Judea, but received from God 
the command to go into Galilee, are designed only to make it 
more perceptible that the fulfilment of thii prophecy was willed 
by God. 

From this summary it sdciently appears that the object of 
Uatthew in chap. i. and ii. was by no means of an historical, 
but rather of a doctrinal nature ; and since this is the case, all 
the objections fall to the p u n d ,  which S;cf', solely by &re- 
garding thii object of the writer, bas lately drawn from theee 



chapters against the genuineness of Matthew's GospeL And if 
we apply this to the question before ng it follows that the section 
ii. 1-12 must likewise have an Old Testament foundation. That 
this foundation can, in the first instance, be sought for only in 
the prophecy of Micah, becomes evident from the circumstance, 
that Bethlehem is, in ver. 1, mentioned as Chist's birth-place. 
If we POW hake into consideration the fact that the Evangelist 
does not mention at all that the parents of Jesus formerly resided 
at Nazareth, just because it had no reference to any prophecy 
of the Old Testament (it is merely by designating, in the ac- 
count of the b i i  of Jesus, Bethlehem as the place of His pa- 
rents, that he intimates that that which had-been yrevi~r;s]y 
reported had happened in a different place),-and that, on the 
other hand, he mentions the residence of the Holy Family at 
Nazareth, after their return from Egypt, evidently for the sole 
purpose of bringing it into connection with a prophecy,-it be- 
comes quite evident that it ia not from any historical interest 
that this circumstance, which was known to all his readerg is 
mentioned. To this it may be further added, that the account 
given in vem. 1-6, especially the communication of the answer 
of the Sanhedrim to the question of Herod, would, according to 
the proved object and aim of Matthew, stand altogether without 
a purpose, unless he had considered the answer of the Doctom 
as being in harmony with the truth, and hence as superseding 
his usual formula, Zvcr ? r X q ~ .  In  order to show how much 
Matthew was guided by a regard to the Old Testament, and how 
frequently, at the same time, he contented himself with a mere 
allusion, supposing his readers to be acquainted with the Old 
Testamentias is quite evident from vers. 20 and 23-we must 
further consider the second Old Testament reference which he 
hae in view in Vera. 1-12. The passages to which he refers are 
Ps. lxxii. 10 : "The kings of Sheba and Seba shall offer gifts;" 
and Is. 1x. 6: "AII they from Sheba shall come, they shall 
bring gold and incense, and they shall show forth the praises of 
the Lord." The representation, in these and other similar 
passages, is, in the first instance, a figurative one. Wits are in 
the East a sign of allegiance. The fundamental thought is this: 
" The most distant, the wealthiest, and the most powerful nations 
of the earth shall do homage to the Messiah, and consecrate to 
Him themselves and all that they have." But that which is 



prophesied by a- figarative representation in these Old Testa- 
ment passagea began to be fulfilled by the symbolical action of 
the Magi, by which the image was represented externally ; for 
the gold, incense, and myrrh which they consecrated to the new- 
born King of the Jews symbolized the homage which they 
offered to Him ; and these gifts are certainly expressly men- . 

tioned by Mstthew for this reason, that they occur in the Old 
Testament passages: As this event formed, in one respect, the 
beginning of the fulfilment, so, in another, it formed a new 
prophecy by deeds,-the type of a new, greater, and more 
proper fulfilment. The Apostles considered these Magi as the 
t-ypes and representatives of the whole mass of heathen nations 
who were, at a subsequent period, to do homage to the Messiah. 
They were the ambassadors, as it were, of the heathen world, to 
greet the new-born King, just as the shepherds, whom God 
Himself had chosen, were the deputies of the Jews. In my 
work on Balaam, pp. 480482, I have proved that, even with 
these references, the contents of the passage are not yet ex- 
hausted,-that there atill remains a prominent point, viz., the 
star which the Magi saw, and that this refera to Balaam'e pro- 
phecy of the star proceeding from Jacob. 

But if it be established that the view of the prophecy under 
consideration, which the Erangelist reports as that of the San- 
hedrim, must, at the same time, be considered as his own, we 
must also suppose that the quotation, even in its particulars, is 
approved by him, and that the view which was first advanced by 
Jerome ("I believe that he wished to exhibit the negligence of 
the scribes and priests, and wrote it down as it had been spoken 
by them"), and recently by Paulw, cannot be made use of in 
order to justify the deviations,-if any should indeed be found. 
In  order to ascertain this, we ~nuet examine more closely the 
quotation in its relation to the original text of the passage, 
Matt. ii. 6: Kal u; Bq&hp, yrj "Io& o&+ ~'Aqh-rq €1 
iY ~ o i ~  +yrpduw 'I06b- & uoi yap i ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~  +yo$pmw, h b 9  

? r o ~ p a x i  T&U XQdv p v ,  r&v  'Iupaqj The first thing which de- 
mands our attention is yrj 'lo& for the Ephratah of the original. 
The reason of this deviation is to be sought for in the circum- 
stance, that the place appears as Bethlehem Judah in 1 Sam. 
xvii. 12, where it is mentioned with a reference to David. The 
deviation at the beginning hag accordingly, the same purpoee 
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as that at the dose. As regards the grammatical exposition of 
rj '.lo& it stands for: Bethlehem situated in the land of 
Judah,-a short mode of expresition which is common in get+ 
pphical and other similar designations, just as in the Old Tes- 
tament also we find nnn* for : Bethlehem aitnated in 
the land of Judah. The assertion of many interpreters, that 
yij has here the signification 4' town," is .as objectionable as  the 
attempt to change the text, made by Fribdu, who advances 
nothing on the whole verse that can atand examination. The 
Evangelist here as little followa the LXX. as he does the 
Hebrew text. The former has here: 04 B&&, o h  
'E#pz19cS (thuswithout an article, Cod Vatic.). F&scl$ thinks 
that o&or had been brought into the text from the margin. 
But the translator evidently considered bC Ephratah " to be the 
proper name of Caleb's wife (1 Chron. a. 19, 50, iv. 4), from 
whom others also, e.g., Adrichomiw (compare BacItiene ii. 2, 5 
190), derived the name of the place, and did nothing elee than 
express more definitely, by the subjoined o h ,  the relation of 
dependence which, as he mpposBd, was indicated by the Genitive. 
The apparent contradiction, that the prophet calls Bethlehem 
small, whereas the Evangelist speaks of it as by no means small, 
has already been ao satisfactorily explained by ancient and 
modem interpreters (compare, cg., Euthymiua Zigabenw L c. p. 
59 : " Although in appearance thou art small, yet, tmly, thou 
art by no means the least among the principalities of the tribe 
of Judah ; " fihu& : Micah, looking to the outward con- 
dition, calls it small ; Matthew, looking to the birth of the Mes- 
siah, calls it by no means small,  much as, by that birth, that 
town was in a wonderful manner adorned and exalted "), that 
we need not dwell upon it. We only remark, that the suppuei- 
tion of Paulue, that the membera of the Sanhedrim understood 
the verse intembmtively--" Art thou, perhaps, too small," etc- 
receives no confirmation from the passage in Firk Eke, C. 3, 
which he quotes in favoar of it, but which he saw only in the 
Latin translation of Webstein; for, in the original text, the 
verse is quoted in literal agreement with the Hebrew original ; 
compare & w n g e r ,  i. p. 316. A comparison with the Chddee, 
who with similar liberty paraphrases, a Thou, Bethlehem Eph- 
ratah, ahalt soon be nnmbered," clearly shows that the deviation 
has arisen rather from M endeavour to eqmss the sense more 



clearly and de6nitely. On such deviations, Cahrin strikingly 
remarks : "Let the reader always attend to the purpose for 
which the Evangelists quote Scripture passages, that they may 
not scrupuloudy insist upon single words, but be eat$fied with 
thig-that the Scriptures are never distorted by them to a 
different sense."-Micah introduces Bethlehem in the person of 
its representative ; but this figure Matthew has dropped at the 
beginning. Instead of the Maiculine 7 9 ~  he puts the Feminine 
e*ianl ; and, on the other hand, he renders 9 ~ h u  by & 
J~(&L, which, in a way not to be mistaken, wggeats this repre- 
sentation. F r i t z d s  announces himself as the man who would 
heal this fdum soIGbcismum which had not hitherto been re- 
marked by any one. He proposes to read: d B&JP 
+ 'IovScrlar o&+& h x & m q  €1 &J roiq +yqduw 'I+-- 
" and thou Bethlehem, by no means the smallest part of the land 
of Judah, art," etc. But altogether apart from the arbitrary 
change of yij 'Io&,-which certainly no one could ever have 
been tempted to put for the more simple T$S 'IOU&&,-the per- 
sonification could even then not have been maintained, and the 
fadus solarcimnw would still remain. Even although the e)XCb. 

be undmtood in accordance with the "ekgontissimw 
Grczcomm umur,'' Bethlehem must, after all, be treated as a thing 
-as a town. Nor is the caw much improved by the aasistnnce 
which FTitzsahe immediately afterwards endeavours to give to 
the text: mi d Bath& yij 'IoGa, o & p &  iXaxitq €1 &r& 
~ ~ L Y  'Io&, "among the principal towna of the families in 
Judea." Is there an instauce in which ai ;r/e&w means the 
" principal towns? " Moreover, the relation of ~./.&YLu to the 
mbsequent +yo4pmx, which requires the Masculine, has been 
overlooked. -Micah personifies Bethlehem from the outset. 
Matthew first introduces Bethlehem as a town, but afterwards 
passes to the personification by speaking of the ;R.e$ues in- 
stead of the tribes. For this he had a special reason in the re- 
gard to the subsequent II./.;pw. Bethlehem, although out- 
wardly small, is, notwithstanding, when regarded from a higher 
point of view, even in the present by no means small among the 
I&s of Judah, for, from it, in the future, the great Eeader of 
Judah shall proceed. Thie relation, which ie so evident, must 
the rather be assumed, that in M i d  also a amtrast occurs 
which, as to the sense, is altogether similar. I t  serves, at the 
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same time, for a proof against the assumption that the Gospel 
of Matthew was originally written in the Bramean language,- 
a view which is, generally, opposed alao by the free handling of 
the Old Testament text in the whole quotation. The incon& 
tency in the use of the personification is, further, the more easy 
of explanation, since it is altogether of an ideal character, and, 
eubstantially, person and town are not distinguished.-The last 
words in Micah, "And. His goings forth," etc., have bpn  
omitted by Matthew, because they were not needed for his pur- 
pose, which was to show that, according to the prophecies of the 
Old Testament, the Messiah was to be born at-Bethlehem. On 
the other hand, the h a  of Micah is paraphrased by : k t $  

?ro~pwei d v  Xadu p v ,  TAU 'Imp& Thee  words refer to 2 
Sam. v. 2 : '' And the Lord says to thee, Tliou shalt feed My 
people ImZ, and thou shalt be a prince over Israel." They 
point out the typical relation between the first David who was 
born at Bethlehem, and the second David, the Messiah. 

With respect to the relation betwixt prophecy and its fdfl- 
ment, we must here still make a general remark. I t  is e v q -  
where evident (compare the remarks on Zech. ix. 9), that the 
fulfilment of the prophecies of the Old Testament forms a 
secondary purpose of the events of the New Testament, but that 
in none of the latter this fulfilment is the sole object. Every 
one, on the contrary, has its significance apart from the pro- 
phecy ; and it is by this significance that prophecy and history 
are equally governed. This general remark is here also wn- 
firmed. The birth of Christ at Bethlehem testified, in one rp. 
spect, for the divine origin of the prophecy of the Old Testament, 
and, in another, that Jesus is the Christ. But its main object, 
altogether independent of this, was to represent, outwardly also, 
the descent of Christ from David. This was recognised by the 
Jews even, at the time of Christ, as appears from the addition 

. k o v  + A d a ,  John vii. 42. Of the two e t s  of the Davidic 
family, viz., Bethlehem and Jerusalem, the former is chosen, 
partly, because, from its external littleness, it wat~, generally, 
very suitable for prefiguring the lowliness of the Messiah at the 
outset-a circnmetance which is expressly pointed out by the 
prophet himself-and partly, because it was peculiar to the 
family of David during its obscurity ; whilst Jerusalem, on the 

. eontraq, belonged to their regal condition,--ad the Messiah 



was to be born in the fallen tabernacle of David, to be a rod 
from the cnt off stem of Jesse, Is. xi. 1. That this reference 
also was in the view of the prophet, seems to be evident from a 
comparison of iii. 12, and iv. 8j 9, 14. A t  all events he con- 
sidered the family of David as having altogether sunk at the 
time of the Messiah's appearing. The very threatenings in 
chap. i.-iii. imply the destruction of the Davidic kingdom. 
This meets us, very distinctly, in chap. iv. 

Ver. 2. " Tlic*t;fme will Be give them up until the time that 
she who ia bearing hath i rugl t t  forth ; and then the remnant of 
hM brethren ahall return unto the eons of Israel." 

The description of what the Messiah is to bestow upon the 
Covenanbpeople begins in this verse, and is carried on through 
the whole chapter. By p', the close connection of v. 1- with 
vi. 9-14 is indicated. Michaelia remarks : '' Because this is the 
counsel oE God, first to afaict Zion, on account of her sins, and, 
afterwards only, to restore her through the Messiah to be born 
a t  Bethlehem." In  chap. iv. 9-14, it is implied that the giving 
np will not terminate before His birth ; in v. 1, that it will come 
to an end with His birth. The whole time described in iv. 9-14 
is a time of affliction, of givingup Israel to the world's power in 
a threefold form of its manifestation. I n  iv. 14, however, the 
affliction has reached its highest point, and the lucid interval, 
mentioned in Vera. l2,13, has fully expired. I t  is only when we 
look back to v. 1 alone, that the "therefore" with which our 
Terse opens is not explained, inasmuch as there it is said only, 
that with the Messiah deliverance and salvation would come, 
but not that the d ic t ion  would continue until He  should come. 
-pu is similarly used in 2 Chron. xxx. 7 : '' And be not ye like 
your fathers, and like your brethren who trespassed against the 
Lord God of your fathers ; therefore H e  gave them up to dew- 
lation (& ~>ny), as you see." With respect to the wonla, 
"Until the time that she who is bearing hath brought forth," 
there is an essential difference of opinion ae to the explanation 
of the main point. One clasa of in terpre te~omprehending  
Eusebius and Cyril, and by far the greatest number of the 
ancient Christian expositors; and among the more recent, 
Roaenm~llm, Ewald, Hitzig, Maurer, and Caqmri-understand 

2 K 
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by "her who is bearing," the mother of the Messiah. bother  
class understands thereby the Congregation of Israel. The 
latter, however, differ from each other as to the signification and 
import of the figure of the birth. some--Aben&na, Calvin, and 
Jtldti--suppose the tmtiwn cmprationis to be the joy following 
upon the pain. 0 t h e r s - I ' ~ o d ~  Tarnoviw ("until Israel, 
like a fruitful mother, hae brought forth a nunemus progeny "), 
Vi2ringa (in his Commentary on &eL S. 5 3 4 j s u p p  it to be 
the great increase. Let us fimt decide between these two modi- 
fications of that view which refers the words to the Congrega- 
tion of Israel. The former--the joy following after the pain- 
appears to be inadmissible for this single reason, that among the 
very numeroua paasages of the Old Testament where the image 
of a birth is employed, there does not occur even one, in which 
the joy following after the pain is made prominent, as is the case 
in the well-known passage in the New Testabent. On the con- 
tay, in all the paasages which come into consideration on this 
point, it is rather the pain accompanying the birth which is con- 
sidered. Thus Mic, iv. 10; Is. xxvi. 17 ; Jer. iv. 31 : "For I 
hear a voice as of a woman in travail, anguish as of her that 
bringeth.forth her first-born child, the voice of the daughter of 
Zion, she pane th ,  spreadeth her hands : Woe to me, for my 
soul is wearied, through them that kill ;" XH. 6, ilk. 24; Ha. 
xiii. 18. To consider the pain alone, however, aa the t d u m  
cornparathis, is inadmissible, because, in that case, we would 
obtain the absurd meaning : the suffering shall continue until 
the suffering cometh. I t  ia likewise impossible to understand 
the bringing forth as the highest degree of afEction,+ that 
the eenee wodd be : the Lord w$ give them up until the dis- 
trem reaches ita highest point,-because this meaning could 
apply only in the event of the lower degrees, the pains before 
the birth, being aleo mentioned. They who hold and defend 
the aecond modification of this view, can indeed refer to, and 
quote, a large number of parallel passages--almost all of them 
from the aecond part of Isaiah-where thie image occurs with a 
similar signification. Thus, e.g, Is. liv. 1 : " Shout for joy, 0 
barren, thou that didat not bear ; break forth into shouting and 
exult, thou that didst not travail ; for more numerous are the 
sons of the desolate than the sons of the married wife, Baith the 
Lord ; " xlix. 21, 22, Ixvi. 7-9. But we must nevertheless pre- 



fcr to this explanation, that which refers the words to the mother 
of the Messiah, for the following reasons. 1. If the words were 
to be referred to the Conpegation of Israel, we should expect 
the Article before dl. For the Congregation of h a e l  is snb- 
stantially mentioned in what immediately  precede^ ; she ia ouly 
a permification of those who are to be given up. 2. I t  is trne 
that, frequently, the personification is not conaietently carried 
out ; but the circumstance that here, in the same sentence, the 
children of Israel are spoken of in the plural ("He will give 
them up"), and that no trace of a pemni6cation ia found ia 
what follows, bnt that, on the contrary, the children of Israel 
are mentioned expressly, makea the pretended personification 
appear in rather an abrnpt manner, so that such an assumption 
would be admissible in a case of necessity only. 3. If referred 
to the Congregation of Israel, the relation of the Messiah to 
that great event, and epoch, is not intimated by a singIe 
word. Of Him ver. 1 speaks, and of Him vem. 3-5. How 
then can it be that in ver. 2 there should all at once beatransi- 
tion to the general Messianic representation? 4. The s d x  
in rmn, which refers to the Memiah, requires that Heahodd be 
indirectly mentioned in what precedes; and such is the case, 
only when the ,A* is she w b  is to bring forth the Ruler an- 
nounced in ver. 1. 5. It appears from the reference to Gen. 
uxv., which we have already pointed out and proved, that the 
prophet has in view one who ia to bring forth in Bethlehem. 
Bethlehem, which had in ancient times already become re- 
markable by a birth, is in fnture to be ennobled by another 
birth, infinitely more important. 6. The comparison of Is. vii. 
14, where likewise the mother of the Messiah is mentioned; 
compare the remarks on that passage. 7, and lastly-The evi- 
dent reference of 6' Until the time that she who is bearing hath 
brought forth" to "From thee shall come forth," rmggesta 
the mother of the Messiah. That she is designated ae "she 
who brings ford," may be explained from the circumstance 
that she cornea into view here in a relation which is altogether 
one-eided, viz., only as regards the one event of the birth of the 
Messiah.-Among the blessings which the hhsiah is to confer 
upon the Congregation of the Lord, there is first of all viewed 
the fundamental blessing, the condition of all others, viz., the 
change which He is to effect in the disposition of the Covenant- 
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people. It is this which, above and before everything else, 
needs to be changed, if Israel is not any more to be given up ; 
for Israel which is so only by name and in appearance, is the 
legitimate prey of the world.-By the Brethren of the Messiah, 
the members of the Old Covenanbpeople, His brethren accord- 
ing to the flesh, can alone be understood. There is no Old 
Testament analogy for refemng the expression to the Gen- 
tiles. We are led to the reference to Israel by the connection 
with the first member of the verse. The brethren are such as 
have become the Messiah's brethren by the circnmstance that 
He has been born of the Bethlehemitish woman who is to bring 
forth " (Capon]. We are led to it, further, by v. 1, accord- 
ing to which, the Messiah is to be Ruler in Israel; and, d l  
further, by the fundamental passage in Ps. xxii. 23: "I will 
declare Thy name unto my brethren," where, according to the 
address in ver. 24, the brethren are all the descendants of Israel, 
among whom a great awakening is to be produced.-The con- 
strnction of alw with k may be explained by the remark of 
Ewald : " 5~ stands in its primary local signification with verbs 
also, when the thing moves to another thing, and remains 
upon it." Of a material return the verb aw with $p is thus used 
in Prov. xxe. 11, Eccles. i. 6 ;--of a spiritual return, 2 Chron. 
xxx. 9 : mv 59 amwa "when ye return to the Lord," properly, 
a upon the Lord ;" and Mal. iii. 24 (iv. 6) : And he makes 
return the hearts of the fathers to the sons, D * J ~  %,"-which 
latter passage has a striking resemblance to the one under re- 
view. In the latter signi6cation a l ~  must be taken here &.- 
By the " sons of Israel," here, as ordinarily, the whole of the 
Covenanbpeople are signified, and that by its highest and 
holiest name. From this holy communion, the wicked--the 
souls which, according to the expression of the Lord, are cut 
off from their people-are separated and dissevered ; compnre 
'my commentary on Ps. lxxiii. 1. The whole description of the 
prevailing corruption, and especially vii. 1, 2, show us to what 
an extent this separation existed at the time of the prophet. 
But, by the Saviour, this separation is to be abolished, and the 
lost and wandering are to be brought back to the communion 
of the church,-a work which, according to Rom. xi., will be 
perfected in the future only: 

. l After the example of Hojinann, Ca?pari gives this exposition : " A d  
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Ver. 8. "And He stands and fe& tn the strength of tlrs 
Lord, in the majesty of the namd of the Lord Hw God; and they 
dwell, for now shall He be great unto tha en& of the earth!' 

In this verse we are told what the Saviour shall do for 
awakened and, thus, inwardly united Israel. "He stands," has 
here not the signification of " He abides,'' but belongs merely to 
the graphic description of the habit of the shepherd ; compare 
Is. ]xi.-5 : "And strangers stand and feed your flocks." The 
shepherd stands, leaning upon his staff, and overlooks the flock. 
The connection of "He feeds" with " in the strength of the 
Lord," we cannot better express than Cdn'n has done in the . 

words : "The word 'to feed' expresses what Christ will be 
towards His people, i.e., towards the flock committed to Him. 
He  dws not exercise dominion in the Church like cr formidable 
tyrant who keeps down his subjects through terror, but He  is 
a Shepherd, and treats His sheep with all the gentleness which 
they can desire. But, inasmuch as me are surrounded on all 
sides by enemies, the prophet adds: 'He shall feed in the 
strength,' etc. ; i.e., as mnch power as there is in God, so much 
protection there will be in Christ, when it is necessary to defend 
and protect His Church against enemies. We may learn, then, 
from this, that we may expect as mnch of salvation from Christ 
as there is strength in God!' The great King is so closely 
united to God, that the whole falness of divine power and 
majesty belongs to Him. Such attributes am never given to 
any earthly king. Such a king has, indeed, strength in the 
Lord, Is. xlv. 24; "The Lord giveth strength to His kiig, and 
exalteth the horn of His anointed," 1 Sam. ii. 10 ; but the whole 
strength and majesty of God are not his possession. The pas- 

the remnant of Hi brethren, &., the inhabitants of Judsh, &an return 
from the captivity to Canaen, dong with the aons of M, Cc, the ten 
tribea" But the return from the captivity never appeam in -the prophetq 
as a work of the Messiah. I t  haa here taken place long before Hi appear- 
ing : chap. iv. 10, iv. 11-14 supposes it  to have taken place, and Zion to be 
in exHtence. The '' brethren of the Messiah " can neither be the inhabi- 
tants of Judrh especially, nor the sone of brael, the ten tribes, mlem the 
antithesis to Judah be dictly expreesed. It ie a b e d  to mppose that the 
ten tribes should appear ss thoee chiefly who are to be redeemed. a)w, 
which meam '' to return," cannot be uaed eimply of a return to the country, 
while nw with % can, according to the urur lopuendi, be understood ody 
in the senre of '& to retnrn to," etc., eta. 
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sage in Is. ix. 5 (6) ia parallel,-where the Messiah is called kc 
nlr, God-hero.-The "name of God" points to the rich fd- 
ness in deeds, by which He has manifested the glory of His 
nature. The Messiah will be the brightness and image of this 
His glo y,--a glory which is manifested by acts, and not a glory 
which is inactive and concealed. "They dwell " forms a con- 
trast to the disquietude and mattering, and we are, therefore, 
not at liberty to supply "safely" before it. The last words are 
deprived of their meaning and signi6cance by explanations mcli 
as that of Dathe : '' His name shall attain to great renown and 
celebrity." The ground of the present rest and safety of the 
Congregation of the Lord rather is this,-that her Head has 
now extended His dominion beyond the narrow limits of Pales- 
tine, over the whole earth ; compare iv. 3-44 Sam. vii. 9 cannot 
here be compared, as them the name of the Lord ia not spoken 
of as it is hem. That the being greatJ' here implies d 
dominion ( M m m  : aucroritata dt pote& aalcbit), which alone 
can afford a pledge for the dwelling in safety, is shown $so by 
the fundamental passages Ps. ii. 8, Ixxii. 8 ; compare Zech. is. 
10. In  h k e  i. 82 the passage before ua is referred to. The 

now" does not by any means form a contrast with a former 
condition of the Messiah, but with- the former condition of the 
Congregation when she did not enjoy so powerful a Ruler. 

Ver. 4. " And thk (man) w peace. W h  Asuhur come in& 
our land, and when he treads in our paEaceu, we *aise against him 
amen uhepherda, and dght princes of men. Ver. 5. And thy fad 
the W of Asuhur with the m o d ,  d the land of Xunrod in B 
gatas; and He pwtscts f f O m  Asahur when ht~ comes into OW 

and when he t).dodd width OUT ihW&TU!' 

"And this man (He whose glory has just been described) is 
peace,"--He beatom that which we have EO mnch needed, and 
longed for with so mnch anxiety in these tmublons t in~es befom 
Hi appearing In  a similar manner, and with reference to the 
passage before us, it is said in Ephea. ii. 14: && dmw 3 
riplivq &&v; compam also Judges vi. 24 : " And Gideon built 
an dtar there unto the Lord, and called it Jehovah-Peace, m i  
mk." Abandoning this explanation, which is so natmal, Jona- 
tiran, Grotiuu, Rosenrn~tler, and Wner e-xplain : " And there will 
be peace to 11-9,"-an interpretation, however, which is inadmis- 
sible even on philological grounds. nt ie nowhere used, either 



as Adverb. loci - "hem," or asAdwrb. temp. = ('then." As 
re@ the latter, such paasages as Gem. =xi. 41-"These are to 
me twenty years," instead of, " twenty years have now elapsed"-- 
are, of course, not at all to the  purpose^. But of such a kind are 
almoet all the examples quoted by No&. In Esther ii. 13 
ia wed. The verb in ver. 5 is likewise in favour of nnder- 
standing w personally ; compare also Zech. ix. 10 : " And He 
shall speak peace unto the nationan-There can scarcely be any 
doubt that the words allude to the name of Solomon, and that 
the Messiah ia represented in them aa the Antitype of Solomon. 
Upon this point there is the less room for doubt, because even 
Solomon himself called the Mesaiah by his name in the Song of 
Solomon ; and in Is. ix. 5 (6) also, He is, with an evident allusion 
to the name of Solomon, called the Prince of Peru?e.-All which 
follows after these worda, to the end of ver. 5, ia only a particu- 

' 

larizing expansion of the words : "And this (man) is peace." 
Interpreters have almost all agreed, that h h u r ,  the most 
dangerous enemy of the Covenanbpeople at the time of the 
prophet, stands here as a type of the enemies of the Covenant- 
people. Even L. Buur has translated : And though another 
Asshur," etc, with a reference to the passage in Virgil to which 
allusion had already been made by Caatalio : Alter crit turn 
Zpiiyu et a h a  pwr vehat Argo d e h u  heroan.'' m a t  the 
prophet, however, was fully conscious of his here using h s h m  
typically, appears from iv. 9,lO. For, according to them verses, 
the first of the three catastrophes which preceded the birth of 
the Messiah, proceeds from a new phase of the world's power, 
viz, from the Babylonian empire, the rising of which implies the 
overthrow of the Assyrian. But. the figurative element in the 
~.epreeentation goes &ill farther. From ver; 9 ff-according to 
which the Lord makes His people outwardly defenceless, before 
they h e ,  in Christ, the conquerors of the world-it ia ob- 
vioua that the spiritual struggle against the world's power is here 
represented under the image of tbe outward stmg6le, carried on 
with the sward One might be tempted to confine the thought 
of the passage to this : " The Masiah affords to His people the 
eame protection and security as would a large number of brave 
princes with their horta," inasmuch aa tbe bestowal of t h ~  WM, 

under the Old Testament, the ordinary means by which the 
Lord delivered His people. If, however, the spiritual character 
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of the struggle only be maintained, there is no sufficient reason 
for considering the seven and more shepherds and the princes as 
mere imagery, because, in the kingdom of Christ also, the cause 
of the kingdom of God is carried on by human instruments, whom 
He furnishes with His own strength. The words, "Thii (ma..) 
ia pace," and "He protects,'' in ver. 5, show indeed with sufE- 
cient distinctness, that, in the main, Christ is the only Saviour,- 
the shepherds, His instruments only,--and their world-conquer- 
ing power, a derived one only. The apparent contradiction of 
the passage before ua to iv. 1-3, vii. 12-according to which the 
heathen nations shall, in the time of the Messiah, spontaneously 
press towards the kingdom of God-is removed by the remark, 
that we have here before ua two different streams which may 
aa well flow together in prophecy as they do in history. The 
zeal with which the nations press towarda the kingdom is, in 
part, greatly called forth by the fact, that, in attacking the 
kingdom of Christ, they have experienced its world<onquering 
power. The circumstance that the words, "This (man) is 
peace," stand at the beginning, proves that the main id& is the 
security of the kingdom of God against all hostile attacks. F o r  
the like reason it is, towards the end, resumed in the words, 
6b And He protects," etc. But this affords no reaeon for saying, 
with C a p r i :  a It forms part of the defence, it is indeed its 
consummation, that the war is carried into Asshnr." In  the 
first hemistich of ver. 5, it is intimated rather, that, in the time 
of the Messiah, the poeitions of the world and of the people of 
God are changed,-that the latter becomes world-conquering ; 
and for this reason, every thought of their own insecurity must 
eo much the rather &appear. "The land of Nimrod" is, a* 
cording to Gen. x. 11, Asshur. The gates " are those of the 
cities and fortresses, corresponding with, " When he treads in 
our palaces," in ver. 4. I t  weakens the aenae to think of the 
gates of the country, as such, ie . ,  the borders. The attack, on 
the contrary, is directed against, and strikes the real centre of 
the seat of the w~rld's power, just as, formerly, the a t d e  was 
always directed against Zion. 

With regard to the remaining part of the chapter, we content 
oarselves with a mere statement of the contents. The C o n p  
gation of the Lord shall, at that time, not only be lovely and 
refreshing, ver. 6 (7), (this ie the constant signification of the 
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image of the dew, compare. Pa. cx. 3, cxxsiii. 3,Ixxii. 6;  the 
relative pronoun 3 0 1 ~  must be referred to the grass, mentioned 
immediately before; that which the dew descending from heaven 
ie to the grass, Israel will, in his heavenly mission, be to the 
heathen world), but at the same time fearful and irresistible, 
vers. 7, 8 (8, 9) ; the latter of these qualities shall show itself 
not only as a curse in tlre case of obstinate clespisers, but also as a 
blessing in the case of those who are estranged from the king- 
dom of God, through ignorance only. Rauming then the last 
words of ver. 8 (9), "All thine enemies shall be cut off," the 
prophet declares that before this word shall be fulfilled, the 
destructive activity of the Lord will be manifested in Israel 
itself. He will cut off by His judgments, and by the cata- 
strophes described in iv. 9-14, everything in which, in the 
preaent, they placed a carnal confidence, everything by which 
they became externally strong and powerful (Caspari : "A 
cutting off, in the* first instance, of all wherewith elsewhere 
enemies are commonly cut off "), and so likewise all idolatry, 
to which the Chaldean catastrophe already put a violent end. 
I t  is only of such a termination by force, and not of a purely 
inward effect of the "gentle power of the Spirit then poured 
out upon them," that the words here, as well aa in reference to 
the horses, etc., permit us to think. The two kinds of objects 
of false confidence are then, in conclusion, in ver. 13 (14) once 
more summed up,-when the cities, 'just as in ver. 10 (ll), 
come into view as fortresses only. If thus the path be cleared 
and prepared for the Lord, He will, on behalf of His people, 
execute vengeance upon the heathen world. 

CHAP.  VI. VII. 

We shall now, in conclusion, give a survey of the third and 
closing discourse of the prophet. After an introduction in vi. 1, 
2, where the mountains serve only to give greater solemnity to 
the scene (in the fundamental p a s s p  Dent. uurii. 1, and in 
Ie. 1,2, "heaven and earth " are mentioned for the same pur- 
poses, inasmuch as they are, the most venerable parts of creation ; 
"contend with the mountains" by taking them in and applying to 
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them as hearers), the prophet reminds the people of the bend& 
which they have repaid with ingratitude, vers. 8 4 .  (Tn ver. 5 
those facts also which served as a proof of its trath, are wneidered 
as part of Balaam's answer.) He then, in vers. 6-8, shows the 
fallacy of the imagination that they could satisfy the Lord by 
the observance of the mere outward forms of worship, though 
euch should be i n d  to the utmost, and performed in a man- 
ner totally merent from that in which it was in the present, and 
points out the spiritual demands already made even by the law, 
and especially by Deut. x. 12, a compliance with which cuuld 
alone be pleasing to the Lord. From vi. 9-vii. 6, he shorn to 
how limited an extent these demands are complied with by the 
people,-how true and cordial piety and justice have disappeared 
from the midst of them,-and how, therefore, the threotenings 
of the law must, and shall be fulfilled upon them. The m- 
proof and threatening are then followed by the' announcement 
of ealvation, which refers indeed to the I&&anic times, bat 
without any mention in it of the pemn of the Messiah, the 
brightness of which meets us only in the main body of the pm 
phecy. The main thought here aiso is the entirely a l t e d  
position of h e 1  in their relation to the heathen world. A 
day ia comingm-so it is said in ver. 11-" to build thy walls ; 
in that day shall the law be far removed." nl is used +lp 
of the walls and fenoea of vineyards ; and under the image of a 
vineyard, Israel appear6 as early as in the Song of Solomon. 
The wall around the vine~ard of h l  is the protection against 
the heathen world; Is. v. 5. The law " ia, acoording to the 
context, in which the heathen oppressors are spoken of, that 
which ia imposed by them upon the people of God; Ps. xciv. 20. 
Ver. 1% " A day it w when they uhaU corns to thee fmn A&, 
and from the citicu of mt, and from wt to the &, and to 
sea from sea, and to mounhin fiom mountain.n I t  is not enough 
that the people of God are freed from the servitude of the 
world. They shall become the objecta of the longing of the 
nations, even the moat powerful and hostile. They become the 
magnet which attracts them ; compare iv. 1, 8. From among 
the heathen nations Asshur and Egypt am finst specially men- 
tioned, as the two principal representatives of hostility against 
the kingdom of God in the present and pet, and, at the same 
time, as the two moat powerful empires a t  the ti- of the pro- 
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phet-the latter quality being indicated by the circumstance of 
Egypt's appearing under the name WD, '' fortress!' But then, 
by the expressions "from sea to segn "from mountain to moun- 
tain," which are equivalent to "from every sea to every sea," 
etc., all barriers in general are completely removed ; compare in 
v. 3 (4) the words : " He shall be great unto the ends of the 
earth!' (The subject in KIP can only be the inhabitants of 
these countries themselves, not the Jews living there. If the 
latter had been intended, a more distinct indication of it would 
have been required. The Masculine Suffix 97t " to thee," i.e., 
not to Zion but to Israel, is opposed to snch a reference. This 
shows clearly that they who come are different from Israel. In 
entire harmony with this prophecy is Is. xix. 18-25.] But, 
before snch glory can be bestowed upon the people of God, the 
irrevocable judgment must first have done its fearful work, ver. 
13; compare the fundamental passage Lev. xsvi. 33, and Is. i. 
7. In ver. 14 the announcement of salvation takes a new start. 
Verrr. I S 2 0  form the sublime close, not only of the last dis- 
coume, but also of the whole book, as is clearly indicated by the 
coincidence of the words, Who is, 0 God, like unto Thee ?" 
ver. 18, with the mention of Micah's name in the inscription. 
The name of the prophet, by which he is dedicated to the incom- 
parable God, has been confirmed by the contents of his prophecy. 
The New Testament parallel passage is Rom. xi. 33-36 : " Who 
is, 0 God, like unto l b e ;  pardoning iniquity, and remitting trans- 
greasion to the remnant of His heritage? He retaineth not His 
a n g q  fm euer, because He delighteth in w c y ! '  " Who is, 0 
God, like unto Thee?" so the people once already sang after the 
redemption from Egypt. Thus it resounds still more loudly in 
the view of the antitypal redemption, by which the fundamental 
definition of the divine nature in Exod. xxxiv. 6, 7, and David's 
praise of divine mercy in Ps. ciii., are fully realiied. " He will 
return and have compassion upon wi (according to the promise 
in Dent. xxx. a), will overcome our iniquities (whicb, like a 
cruel tyrant, like Pharaoh of old, subjected us to their power, 
Ps. xix. 14), and cast all their sins into the depth of the eea," as 
once He.cast the proud Egyptians, Exod. xv. 5-10. "Thou 
wilt give truth to Jacob, ana mercy to Abraham, as Thou hast 
morn unto our fathers from the days of old" 





P R O S P E C T U S  

ANTE - NICENE CHRISTIAN LIBRARY. 

ESSRS CLARK of Edinburgh, Publishers of the 
fima~ ~'EEOUH)ICAL LIBRARY, beg reapectfdly to invita atten- 

tion to the Prospectus of a Collection of all the worh of the Fathers of 
the Christian Church, prior to the Council of Nicrsa, to be Edited by 

REV. ALEXANDER ROBERTS, D.D., 
AWTHOP or 'D~acnauom oa TEU G~~Pxw,' mu ; 

LYD 

JAMES DONALDSON, LL.D., 
A r w o ~  or 'A C B ~ C A L  EISIWBT OF C m m u ~  L m ~ m r r  ARD Doaram .BOY TW 

DEATH OF THE A m m u ~ ~  TO N I C U ~  COWCIL' 

T" writ ing of the early Christians are allowed on all hands to be 
of great importance, and to be invested with a peculiar interest ; and 

regrets have often been expressed that it should be M, di5icnlt to know 
their contents. Many of them are mere fragments ; and where complete 
works .exist, the text is often so corrupt, and the style is so involved, 
that even a good classical scholar is repelled from their perusal. If the 
student of Latin and Greek meets with obstacles, the merely English 
reader is absolutely withont the means of information. The greater part 
of the most important writings have never been translated; and those 
translations wh'ich have been made are, with the exception of the few 
executed in recent times, for the most part loose, inaccurate, and di5cult 
to procure. To mpply this great want is the object of the Ante-Nicene 
Christian Library. All the Christian writings antecedent to the Nicene 
Council have been put into the hands of competent translators These 
will make it their first and principal aim to produce translations as faithful 
as possible, uncnloured by any bias, dogmatic or ecclesiastical. They 
will also endeavour, in brief notes, to place the English reader in the 
position of those acquainted with the original languages. They wi l l  
indicate important variations in the text ; they will give different transla- 
tiona of the aame passage where more than one have been proposed ; they 
will note the various meanings attributed to the words in ecclesiastical 
controversies ; and when the ancient documents appear in widely different 
forms, the various forms will be presented. At the same time, they will 
strive to combine with this strict accuracy and faithfulness as much 
elegance as may be consistent with the main aim. Short biographical 



and explanatory notices dl be prefixed to each translation; and in 
every case where there is variety of opinion, the writer will abstain from 
expressing his own sentiments, and confine himself simply to an imparthi 
statement of the opinions of the most noteworthy critia on the p o d  

The following are the works which are now being trm8hat.d:- 

I. The Apostolicsl Fathem, inoluding the Epistles of 
R0-w the Epistles of X @ l 8 t b  in their various forms, the Epistle 
of Barnabas, the Epistle of Polpa*p, the Epistle to Diognetas, and 
the Paecor of Hermas, with the Martyria of Ignatiw and Pob-. 

II. The undoubted and doubtfd works of Jarrtin Martyr,-the 
Apologie~j the Dialogue with Trypho, the Oratio ad Gentiles, the Cohor- 
tatio, the De Monruchia, and the fragmenta on the BeSnrrecti- dong 
with the Martyrium of one Justin. 

IIL The worb of Tatian, Athenagom, Theophih of htioch, 
He-, and the fragments of the rest of the Apologists 

TV. Iranae~:  All hin extant worh  

V. Clam- Alemndrinus : bin extant worka 

FI. 0-m 'The Series will include the De Principiii and the 
Contra Celsam. The rest of his worh will be tranalated if the Series is 
eucces$d 

VIL The fragmenb of Jnlln~ AMaanae, and of the other writers 
given in Dr Bouth'~ BELl~rnr SA- 

VIIL The worh generally &bed to Plong with tbe 
recently d i v e r e d  Refutatio Omnium h s i u m .  

IX. The worb ascribed to Dionyaiae of Alexandria, Q ~ ~ o ~ J T  
Thaumaturgus, Methodias, and others of the same period. 

X. The Becagnitio~ and the Clementine Homilies, the Le#erl of 
Clemese on Virginity, the Comtitutionq the C a n o ~  of the Apo&leq 
Decrees of Councile till the period of the Nioene Council, and the 
Martyris written w i t h  the period, md generally believed to be genuine. 

XI. The Apocryphal Gospels, and other Apocryphal Literature d t b e  
New Testament. 

XII. The Ocbviw of m u d m  Felix. 
XIIK. The entire worb of Tertalltan. 
XIV. All the genuine works of Cyprian. 
XV. drnobine adversus Gemtee. 
XI, The worb of LaOtanti~8. 
XVIL The extant worb of Novatian, Viatorinus, Commo- 

dianae, and other Christian Latin writers preceding the Council of Nioe. 



I t  is intended to include in the Series every Christian wdting and 
document produced before the Nicene Council, whether in Greek, Latin, 
Syriac, Arabic, &thiopic, or in any other languaga The b t  includes a 
number of works, some portions of which are generally believed to have 
been written dter the Council of Nice ; but as other portions were, or 
may have been, written before that Lime, it h.s been thought the d e r  
wuw to give them fully. Only those worka which are now allowed 
on every hand to have been written after the Nicene Council, will be 
exclnded. 

It in believed that the writings comprised in the above Synopsis will 
.form about sirteen or eighteen Volumes, in demy octavo, of a size similar 
to the Publishers' Foa~xo~  ~ E O L ~ ~ I C A L  ~ R A U Y ;  and the Series will be 
published at  the same rate to S u b e h ,  namely-- 

F O U R  VOLUMES for O N E  G U I N E A .  

Each work d have a separate Index ; and a very wmplete Index to 
the whole Series will be published in a separate Volume, eepecial care 
being taken in ita compilation. 

The Publiehers' arrangements are such, that the publication, once 
commenced, will proceed very rapidly ; M, that, w h i t  no Subscriber will 
be required to take the work more rapidly than four Volumes annually, 
i t  is highly probable that the whole may be 6niihed at a much earlier 
period, for the oonvenience of those who may desire to have their aeta 
completed. The Volumes d be handsomely bound in cloth, with red 
edges ; but Subscribem may have them with b u t  e d p ,  by intimating 
their wiah with their order. 

They will be greatly obliged by intending Subscribers Glling up the 
acwmpanying Slip, and returning it to them speedily, an this will very 
much facilitate their urnngements. 

I requeat MESS= C~hag to insert my name in their list of 
Subscrii to the ANTE-NIOEIUJ CHBIBTLM LIBBABY, md to 
forward the boob M published, through my bookeeller, 

If it h p r e f d  to have the work8 farsrarded dLreat per rallwsj or book 
post bt oocrt of pocrtaee), it h requeeted that it be so llteted. The Bubearlptionis 
payable in dvalweJ, annually, on or berm tho FIXST IMue for & Year. 



Now rudy, in Four Volwmq demy 8v0, prioe 82r, hradsomely bomd in cloth, 

T H E  C O M P A B A T I V E  B E O B B A P H Y  

P A L E S T I N E  

S I N A I T I C  P E N I N S U L A .  

W I L L I A M  L GAGE. 

I 
ARL RITTEB, the lab Professor of Qeog~aphy in the University of Berlin, ia h o r n  C by name to many who are compratirely uninformed respecting the extent and value 1 

of his l a b u m  In  portmyin the connection of geography with the physical rcisncea, I 

Alexander ron 8 u m b l d t  ha! no nperior; while in ntabbhing the L. batweem I 
geognphy and history, CARL &nw was re nnquestionably pm-eminent A chr i r  vu 
created for him in the Berlin University M early u 18'20. He lived to occupy i t  for 
forty yeuq and to wnfer no less honour upon the city whem he resided, .pd the 
inshtution in which he ta ht, than upon his own nume. And though but dight  
glimpsss of h b  -r h.ve% a u g h t  by the poople of Ora t  Britain, yet m c h  der- 
en- to him M that in the Preface to Robinsou's Biblical Rmmdu, and works of a 
similar character. will couvinw the d e r s  of this wuntry that whafbver oomm from hia 
pen must have g k t  and permanent value. 

Professor R m ' s  mnin work &tes to Ada, and Inolode~ theefore all of that -tory 
which is known re the Holy h d .  To  thia-iucludinn the Lebnun district Pdretiue 
proper, the wuntry ea& of-the Jordan, and' the ~ i n a i h  ~eninwla,-~-' derotcs-a 
space e q d  to 6000 pages of the eire employed in Messrs Clark's publications T o  t ~ s -  
late a muw LUI voluminous re this would be evidently impmcticahle ; and yet the immense 
emdition and power of graphic description of Professor Bmsa, conjoined with the fa& 
that he brought to the stud of the Holy Land, not the unbulief of a n t i o d i s t ,  bat the 
living faith of a genuine d~ristian, hss convinced the uWishem that s 
p t  work would ba a w d c o r  offerin. to .U etude& o! 8iblicd G e o g m p T  of his 

M a a n  Clark m r d i n g l  now publish a tmslation executed by REV. WILLIAM L. 
Qnoq s pupil and friend oTthe lamented R m q  comprising that rtlon of the rolumes 
relating to h e  Hol Land, which, in his jud nmnt aa editor, shall the most ucsptrbIe 
addition to oar bibsal  literature. The worf is comprised i a  four octavo voluniea Y[B 
GAGS LIM been en ed for wren1 yars in the study and interpretation ot Prof-r 
H m d s  writings, 3 LIM enjoyed the wrive 00.0psrrtion of -7 of the mast eminent 
living geogrrphera 

Tbe mrin object which brs been held in view in coadendng and In selectin from the 
originaI, in to repre the work for the us of biblical a h d a t a  E v F g  & u s t n t i n  
tho Bible hcs k n  cons ided  of prime importrocq and ere thing ma been rstrinetf 
needful to maintain the unity of the work. Noted are d d x  . rndtative ' of d i s o o e  
made rinw  mu^ wrote, and the object haa never been lost from right-to make the 
work worthy of taking the rune ylvce in EnglLh thrt it h a  M y  done in Gcxmu~ 
li- 


















